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Preface
Today is Apri1.10, 1981. The sorting procesais oer. Thank heaven.
Between July 1965 and January 1981 I edited
issues of the PHI

-DELTA KAPPAN-,-01 but .eight of thOSe-published during the
period.*- Roughly', 3,000 unsolicited manuscripts Were published in

those 239 issues. The articles were_drawn fiom-upwardi of 25,000 offered for publieation.AnotherA00-to-500 feature Mie,ceS were solicited,
usually 'froth established iiiithors; This =book thud "represents a winnowing of articles, &in 25;500 orthereabouti down to-49.
When I began skimming the 17iiillion words or so contained in 25
volumes Of the KA PPAlf3 was loOking for the "40 best articles." That
was my charge. This.book was AO have been titled The _Best of the
KAPPAN;, 1056-p81,, a sort oi.Crawn- jewel for Phi\ Delta Kappa's
Dieniond jubileeNear.celebration:
It took fully 18.Months for me to see how ridicidous*, search had
becOme.-There are
"best" articles, I finally realized, only articles.
that,.fer different people at different times, may be initructiVe,- interor-rMore rarely-Anspirational. By the time thismhaft of light
penetrated, rhad built a list (4143 articles I ccnsidered appropriate for
the anthology. There was enoughnuiterial for three volumes of this
size I was considering roulette to replace My inereaeingly flexible
criteria of selection when the dawn broke and I took refuge in "editor'sintuition;"-a euplieiniSin-fOr purely personal prejudice
I recall the-answer Iüsedto give chapter- audiences when they
asked' how' material is selected for KAPPAN publication. "It's very
personal;" [said. "It depetiaq a great deal on which side of the bed I get
out of-on the day-finil selections-for an issiue must be made." Lquit
giving:thatansWei Wheal -heard someone mutter, "He should have
stayed in bed." (A-disappointed-author, no.doubt.)
But it is perfectly true that for 25 years tire-KAPPAN reflected; essentially,the peculiar interests, preferences, and beliefs ofone person:_
me. There was always; of course, a board of editorial consultants. I of-ten asked' for; their advice; because I was often uncertain.- And' they
were very helpful. But ultimately the decision to publish or not to,Publish , was inine,iand 'it was baited on complex considerations that, in
'tilany.instances; I would have difficulty, in explicating. The same may
be said of the choice of material forthis bookthi any *Calm, I felt that the
word="beet":fiad--no business in,the.title.
My &sit aim, as editor during the turnultUous quarter Century of
educational history just ended, Avas..to identify- and-present; as-be
guilingly as possible, information-and ideas that would be usefUl to a
Wide range of readers. Far more today than in 1956, KAPPANi eaders
represent leaderShip at every level and function.of *Cation in Americaand to some extent in other continents. As I have sometimes
The only interruption in my tenumwas an eightmonth Sabbatical during.which I
filled in hvtweim Warren.Syfert. NASSP Bidlethi editor who retired in the summer of
1970. and Thorlis Koerner. who took the position after I returned to Phi Delta Kappa in
the spring of 1471fko. nidd W. Robinson was KAPPANactingeditor during nni sabbatical.
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Pieface

folind it necessary to explain to authors, theKAPPANis edited for the
reader, not frfr,people who need publication credits. I have.tried to ap
ply that saine,rule to this book.
Some comment on the organization of this volume is in order.-Educators are impressed by order and coherence, and-well they should be.
Order- requires discipline, thought, and a certain talent for manipulation. At first I Kas_deterniined that this book would display a clever

organizational style. ThuS I quickly eliniinated "alphabetical. by
author's
AnotbeicleanTmiSiinple organizing principle
I considered was the chronological. It had the attraction of promising
ti-sort of history of educational ideas overAhis past quarter century:
But inpraetice it would hfiye been ,unrewarding, I think. Certainly the
book would have been a failure as a history ofeducational ideas. One
frequently applied selection criterion Was: Is the article still sound and
ti.'seful? That criterion would certainly have fought agaitiSithehistorical principle.
For-a time I was-faseinated -with the notion of forcing the articles
into an issues fraineWork. After all, the KAPPAN- has always dealt
with- isSues. Six great perennial problems in education, are encompassed in two questions: Who will teach what to wham and how? How
will edueation be financed ,a,pd controlled? I soon-found, however, that
a "miscellaneous" or, "bifurcated'-'--category
category kept groWing. With- the
possible exception of "what to teach"in a transition period like ours

curricUluM is all"miscellaneous" turned out to be the biggest
chaPter.-Finance was neglected, I found, not because it is Unimportant
as an is-sue_(this year it is positively unnerving) but because most finance
ome badly dated within a short time. And if there is a
More
than school finance,_it is the history of school finance. Labilndoned the-issuei idea on April '1.
A less artificial yet logiCal and useful organiiation had to be found.
Should it, I asked, follow the haystack principle of a typical KAPPAN?
After all, the b9ok is less than three times the length ofa single issue of

the journal: Why not simply offer a haystack table orcontents?-In-the end:I compromised. This book uses the "open classroom,"
"buffet," or "landscape architect" principle of organization. There are
interest-areas here and there. You will find large curricalum oases and
little prOblem pits. To grace the background there are some noble trees
(a Tyler, a Haliighuriit) and in the foreground flowergardens (a Lewis,
-a-Knudson). There are entrees (a Gibbons, a Colefnan) and desserts (a
Cross, a Cunningham). There are exotic plantings Postman, a Rafferty. even),In short,- the,,book 'is, -I-hOpe, -an- attractivejumblegliggested by the mixed metaphors [have used=from which the diScerning reader will select whatever-appeals, and perhaps return again for
refreshment or. edification: ""
A- -word now about-the introduction I have-written for authors and

articles. Every journal-article has a history and -a kationaie.-Sometimeii editor/author corresPondence heightens and reveals theSe, but
unfortunately 1 have always followed'a policy of round-filing author
correspondence after a three-Year grace period.-So [have been corresponding with or phoning many filth anthology authors over the

10
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ptist Month or so. i hope you, find their_ comments as interesting as_l

did, and the author/topic upates informative.

Finfilly,,I,must express a conviction that grew and flourished with
tilywork on this book. It is this:,Yery few professional roles could possibly be more rewarding than editorship of the PHI DELTA KAPPAN
has-heen forme. It put me in daily contact with the people and thetdeas
that propel, azgreat profession. It stimulated me to develop mY ownlimited talents. I don't pretend-that the tasks were all pleasant. There
was the reclining necessity to reject the cherished work of dedicated
colleaguesa wrenching _experiiin ce, i n: to service on-an execution
squad. There were the unrelenting deadlines
Cnnstant uncertainty about-the adequacy of one's judgment. -But the rewliniSlinve
been almost overwhelming. The-outpoaring of good wishes since my
retirement has .been amazing, and delightfulMay.I.Offer one reprosentative.letter?"
Pitliint fa thank you for all that yoti contributed to my professional growth and understanding overihe 2.5 years you served
as editor of the KAPPAN. Your leadership made it the most
-important _publication to,&:ter-My home. I _have looked for ward to it-each month as a souree.Olintellectual stimulation
and:have never been disappointed. It-always conveys telemint and substantive messages in ahighly 'readable fashion.
I have felt close to you, although we have neirer met. Yourinfhlence on my life was so substantial that it seems as if we had
_a_ personakdationsh 43.

Thank you for all you have contributed. Now Lim balm
forward to the promised boolocith _memorable articles from

past`KAPPANs.
W. Scott watertnan. Jr.
Dean. College of Education
Eastern MiChigan University

Now that's,the kind of backtalk I like. Thank you, Dean Westerman.
This is the book, and I hope 'you like it.
Stqnley M. Elam
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About:tli Editor:
Stanley M.. Elam

In early 1979 Stanley Elan; was asked tocompile this anthology for
publication in 1981-, Phi-D_eltii- Kappa's Diamond Jubilee year and
-Stan's twenty-fifth- year es .erliter--of-the ,KAPPAN. The fraternity
traces its origing to the formation of a study club for graduate students
rn education at Indiana University on January 24, 1906:Stan arrived

at the -new Bloornington, Indiana, Phi Delta Kappa heakdarters in
1956 as_the third full-time editor of the KAPPAN, which was founded
in 1915.

As director of PDK_flubli2ations aswell as editor of the journal,
Stan had little time to work-on the book until he retired in December,

1980. And after that he was distracted by several urgent *jeep (inChiding dfailing effort to break 90 on the golf Courses of Green Valley,
Arizona,-Where he moved upon retirement). I begantoget photocopies
-of articles he had-chosen for the bOok long befOrel received adintroductory chapter or a rationale for the choices he_Was making. When the

introduction did come. I realized that there weie certain gaps in it. It
told the reader very little about Stan himself. This pleasant task has
fallen to inc.
Stanley Muntoin-Elani.wfis born' in Illinois on the day Woodrow
Wilson was inaugurated for his second term as President: March 4,
1916. He-was the second son of Robert Lee and Alice AndersonElam,
whose-families were Mostly 'farmers and teaehers..His.mother died
when Stan was 3. and his father never remarried. Stan helped operate

a subsistence farm during his childhood and adolescence in the
Twenties and through the Great Depression. He is grimly proud of the
fact that few Of life's necessities in those years came from the grocery
-store or mail-order house. Most of them-were grown and processed-it
home. These conditions contributed to a hardv:on discipline and self sufficiency that characterized his later career.
Stanley- and'Cecil (the elder brother) showed early academic promise.-Both were-high-school valedictorians; Ceeil was graduated from
-Eastern Illinois -University at _Charleston (then-a teaeherdeollege)
with high honors; Stan with honors. Both of these young men earned a
good part oftheir college expenses while in school, but Stan developed
several extracurricular interests as well. He gravitated early to student publications, editing the college yearbook as a sophomore and the
-Weekly Eastern News as a junior and senior. Blessed with a remarkable youlitadviier, Franklyn Andrevii, who somehow coaxed excellence .from_ students- off the farms -of-southeastern- Illinois; thesepublications won top-honors in state and national competitioir for
many Years.
Stan married,Elizabeth Jones, an Eastern Illinois University_student, at the end of his jiniloiYear in ccillege:it was a-departure from
convention in thoSedays to marry While Still a Student, but, he reports,
"Elizabethiinproved-my. manners, broadened my intellectual-inter\ eats, and perhaps- even sweetened my, disposition." Marriage-also
xv
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qualified Stan, in a year when legs than half his class found teaching
-positions, for o-high-school principalship. In those years. principals
Were married; teachers Were single. Since -Stan had taken care to meet

-state minimums for teaching English, history, government, economics, general science,, biology, Latin, algebra, and geometry,_ he
tritight all of those subjects in, his three years as teacher-principal at
Jewett,. Illinois. In ,a small" system, versatility, not depth, was an advantage. Besides, this,,Stafi.-drove the schoOl bus, coached athletic
teams, advised two studentPublications, directed a play, andtduring
the last two years served as superhitendOnt of schools: Through it all
he-Maintained his interest in journalism. He-even, picked-up -small
chafige.aa:a-downstate strip ger for the Chicago Daily NewS.
By -1943;-after two years as-principal in_afOur-year high school at,
'Willem:Hill; Illinois, and a master's degree in ischoOl acninistration,
,Stan was ready to move up. He moved upstate. At Allerton, Illinois, he
was .6 superintendent
superintendent again but-now taught only two classes a day.
scarce in wartime; however, and gtari soon found himSelf-in charge-of basketball, baseball; and track. By March -he was
hurned,out;i0 Use;the current phrase. He
that he was missing
the great event-of hislifetime, World War II. So heapplied for and won
a commission iii the-U.S. Naval Reserve, After-lengthy-training (inclding:tour. pleasant months at,HarVard Ur'qversity),- he began drilling,a '12:man communications team forthe expected amphibious assaulf,on the Alapanese mainland. Two A.tbombs changed those plans,
Un4c4ithi.rf six' weeks Stan was rhmjn.gging through the-rubble of
FliroSginia. He spent sixInonths bf,19:45-46 in -Japanese occupation
duty at Kure'(near Hiroshima).before returning to his wife and young
sonin- Incas. -Now- a decisimr hdd to be "bade. Would he:return-to
school;
or .seek a career journalisinr He;Was lucky. The week
lief* starting apioferred rieWsPaper job, he was offered an opportunity to combine education and jotirriali
or 10 years; then; he served-.
as director of public relations and
mniservices atEastern Illinois
jniver§ify, his undergraduate alma mater. Prodded by Eastern President R G:Buzzard, who was in thijprocess of building the best-trained
teacher educatiOn faculty in the Country; Stan finiShed a doetorate at
Ihe,UniYerefty
,Utbana. Dean 'Willard Spalding and N. L.
Gage nel6ed:tailor a program in education and mass communications
for:hini3_8ith courses under Wilbur Schranim, a pioneer in the,latter
field.

The.Ecr.D. in '1955 opened up new career vistas.'Stan realized that
'.dispensing the-ro§y-imists-of,PR werenot for him.-But he liked the
Writing And, editing.lAt Eastern he founded. and edited one,quarterly
journal and:took his turn editing a state college newsletter; EduCation
Today. -When the-KkpPAN-'erlitorship vacancy was announced, -he
--wasready.
i
;;tan's career as KA PPANeditor began at agp 40. He brought to the
job a love of good literature, zi respect for solid -journalism, and a cerconiem IA' (Or- the -thin gruel that sometimes -posses :for_ profeS-

sidnat,edacation writing.,In his second _'eA PPAN- editorial, for exat/1'0,4w mentioned reading an accuinulation of several hundred un-
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solicited manuscripts, using these words: "I have been splashed with
the froth'of,generalizntion and spotted with the flyspecks of statistical
minutirie. I have been engulfed in Horatio Alger stories (for Who's
going-to *die an article titled 'How I Fell Flrit on My Prat"1)7 And he
. complained bitterly about 1) violations of good-usage and mechanical
errors. 2) use of pompous phrases to pad out thin ideas or make simple
ones -seem profound, and_ 3) inability to come to the point quickly.
-Thope faults still plague much education Writing.
A good deal of Stan's career as an editor has been devoted to the improverneatof writing in the education field: It is one reason he became
active in the Educational Press Association of America andSeryed for
two- Sears -.as its president. He supported and helped develop the
-.EdPress awards for excellence in edticational journalismand gained
Mike a-few for-the KA Ppilkincludingihe-top prize, the Golden-Lamp
for overall excellence, in 1977. He--has participated in at least 20
seminars intended to improve the writing skills of educators; and continues to.do so since retirement. "Had not Bill VanTil beaten me to it."
Stan says,-"I might have clone a book on wrting,f94rofessionI1 pubslication-Aut Bill did it so well I -have giVep up that ambition."
-Of Course Stan's major contribution was development of the ki.1PPAN into the leading general journal-on education in America. I don't
-want- to dwell on that. but perhaps a few statistics from Stan's last feport to the POI: Board of Directors (July1980) will suggest-the magnitude .of his itc:Complishment-betWeep assumption of the editorship in
1956 and, his' retireni ent. in_ 1980:

Volume 38 (1956 -57)
384 small pages. 9 issues
93 major articles
3 regitlak features

Volume 61 (1979-80)
736 large pages, -10 issues
188 major articles

131 regular features and- depart-,

ments: many photos, cartoons.
No advertising

sketches. and' much use of color
40 pages of display-and classified
-ads

-Circulation approximately 26.000.
with fewer _than 100 nonmemher
subscribers

Circulation approximately 132,000
with 17.300 nonniemberstibscribers_producing gross income of approximately $170:01. Ube minimal,
subscriptions were increased to
25,000 after a campaign in the mumInes. of 1980.),

Onmember editorial] staff
All composition and page make-up

by printer
Request to reprint. 32: articles digested in Education Digest, 3

Four-member editorial staff
All -composition and pages produced in4Muse
Requests to reprint; 937; articles digested in Education Digest. 9

When Stan solicited articles from 17 major figures in education for
the January 1081 Diamond Jubilee issue of the KA PPA1V, only one did

not seize the opportunity to contribute. That would not have been the
case in -1956. Authors now know that the best way to insure an audience of influential-people-in education is to publish in the KAPPA*.
need spy little more. There are 25 volumes of the KAPPAN to
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speak-for Stan and his colleagues. This book, which StAn insisted on
calling Cream of the KAPPAN, not The Best of the,KAPPAN, as we

-originally- suggested, may- well take readers unfamiliar with the
journal back Co the stacks-in their college libraries. They will generally,
'find Well-thumbed ,volumes of. the KAPPAN there, for by the early
Sixties it,had become the most widely used journal in-Americafor the

-induction of young *Ole into the teaching profession. That it also
ranks,_ according to a study reported in The Reading Teacher, as the
journal, Most Used in making school program changes is a tribute to the

extraordinary skill, range, and IlevotiOn Stan and his editorial col=
leattiOS brought to the KAPPAN.
May 1; i981

Derek L. Burleson

Editor, SAM Publications
Phi Delta Kappa
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Introduction
4he words brash," callow, and-uncertain'. come to mind as 1 now read
editorials written in my first,two.yearS as KAPPA\ editor. The best that can
,-be-said of those early efforts is that.1 was aware
of the:problem. The'KAP
._
PAN,/ knew,-had not' found its niche in the worldOfediicatio- ruirfoini
It lacked personality. identit y, and focim It needed a touchstoneby which to
----test-thefuhality-and-usefulness- of ovailoble materials.
It -was. With-this troubling knoteledge that I attended a-meeting.of the

KAPPrOi editorial consultants in Detroit in tlu spring of 1968. It

was .d

memorable tweeting. Presiding Was- Sam ,Browne14 Superintend...hi of the
schools and a forther.U.S. commissioner of education. 'Wing the con:qiIttititS was my good friend from college dugs, Roy _Wilson, then director of
.preSsaria radio :Anions for the National Education Association. The three of
us prepared aMotion addressed to the Phi Delta Kappa Board of Dim:16:s. It
recommended that the'KAPPAN "dealicith controversial problems, getting
and setting forth .all .sides of .i.s.sues important to education .The resolution
Pasfed'and was-approced 1,y the PDK board. That fall my, editorial asked,
"What-Are the Issues?" 1 nnotedIrving-Melbo of the University of Southern
California iisiollows,"The ability to recogiikx issues is an art too of ten lookMg among, educational pdminist rat ors. ,i3ut, perhaps the ,fault "lies .With: the
institutions which trained them, because no man can recogidkeissiies if he has_
not learned to think-in terms of issues. The simple truth is that great economic
and rsocial: orees-Siceep overcormh unities that are only.fialfcbriscious_of.
,a is befalling them. Wise statesmen are those who foresee what time is
bringing and endeavor irshape institutions and to mold men's thoughts and
,purposes in accordance with'the'change that is silently shrrounding'theth."

Volume-40 of the KAPPAN (1958-59) began imtatively-to identify and
dear with what -time warbringing to the=schoolc, "letting personalities fall
wherelhey May."1 set up-a eommittee consisting of Theodore Brameht.'llad
Douglass, Arthur .11.-Rice,:Sr., and two classroom teachers, Chris Om-nohow
(gridlock Fishleder, to help in this enterpriseThat was die beginning of a coh,tinning search. _It is still the anchor of KA'PPA'N editoriol:policy.

Obviously, it is not easy to deal forthrightln.thith hot issties'in a journal
supported Int People Whose careers depend more On boat-steadying than on
bont-rocking. 1 -recall:addressing a 1962 meeting_of EdPress editor.s on the
topic, "How to Treat Controversy and Keep Tour Job."
'The firsf real test of the PDK-board's commitment' to.the polio it hadendbrsed came in the,/ ad 41961. Myron,Liebermatunid I had met.by accident
3
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that summer; and he asked me-why no education journal kOd.pdid the least
attention to "the :Most' c'signif leant education development of the year."
` "What's that?" I asked .` "It is the success of the United Federation of Teachers
[l.,oCal 2-oldie Arrierican FederatiOn of -Teathers, AFL -CIO] in forcing the

New *ark bityBOard o [Education to accept collective bargaining by teachers; hetoldMel"An eleetion to choose a sole bargaining agent will be held
late this fall. The choice-will be.between the .NEA and the AFT."
I persuaded Lieberman to write about the coming election and to discuss
the relative merits of, the NEA and AFT, as teacher, bargaining representaflees. When the manuscript arrived 1 orthe October issue, -1 realized-that I
.wouldhaveto publish a.c..n:rary view. Lieberman (soon to'be a candidate
"for the AFtpresidencyfridicuied the NEA's.capacity to serveas a bargaining, agent_ Forturutte10', Robbins Barstow, an NEA'f ield representative: in
Conneeticut, agreed t6 respond to the Lieberman polemic in time :o meet our
.November deadline, and as it turned out the *ening was not held until Decetither. The-AFT-bought 5,000 reprints of the Lieberman article and the
N EA:bought 10,000 reprints of ilarstow's as campaign literature. Apparently
Lieberman was four, times as effectipe, for the AFT u.;Oh the election by a,
r
.ttbOleone..tikirgin.`:
it happened that the October KAPPA N hit desks
NEA'
in
...
,
WaShingion,D.C:, while a board, meeting axis in session. Within a few days
,PDK'Eiectitive'Seeretary'Maynard Bemis was getting telephone calls and .
letteriliom NEA off icials around the country. So did so me I'D* board members.--The-gist of -their messages: -Stan Elain is either.° fool 'or a dangerous.
-radical and should not be editing an-education
johrnal. True to `their earl,.. ,
_

Mittnent,-1,i19K- leader 'gnOred 'these-criticisms.

Neil February met VtildredFennereilitor of the NEA Journal (now Todays- Education); in iheb tak fast line at the old Traymore Hotel in Atlantic
City, long -time, annual gall:6 rin g,Place- for the, American Association, of
SchOol Administrators. Alildred's greetinpwas, "Well, Sian, I guess you
'learned kinething this year."
., I,did, of ,course,)rnt' the NEA', education was just beginning. "Epentiially
NEA leaders ea 'Me to.apPretiate the accuracy of most of Liberman's obserVationssin;'his .` article; "The-Battle for 'New Yorlc,Cit y's Teachers," and rero rganiiedjto,-nieet the;_ AFT'`

,.

In theinki-SiitiesPhibeitur Kappa sponsored a series of summer institutes
on collective neg otiationS at_ such institutions as,the `UniVeisity-of -rentisyl_parikt,:liarvard,' the University of Calif orr_j_ga t BgrkTeley;and Indiana Unitier,
:Sity.=Liebe rmari and! were usuallyihr-139-directors: mall, nearly 1,008 Mper-

intendersts,:teaelier _aa4iiciatiOn leaders,-,school board members, and Profes,

Sort attetidedtheie instiluies..TheKAtPAN.Continued to cover. collectitie
biirgajOinkiSiueSandteacherniilitatiey throughout the decade, Publishing,in
all Over 90 article ire:listed to the topics. Lieberman becamea resukircontrib,
Mot. andaPentUally a KAPPA N conSultant.-. He
contributed 28 ariklei, eh=
,

,

tortilla; aaditPietps,beiideS serVing as guest editor of three special KAPP AN s
Po. ditiliii of the NYC bargaining &alien:see Allan M. West; The National Edueatipn Association : The POwei Base for'Eilucaticat (Neil: York The Free Pre st,=1980);

pp. 5147; aka,- Ai arshaU 0.,Donleij, I r., Power to the Teackt: How' inerioa's Edueatcai Saline Militant (Inditiiiii Unipersity Preaa in association With Phi Delta Kappa;
'
Pr.ell;_i*. 4845.
..
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("Big Business, Education, and Technology," January196 7;"An Overview of
Accountribillty,"'Decerriber:1970; and "Education and theFeministMoveMerit," OCtober1973). In faei, my good friend Bill Ellena, then associate
'executive director gthe AASA and now superintendent of schools in Char'lottesville, 'Virginia_ once twitted Me- by referring, to the PHI DELTA
LIEBERMAN. But my judgment that _Lieberman's Views are generally pertinent, logical, -well- informed, rind-sometimes even prescient has been confirmed by many Other editors; His articles have appeared initarper's, the
Saturday Review, the American School Board lournal, and half a dim( other
reputable Magazines. He has also written a number of well - regarded books.
Lieberrnates"Eggs That I Have Laid: Teacher BaigainingReeorisidered,"
is- reprinted here because it documents an almost complete reversal in some
of the author's ,Conpietions.'Lieberminei KAPPAN articles up to"Eggs" were
0:pro-bargaining: What causedbim 'to change his mind? That is a. topic
worthy of a separate article.iwould like to-write it some day:after my education ha's b04.Completed.
Lieberman; is now *silent at Educational-Employment'Services in
Modesto, California.
_

nTi4 eddy days as_ICIAPPAisl editor:style sometimes won putover sub=
Stance iti.my choice of material. For example,- 1featuredA flashy but empty
pieeetitled:"Ain't That a Pistol' (December 1956): It was written by SydneyHarris, the syndicated Chicago Daily News coluninist (now with the Sun
Times ), Who in those days liked to shock teacher audieiices with his irreverent

'Then rivent- overboard for Max Rafferty's work. At that time Rafferty
was superintendent at Reedles: Calif 017*. He had co-authored a substantial
textbook- on school administratioirwith _Emery,Stqaps, the= distinguished'
University,of Southern :Califomia professor and a former PDKpresident.
-Rafferty had also been a candidate frit the Phi Delta Kappa executive Secre=
tory-position in 1956, when`Moyriard Befiiis was chosen.
In all, I published-eight Rafferty articleS rta four-year period: They
were colorful,-explicit, and -irritating.ar per
ve, depending_uPon one's
ideologicolorientrition. Several of them-were so4rictionary that I felt OMpelledlo give-equal space to progressives. For example, Robert Havighurst,
theliberOlynibeisity of Chicago prOfessor who had established himself as an
authority on adolescent development, responded to "Cult of the Slob" with a
mild-and-sensible piece titled "What to Do About the Tough, Hostile Boy"

(becember'1958).
!think it was at the summer PDk_boaid meeting in 1959 that the affable
John Whinnery drew me aside. John was then president of Phi Delta Kappa
-and a- prominent. figure in the. Association of California School Administratars.'Stan,"-he-sairV"a lot of us think you are overdoinj Max Rafferty-He's
not very- popular in the profession out here,- you-know."
It -alas friendly advice: not censorship. We both knew that. And it wasn't
until Mix Rafferty ran for state superintendent of-public instruction in California-114962; that accepted John's advice_Rafferty-broughrout a bOok

titled'Stiffer, 'Little Children that spring. It 'included all eight. KAPPAN
articles, ;but happily did not mention, the KAPPAN. I reviewed the book as
Campaign literature, commenting that as 4 statement of philosophy it is be;
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tendering and inconsistent. As a statement (# program it is almost thtally
worthless, because it lacks snecificitn. But as campaign literature in a state at
least mateardlyin the throes of a conservative education reeolphon.... it may

-help brittg fief ferty to the fore:ia a crowded field of candidates."
*henRaf ferti icon time election I asked him fora brief statement of the
.goals of- hirndministration. lle replied as immilows:"In light of your recent review of Suffei., Little Children. I suggest_that not: reprint [Samuel]) ohnson's
famous reply to one who had treated him as you have treated me: 'Is not a
patron. undord, Atte who looks with unconcern on a man struggling f or life in
the water, aiatehen he has reached ground encumbers hintwitlibeke The
notice not: have been pleased take of it? y labors, had it beet( ea rly, had been
kind; lint it hits been delayed till Iamm indifferent, and cannot enjoy it, till1 am
solitary, and cannot inti:3rt it, till-1 am:known. and do not meant it.'"
Rafferty's next appearance as a KAIYAN author was, in October 1977,
when at my invitation he wrote"Shouhr Cays'Teach Schaal?" (he .saidls701)
as part of a special feature on the topic. 1k ended time piece with this not-Very-

1. 4.

subtle ,putdoien of the .editor: "Can't we reallyf hut something more"intportant educationally to spend our time and energy on? if not; how about 6,rousing.KAI?I'AN_nn:teehniques.ni.defeeation?"
Rafferty left. California for the more Salubrious liolitieal climate of Ala,
-banta after he-was thleated'in a inn Air the U.S.'S:mate on the Republican
ticket itt 1970.- lie lugs wen dean of the College of Education at Troy State
University _ever shim. but expects to retire this year. Ile regularly
- airs NS
views on education in a syndicated column. it appears some_100 generally
conservative U,S. newspapers'.
"Cult of the Slob" drew scores of letters to the editor, and Ro f fertn told nw
he receiveddver 1.50. I include the article. in this anthology not as a_"creatp"

piece-but:as an illustration of- my early attempt to change the somewhat
stuf fy. hinocuons image of the KAPPA N. The article deals ttith one aspect of

the.problem of whom _to teach. kis a problem that will alteans be with us.
_

Pereeptilw,_ tolerant, optimistic, liberal, gifted, hard-working. dependable, 13ersiztile prolific. Those adiective.s all suit time late Donald W. Robinson.
Rai:it:sop began Writing for the KAPPAN'in February 1960, with "heals
for r ToniorrOw's Schools." hi October of that year he began a column,"Scraps
from a Tfacher's Notebook," tchich was to appear more or less regularly for,
some 14 yeariT ical sea impresser/ with,his early work that I commissioned

two articles, "The Consereative Revohaion in California Education" and
Time Teachers Take a-"Birching;' and Both. were sparkling journalistic
gehieverritnits. Own the PDK board approednty request to employ:mass:mettle edit:min February 1982,1 had no hesitancy in recommending-Rabinson,Jvho left
chairmanship of the sticial studie.s department at Cadmota
High Schoid.in Belmont, California, to take the position. that summer.
Rabinson'S backgromul: wa.s apia;:ingly varied. After an undergraduate

-degree-at ikreard, he finished his doctorate :it the University of "Prinsgh.
viznia.l.fe taught in Pennsylvania, Florida, Mississippi,
and Caliornia.A gooddeal'of his work was at the college level, inehding stints in adRobins& foitifd the staff of theNatiotwIAS.sociathin of Secondary School
Principals imm le813:1* returnedtoPhibelta Kappa in 1970as editor of spec- ial
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publications and KAPPAN associate editor. He served vs acting KAPPAN
editor if y970-71 while 1 was on sabbatical as interim editor of the NASSP
_Po Iletin:Aqtong Robinson's most notable achieVements was development of
the_PDK"fastbeeks." hugeht popular-booklets sponsored 1n the fraternity's
Educational Paandation.'Robinson retired in 1976 at age6.5. but continued to
serve Phi Delta Kappa. He was editor of the KAPPA N hook review section
until hiS death fromcancer.in September _1980.-Ilis last "Scraps" column
number 75 in' the serfeswas titled "They Gave Me Two Months to Live." It
annealed for-more enfightened_treatment of ,terminal cancer patients.
.Don Robinson and I taught each othvrrnuch.but I probably got the better

of the deal. Ilis,scope Was protean. Ile did iptereiews, wrote editorials,
-planned specials, churned. out-features, reviewed books; and prepared his
thoughtful coltimn, all with equal facility and skill,
'psychoanalysis and -Education, reprinted here from the April 1962
KAPPAN, illustrates R obinson's versatility. Esther, his widow. assures me it
was written With no help from her, although as a psychiatric nurse she might
wellhave-giVep it.
am sorry Don isnot here to enjoy this Walk through past KAPPAN pages.
SAVE

1.

*.,
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October-1961-

The Battle for
NeWiYork City's Tea_ chers
by Myronil,iebe0
Pucation-as a Profession. published in_195(i. Myron Lieberman said. "Should thetrend toward collective bargaining in
IMblic education become Widespread. it is likely to-necessitate
for-realhing-changes in the_NEA"if that Organization is to lead
the watOpwgrdprofe.ssionalism." A test of NEA ability to adjust
-may now he at hand. ai 49,000 teachers prepare to_select an

001110 bargain with-the New York Board of "Education. And
the AFT has in _New "York its best oppominity since 1919 to
ch011emle'NEA-leadership.
The PHI DELTA KAPPAN will welcome far publication
'other competent analy4es of, the- organizational and'prpfessional

problems poSed 'by recent-New York City developments.

'In 'jute 1961 New York- City's teachers voted 27,367 to 9,003 in favor of
,collectivebargaining by employees licensed by the superintendent of schools.
,During,,the =1961,62 school year, the city's 49,000 teachers will vote on 1)
whether theyfavbr a systenfivide or divisional basis of representation; and 2)
what organization they wish to bargain for them. This vote is likely tube one
of the most inipiittant educational events oftthe 1960s..-What
Is an
attenmt-toclarif y.themajor issues involved: Despite theitcrucial.iimMitaitee,
these issUes-aTeriot being clarified by the mass media.- educational journals..
in:stitutioils-of highereducation, or -the competing organizations.
}The significance of the_New York City collective bargaining election is to
be found in its potential impact upon the National Education Association
(NEA) and the Ainehean Federation of Teachers (AFT). At Pres,nt -the NEA
is by far the larger of the two organizations. On 31 May 1960 it enrolled about
114,000 members, 49% of -the nations total instructional staff: About 1 ",317,090
persons, 01..93% of the total; .were members of the 64 state education associa-

. liens affiliatedliVith the NEA, which maintains separate white and-Negro associations in the South. While there areno.reliable statistics on Membership in
loCal associations, a majority of the nation's teachers are probably members
-4_ the 7,135.1ocal associations affiliated with the NEA.
In contrast, the AFT Pniollg juit under 60,000 teachers; about 4% of them?

-tknal total.Since teachers generally join:loeal and state federations simultatiemisly with membership in.the AFT itself, the total number of teachers enrolled in local and state federations is very close to the total number of AFT
members.
For many years the two organizations have been in a membership stale-,_
mate. The proportion Of teacber::, who are NEA -MeMbers -hakincreased`
inmewhat-in the,past 10 years. bid not at the expense of the AFT,'Thelatter
enrolls about the same proportion of teachers as it did 10, years ago. One way
or the other, the organizational election in New York City is likely tqshatter.

this stalemate.
As thinis stand. bottiNEA and AFT !beats exist side by side in many cornMunthes. In a.collectwe bargaining situation, however, it is very difficult to
-kiwp the minority organization alive, especially if the employer bargains only *
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with the majority organization. Employees are rehictant to pay dues to :in or-

ganization that, rmot represent- them. Over the long,tn, leaders of the
minority, arganiiations must join, the majority oiganizationor lose their collective influence. Thus the dynamics of .collective- bargaining favor the
groWth of the majority organization-at the - expense of- the minority ones.
this is not so orninous fotttittArl'as might first appear. Although over =all
it.is much- smaller than the NEA, its membership is larger in several major
turban districts, -such as.New York City, Chicago, and:Detroit. itt some caSes,
the differcriceS are quite striking. For,instance, in
York City there were
only-749 NEA' members to at least 6;0i10 in the AFT.in 1960-6:: Should AFT
locals in these central rities establish themselves as the bargaining agent for
the teachers, the reSatS could be disastrous to the NEA.,Not only would it bc
Shut outs-of key urban districts but it would he in reatitanger of losing the
suburgas.well.
arc only a-few-years away from metropolitan teachers"

organiiations, and the organization that prevails -in the Centialcities will
eventually-prevail in-the suburbs. The New York City election, nay indicate
-the, direction, in _Which teachers are likely to go.
In view of the thiee4o-one vote for collective bargaining, we can assume
that most-teachers will vote for-some organization. They Could, however,
vote for 1) an organization notaffiliated with either the NEA or the AFT; 2)

an-Organization. 'affiliated with the NEA; or 3)' the United Fedetathin.ol

Teachers awn, whidi is the New York feral affiliated:with the AFT. Let usD
.eonsidet,these three possibilities;
Despite the many weaknesses of the AFT and the NEA, and despite the
fact that less than 25% of the city's teachers are currently enrolled.in these organizatiorik:i doubt whether any organization not affiliated,with either can
Win. Certainly, the choice of such an organization would he almost as foolish
-as a vote forno organization at all.- flip effectiveness of a local organization
&pen& in laitePart upon the effectiveness of its state and national affiliates.
A -local organization without such affiliates faces severe .handicap;.
instance, the New York City teachers are affected in limn), ways by state and
fedetal legislation. If they vote for an organization without state and national
affiliates, they will haVe to finance their state and national program completely -from local fiinds. The ineystaiile outcome w.irld be inadequate
ieprescntation or none at all at state and national levels.-Similarly, purely loOl
organizations cannot finance the researeh, service, instructional, ant other
activities: needed in all Communities but too expensive to he financed by an
isolated, local organization.
These conclusions are not invalidated by the current weaknesses orthe
NEA arid the AFT. One reason is that these yeaknesses are partly due to the
massive nonparticipation in these organizations by-New York City's tenehirs.
Big the rt.cisive point is that under the preient circumstances, at least;_it ismore realistic to work within existing national organizations than to start new
ones. Foithis reason, we must analyze briefly the issues that divide the NEA
and.the AFT. The Major differences between the_ organizations concern administrator
membership-and affiliation with labor. The NEA has-_,no constitutional
restrictions on administrauirmeinhership. Although its affiliated locals are
free to impose such restrictions, less than 10% of thein clh so. By contrast; the
AFT has
constitutional provisions prohibiting active membership by super.-
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intendents 'and permitting other administrators and supervisors active
Membership only under certain safeguards designed to prevent their domination of AFT-locals.
The -NEk takes the position that the exclusion of administrators is not
appropriate for "professional ", organizations. locaiprofessional associations
aldtictors, lawyers, and dentists enroll all practitioners in a given arf..a, hence
so should-those of- teachers. It also contends that since administrators and
teachers muse work-together, they should he in the same organization.

The Administrator Membership Question
Leading authorities-in public administration clearly reject the NEA's view

that top;ievel public administrators should be activemembers of organizations that =represent public emplOyees in matters di employment.' Most

authorities in!school administration either ignore the issue or advocate
_unrestricted administrator Membership in teaeherS" organizations. However.
one leadinglext in the field states that "The wise administrator will encourage
teachers-to develop strong local organizations among whosemajor juirposes
are the improvement of pay and of-the working conditions of teachers. It is

probably undesirable for administrators to bcInembers of such-organizalions."2

-On 'th is-score the NEA's appeal to the praitice of fee-taking professions is

irrelevant-Fee takers do not stand in,:plemployer/employee relationship
with each other. For this reason there is no dangef of employor domination of
theirlocal associations.
NEA-literature on adniinistrat or domination has ignored the fact that the
American Association of-University Professors has an even stricter prohibition against administratormembersNp than does the AFT. It also ititiOres the
relevant experience of engineers-organizations. Formerly., these organizations enrolled high employers and-employees who were engineers by pro-

buiing,_the depression, however,. they- were of little'help to employee-engineers. Efforts to enlist' organizational support along this line were
frustrated by the active opposition of employer - engineers. Today, engineers
and scientists who have a much higher-level of training than teachers are en-_
rolled in Organizations that exclude administrat ive personnel from their ranks.
The NEA naturally denies the charge that it is administrator dominated,
bItt.the policies proPoSed by its leaders in New York City would haveweak-

ened the teachers more than anything proposed by the Board of Educationitself. At _a hoard'hearing in November,Eric Rhodes,-director of the New
York City office of the NEA, urged that 7to organization be eligible for nomination as bargaining representative unless it gives complete assurance that it
will adhere to the laW and that it will not call its members into strikes." Similar
sentiments were eicpresSed by other NEA leaders at this time.
The right to strike is an extremely important safeguard for most occupational groups. To tell your employer that you will continue to work no matter

what he-doesthe practical`significarice of a no-strike clause without em-ployee safeguardsis to encourage the very kind of employer behavior that
produces strikes. tinleSs there is administrator domination or orientation, it is
difficult to-understand why the leaders of a' ieachers'-organization would
adVocate-that recognition as a bargaining agent be limited to organizations
that undermine teacher bargaining poWer even before an election is held:
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A "rio.strike" policy is often advocated as professionalism. Actually, all
major pmfessimialcodes of ethics not only permit but require their members
to withdraw their services under,Certain conditions. However:, since doctors,
lawyers, and other fee takers do not work for-a single employer, there isno
occasion for them to withdraw their services simultaneously. Thus, even if it
were true that they-do rot strike_land it is not true), the reason has nothing
whatever to do with theimtion that strikes are unprofessional per se. The professions clearly accept the principles-used t just*, strike action by salaried
employees.
tBasically, unrestricted administrator membership is wrong because it
leads straight to a totalitarian form olgoveniment. Employee organizatilms
behind the Iron Curtain are too weak to netiteet either the public interest or
the interests of their Members. The reason is that these organizations are
dominated by- the emPloyerthat is. the. government.

-Not Totalitarian in intent but-in Effect
_SEA memli are usually shocked to hear their membership policies described as totalitarian, since as individuals they abhor totalitarianism as much
arc do AFT members or anyone else. But policies that are not totalitarian in intent Can be so_ in effect. The plain truth is_ that unrestricted administrator
membership in employee organizations, whether the employees
ployees be public or
private, professional or nonprofessional, tends to destroythe independence
and integrity of the organization.. Furthermore, this is so regaidlessof the personaleharacteristics of the administrator members.

The- fundamental fallacy in' much NEA thinking about administrator
membership is the tendency to personalize the issue, te.:Cgard the exclusion
of ailininistrators froth teachers' organizations as justified only if and when
the administrators are "bad guys." Since no administrator regards himself as
the kind of person from whoM teachers neectprotection, none accepts exclusion when it is interpreted as a personal reaction. But the rationale for exclu-

sion concedes or at least lain willing to that every school administrator is
a decent. fair-minded fellow. As the saying goes; some of myhest friends are
administrators, including some who disagree with me on thisissue. But fora
their' good -intentions and_ sincere -affirmations- of dedication, to teacher
welfare, I contend that they have no business in an organization composed of
-teachers Whom they must assign, promote, transfer,-evaluate, dismiss. ;r
otherwise control.
The arguments on this issue in education textbooks andcourses occasionallyreach the cliche level but rarely rise above it. A typical "rebuttal" to the
AFT position on administrator membership is that since teachers and adminiStrators must work together, they ought to he in the same organization
as if-we do not cooperate and work every day With people not in our organi_t__-_-zations, or as if belief in nonmembership for aciministratcns is tantamount to
belief-in:noncooperation with them.
Even the AFT %Trailed to recognize the pervasive inflwence of adininisfritter domination in teachers' associations. This is partly due to AFT inattention to the'NEA and-partly to the limitations of the AFTS program. For example. theAFT pays little attention to certification. In this respect, it is an ineffective,union. Effective unions have always_ paid considerable attention to
job control, through such policies as the closed_shop or the uni
hop.
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"Certification"; is merely a fancy name for job control: except that in education_such control is not exercised by teachers' organizations.

A Conflict of-Interest
-In the alwract,' most educators favor high certification standards. In praclice, the superintendent frequently finds that he cannot burr a regularly certifizd teacher of the salary he is authorized to offer, Thereupon he writes to the.,state education department. requesting an emergency-Certificate for -someone who does not meet the regular requirements'. The superint.-ndent cannot
tell his school beard: "I-won't seek an emergoicy certificate because it's
against the policy of thy professional orkanization7I le is emp:oyed to carry
out, the board's policies, not the organization's. It is mirealiciic to expect him

to use his organizational Milt:meat° stop himself from hiring teachers with
substandard qualifications. Thus the _teachers* associations do-not- really.
throw.theirstrength into eliminatingemeigency certificates. because theyare
dominated by the superintendents --th?group leadwg the charge on state
eilocationdepartments to issue emergency certificates...
-Essence of,Professionalismor Nonsense?
Professional ethics is another important aspect ofiprcifessionalization that
A has *en_corrupted by administrator domination of teachers'_7associations.
Consider the following questions frourtheMEA four:nil. Under the heading,
"Now Professional Am I?", an aiithor asks:

Do I refrain from adverse criticism of a colleague's method or wak'acept
Yhenyewiested by a school official for the welfare of the school? ...
Do l"talk'things over with the administrator next above me?
Doi support the pOlicies of my principal and superintendent? . . .
Do l avoid-Criticism of_ my principal and superintendent in publie?
Do U_ support the policies of my board?

...

Material likjthis, which equates professionalism with acquiescence to administrative direction, is professional nonsense. Yet lItis nonsense is taught.to

teachers :mit jiiospective teachers eVery year as- the essence of. profesSionalisin. -getioal administrators (and uncritical teachers) may regard
a'equiesceficelo their administrative policies as-the essence of professionhut no serious Sindent of the professions would do so for a minute. An
Occupational group that is not ready to resist administrative direction up oq
Occasion has-no claim to professional status.
Let-us next consider the- second major issue dividing the NEA and the
affiliation with lab Or. 'The NEA objects to such affiliation
on the ground that teachers Should not have any special obligations to, or he
formally- a ffiliated'with, any particular segnient of the Pimulition.The AFT
_position is that affiliation does not compromise
nise teachers in any sa...,bilt proVides them needed support to gain their objectives.
The argument that-teacher affiliation-with national' labor bodies -compromises the teacher has been clearly repudiated r the test of experience
and weigh Of authority; Teachers haVe been affiliated with labor since IBM-.
by this_ time, if teacher affiliation with labor tended to produce all the dire
Consequences attributed to it, the evidence should have been forthcoming
long agO. Nevertheless, although NEA literature calls attention to the evils of
_.
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affiliation,
cases where affiliation compromised a group
,. it does not cite actual
.

ofleaehers.11 ;evils. are always assumed, not demonstrated.

'
WouiCilatior Affiliitign-TaifieTeachers?
.

A

-

_

;§;:fineperiple, believe that teacher affiliation with laborwould embroil
teachers in disputes of no direct concern to them and that it would encourage
teachers, to adopt_'improfasSional -tacties supposedly characteristic of the
Worst unions.-Faradokically;exbertsiapu tic administration favor affiliation
OU,public,service employees on,brecisel oplirisite graunds. They point out
that the Impact of affiliation is one of lestraint ;-not encourageinent,to ag
gr "ssive actien. The relationshibshetWe'en the AFT and the AFL-CIO:area
boifit..Whn,the AFT becanie affiliated With the AFL in 1910, it was
, Samuel Conibeii,,the president O the -APL, not the teachers, who insisted
that,the-APFpnigne a'no-strikepoliey- True -.so-me" locals of the AFT-hae
--goilq on strike, over the years, but so have some locals of-the NEA-and some
not affilialedWith either the NEA &the A'
this ohseiler knows of no case
Wherein affiliation with-labor was a-Cali-sal factor in a teachers strike.
strike
by theliFT
on, -/ November
illustrates many. of. these
_._.
10
boints.:Friorto'this strike there was not a single fifibliestateMent of support
for it froth the AFL-CIO, either-, in New :York or Washington-. In fact; it is
biiblic itneWledge that
AFL.CIO-leaders were opposed to the strike.
When
Harry' Van -Arsdale, head of the Central Tract ndLabor
Council in New York City, gave public assurances that there wild not beanother The next
these aSsorances-Werepuhliciy repudiated by the pregi:
_

dentolthetIFT
,

.

.

_

.

'In Suomi*, the common belief, evetralining AFT_ members, is that the
federation gets' it S militancy from the ialthrAinoyethent.but 'the evidence. for
thjs is dubiens. It is More likely' that Ate-job-Ye _ militant teachers gravitate
"- toward the Aft; affiliation With labor is brahablya resitit more than a cause

of -theirgreater militancy.
.
The important question
is not Whether_ teachers have -aright to affiliate
.
with the AFL-4O. It is Whether affiliation is effeetive,fir how it could be
iiiàde more effective. These questions are ignored in the debate over Whether
tea0ers:bave'the "right'-'-;to affiliate.
'Many of the federation's stafincheit supporters are-the 'first to concede
that it has never used -affiliation to good adVantage. On this scorethe'New
York City situation is a Matter of the utmost interest; If the UFT_-%%ins the
election,
other AFT locals in`large urban centers are certain to request collec.,
tive bargaining elections in their, cominunities.'In some communities the el.,fectivenegsmf-AFL-CIOsiipport may prove decisive in whether these elec-tionsare held. Of en urge; the AFT leeals will still have the problem of winning

, the elections. hut bresimiably. they will not push fel-elections .here their
chances of winning are prior.
Suppose, as Should.and eventually will be the case, that organizations permitting unrestricted adminis' risen meinberghib are mit'eligibleas bargaining
agents. N A-lotals are obviously not going to give the AFT a clear field in col,leetiVe hargainingelections. Qn -the Contrary, we can expect NEA locals to

-MO administrator membership. entharrassink-as this change.tnny beIn
thqseeas'esthe choice ofThargaining agent will bOildown to one between AFT
and NE 4 loCals,hoth of which exclude trip,ieveladininistrators.-In my opin-

.

-

TheEducation of-aniEditoiion this is how the competition will ultimatell ,be joined, and it Will pay us to
considet,,the ramificatiims of this situation _very carefully.
local-teachers' organizations need the active support of their state and
national bodies. If the latter are administrator dominated, they are not likely
to intervene in_sitiiations where the teachers are m conflict with the local ad-Ministrators. This is not speculation. The history of the NEA and its affiliated
state associations reveals that their intervention is more probable when teachers are lined-up With their-administrators than when against them. In other
words. any effective solution to the problem of administrator domination
-requires-that the problem be faced at the state and national as well ac at the
local level. A solution short of this is no solution at all.

Aniriacierjuate Compromise'foy'NEAThis point :suggests -that the pmentialities for the AFT to make inroads on
NEA membership are much greater than is coMmonly realized in either organization."Many loscal associations affiliated with the NEA maintain some
restrictions upon administrator_ membership. In fact. it is quite possible that
more teachers are_members of NEA eats restricted to classrooltileachers
than:there are members Of the AFT. Given the interdependence of local,
state, and-national organizations,,the-affiliation of -classolom-teacherlocals
with state and national associations-permitting unrestricted administrator
Membership clearly _represents an inadequate Compromise. The occasions
ylin outside help is likely to prove decisive are just the occasions when the
classroom teacher_locals in the NEA-are unlikely to get-it.

AFT Potential 'for

N
Alt national leadershiphas never considered the possibilities of detach-

ing
ing classroom teacher locals en masse from tile NEA.'llowever. its New York
-City leadership has already demonstrated the possibilities inherent in this appraeh. The tlF.71.- itself As-as-fornied by a merger-pf the New York Teachers
Guild, the old Local '2 of the AFT, and a large body of teachers from the High:
school Teachers Association, which- was_ affiliated-with the NEA. Such
mergers Will not -he confined to New York Cit,if the UFF shoidd will the
t
forthcoming election.
Although the arguments most frequently advanced against the Art-have 1
negligible merit:the federation is characterized by.serions deficiencies as a
_professional ofganintion. In general, it-has had to devOte so much of its resources to die struggle for existence that it has never developed the kind of
prograth needed by the nations teachers:Oreedoin froinailininistrator cioms ination is necessary-to enable teachers to- formulate a,prograin. 'It is not a
program .or a substitute for one. Five years agrr )-Wrote:
Perhaps if-the `trend -toward-collectie bargaining_by_organizations of-public school teacheri were to become very_ Pronounced,
thekA Ff. would have its best opportunity since 1919 to challenge the
kadership of the NEA. If this opportunity should present itself, the
AFT Would-have to solve a number-of Basle organizational problemS:to take full advantage of it.°It Ould,have to find- nieans- of
satisfying the subject Matter interests of teachers. It would also have
to' develop' programs in such areas as certification, accreditation,
professional ethics,.and, teacher. education, areas in -which its
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fliience at present- is negligible. -Only time will tell, however,
.whether or not the AFT will have such an opportunity and whether
-or not it will be able to take advantage of- it.'
That opportunity is now at hand. One might argue that a singlecollective
bargaining election does not constitute a trend, but consider thrs'fact: New
York City eniploysas many teachers as are employed by the It/smallest states'
combined. But the number of teachers involved, impressive as it is. does not
convey the:full importance of the election. One outcome of it.-regardless of
who wins,:will lie increased participation by New York City teachers in nationarprganizations. This will he particularly true if the UFT should win. In __
this observer's experience. the generation coming to power- in the UFT
consiihites the largest pool of outstanding teacher leadership to he found in
any local brganizatiOn of teachers in the-country. The forthcoming election
`would be important inany_case. but it would he -much lessso if it did not in-yoe the Organizational fate of so many teachers who are capable of national
leadership.
It is probably too early to predict the winnerof the election.Theoutcomewill depend to some extent upon Whether the elections,re held-on a divi-sionaLor a_systemwide basis. Should the former_ prevail_ the LIFT would
probably- carry the junior high division and stand a good chance of carrying
the high schools
well The NEA appears to he stronger in theelementary
schools.

Despite the fact that the NEA-has traditionally favored a single
sive organization to represent teachers . in each -coin ultinity, many. NEA
leaders in New York City are advocating a divisional basis of representation.
This may he
an indication that they: fear the outcome of any election to select_
a-systernWide bargaining agent.
Although NF.A;memberShilvis nnich smaller than AFT' membership. inNew York City, many teachers who arenot members of the NEA belong to
one orauire of the I5cityorganizationsaffiliated with the NEA. NEA leaders_
assert that these organizations enroll more than half theeity's, teachers. Nonetheless, it is difficidt to Predict how they will vote in a sho,wdowh. Many of,
'these organizations are orthe paper type, with nominal dues and no ullTynie
staff. fly Contrisk,UFT members pay imp $7.50 to 530 a }"'Cat dues and their
.-organiiation ha? an active year-around-program.

-UFTs "Chances=of -Winning
The 27;367 to 9.003 vote for collectiVel)argaining was a treniendons boost

to UFT morale: sit* the LIFT was the only Major New-York City organiza;
tion that actively campaigned for-collective bargaining. NeverthelesS, the
federation's chances of .Winning a systemwide majority are a.- matter of
conjecture. it can he assumed that the overwhelming majority of the 9,006'
teachers 'who voted against collective bargaining-will also vote against the
LIFT in the organizational election. This bloc of votes equals or exceeds paidup federation memberShip in recent .years.-Ii seers obvious, therefore, that
teachers not in the UFT who voted for collective bargaining will-decide the
outcome.
Logically, most of these teachersshoilld vote for the UFT. It wank! hardly
make sense for them-to _vote fOr collective bargaining-and then select a hargaining agent that iopposed to Or does not understand collective bargaining,

2t)
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-gat :ogle often has as little to do with teacher_ elections as with other-kinds,
and the outcome will be influenced by several factors that should be irrele-vant to_the choice of bargaiiiiiig agent.
The Achilles heelcif the'NEA may not be collective bargaining itself but
the association's poor record.on other issues,of considerable interest in New
--YorkcCity4n-1956-theNevy -York-City delegation-to: the NEN.conyentiOn
made an unsuccessful effort to stop the NEA's travel division from sponsoring tours.from which Jewish teachers wereexcluded This situation deVel-414 wheii certain -Arab, countries refused to allow Jewish-teachers to be
,included;in NEA-sponsored tours of these countries. Leading jewish.organi-zations, suchas die American:Jewish-Congress, requested the NEA toeease
sponsoring tours under these. circumstances. The NEA took the position that
theArab countries, not theNEA,,were responsible forthe discrimination. fay
this logic,theNtEA might as well hold its annual convention iaMissisiippiand
contend _that any discrimination against_Negro f.lelCigates is due to Missiisip-

piansi nottheNEA.-buring the pasty:_ai or-two the NEA appears, to have
seep-the light on this issue, but the association's foot-dragging ,on if is widely
known and resented. When the votes are.counted, thesetOurs may. turn out tobethe costliest ever sponsored byinedueational organization in this country.

ifn 1961' the NEA finally:4ot. around to passing a resolution inppmling
raciai_integration in the-public schools:On the other hand, the AFT has a good

.

record; in this area, as evidenced by its assistance to Negro plaintiffs in the
segregation cases and the federation's expulsion of locals practicing segregation. A.strong AFT vote in New-York City might well force NEA leaders to
conduct an agonizing reappraisal ofassociation inactivity in implementing
integration.
tEctstrategy thus-tar has- been-aimed primarily at blocking or delaying
-.0rerityebargaining elections, at least until-aissociation forces in'the city beewe better organized: To myknoWledge, no NEA- affiliated organiz..ation in
thecity has come Out strongly for collective bargaining Some have opposed
it; others have stated that it -is not objectionable if the teachers want it. No
that an organizational election *ins certain, the pressure will groW on-NEA
city.to.formillate amore. positiVe program.
leadersUndoubtedly, the' huge. membership of the NEA outside of New-York
City will be" stressed, perhaPs.interins like theie: "We already have half the
teachers in the country. Most of the others are members of affiliated state and
loCalassociationS.-if you disagree with our present policies, join these associations and try" to change them. You can't be effectiVein an organilation that en-

rolls:oplyasroall,Proportion of teachersthrnughOut the state and nation.
thisis a plausible argument,-especially in an election designed to

°

nate a mUltiPlieity_of'comPeting organizations:- floivever, in my opinion it is
an argument with a built-in boomerang: Although both the NEA and theAFT
.areeempaintiyely weak organizationSat state and national levels, the reasons
are not the same in both cases. The-NEA already enrolls three firms-as many
members as the Ameriein Medical Association, and itsbridget is larger than
organizations. This strenthens thearguthat of many powerful`
toPiv.,that its weakness is not due to 'lack of money or members:lint to
Ininistrator: dminnation, a iVeakneSs.thal by its very nature is unlikely to

rentedieithyjniire,rnintbers,or h(titdernal :reorganization.
It is'One thing-to urge-an.oiganilation-composed entirely of teachers to
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-change its pOlicies on, a- partieidar issue. it is an-altogether 'different thing to
Urge ari organization to free itself from administrator dominationby ejecting
miladininisiratOri from the organization: The very evils involved make it likely
that only teachers prone to matirdoin will take the initiative on this issue andtharfeW Others, regardless of ,their.conyictions,WilI follow theni.-AdministratoeniembershiPlin-teachers'organiiations iSJilce the camel's nose-in the
Tent=nocie-^_b-e'S-iii4-MT-Can*Fget:the Critter out

Regardless' f what organisation, if any; wins the election, it willbei land=
:Mark in the histOry of American education: By accepting bona fide collective
bargaining,.hOWever reluctantly 4,i4",belatecily;the'New YorkCity_Board of
Education is-rilAin$ One ,of ificindst- important contributions to:education
eyer,ilia0e!;yAbo:#4:9( education in this country. Very soon,it will be up to
the teacher0:011Vev York City to rise to the occasion. For better or for worse,
they haye an unPreeedented oPPortunityto influence the course of Ain'ericari
edUeation
the 1960s:
4

_

I: :See-Morton'fiobert Codine. The Labor Problem in the Public Service. Cambridge:
larvaid-Urififeriity Press, 1951. ffp.101-02.
2. AVillaid-.B. -Spaldink. and Van Miller. The Public Administration-Of Arnericaii
'Selma- It. 2nd ed. YanIcerS-on-Iltnison. N.Y.: World BOok Company,- 1958, p: 332.
(Italics added.)
3..Cniee-LKautiman,
Professional
NEA' Journal, April,I950; 286.
4. Myron:Lieberman,_ Education as a PrOfession. Englewood- Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice
372.:
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-Egg's 'Thal 1`, Have taid:
TeaCtier',Bargaiiiing Reconsidered
'by:MyrtittAL;Aeriiian
adeocate_of rights for teacherorganizations equal
to those,possepe,d_bif unions,in_the-private sector, Mr.
Lieberman hils:now.c'hanged hiss mind: To'coinpensate fol.' the
inlierent adpantages of pod* employment,_ lie says, teacher representational rights should be'considerably!reduced.
'In',1962' the firstsignificant collective bargaining contract covering teachers
was negotiated-in New -York- City. -Since then, collective bargaiiiirigin-educatkin has developed nationally.kan infpr&ssive.pace. At least 32 state'now
provide. teachers With bargaining rights, and,a groWing majority of teachers
more) i.Vork pursiiant to collective bargaining contract's. Membership
-in= teacher' uniens 'has increased enormously;- simultaneously, dues. therein
have been- inereased; -so that the resources-available th.these unions,mayeven exceed $500 million annually. Since.60% to 80% of school' budgets are
spent for personnel, virtually.every aspect of education has been affected by
this. dramatic shift to i:ollectivelYhargained terms and conditions of employment,
Since 1962 collective bargaining has somet jme-s'been sold to legislatures
ind sehopl boards on a "try it, You'll like it" basis. Others simply inherited bargaining as a fixture on the educational scene, just as its absence was taken for
granted in an earlier era. RegardiesS_Ofhow it is presented or experienced,
howeVer,_there is,one crucial 'difference - between the present situation-andthat of the 1960s. Today we have a Wealthof experience in teacher bargaining
to guide us. What was adVocated or opposed in the 1960s on the basis of logic
or intuition or speculation-or analogy can be tested today agaiiist a body. of experience. Today there is mi,excuse for debating whether or how collective

:bargaining in education 'differs Irmo conceive bargaining in the private
sector. ThedifferenceS are real and important, and they justify this conclusion: Providing.publie einploYees collectivebargaining rights siriiilar to thoseproVided.private-sector employees is undesirable
In the
the appeal to "equity" -was the major public policy justifica

tinn .for 'teacher bargaining:'Withmit 'bargaining tg* teachers,' like other
public:einployees, are: allegedly second-Class citizens. Privately employed
Oil* can unionize and'strike; publicly- employed ones cannot. Bus drivers
fora privately owned'cOmpany Can strike; if the same routes were taken over

iiid'oRetated as a._puhlip utility,.the drivers could not bargain or . strike.
teachers in private
.. schools can organize ,andl-hargain; .these- invtiblie:SChools cannot.
Far the sake of argument, let us agree that teachers ought to have ':equity"
with Private ,sector. employees. To assess the. &nutty- argument, objectively,.
"howeyer,.w e_,must &milder all -the crucial differences-between public and
private sector eMPloyMent, not just the absence of bargaining rights in public

education.
these, 'perhaps: the most important difference is _that
teachers often play an important role in determining who is management. For
example, teacher organizaticins,are 'frequently active in schoolboard:elee48^

-;
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tions.iln some situation's they have a decisive influence upon who is elected.
Ineoritrast,-Ptivate sector employees have no legal or practical role in selecting .minagement;-and
ordinarily be fuiile for them to try, to do so.
some :jurisdictions at:least, -the political influence of teachers upon
public, management has been extremely adVantageous, to teachers. ThiS influence affeets not only, whet is proposed, accepted; rejected; and niodified,
but the timing of concessions; the management posture toward 'grievances,

and the extent of management support services for bargaining;Soliietirnes
even the choice of management negotiator -is subject to an unofficial but effective teacherNeto.
`It, is easy ,to Miderestimlie the-impact of teacher political influence on
teacher -employment relations, becanse typically -this influence has to be
shared. Often:if is more veto power than "do','-,power. One should not be
misled,:hOWever, by the fact thafteacher-backed candidates-do not always
suPpoitthe teack.trs-,,or may. even oPpoSe them on occasion. Such situations
notwithstanding, ,the political dimension-constitutes significant teacher, adVantages OyerAniVatesector employMent.
this connection,- teacher oPPortunitieito influenceihe choice of state
officials 'must_ also be considered. True enough, private seetor einPloyeeshave equal opportunities to influence. or to elect such officials. The point is

:however; that state .officials,,seldom affect the conteXtar substance of
.private sector, hargaining. Typically, the governor of a state has no role in collective bargaining for private sector employees. Such bargaining is regulated
by thelstation-al Labor Relations Board-, a federal agency. On the other hand,
the governor frequently plays a decisive role in whether there is to be public

sector bargaining at_all; ifidif there is, on such matters as the scope of bar- gaining; the nature of unfair labor practices, the relationship of bargaining to
budgetary schedules, the impasse Procedures, and the balance of bargaining
poWer between thniarties. In addition; governors often playa crucial role in
SubstantiVe nia tiers Subject -to bargain ing. -For example,- the. governor, typieallyAsfiie most important single individual in theannual aid-to-education
controversy. Since states-proVide nearly half of public -school-revenues, the
guhernatorial-rOle is much more important to teachers than -ilk to most
piivateseetor unions. For- teachers, as fin. other local public employees, the
'implications are obvious.' Political activity at the state level pays the teacher a

larger divideridilian it does the factory worker or, thefarmer.
The fact that the National 'Education Association and the American Fed=

eration-o( Teachers *epee again seeking to enact federal legislation providing-bargaining rights for:state and meal public employees in no way
negates 'the foregoing-analysis. Obviously, if public emplOyee ithions can
aChieve theirgoals by one legislative enactment instead of tt); they will do so,
As a matter: of Tact, while they *Striving for federal-and state bargaining'

laws, they are-aho seeking state legislative benefits oiNatters-normally
consiciered'subject to bargaining, Every group has the right-to use the ballot
'box to advance its interests;-my point is only that the oppdrtunity to do so is
Atmore_ advantageous to_teachers'ithan to, private_sector onployees.
'The pOlitieal dimensioh,of--Public sector employment works to the ad-vantage of ieachersin several different Ways, For example, there is greater
turnover in public Sector than in private sector inanageinent.'More impertant, private sector nianagethent tends to'have a greater direct and personal
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stake in resisting unreasonable union demands. This is particularly apparent
- with respect to Pension and retirement benefits. Public management frequently_ aehieves bargaining agreements by excessively generous ,PensiOn
and retirement benefiti.Such concessions may not require any immediate tax
increase. Thus the_Management officials responsible for the agreethent can
be_heroes to the public emplOyees-for being generous and to the ptiblic for

not -raising taxes. -Unfortunately, the-- practice saddles ,taxpayers with
enormously expensive long -range commitments: Significantly, the tendency
to "end-load" agreements this :Vaybas_becoine evident in local,,state, and
federal agreements. It is difficult to seethe equity in requiring private sector
employees to provide retirenient benefits for public employees that greatly-

-exceed theiroWn,but that is the:present-situation:
Another crucial paint is that public management has less incentive than
private management to resist
demands. If private sector management
makes a concession that impairs the long-range profitability of the enterprise,
that faCtis reflected-iinmediately in the valiie of the company. Thus; unlike
public sector ManageMent management in the private sector cannot avoid
immediate accountability by agreement to_ excessive deferred,benefits. I.
Aotigh these observations are subject to exceptions and qualifications, they
reflect asignificant teacher advantage Over-private sector einployeeS.
The major disadvantage of public emploYeek- relates to revenue-raising,
and ratification procedures. NOrnially, the privite sector employer can nego-

tiate an-agreement without public-or political opposition. When the employer representative sign* the agreement, the employer is bound. Raising
revenue-and ratification-by a public agency can be more diffienit,,and the
difficulties may serve as a brake on what management is willing to do:For example, a school board may be unwilling to face the opposition to higher taxes
needed-for-justified' increases in teacher compensation.
fsi4vertheless;:eVen:on thisiissue; -teachers:have some adVantages. The
school board's financial situation is known to the union; as is the board's room
for ,maneuVer. Indeed, teacher -union-representatives are sometimes more

knoWldgeable than school administrators about the-district budget -My
_point is tiottO advocate secrecy in government; but merely to point out that
teachers -have- air inherent advantage over private sect9r,Cmployees -with
resPect:Wtheir information needs concerning, employment relations.
AnothOr tactical advantage of teachers is that they havevery little, if any
obligation of loyalty to their employer: On the other hand, private sector ea
ploYees are under some Obligation,not to damage the employer. In the contextof a labOrdispute, private sector employees can urge the publicnOt to
,purehase. the employer's product. or service, but Otherwise their .rightS -to,
criticize the employer's product or service -are limitedin Ways that do not apply to teacher% Again, I am not advocating restrictions on teachers rights to
criticize school boards and adMinistrators. The fact is, however, that teachers
enjoy legal rights-t6 criticize their employers that exceedsucbrights in the
Private sector.- Needless to say, this is an adVantagO'over private Sector ernMoment, especially in view of the political dimensidn of teacher bargaining;
The fact that a public enterpriie cannot move phySicillyconitittitessiillsinotheradvantage of public sector- employees. Again, although the ern,
ployer's
to move varies. from industry. to indUstty and within indui-tries,lhe.inability.Rf school boards to relocate `a%a,response to employee

zmem..11
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pressure is obviously advantageous to teachers. In the private sector, multinational corpo4tions have even resisted unionization successfully by moving

- -certain opOrations limn; one country to another. Sometimei the thrait of
so helps to moderate 'union demands. On't lie other_ hand, you cannot
move the schools of Tucson MOO, for example, or even to the T_uesiin.
suburbs, in order'to-avoid excessive deman&bY Tueson-teacheri.
Another-,Maior .adVantage: of teachers. over private employees is that
teachers are entitled to certain rights of due process even in the absence of a
collective agreement or statutory protection. For example,- where teachers
:have acquired an expectancy of reemploynient, they may-not be fired-without dtie,ProCess. Notethat this protection' is grounded in the federal Consti
tution, not' state statutory seriactmeiits. Thui teachers without bargaining
righti f frequently have more protection against arbitrary and unjust employer
action than do private sector employees With bargaining rights.jI faCt;teaCh-eis SoMetitheS, have the' benefit -of an extensive system of statutory benefits
that exceed the benefits negotiated in the private sector. In California teach-

ers and-tutions have the following benefits,. imongothers, under
_,,

_

-state lawf
protection against dismissal or suspension
2: Ten .days of siekleaVei cumiilatiVf with-ant lithit
3: -Right to.due process even as PrObationary employees
4. :Substantial notice before termination
,

_

'5. Layoff rights
6.

Military,_ bereavement, personal 'necessity, legislative, industrial acei-

dent.and illness leaVe
7. Sweeping protections in evaluation
8. L "imits_on district authority- to'reduee benefits9. -PrOteetida against noneertified employees doing teacher work
10. ,Duty-freolunch -periods_
11; Right tri dues deduction
12. 'Right iii-prompt payment of salary
13. Jught to notice of sehoolelosing
14. Protection:frOM legal actions for action in thecintese of employment
15. Protection from being upbraided, insulted_ , or abused in the-presence
- 'Of pupils.
16. Limits on the - workday -and work year
In the private sector, collective bargaining is the means of-self-help to
these benefits;'bargaining rights were not superimposed on them.' Providing
-bargaining rights in addition to this vast complex of statutory benefits is not
eqUity for teachers; it is more than equity by a vide margin. In the priVate
Sector,' employees would presumablyhave had to make various concessions
to ,getthese benefits, if they got theM at all: In California, as in matey other
--states; the benefits existed prior to bargaining and no employee concession
was or ii4equired to- achieve themrThis is an enormous advantage to the
tea_ chers:

9'.

Theoretically, California could repeal all the statutory benefits just mentiPried, and the teachers could War-gain from ground zero. For this re-akin, it
may be argued-that the-existence of Statutory benefit's for teachers does not
constitute
an inherent advantage Of 'public sector Over Nivate
iv ate sector. em,
In fact: however, even the legal poSsibilities are not so clear. In some
U
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states,.such as New York, public employee pension benefits May not constifdtionally he reduced
the state. Unfortunately. this fact did not seem to
lose- the generosity Of the legislatures, which lutist-new grapple with the

problemof:funding public employee pension and retirement benefits that
require alarining proportiqns of-state re%TotieS.
According to teacher unions, the most glaring inequity between public
and private einployment !,s the fact that in most statesfeacherstrikes are pro. hibited. if welimit our analysis to the legal right to strike, and ignore the practical difficulties Of.enfOrcivg- penalties 'for illegal teacher strikes, there all;
pears to. h,? an inequity. .:revertheless, this inequity-is More technical than 4,
practical. aid the typical legislative remedy for- it has added_to the ailvanAages teachers:have ovetpriyate sector employees.
First, we must recognize that teacher strikes are not an beonomic weapon
'for teachers. If they are an economic *canon at all.-they fai,ornuinagement.
The "loSs of production7-sesulting from a teacher strike is hardly noticeable.
,Who cad say, -years or even Months after'the fact, what ilifference was made
by a few-days orweeks of schooling, more or less ? From the standpoint of
putting economic pressure on the employer,_the lose of the righito strike in
education-is no loSs at. all.:On the other hand, because teacher strikes are

political, not economic weaponS, not 'haying the right-to strike-actually

.

Strengthens the-political effectiveness of teachers. The public is not aware of
the economic, ineffectiveness of teacher strikes, while it tends to be sympatheticto the argument that something should bedone to help employees who
canntit,strike.
Because teachers typically chat laYe the right to strike, state legislation
usually. prescribes Considerable time for bargaining and for impasse procedures. As a result, school management often concedes more than it would in a.
strike settlement. After all, the longer management is at the table, the more it

gives away. The concessions, management makes to avoid-protracted
procedures are often mach greater than the con
-cessions:it-would make to- avoid or settle a\ strike.
.I.egislaturejoughi-Whe conceiried about the fact that too much dine; not
too little, is devoted to puhlicemployee bargaining. Instead of-providing a
minithum amount oftimeforbargaining, legislatures should consider a maximum: Teacher unions could still be amply protected against any lack of time
,clue to inadequate management preparation, e.g., through the mechanism of
_negotiation's and

unfairlabor practices.
The emphasis on tneJiation and fact finding in public education has been

very costly to the public for another reasonWhichis widely ignored. This
emphasis'has been a signifieant-tAnsal ftictor in teacher persistence in unreasonable demands. A teacher urion'that has had to settle or strike, and
_thereby expose its members to loss of income, will be more reasonable than a
the statutory impasse
union %chase options.were either to settle or to ins
,Procedpres.
As long as the alternative to settlement is an impasse procedure, teacher
,persistenee in unreasonable demands is only to be expected. In fact, the very
existence of the impasse procednres often strengthens teacher determination
-'to concede as little as possible, lest they weaken their position in the impasse
procedure.Thus in remedying a legal ineqUity Who:Se practical importance is
vastly- oYerrated, the legislatures have enacted impaise procedures that are

---
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more damaging to effec' five management than the legalization of teacher
strikes would he.
The weakness of the equity argument is dramatically illustrated in cases
Where g hoard of education tries io dischargestrining teaChersafter the hoard
lias bargained in good faith to impasse: In the lirivitte sector the employer has
th:t right:Ao -replace -strikers -under these. circtimstances: "equity" would'
appear to justify a similar right for school hoards. Nevertheless, striking.
-teachers have Successfully argued that they can htr firedenly pursuant to the
causes and procedures set forth in the
laws. These procedureS
typically require a boa4 hearing for each individual teacher; thepractical
implications are
impossible to fire striking teachers in 'r, lany
districts. We are'thus treated to the hypocritical spectacle of teacher unions
crying to the public about the inequitable absence of a teacher right to strike,

.

while they urge their :Members to strike because it is practically impossible to
,discipline_ Or _fire striking teachers.
Let
turn next to the impact of collective bargaining upon pupils. There

:are at least four positionsp6this subject:
1; Teacherbargaining is good "for pupils.
`2. Teacher_bargainfng is had -for

3. Teacher bargaining has no visible impact on pupils-one way -or the
other.
4. We don't really know what its impact is, and it wouldn't matter much if
ive did:
Theoretically, each of the foririi6SitiiiiiS might",have been valid at one
time. In the
we, probably did not know enough to draw valid cenclusions about the ininactet teaeherbargaining. Today. however, this agnosticism is not_so_defensible.
The proposition that collectivehargaining is good for pupils has its origins
.in politics, not in education. PrObahly the most irnPortant single difference
between private and publicsector bargaining is the political dimension of the
latter. Essentially, it is a contest fin-public opinhin: %Vhoever can appear to be
the defender and supporter of children has an enormous advantage in the
struggle for favorable public opinion. For' this reason teacher-union propaganda-is almost invariably couched-in terms of pupil welfare.
SuCh appeals have a certain plausibility, but only because at Sonic points
teacher interests appear to coincide with pupil interests. For example, teachers want. Small classes; and small classes appear tribe beneficial to students.

Teatheis want -more - preparation _time, and Who can. he- opposed to
adequately Prepared teachers?
Nevertheless, even if these teacher proposals:were of-demonstrable
benefit -to=pupils==and- usually -they arc mot they would not-support the
conclusion that teacher- bargaining is an overall benefit to pupils. For one

-

4,
As

thing, we must also look at teacher proposals on issues where teacher interests
conflict with pupil interests. Fat examiiiir,=at least 10..tithesa year I have to
negotiate- on teacher propoials that teachers bc,disriiissecl in the afternoon
when pupils are. A common variant on-this theme is that teaChers be dismissed When pupils are on Fridays and days preceding a holiday or vacation.
Sq,ch,proposals are hardly in the best interacts of mills. On the contrary, they
aie obviously in the interest of teachers to thedetrinient of pupils, as are many

othei teacher:proposak
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In short; teacher interests sometimes iiiiii)rt and sometimes conflict with
the interests oUptifiils. When teacher interests can be made to appear as pupil
interests; the teacher union will do its utmost to persuade the community that

teachers are primarily interested in pupil welfare. Nevertheless, if teacher
bargaining is not harmful to pupils, it,is only because schbol boards do not
agree to most teacher proposals at the table.
Actually, teacher proposals frequently generate more public supPort than
they really_ deserve. To illustrate, consider most teacher proposals to limit
-class size. A wealth of research clearly invalidates the assumption that there
is invariably a positive correlation between smaller classes and student
acluevement.but let us assume. that the correlation exists. Assume also that
teacheri are successful in achieving limits on class size in negotiations. Never-

theless, it would be fallacious to conclude that bargaining-has a beneficial
sffect,Upon students, Or upon student achievement. After all; the,practical
issue is not only -whether lower class size improyes student achievement, if is
whether_ the use of district funds to reduce class size is the most optiinum use
thereof. Pupils marneed:textbooks or-- physical security or- a decent -meal
even more than smaller class size. The fact that such alternatives are typically
ignored in negotiations helps to explain wily::: .st teacher arguMents on the

subject, are nothing -more than rationalizations of positions taken solely
because they are in the interests of teachers In saying this, I do not denigrate
teacher self-interest or challengE.the right to pursiie it. My point is that, from

-the-teacherpointolview, pupil welfareis a secondary_oreven tertiarysom
sicleration in teacher bargaining.
and'practically, why-should it be otherwise? How can it be?
The teachernnion is legally and praCtically the representative of teachers.
teacher unions to represent pupils; teachers elected them
=PtiPits did not
to advance the interests of-teachers.
In this connection, the adVent of collective bargaining clearly should end
the controversy Over whether teaching is a "profession." Th is controversy has
been around for a long time; and most educators now consider it a semantic
-Morass. Nevertheless, the issue has been definitely resciived.by teacher bar-

gaining7-resolved in favor of-the proposition that under collective bargaining teaching is not and cannot be a profession in the traditional sense. I say
this even,though-1 forinerly,advocated collective bargaining as a means Of
professionalization. What puzzles me now:is not that I was mistaken but that
my position was so obviously a mistake. Ai any rate, let me describe briefly.
the, intelkcivai process by which I carne to the erroneous conclusion that collective bargaining would be supportive of, or at least consistent with, profes'siOnalisin.

Oyer 20 years ago 'I -wrote a book titled Education as a Profession. In
Writing it, I defined a prOfession as an occupational group that, among other
thin*, emphasizes the service to'be rend,ffed rather thin the economic gain
to the Practitkiners as the basis for the organization and performance of the
-service perforMed:

U then :asked this-question- -What- preVents teachers from achieving,
_profeiiiOnal status as defined above My ansWer*as this Teachers cannot
achieve professional status because their orginizationi are Weak. Their organizations are weak -because they are dominated by employers, i.e., by
:school-management. This dominationis used to frustrate association efforts
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to "professionalize" teaching. Example:. Superintendents desperately need
teachers; hence their association influence is used to oppose efforts to raise
certification standards.

--

My thotight was that, under i-ystem of collective bargaining, managet-ment would be excluded froM teacher. organizations-Such exelusion would
enable the organizations to become more xigorous and effecOeadvocates of
the higher standards that administratori would not and could rot support
because of theirposition as management representatives.
In retrospect_ part Of the_ analysis was substantially correct. - Collective
bargaining brought about the exclusion of school administrators from teacher
organizations, and these organizations became much stronger in the process.
Unfortunately, another crucial tonsideration was overlooked. In representing teacheri, a teacher union cannot be guided strictly or even primarily by
public interest considerations. It must necessarily-be guided by the interests
of its inembersinterests basically, adverse to the public interest.
On this issue the ease is no different from a client's employment of an attorney. An attorney represents the client, not the public interest. This does not.
mean that there are no limits or constraints upon the representational func,
tion---.but all of us expect our attorneys to act in our interests, whether we are
suing the government, trying to_ stay out of jail; or seeking governmental
p_ioyalztOrezone a building.
Teachers frequently object to thepropositkin that thek organizations are
-Primarily oriented to teacher welfare: Nevertheless, this is not only the fact of

the matter but it would probably he dangerous if it were not the case. For
example, suppoSe a district desires to dismiis a teacher for alleged incompetence-.. lithe teacher union were to be the judge instead a. the teacher advacate; the teacher would be widiout effective representation. Thii would be
-a most undesirable outcome, since effective representation is so important in
our society.
Paradoxically,- teacher organizations would kise rather titan gain support
among IMAM'S if the organizations adopted a public interest posture in fact
as well as_in rhetoric; at a rhetorical level there is no problem, because most
teachers believe that what's good for teachers is good for the country. At
least, I have yet to hear a teacher union assert that more money for teachers,
.shorterhburs, smaller classes, lighter-Gads, and-more teaCheribeilefits gen;
erally are not also in the best interests of the communityand I'm not holding
my breath.
Assuming -that the previous 4lysis is substantially correct, what of it?
What policies or actions does it suggest Who should do what?
lonn troubled by the foregoing analysis; I am troubled especially by the

immense practical' difficulties of doing/anything constructive -about it.
aearly, -we cannot go back to the pre-bargaining days. For better. or for
worse, we have institutionalized CollectiVe bargaining Or something like it in
most _states. The personnel and resources - available to teachers and other

public employee unions virtually iniure the continuation of collective bargaining in the public seder. Thus.the political influenee of public employee
unionsthe same factor that gives them an undue advantage in bargaining
is also a major deterrent to remedial aetion,at the legislative level.
Furthermore, it is*useleis to look.to higher education for any help in this
matter. Many institutions of higher education have departmentsthat are sup-
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.posed to study and analyze labor legislation.,Unfortunately. the profesSors in
thc4e departments frequently. moonlight, as mediators, arbitrators. conciliators. and fact finders. To avoid jeopardizing their.moonlighting toles, they
avoid critkism of labor legislation generally, and especially of legislation that

encourages,and promiites the use of extended impasse progedures and
grievance arbitration; On the contrary, they frerplently_proinote such legislation, seeing no problem whatever in finding it in the public interest:The relationship is not necessarily conscious ird_deliberate. My point is, however,
that the philosophy that what's gOrid for General Motors is good for the coup-try lives hi these departments, asandeedit does in education generally.
As previously noted, the differences-between public and private sector
bargaining are not all fivorable_to public employees.-In my opinion, how
ever, most of them are, even though their practical imphrtance varies from
state to state:Clearly, the justification for,pUblic employee collective bar-

gaining is nrth.stonger in states like Mississippi, which he virtually no
statutory benefiis, than it is instates like Californii,,which ha ve %erysuhstantial statutory benefits. Paradoxically, however; bargaininghas emerged first
and_forem6st in-the states'where it has the least justification and has yet to
emerge in many states where its justification is comparatively greater. It must
be emphasized, however, that most of the advantages of public employment
are_ ineradkable, regardless ()lithe political jurisdiction involved. Short of disenfranchising public employees, we cannot eliminate their additional leyerage on their employer through-the political process. Similarly, the rights of
public employees to due process are grounded in the federal Constitution,
and it is not realistic to anticipate the elhnination of these rights through the
political process. If, therefore, equity is to be achieved; it must be achieved

-by-adjusting: the.xepreientaeonal rather than thenoostitutional rights of

.

public employees. To compensate for the-inherent advantages Of public em,ploYmeAtt. such adjustment should-provide representational rights that are
differpit from, and-significantly less than, private sector bargaining rights.
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The Cult orthe SlOb
by Max-afferty
America's mOst-Volcanic school suPeriatendent-anthor here puts
in focus-,-in fact, heputs in a.White-hot glareone of the most
nerve,racking and fundamentai,problemi administrators face:
W.,hqi to dol.vith the itivenile.delinqUent, gikri_the purposes
Most or us.haveticcepted for the schools apd ihecompulsory
education laws now universal.

-

/

10.this the-Thing=lhe Lord God*made-andgave
To-have dominion Over sea and laid . . .?

.

.-Tiffilrkhain-

.

-

...

We speak today of changesdesirable or necessaryin the high school's of

the

inviteyoti to consider with me the case-of the trim-

-:

jiliQnt-SlOb.

He
stands before us at this mii-tent unwashed and unregenerate His hair........
1.-is agleam an&adrip .With oil, kneaded behind into trange whorls and muasities.-.Below theears and followilig the slack jaWling,lit descends in bristling'
triftsfandWith an exuberance unknown Since the more militant days of the
late General
fact., is the very badge and symbol of the
Slob. He spends a considerable,
portion
of his day coiling and matting, as the
0
Alock3urtle did reeling and writhing;
.
Out Slob is apt to wear his clothing much as the ladies of Regency days
_flaunted their bodicesfor purposes of ievealing rather than concealing.-His
shirt is open to 'the fourth Britton, coyly- baring naked flesh down even to the
navel; Trbrikeis are slick denim, buckled low upon the hips and hinting at an
eager wilfingnesslo go even lower. Boots,are standard Slob attire, as is the
,cheap leather jacketwith"ciEws" or "ROADfilINNERS. blazoned luridly updnits
back.
.
His stance approximates the socalled "debutante slouch" of a genetation
".
'is an exaggerated, hip-swingingrroll which harks back to the.ago.. His walk
gait
of.
the
old
salt-Alter sailor temporarily marooned on land. His talk-is a
gait'
modern thieves'-jargim, relyiriestrongly upon scarcely disguised obscenity
and intelligible mainly to other members of the. cult. His music is-the monotonotts arid nerve-racking drumbeat 'of the primeval jungle.
If we were to overcome our instinctive revulsion long enough tnifistitute a
more intimate search of the glob's person, we should find exotic treasure indeed. Aside from the miscellaneous and unprintable items of pornography
that we may expect as a matter of course, we are bound to comeupon several
pieces of-equipinent that will cause even our experienced eyebrows.to dna
demivolt. [do not refer here to the ubiquitousswitchbladeknife, normally
used to ertforce terrorised quiescence upon the victim of a mass rape. Notc).
. I allude to'thebicyCle chain, commonly swung menacingly about the he-adsof
smaller boys in order to collect protection Money, nor even to the zip gun that
- lends a deadly note to-the gang rumbles.
No, I have reference rather tel the inked or tattooed device worn upon the
hand or arm, strikingly suggestive of an Unholy brotherhood of crime and

i
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startlingly reininiscent of the Niafia.- I allude in passing also to such esoteriF
appurtenances_ as the razor-studded cap brim -for slashing. faces, and the
Shortened, tire iron for breaking legs. Surely, such a walking chaWber of horrorS should at least_cause-u to pause for consideration.

lam reminded in this connection of theDuke of Wellingtob's comment
en
confronted with a somewhat similar situation. D::ring the Peninsular
,I
:Campaign:the-Duke-kept the-sea-lines to London sizzling with his insistent
demands for reinforeements..After an interminable delay:the laggard troops
arrived :in Spain, but to everyone's horror they turned out to be jailbirds and
sturdy rogues, the scourings of the London streets. As-the Iron Duke-sat
glumly on his horse before the heights of Torres Vedras watching the clumsy
-recruits attempting to drill., an eager_ aide approacfied
"Tell-me; m'I.ord, d'ye think these blighters will frighten old'Boneyr
The Duke regardedbitri grimly.
1 can't say, about iiiiney.-but by Cod they frig4ten me!"
I must confess that I arn,with the Duke in this Matter. They-frighten me.

Study Slobbisinin SelWefense.

7_

it is theSe added refinements, these Supererogatory icings on-the cake of
delinquency, that in my opinion constitute ample cause for our serious study
of theSlob in any symposium on high school problems. In sober truth, and especially since educators have of late become prime targets of the Slob's more
lethallaggiessions, eve are let with little choice_ other than to initiate an ex:
athination of Slobbism, if only out of=seif-defense.
After all, so longas the characters whd lurched menacingly alMut our high
school corridors and snarled defiantly at their teachers confined thr;t.acthi-ties to mere lurch ingand snarling, it was expedient for us to chalk....p such behavior to "release of tensions'and,"anintal spiriti,,and to let it go at that. A
good,many of-our abler instructors, it is true, dropped out of the business,
_unable or umlling to assume the role of crank Buck constantly challenging
-the camivord, and some of the hardier souls who stuck' it out were carried out
feet first as the result of.bnishes with certain of their pupils whose tensions
they had unwittingly helped to release. But minor bloodletting-Such as this
Was dismissed by school administrators as statistically inconsequential, and
Vein The- Creat American High School rocked and rolled_along its accus-_ touted path:

...

Until recently
When, a few months ago, altinior-grade disciple of Slobbism toted his
_rifle to school for kicks and spent the better part of a half hour chivvying his
startled principal -from office to_lavatory as the hot' lead flew.
And a short time later, anotherjunior high poncipal was so bedeviled and
-intimidated and just plain scared that he chose to solve his problems by jump-big off a-roof-and spattering himself all over a playground, while the Slobs

stoodhyandiniggered.
Then, just recently.-the crash of shotgun fire added atimch of piquancy to
the rtib-of,the-mill noises of a California campus as a sulky Slob,bleWthe leg,
of f,an athletic director who, had been unwise enough to intervene between
the grinninggunni4n-and-a-- potential victim.
It may seem at first glance that these examples of Slobbism are excessively
sanguinary, but simple assault and battery in the schools Is, quite frankly, too

4
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common to- talk about. Alinost every edition ofyour favorite newspaper contains a-matter:of-fad story about some schoohnan who has been slugged or
rmihed up by a pack of minks. Such treatment. is coining to be regarded as
just another occupational hazard: ranking somewhere on the scale betWeen
sitnyile Writer's cramp and accumulation of chalk-dust in the lungs. So long as,
,this one -sided tong war took place outside the inner sanctuni of the principal
or -the superintendent. we adininistrators Were inclined -to shrug it off.

isolate&histinces; you know.
Or; "Mr,. Jones brought it on himself; iwaway.1 lad trouble establishing

raport.!'

But recenthappenin,s have Placed thiugs in a somewhat different light.
The zit) gun liglits tiaVe been misty, and Mi. Administrator is'finding himself
-uncomfortably iii dead-center. His concern has ceased to be academic and is
rapidly beceining personal. I on onlyasSuine that irgood many of 14 colleagueS, in
fiee of iiitininent Stabbing or shooting, are going to revise.' their
pripritY listings of significant high school problems to place Sloithisni somewhere Mynear the top.
At least they-Will ifahey are as downright coikaccily.asi am.

9ehool.NotfBattlegrouixi, Hunting Piesetye
KyCn if SehoOlmen turn out to be heroes,-however, it is still high time to
concern. ourselves seriously with the ,peculiar -probleth ,posed by this

twentieth century" version of Homo neanderihaleats. A school is neither.a

battleground 'nor a hunting preserve, and Unless we address ourselves
getically to the-solving of this puzzle, we-are going.to find -ourselves:increasingly beset within- our -ivory towers by baying binds of -Slobs. -Soperhaps the Mills of the gods, by grinding-PerilouSly neaour persons, may
compel us at list to take the action that the Scanclakius and pitiful plight of our
normal; dectiit pupils, terrorized by these creeps, has so long demanded of_
us.

The old head:in-the-sand technique ohninimizing or ignoring the size of
the Sloh in the hope that he will somehow get lost won't work anymore. It has
been fashieriable to say smitgly- that-these are Maladjusted boys,- thrown up
through no. fault of their own from the modern maelstrom of wars, depreSsions, and broken homes. To this pious _platitude is usually 'appended the
- magnificent -non sequitur that; afterall, these social deviates compose but a
very small fraction Of the total adolescent population. A similar observation,
of course, -might be made with equal truth aboitt the cholera bacillus.

Let's, Undeistand ttie Enemy
It is important that ..! miderstand our enemy. And it is an enemy we are
talking about; not just a misunderstood by- product of the Machine age. The
Slob, or mire important the whole institution of Slobbj9n. is the mortal ad,

-versary olEducation.
Slobbism negates all the-values we teach.
It convulses hySterically against all disciplines.

It derides nunalily in any form.

.

It perSistently seeks out. ugliness and filth in preference to beauty. anddecency, like the unloyely but irreprpachable-Biblical 'dog that insisted on
-returning to its vomit.
hro
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Abcive ail, it takes pleaskire in inflictihg,pann
The lob is thus t he exact opposite of the gentleman, who is defined b3
Newman as one who never willingly.inflicts_pain. Our Slobbish citizen not
only inflicts pain; he revel in it. The threatening note, the obscene Jihone
the .ravaging of -women and childrenthese are the Slob's stock in trade.
-Indeed ,it has beentrul 3,r . said that his sole interests are sadism, sex, and speed,
in:that=order,
The Slob's mental processesAre -so ,nidimentary as to he almost nonexistent, although a certain ariminit,of animal' cunning ,is,sonietiihes to he
found in his agile twisting and turning to avoid work and to remain out of jail.
The brninihowever,-is not so_ much.deficient as unnsed.:It. has been short' circuitedly;a Constantsuceession-pf anpeak-to- the emotions. The Slob is
Med 1y his passions. He warms easily to rage. lie burns with lust- upon the
slightest pretext. He shiVers, occasinnallY, with clammy. fear. !leis adrenal
rather than_cerebral,lihysiCal rather than mental.
Ile is, in'short,:the jierfectantithesis of everything Education stands fort
The paradox, lies in the fact that he is also the product Of:Education. A &Zen

years ago, he Was n our kindergartens. Ile wenren our field, trips to the
bakery and d-danced around ribboned poles at our -May festivalsOnly yester-,
day. he was studying "social living" in our junior highs. ',Ile has been tested
.anil guided and motivated. It has cost the taXpayers, overa- decade, or-so,
several;thousand dollars to produce a Slob. It hardly seems worth, it, does it?

To 3vax classical for a moment, we may conipare- Education to old
Groans, who produced a numerous family only to-find himself in his old age
hunted don inercilessly and mutilated by his own children. This isa melanCholy prospect indeed. Let us see if, from elm knowledge of Slobbisin, we can.
_avert from ourprefession the-fate of Croons,
'First; let us clear, the ground by-conceding-in advance seine of the more
-obvious trusims.:Let 115 concede that the great-majority of our high .school
can
tmipils `are as yet free from the grosser, manifestations of Slobbism.
agree; too, as to the essentially nonschool origins of the phenomenon. No one
doubts the intricatelpcornplesx causes that rub against each other long enough
and intimately enough to produce the smokier or the flash of blind violence.
But, When all this has been said, it does not follipvthat Education is absolved
of all-reSponsib flit), for-the goleims-who stalk,its- halls.
'Whose,fault "is:it that no-more -exciting, and rewarding goal than sheer
sensuality has Suceeeded in capturing the timaginanini of these ,peeple? ,
ileilonisrii; after ail, is as, old as the hills. Its lure was exploded before Christ.
Sniely EdueratiOn. can, if it tries, break in upon the sterile, revolving-doer
:cycle of 1iifiror _and- lice. n tiommess.

Who is to blame for the pathological inability of these persons to concentrate,-fori,more than:a .few -fleeting moments on anything Jess basic than.
feeding, fightingoind fornicating? Could it possibly stem from the kaleidoscopic and chaotic mishmash ofeanal-bilikling; Hopi Indians; tothatthgrow,
ifig, air 'transport, and steel puddling :throfigh which we have inerry,gorpimded-pur pupils. in recent years?: Is _it Pessible that we have produced -a,
group imanienable to discipline simply becaur i'e have never insisted Upon
their in istering anything that required discipline lo fiveroome?
-It is barely coneeivahlethat,- by. destroying the hierarchy of value that
:placed -inaStery Of specific sulijeci_Matterin 4- position of paramount im-
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portaneewe have Persuaded these already contused; Minds that nothing in
life_ itself,' is, Of any particular itriport ,nce. We have required
%thern_to go to school; but we have not required them torte atiy*ork.instead,
'we 'have created' speCial`"cotirses- Wherei3they might sprawl. and leer in
Company
one another, and where constrnetive learning is laughed out of
coiirt To the Slob, life is a dirty joke,,with;school the (leant Of the jest and
eeducators-the:bufforms,
pichange-in'the hatiOn'shigh,schoolS,
Here is a Change that must be made, and soon, if we are to avoid destruc-

tit*.
SoCia6-Unedueable,Mti*Be Excluded'
'One Vay or another, the Slob mu go Those.of-his ikwitri have paSsed'
the point: of no -return -Must be,-.eiceliideci from our schools -as socially
uneducable Veri: as we,ekclude-thelmfortunate inibecile as mEntanyltheritteable..Atid -lit no one Challenge our right to lake this step. The Slob is
more dangerous th his classmates than a walking case of tYphoid or tubercuw e have not -hilly the right but the dear and positive duty to quarantine
'him. -ft is Ottr.shame that *phave not clone so sooner. What will become ofhin?'When he has reached this Stage;he has passed beyond our power toeor=
'reef, He is no longer susceptible to .Edneatien.lie has become a,subject for

criminology.

Johnson said of the Seotsman,--Much may be done with the Slob ifhe be caught young enough. With, a program of specific goals,-Seietitific.testifig;:understanding.gtildance,_and consistent discipline, a school should be
able -th nip, a .great deal Of Slobbisin.in the bud. If the.school is fortunate
enoUghlf6 be located in a corinnutrity where the "police are alert,' the courts
-tough. and the-citizenry coirceihed; the cult.of the Slob can bebrokeri by.the
action -of AIL Where such happy combination Of attitudes is-hot

becomes the positive duty of the school administration to:work
diligehtly within the community to,proiltiee
We have gone overbearcl'oti uniVersal edtication.'It has bebotne aletishoguallyt onsulcred objc,(tete. By our stubborn refusal to exclude
clehrly pathological cases from school, we are presently permitting this
'fetishist' to work irremediable wrong -upon the great majority Of. normal
Children vhorn we are exPoSiirg to this Moral plague. It is My conviction that
SlobbiS is a highly contagious disease..lt initst be treated as suchisolation
inste'sd of

and prfiliflylaiis are stronglOicated.

'

_

Law_eanhot help the deliberate homicide. Ile-defies it.
Vedieitie cannot help the Would-be suicide. lie rejects it.
,cannot help the hardened atheists Ile-disbelieves it.
Eyettsoi Education cannot help the full-bloWn-Slob. Ile loathes it.
It is a sorry tribute to ouriterspicacity as schoolmen that we have let this
'thing _drift to the point -where many of us haVe become quivering quairl- in
'our, own classiooMs.-I submit that it will be pointless and tragic folly:for, us
and for oui,eountry if we stand dithering by while_the throat of Education is
sloWly; eat-With a switchblade knife.
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hy Donald*. Robinson
Freudkiniheory,peroadesxvery field of modern thought, yet no
,onefhitever,fully chart edits influence on education. Here Phi
.belia,Kappa's asioeiat,e editor-elect traces some of, the effects,
suggeils:u5ays in which teachers can make best rise of. psychoanalytic theory, and-cautions against' Pitfalls.

The Impact of Psychoanalysis, on Our Culture
The influence of psychoanalysis on ,education is as indefinable as it is tindeniablcbecause it has been indirect. Sigmund Freud wrote in 1909 that the
purpose of education iS"toenahle the individual to take part in culture and to
achieve this with the smallest loss of original energy.",However, neither he
Or the later analytic theorists have had.very much to sayabout howlearning
takes place or about what sheadd be taught or how it
be taught. They
are primarily ,coneemed with the emotions, while the teacher has traditionally been more e-Oncerned,with the intellect:Relating the former coneein to
the latter is the task.recently-assiiined,by the' psychnlogist.',
Sigmund ;:Freud is often ,MentiOned; aking with Charles Darwin and
Albert Einstein, as one of the great creative thinkers of moderii times. Like
the others,,he formulated a new way of looking at things that has profoundly
altered the Way We think about man and his relations to other men and to the
Universe.

His writings constitute a. body of dOctrine emn m Only called psychoa nalysis,. a- doctrine based On ,the concepts 'of unconscious motivation, , con=

anclayMboliinFlp this article the word psychoanalysis will refer, to this
theory' Of human behavior set forth byTreud and 'his disciples.
ih.profound influence of thediedrieS that Freud presented iriboOks and
essays from 1888 to 1938; theories he personally introduced to thiscountry in aseries of lectures in 19O8 has been especially.felt in the fields ofpsychology,
sociplogY, anthropology; psychiatry, and psychosomatic medicine.
hicreasinglY;this_influeneeis extending to the nonacademic World,: The
growing stream of popular beoks, the ec'ident Freudian approach by Writers,
on cliild'care and marriage Counseling; the prevalence of Freudian allusions
. in popular literature and draina, arulthe appeal of analytic speculations about
the cause of any hiiman frailty or deviation, all confirm the fact that we can
not escape the influenee-ot, Sigmund Freud. ,
A leading:psyehologist' whq-resiststhe" Freudian' influence nevertheless

admits that ft would be difficult to overestimate the impact oflFreud'sthoughts on thethinkingef Our iiipes; especially among the classes which may

be cOnildered-:ai'supplying the intellectual leadership for the nation."
The impact on thfi Schools has been nqlesiiiiipOrtant:It is readily apparent M the current school jargon. teaellers are threatened: StudenishaVeguilt-,
-feelinks, -aggiesske JeUdenctes, frustrations: Teachers stand as parent
surrogates, help students to recegiikeidentificatiOn and projection and deal-With-initiefy_,and tension., These terms and the attitudes thy. represent 'are
direct outgrowths of the concepts formulated by Freud.'
The .American .Handbook of -04,6140-k iscfcneWledgei the ,_influence of
r
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\,piychoanalysis on education in these words, ''In education there has been a
continnousltrend_ toward the introduction, of = mental 'health principles in
schools and'a greater acceptance of the principles of individual, familial; and
Social dynamics. The importance of a'wholesome school atmosphere; leading.
the pupil to a greater security and.a feeling of belonging, of worth, and of
dignity,' as well as the importance of the teacher/child and the i eacher/fainily
relationships haVe been generally recognized: Progressive method's of education have been studiedm relation to mental health aspects, and such extensive
projects as 'human relations', classes have been highly successful. Psychiatric
attention is being extended to every school level including colleges and universities,"
,

The card catalogue in the education library of a typical state college con,

tains, under the-heading lisychoaralysis. over 200 hook titles. Goodwin
'Watson reports that psychology textbOoks published in the,1920s averaged
devoted to unconscious factors in motivation, while hOoks published-in the:109S averaged 44'i-cages on the same topic. Texts published in
the earlier Peiied deVeted an avefage 61 tseven pages to mental hygiene, while

the more reeent.books,averaged,72 The trend is well established:
The reaction of teaeheisto this trend is naturally mixed.-Younger teachers.
.may accept: the Freudian orientation more wholeheartedly because their expbsiirg it has begun earlier and they have not had to overcome a previously
eStahlishea viewpoint. Spine teachers resist-the whole' psychological apTroaeh with a hhini insistence that "our job is to teach our subject; let the par,entsand the doctors take cafe of the emotional problems. The schools do too
iiOuch psychologizing already:" Others are responsive to the mental health apreeogniking,that establishing emotional health in the child will-en'fiance hisintellectual learning, but are_ Unaware. of the debt this approach
-bWes.to,Oretid and psychoanalysis.
The origins of this reluctance are _easy. 0-find.
Man
resist -any new idea that-seertis tocentradict notions long held
andieeePted as'Irne,".especially such a notion as the complete
of
man totally tO'control his 'actions by sheer-"will power. " Men have held so

-

_

-tightly to thiS illu-sion that it has seemed immoral Co suggest,as Freud did, that
a Man's poWer to controrhis actions is limited byforeei that he is'nortnallY
capable of enntrollingor even recognizing. We do not actually believe ,that a
person can by sheer, deterMination control his emotions, but we knoW that in

our eukure he-is expected to dri so;
A conscious determination to exercise control is necessary; but not always
sufficient, for effective living. Anyone who has been the victim of Hushing.,
stuttering. claustrophobia, forgetfulness, overeating, alcoholism, ihigitine
headaches,,insomnia, hypochondria, excessi'v worry,'oi any Of-a hundred,
otherAmconiciously indUcedtormenti will testifythat will power, even when
adroitlyaPPlied;is -often,net enough:
The early years are se ,dominated by the constant urging by parents to

"try,'

"control," and, to "master yourself," that the ego is unable easily to ad-

mit defeat by conceding that we are unable by Sheei will poWer to conquer
the disability that
bear Some degree-9f disability,
Whedlei it -is a compulsive urge to talk or meiely being ill at ease in certain
situations. Fortunate are those-who can adjust to-their own idiosyticracieS,
accept them; _and prevent them from becoming disabling or.diiqualitying.

h
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Resistance to the full acceptance of Freudian analytic ideas is normal and
Often assuines-one of these rational forms:
1. That psychoanalysis reduces the self-reliance of man by encouraging
him to find explanations in.circtimstancesbeYoml his control: (The answer is
-that the Freudian approachis to discover what influences may he beyond the
individual's conscious control and to offer a method for bringing these, too,
within his, control. An extension of consciousness can lead to higher levels of
self:control, based on self-knowledge. Tsychoanalysis.seeks to replace the
question "Does mail possess free will?"-with "f low Much free will does he
possess ?," and then seeks to enlarge the area in which lie can exercise free will
by revealing-to-him-the source of sonic of,whk problems.);

?.:That the Freudian doctrine isiincenfiable and tukcientific.:(This is
pattly true, but theiaet does not rednce the effectiveness of analysis. It Might
be difficult to demonstrate that Christianity or democracy arescientific.-but
thatdoes not rednce_their Usefidness. And the-power of the unconscious is
clearly demonstrable, as in posthypnotic suggetion.)

3. Thth-Freiuliatiliterature is _filled with bizarre, if not obscene, over-

,

emphasivon sex and sexual symbolism. (The ,eXplanation is- that the everrecurring_ phallic chid vaginal- symbols- are expressions, of the pciwerftillibidinal forces that eventually -find fulfillment, if -they are not thwarted;
heterosexual activity. Some persons find this sy mbolisin repulsive because it
vitilates_the rigid cock they were taught-that one does not talk about sex exsugcept-in hospitals and bars,-because_ it is -dirty.-Is the dream symboli
gested, by Freud-mere bizarre than everyth...., occurrences such a. luShing
and stuttering are without -ap explanation ?)
Novelists long before. Freud knew and eXpinitecl the power of the unconseions and -the compelling importance of libidinal drives. Scientists, ton, had
underlined the instinctive urge to - reproduce or the-inherent urge for race
survival:It is inconceivable that such a powerful urgeshould not influence the
lives of _individuals. even .beond _their specific sexual; acts. In this, light
-Freild's emphasis on sex. (which he defines in a fatbroader way than mere
genital associatioils)'is-normal and desirable.
A different kind of resistance is engendered in persons who have had the
che.to gain their fits; impressions of analysis front charlatans, quacks,
rnisfo
or incompetents. Every eemple-secial or pSychological theory inevitably
becomes altered as Whet:eines Ropula' rized. As the ripples of information
circle out.fmin the original source they beeome ever weaker and More easily
distorted. This-iS equally_ true of jikWeyisin, Christianity, pSycheanabsis, or
any doctrine. The farther the gospel is spread the -less it resembles the preaching_ s of the master.

Most people probably adopt new ideas by bits andsnatches.-With respect
'to psychoanalysis, some accept the concept of the unconscious while rejecting the.notion of the sexual stages Of developnient. Some accept the idea of
dreams as concealed expressions of unconscious urges,while scoffing at the
Oedipus Complex. As a result,lhe popular notion of psychoanalysis, as of
every complex -systecivbecomes a mishmash of-distertimis, dilutions, and
-eclectieisinS.

aVer4ion that many teachers display toward Freudian doctrines
-results largely from this-kind of peripheral misconception. Extremists who
associated themselves with Freudian thought as well as with the fringe group
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of ultra - progressives have given analysis an undeserved reputation for sanctinning the removal of all control and restraint from the child, Neither Freud
nor any reputable analyst recommended the absence of controls.
it is ,not surprising -that Solite of Freud's emancipatory discoveries, like

some of Dewey's. becanie the vehicles for extreinist movements of permissiveness."The early extremist works were published during the late Victorian era.Witen a reaction against excessive authoritarianism Was beginning
'and "every possible scrap of evidence was marshaled in favor of the new spirit
of,freedum. Freud Was aware ()lithe unhaPpy effect of excessive repression
and inhibition. as today he would be equally,aware of,the tragic consequeneeS ofinsuffieient control and direction of children, Both extremes -arc

equally at variance with,his theory and with, the ideas of reputable analysts
I
today.

The Influence of :Psychoanalysis on _Education
A generation ago the obstreperous youngster was described as acting up.
Today he is diagnosed as acting out, If the effect of the psychological ern:
phasiS had been no more than to create a new_terthinology, it would not war-iaat our serious attention. Some partisans are certain that-the psychological
impact' has rescued the selidols from utter collapSe, while others are equally
:ConvincedIthat the effect haS`heen nearly disastrous.
The -teachers of this Conntry_ have Apicomed the psychologists, though
frequently OnaWare of Their debt _to psychoanalysis. and have eagerly attempted to incorporate their ideas into school practice. This is not surprising.
since, with the .eNtcosion of compulsory school attendance-Ahrough= high

school. teachers have hem) andul preoccupied with the-problems of the
emotionallY disturbed-StOdents. Any new knowledge from_ psychology was
welcomed.iVit protalsed hope of assistance in understanding and dealing
with tfi'e mass of students who would once have been eliminated from school

by virtue of their intellectual and emotional limitations, but-who now =Stremain until graduation or until they wadi:age 16 ore 17.
The. direct influence of psYch"oanalysis on school curriculum is apparent
and significan t; Teaching units On mental health'and sex education have been

introduced and psychological' testing haS-muShroottied imimpo,rtance, as
have guidance and counseling servicesAmportant as-these influences have
been; we are- not- here concerned as much with them a£ With the-overall

charges 'in educational -philosophi, and the resultant Am_ on teaching
tnethodS.

Psychoanalysis and _Progressive_ Education
Psychoanalysis has been frequently emmted.ivith progressive education.
It ha's been extravagantly praised and vehemently dimmed for introducing
the permis.siveness that basso conspicuously marked our child-rearing in the
past'Oneration. lt_cleserves neither the praise nor the, blame.
Three brief quotations should help to clarify the analytic position:
Dr.-Peter Neubauer says, in an article in The Adontk injuly 1961, "Freud
pointed out that denial and conflict were as essential a part of the process of
growth as gratification, and he never-minimized the child's need for direc..

Anna Freud wrote. "The task of a pedagogy based upon analytic data is to
,1
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find a;r '.) media between these extremesthat is to say, allow' o each state inthe child's life the right proportion of instinct gratification and instinct restriction."
Dr. Pearson, whose 1954 volume, Psychpanalysisand the Education of the
-,Child;-is probably the most comprehensive,tmak on this subject; says, "Every
individnal must, learn that he is affected by two fields of influence, the external World of sensory perception and the inner world of instincts. The influenceof the latter far out - shadows the former and in case of conflict takes

preeedivnce. Both too-much frustration and too much gratification will
'hamper the development df-the ego."
Excessive authority neglects to train the youngster for entanciPetioR frnni
dePendence an the parent figures. Extreme permissiVeness in the early years
fails to provide the 'needed- aiitharity figures whom the child .can_tiSe_as.
models in developing,his own personality
If this sounds like a truism known by every experienced teacher, it is. And
one of the reassuring-aspects of psychoanalysis is that it does confirni the
cominaii-sense wisdom Of the best of human e.sperience. Psychoanalysis, like
-eduCatian, has for its major goal the freeing of individuals for rational living,
:unhampered by the bonds of ignorance or emotional thralldom.
Dr.-Pears(M dwells at length on the importance forteachers of the reality
principle. He says, "Every opportunity_ to' test reality is usefid in helping the
Child solve -his intrapsychtc conflicts. During the latencrperiod there should
be ample-opportunities for unsuperVised and unrestricted play so that each
child may have the chance t w o r k out his specific conflicts in the make-believe of play." Notel
s is very different from suggesting that the child
should neverbe supervised, directed,' or corrected: It is interesting to note, as
Peller reminds us, &at the child often takes his play just Arseriously as the

-adult takeihis-morkr.
Pearson eantinues.""In reality human' life consists more of hard an_ d
tedious work than of pleasurable experience, and if the individual wishes to
lead a pleasurable life he must develop the capacity tri accept and adjust to
reality-,-to the realities of the physical world, the needs and desires of other
people 'in this world, and the customs and mores of the world in whit!' he

`

livekOnlY when the inclividUal has this capacity will he he able to attempt to
Change any part of the environment7 the physical work, the odier members
of his social group, -or the prevailing custonis and mores."
It is recognized that a child is far more likely to attain a satisfactory adjustment-to reality if he is exposeeta teachers who opelime from reality, for the

child incorporates not anlyAwhat theieacher.teathes but all aspects of the
-teacher's Personality. .
1-**`
If the teacher has an extremely rigid personality, or is sadistic, or is too in,
htbited, the child may -incorporate some of this quality.
-Pearson suggests thatthis may benefit the child if it happens to be the op-

posite of extreme parental hafts,' or harm him if it reinforces parental ex- &ernes.

Psychiatric Examinations fdi Teseheis-

lt self-6vident today that emotional "maturity" is especially essential in a
teachet,, Pearson and many others urge that student teachers be required to
undergo a period of direct psychoanalysis, and, where this is impossible, that-
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applicants 'forteaching be creened by a rigid psychiatric examination..
It is- tempting to speculate on the emotional stability of teachers, Dr.
Shipley presents-data from'a 1948 study of adthissions records at the Mayo;
Clinic Showing_that while 17% of the physicians admitted to the clinic were
found to have emotional illness, 19% of the farmers, 39% of the dentists, and
38% of the lawyers and b ousewives, 55% of,the_ teachers ad milted were suffer-

ing from emotional illnessl The assumption that teaching harbors a higher
percentage of neurotics than other occupations is a poPularnne. Although itcannot be thoroughly proved or disproved; it can be supported by logical inference, based bOth-ut the emotional wear and tear of the job itself and on the

attraction,o1 teatfilm for persons emotionally reltictanno coinpete in thehurlY-burly-adult world.
It is just possible that the influence of psychoanalysis tm our culture has
helped to determine the type of person who tends to becomea teacher. If ate
extreme traditional school With its "this hurts me more than that does you"
spirit attracted and then aggravated:the "hard" or sadistic personality, the
newer, More "progressive" school may appeal to the "soft" or philanthropic
personality. Although the-analytic aPproach requires neithei- "hard"' nor
"soft "-but reality-based teachers, still an indulgent school, spawned in a permissive community, tray tend to recruit Overly sentimental teachert,who inturn will extend the perinissiveatmcispherestill farther.
A tpresent no way exists to determine accurately how many teachers have
uncimscioutly selected teaching as a solution for.some deep-seated personal
conflict, especially a conflict involving, thority.
AnalySts recognized this hazard among them-selves and attempted some
years ago a substantial study of the unconscious reasons why some analysts

elected ,to concentrate- in child analysis. Although the study was never
formally com-pleted, the- evidence,ithat Was collected indicated three. unconscious motivesiprOmpting the choice of child analysis. It is evident:that
these :natives _might operate equally in the choice of teaching as a career.
They are:
1. Fear of overaggressive impulses toward adults, consciously controlled
-by feelings of marked iferiority with adults and feeling more comfodable
With children.
2. UnconScious desire toset even with hated siblings by:being ina position Where they can control children.
1 Conscious or unconscious hatred of parents, expressedas a determination, "When 1 grow up I'll show you how_ children shottld he treated."
-No-implication is intended-that lnconicious motivations art; necessarily
had, but they can he unfortunate if they are too intense, and especially if they
are not recognized and-understood.

Three-Pitfalls Faced _bY -the
Analytically Oriented: Teacher
Warnings should be advanced about three danger areas where the-well-meaning teacher_ frequently-errs in-his efforts to promote mental and mati ',nal health in his students. These three errors occur and are frequently cited
byeritics as failtiret of Ihelisychological viewpoint.
The -first of the three pitfalls is overemphasis_on-t It-developmental:as-
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pests of the child's personality it the expense of his intellectual development.
-Properly handled, teacher attention-to ,the psychological problems of the
child, with all of the interviews. tests, sociograms. play therapy, or whatever
-techniques are indicated, can be helpful in freeing the, child from emotional
blocks and in enhancing his ego so that he becomes a more ef fective learner as(
well as a happier person.- if; however. No much time and attention is directed'

In the study of the psychological problems that too little is lefifor planning
and directing the program of intellectual accomplishment. the child's educa-

tion suffers. 'Perhaps there cannot be -an overemphasis on emotional'
adjustment, but there can bean underemphasis on essential factual learning.
Teachers are sometimes accused of (is erpsychologizing. This charge' akes
little setiseas stated, for no teacher can know too much about the psyche log7
ical prohlems of his stn lentS; but he can know too little or care too little about
the learning that .rmnIts _froth his insirtiction. _If -he goes-overboard in his
enthusiasm n for psychology to the neglect of his subjects. he is_ justifying the
charge that the schools are producing well - adjusted, ignormimses.
If the teacher's enthusiasm for helping the youngsters with
emotional problems iv.ads to the neglect of the healthy average child;who also requires attention.-he is derelict in his responsibility.
,Inaddition to-the general danger of overenthusiasm. a -teaeher who is
'familiar with analytic concepts is susceptible to special enthusiasms that can
be -harmful. One of these is the excessive interest-and anxiety sometimes
aroused in the teacher for the welfare of the problem student. For exatnnk%
theli,acher may know that the lonely child may be odd or queer and that the
distance between- queerness and schizophrenia may he short, and so may go
overboard in his anxious efforts to help the child to socialize. The teacher, in
-his fear that tim,child may overdo (alibis) or day-dreaming; may prevent the-

child-from v-prking or playing alonei when the child very much needs the
constructive values thatlfe can only find alone. This concern abmit children's
day-dreaming has sometimes led -toan overemphasis on togetherness that
makes children almost incapableof remaining alone.
'tihilgtsilirterest in psychology and tiersonality development of the child
denim trablt contributes to the improvement of his intellectual performprice, willticch' 7e general suppOrt. When it becoines a movement to substitut the development of the personality for the development of the mind, it
eont adicts a long-held and deeply cherished notion of the purposes of edueatio i, When the concept of the_ Power of-the uncoacions is overstated. it
heco lies M effect -a kind, of anti-intellecttuilism (or at least- antiaeadt micism). that has been the target of recent attacks on the public schools.

The Teacher- as a Behavior -Model ,
A mond ami equally serious pitfall Is negleeting to fulfill the child's need
for a. satisfying parent figure by being a "real person." Theextreme progressive c encouraged the teacher to,seek the background; to he inconspicuous
and IN tidirective. so that -the child might develop frectioni.self-confidenee.
arid'in dative. Again common/sense tells us that the advieemight bean excel,
dent al tidote for extreme teacher,domination, but that the opposite extreme
can be eqtially unfortunate:Children at everystage'need the teacher partly as
a-ttux1 141itehaVior after _which to pattern their own conduct. The teacher
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who emaiti always inconspicuous provides no pattern. At thesame time. on
the itrictly con-scions level, Ancients_ need teachers to tell them what they -

should learn and show them how to learn itin short, to teach them.
TeaChers who simply let children grow by self-expression are. it is true.
avoiding, the error of overdomination, hut-they arc not teaching. It_seerns
likely that a share of the apparent neurosis and insecurity todaYiesnIts from
the fact that .yraing people have hadinsufficient direction from adults. They
have anxieties because they have not been given standards by which to measuretheir Own conduct. A major function of -the teacher is to lead. AS a parent
symbol he should afford the child the security that the child c m derive from
the knowledge that he is-accepted as a loved child.-even- -chile he is corrected)

f.tit.'his -mistakes and is punished for his ,wrongdoing. The child seeks this
-seei aity.-both consciously and unconsciously, from the teacher's admonitions

and examples. Withoutithe cannot-learn as 'Mich.
UM Paler is referring to this function when she writes, "The teacher who
puts herself on the child's level all the time.-who encourages indulgence, who
shoWS lavish- - admiration for any scribblethis teacher, fails-to inspire the-

child's wish to identify hiinself with-her. Much as she West() captivate the
child's interest; she -fails to get-it. This does not-imply that the so-Called'aldfashionetl school has--the Most- effective ways to-promote learning and
growth; it only indicates -that conditions are 'more- ciiinplicated than we
thought,-" A school program Must he geared to children's abilities and interests, but the child also expects the teacher to make demands and is disappointed when he receives no assistance from the teacher in dealing with his
instinctual pressures. Teachers themselves retain enough of the childish need
for parent figures that they frequently place the very concept of learning, or
more piten..t specific neWformit lat ion of ideas, such as the Freudian conce pt,
in a parent role. Their intellectual reaction to it is very much colored by their

emotional reaction. which ,lietrays,a striking sithilarity to the manner of a
child-reacting _tri-a_ parent, either prostrating himself completely to the new
demands or rebelling violently against them. The rated the parent symbol is
always present. and-it is a role that the teacher cannot refuse to-play;

Dealing with Resistance to 'Learning
The -third weakness that sometimes comes into teaching with those who

profess ,the mental health point of- view is the failure to recognize the
importance -of- resistance. Resistance to learning in the classroom is just as
normal and inescapable as is resistance in tile analyst's office. Man has a deep seated human instinct to keep what is his own, especially his beliefs and feelings. Learning, if itis to he meaningful, must alter some cherished miscon-

ceptions oldie learner, and these he will relinquish only slowly midtautly. Therefore, when certain of the progressiyc teachers interpret students, resistance to learning asmnacceptable or as evidence that dip learning
If
situation has been badly_ Planned. they are missing a major analytic
the Warning is significant.some students went resist it and he unhappy about
it. 'This does net make either the teacher or the lesson *-rong. Teachers who
feel that all_learning must be gay and pleasant. almost to the poin4f being
carefree and effortless, are denying the essence of learning. It woulii pre

ably be an indefensible overstatement to assert that withoufdiscomfort ml
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resistance no valuable learning cal takeylace, Lit this statement is valid if we

accept 'literally the popular- dictum that the only learning that is truly

,Worthwhikiis that learning that results in changed behavior.
This proposition too can be tested by reference to adultS.-If we observe
teachers or others discussing the relative merits of traditional versus progrfssiyeinethodS of teaching, it will soon become apparprd that for most of therri
.something more is involved than a rational desire tO share view p.,Mtsand discover the best way to teach. 1Fhat is more powerfully though uncoesciousl
inVolvedis' a resistance to having their notions of teaching challenged. The
concept 'Of resistance is as significant in learning as the notion of the parent
image,- and it should be thoioughly understood by the reacher.
-It now becomes apparent that the three separate dangers inherent in the
analytic appioach all result in the same damage. The teacher who emphasizes the psychological approach at the sacrifice of subject matter, the teacher
s'ho neglects the role of the demanding patent figure, and the teacher who
tries to eliminate or avoid{ pupil resistance arc all playing into the hands of
-eaWlearning" to,the long-range -4Iisadvantage of the chill.
Theeader should, of course, beware of interpreting the three warnings as
being-pleas for a return to authoritarian methods, or for more homework for
students,'Or for more attention to academic reouitemins, or any-other pre-scription. lithey are pleas at all,' they plead for keeping psychological and
intellectual -foals in balance, for having the teacher understand his psychological as well as his academic role, and for recognizing the inescapability of
student resistance to learning.
In exonerating Fiend and psychoanalysis of responSibility for the errors
and excesses of well-meaning but misdirected disci,:les, we do not intend to
excuse'the teachers,who perpetrate the damaging-excesses.
Analytic theory in the hands of incompetent teachers is dangerous, but no
more dangerous than psychological ignorance in the hands of incompetents.
1Vhere there has -been incompetent- teaching by analytically oriented
teachers, let us Maine the incompetence, not the philosophy.

Summary
Despite the pitfalls, we 'mist learn to make the best possible use of all the

available tools aatechniques that give proMise of aiding in thp herculean
task of educating all the children ()fall thci,..people. We must Master the psyChological contributions in order to improve the excellence of our intellectual
.accomplishments. And we need ,soine- other emphases in the school:also.
4a H l*Excellence in imagination', in perAiasion, and in artistic creativity are not to
scorned. The point is simply That excellencecan seldom be attained by
leachers who are unaware of their own emotional limitations and who stoutly
,resist self-knoWledge by asserting that intellectual content is all that matters.
Psychoanalysis seeks for its followers the rational life; through the control
arid understanding of the emotions. Education too has as its goal the rational
lif e and seeks to promote a way of lifeeirected by reason rather than by emotion. The cooperation of education and psychoanalysis in the attainment of_,

their,coininon goal seems naturaand'ilesirable.
Teachers Cannot be traineas psychoanalysts. They cannot, attempt the
reconstruction of-pupa personality. Nevertheless, in _dealing with emotion-
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ally deficient children, the teacher is

'

to make some effort to

ritininlize the 'effects of the child's personality disorders, as well as, typeevent
-their
aggravation, if-he or she is to have any hope (if teaching the student.
.
.
.Consequently, the teacher vho is equipped with an inarerstadding of the
,.
"ehild:s tiorrital, and' abnormal behavior is more-likely to succeed.
r
teacher who, can recognize compulsions, fant.asies, projection,
identifieation, and other similarly emotionally dictated behavior can no
more,
-_
. 'eh-initiate them than the-master Mariner can eltthinate, the adverse winds and
:
tides: Neither
would be. called
a master
if he failed to recognize the adverse
.
.
.
.,
-. influences and guide his teaching or his navigation accoidingly. It is (moor
taut to have teaehers who are analytically sophisticated es long as we have
students who are imniature and Onstable:-Othetwise, teachrs
e in positions of .
authority -river children who are unable trirespond_wholesomely will 'eanse

:

,.

....still

.:

.,

more maladjustment. A few rare .souls learn this withourretourse
to
-

,analysis,;as -they -did before Freud began the systematic 'Study of' theom4.cinsciotis.-Unfortunately,.still (ewer of these rare souls find their way. into
;,-.piiblic schOol-teaching...
.
. Analytic sophistication by teachers is obviously not the only need. AttenAkin to mental health at every level is called for. Dr. Neubauer says, "Perhaps
7-the greatest lag in the field of rnentaLhealth is the relative,lack of action to
firiplement our conviction that emotional health and pathologyare deter,
.mined in early childhood. More than alf of all hospital bedsin the U.S..are
oecupied by mentally ill patients, yet there exist almost oo institutional facilities'frir the emotionally disturbed preschool child. As long as we neglect the.
;needs of the very young, we will continue to have a large population of adolescents and
suffering from neurosis or the acuter forms of mental sick'
nem,"
.
.
The research need also is great ana the present -effort pitifully meager. Dr.
Shipley quotes a 1959 report of the Natiral,Ilealth Association to the effect
that for every reported case of polio $216.84 is being,soent for research; for
every person hespitalind ,for mental illness $.01 is spent for research.
Four-fifths Of all counties in the U.S. still have no psychiatric service what,
soever. Studies of school children indicate that from 7% to 12%between two
and feet. =rnillionare in.need if psy.chiatrio treatment.
The menial hearth Oioblem-is immense. It is not the school's problem, but
the school cannot escape responsibility for doing everything in its power to
avoid aggravating it.
The various statements of the role of the teacher in handling this orobleni
have this in common: They are all predicated on a continually increasing
awareness, and sophistication of psychoanalytic concepts. This is all that can
be safely suggested, for psychoanalysis is not prescriptive.
Dr. Lawrence S. Kubie presents a convincing case for the impoitance of
psychoanalysis to education in his introduction fo An Application of Psychoanalysis to Education, by Richard M. Jones. Dr. Kubic reminds us of the
necessity for making emotional maturation a part of the educational process
by a continuous concern from, kindergarten to university for making self.
knowledge in depth part of the mainstream of education. Ile does not urge
that teachers play at being analysts, but only that education take place in an
.

,.;
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.
,
_

a t moSphere in which emotional disturbances can be recognized and resolved
Anstead -of being repressed and agirravated. lie goes on to say:

.
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The child's fifth freedom is, the right to know what he feels: but
this does' not carry with it any right to act out his feelings blindly.
This will require a new set of mores for our shook. One which will
enable young pepple front
years to understand and feel and
put jntowords all the hidden things which go on inside of them, thus
ending the eonspiracP_qf silence with which the devlopment of the
child is now distorted both at home and at schooL# the conspiract
of silence is.to be replaced by the fifth freedom. Children must be
encouraged and helped to attend to their forbidden thoughts, and to
'put" thein-into words, i.e.. to talk out loud about love and hate and
jealousrand fear, about curiosity over the body, its products and its
apc!tures: about what goes in and what conies out: about their dim

.and-confused feelings about sex itself: about the strained and
stressful relationships within families, which are transplanted into
schools.

-Dr !Cubic's plea. and it was Sigmund Freud's foremost plea. is for awareness If teachers are aware of the deepest needs and feelings of their students.
and if the students are encouraged to become aware of their on n thoughts

and ieelingc, far more effective learning
take place.
Traditionalists and progressivists stand together in abstract acceptance of
the notion that 'the proper study of mankind is man. Increasingh , the are
sharing the awareness that Sigmund FrQud contributed great4 to this stud}
and that teachers have much to learn from him that st ill make them better
teachers by making Weir students better learners.
I-57L
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or the. Dia-mood Jubilee issue of the KAPPAN. (January 19S1). Irmo Id
Shane prepared an article titled "Significant Writings That Have Influenced
the.Ciirriculum: 1906:81." Eighty-four curneulum professors took part in the
Survey from Which he drew the article. Their, ratings put Ralph W. Tyler's

Basic Principles of Curriculum and nstniction (1949) in a tie with -John
-DeweyieDeinocracy and Education-(1916) for "most influential.- Other
authors in the top 14 were GeorgeS. Counts and Jerome Brinier. Examples of

the, writing of these three appear in this chapter, which I call "Basic.s- lwcouse.the articles deal with issues of- fundamental importance. They raise
questions that 'every educator in a leadership position must wrestle-with
throughout his career.
For the 81arch 1977 KAPPAN, Kevin Ryan et al. wrot a brief biography
titled "Ralph- Tyler: Education's Mr. Fix-It." 'Eke occasion was the Ohio
State Otiversity POI< Chapter's first Distinguished Educator Award, glum to
Tylera few months earlier. The article begins: "To students of education, he
Lc the author of Basic Principles of Curriculum and Instruction. the preeirutwut textbook ii, the field. To teachers, he is a champion of their involvement in the devehipment of what they teach. To the higher education comtitulary. he is the former dean of Mc Unieersity of Chicago's Division of
Social
and [ founding] director emeritus of the Center for Advanced
Study in. the Behavioral Sciences in Stanford, California., To curriculum
moke,rs

agricultiNe, home economics, medicine, nursing, and public health
throughout the world, he is oue who has helped them f hid their own goals an d

discover reasonable ways of meeting them. To administrators, he is a man
with ri knack for intikhig organizations go." In short, Ralph Tyler is a modernday Renaissance mai!.
Ilerefire some of the influential posts Tyler has held: director of evalua(loaf or the famed Eight -Year Study of Secondary Schools(1934-42); director
of the Cooperative Study in General Educatioh, a project involving 22 colleges (1939.45); director of the examination staff of the U.S. Armed Farces
Institutes (1942-53); chairman o f the Explorat ory Commit tee on Assessing the
Progress of Education (1963.69), which planned the National Assessineut of
Educatimial Progress; acting 'President of the Social Science Research Council (197142); and vice-chairmarkof the National Science Board (1962-681 Ile

has iken visiting professor at a dozen universities, including Harvard,
Statei-and Texas.
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The late_George S. Comas icasone of the legendary group who nuule
.Teisehers Colleg6Columbia University, the Most in f Inential teacher edamlion center in Amerira I or decades:When I came to ;mom him as a member of
,the PDK Commission an international Relations in Educatiim.he had retired
.1 rom'Colambia and;was,teaching.at SouthehrIllinoikv Unikersity. Carbondale,jelsieh asSeiglded renumber of elder statesmen.in its School al:Edam:alion., llis first KAPPAN (allele during rny tenure a editor teas part of a syries
ailed "Clas;ics Revisited." hi which- ice asked educators to retiest, their beStk, smen ucorks.-Counts thoSe to -review Qare the Schools Build a ,..(`-\% Social
bfder? tinder tin title "Dare the- School Build the Great Sociy?" and using
the byline G,-Sylvester Canals. Ile called himself "very clove rekstiVe" of
George S. Couths..Like_moit of the other authors in this series, he stuck by the

\

'ideas eXpressedia peneration carliyr. I preferred to reprint "Shoal/Ville
Teacher Abenyk"Be ,y chiral?" in ihk antlialogy because it displays the humor
and benign wisdom that made Counts a favorite among his students.

Bober!' Elsa professor of _education and :psYchology at Michigan State
`trusiverSity for many years, leas written 10 articles for theKAI'PAN and served

a f our-year'term as an editorial consultant. I have always found his work
chisel's, reasoned and
dmelling. "What Area-Sctoobt For ?," the
chase_ta include here, brought more. favorable snail to Ebel than any

other article_ he has written. It also brought letters.like ibis to the editor:
"Ilusiinnar Someone hik finally-dared lake a few whacks at the curriculum
tree, which has begun to look like an overladen Christmas decoration." Of
course,:kbel was not the first iollgential educator to suggest that the .schools
attempt top mach. But not 'missy authors say it so tech.
Ebel retired f rom Michigan State at the end of June 1981.4 ter a career of
extraordinary achievement. Ile was president of the American Edaeational
Research- Association when he wrote the article reprinted here. and Karl just
coureleted editing the fourth edition of the Encyclopedia of Educational Be'search. Ile:continues to live in East Lansing, but says he will nom &msk the
things he likes-_tmi do.

Only one article by Jerome Bruner has appeared m the pages of the KAP-

PAN, Airnw other reasons, 1chose to reprint it here became Brinier is du

lone"Cla4sicv Bel isited" author who, upon deepening Isis study of education,

found his classic" (The Process of Education) f anhy. Bruner. now visiting
scholar in psychology and social rehstions on the arts and sciences faculty mut

Harvard; was director of the Center for Cognitive Studies there when he
wrote the paper on which this article was based. It was delivered as mu speech
the annual conference of the Association for Supervision and Curriculum
Development in March 1971. Ina sense. the speec1, ended the 10-year reign of
rrl

curriculum structuralists whose ideas -were popular after the Soviet Union
orbited Sputnik I in 1.957.
John Goodlad, dean of th'e Graduate School of Education. Unit ersity of
California at Los Angeles. emerged in the. Seventies as one of our most highly
regarded contemporary leaders of educational thought. Sine 1975 Phi Delta

Kappa has published several articles muter his byline, including a enassthared serieS on "A Study of Schooling,"an ambitions proiem t supportcd by
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the
Office of Education and several Major foundations, mu! 0 book.
'What Schools Are For (109). 'Coodhi contiutzes to direct research for
/VW EIAA the eduCationi arm of the Kettering Foundation. "Cap Our

Schools,det- Better?" icon an award in 1979 from the Educational Press ASsociatian otAinerica iii the "learned article" category -..
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EmphaSiZeTaiks
Appropriate for the Sch ol
by. Ralph W: Tyler
A student of the behavioral sciences identi
six.kirids of learn'inbestitiiuleitiiken`byThe high school. OtheKkinds should be
- left to.s7othei :agencies, he suggests.

The sPectacular Success of the Atneridari high school in the past half century is

a majoisouice of present difficOlty. BeCauseit has attracted a high proper
tioti of American youth because most high scho.,1Students like the school and

.like thewprk-they are doing there and because high school gradiratei have
learned thinks that easily differentiate then from those 'ho have hot attended high School.' the public thinks of the high school as the logical institution to assume all the significant responsibilities for-youth. Whatever the edu-

-cational demand of the mothetitiltiver edhcation, eliniination of juvenile
detitiqueticyi"airage"' education, swimming and ther sports, specific vocationalskills-+the American public views the high school as not only,capable
--otasstiming successfully almost any.conceivable task of education or training_hut also as the proper agency to undertake any such job that seems ini-portinf to some group. No clear basis that thebigh school can use in selecting
the tasks it-shdtild undertake is commonly recognized in America.
Discussions orthis problem are frequently confused by argunients-regarding, the-values of learning to, drive safely, of wholesome recrealion, of
a:ireelating the contributions of aviation, of leaf ning to swim and to partici%
pate in other sports, and of actiniting specific occupahonal skills. These are
rip t the primary issues facing secondary education. Many of the jobs the high
schools are urged to d o are worthwhile and Many ot_thern the schools,cah do
,ef fectivelY. The.eSSehtiiipoiut to be_madeis that the total educational task
involved in inducting youth into responsible adulthood is far too great for any
one of our social institutions to undertake i.4fectively. Only by the fullest
utjJization -of' the potential educational, efforts of home, church, School,
recreational agencies,: youth .sering .organizatiotis, the library, the ..press,
motion:Pictures, radio, telr vision, and other formal and informal activities
can this 'nation meet its educational needs. Modern society is highly complex
and requires of its members knowledge, skills, attitudes, and practices pi a
range and level far beyond these required a generation ago. And yet a baby
borit today is indistinguishable from babies horn at the birth of our nation. It

only thiptigh education--that -is, through things learned after birththat
mail becomes competent to live in a modern world rather than in iprimitiye
chlture.'ilence, the educationattask is a tremendous one that can only bemet
by the enlistment of all relevant resources. Failure to encourage and to help
othitinstitfitiohs to bear part of the responsibility inevitably weakens our
-total social structure and reduces the effectiveness of our total educational
achievements.

-Enceurage,Other Educational Agencies
Yet this is what we do when we in the schools assume responsibilities that
can be discharged by others. Reduced working hours give many adults time
to t cad] driving, swimming, and the like.-Chiirches and other institutions are
48
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seekinkchannels through which to serve youth. -Many industries are able to
proVide orwhe-job training. Few, if any, communities adequately utilize the
educational' Ntentipl'available- outside, the schoril. Instead, they waste the
precious resources of the school on jobs that oth
can do. It is clear that two
things are neeessafr We need to organize community Understanding-and
leadership; for a Wide attack upon the total educational job, and we must
clearly. differentiate the ethicational responsibilities of the school from those
of other agencies..
In identityinkthe tasks that are particularly appropriate 'f of the school., I s
spi,cial characteristics need to he carefully considered. One major feature of
the high School is the fact that its teachers have been educated in the arts and
sciences. _Frequently this - characteristic. is. played down or overlooked _be6use subject matter has often been viewed as dead material--,.a collection of
items to be remembered but not a vital ingredient in life itself. Too frequently.
wehave failedto identify the constructive role of the arts and sciences in echi
catism. Properly understood, the subject matter of these fields is not dead but
can he the soriree-of a variety of understandings, values, abilities, and the lik0
that-aid The student in living more effectively and more happily. The school
ShOuld he drawing; upon these resources to enrich the lives of the students.
Our effort should not he to make the classroom more like life outside the
-school but to niake lire outside the school more in harniony with the values,
purposes, and knowledge gained from the classroom.
This viewpoint emphasizes college and university education in the arts
and.sciences as a primary resource for the high school to use, but this is a Valid
position only insofar as the contributions of the arts and sciences are used as
vital means Of learning and not as dead items to recall. This can be done and

often is. All-of us can think of illustrations of the way in which each of the
major fields -of science and scholarship can provide- things that open up
'avenues for living, In science, for example, the kinds of problems with which
the scientist deals in seeking to understand natural phenomena and to gain.
some control Over them, the Methods scientists use for studying problems, the
concepts they have developed for helpingitiunderstand the phenomena with

which they deal; the data they are obtaining about various natural phenomena; and the generalizations they have developed for relating factors and for
explaining phenomenaall these give us tools for understanding cm natural
world and for seeking to gain, more control over it. They also give us a basis.
for continuing our owrg study and learning about natural phenomena long
I
after high school.
The.:1Usei off /History
In history. to take another example, we find bases for understanding developments that take place over periods of time. History gives us methods for
studying problems that involve the time dimension and the interrelations of
political; economic, social, and intellectual life. History gives us concepts
With which to think about and to understand social change. It gives_us data
-and some generalizations, Itean help the high school student to be at home in
a world of change and development and to take an active, understanding role
in this...World.

the.other subject fields can fiwnish similar examples of problemsmeth.ods,.concepts, and generalizations so_important in. finding meaning and
f
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effectiveiieis in life: When we Imildthebigh sell mil moricultum the arts antl
sciences need to he treated as xital Meads ois learning. The) Must be examined
'carefully for their possible contributions rather than viewed as matters of rote
menthrization. Furthermore; the education of teachers in these fields should

'/

be effectively utilized. Al top often we have employed teachers in jobs that
do not draw upon their education. The task of the school is partb defined by
this iinportant chrcteristic: the employment by the high school of teachers
who are educated in the arts and sciences.

,The Schoors-Yniiitio Resources
A second,signifithlt characteristic is the skill of the high school staff in
facilitating the 16rningpf stuilentS.-By and.targe, teachers are effective in
teaching. Their training and experience have been, largely focused-on it. In
addition_to these-characteristics of the teaching staff. there arc three-other
features of the high school to be considered ip selecting appropriate educational tasks. Thi school has special types of equipment and facilities. such as
libraries nd labbratories. The arrangements of enrollment and attendance in
the-high, SchoOLPeriitit the,organization of learningexperiences over a considerable period of time-. The high school has built a tradition commonlyrecognized mill respected in the comtimnity. This tradition includes such elements as impartiality. Objectivity, and concern fair himmo.yaittes. These are
very important Characteristics not possessed in equal degree by other social

,

institutions. Thekinds of jolt:: the school imdertakes should primarily be those
that deperid upon these characteristics. since they provide for unique,con-

tribittions.
Considering these features of the school, several kinds of educational
tasks are recognized-as particularly appropriate. One of these has already
been mentioned, namely, learning that is based substantially upon the arts
.

T

,

and sciences. A second is the learning of complex and difficult things that re
quire organization of experience and distribution of practice over consider-

able periods of time A number of illustrations will quickly come to mind.
Probably reading and mathematics are most 'commonly recognized as fields
in Which- theltasic concepts and skills require earefyl organization, beginning
With simpleinaterials and moving gradually to more complex matters over
lite years Of elemental.) and secondary choobClearl . this kind offearningis
uniquely pitssible in the school rather than in the less well-organized conditions of 'other agencies.
A third kind of educational task appropriate for the school is to provide
learning where the essential factors are' not obVious to one observing the
phenomenon and where the principles, concepts. and meanings must be
brought speCially to the attention Of the learner. Thus the scientific concepts
mid principles that explain the growth and des elopment of plants are not
obvious to the obserx en of plants or even to an uneducated farm hand. The
school can more ef fedi% el pros hie for this learning than can the home or the

job.

Providing Out-of-Ordinary Experience

.

A fourtlekind of learning appropriate for the schoolis where the exitedenees required cannot be provided (breed in the ordinal.) fled% ides of daily
life Ceographand hist9r are excellent illustrations of fields where dad) life
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exp6rience alone is not likely to pi ovide sufficient insight into historic matters and-matters relating-to places far removed. If young people are to develop an understanding of 'history it will require the attention of a specialized
agency able to Provide materials.serving to give vicarious experiences and to
organize them effectively..The pine is true for geography. NS e cannot depend entirely uppn the ihformal experiences of daily life to provide these
kinds oflearning.
A fifth_ kind -of learning particularly appropriate for the school is that
.which requires more "pm ified expeiience",than is commonl) available in life
outside the school. Stijdenis may learn something of
music, li4.7ratuie, or
Inunail relations from the examples commonly found in the comnomity. but
wlierethese_fall far short of the best, the students have no chance to sehigit
standards ,for themselves "Ile school ,can provide examples for stilt!) and enjoyment tnattrepresent the best available,
A Sixth kind of lc:Aiming particularly appropriate to the school is that in
which, reexamination and interpretation of everieneeare very essential. Our

basic ethical values are commonly involved iti the daily experiences. of
ypoth. Questions of justice, fairness. goodness arise again and. again on the
playgiontol; in the.market place, and elsewhere. It is not likely, howeverthat
peel' contact with these ideas w ill be enough to help the individual youth to

develop values that are eleaily understood and effectively utilized. The
school can Provide opportunity from time to time to recall these experiences,
to examine them, and seek to interpret them, thus clarifying the meaning Of
values as well as helping youth to appreciate them more adequately In the
realiteiirethical values this t> pe of responsibility will bp shared h> the home,
the church, and youth organizations, but in the realtti of esthetic values it is
probably true tit:it only the school is likely to Provide the opportunit) systematically.
These six kinds of learning that are peculiarly appropriate for the high
school ought to be strongly. emphasized in its program in contrast to other
(earnings thht can be provided by (Ater agencies. There are, of course, educational jobs-that are good in themselves but, do not require the particular
conditions that the school provides. When the school undertakes these tasks.
it must either neglect other important things or attempt more than it can do
well, -spreading itself too Oin, and not achieving as effective educational
results as it should. Concentrating its efforts upon the educational job that the
high school is Uniquely fitted to undertake and encouraging other eottuttuttit)
agencies in their responsibilit.tes will greatly raise the educational level of the
nation. ,
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Should the Teacher
Alwayi Be Neutral?
by George S. Counts

,

A foolish consistency is the hobgoblin of little minds.

Ralph Waldo Emertain
In my later years (I an 80 this month; I always warn my students at the first
meeting of a clasi, by quoting an old English. proverb: "Old -men and- far;
travelers may lie by authority." Since I am both. having visited 17 Coutitries,'I
'tell them to put a question mark after everything that I tell them; An old man
can say that he remembers something very well, that ilhappened when he
-Was in high school: Also, if a question is raised about-some other country,he
can say that he traveled all over that country in his own Ford automobile. To
illuitrate,' I tell them that the only time I ever saw Abraham Lincoln on the
television screen was when he read the Emancipation Proclamation and that I
can still recall the image of that tall and, lean ma dressed in a long black coat
and wearing the sidebUrns and beard of-the "common,mael I am reminded'
here of an Observation made by Oscar Wilde: "To give an accurate description of:what has never occurred is not merely the proper occupation of the
histbrian,but the-inalienable privilege of any man of parts and culture."
This artiele-is supposed to'bea "response" to the very interesting and challengingeisay by Joe hind.' However, I shall merely attempt to write a few
words relative to the subject of indoctrination and imposition in the educative Process. My involvement in this issue emerged full-blown in a debate
with Johp Dewey at a meeting of educators in February 1932.1 defended the
thesis that a measure of indoctrination is inevitable, although I rejected the
propoSition that anything should be taught asabsolutety fixed and final and
rather defended the idea of "imposition" as a basic and inescapable aspect of
-the proceis of rearing the young in any sodety. Of course I emphasized the
point that I was not using the term in a pejorative sense but in its original
meaning derived from the Latin verb, imponere, "to place on.A few weeks
later I gaye an address at a meeting of teachers in New York City.:Present in
the rear of the auditorium was John Dewey. When the time came for questions and remarks from the floor, the great philosophef stood up and said that
he had checked the meaning of the Word "indoctrination" in Webster's dictionary and discovered that it meant "teaching."
It is impossible to discuss thq question under consideration without anyn-

derstanding of the role of culture in the life olman. First of all, we must
realize that every human being is horn helpless, but with infinite potential in

all directions: If left alone, he would quickly perish. But being torn in a
society with its cultural heritage he may rise above the angels or sink below
the level of the brute. We can see this demonstrated throughout the ages and
obviously in this twentieth century. Although every individual is unique, he is
molded by his culthre and thus becomes a human being.' Quotations from
'Joseph S. Juneit, "Ho Teachers Have the Right to Indoctrinate?: Phi Delta Kappan. December1969. pp. 182485.
*We must realise, howeyer, that no two individuals are identical and that every he

dividual responds to his culture in terms of his own unique character.
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two v rY-distinguished anthropologists are most appropriate here. Graham
Walla in his Our Social Waage, published in 1921, wrote that "we- have
bear re, one may say,- biologically parasitic Upon our social heritage." fironislaw, falinowski in the last-of-his great works, Freedom and Civilization.
pull hed after his deathin 1944, said approximatelythe same thing in these
wor s: This brief outline of the cultural background of our problem in evolutk ry Perspective was giyen to show first and foremost that not a single
hun an act, relevant to the Science of man, occurs outside the context of cidtur ." A distingUished British mathematician, II: Levy, in his The Universe of
.ne el (1932) Places the capstone-on:the argument: "It lout. culturdhas
in erited uf." Consequently', the natured the human being is dependent on .
.th culture which inherits-hint. li4re,is the supreme imposition.
:Since the Origin of norm) sapiens, education, -in both its informal and its
f rural aspects, has embraced the total process, of inducting the young into a
wen society witkits culture, itsmays of acting, feeling, and thinking, its Iannage its tools, its institutions, its ethical and aesthetic-values, its basic ideas,
eligious doctrines, and philosophical presuppositions. It is therefore not an;
autonomous process governed by its own laws and everywhere the same.
This process begins at birth and continues on through the years. And we are
beginning to realize that the preschool years, the period of infancy and early
childhood, are *by far the most important years in the development of the
talents and the molding of the character of the individual. During my first trip
to the Soviet union in 1927 1 became acquainted with the Commissar of Education, Anatole Innacharsky. One day when we were discussing the Soviet
program of preschool education he repeated an old-Russian proverb: "We
can mold a child of 5 to 6 years into anything. e wish; at the age of 8 to 9 we
have to bend him; at the age of 16 or 17 we must break hint; and thereafter one

-may well.say, 'only the grave can coned a:hunchback!'"
Without this imposition of the eultrire, as all of this makes clear, man
would riot be man, except ion biological senseif he could survive. But the
fact -should be emphasized that cultures are extremely diecrse. Consequently.- a brunan being born and reared 'in one culture may differ-greatly
from one born and reared in another culture. I have often told my students
-that a person doesn't see with his eyes or hear with his ears, Initxith what is
_beirind his eyes or behind his ears. And this depends on his native culture andhis experience therein. This principle applies even to physical objects, such as

the sun, the moon, and`the stars. Obviously, the Iron will never agh-in.be
what it was before the flight of Apollo 11.
The language that is imposed on the child from the moment of his birth
may well be regarded as symbolic of the culture. Lewis Nlumford in his The_
Myth of the Machine (i988) demonstrates very clearly that in the evolution of
man language has played a much greater role than the machine. Indeed,
without language man would not be man. And of course we all know that
there are many different languages. But.the truth is not sufficiently emphasized that languages differ, not only in forms and sounds but also in values.
One may wallay that every language, in a sense, constitutes a world apart
from-others. The translation of one language into another is often difficult
because 'the "sank." word will differ in meaning from one language to another. A dictionary will be of some assistance but it will not solve all the problems. The basic idea in these 'observations is well documented in a great hook
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entitled The Poetry of Precdorn (1945), edited by 1Vi Iliam Rose Beat and
Norman Cousins/which is a epllection of poems from the majorlanguages of

the world. More than twothirds of the volume, 554 of the 806 pages, is
devoted to pbems from the English-speaking peoples. And I know that the
editors -did everything -they could to find appropriate_poems from -other
langna es. If they had chosen some other theme, such as worship of nature or
military valor or romantic love. I am certain that the proportions would have
been different, It is 'dear therefore that language constitutes a tremendous
imposition on the individual. I have often told my students that, if we do not
want to impose anything on the individual, we should not allow him to learn a
language unfil.he becomes-?1 -years of :Inc and then let him choose the language he prefers.

A given society is always a hearer of a pariteular culture, and societies
vary-as-their cultures vary. Consequently. an education that would he appropriate for one society might destroy :mother. After the first Sputnik soared
into outer space in October 1957. the question was asked ox LT and over again:
Is Soviet education superior to ours? The answer. olcourse, is that the ques-

tion makes no sense becausk the two societies are so profoundly different.
I!mvever. if the question were presented in ttis form the answer would be
_diffeient: "Does Soviet education serve the plinioses of Soviet society better
than our education serves the purposes ofour sikiety?" In dig case the answer
might he in the affirmative, since education for a democracy is far more dif,ficultithaweducation for a dictatorship:
This truth has been recognized through the ages. More than two centuries
ago Montesquieu in his great classic. Otuthe Spirit of the hues, wrote that "it

kill a republican [democratic] government that the whole power of education is required." The reason for this resides in the fait that such agovent7
went -must rest on "virtue," which involves "self-renunciatjon" and is "ever.

arduous and painful. Also, it "requires a constant preference of puldiclo
private interest," and "to inspire such love ought to he the principal business
of education." Thomas Jefferson. the father of our democracy, agreed with
Nhnitesquien. In 1824. the year before he died, he wrote in a letter a friend:
"The qualifications for self-government are not innate. They are the result of
habit and limg- training." I lorace Mann, father of our common school, saw
dearly therelation of education to social and political systems. In his Ninth
Annual Report (1845), he warned the citizens of Massachusetts: "If there are
not two things wider asunder than freed()yn and slavery. then must the course

of training which fits children for these opposite conditions of life be as
diverS'j as the points to which they leach." Finally, Herbert Spencer, in his The

Americans (1892). issued the following challenge td our education: "The
republican form of government is the highest form of government: but because of-this it requires the highest form of human naturea type nowhere at
present existing." In spite of the unprecedented expansion of our schools in
this'eentury, we has e obviously failed to develop the "form of human nature
required."To have done so would have required a revolutionary form of imposition. l'olitical liberty. with all of its demands on human nature, if it is to
endure, is certainly one of the most extraordinary impositions on the mind
and character of man in the entire histor_ of Homo sapiens.
We must. realize also that we are living not only in a very special kind of
society but also in an age of revolution as wide as the planet. limy Steele
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COrutager, in his The American Mind (1950), warned us that "the decade of

the -Nineties ,fwasj -the watershed of American histor "a watershed between an "America predominantly agricultural" and an "America predominantly urban and ind us trial." A nd Carl Arid enbaugh stated without en tt ivoca-

' tion in his inaugural address as president of,the American IlistoricalAssociation in 1963, "It is my conviction that the greatest turning point in all human
history, of which we have any record, has occurred within the tscentieth
century." Thtis, in view cif the swiftness of social change, we may say that an
education that may he appropriate for one generation may not be appropriate' for another. We are 'consequently confronted today with William F.
Qgburn's "cultural lag"and Alfred North Whitiehead's generation gap. The
fact is- that-Since crossing the great watershed we have never'sat down and
considered seriously luiw our children and youth should spend their years in
dur urbanized and industrialized society. Also, with the reduction of the earth
to the dimensions of a neighborhood, we have failed to sense that the age of
tribalism and nationalism is closing and dirt a new age of internationalism is
%veil over the horizon. The nature of the imposition must he radically altered.
A few words in closing-about the school. We must realize that, whenever
choices are made in the launching of ayrogram, values are involved. This is
obvioitsly true in the shaping of. the curriculum, Ole selection of textbooks, the

giving of_grades, the organization of social activities, the (construction of a
school building, the hanging of pictures and paintings on the walls of a schoolroom, rind in the selection of a teacher. I have often told my students that, if
we want to avoid imposing anything on our children. we should alter the
architectural style of the building every day. Also. I call their attention to the
fact that our arithmetic textbooks transmit to the younger generation count less social, Political. and moral ideasfor the most part a white middle-class
cilltufe. And we know; that our histdry textbooks, until very recently. practically excluded the Negro.
The need -for developing the independent and critical mind in the members of the younger generation is implicit in much that I have written and is
clearly- a form of imposition. However, something more flirt he said. 'lie
student- should not he encouraged to engage in criticism just for the sake of
criticism; The truly critical mind is one of the niost precious resources of a
free society. At the same time such a mind should he highly disciplined. We
Should nevei disregard the basic thesis of Carl Becker in his Freeatim and Responsibility in the Amcrican Way of pe (1945), one of the most insightful
books
literature of our democracy . That thesis is that with every right or
frrdom there goes a responsibility. The alternative is chaos and anarchy.
Time critical mind should be armed with knowledge and understanding, and
perhaps with a modicum of humility and wisdom. Even a scientist must
undergo and practice a severe discipline, Ile must practice the intellectual
virtues of accuracy, precision, truthfulness, open-mindedness, and absolute
integrity.The limits of freedom in the rearing of the child are thus expressed
by Bronislaw- Malinowski in his Freedom and Civilization: "We see quite
clearly why the freedom of the child, in the sense of letting him do what he
wishes and as he likes, is unreal. In the interest of his own organism he has con-

, stantly to he trammeled in education from acts which are biologically dan-

gerous or are Culturally useless." And Judge Learned Eland, one of our fore-*most students of jurisprudence, warned us: "A society in which men recog-

\

nine no check upon their freedom soon becomes a society w here freedom is a
-possesSion of only a savage few."
'The big question, therefore, is not whether weshould impose anything on
the child in :the yroce.ss of education but what we should impose, In 'the
swiftly changing w orkl of the twentieth century, we must certainly examine
our cultural heritage critically in the light of the great and Inescapable realities of the present age and the trends toward tomorrow. What this means, in
my opinion, is to present to the younger generation a vision of the possibility
ftilfilling the great promise of Atherica expressed in the Declaration ofindeyeridence: "W'CliolI these truths to be self-evident, that all men
are created equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable Rights, that among these arc Life, Liberty, and-the pursuit of
.ness.' Clearly, if science and technology can show us how to
to the moon
and eirciiiinnivigate the planets, we should be able to employ these powerful
forces for- bringing our practices into harmony with our historic professions.
A finTil illustration of the critical importance of the question of imposition
in the rearingPf the young in our democracy is clearly revealed in our treat-

ment of the Negro down through the generations. Cunnar Nlyrd-al, a renowned Swedish social scientist, in his great two-volume work, An American
Dilemma (1944), issues a challenge that we can disregard only at our peril. In
h-R first chapter, entitled "American Ideals and the American Conscience." be

states: "Aineryi, compared to .every other country in Western civilikition,
large or slily'', has the most explicitly expressed,systetn of general ideals in
reference tO human interrelations." These ideals embrace "the essential dig-

nity tilthe individual human being, of the fundaMental equality of all men,
and of certain inalienable rights to freedom, justice, Jind a fair opportunity."
Our ilifernma is the consequence of the great gap ketween our professed
ideals and our practices. lie adds, therefore, that "the treatment of the Negro
is America's greatest and most conspicuous scandal Anierica's greatest
failure And then he relates this condition to the subject of my article in the

following generalization. flue simple fact is that an educational offensive
against racial intolerance, going deeper than the reiteration of the 'glittering
generalities' in the nation's political creed, has never seriously been attempted
in Anicticir Certainly a major problem confronting our program of education is the resolution, of this dilemma in the shortest' ppssible period of time,
Hut Co achieve this goal the teacher cannot he neutral and the essence of the
traditifinal pattern of imposition in our culture Must he reversed.
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What Are Schools For?
bkitobett L.: Ebel
Perhaps,

after'al!, they are where the young should learn useful

<notpldge.
When the history of our times is written. it may designate the twollecades following World War II as the golden age of American education. Neve before
was-education more highly valued. Never before was so much of it sox idil
available to so inany. Never before had it been supported so generot sly.
Never -heforewas so trench expected of it.
Bitt.in this eighth decade of the twentieth cet.tun public education in this
country appears to he in trouble. Taxpayers are revolting against the sky.

rocketing costs of education. Schools are being denied the funds they say they
need for quality education. Teachers are uniting to press demands for higher
pay and easier working conditiqns.
College and high schooi students have r ebelled against what they carthe

Establishment.- resisting and overturning regulations, demanding pupildirected rather than teacher-directed education, and turning in some cases to
drink, drugs. and delinquency. Minorities are demanding equal treatment,

which is surely their right. But when integration makes social differences
more visible. and when equality of opportunity is not followed quickly by
equality of achievement, frustration turns to anger that sometimes leads to
violence.
Surely these problems are serious enough. But I believe there is one yet
more serious, because it lies closer to the heart of our whole educational enterprise. We seem to have lost sight of. or becqme confused about, our main
function as educators, our principal goal,,our reason fof existence. We have
no good answer that we are sure of and can agree on to the question. What are
schools for?
r
It may seem presumptuous of me to suggek that I know the answer to this

question. Yet the answer I will give is the answer that an overwhelming
majority of our fellow citizens would also give. It is the answer that would
have been given by most eclucatofs of the past who established and operated
schools. Indeed, the only reason the question needs to he asked and answered
at this time is that some in9nential educators have been conned into accept-

ing wrong answers to the question. Let me mention a few of these wrong
,answers:

Schoolsare not custodial institutions responsible for coping with emotionally disturhTir or incorrigible young people. for keeping nonstudents off
the .streets or out of the job market.
Schools are not adjustment centers. responsible for helping young
people develop favorable self-concepts, solve personal problems, and come
to terms with life.
Schools are not recreational facilities designed to entertain and amuse,
to cultivate the enjoyment of freedom. to help young people find strength
through joy.
Schools are not social research agencies, to which a society can properly

delegate responsibility for theliscovery of solutions to the problems that are
currently troubling the society.
57
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I do not deny that society needs to be ccmcernai about some of the things
just mentioned. What,( do dirny is'that schools w ere built and are maintained
primarily to Solve such pinblems. I deny that schools are good places
to seek, solutions, or that they have.demonstrated Much success in finding
them. Schools have a very imptirtant special mission, If they accept responsi-

bility for solving many- of the other problems that trouble Nome young

,

People, they are likely to fail in their primtiry mission, without has ing much
success iri solving the rest of our social problems.
Then what is the right answer to the question, %Vino are schools for? I believe it is that schools are for, learning, and that what ought to he learned
-mainly is useful kn; ledge.
t
Not alleducators agree. Sonic of them discount the value of knowledge in
the modem.world. They say we ought to strive for the cultivation of intellectual -skills. Others claim that schools have concentrated' too much on
kpowledge,,to the neglect of valnes_ attitudes, and su affective dispositions.-Still others argue that the purpose of education is o change behavior.
They would assess its 'effectiveness by examining the pupil's behavior or performarce. Let us 'Consider these three alternatives in reverse order.
If the schools are to he accountablelor the performance of their pupils.
the question that immediately arises is. What performance? A direct answer
to this question is, The perforMance ypit've been tryingito teach. Bnt that
answer is not as simple or asobvionsly correct as it seems at first glance._ Many

schools have not been primarily concerned with teachingpupils to perform.
They haveblwri trying to develop their pupils' knowledge, understanding, attitudes, interests, and ideals; their cognitive capabilities turd affective dispositions-rather than their performance's. Tho{ e who manage tstich schools
would-agree that capabilities and dispositions can only he assessed by observing performances, but they would insist that the performances themselves are not:the goals of achievement, only the indicators of it. A teacher

who is concerned with the pupil's cognitive ctumbilitie9 and affectiv dispositions will teach quite differently. they point ont, than one, whose attention is focused solely on the pupil's performances. And, if performances are
not goals bin
inditators, we shook! choose the ones to me in assessment
on the basis of their effectiveness as indicators. Clearly, we cannot choose
them in terms of the amount of effort we made to develop them.
But, if we reject perfoimance goals, another question arises: What should
be the relative emphasis placed on affective dispositions as opposed to cognitive capabilities? here is anotherissne that divides professional educators. To

souse, -how the pupil feelsas happiness, his interest; his self-concept. his
yearnings are what should most concern teachers.To others the pupil's cognitive resources and capabilities are the main concern. Both w null agree that
cognition and affect interact, and that no school ought to concentrate sold}
on fltie and ignore the other. But they disagree on we should receive
pH.
teary emphasis.
'
...
.
In trying to resolve this issue it ma} he helpful-to. egm,
()livenng that

the instructional programs of almost all schnolsItiltA

directly at the

cultivation of cognitis e commence. Pupils are taught hove to read.and to use
mathematics; how to write and to express perceptions, feelings. ideas, and
desires in writing, to he acquainted with history and to understand %Omer.

The pupil's affective dispositions. his feelings, attitudes. interests. etc.,

r
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constitute conditilms that facilitate or inhibit cognitive achiesement. They
may he enhanced by cuccess or impaired by failure. But they are byproducts, not the main products, of the instructional effort. It is almost Mi1

possible to find any school that has planned and successful!) operated an in-

Structitinalprogram ;Ma primarib at the attainment of affective goal+.
That this-situation exists does not prove that it ought to exist. But it does
suggest that there may hr reasons. And we need not look too far to discover

what theyprohably are
Feelings are essentially miteachable. pul can not he passed along from
teacher to-learner in the way that information is transmitted. Nor can the
learner acquire them by pursuing them directly, as he might acquire understanding by study. Feelings are almost always-the consequence of soethingof success or failure. of dub done or duty ignored, of danger encountered or danger escaped. Further, good feelings (and had feelings also,
fortunately } ,are seldom if ever permanent possessions. They tend to he
highly ephemefal. The surest prediction that one can make when he feels
-particularly good, strong wise.br happy is that sooner or later he is going to
feel had, weak, foolish. or sail. In these circumstances it is hardly suprjsing
tit:It-feelings are difficult to teach.
Nor do they need 'to he taught. A newborn infant has, or quickly develops, a full-complement of them pain, rage, satiety, drowsiness. vitality, joy,
love, and all the rest. Experience may attach these feelings to new objects. It
teach the wisdom of curbing the expression of certain feelings at inappropriatetimes nein inappropriate ways. And while such attachments and
earnings nd} be desirable. and
be seen as part of the task of the school.
they. hardly quilify as one of its major missions.
The school has in fact a much more important educational mission than affective education, one w hich in the current cultural climate and educational
fashion is being badly neglected. I refer to moral education -the inculcation

of the 'young of the accumulated moral wisdom of the race. Some of our

/

young people have been allowed to gross up as virtual moral illiterates. And
as Joseph Jimell &hits out elsewhere in this KAPPAN,* we are paying a
heavy price for this neglect as the youth of our society become alienated,
vim to revolt, and threaten the destruction of our social fabric.
,
This change in our perception of die funetionof the school is reflected in

-our statements of educational objectives. A century ago Horace Mann,

/

I lerhert Spencer, and most others agreed that there were three main aspects
of education: intellectual moral, and physical. Today the main aspects identified' Fly one taxonomies of objectives are Cognitive, affective:and psycho-

motor. -The first and third, elements in these two triads are essentially
identical. The second elements are quite different. The change reflects a shift
in emphasis away from the pupil's duties and toward his feelings.
Why has this come about? Perhaps because of the current emphasis in our
society on indislubial liberty rather than on personal responsibility. Perhaps
because we have felt it npcessar} to be more concerned with civil rights than
ith civic duties. Perhaps because innovation and change lopk better to us

than tradition and stability. Perhaps because we have come to trust and
honor the vigoi of youth more than the wisdom of age.
'Joseph S. Junell.
1974 pp. 124,5.

Units of Social Education.- Phi Delia Kappan.September
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In all these. things we may have been misled. As we view the contemporary culture in this country,- it is hard to see how the changes that have take
place in our moral values during thelast half centmy have brought any visibld
improvement in the quality of our lives. It may he time for the pendulum to
start sWiriging:back toward an emhhasis on-responibiliw, on stability, on
-wisdom. Older.people are not always wiser people, but-wisdom does grow
with experience, and experience does accumulate with age:
Schools have touch to contribute to moral edithation if -they choose tolo
so. and if the cohits and the public will let them. The rules_of conduct and dis-

cipline adented' arid enforeed:in the school, the models of excellenceand,
humanity provided by the teachers; can be poWerfhl influences in moral edu,
cation. The shidy of history ca teach Pupils a decent respect for the lessons in
morality that long experience has gradually taught the huinan race. Schools in

the Soviet-Union today.appear to be'doing a-much more effectivelOb of
moral education than we have done in recent yearS. This fact alone may he
s enough to discredit moral education in some eyes. glut concern for moral edu-catioa has also b'een expressed by educational leaders in the dethocracies,
Albeit North Whitehead put the mat ter this way at the end of essay' on

the aims of education:

essence of education is that Z. he religious."
*Thy, .what is religious education ?"
"A religious education is an education which inculcates duty and
reverence. Duty arises from our potential control over the course of
events. Where attainable knowledge could have changed this issue,
ignoranCe has the guilt of vice. And the foundation of reverence is
thiS perception, that the present holds within itself the complete sum

,

'iftfreSistehcc, backwards and forwards, that whole amplitude of
time which is eternity."'

, these views are correct, moral education deserves a much higher
priority among the tasks of the se of -than does affective education."Rut itdoes not deserverthehig
priority. That spot must he reserved for the cultivation
vation_or-cogni tive competence. Human beings need strong moral founda---litiris.as part of their cultural heritage. They also need a structure of knowledge as part of their intellectual heritage. What schools were primarily built
to do. and whet they are most capable of doing well, is to help the student
-develop-cognitivecompetence.
What is cognitive competence? Two distinctly different-answers:have
been given. One is that it requires acquisition of knowledge. Ole othiris that
it requires development of intellectual skills. h lere is another issue on which
educational specialists are divided.
.
To avoid confusion or superficiality'on this issue it is necessary to he quite
' clear on the meanings attached to the terms knowledge and intellectualskills.
Knowledge, as the term is used here, is not synonymous with information.
Knowledge is built ont of information by thinking. It is an integrated structure
of relationships among concepts and propositions. A teacher can give his
students information. lie cannot give them knowledge. A student must earn
the right to say "I know" by his own thoughtful efforts to understand.
Whatever a person experiences directly in living or vicariously by read-
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ing or listening can become part of his knowledge. It will become part of-his
knoWledde if -he succeeds in integrating that experience into tfiestructure of
his knowledge, so that it makes sense, is likely to be remembered, and will be,
available for use When needed: Knowledge is essentially a private possession.

Information can be made public. Knowledge cannot. -hence it would be
more appropriate to speak-of a modern-day information explosion than of a
-knoWledge_explosion.
The tcrin intellectual skills has also been used with a variety of meanings.

Furiber,Jhpse who use it often do, not say, precisely and clearly, what they
-mean by it:'Nlost,of then, seem not to mean skill in specific operations, such as
spelling a word, adding two fractions,- diagramming a sentence, or balancing
a chemical equation. They arelikely to conceive of intellectual skills in Much

broader terns, such as observing,, classifying. measuring, cOmmunicating,
predicting.inferring, experimenting, formulating hypotheses, and interpreting data.
It seems clear that these broader intellectual skills cannot he developed or .
used very effectively-apart from substantial bodies of relevant knowledge.
T0- be skillful in_ fornmlatinw hypotheses about the cause of a patient's persistent-headaches, one needs to knoW a considerable amount oeneurology,
anatonly, and physiology, as much as possible about the knot:7 disorders that
pause headaches, and a great deal about the history and habits of the person
who is suffering then,. That ts°,10 show a particular intellectual skill a person
must possess the relevant knowledge.' (Note Well at this point that a person
cannot look- up the knowledge he needs, for knowledge, in (he sense of the
tern, as we use it, cannot he looked up. Only information can be loiiked up.
Knowledge haF to he built by the knower hiinself.) And, if he does possess the

relevant knowledge, what else does he need in order to show the-desired
=Intellectual skill that gdes beyond knowledge can be developed in specific_ operidions like spelling _a word or adding fractions. But the more general
(and variable from instance to instance),the operation becomes, the less likely

it iS that a persciii's intellectual skills will_go far beyond his knowledge.
Those who advocate the development of intellectual skills as the principal
cognitive aim ofeducation often express the belief (or hope) that these skills
will' he broadly transferable from one area of subject matter, to another. But
if, the subjects are quite different, the transfer is likely to he quite limited.
Who would hire a man well trained in the measurement of personal characteristics for the job of measuring stellar distances and compositions?
Those who advocate the cultivation of knowledge as the central focus of
our educational efforts are sometimes asked, "What about wisdom? Isn't that
more important than knowledge?"
Y0 provide a satisfactory answer to this question we need to say clearly

what we mean when we speak of wisdom. In some situations wisdom is
simply an alias for good fortune. lie who calls roe plays in a football game,
who ,designs a new automobile, or who plays the stock market is likely to be
well-aoquainted with this kind of wisdomand with its constant companion,
folly.'If an action that Might turn out badly in fact turns out well, we call it an
act of :wisdom. If it turns out badly, it was clearly an act of folly.
But there is more,. than this to the relation of knowledge to wisdom. C. I.
'Lewis of Ilarvard has expressed that relation in this way:
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Where, ability to make correct judgmeats of value is concerned,
we more typically speak of wisdom; perhaps, than of knowledge.
And "wisdom" connotesontl character which is not knowledge at
all,, though it is quality inculcated slay experience; the temper,
namely, WhiCit avoids perversity in intentions, and the insufficiently

.

considered in actions. But for the rest, wisdom and knowledge are
distinct, merely because there. is_so much of- knowledge which, for
inr,given individual -or under the circumstances kvhiCh-obtain; isrelatively
.. inessential to judgment of values and to success in action.
ThuS a man may be 06p-eyed with correct information and still lack
wisdom, =because his information haS little bearing -on_ those
judgmenis of relative Value whiCh he is zalled upon tornake, or be.cause helacks capacity to discriminate the practically important
from the unimportant, or to apply his information to concrete probicing of action And men of. humble attainments, so far as breadth of
infuriation goeringy still be wise by their,correct apprehension of
Such _valuesas lie Open to them and of the rOds to these. But surely
Wisdom is a type of knowledge; that type which is oriented on le
important:and the valuable. The wise man is he who knows whe e
goodlies, and how to act so that it may be attained, 2
1

Itake_Prefessor Lewis to mean that, apart from the rectitude in pnrpo. es
and the deliberateness in action that experience must teach, wisdom in fiction
is dependent on relevant knowledge. If that is so, the best the schools can do
to-foster wisdom is to help students cultivate knowledge.
Ourconclusion at this point is that schools should continue to emphasize
cognitive achievements as the vast majority of them have been doing. Some
of .yoti=may not he willing to accept this conclusion. You mayihelieve some
other goal deserves higher priority in the work of 'the schoolyperhaps someThing like general ability to think (apart from any particular body of knowledge), pr perhapi haVing the proper, affective dispositions/ or stable personal
adjustment, or simply love of learning.
If yeti do, you ought to be prepared to explain how different degrees of attainment of the goal you would support can be determined. For if you cannot do this, if you claim yourlavored goal is intangible and hence untneasurable, there is room for strong suspicion that it may not really be very important- (since It -has no clearly observable concotnitatits or consequences to
render it tangible and measurable). Or perhaps, the problem is that your don't
hSve a very concrete idea of what it is you propose as a goal.
Let us return to the question of what schools are for, and in particular, for
what they should he accountable. It follows from what has been said about
the purposes of schooling, and about the cooperation required from the student if those purposes are to be achieved, that the school should not accept
responsibility for the learning achievement of every individual pupil. The es.sential condition for learning is the pnrpoSeful activity, the willingness to
work hard to learn, of the individual lemner. Learning is not a gift any school
can giye. It is a prize the learner himself 7-lust pursue. If a pupil is unwilling or
unable to make the effort requited, he will learn little in even the hest schools
Does this mean that a school should give the student maximum freedom to
learn, that it should abandon prescribed curricula and course content in favor
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of independent study on projects selected by the pupils themselves? I do not
think so.-Surely all learning must be done by the learner himself, but a good
teacher can motivate, direct, and assist the learning process to great advantage. For d.school to model its instructional program after the kind of free
learning onpils do on their own out of school is to abandon most of its special
valne as a School, most of its very reason fur existence.
h arty Broil( ly and John Palmer, discussing- the demise of the kind of
progressive educationadvocated by Dewey's disciple William II. Kilpatrick,
had'this tir say about the predece'ssors of our contemporary free schools
and
,..,..).
.t!.
open classrooms: ., -

-

A-technically sophisticated society sirup..., does not dare leave
the acqui;ition of systematized knowledge to concomitant learning,
the by-products of projects-that r.e themselves wholesome slices of

juvenile life. Intelligence without systematized knowledge .will
do only for the most ordinary', everyday problems. International
amity, survival in our atomic age, automation, racial integration,
arc not common everyday problems to- which _common -sense
knowledge and a sense of decency are adequate?
Like Broudy and Palmer, I believe that command of useful knowledge is
likely -to be achieved Most rapidly and most surely when the individual
pupil's effort to learn is motivated, guided, and assisted by expert instrue-/
tion SuChlustruction is most likely to occur, and to be most efficient and effective, when given in classes, not to individuals singly.
If the school is not held to account for the success of each of its pupils in
learning,-for what shouldit he accountable? I would say that it should accept
responsibility for providing a favorable learning environment. Such an enVironment,in my view, ii-one in which the student's efforts to learn are:

-I. guided and assisted by ncapable, enthusiastic teacher;
2. facilitated by an abundance of books, filn s, apparatus, equipment,
and other instructional materials;
3. stimulated and rewarded by both formal gn informal recognition of
_
\
.aphievement; and
,
1

.
1

)

.1? reinforced by the example and the help of other'Interested, hard-work-

-. ing students.
.

\

The first two of these aspects of a favorable learning environment are unlikely to be seriously questioned. But perhaps a word ortwo needs to be said
in defense of the other two. First, what of the need for forral recognition and
reward of achievement as a stimulus of efforts to achieve?
In the long run learning may he its own reward. But the experience of gen:
eratiOns of good teachers has shown that in the short run 'learning is greatly
facilitated by more immediate recognition and rewards. TIN means words of
praise and of reproof, which good teachers have used front ancient time. It

means tests and grades, reports and honors, diplomas and degrees. These
formalineans and Occasions for recognizing and rewarding achievement are

, built- into our system of education. We will do well to retain them, to

disregardAf'perennial advice of educational reformers that such so-called
extrinsic incentives to achievement be abandonedunless, of,course, we are
also-willirttq abandon excellence as a goal for our efforts.
Next, what of the influence of classmates in either stimulating, assisting,
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and rewarding efforts to achieve, or disparaging and ridiculing those efforts?
In the experience of many teachers these positive or negative influences can
-be very strong. Of course a qicher's attitudes and behavior can tend to
encourageor discourage lear ng. But much also depends on the attitudes the
-stuilents'bring with them to the class. If they are interested and prepared to

work hard, learning can be productive fun. If notjearning is likely to he
listlesS and unproductive.
/There may he smile t;Ichers with a magic touch that can Convert an uninterested, unwilling class into a group of eager learners.Lmyself have encountered such teacher only in movies or novels, Surely -they are too rare to
count on fin. solving the problems of motivation to learn, especially in some of
-the4nore difficult situations. For.the most part, motivation to learn is an attiOulp a coident haS or lacks.welllefsge_a_parkeular course of itistruction ever
begins.

-Going to school is-an opportunity, and ought to be so regarded by all
mils. The good intentions that-led us to enact compulsory schooling laws
-have trapped.us. Schoolattendance,can he made compulsory. School learning cannot be. So some of our classrooms are loaded with youths who haZre no
wish to be_there, whose aim is not to learn but to escape from learning. Such a
classroom is not ,a ,favorable learning environment.

The remedy is obvious. No upper grade or high school young person
ought to be allowed in a class unless he wants to take advantage of the oppor-

tunity it Offers._ Keeping him there under compulsion will do him no gOod,
and will do others in the class harm. ,compidsory school attemranceilaws
were never intended to create such a problem for teachers and school officials. Have we the wit-to recognize the source of this problem, and the
courage-tO-fict .to correct it?
,
,
Let me now recapitulate what I have tried to say about what schools are

for.,
d. Public education in America today is in trouble.
2. Though many conditions contribute to our present difficulties, the.
fundamental cause is our own confusions concerning the central purpose of
our activities.
3. Schools have been far too willing to accept responsibility for solving all
of the probleins of young people, for meeting all of their immediate needs.
That schools have failed to discharge theme, obligations successfully is clearly

evident,
4. Schools ?ire for learning. They should bend most of their efforts to the
facilitation of learning.
5. The kind of learning on which schools should concentrate most of their
efforts is cognitive competence, the command of useful knowledge.
i. Knowledge is a structure of relationships among concepts. It must be
built by the learner himself as he seeks understanding of the information he
has received.
7._ Affective dispositions are important by-products of all human experi-

ence, but they seldom arc or should be the principal targets of our educational efforts. We should be much more concerned with moral education than
with affective education..
8. Intellectual skills are more often praised as educational goals than defined clearly_ enough to be taught effectively. Broadly general intellectual
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skills are mainly hypothetical constructs that are hard to de. ionstrate in real
life. Highly specific intellectualskills are simply,aspects of knowledge.
'9. Wisdom depends primarily, on knowledge, secondarily on experience.
10. Schools should not accept responsibility for the success of ever) pupil.
in learning, since that success depends so much on the'pupil's own efforts.
11. 'Learning is a personal activity that each student must carry on for himself.
12. Individual learning is gr'eatly facilitated by group instruction.
13. Schools should he held accountable for_providing a good learningyn-

viromitent, hia consists of a) capable, enthusiastic teachers, b) abundant
and appropriate instructional materials, e) fol mal recognition and reward of

achievetnent, and d) a class'of willing leTers.
'14. Since leitrning cannot he made compttory, school attendance ought

norto liecompulsorreither=---

-

Schools ought to be held accountable. One way or another, they surely
will be held accountable. If they persist in trying to do too many things, filings'
they were not designed and are not equipped to do well, things that in some
cases cannot_be done at all, they will show up badly when called to account.
But there is one very important thing they were designed and are equipped to

do well, and that many schools haq done very well it the past. That is to
cultivateognitive competence, to foster the learning of useful kno - ledge. If
they keep this as their primary aim and do not allow unwilling learners to
sabotage the learning process, they are likely to give an excellent accounting
of their effectiveness and worth.

1. In The Ahoy of Education (Ne York. The Macmillan Company. 1929).
2 C. 1..Lewis. An Andmis of Knowledge and l'aination (LaSalle. III.. Open Couit,\
19.16).

3. Ilarr) S Womb and John 11 Palmer. Eremplarc of Teaching Milhod (Chicago.
Rand McNally. 1965),

Segtember 1971

The Process of Education Revisited
by Jerome S. Bruner
EP

D

"I believe would be quite satisfied to declare, itmot a more4orhan, then something of a deemphasis mi_matterilhat f&Qve to
do with -1111,yrsicture of history, the structure of physic
nature of- mathematical consistency, and deal with th n rot r
in the context of the problems that face us."

TO years have passed since The Process QLE(lucation was publisheda
decade of enormous change in the perspective id emphasis of educational
reform..I am torn between beginning my account as an archaeologist reconstructing that period by its,products;or be4nning with a message of revolt'.
tionary import. I shall moderate both impulses, begin with a hit of archaeology,' and show how my excavations led ne to a certain revolutionary zeal.
Let me reconstruct the period in which The Process of Education came
into yeing. Nineteen fifty-nine was a time of great concern oyer the intellec.
aimlessness of our schools. Great strides had been made in many fields of
knowledge, and these advances were not being reflected in whet was taught
in our schools. A huge gap had grown between what might he called the head
and -the tail of the academic procession. There was great fear, particularly.
that we were not producing enough scientists and engineers.

it was the period shortly after Sputnik

The great problem faced by

Wined my colleitgues in Cambridge at the time was that modern physics and
mathematics ,were not represented in the curriculum, yet many of the decisions that society had to make were premised on being able to understand
modern science Something had to he done to assure that the ordinary decision maker within the society would have ayound basis for decision. The task
was to get started mi the teaching otscience and, later, other subjects. They
were innocent days. But beware such judgments rendered in retrospect. At
worst, the early peritid suffered an excess of rationalism.

lie prevailing notion was that if you understood the structure of km.
edge, then that understanding would permit you to go ahead on your owu,
you did not need to encounter everything in nature in order to know nature,
but by understanding some deep principles you could extrapolate to the particulars as heeded. Knowing was a canny strategy whereby you could know a
great deal about a lot of things while keeping.ver little in mind.
This view essentially opened the possibility that those who understood a

field well the practitioners of the field could work with teachers to produce new curricula. For the first time in the modern age. the acme of scholar-

slap. even in our great research institups and universities, was to convert
knowledge into pedagogy. to turn it back to aid the learning of the young. It
was a brave idea and a noble one, for all its pitfalls. It is an idea that still hears
close scrutiny,. and we shall give it sonic later.

It was this point of view that eergedfro the famous Mods Hole conference.on improving education in science (the impetus and inspiration for
The Process of &ideation). No curriculum project in the first five years after
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that was worth its salt unless ft could sport a Nobel laureate or two on its
letterhead!
.
.
The rational structuralisnwf Wdods Ittie had its internal counterpoise in

O

a

intuitionism-,the esponsal,g1 goexd guessing. of courage to make leaps, to go
a long way on a little...It was mind at its best, being active, estrapolativexinnoVative, #)ing from stimething firmlyheld to areas that were not so( frifIly
known in order to have a basis for test. Of course, everybody knew tba 'good
teadierS always have encouraged such' use of mind. But perhaps- good
teachers were b.eing driven underground by the prevailing literalism . .
At Woods hole and after there was alstia great emphasis on activelearning, poking into things yourself, am emphasis on active discovery rather than
upon the passive consumption of knowledge. It, too, derived from the-idea
that making things one's own was an activity that would get things structured
in one's own way rather than as in the book. Some enthusiasts ran away with
'the idea of the"discovery method." that one should even discover the names
of the constellations! It is a modest idea. but with profound consequences.
-some of which were not understood at the time and we shall come back to it.
During tbijearly Sixties. in various projects, it was discovered again and
again how difficult it was to get to the limit of children's competence when
the teaching wz" good
\o wonder then that-we concluded that any
subject-could be taught in some holiest form to an) child at any stage in his development. This did not necessarily mean that it could be taught in its final
form, but it did Mean that basically there was a courteous transkition that
could reduciFieas to a form that young students eouldgrlisp. Not to provide
such translation was discourteous to them. 'Ilse pursuit of this ideal was probably the most important outcome of the great period of curriculum building
-in the Sixties.

With allot- this there went a spirit and attitude toward students. The'
learner was not one kind of person, the scientist or historian :mother kind. The
schoolboy learning ph) sits did so as a physicist rather than as a constither of
sonic facts wrapped in what came to be called at Woods !tole a "middle lan-

guage." A middle language talks about the subject rather than talking the
subject.
.
1 recall a dark day on Cape Cod, the day after the conference ended. It
was raining. We, the steering committee, thought surely the whole enterprise
had been wrongly conceived. We would end, we feared, by turning the education:a. Establishment against us and science. Then The Process o &IncaHot! was published It was acclaimed. 1 want to tell you about acclaim. Acclaim is very hard to cope with if you have business in mind. For once sometidal{ is acclaimed it can be ignored in a noble way. The acclaim from which
aye suffered was that each reader - teacher picked the part he liked best and
proclaimed it was exactly what he was doing! But the period of being acclaimed into inn Renee passed as new curricula began to appear.
Producing en He'll= turned out to be not quite as we academics had
thought. Something a bit strained would happen when one caused to work
together a most gifted and e4.lrienced teacher and an equally gifted and experienced scientist, historian, or scholar. There was much to be learned on

1

both sides. and the process was slow and decision; had to he made about the

level at which one wanted to pitch the effort the college-bound, the "average,' the shim kid?.
.

So
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There were .-sp,T:cts of the undertaking that we had not counted on*D.;-tRostly_after the uroductit at. One was theprohlem of bureaucracy in educa
tion (the %Object_ of an entire yearbook ,recently published by the, ASCD),
'minding the issues of adoption and distribution of materials, etc. A second
was an even deeper problem: the training of teachers to use curricula. Both of,
these remain unresolved= -the first constrained -by fiscal difficulties, the
second by the genuinely puzzling questions of teacher recruitment, training,
and supervision:Icannot pretend to competence in this area. .
So rnuch'kr the archaeology. 1VhatsIshaald like to do now is shift to other

matterstIniire concerned with present and future.
'The movement of which The Process of Education was a part was based
on a formula of faith: that learning was what students wanted to do, that they
wanted to 'achieve an .expertise in sonic particular subject matter. Their
motivation was taken for granted. It also accepted the tacit assumption that
everybody who came to these curricula in the schools already had been the
-beneficiary of the middle-class 'hidden curricula that taught them analytic
skills and, launched them in the traditionally intellectual use of mind.
-i'ailure to question these assumptions has, of course, caused much grief to

all of rrc f.et me quote front-the-preface-ofal.moki have4ust svritten, the
Relevance of Education:1

1.

This hook is built around essays written between 1964 and 1970,
years of-deep and tumultuous change. They were disturbing years.
They had an impact in their own right, amplified by my increasingly
stronj involvement during the period with very young human
-beings: These were my subjects" in experiments and observations.
The contrast between the exterior social turbulence and the human
helplessneis I was studying kept imPosing itself.
Ilk._ period of these essays is the period of the elaboration of
youth culture, with its concomitant revolt against "establishment"
schooling. It extends from Berkeley to Columbia, through the Harvard bust and the,,Sorbonne riots, to the Prague spring and an
and the beginnings of the long and cruel winter that followed. In our
own universities we have gone from the salad days of "new colleges" to the present "hard line" of so many faculties. The young began the period in political activism; then there was the sharp fIrebf a
new extremism; now, in ... early7107 it is a new disengagement.
'through the turmoil and idealism of t e -yearaa's run a"theme

of "naturalness," of "spontaneity," of the immedia0 of learning

1

through direct encounter. A distrust of traditional w ys has brought
into question whether schools as andj might not be art of the prob-

lemrather than a solutionto.theymblem)ofiFilfiation. American
educational reform in the early Sixtwaas concerned principally
with the reconstruction of curriculum. The ideal was clarity and
self-direction of intellect in the use of modern knowledge.
There were brave efforts and successful ones inathematics
and physics, in chemistry and biology, and An in the behavioral
sciences. The faltering of the humanists at this time was puzzling,
though it later became clearer,A revision of the humanities involved

too inary explosive issues, we were to discover.
In the" second half of the decade, the period of these essays,
deepei donts began to develop. Did revision of curriculum suffice,
or was a more fundamental restructuring of the entire educational
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system in order? Plainly, the origins of the doubt go deep and far
1?ack-into the changing culture and technology of our times. Butstir ruinous and :zruel war in Vietnam led many who would have remained complacent to question our practices and priorities. How
could a Node t be so.enormously wealthy, yet so enormously and
callotiSiy- destructive, while professing idealism? How wage a war
in the name of a generous way of life, while our own way of life included urban ghettos, a culture of poverty. racism, and Worse?
We looked afresh at the appalling effects of poverty and racism
on the lives of children, and the extent to which schools had become

instruments- of the evil forces in our society. Eloquent books like
Jonathan Kozors.Denth at an Early Age began to appear.
.Itimas 'the black community that first sought "free schools,"
freedom schools. They were to help black identity, to give a sense of
control back to the community. Just as the civil rights movement
provided models for social protest at large, so, too, the drive for free
schools for the children of the black poor proddced a counterpart
response in the intellectual middle-class community. The revolt
against- the system very quickly came to include the educational
Establishment. Generous - minded men like Ivan illlich and Paul
Goodman, inveighing against the deadening bureaucratic hold of
-teachers _an educational administrators, voiced a new romanti-cjsii sah:u1ion by stiontaneityt- ~clic-establish': the established
schools. It ,Was a view that, as we know. took immediate root in the
"in%youth culture.
But-ifyomanticism was solace for some, despair was the order
CO:. others. By the spring of 1970, when Elizabeth hail, one of the
editors of lisychology Today, asked me what I thought about Amer).\ ican education at the moment, all I could answer was that it had
passed into a state of utter crisis. It had failed to respond to changing social needs, lagging behind rather than leading. My work on
early education and social clam for example, had convinced me
that the educational system was, in effect, our way oPmaintaininga
class systema group at the bottom. It crippled the capacity of children in the lowest socioeconomic quarter of the population, and
particularly those who were black, to participate at full power in the
society, and it did so early and effeenvel-,.
It is not surprising then that this little volume, arranged roughly,
ill chronological order, should begin with an essay that bears the
title, "The Perfectibility of Intellect," vintage 1965. and end with
one called "Poverty and Childhood," a product of 1970.
And so a half decade passed. By 1970 the concern was no longer to change

schools from withi^ by curriculum, but to refit them altogether to the needs
of society, to change them as institutions. It is no longer refortraut revolution that has come to challenge us. And it is not so plain what is the role of the
academic in such an enterprise.

WItai would one do now? What would be the-pattern at a Woods Hole
conference in 1971? It would not be M Woods Hole. in that once rural, coastal

setting. More likely, we would gather in the heart of a great city. The task
would ce,!er around the dispossession of the children of the poor and the
alienation of the middle-class child. In some crucial respect, the medium
would Surely be the message: the school, not the curriculum, or the society
and not even the school. And in my view, through my perspective, the issues
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would have to do with how one gives back initiative and a sense of potency
how one activates to tempt one to want to learn again. %Vhen that is accomplished, then curriculum becomes an issue again =scurriculum,not as a subject
but as an approach to learning and using knowledge.

The,;rest of what r have to say concerns these issuesof activating a
learner,-of giving him his full sense of intent and initiative.
eronsidei first getting people to want to learn something, how to make the
learning enterprise sustained and compelling. In a recent article in the Sailadap_Revietc,-1 proposed that it'is possible to conceive of a Monday-Wednesday-Friday curriculum covering the standard topics, and a Tuesday-Thursday and indeed Saturday way of doing things in which immediate and compelling concerns are gisten the central place,activism? Let them on Tuesdays and Thnisdays prepare "briefs" in behalf 'of their views, make a case for
thiligmhey care about. Let them prepare plans of action, whether they be on
issues in the school; on the local scene, or whatever. What is important is to
learn to bring all ones resources to bear on something that matters to you
,

now. These are the times for the migratory questions that wonder on long
after their answers are forgotten, just because they are great questions. And
there must be more time For the expressive elementsthe encounters, the
hates, the loves, the feelings. All this need not be antic, nor need it all be in the
manner of presenting one's case. I have seen experiments using improvisational theater, dradia, film, and the like to teach and to question history, projects in which one learns to construe events through different sets of ey4 To
ivl It an extraordinary extent do films and plays of the contemporary scene
matter
Ionesco or Pirandello are not so much concerned with absurdity but with how not,to be caught with the obvioUs. This is not something to he
prescribed. But can surely he explored how it is %vie are perplexed by the

texture of the society ,in which we live.
An ex aordinary, moving book called Children of Barbiana is about a
Contemp rary Tuscan hill town in Italy. The children there had faile,d so
many t es in so many ways in school that they had given up generation after
gene anon unsigned to unskilled labor. A priest came to the parish. He
sta ed a school in which nobody 'was to fail, a school in which it was expected
that everybody had to pass. It was ev eryone's responsibility to see that evdryboay in the class mastered the lesson before any body could go on to the nem
lesson.

\

-

A community is a powerful' orce for effective learning. Students, when
encouraged, are tremendously helpful to each other. They are like a cell, a
revolutionary cell. It is the cell in which mutual learning and instruction can
occur, a unit within a classroom with its own sense of compassion and respon-

sibility for its members.
These were matters we did not do enough with at Woods Hole. We did
not think about mutjjality becauye we were stuck on the idea of curriculum
in spite of the fact that our laboratories aad our v ery curriculum projects were
set up rather like communes!
.
Inevitably, somebody will ask. "Well. how are yot;going to grade them?"
You might also ask. "I19w in thew orld are you going to grade all of these distinguished colleagues who write collaborative articles among themselves and
their graduate students?.
There is a group of high school girls in Concord, Massaiihusetts, who are
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tutoring in the local elementary school. Those who are acquainted with crossage tutoring will know, as I discovered, the.extent to which those who help
are helped; that being a teacher Makes one a better learner. But should it be
such a surprise? Is this not what is meant by passing on the culture?
What we say of the peer, group and the near-peer group holds 16r the different age levels within the society. For in some deep way, what is needed is
the reestablishment of a "learning community" beyond formal school, which,
as now constituted, is'far too isolating. It is not justby removing the barriers
between elementary and high school students or by establishing a lifetime
lelatiOnship to one's college where one can return for sustenance and becorne fart of a broader learning community again. M.I.T. pronounced a few
year ago that an engineer's education is obsolete after five years, so he must
broUght back to bring him up to date. Let him come back, yes, but let the
price of admission be that he discharge his obligation then to those who are

just beginningteacher, tutor: guide, what?
Finally, I would like to explore, in the interest of relevance, whether we
might.not recapture something of theRld notion of vocation, of ways of life.
or to use the expression of so many undergraduates today. of "lifestyles." I am
impressed with contemporary concern for lifestyles. I have just finished a
term as master of Currier House, a Radcliffe-Harvard house, and I assure yob
of the genuineness of this concern. But I am appalled that it is rarely translated
into what ,one does with a lifestyle, the kind of vocation and livelihood in
which we can express it. Could it be that in our stratified and fragmented
society, our students simply do not know about local grocers and their styles,
local doctors and theirs, local taxi drivers and theirs, local pc,''tical activists
and theirs? And don't forget the styles of local bookies, aspiring actresses, or

illegitimate mothers. No, I really relieve that our young have become so
isolated that they do not know the roles available in the society and the variety

of styles in which they are played. I would urge that we find some way of
connecting the diversity of the society to the phenomenon of school, to keep
the latter from becoming so isolated and the former so suspicious.
Let me add one last thing not directly connected with The Process of Education, but a problem of the first order today. One cannot ignore it in talking

of education. We shall kill ourselves, as a society and as human beings, unless
we address our efforts to redressing the deep, deep wounds!hat we inflict on
the poor, the outcast, those who somehow do not fit within our caste.system

be they black or dispossessed in any way. If there is one thing that havome
out of our work with the very young. it is the extent to which "being out," not
having a chanceas an adult; or as a parent, very quickly reflects itself in loss of
hope in the child. As early as the second or third year a child begins to reflect
this loss of hope.
When any group is robbed of its legitimate aspiration, it will aspire desperately and by means that outrage the broader society, though they are ef-

forts to sustain or regain dignity Inequity cannot be altered by education
alone, another lesson we have learned in the past decade. The impact of
poverty is usually transmitted through the school as well. It cannot be counteracted by words unless there are also jobs and; opportunities available to
express society's confidence in what is possible after school.
There must be ways in which we can think honestly of reformulatie of

the institutions into which our schools fit, as one integral part. Surely it
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requires that we redirect our resources, re-order our priorities, redefine our

tnationkeffort, and come to terms with the fact that we have a deep and
brutal racism in usin all of us. We must learn how to cope with that. The
young know it; they despise our failure to .,talk about it and our other Mi,culties. History may well side with them:
In the end, we must finally appreciate that education is not a neuttak
subject, nor is it an isolated subject. It is a deeply political issue in which we
guarantee a future for someone and, frequently, in guaranteeing a future foi
someone; we deal somebody else out. If I had my choice now, in terms of a
curriculum pielject for the Seventies, it would he to find a means whereby we
-Could bring society back to its sense of values and priorities in life. I believe I
-would be quite satisfied to declare, ij not a moratorium, then something of a
deemphasis on matters that. have to do with the structure of history, the struc, ture:of phyiics, the nature of mathematical consistency, dnd deal with them
rather in the context of the. problems that face, us. We might better concern
.durselves with how those problems can be sorved, not just by practical action,
but by putting knowledge, wherever we find it and in whatever form we find
it,- to work in these rnassitre tasks. We might put vocation and intention back
into the process of education, much more firmly-than we had it there before.
A decade later, we realize that The Pre ce.s.rof Education was the beginning of a revolution, arid,one cannot yet know how far it will go. Reform of
curriculum is not enough. Reform of the school is probably not enough. The
issue is'one of man's,capacity for creating a culture, society, and technology
that not only feed'hiin but keep him caring and belonging.

1. Anita Gil (cd.). New York: W. W. Norton, 1971.
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Can-Our Schools, Get Better?
by john' I. Good lad
The answer -is-"possibly, says Dean Goodlad. But .reconstruction a,nd improvement will reglire a new vision and a supreme'
cooperative effort by enlightened citizens and professiotuds.
Here dre basic considerations.
.

SI

:

.

.
The gt.nerally accepte'd goal of imProving our schools may be chimeric. This
is not to say thatschool Itnprovement is impossible. But it is to suggest that,
given the cactunitances surrounding schooling today and what is needed to

effect- improvement, wethat is, our societymay not be up to it. Indeed,
given certain 9f these circumstances and conditions, our schools may Veieriorate; and dissatisfaction and disaffection may increase.
I dir ilot, personally accept the proposition that school improvement is an
impossible goal. But I do not believe that our schools wilibe better simply by
wishing them so or by trOng harder to do much of what is now done. And my
skepticism regarding many of our most popular beliefs about education and
schooling and the practices stemming from them is such thatl would more
readily_ predict. frOm much of wir effort, poorer rather than better schools for
the future. But this need not be a self-fulfilling prophecy.
,.
The argument for or against my major proposition-revolves around a'set
of elated pr p ositions. I shall state several of then and then discuss ea en in

turn. Instead ofovaiting to the concluding pages to make sonic positive
suggestions for school improvement, I shall advance a position regarding
each subproposition, indicating what I believe is required ifsolid progrecc in
education and ibhooling is to be realized.

The Elements of Debate
*

Proposition One The norm by which the performance of schools is now
judgedis entirely inadequate, from one perspective,
and, from another, cor_
rupts the educative process.
Proposition Two: The fixing of responsibility for improved performance
according to the standards used inhibits the creative processes required for
significant progress.
.
Propositipn Three: Virtually equating education with schooling has sir
burdeifed the schools with responsibility that satisfactory performance, even l
if appropriate norms and standrds of accountability were applied; would be
exceedingly difficult to attain.
-.
Proposition Four: The widely accepted assumption that schooling is good
and more is better Was resulted in an enlarged system that serves, as of ten as
not, to deprive the educational process of the nourishing resources it needs.
Proposition Five: Although much of the support for-Our system of schooling Nis been derived from rhetorical principles exhorting individual opportunitye.egalitarianism, and openness.. in actuality the system is quite closed
with respect to principles of oneration other than those on which it has been
built.

PropositiogSix: the prevaoing theories of change that take as their model
factories and assembly lines simply do not fit the realities of schooling, and so
%
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fiinds-uSMally accompany Mg their appkation only compound the.cy de of
failure and disappointment.
Proposition Seven. lu spite of some self-congratulatory rhetoric fo the
contrary, education is still a relative!) weak profession. badly do ided within
itself and not, yet embodying the core of professional values and knowledge
required to resist fads, special-interest groups, and perhaps most serious of

allfunding influences."
.

i4

#

:Partly ac a consequence of what some of these sidipropositions imply,
schools are not now in charge of their own destinies. Many of try. changes and

adriptatiims they should have initiated b} then. Ives are now being forced
upon them by court and legislative action. And, unfortunately, many people,
Outside oi.schools who think they know what will lead to scho;i1 improvement arc not uniquely blessed with the special insight and ss isdom that would
ielithem what is fiNiiired.

The StandOid of Success
d'ver a period of more than 300 years, the American people have enlarged

their echicational expectations for schools. Beginning with narrowly aea,clemic and religi..as goals in the seventeenth century, they added vocational
and social goals in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries and goals of personal orself-realization in the twentieth. These goals now encompass a\vide
range of knowledge, skills, and values and a kaleidoscopic array of scientific,
humanistic, and aesthetic sources of human enlightenment. Nearly all of our
children spend eight or nine years in the place to which primary respcinsibility for achieving these goals is consciously ascribed. Must spend 12 or 13 years
there; some spend 16 or 20 or more.
And yet we are content to use various combinations of the first six letters
of the alphabet and two numbers. sometimes representing total scores and
sometimes percentile rankings, as vmrtdally the sole evidene for passing definitii,e judgment on the adequacy of an individual's or a school's performance. ,Large numbed of parents apparently suffer no pangs of conscience in
withholding support and love or inflicting pain and humiliation purely on the
basis of-these letters and grades. Others bestow gifts and lavish praise on their
achieving children with little thought to whether their marks were obtained
with little effort, through cheating, or at the emiense of peers, sonic of them
friends and neighbors.

But neither these dissatisfied/satisfied parents nor 610r:fellow citizen
nonparents give much thought to whether the gOidents' curricula w ere wellbalanced, their interest and curiosity aroused, their talents unleashed, their
creativity fostered, or their sentimrts and taste's refined. Presumably , the al. mighty letter grade and the SAT score tell it all.
We snlilt wryly when a speaker repeats the dichc. Ilalf the students will
aludys be below as erage. and we an lies er have most of the!adentspbove
the fiftieth percentile. But net di!) vere back in that old groove again, hard
at work trying to get everyone abo .e the mean. Clearly, by this criterion our
schools never will be any bett...,r
My suhproposition, stated earlier, is that from one perspectiti! the conventional achievement norm is an inadequate criterion of school success and,
from another, it corrupts the educative process. If ss e are to use student out-
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collie as a major measure of school ancfstudent performanceand I as;inile
we wiltfor a long time to comethf,e. let us at least encleas or to appraise that
performance in line with the four sets of goals for which our schools are responsible. This means developing and using tests geared to domains designateitl by these goals and not-tests made ilOof oftenirreles ant item, designed
to elicit :174 success and 5O failuretestspittihg student against strident but
-telling as little or nothing Art-them or their schools:
But we Must go far beyond such measurement into shat is, surprisingly,
--,little-exploretf terrainnamely, into. qualitative atiptaisals'nf what goes on in
3rhoolli:ForihePast severalyears my colleagues and I have been developing
instruments -by meiins of which to describe elements of the curriculum and
teaching; to Solicit administrators', teachers', students', and parents' sews on
aspects of schooling; and to compare and relate some of these data. The task

is-extraoranarily difficultfac-nuire difficult than measuring-stu4ni oat..

t

come. Perhaps this is why so little along these lines has been dpne. Outpur,
pose is not to evaluate schools but to emphasize the necessity of assembling
data On schooli.lcii basis for determining their present condition and beginning a: proees5 of. improvement.
.
,
it seems tciitlY associates and methat }Iowa student spends precious time
in school and how he feels about what goes on there is of much greater significance thhow he scores on a standardized achievement test. But Iam not
at all'sure,cat thi.1 American people are ready to put a ra ther straigh t forward
,
criterion such as this ahead of the marks ano
amidscores we, worship mindlessly in
muchtfhe same way our supposedly-more primitive ancestors worshiped the
god4f thunder and fye.., And so it will be difficult for schools to get better
pilth:ven' more difficult for them to appear so.
,-.----';-

Accoutitability
,
Adherence to nord-referenced standardized test scores as the standard
for judging student, teacher, and schotil performance has led quite naturally
to a stultifying approach to accountability. There is nothing s tang with the
idea of being accountablethat is, being required to give. account. The
problems and injustices in.contemporary approaches to educational accountability stem front the fact that all the richness, Shortcomings, interpersonal
relations, Silecess6s.wl failures arc reduced to a fewfigures, much as one re- corils profits and loses in a ledger book.
.
This is the familiar', linear, ieductionist model that squares nicely with the
manufacture of paper cups and safety pins and the basis of bookkeeping.
During thc put two decades it has.been applied to the preparation of school,.
administrators, teacher educationPlinning and 'budgeting processes, and,
most recently, the progress and graduation of high school students. We are all
familiar with accountability by objectives,.competency-based teacher edu;- -cation, PPBS, and proficiency, tests. The expectation in using all of these is
that eduation in the schools will improve as a t..; .ist.gpieneewith higher test
scores serving as the ultimate criterion. There is no evidence to date that any
, such iroprovemCnt has occurred. Indeed, the vvidence appears to be precisely in the opposite direction.
.
The irony here is that the decline in test scores often is blamed on those
"soft and tender" educational innovations or the 1960s, not onthesehard and
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to-ugh" approaches to accountability. Yet there is growing suspicion that the
Much-touted supposed reforins of the Sixties never occurredthey were, for
the timit part; nonevents. On the other hand, there is all around us.evidence to

the effect that accountability by objectives, PPBS, competency-based
teacher education, and the like havellominated the scene for some time. Is it
not time to cofisider seriously the proposition that this cult of efficiency has

=failedto make our schools more efficient? Is the time not overdue for
sedonsli considering °qv ways of accounting for what goes on in the
syitein and our schools?
How aboutthese criteria, just'for starters:Bow many students officially
registered in highlchools were today absent, for reasons other than illness,
'and -Walking_ the:streets ,Of New York, Detroit, Atlanta, Denver, ant! .Cos
Angeles? Why? How-many high school and college suicides, worldwide,last
year, occurred as a direct consequence of grades or test scores? 'hat schools

have trouble-keeping students home even when ill because they. are so
anxious to come_ to 01°01? Or what about this school administrator's criterion: 1_knOw this is a better school now because the kids don't throw up as

often'?
And how about' the accounting implied in the follqwing questionS:'What
.legislators have checked lately to determine how their legislation affected
schoOf Principals'. paperwOrk, balance in the curriolum, parents' willingness
to assist.the school, or teachers' freedom to select methods and materials most
.

suited to- the- n'eeds and characteristics of their students? flow recently, if
'ever, 'did Ihe _several dozen different kinds of specialists in your g,tate departm'ent of education come together to determine what a secondary schoolwould look like if all of their currently independelt proposals calm Together
in single Curriculum? How many school districts have adjusted their inser-vice eduCation programs and credits so as to provide time and rewards for
limaLsclitioLfacuIties seeking to.improve the quality of life in their work..
.places?ilow 'many researchers are moving from those studies of single variables in the learning process that have yielded no significant findings to those.
*much-more complex inquiries required for understanding school and class-

room environments so that we might understand, also, how to improve
them? And how; many teachers have thought at least twice and then decided
to keep their mouths closed before saying that educational research is a waste
of time?.
_

These and other accounting questions serve not only to suggest the

breadth of responsibility we all must share in seeking to improve our schools
but alsothe'folly of:concentrating the bulk of our time, energy, and resources
on those ubiquitous test scores. Perhaps the greatest irony,of all about the'
diploma mill is that even as we are regarding high grades with sonic awe, we
don't knoW what they mean. My colleague, Robert Pace, pointed ont some

years ago that salad grades predict school grades and not much elsenot
compasion, not good work habits, not vocational success, not social success,
not happiness.
If misplaced emphasis were the only consequence of focusing narrowly
on the acgounting process, the subject would not warrant impassioned attention. But what arouses one's emotions are the many negative sil". effects already' suggested, what is curtailed, and what is driven out. My guess is that
those relatively low-level cognitive processes most easily measured and most
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emphasized in- the curl rnt hack-to-basics movement will show some improvement in test scores during coming years. But my further guess is that
those more complex intellectual processes not easily measured will decline at

an equal-A-greater rate.
And I am convinced that continuation along the impoverished curricular
and 'pedagogical lines implied by "back to basics" would lead ultimately to
educational hankrupte'y in our schools, acceleratiOn in alienation and dropout rates, and in grades having even less relevance to life than they do now.
But, fortunately, the weakness of schools demonstrated in their rhetorical
zigging and-zagging is also their saving grace. Just as the zig is becoming ex,ces-sivei we start to zag._Regrettably , we often are out of synczigging when
we should, be zagging and zagging when we should be rigging; but that is a
tale for another day.
We now need to turn from the reductionist process in schooling by _which
coniplex human goals and processes become meastulble, relativ.ely unim-

portant, and probably only remotely related to the important ideas witll
whiCh we began. We need to turn toward learnings rich in opportunities to
derivilvaried iheanines and devise creative, individual approaches to'under,

standing and problem soling. Robert Raon, tie distinguished theoretical
biologist, suggests dm contrast between what wee do and what we should do:
.-[M]an hls a biologically rooted need to engage in complex
activities
And it is the activities themselves which are [essential),
not the ends which are supposed to be attained by them; these ends
are the inessentials and the by-products. Somehow, we have gotten
r

turned around so as to believe that, on the contrary, the ends are
Pritilary%and"the means secondary.'

More,ls Better
Three of 'the propositions stated at the outset are so closely entwined that I
shall group them for discussion purposes:
Three: The virtual equating of education with schooling has so burdened

the schools with responsibility that satisfactory performance, even if
appropriate norms and standards of accountability were applied, would be
exceedingly difficult to attain.
Four: The widely, accepted assumption that education and, therefore,
schooling is good and more is better has significantly enlarged the systein bqt

has not improved the education provided by that system.
Five: Although much of the support for our system of schooling has been
derived from rhetoricalprinciples exhorting individual Opportunity, egalitarianism, and openness, in actuality the system is quite closed with respect.to
principles of operation other than those on which it has been built,
As stated earlier, our schools are expectel to address four sets of goals.
Perforining-the educational function implied is demanding enough, espec-

i

ially when one realizes the potential for internal conflict in seeking to achieve
thesecoinplex goals. Successful development of the free self, for example, is
Seen by many as sheer hedonism, interfering with the goal of responsible
citizenship. But the other 'functions the school is expected to undertake virtuallY overwhelm the educational ones. They include at least thC following:
is The tireservatrofa of values and traditions thought to be central to the
unification and welfare of previous generations. These interests are not al-
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ways in the best interests of present and future generations, hence frequently

interferewith their noper education.
2. The enharic ment of values and traditions seen to be required by
changing circt stances. Ecological studies are seen by some people.as essential:for schools, but long -term ecological considerations interfere with
short-teirri economic ones.
3.. Significant contributions to the solution of critical human problems.
For example, -school populations and professional personnel are shifted

about to achieve desegregation, frequently making it more difficult for
schools to achieve the stability they require for effective educational poi.-

_

-formance.
4. The performance of functions formerly perfomed by existing institutions or-not yet assumed through the creation of new ones. With no accompanying changes in the resources, time, and regularities of schools and, often,
no conscious internalization of the new functions, subsequent performance
usually is less' than satisfying.
It should not surprise us that schools receive few accolades for what they
do in many new areas of responsibility. The behavior problems not dealt with
in the horhe are not well dealt with in a school now, lacking what was once a
-home/schoolcollaboration The-more schools take on, the more vulneraille
they are to attack and criticism*. Further, the more they take on, the fewer resources they have for_and the less attention they give to their educational
function: Ironically, the more they take on, the less other institutions assume
responsibility for education.
In effect, we have the grandest faith in and expeqtations for education, accompanied by myopic concentration on a single institution in seeking fulfill ment of these expectations. The pressures for increasing the educative role of
other agencies and institutions are weak.
Meanwhile, our schooling-dominated educational system, like some stubhomly self-destructive dinosaur, seeks to adapt only by growing larger. It expands at the.bottom by enlarging its feet, at the top by growing a longer neck,

and sideways by expanding its girth. More is equated with good and still
more with better. But before the system can congratulate itself for effecting
these expansions, almost everyone is complaining that the schools are simultaneously-declining in quality (the test scores are down) and costing more.
There are very few instances in our society of organizations increasing in
size withou. t increasing in complexity as well as in preoccupation
with self,
maintenance. Our educational system is, in functioning reality, an array of
primary, seconClary, and tertiary schools made systemic by a host of assumptions translated into rules and regulations for the operation of each unit. This
system is held together by structural arrangements of snob proportions that
their maintenance consumes a large portion of the resources allocated to the

whole. It becomes reasonable to serictisly consider the possibility that
making the system better, according to the principles by which it operates,
aatually makes the education provided worse.
In expanding our expectations for schooling, we shall almost invariably be
disappointed unless we also broaden the criteria of evaluation. In expanding
our definition of universal schooling, we raised the compulsory leaving age to

16 without significantly providing educational alternatives for a broader
ople are proposing a reduc-

range of clientele. NoW, decades later, stime
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tion in this age to 14 because many young people find little in school to attract
-theni and disrupt thou: who have learned to adjust to the principles on w hich
.
schools operate,
-Similarly, we are taking more and more children of a younger age into the

system and judging the success of this venture by how well the children
perforiin on the conventional standards of achievement. We fail to ask what
.these children gave up in order to go to school earlier or how well the school
is substituting for the declining role of parents. Nonetheless, on the scoreboard we chalk up another victory for universal education.
-I am doubtful about all of this changing rapidly for the better through.
some kind of systematic, rational planning. But I do see signs of change, not
necessarily portending only good thing's. It is not out of the question that the
dinosaur will collap;e because of its sheer weight and lack of mobility. Bills
for sweeping voucher plans could and would pass in several states if it were

not for uncertainty about the economic implications,, smile considerable
worries about regulatory procedures (ink 'tiding those exercised by the bodies

implementing the legislation), and,,fear that one dinosaur simply will be
replaced by another.
Without fully realizing it, we may be at the end of an era. A new era will
emerge in an evolutionary way and on a broken front. The view that small is
good is affecting many aspects of our daily lives. Some responsible legislators are becoming aw are of the fact that their good intentions, expressed in

bill after billmany of them underfinanced and most of them hopelessly
tangled in regulations and procedures of accountability are compounding
the work of school personnel. It has been suggested by members of the Cali-

fornia legislature that they declare a two-year moratorium on legislation
pertaining to schools.
As more and more people become products of the systemespecially the
upper levels of the systemits values for personal advancement become less
clear. As more people participate in the system, interest in virtues such as
equal access declines. Only the most and least favored segments of the system

,fight for equality, the former because they are confident in their unequal
status and the latter because they see the schools as still the avenue of access to

social and economic equality. All the rest want the "best," not equal education. Consequently, support for one standard system declines and the desire
for alternatives increases. Even if the alternatiVes differ from the conventional only in.rhetoric rather than program, they weaken the system, and this
is not bad. Unfortunately, the alternatives do not necessarily provide better
education.
era,
There are two very significant signs of our being at the end of

even -if we cannot yet discern the character of the next. First, principles
previously unquestioned or questioned only by radicals" begin to come in
for more-serious,.popular questioning. For example, It is possible for me to
question here the very concepts with which most of us have spent our lives
and not be regarded as particularly dangerousindeed, many of you identify
readily with what lam writing.
SeCond, the less tenable long-established principles come to be, the more
intense the ceremonial rain dances by those who fear the personal consequences of new ones. That is, threatened groups and individuals try harder to
do what gave satisfaction before, however inappropriate gad outworn the
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behaviors may be. For example, it is clear that we shoiddilave established,
long ago, firmer collaborative bonds between the schools and business and
industry for the conduct of vocational education. The schools should not have
shouldered this burden to the degree they did. In so doing, they failed to
produce the gratitude they expected from the.private sector; today , business
and industry complain more than everahout the failure of schools to teach the
basics.'As a consequence of the gap between the two, ne%%7institutions and arrangements for bridging education and work are emerging. As if to proclann
that the old order changtth not at all, segments of the established-schoolrelated vocational education community have been increasing the intensity
of,their rain dances. This is a'sure sign that, the times are changing.

Toward New Modeli of Cliange,
And now I-shall weave together Propositions 6 and 7:
Six: The - prevailing theories of change that take as their model factories

/

and'assembly lines simply do not fir die realities ofschooling.
i
`Seven: In spite of sonic self- congratulatory rhetoric to the contrary, Oncation is still a relatively weak priifession, badly divided within itself and
lacking the necessary core of professional values and knowledge.
The model of change most commonly applied to educational improve-

/ talent conies from the same root and stein as the,criteria for success, models of

accoinitability, and patterns of funding referred to earlier. All are partiof a
theory of rationality that calls for the precise delineation of goals to be ac-

complished, the use of goals to lustily means, and the measurement of
previouSly defined goals. Applied to the improvement of schooling, the
podel usually assumes an-institution incapable of improving itself, an institu-

tion not devoid of goals, not with differing goals, but with inadequately
defined goals. The model also assumes more intelligence outside of schools
than in Ihein and a relatively impotent, passive target'group of personnel.
Forlsrevity, let me pass quickly; over these assumptions, which undoubtedly are asing some consternation in your mind now that I have made them
explicit -et me simply say that,( think they are wrong and.that the more one
.probes into schools as social systems and subcultures, the more firth one beComes in the conclusion that the model encompasses the problems of; school

improvement quite inadequately. At any rate, intense utilization accompanied by unprecedented funds has not produced the intended effects in the
products.
-Whether one explores past or peseta instances of schools .achieving
marked success in whatever they set out to accomplish, one conies out with a
quite different picture from the abdve in regard to how success was achieved,
' however fuzzy and perplexing that picture may be. The elements in'that-pictore appear to be of least the following:
1. The school as a unit has a great deal of autonomy in the system or is it.
self the total educational system for a given population of students
in its cornninnity_sktting. One immediately thinks of Evanston Township I ligh School
or New Trier High' School hi an earlier era. Tq superintendent or principal
was headmaster of a single school, relatively well paid and free to ravel and
participate as a person of importance on the national scene. Or on thinks of
`that handful (5%) of the all-black schools that produced 21% of the black
Ph.D.s during one period of our history. Among them were McDonough 35

.
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-High School in New Orleans (California State Superintendent 11 ilson Riles
graduated from it); Frederick Douglass High School in Baltimore; Dunbar
High School in 1Vashington, D.C.; and Booker T. %Vashingion High School in
Atlanta. Of course, many other factors were i. :olved, but this is part of My

point: The schools will not be improved by single interventions, however
well funded.
The school has a sense of mission, unity, identity, and wholeness that
pervades every aspect of its functioning,not just its interscholastic athletic
programs. The people connected with it have a sense of ownership, of belonging to a special institution.. "S teach at" or "I attend Union I ligh" is spoken
.-with a sense of pride. Current!), many aspects of American life work against
such- a school Zeitgeist. Corisequently, achieving such a school requires
extraordinary dedication, commitment, and hard %s ork on the part of every-

N

.

one.

3. The principal is central to the attainment of the kind of school implied.
'She or he, ar more than any other person, shapes and_ articulates the prevail-

ing ambiance and creates a sense of mission. In recent studies of schools
effecting integration with some success, almost tariably the pi;-..cipal was
identified as strategic. In the successful black schools referred to earlier,
again the significance of the principalhis or her values, dedication, and
strength-=came to the surface. Almost invariably, too. the principal is a person with-a strong sense of personal worth and potency, one who takes a
position on issues and is not regarded as a pawn of the superintendent of of
strong individuals or groups within the community.
4. Thesiirrounding infrastructure is supportive.The superintendent recognizes the school as the key unit for change and improvement, encourages
principals to he captains of their ship, works directly with them as often as
possible rather than building a wail of central office administrators between
theM and himself, and supports them even while disagreeing with them. A

significant part of the budgetthe discretionary partis built from the bottom up, with each school principal bringing forward plans projected several
years into the future, plans developed collaboratively at the site level.
You will he thinking, "Of course, anyone can succeed in such an ideal
setting." But this is to miss -my point. Ideals are not given; they represent
conditions to be achieved.
The school milieu and characteristics described will nut in themselves
assure high attainment in the academic, social, vocational, and personal goals
set .fOr our schools. But they do suggest some necessary but insufficient
conflitions generally neglected in society's efforts to improve schooling. And
they, ciirtainly suggest the folly of employingsimple'pahaceas designed to at' feet sonic small part of the instructional process. A school that is well along
thward becoming a good place to work and study is the school that can take
on virtually any project with reasonable expectations of success.
It goes al.nost without saying that much more is required for successful
educational performance. But most of the rest lies in the classroom and is up
to teaehers. Again, however, the principal plays a key role in providing the
suPport; encouragement, and resources requiredthe very conditioni he or
--She,rermires for effective performance as a principal.
-Basic to the principal's role in instructional improvement are at least two
major kinds of understanding. First, the criterion of accountability for the
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principal is develoMnent of a comprehensi. e educational programone that
does not sljift from one emphasis to another, neglecting the arts when "back
to basicS" is the popular slogan and stressing responsible citizenship only in
time of national crisis. Second, the Kincipal purges from his views.of instruction any and all commitments to panaceas and
solutions. 1t c know

now that no innovation or intervention consistently and unambiguously
makes a difference in student outcomes. Successful teachers orchestrate 10 or
more major contributors to learning in order to assist student progress. These
include assuring thatstudents understand directions before embarking on the

task, Maintaining momentinn, keeping students involved, using positive reinforcement. but not unrealistic -praisi';', varying instructional techniques,
alternalingthe length of learning episodes, providing regular and consistent
teedliack, and on and, on. Teachers are more likely to engage in these
ardimus; demanding teaching techniques when what they do Is known to and
supported -by .the principal. Teaching, like administrative leadetship, is a
relatively lonely activity.
I have implied throughout that schools will be better if legislators, school
hoard members, parents, and superintendents see themselves as responsible
and accountable for enhancing!the effectiveness, unity, and sense of mission
of the single-school. This may mean passing less rather than more refprm
legislation, reducing rather than increasing districtwide programs and deiriands, giving more rather than less autonomy to principals and f cachets, and
using contextual as well as ()income criteria as measures of successful performance. But;`:elearly, this does not mean that schools automatically will he
better. Whether or not they will; even given the support implied, depends on
the education profession, and one Must ask, seriously, whether we are up to it.
We are a badly divided profession, with each segment perceiving only a
part of the Whole, lacking awareness of and commitment to the systerttic,

collaborative functioning required for significant improvement. Much of
what I have said is threatening to many superintendents.who see power as

-finite and-the decentralization of iwo the principals as undermining their
authoritx. Many are more preoccupied with massaging the system than with
assuring that resources and support g'et to the school ships at sea. They are
More preoccupied with budgets, crisis management, and-public affairs than
Wit,beducational goals and programs. Relatively few have internalized, let
alone articulated, the 'view that the prime measure of their success is the

qualitroflife in the schools under their jurisdiction.
Far more threatened are those second- and third-level manageri and

r,

supervisors who, not clear on their role to begin with, view increased autonomy and resources at the site level as restricting and delimiting their role even
more. Their fears are not unjustified. I am convinced that education is improved to the degree that qu'alified persomiel and instructional resources get

g

close to students. 'As I said earlier, beyond a level of vital, priority need.
'adding highly paid personnel to the central office often makes education
worse ratherthau better.
For principals, there is a certain stultifying protection in the ambiguity of
"the role. 'Being caught up in the demands of the district office and the routines
of management -most of which could he done better and less expensively by
someone else, the,mincipal has no time for the development of programs and
people witluo the school. This ambiguity_ coe Tires with status element, of
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the job to cause principals to play their cards dose to their chests, making
their lonely jobs even lonelier. Associatain with 'leers usually occurs throi.gh
the conduct of _interscholastic athletics and so tends to he competitive rather

than c4boratiye. And yet principals long for collegial relationships with
peers iirseitings where, perhaps with the help of a supportive colleague
university professor, they can explore, openly the problems for asthich they
were not prepared.
The departmental structure of higli schools for both governance and program -development violates most ol what we
about policy development. chops up the curriculum into fiefdoms that makesignificant change all
but hnpossible, and iminobilizes the school in the face of pervasive problems
such as 'iolence and institutional erosion that cut across departmental lines.
'Teachers, -in turn, are more tie t:<to their disciplines and the teaching of con,ent than oriented to the personal needs of children and youth, a situation
reioforced by their professiimai associations and the prevailingsystem of accountability. The principals and teachers of elementary. junior high, and
secondary schools rarely come together to examine the total educational proatamS for children and ,yotoh.
Teacher educators, for the most part, assume that teacher education begins and ends- with the admissimi and graduation of students and has little or
nothing to do with the school and classroom environments of teaching and
learning and
role schools of education should play in their improi.ment.
Too many researchers are preoccupied with researr:, a single insuuctional
variables that rarely account for more than 3% o 11:e ariaiwe in student outcomes..
few stud) the complex phenomena of schooling in their natural
environment. developing the needed new methodologies mstcad of seeking
to adapt- the old.
One could go on and on in this vein, citing also th.. precarious nature of a
large, div:deii professio 'onstructed on the flimsiest base of core knowledge
in
beliefs. We have much to do together and little energy to
waste on bemoaning the shortcomings of legislators, parents, and one another. We have met the enenv end he is us What is challenging to me and:I
hope, to rm. is that most of the paths we, must walk are reasonably :leer,
blocked with debris at mare places but visible nonetheless. And most of them
are paths a:ong which only you and I need walk to assure that a significant
part of what if requir. to make our schools better will he accomplished.
Our schools can and should he better Bid 'educators must take the lead,
together, to make them so. Large numbers of parents and student:, are ready
to join us, I believe. in making our schools, one by one. better places in which
to live and work. The slogans for improvement are, for the :r sst part, meaningles-srhetorie.-Our-sehuols-nmst be reconstructed, one by one. by citizens
and-educators- vorlting together. Ni)thing less will suffice.

I. Robert Rosen. "Po 11 e Ite ail. Need Ends To justi4 the Means?" Gelder Report.
February 1976, pp. 29, 30.
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The Light Touch

Introduction
In lists of qualities that students find most attractive in their teachers,"sense
of
always a winner. Just as regularly. humor and satire get top
ratings I rom.KAPPAN readers who write "Backtalk" letters orrespond-to
readership surveys. Thus the KAPPAN nearly a !waifs includes one or more
light featureS per issue,find cartoons have become a fixture.
Ac Jonathan Swift demonstrated nearly three centuries ago,satireis.perhapS the Most effective form of polemic .tvriting:-One-Ortheinost versatile
satirists sty-write f or-the-KAPPAN is Ken McIntyre. the-University of Texas

.

Prof e.s.tor and author of highly regarded wo rks in school administration. Over
two decades, McIntyre has skewered and roasted a variety of sacred cows in
the pages of the journal. But becaiisel could not bring myself to choose among
them,- I'm content merely to list a few of his contributions and urge the reader
io look them up in the librarylit:Intl.-ire lampoopedcertain group processes
in "flow to Make atkImpression in a DiscuSsion Group Without Actisally Say-

ing Anything" (March 1957) and "The Wonderful One -Ross Cliche" (November 19.59); the arrogance and naivete of Admiratilickover'S'edikation
criticism in The Trouble with Submarines" (April 1960); _professorial
pomposity in "The Art of Obfusedtion"(Decemrier 1961); academic censorship in "How to Avoid Being Wit Safe" (October`1962); doctoral dissertation style in "How to Write a ,Thesis Without Really Thinking"-(November
1964); hypocrisy, discord, and other ills of higher education in "Higher Education in Lower Tonteria" (Afiril 1966); and the _pretensions of research in
"Reuben:s Plan: The Safe Way to Select Leaders" (December 1979).
Among my albtime favorite ',Wes of satiric writing is "Spreading the
Benefits of Accountability: by RayCross; in the March 1976 KAPPA N. Gioss
turns out to he .second-generation Ken McIntyre, because he did his Ph.D. in

school administration at Texas When McIntyre was lilad of the Division of
School Administration-there. Cross greatly.admired -McIntyre's lampoons
published in the KAPPAN.
At least as well as far lengthier serious pieces, "Spreading ..." reveals_the
fatal flaw in accountability theory as applied to education. the impossibility
of one person relieving another of his responsibility f or himsel f, Interestingly
enough, this hitle tour de-force represents Cross's first attempt at Writing
satire.
Cross is now professor of educational administration at-Corpus Christi
State University. He is author of some 30 serious papert and articles. the lot ter
achieving publication in such journals as the National Elementar), ,Principal,
the Journal of EdneationaHleseareh. and Education 1 Leadership.
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"Nobodt alls'Ale Doctor" (May 1965) -is one of those hilly gems that
build the rept
y of both author and editor. Several generations of
doctoral students, have resonated to-this classic, and_ it has been a-kiyd of
touchstone in the life of its author,
E. ( Bud ) Davis. Ile made it the
title piece in lig first book ( Pruett. 1972)a ild,a1 ter narrowly hising in a run for
the U.S. Senate on the Democratic ticket in Idaho (in the year when Niron
demolished McGotern). he Wrote n prit,ately distributed-booklet describing
his fling at -politics, The title was Nobody Calls Me Senator.
and pungeth account. it «dd ad! be a handbook for -the amateur politician.
When I told Dat is I was planning to reprint "Nobody Calls Me Doctor," hei
wrote that he is notc-nit he process-of -pulling together anecdotes front his
most riTeat experiences in higher education. His wife suggests that' it be tided
Nobody0.alls Me Such-a title would be totally misleading, however. Davis
has been i, university president for 16 years, 10 at Idaho Stoical Pocatello and
six at the University of -N'ew Mexico, AlbUquerque, his present position.-Only
20 -years ago he a as teaching-knglish and coaching football tan unhoiy alliance,-he notes in his book) at Rapid 'City High in Soulh-bakota.

Unfortunately, 1 no longer have addresses for the audio! of "All Is Nth
Zip-o-dee-do-Dab in- the Foreign Service" (October 1956), who called himself.1 Orvis Quimby, for -Joint Gauss, who submitted"Teacher F.voluation:
Socrates" (January 1962), or for Rozanne Knudson, author of "Catcher in the
Wrong"(0,ciober:196.1). Mildred Fenner requested-Quimby's address and

incited-him to write for the NEE Journal. "Socrates" was reprinted so many
times I lost track of the number. "Catcher" won a _prize from The %Writer's
Meket and became the title piecein an anthology of humor from the KAPliAN collected by Bill Thrum, who later became president of- PDK.
For years, whewdepressed by ceriaiaaspects of my editorial work,! have
turned to one of -these three pieces to restore my-perspeelive. So enjoy.
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Spreading the
Benefits of Accountability
by Ray Cross"
I am-a person who is not easily impressed. I left the TV and went to bed in the
middle ()Ellie first moon Vi alk, I no er giY e Raquel Welch a second glance,

and -I greeted with a mere chortle the nqWs that -Strom Thurmond -had
fathered a child -at age 72. So yon-can apprceiate wheid say that,' am
impressed -with the accountability movement in education.
High time,, I say, that we started applying business principlesto education Right on, I say, to the no-nonsense approach that demands results fromucators. No more of this preoccupation yy ith inputs and process. Nei more
faulting a student' s' heredity and background for the teacher's failure to bring

him up to grade level:
So taken with accountability am I that I have recently tried to extend its
application to other - human, services. Sort of spreading the benefits of accountability. So far, -I've-made two attempts. I'll describe them so as to encourage others to-ido the-same;

Episode.
'elle inspiration to spread the benefits of accountability first caine.toane

when i -,--neighbor,
eighbor, Max Fiaccidliam, was recounting one of his reveries. Max

was sprawled in his recliner in front-of the tubl!, so he told mc, yy arching the
Oakland- Raiders- and the Washington Red-skins. Half asleep and into his
fourth can of beer,- he was watching 48- year -old George Blanda trot jauntily
to the sidelines after kicking an extra point,_When suddenly the injustice of it
all_ hit him.

"Why," lie mused, "am I not as,_good a physical-specimen as George
Blanda? There he is cavorting around-the Oakland 'backfield, throwing
passes and kicking 10-yard field goals. I'm only 44 and can't even walk to the
refrigerator without breathing hard. Blanda is vigorous, lithe.s a cat, flatStorriached; and I-am listless and rotund, w ith a 42-inch
le defeats the
Washington Redskins football team, and I can't-even beat any
da tighter at-Ping-Pong. On TV-commercials he brags abDui-kee0ing titiTyZi

---

the younger players both on apd _off the field, and I.... Well. Something's
Seizing the opportunity , I asked Max if lie bad aflecior. Max said he did,
the same one -for 10 years. "I see'him once,_sometii 's twice a year."
"Max,--f said,-"it's time to -hold your doctor accountable for your physical
ci-indition." I then proceeded to acquaint him with the fundamental principles of the accountability nim ement and,yy hat_it has done for education. I
pointed out that here w as a chance to do the same thing for the medical field.
Ile must confront 'his physician and demand results.
A Week later I ran into Max at a pizza joint, I iirWaA ingesting his third slice
of mozzarellit,-,two empty cola bottles before him. -I asked him about his con-

frontation with-his doctor.
Max looked wan..
"The_doc said its too late for me to be like Bianchi.'
"Too-late?"
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"Yeah," said Max. "Doe says Bianchi has spent most of his last 30 years
doing calisthenics, iummig vs ind sprints, and bouncing off linebacker so% Bile
l'se spent Most of n ny last 30 y cars sitting in a chair and draped in a recliner."
"Didn't you point out that y our work at the bank and the lifestyle in your
family have fostered a sedentary disposition and that he should not blame
your environment for. his performance failure?"
"1 -told him all of those things," Max replied. "but he said like hell he was
responsibk. I le told me I w as 30 pounds os ens eight ss hen I first came to him
10 y ears ago and had follow ed none of the diets he put-me on and nes er did
any of the exercises he suggested. I tried to tell him it Was his fault a beet the

diet and. exercises for not making them attractive enough."
1 ley, that's a good comeback, Max," I said. "What (lid _the doe say to
that?"
"I le didn't say anything fora while. Ile-just stared;at ane with sort of a
puzzled look.'Finally, he did Say that no matter how I dieted or exercised I
would never look like George Blanda,because I just ss asn't built like him."
I was aghast. "You don't mean he's blaming,it on -your heredity."
"I guess he was," said Max. "lie said he's known both my parents for years
and that they_ are short and diiinpy; so what-could I expece'ile said it was
foolish to think that I or es en a sninill percentage cif men in_theirjorties could
have -the physique and stamina of Blanda.,1 _told hint I would settle for just
being average in physique and endurance and that any doctor north his'salt
should in'!. able-to Make his patients as erage sort of-up to health level. lie
said was ticing-absurd."
1
You iniuSt-have laid into him for that,"'l ventured:
"I really, did," Max said.."I saidil was not at all satisfied with his explanation
tion and that I ss as going to employ the ultimate sanction getting another
.dOctor."
"What did he
to- that ?"
"Ile said I-should be_sure- to -get one with psychiatric training."

Episode 2
I decided that if accountability is to extended to other human sets ices it
w ill not-be done, by the likes of Max Flaccidinun I determined to take a hand

,in it Myself;

My OpPortimit) to
so was not long in conning. My target was the
ministry.
Nbw, t have as great a respect for ministers as the next person. Not only
does it take a special kind of person to become a man of the cloth, but ministers undergo a-long period of training before entering a-not-too-w ell-paid
profession 11. here they are called upon to help people, often under stressful
conditions. I loss ever, clergy men tend-to lie as misguided as educators were
befiire accountability .-That is, they tend to think in terms of seri, ices rendered
rathej- than results achieved.
I had my chance s hen I found my self seated across from our min isler at a
church dinner. After son small talk. I asi,ed the Reverend if he had seen the
newspaper report that crime had increased by 19 % -os er the pre. ions year.

and didn't he wonder about the clergy's responsibility in this their business
being the. morals of the nation.-Ilic responded patiently . i le said indeed he did
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feel that the ministry had a responsibiht for reducing the nation's crime rate,
as (lid many: Other agebcies-and individuals in society.
"But," kind, "the churcl,..!s'are the institutions bearing primary responsibility for the morals of the people, and when the crime rate steadily increases
fioni year.to year, we must hold our spiritual leaders accountable."

'"Furthermore," I continued, "look at other indicators of moral break._

downdrug usage, infidelity, juvenile delinquency. And what about
Watergate! A11-6f these can be laid-directly to performance failure by the
_ministrY."

The Reverend
on to his patience, although I had the feeling he wasn't
taking me seriously enough. "You know," he replied, "we cannot force
everyone to comnc to hear our sermons; much less can we exercise absolute

control over their behavior."
"Ah," I countered, "if your sermons were sufficiently coinpellmg, not only
.

would people come but they would also_be influenced: The point is dim !jou
Must he held accountable for theirbeliaviot.'Yol must stop judging your Per-

formance in it:rips-a. number of people .attending, services, nuinber of
sermons.preached,,increases in Cbureh membership; hnd the like. You must
start assessing your contributions by resultsthe increase of virtuous acts and
the decrease of sinfid ones. Only in this way will you know how to become

more effective-in Your ministry."
Ile was incredulous. "How will find
the virtuous and sinful hats
of members of my congregationn1 acknowledged &it he hadSomething of
-a measurement problem, 6ut,I offered im.mY' copy of Webb's Unobtrusive
h_

Measurd.
kb,
"Maybe," I said, "our church could _pioneer for accountability in
organized religion. We could tie our-church contributions to your success in-

sin reduction and virtue increasesortof an effort to bring all members of
the congregation up to virtue level. What do you think,:Reverend?"
"I-think I will pray for you," be replied,
I am becoming somewhat concerned about the imperviousness of other
professions to accountability for results. However, I am not giving, up. I have
an appointnient- with the president of the local bar association next week. I
see no reason why both prosecutors and defense attorneys can't N% in at least
'8O of their cases.

-1 L/

May 1965

Nobody Calls Me Doctor
by William E., (Bud) Davis
News Item,--In May ma June of this year nearly 2.0(X)
doctorates in education will be awarded-by ,some 100 U.S. and
Canadian colleges tilubmiceisities. Of this group more,thrin
1.500 will be men, andr
Othe-tmen at least-8M will be members
of Phi.Delia.Kgppa.

"Congratulations, Doctor!"
Lbeamed. My graduate adviser,elieved that-I had not seriously =liar;
rassed hitn,before his colleagues, grasped iny sweaty_paw and-wrung it glee-

fully;'"Cohgratillations., Doctor!"
F.

fhetreasuredphrase Was repeated again and again as my examining committee passed in reviewsome smiling, some jesting, sonielooking as if they
had just violated a Sacred-trust. I should care. I had their names on the dotted
line. It was too late for them to renege.
"Congratulations, Doctor!"
I caressed the words. "Doctor Davis." What a grand so ind!Vhat alliteration !'W'hat dignity! What Pomp! repeated it to myself, much as a new bride
surely-must repeat her newly acquired lasLname. I strolled home, leaping
easily from cloud to cloud and mouthing the Magic formula. "Doctor Davis,
Doctor Davis,- Doctor Davis."
I was, met at the door by my youngest daughter, who said, "Ili, Dad!' Ob%iously, he hadn't- gotten-the -word.
.My Wife, hriwever, caught my-victory smile. "Cmgratulations,Doctor!"
she said.'! shrugged .modestly.
Nty, young daughter' ooked amazed. "Is Daddy a doctor?"
"Well, almost," my wife explained.
"Barring a volcanic eruption-between now and commencement," I joked.
'7%Thdaoghter obviously _was still puzzled. "Does that nfean he can take out

my tonsils?"
"No, dear," my wife explained patiently,. "Ile isn't that kind of a doctor."
"Then Whatkind of-a doctor-is he?"
"Ile's a' doctor of education."

"Oh," my daughter replied, somewhat bored with the -whole thing.
.

"Daddy, can I have a nickel ?"
Well, what can _one csbeet.froth a mere child ?
! began to wonder why, with all'the smart p'eople who had been awarded'
doctorates, none had come up with some simple method by which we might
be identified, For example, like an Army colonel, we could wear sotiie-em=,
blew on,our shoulders, such as a flailed silver eagle (or a plucked pheasant).
Or, like an admiral in the Navy, we could wear gold braid on the cuffS of our
blue blazers. Like aCerman field marshal, we could carry_ a baton. Or if that
seemed too pretentious, we could carry a swagger stick like a Marine Corps
drill ,ihstructor. The embroidered-letters-"Ed.D." on the_ lapel would-be too
obvious, but surelyisome kind of lapel pin like a Rotary button would be appropriate.
Alas, even these moderate gestures are regarded as being in poor taste. I
even discovered that it is deemed unethical to sign my correspondence with
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the appropriate "Dr."W. E. DS% is." It is all right to have the degree, but not all

right tolet anyone know it. It was enough to make_a doctor er)
Friends still called me b)
midistinguisiled nickname. Athletes still
called me "Coach." Bills w ere still addressed to me as "Mister." The children
still" called me "Dad:"
Even the campus nek% simper kept refeiTing to me-b) in) antiquated title.
In reviewing a conference, the)-stated that in attendance w ere. Dr. Jones. Dr.
Smith, Dr. Barnes. and Mr. Davis.
It was -all very frustrating.
But, by thunder, [decided that at least in one area I w ould insist upon
being called -"Doctor" I brow beat the secretaries until they complied.,This
went very well for awhile, until one da) in in absence the president of
universit) called. (To protect the innocent, I shall-refer to him as President

White.) Ileasked, "Is-Mister Davis-there?"
M) alert secretor) answ ered. "ifs on mean Doctor Dm is, Doctor Davis is
not in. Whom shall I say is calling?"
"Welj, when Doctor Davis arri% es, will ) on please tell him that-Mister
White called?"'
I decided-t\ tr) the subtle approach. I quireferring to myself as Doctor
Davis. instead I made off-hand references to in) training. I w ould drop little
hints like. "Noss when i was writing my doctoral thesis
Or, "Iremember
that book- ver) %yell. When I was studying for my doctoral exams
""Phis
seemed to.be w coking well. until soMestarr) -e)ed-sttulent asked. "Sir when
do you expect to get your degree?"
I've given op the battle on the home front. Just the other night I was sitting

in front qf a-snapping fire. sipping a scotch and water (a ver),aeademic
drink), listening to a Ole Rachmaninoff on the stereo (the cultural touch), and
reading a learned publication (the continued pursuit of know ledge). M) w ifs
Caine in looking cry fetching and with that come-hither glints in hereyes
*asked, "Shall we go to bed. Doctor?"
Blushing, I replied, "ANN.. what the hell! Just call me Bud."

1
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All Is Not Zip-a-dee-do-dah
In the Foreign Service
by j. Orvis QuimbyAfrica
August 1939

My dear:Phi:
It has come to in> attention through your columns that 1,909 oft) our chaps
are all atwitter -at the prospeCt of-doing an education hitch abroad.'
Before making firm commitments, best you alert these sports-to the fact
that all is riot, necessarily zip-a4dee-dodah in the` foreign service.
Take, for example, the simple matter of what transpires before one
be
the ship or plane for a life of intrigiic4and adventure.
Unselfishly, and for-the good of the corpsjoifermyself as a case in point.
To give you the feel of it, recall the hardships suffered by traveling men in
the vast; ;
Traveling men of yesteryear developed -heel spurs while switching an&
cajOling Hannibal's sleazr elephants over the -Alps; took grapeShot through

the groin and shoulder upon maiching. through Georgia with Sherman;
.;

snarled 'over raw- fish entrails with Eddie Rickehbaker on the raft; and incured the hernia assisting Col. Guinness in erecting the bridge on the River
Kwai.

These tribulations dWindle lo the proportions of a minor skin rash, how-

ever, when compared with the trauma.* deep mental abrasions sustained
by me upon .making-ready for a-stint abroad.
The details are these:
Hark you back seven or eight months. At the time_I was plying the trade of

education Consultant off the torpid southwest coast-of-Highway 66.
remember it was followinea routine curriculum committee meeting,

wherein 14 ollny crisp, leafy recommendations had been wilted by the
gren& priggish view that money and education are,synonomous, that I
scooted down the hall to the superintendent's office, barged in and blurted:
"Sir,-in my three -year tenure not one of 322 recommendations has been
passed, upon,_ due to the sycophant business manager's zeal for clapping a
lock on the petty cash drawer and gulping 'the-key."
Heady with power; nostrils aflare, I pushed into deeper water.
'And, furthermore,- unless major changes eventuate, I deem it necessary
to gather my collection of Curriculum guides and press on to more appreciative milieussuch uncontaminated frontiers as the interior of New Guinea,
the wilds of Africa, the wastes of Antatrctia, where education freebooters such
as I can swashbuckle unencumbered and bring real education to the rank and
file."

A trenchant pauSe. ensued. Through the corridors, past the boiler room,
opt across the football field, one could hear the plaintive knell of a steeple
bc11:- Decades slithered past. Civilizations rose and fell. Presently, outside the

window, the clatter of ants, filing home from work, sliced' the silence.
One project of Phi Delta Kappa's Commission on international Relations in Education in 1959 was the compilation of a list of PDK members willing to accept foreign

education assignments. It listed some 1.000 persons. SME
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The Shper, white, then blue, then tomato-soup red, tunneled-through a
mountain of uhsigped memos, overdue bills, parental threats, and unsavory
clippings from the letters-to-the-editorcolumn, and decreed thus:

"Captain florid) lower, hand over your sword! Sweep out y oar kiosk
after which, pause at the supply office for a final inventors. Your predecessor, a ne'er-db-Well with forged credentials, got away, with a typewriter,
a steel file_ cabinet, 23 flagons of ink, and a dozen reams of prime onion skin."
With faded fedora in hand and lips purse&I alerted sundrions placement
authorities, penciled the' want ads, and subsequently wheedled an education
consultant berth with,an overseas agency signing on for a tWo-y, ear stint in

Africa.
Then I quaffed two fingers of-Johnnie Walker, gathered my loved ones
around the legs that once had stolen 46 bases in- the three-1 League, and
announced the change of course. The tidings wrought shrill cries and great
wing tflapping.
"Surety," wailed they, "we'll 'perish what without the advantages of Little
League, frozen peaS, television, green stamps, oboe lessons, and Sears financing."
In the grand tradition of Moses, I stood before the multitudes and -rejoin d ered -thus:

"Markycwell! Fat better to expiremlickly, impaled upon the spear of an
aborigine, than to,founder slowly in,the swamp of unfulfilled promises."
Having them gaffed,' I staged aiwo-week workshop to allay all tiubt.
Each session was-spiced with old, shredded Tarzan filMS and the-scent of
myrrh. For topping, I took to posing on the_hearthstone in pith helmet and
safari jacket.
In the end, the} were drawn and quartered. Precise plans were laid for the
great adventure.',
The house sold'within a month at a mere 2OT loss. Nine dhsty, rigorous
trips were made to a rural military installation for health exams. A round of
inoculations set off a bloodletting rebellion within our tanks. Nothing short of
a cat -o'- nine -tails would bring the recalcitrants to heel.
"'Ikeda horde of coveralled packers, replete with crates and demolition
gear, dekended upon our little grey home in the West. For three days and
three nights the air was rent with blasphemous oaths and the bludgeoning of
.seleckchippendale.and cherished credenzas.
Neighbors gathered at the windows, cheering lustily whehever the packers scored-a poiht. A more enterprising, dult-normal youth sold lemonade.
At this writing; vash of law suits are pending in the higher courts.
This interim was garnished with.aflurry of special delivery letters and
long distanee,phone calls to the agency as to who would pay the storage bill
and where-the hell were the airplane tickets. At my expense, an extra mailman and messenger b4 were assigned to handle the excess traffic on our
route.
Two weeks after
moved into a local motel, a courier appeared with
seven-page missive, chock full of curves. The most teeth-grinding was: Personnel files covring my pedigree and futurelhopes had been misplaced by a
sloth-headed file clerk, and best I scrug over to Washington, moo. fora new
paint -job.
At this point, Cock's second mistake took over the pitching. demanding to
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knoW what kind of high jinks w ere these and to fork o% er the remaining pages

in the book of traveler's checks, as-she was-going-to grandma's house in
Indiana and not to communicate unti!thekinks had been smoothed from the
labyrinth.
She, the four dwarfs, 29 assorted pieces of luggage, and a chrome- plated

baby stroller faded into the morning haze.
In turn, with loins girded and'1,000 clam in the red, I pressed on to Washington, D.C., the Athens of the Eastern Seaboard, w hither,Lw as_set upon by
the niftiest cadre of phrase-makers south of Teachers College.
I_was prodded into a bullpen with various other "specialists," each firmly.
convinced that his particular brand of tea was all the old w orld needed to care
-its ills.

I was stripped in jig time- of my princely, professional' bearing and
molded to the agency's "outline method of getting things done." Ofttimesa
brief twinge of remorse anld nostalgia rippled through the loser extremities
and I yearned to rcherniO fife tweed,slovenb,sedentar
that set lesser
men apart at Deadwell State Normal.
I was shunted and-shuttled_from one soothsayer's tent to the nest. NVithin

a matter of weeks I was pluckedneat and shiny, froth the conveyor' belt,
complete with trench coat, snap-brim hat, pants and coat-to match; buttondowri_collar, _striped tie, scotchlgrain -shoes, and an attache case to replace-

the shopping hag I-bad come tolove. All that was needed to qualify me for
a floorwalker's position at the Niav_Company was a carnation in the lapel
and a thread-thin mustache.
There followed a brief twirl with the travelsection.-Books, charts, and,
maps were constilted. POlaris was shot and bearings taken. With uncanny ac
curacy, the travel -experts-scheduled me for not less_than three 2:30 a.m.
arrivals at remote. windSwepi ports Of-call. After a cursory investigation, I
-fthind that few if any of these spellbinders had-ever been east of 1 Iackensack.
Festooned-on _a 49-pound packet ofkpassports, tickets, and literature on
"how to get on in the agency," I was neatly bound into the womb position and
thrust aboard the aircraft for New York City and a reunion with Mrs. Gulliver

and her four Lilliputians, who arrived (irth 7:15 from_Chicago.
Thus began life in the foreign service.
Arid so, Old Phi, w e have come full circle. In conclusion. might I lodge a
minor suggestion Before feeding 1,000 of yotur best education lancers to an
international agency's "orientation grinder," best you"ship then out to me for
two- weeks of intensive counsel.
Be warned. If you decline this liberal lTition, the sight,of theirn-

sultant blood,_running full in the streets o America,_will be your eternalpenance. I wash my -hands of it.
And now i must roll myself in my leoparAskin, snuff out the candle, and
listen to the rhythmic throb of jungle drums, spi4d by the clatter of passing
Coca-Cola trucks. After all, Africa, don't you know. is aland of contrasts.

Fraternally yours,
J. Otvis-Quiniby.
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on on the Other Hand

Mr. ()taint* in a -letter not intended for publication but he sinculd
worry, what with that ridiculous pseudon) m also i.a)s this.
-Life in the foreign Aen icv goes ss ell. I 'recommend a tsS co ear 0% erseas
tour of clut,s for es el.) educator in Amermaof for no other reason than the fact
that it gis es occasion'for unanting one's blessings and,alters one's perspectis C.
As a IO.,s ear man m education. I must Lilacs% that this Is the nest exciting and
_rem arding_professionaLexperiem e has e
erhad. ,l-hope -to
reer.

January 1962

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
Teacher Evaluation
by John Gauss

TEACHER,EVALUATION
TEACHER:

A. PERSONAL QUALIFICATIONS.
Rating

Comments

1010 to lbw)
1. Personal appearance

1,
2 .3 4 5
-cir, Dremes in an old.sheet draped
_0,0
about his body

ki

0,c1)LI:

Self- confidence

holt
'a-an

3. Use of English.

4.Adaptability

's. est ,...11re of himself ahaap.

asking questions.

Speaks %. ith a Ina.. Creek
accent

Prone to suitide by poison
whin under duress

B. CLASS:MANAGEMENT
2. Room appearande

Or - :1X1 Does not keep a seatingchart
El 0-0 iv
Does not hat e

3. Utilization of supplies

jgr.

1. Organization

'bulletin boards

0.43 Doe < not use stipplI(N

C. TEACHER/PUPIL RELATIONSHIPS
1. Tact and consideration-

d-o

2. Attitude of class

0. tilf 0'0'0 'Clacc is friendly

I

-Places student in embarrassing
situation by asking

D. TECHNIQUES :OF TEACHING
.1. Daily preparation

2. Attention to course Of
study

3. Knowledge otSubject
matter

-0

1:41

;Does not ketii daily7lesson

2plans
(e"
Xl_-0
,Quite
fle%iblallows
students
CI

to wander to different topics'

oboom

Does not knoll niaterial-leis trl
mirstion pupil. t., gam

kilo.% leilgur\
.i..-

E. PROFESSIONAL AT ITUDE

1,

_

1. Professional ethics

di

2. Inservice-training

: -0-E 0.04, fairure here--has not

3. Parent relation'ships

,evflootehmg ) professional
associatilm or Ir A

,

even bothered to attend college
12!

\weds tii improve III this area'
parents are trying to tgt rid
-of him

RECOMMENDATION: Does not have a-plate in edtteaMm
98
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.110111(1 not be relined.
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I October 1964

Catcher in the Wrong
by Rozanne Knudson
"He started talking in this very monotonous voice, and
picking at &this pimples. I dropped about a thousand
hints, but I couldn't get rid of him. All he did was keep
talking in this very monotonous voice about some babe
-he was supposed to have had sexual intercourse with
the summer before. He'd already told meabout it a hundred times. Every time he told it, it -was different."

The Catcher in the Rye, Salinger

If you really want to hear about it I lost my first teaching job in a row over the
paragraph quoted above.' I don't feel like going into too many details; cause
the gory part would give y on about two heart attacks apieee:,But.anyway,
Were I xas-stuck m crummy Nowhemsville, a teacher of English. I-often
wonder how I got through.that year without loSingpy skin since rd never.,
had a class in sociology, psychology, education, or anything except about
three thousand hours of literatureoh, and sonic neat geology courses. So I
taught along all y ear and did a terrific job of making students w ant to read all

the timeI really-did and-got a hotshot reputation which fizzled out when
we all read The Catcher in the Rye that spring. Then the dopey principal got
_around eight million telephone calls about how filthy, for Pete's sake, how obsceneobscene, can=yon believe it? the book was and how_dirty-minded
anyone would has e to be to. teach it. So I was Called to the office daily to de-

a

fend myself and the hook, and at firsts vas very polite and talked about
artistic merits. sensitive portrayals of adolescence. possibilities for hihliotherapy (except-I didn't know that was what -it -vac called in those days
bibliotherapy, I mean). and all that jazz. After about.a week I-discovered
what illjPhilistinie was engaging in eons ersation. All's he cared about were
those creeps on the phone. and he finally said, "Miss Knudson, nn going to be
the-next superintendent here, and-I'm not gonna get hung up on some hook
about a dirty Jew -boy .", I laughed. Uroared. So I got the shaft tliat June, and

my boss forthwith became prince of that godforsaken school district.
I hat: royal pain aboilt the w=hole thing the next years I taught and saw
myself the s ictim of a huge plot. I w allowed around in warty rdom. Big deal.
Ilntlaxt y ear. after a few doses of Noctolo*, I began to see the whole fiasco in
a.tolerant way in a new frame of reference, to quote about 76 sources, and
now,-1'm -ready to offer ,soine solutions to this,huge, hairy problem of diqy
books in the publicschoors. You see, not just TheCatcher is in the wrong these

days. Moronic mothers jump on about any modern no el in paperback and
fathers seem to get sucked into the fight. But mostly mothers. They all forget,
1 suppose., that most dow dy standby s in ex en English class, like The Scarlet
Letter and The Return of the ;'atii,e, feature some mighty cool adultery and.
ou some- pretty w ild scenes in ex en the
other sexy stuff. And I could
Bible. 11qt not right how.

Its alrenough to -brake any good English teacher want to find out the
routine on joining a convent or something, until she stops- to think about
sociology fora minute. Now me. I figure It goes down deep to two w s of
looking at the sr hool's job. One bunch of guys sees the school
as a common.
-099
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weal outfit just banging around to serve the public. These guys claim that
they can leap around and pass out advice to teachers about choosing some
books and burning others. Other guys preach that the school is set up more
like a professional organization. you know, like doctors' offices, and _you
don't just .waltz in and tell doctors what Ili prescribe; do you? Three years in
these public schools has, turned me about partly yellow. but I'm still gutsy
enough to admit I favor the doctor's-office approach. I mean, after all, what
good is a trained English teacher if she can't even pick a few Ions} hooks for
her kids ? -It makes me feel sad to know.that the public often doesn't-believe
the_advice we_gWe theniabiiut reading The Catcher the way they-believe
their-doctor's advice about catching disease. It kills me;
But lookit.-Here's-what we can do if we support my side: This works. I
checked it all out It's called the united-front ploy.iAll the English teachers on
the school staff get together. see, and choose up the b6oks they want to-use.

Now don't get me- wrong. They don't needlo fliprand choose Tropic of

Cancer or some other stuff just to show-that they are big prescription writers.
So they make this list of anything that they_ want to teach. excluding obscenity. and then ring in the principal and say. "See here, these are our choices and
alternatives for reading this year." Ile relies on these well-educated specialists and commends their choices. Ile's a real prince. Thesuperintendeth loves-

his teachers and principals and-knows they are real pros. Ile hacks their
choices of materials. He might even peep at the list to make a-few suggestions. but he doesn't queer anyping already planned. I le is also a prince. Now
the teachers shut their d oors and teach TheCatcher. The whole class is driven
mad with desire to read and read:Soon the telephone rings in the principal's

office.
"Madam," says our swinging 'principal, "your son is being treated-to the
very best literature we ha', e available in this great democracy of ours. He is
fortunate to i:lye such an excellent teacher presenting this fine novel.He
sighs.

"I'lleall the superintendent." and she does, but to no avail. Tough luck.
"Meall the school board." but they, too, support their professionid staff
and don't budge. not a lousy inch'. No one commits suicide or anything, and
the united-front ploy has saved The Catcher.it's all pretty cool.
But rd like to apologize like a madrnan for not giving the opposition a
word or two here. Its pretty depressing to admit. butjet's face
more
than just an unorganized rabble element of the community raises up to bug
the,English teacherslike if half or More of the-parents decide that The
Catcher is obscene or something, then the profession will be forced to back
down.-because ultimately -the people are always running things for you, and
the niajority wins in sour-country. Very big deal.
SQ that's all I'm going to tell about; I could probably go on and on about
the clucks who heckle our schools and the jerks who make it to the principal
occasion:11h , but that stuff doesn't interest me too much right now . l's e found

a sort of middle road. I really have.

IV
Critics, Criticism,
and Leadership
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Introdrietion
A
of criticism falls ceaseless16 on education in America, sometimes asa
thunderstorm, sometimes as a gentle. and _even ref rearing shower. As a long-

tiMe OUblicwlations,piactitione? in ri _teachers College, I was particularly
sensitive to these atmospherics When I joined the Phi Delta Kappa stall in
-1956. Like most dutiful readers of the literature, I was convinced of the thera_peutic value of social criticism, including criticism of education. In fact, one
_reason I left public relations was a growing sense that the art, ast saw it practiced, had the long-term effect of weakening education rather than strengthening it.
Not until very recently, because of .the nature of much current criticism;
have t felt that We are in danger of losing the best features of the eduCational
system that has Prevailed in the U.S. and Canada for over a century,. with its
ideals of f ice access, equal opportunity, and instruction to achieve the common beliefs and understandings that make community possible. These are at
the heart of democratic education. This is not the place f or an essay on threats,

to democratic education, but my growing_apprehension accounts for the
fact that the kAPPA1Vbegan, in the past tufo years,,to publish articles like
those-by Harold Hodgkinson and Ralph-Tyler in this section. They celebrate
whatis right_ in .U.S. education.
I begin with Paul Woodring's "A Second ()pen Letter to Teaders" (April
1978), because it spans a quarter century of criticism. l recall reading Woodring's'first "letter" (in flarPer's,14 1952) and discussing ititiith my professors at the University of Illinois; then a cauldron Of conflict, what with historian-Arthur Bestor and his protege, botanist Hairy Fuller, on the scone campus
with excellent interpreters of John Dewey in the College of Education. Tq
me,Woodring; while making no claim to profundity; was the essence of Calm
good sense thin, and he seems sonoth.
1

.

Paul ,Woodring is also a master of educational writing, with over" 200 pubfishing credits in journals that insist on gob(' writing. This ability was a prime
consideration in his appointment as f irst _education editor of the Saturday Re,
view in 1960,_when_Normqn Cousins was beginning to make SR one of the
most vital of the country's upper - middle -brow periodicals. Woodrin,g had no
prior experience in editing, but,be-says, he seemed to be the onlyperson
acceptable both to Cousins and the Ford Foundation,_which' provided -support for the SR education supplement. Woodringwas education editor f or six
years and editor-at-large.f another_ four.
Wood ring has been a member of the faculty at Westerii Washington Uni103,

-
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-versity, Bellingham, since 1939 and in 1964-65 was its interim president. Ile is

now Distinguished Service Prof essor,Emeritus. His Ohio State University
dbct orate (1934) was in psychology. He has won three Educational Press Association Of America awards for editorials and a School Bell Award for "distinguished service in the interpretation of education." AMong_his books are
Let's Talk Sense About Our Schools (1953) A Fourth of a Nation (1957), New

Directions in Teacher Education (1957): and The Higher Learning in
America:-A Reassessment (1968).
Says Woodring, "Although some of my writing, particularly A Fourth Of a
Nation, has dealt With philosophical issues. I have never claimed to be arkeducatiorial philosopher. I see myself as an analySt and interpreter of the editeational-scene, and since I have tried to reach a wider audience.,my style has
inevitablii become somewhat joidnalistic. (I take some Pleasure in recalling
OW-William James was also accused of being 'journalistic.')"

The term "teacher burnout" Was recently Coined to describe the sense of

frustration and lailure that assails many leachers whose efforts yield few
monetary, psychic, or social rewards; Florence Lewis, author of "Letter from
an AngryTeacher," speaks for burned-out teachers every-where. Along-time
English teacher at Lowell High-School iw San Francisco, Lewis has been a
regular Contributor to the KAPPAN and a variety of other professional and
popidarjoutnals (even Playgirl). I suspect that writing is a ref tige for her, but I
am also con fidenuthat her creative skills and dedication to teaching have inspired love of literature in several generations.of
students.
In the spring of 1969 1-was looking over some badk issues-of the KAPPAN

and came upon two articles that appeared-in November -1958; Admiral
Hyman C. Iiickover's "A Comparison: _Europeawos. American Secondary
Schools" and William W. Bricknuni'S contemptuous comments on it titled
"Rickover as Comparative Educator." It occurred to me that, in a sense, the
antithetical Claims Of these two authors would soon be subjected to pragmatic
jesting, The National aerospace Administration (NASA) was about to attempt landing a man on the moon. The next time I was in Washington, thereforc,-I visited NASA headquarters and talked with some of the program staff .
They agreed to furnish writes and addresses for some 200 astronauts and top
scientists, engineers, and administrators in the Apollo_program. I sent questionnaires to all Of these NASA leaders. "The Sc /tools Behind Masters of the
Moon"-is'the result.

In scheduling the article for the September KAPPAN that -year, -we
gambled pnd won. But-by mid-July 1 was almost as nervous as astronauts
Armsttohg andAldrin must have been before they danced on the moon. I
flew to Cape. Kennedy and stood near Walter Cronkittk.and Vice President
Spiro Agnew -on the morning of July 16. Then Apollo II blasted off with a roar
I can still feel. Font. days Wei we knew, we could release our specia(KAPPAN

with its wrap-around, four-color cover (borrowed froin Look-magazine)
portraying 26 Of the key figures in the project's success. The lead feature. 12
pages long, included the two sections reprinted here, plus an editorial and an

interview with Robert Cilruth, a school principal's son -who ditec
NASA:Manned Spacecraft Center at_Houston. My,editorial attacked "The
Bitter Problem of Prioiities" and included a slightly maudlin note about a 4-
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ilt,zr-old boy who flied of malnutrition nn Titusville, a few miles from Cape
Kennedy, it day before the Apollo blast-off. Most of us remain ambivalent
-about the space program, even as the space shuttle succeeds so splendidly. I

still rather like my doting paragraph. "Man's destiny is'io urihiekthe secrets
of the universe, perhaps, as Wernher Von Braun said after Apollo11. to become immortal by pothdating the stars. AVill he do it so obsessively, oblivious
to other claims upon his Cod-given talents and energy, that he loses his.saving

liananitij?" We non, have an answer to that question. No. (But we go on obsessively building-engines of military destruction. Not Just humanity but the
human race is In terrible danger.)
Let me_append a modern footnote to this discussion of Sputnik, Rickover,
the schools, and N'ASA. Morton Kondracke, editor of The Nm% Republic, put
it this way_recently in the W. all Strevijournal. "In one respect, it's too bad that
the space .shuttle performed flaclessly on its maiden flight. thereby reestab-

lishing America's pre-emmera in space exploration. In 19.57, When the
Soviets sent Sputnik aloft, W' frightened -U.S. repponded with the National
Defence Ethwation _Act, pouring billions of dollars into training not -only
astrophysicists and space engineers but linguists. geographers, and social
scientists. &en. though-y.e-hace a space shuttle and the Soviets !MO. this
country desperately needs to devote its attention and-resources again to improving the quality of- education. Because u c have a space shuttle and the
Soviets don't, its possible I orthe Reagan Administration to ignore onr educational needs. .
Cheek by jowl with the space-age feature in the September 1969 KAPPA N was a piece_ by Ira Polley. superintendew of In& instruction in Michigan, titled "What's'Right with American Education?" Ten years-later, hi November 1979, we publishadilarold llodgkinson'.s"Whaes Right with Education." Note the absence of a question mark in the latter title. Por the KAPPAN,
the llodgkinson article marked the beginning of an era in whicli tee have accentuated the positive. llodgkinsowwas the right. person-to initiate it. As a
former director of the National Institute of Education (which he saved. I rom
political annihilation), he had access to numerous research reports testifying
to the success of education. Most of them had gained little or no attention in
either the-public or professional media, Sacral are cited-in the llodgkinson
(Wilde reprinted here. With others, they form the basis of a half -hourslideta*: report that has been shown, with-the cooperation of PDK chapters. to
audiences throughoutthe L'.S. over the past couple of years. Such repent-sore
the profession's best answer to irresponsible criticism.
_

Ralph Tyler consented to writ e "The-U.S. vs. the World. A Comparison of

Educational Performance" for the Diamond Jubilee special' KAPPAN,
published is January 1981. This balanced Lieu. stands as a rebuke to modernda y. Rickovers.
The Robert Ilatighurst &sews/Jim, of educational leadership rounds out
this section. We need leaders of all the types he describes if we are to respond
successfully to the basic changes that are occurring in pyr society. "Educa-

tional Leadership fa the-Seventies" Was the first-Paul:V. Cook Memorial
Lecture, and was Mitered at the 33rd Biennial Council of Phi Delta Kappa
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on'28 Decemberi971.-Cook wathe- first executive secretary of Phi Delta
serving from 1928 until his retirement in 1956.
Havighurst himself is one of those protean figures who could have been a
leader in any,profe.ssion. He chose education, and by 1950 had written Devel-

opmental Tasks and Education, a work that established him-as one of the
seminal thinkers in the field. He is himself d prime example of the scholarscientist leader he describes.
The KAPPAN- was fortunate to have Havighurst as one of its editorial consultants f rom -1986 through 1975. !have never known an educator with a surer,
grasp of his subject or greater knoicledge of current developments in it. Ap-

proci chine 80, Havighurst continues to serve as professor of education and
human developMent at the University of Chicago. His most recent KAPPAN
-contribution (among lj during my editorship) was 'Indian-Education: AccoMplishments of the LastDecade," written for the Diamond Jubilee issue.

SAME

April 1978.

`A Second Open Letter to Teachers
by faul WCoodring
The wave of school criticism in the late Seventies resembles the
wave that swept over America's'schools in the early Fifties. What
'Can we learn-from that fact? The author of a_famous 1952
Harper's articled explains.

"-`13y this late date it must be obvious to -everyone
engaged in teaching that .a Strong- groundswell is
running against us. Entire issues of popular magazilteS
have been devoted to critical examinations of-public
education, each year more books are published which
ttacks cur rent educational practices,andizi_meeting
of boards pf educatioh more and more voices are being
raised demanding changes in the schools."
.

Although the above might well be the lead for an article published in 1978,
actually it is the opening paragraph Of my "Open Letter to Teachers," published in the July 1952 issue of Harper's. Then, as now, there were charges

-that the quality of education hiet deteriorated, that discipline was being
neglected, that children were 11G. learning to read, and that there were too
many "frills" in the schools. Then, as now, the proposed remedy was a return
to "basic education." And then, as now, the criticism could not wisely be
ignored by educators, because the schools had'some serions.defects.
Anyone who now rereads the critical books of the FiftiesArthur Bestor's
Educational Wastelands, Alhert, Lytid'S Quackery in the Public Schools,
'Bernard I. Bell's Criiis in Education, Mortimer Sinith's And Madly Teach, or
the slashing attacks of Admiral Li:Own Rickoverwill find much that sounds
familiar. And we must admit that ,,ome of the weaknesses identified by those
critics -sail exist. When Evan `Hunter's Blackboard Jungle appeared in ,1954
there were demands for immediate reforms, but since that time the shocking
realities that Hunter, vortrayed have become, evident 'in more and more bigcity schools. Rudolph Fleseh's;Why Johnny'can't-Read; published in 1955,
became a best seller, even though it was never entirely clear just who Johnny
was or how many Johnnies there really were. It seems obvious that some nf
the boys and girls of the generation accused by Flesch of being illiterate are
now, the middleaged critics and defenders of the schools of 1978, yet the
charge that children are not learning to read islleard us often today as it was
23 years ago. And itis true now, as it was then, that some are not learning. The
---differpnce is that we-now excoriate ,dropouts, insist on'keeping every, adolescent in school, proinote on an annual basis, and graduate boys and girls at
age 18 regardless of what they have learned. But it was not the teachers who
dennanded this change; most teachers v, ould he delighted to have some
standards established and enforced.
Since it now seems clear that criticism of the schools comes in waves and
that 'the wave of the late Seventies closely resembles that of the early Fifties,
We ought to be able to learn something from the past. Unfortunately, most
of the critics seem unaware of the history,of educational criticism, while thecurrent defenders of the schools seem --reluctant to learn from the past. We
107
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continue to hear the same tired and ineffective responses to the same old
charges:

Even.iii the best of times the public schools are highly vulnerable to
criticism because of their visibility. At the cud of each day children return
home and report on the day's events. (Private,boarding schools are much less

vulnerahle because their children go-home less frequently.) If children are
yugished; the parents rise in wrath;-but if misbehavior goes unpunished, the

School is criticized for lack of discipline. If a school concentrates on the
academic disciplines, it is criticized .for turning out graduates without "marketable skills"; but if it concentrates onyocational training, it is criticized for
neglecting the sciences, the humanities, and the arts. If it tries to do all of these
things at once, it will he criticized for not taking time to do anything well. But
the public school belongs 'to the people and reflects their views. If the cchl-Citiffnal philosophy of.' he school seems to vaeillate,--as it doesit is because

parents are confused about what they want, and school hoards reflect the
parents' confusion.
Educators, however, must' accept some responsibility for the. criticism.
Some school administra/ors seem as confused about the proper goals of education as are the parents, when they ought to_be better informed and better
able to state -and _defend- their goals. Some seem- -more concerned about
"public relations" and a smoothly operating organization than they are about

educatiOnal quality. Some are reluctant to take a firm stand, on anything.
Some speak educational jargon rather than English: And some teachers in-furiate parents by taking a "teacher knows best" attitude, even with intelli_
gent and well-educated parents who-are legitimately-concerned about their
children's- welfare.
-

Some of the critics, while writing vigorously, reveal their- ignorance.
Columnists, reporters, and editors in a number of cities ha re expressed alarm_
Over their discover y that 4(4,5M, or 60% of the children in their schools have
test scores "below the national norm," apparently unaware that, because the
word "norm.' as used by test makers means only "average," half the children
in the nation must always be below the norm (unless all have identical sem es).
Other_ writers niake too much of the fact that pupils in private schools score
higher on college entrance tests than do those in public schools, igrniring the

fact that the more selective private schools avoid the Problem of educating
slow learners by not admitting them; something a public school cannot do.
The recent decline in scores on the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT), used
as a basis-for admission to college, is a cause for concern;.but no oneknOws
whether: or to what extent, teachers or schools are responsible for 4. The
recent report of the Wirtz Commine attributes the decline to a wide.variety
of factors, including everything from television to the higher divorce rate.
Perhaps.the deemphasis qn standards for graduation has resulted in lower
motivation, but I can find-no evidence of any decline in the quality of teaching over the past 14 years.'It is not at all certain that the students taking the
tests- today can reasonably be compared_ with the much smaller, and presumably more highly .selected, group that took the test 14 years ago. In any
case, as its name implies, the SAT m designed to measure scholastic aptitude
#`
rather -than.prior learning.
Two of the major targets of the earlier critics have disappeared from the
scene since 1952.-Nlany of the earlier critics focused their attacks on "teachers
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collegesr which. they maintained, taught "nothing but methods" and turned
out teachers insufficiently prepared in the academic disciplines. Thoe critics
were a hit confused, because-the teachers colleges provided more-liberal
education than the critics were aware of, and in any case the great majority of
secondary school anda large minority of elementary school teachers were not
and never had been products of teachers colleges. They were ,graduates of
private liberal arts colleges and of public and _private universities.
Since 1952 teachers colleges as separate. single-purpose institutions have
just about disappeared from the Ametican scene. The state universities that
have grown oat of the one-time teacheis collegesSan Francisco State and
Kent State are conspicuous examplesnow offer a wide variety of programs,
and candidates for-teaching are in the minority. In these institutions the acasciplines are not taught by professional educators but by specialists
acmick
in the academic disciplines. and every future teacher gets the major part of his
instruction -lion' these sPecialiSts.
The second disappearing target was that vague complex of theories, attitudes, and Points of view called "progressiveeducation." In 1952 progressive education was the favorite whipping li.Oy of the critics; today it is rarely
mentioned. John Dewey, Who was called "the father of progressive education" (though he denied the paternity and was sometimes highly critical of the
excesses of the progressives), also gets march -less- attention today.
A generation ago, under the aegis of progressive education. many educators Made the mistake of trying to accept full responsibility for thetotal development of the whole child. ignoring the fact that over the course of a year
the typical chill spends between 80Z and 85% of his waking hours out of
schoolin the home, on the street. on the playgrmind, of Cod knows where.
Parents, rather than teachers, are responsible for these out-of-School hours
and :conr....rinently for a large part of the child's development. As everyone
oughtto know by_now, because of ceaseless repetition, it is estimated that between the ages of 6 and 18 a typical child :spends about as many hours watching television as he spends in school. If this is true, television producers must
accept a large measure of responsibility for the
moral development.
-But, with today's programmirig, before he becomes an adult a child will Witness thousands of ivutal acts ten perpetrated by the "good guy"a cop, a
private eye, or a secret service agent who was "only doing his duty" when he
took iWipoa himself to dispense "justice" by physical violence in titter diert.,
gaid of all of our national principles of justice. It is impossible for teachers to
counteract, the effect of this televised mayhem and it is silly for imyone to say
that it does no harm to a developing personality just because there is "no
proven correlation" between television and crime. A child learns from all of
his experiences. in and out of-school, and watching televised brutality in
living color is surely an experience.
Although the schools should do what they can to foster morality, the moral
standards of children Will never he very mudh better than those of the society
around them. If a school is a "blackboard jnngle," it is because the surrounding community is a jangle. The schools of New York, Chicago, and Detroit

are among the most expensive in the nation, and their teachers are-highly
paid in comparison to teachers in small towns, even when allowance is made
for differentials in the cost of living. It is doubtful that pouring federal dollars
into these,schools will do very much to.Unprove them until the communities
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theluseIVes become better examples -pf- civilized life. The primary task is

that of iinproiing the community.
Outside the major-cities the prospects for public education look much
better, Rural schoolsrparticularly those in the South, have improved notably
over the past; 25 years. The major criticisms directed against the schools do
not 'fit the faCts in the smaller cities and rural areas where most Americans
live.
DeSpite all cliches about ours being an "urban nation." fewer than 10% of
all Americanflive in cities of over one million population, and the percentage
living in such cities-is declining. Fewer than 30% live in cities as large as
106,000= 'The notion- that our entire nation has become "urbanized" resultsfrom the curious habit of the Census Bureau of counting every community of
over 2,500 people as "urban?' Even by that definition, 53 million Americans
still live in areas classed as "rural," while another 100 million live in small cities
or in suburbs Where the schools are far moresuccessful than those in thereally

One underlying source of criticism is that educators have promised too
much and the people have conic to expect too much of public education.
Unlike a private hoarding school, which has custody of a child throughout the
day and week, the public school is a day schql in-whiCh th r child is,pregentfor only a few hours-a day for half the.days of the year. Within these time
limits the school should not try :o do everything that needs to he done; it
should concentrate on what it can do best and leavc many responsibilities to
the home and other social agencies. Thisis the strongest argument-for "basic
education," provided that we can comet to agreement on what is basic. As of
arm-there is no such agreement. Some of those who use the term speak only

of the dire. Rs,:but no informed person thinks that "readin, 'ritin', and
'rithmetic"Can reasonably take up the full time ofa child throughout 12 years
of schooling. Others, including the spokesmen for theCouncil for Basic Education, would add many of the traditional academic disciplines: algebra, history, foreign languages anal literatures, the various scktnces, art, music, and
perhaps philosophy. But other enthusiasts for basic education place the emphasi, on morality. religion, and patriotism, while some would add vocational training to the list.
FT: those in search of a definition, a good place to start is the dictionary,
whichsays that "basic" means "forming a base or basisfundamentalserving as a starting point." Learning to read obviously is basic, because it provides the basis for learning about all other subjects and everything else that is
Id print, Writing provides one of the bases for communication. Arithmetic is
basic to higher mathethatics and the sciences. It iialso necessary for anyone
who Must keep accounts or compute an income tax. It might be argued that a
knowledge of history, economics, political science, and .the physical and
social sciences is basic to sound-decision making in the voting booth. Vocationai- training is secondary _rather- than basic: It' is-an application of basic
knowledge to a vocation, as when arbanto mechanic applies the principles of
physics to the repair of an internal combustion engine. Some school activities,
such as those of a cheerleader or drum majorette, do not appear to be basic to

anything, however much fun they may be.
But it is not at all clear that all the activities engaged in during 12 years of
fornial schooling can be or should be "basic." After a child has taken the first'
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or fundamental stepswhich are the basic orrsho should take the second,
thirci,,and fourth steps. Basic education is unAt obviously appropriate during
.the early years of schooling.
The American public school has been ! le victim of rising expectations
without a comparable rise in performance Me must redefine and delimit our
3
goals-and make it clear to the people jus what we can and can not accomplish.
Because of the rapid fluctuation in t e supply-demankatio for.varions
kinds of work, no school, not even a vlicational school, can safely promise
that every_ graduate Will find the kind of job for which he has been prepared.
!Ube was narrowly trained, his specially may not even exist 10 years after his
1
graduation.
A school with a broader and more liberal program offers bet&er preparation for long-range goals, but no school, however academic iV orientation
and however eagerly it embraces basic education, can guaraVee that every
graduate will he well informed and deeply interested in the thiings that matter
most, or even,that he wiliktp able to read difficult books wish understanding
and write with clarity and force. No school can assure karents that their
children will become virtuous citizens who are psycholog'6ally well adjusted.
All it can promiseall that any educator ought to proinf b is an opportunity
to learn under favorable circumstances, with the help o a competent teacher
and with a modest. amount of essential equipment, including some good_
books. Whatever the program may he, however competent the teacher may
be, it is the child who must do the learning. If this can be made clear to parents, their demands on the school may be modified, and'perhaps they will
accept greater responsibility for their own part in the child's education.

/

1

/
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December 1974

Letter from an Angry Teacher
by-Florence Lewis
More-than ever, the public school teacher is accused of "a simple failure to
teach basic skills" and is responsible for "an attendant syndrome of failure
which contributes to a student's low Self-esteem." Also, we are told, teachers
fail ."to relate to, or communicate with, or respect students, especially lowachieving students, as human beings. . . Looming large in the shadow of
these charges is a conviction in the community that "schopls as social systems
'promote a life of conformity,-authoritarianism, a certain rigidity, almost compulsiveness
"I May I respond to these failures, one at a time? nave been a
teacher for 20 years and it is my_ duty. First, ete simple failure to teach baide skills. How the hell can we teach
basic, especially basic, skills if the kids aren't there, if, even on the elementary
level; one of the symptoms oltheslow learner is that he isn't there because his
mother isn't there or his father isn't there and he ean'ty,et to school by himself
becausehe's` maybe 7-years old.
I know what theteacheris supposed to do. She is supposed to go find the
'kid every afternoon when she has finished_her "busy-work" and sit down in
the middle of,the kitchen or the basement or the attic of the child's home or his

commune and announce, "Here I am. I'm Bradley's- teacher. Where is
Bradley? I want to teach him his-basic skills."
Am I making up a story? Pope, I am not: I used to do that when I was in

my twenties, and once I went 'looking for "Robert" to tell Robert -that I
ivanted to relate to him by teaching him a lesson or two at home, and hwanted
to relate to ,his widowed mother by begging her to get !When to scho 1Z and
Robert hadlour big brothers, and I almost got myself raped: I know! I should

have accelttl1 that too and joyrally, but I wasn't- with it. I liked' Robert,
though, He told me what a sweathouse was. Ile told me it was a whorehouse,
nit a place where you dry' our cocoa beans.2
What about _schools as social systems that promote a life of conformity,

authoritarianism, a certain rigidity?- I recall a real battle-ax of a- teacher

forteing, literally fercing, speech sounds out of marginal kids, those who had
been damaged by rubella or meningitis and consequently had lost part_ of
theii'vision, part of their hearing, and part of their "learning centers. "-They
literally could not speak, and this old vulture was teaching them how. She
kne0i how. Yes, she did, but the kids wanted to go to sleep or wanted to drift
off in.a world where they could dream whatever half-visions they desired;
and I kecall seeing one of these kids cry because the old bird had been relentless mitt tompulsive,"anareven; and I ran off into a corner and wept with the.
uselessness and cruelty brit all.

Several months later the kid for-whom I had wept saw me out of the
corner of her eye and in strangulated but proud tones she spoke my name and
told me that she was going home to Fresno for Christmas. She got every single
word out. I hugged her and kissed her and put her hand on my throat and lips
as I said over and over again how happy I was. And she nodded her head in
agreement-and kept saying, "Yes, yes."

Now, this was a marginal kid. Most of our low-achieving students have
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both the -senses. Do you suppose that a little more drill, a certain rigidity, a
certain compulsiveness -about drill .? Nobody says you can't play games,
but thoSe of us who have had clifficulty learning a skill or a concept recognize
with gratitude the teacher -or the aide or the parent who stood over us and
said, "Do it again!""Say it once more.""I'll shoW_you again.""Now you do it."
I am not suggesting huthiliation in front of
class. I am not suggesting a
lockstep. I am suggesting believing enough in what you have to give to a kid
and believing that the kid, no matter what his problems are, can learn the skill
and-enjoy a sense of accomplishment. If we are too afraid to hang in.there,
cloesn'tit suggest that we have no real faith in our ability to teach or the ability
of-the-kid to learn?

That old' vulture teacher taught another les'son. She taught:kids that
learning-would come hard .but_ that learning-thereicotild be. Our instant=
breakfast, kid's, instant everything, Want-instant-learning, and often the
teacher who arguesfor patience and time is the new ogre. On the elementary
level, the argument'froin a parent or foster-parent whose child is not learning
to read is that it doesn't take more than "a minute" to learn that stuff,_ii the
teachers were not so lazy about giVing an hour or tWo-for a:few days each
week every month. For the slow learner, the rigid, almo-st compulsive teacher
may be the one who can break through. It's easier to go off in the corner and
cry.
BLit after Hobert and the deaf-blind child, what happened? Did I concernmyself "with the life concerns of adolescents: sex, love, joy; Self-doubtjear,

anxiety, pain, loneliness,_belongingall the issues"?
How can I teach literature if I do not teach understanding of the-human
condition? For 10 years I have -been a, practicing -if not- a- card-carrying
member of the English 300 Society, whose philgsophybriefly stated is that
good teachers revise the curriculum and exchange ideas and try team teaching in order to deal closely with these human concerns; and the cry is still,
"Nothing goes on in schools." But a good history teacher will also be able to
fire up his kids on those' factors that make it impossible for human beings to
live together,-let alone love one another.
Concerning the specific charge of not dealing- with sex and-love and
joyand, finally, life: Only recently has it_been just a little bit easy to intro,
duce certain "controversial" texts in the classroom. Believe it or not, thre are
still places in California, swinging California, where the board will *let a
teacher bring Catcher in the Rye into the classroom. Five years ago, in my
home-town, a teacher who wanted "to study" To Kill a Mockingbird was
called a radical,-and had he not-been a- member in good standing with the
teacher union, his superintendent w uld have fired him. Ten ,years ago a
brightyoung teacher in San Francisc wanted to use an article from Harper'sentitled "Sex," or something like it. I was a bland article; it was pulum, but
oneof the parents at 'the school where I was situated sprang a leak, and our
stupid central office ordered-the high school to remove "Harper's from-the
shelves and never to order it again. The poor girl who had suggested the
article as a reading assignment -was badgered and hounded and called upon
..to testify on herpurpose and to explain. I daiesay this girl thought twice about
anything coming into her classroom that smelled of life or-sex. Witness not too
long ago the California State, Board of Education,- under-pressure of the fundamentalists, insisting that we- present Darwinian eVolution. as theory. Add,
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more recently the Vonnegut boqk burning is a grim reminder that the teacher
may be'willirig but the community may not.3
I have now. responded to three charges of failure. The issue still looins
large.
What can sve do with the fact that so many of our kids can't even read and
write their own language? And so many _of them are turned on to drugs? I he
sieve we must quit asking for miracles from the schools. The schools cannot
undo the first five years of alome where a kid has no er been spoken to, just
shoved aside. I know of some little ones who had nes er sat in a chair until they

came to -kindergarten. They literally do not know "Chair." The world of
kindergarten is a trip to another planet. These kids -won't be ready to read for
several years, not in an establishment-type school. What's the answer? To get
rid of the chairS? Or does the kid need a different kind of school where the
first thing he gets when he comes to school is breakfast?
And how do you fill up the hole in a kid whose answer to life is drugsbecause there is only the abyss svithout the drug? School is absolutely the wprst
place forlain._Does that mean that we make over the schAl to fit those kids
who need one -to -one therapy or Synanon? And for kids who must haveimmediatereWards so that any kind of discipline, like steady attendance, home-work (what's that?), or even carrying a hook to class is out of the question,
even drugs are an immediate kind of reward. What can we do for him when
-he needs "input," but he cannot put out? What's the answer? Yoe tell me, be-

cause all this kid ever-cries is, "I'm bored, I'M bored."
My school has basic- emergen T procedures for drugs and other referral
servicesrApd some members of the staff, tireless and dedicated, listen to and
rap with -kids. _But the help a really helpless kid needs is open-ended. A
teacher who has skills to teach can't give a troubled kid the whole of his day ,
and some kids need that and _more_ A.really troubled child can devour his
counselor or his teacher. and then the cry begins thaeMr. So-and-so or Ms. or,
Mrs. is neglecting papers, the other kids, the classrooth. he teacher who does
his
well needs to remain in the classroom, not as an advertisement for
rapping but for teaching.And there is no good teacher who doesn't listen to a
kid: But he's also got to teach five classes, attend meetings during his lunch
and prep periodsand these are meetings on ssas to revise the curriculum or
"start a remedial prugram ftiqds who are cutting." And so [Aeon him two or
three or five kids w ho have to see him anytime they hay e to see him, and the
poor.girl- or guy loses his/her marbles. The other day I saw one of my colleaguessay very gently to a troubled kid,"Look, I have to go to the can. I'll he

rightput." Is that any-way to live?
Perhaps it's time I delivered my self of some real answers. E. ery body else
has.1:et's really accept the idea that public education is changing. O.K. It has
to. It'S a tired old roan who gets up at 6 a.m., shaves, tries to look respectable.

even jaunty. But he faces a losing battle. lie has to teach skills, keep-the
garb* from overflowing the halls, try out new lifestyles, keep the toilets
safe kr elimination, improve the curriculum, feed kids a hot lunch.striv e for
ethnic balance. introduce venereal disease "relevantly" into family living
courses, maintain buildings, keep the walls up. keep the ground doss n, teach
drug edication, keep the pushers out, teach (Irk er education. Oh, he's a tired
old magi So let's take him out and shoot him. Once and for all. And get rid of
him ay a damned scapegoat.
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And let's get ritrof 12 years in Southeast Asia and end the mentality that
caused and nurtured the cold war. But it's the Vietnam war more than anything else that has caused us to question that rotten old man and the sort of
lies he taught Us when and if he taught uswhich he didn't. So let'sgixe the
war a medal.
And let's get rid of living for the buck. And the automobile. Anil- then we can -get rid of driver education. And drugs %mill cost so winch Money.
And while we are doing all of the above, let's make a lot of love, because
some activity should take the place of war and driver education.
And let's teach the language of Watergate. It has all the foam of discjurse;
!ley, maybe we should take hack the medals that we just gave to the war and
shoot the war. The waf,feally_pushed drugs on us. And let's give medals to the
tired old man and his swinging teachers who tried to keep the old man alive
by stretching him in all directions.
-Perhaps the key is the teacher, unintimidated aud confident.- Confident
that he has something to teach, confident that he can do it well._Unafraid to
ask_ for courtesy while-he's "communicating.' skills or ideas, unafraid_ to ask
for help if a kid -isn't ready to learn or if the teacher honestly feels he can't
handle the ituation or the kid; like-the:kid who has been throwing typewriters out of,_ the window or threatening hini with a knife. Unafraid to
demand breathing tithe_for himself; unaltaidto demand a classroom and a
teaching schedule that will enable him to spot a troubled kid or a sick one. lie
may not he able to relate to thatikid, but he can find those who can.
And the other key is holding on to good teachers where they are most
needed at the elementary and secondary: levels. Rewards like respect and
money should not scorned in a society diat placesso much value on nfoney
and _ poWer. But _the real problem-is-once again-identifying what -a-good
teacher is. Suppose a
is grea t for rapping but teaching the skills bores him.
Stippose-he loves kids, wants to be friends with them, and that's all. lie's not
turned on to teaching anything.-lie teaches love. Is love enough? Kids soon
-get bored with love in the classroom. Suppose we have a teacher who teaches
the kids basiemath or algebra and behaves like a refrigerator. The kids come
in and sit down. Aild the _need sweaters. Can kids learn from asold teacher?
Suppose the answer is yes. Should we melt down the teacher of algebra? The
weather does get cold-on occasion. %What about the rap specialist ? -Do we
teach him how to spell?
There is such-a thing as accountability. A teacher has obligations to his
subject matter too. But what subject matter, I hear you cry, in a world gone
crazy with war and poverty alienation.and drugs? What subject matter?,0h,
love, let us hold one another and connect, but the story of our days will fade
away, and the Brave New World will come and Orwell's DuckSpeak too, and
the guys on top, oh the guys on top. they will know that 2+2 once equalled
four. and a play called The Tempest had a gal called Miranda.
The key is the teacher, not his failures but his.valor. Not his apathy but his

courage under fire, his gilts; his determination not to lose his collective
marbles. Let's gig e him a medal: And shoot the guys' ho write articles from
the outside, looking in,

I

All quoted lines t,otne from m article entitled "Is Drug Education %% orkmg: Salta;
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day Review; December, 1972, which a good friend photoeo*d and left on iuy desk in
theihope that-I would spring a leak.
2. Puttibg aside the dubious to> of being raped. how ss as I responsible for Robert's low
self-esteem or his syndrome of failure? I was willing. I was wanting, Lwas ready to
relate. communicate with, respect him and his nionillis duMb brothers got in the way
3. I refer to the.North Dakota burning of Slaughterhouse Five.
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The School Behind Masters of the Moon
by Stanley M. Elam

In the late -Eif ties the Rickover breed of critic blamed, U.S. edit,cation iveaknesses for linssi&is ear'y lead in-the "space race."
Were pbst=Sputnik improvements respbnsible for the present
U.S. lead?Well, hardly. .
As.the-basis f or,this article,-KAiTAN editors queried nearly
200 key, figures in America's space-effort:
Ten .,years after 'astronaut-to-be Michael-Collins graduated-from St. Albans
School in Washington, D.C., Admira1,11. C. Riekover gave thefiftieth anni-.

versary commencement speech there on the- topic, "Why European
Secondary Schools Are Stiperier_to American."
That_wasin 1958.- Rickover was already. the darling of post-Sputnik editcation critics who fed a humiliated America its necessary saapegOaChr his addresi,r Rickover said, "The chronic shortage of -good- "scientists, engineers,
and.other professionals which plagues us is the result of inadequate pre-pro-

fessional education.of time wasted in public school which must-be made
up later On:" In a 16 February 1958 This Week article, - Rickover said that
"rightly, Sputnik ,has -been seen as a -triumph-of-Russian education:" In his
. opinion, the Russians had no trouble turning out skilled professionals three
times as,many engineers as we did, for example.
6
Rickover warned-America that."to maintain scientific and technological
leadership and the modicum of culture necessary in a civilized society [italics
added], we must _get to work on the long-range_ task of reorganizing' piir
-public schools so that they may give us the kind of,people needed today,
wherefew problems can solved by common sense and hard physicalwork
alone, but where the need above all is for-well-equipped minds, `adjusted' -to
this scientific era in man's history."
The Rickover brand of criticism had its effect, as every educator knows. A
new era in American education began with Sputnik I. For example, within a
year after its passage in 1958, the National Defense Education Act had poureda hundred million new chpars into improVements in the teaching of science,
math, modern languages, and the training of "highly skilled technicians."
KnoWledgeableAmeric*s now recognize, however, that Rickover was
wrong in much of what he said a decade age. We are now at a new appraisal
point. Education-is newly challenged, but-the challenges are different. The
outcome-of the unofficial but universally, recognized "race to the_moon" that
developed between the USSR and the United States in the Sixties Was little af:
'fected by the-hard line in education advocated by Rickover and the Council
for Basic Education, with its emphasis on math and science in American prep
schools. Although (as Robert Cilruth says in the interview that follows this
article) the scientists and engineers who put Apollo 11 astronauts on the moon
are young, -they arenot that young. For example, Michael Collin at ,39 is
about-two years-older than the average for aslionauts, all 53 Of whom had
finishedhigh_school by 1958.
For the wealthiest and most technologically advanced nation in the world,
117
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success in space was simply a matter of-adjtisting national priorities, All that
was required was the national will to mount a giant, program. The scientific

prinCiples had already been -established by such men as Tsiolkovsky,
Goddard, and Oberth (see The Three School Teacher., Who; Opened The
Space Age," p. 123). Many of the basic inventions had been made; there was a

convergence of technologies, in computers, fuelsmefallurgy, astronautics,
and a host_of new fields.' Sputnik provided theinotivation; in the. cold war
context, and PreSident Kennedy gave the national will a specific -goal.
Nevertheless, Admiral Rickover was perfectly correct in emphasizing the
importance of a_well7educated work force-for an enterprise as demanding as
putting a than on the moon. For the 1!.S. it required the labor ot 300,000 to
400,000 people over a period of eight years. Neither America nor the Soviet
-Union could have achieved .Vharthey have.Without an educated citizenry,
and the iemainder of this article will present some facts about the education
of -key figures in AMerica's spaceichievement.
In preparing to write on this topic, we soon learned 'that no one had
gathered the pertinent facts. The Public Information Office of the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration in -Washington was willing to help,
however, and suppliedinforination about and addresses for 170_key NASA
scientists, engineers,_manageis, and other specialists, aswell as thumbnail
-biographies of the 53_astronauts in training at the beginning of this year. A,
brief questionnaire-was develojied and'mailed in early.July to the 170 key
NASA personnel and about 30 others representing some of the major NASA
contractors. It asked only for information about their contributions to the
space effort, an outline of their formal schooling, and frank,opinions on the
importance of different phases of this schooling in their careers.
,

Although .the questiOnnaires were sent only a week or so before the crucial
Apollo 1,1 flight, nearly half of the recipients took time to fill them out. Our
major conclusions and impressions upon reading the replies and the NASA-

biographies Can be briefly stated:

1. The formal schooling of key people in Arnerida's space effort is
enormously varied, but the vast majority of our respondents attended public
elementary, and high schools in the U.S. (Only the colony of Germans brought
to America from Peenemuefide were educated elsewhere.) in althost equal
numbers, they are graduates of public and prkiate colleges and universities
and federally operated
and service institutions of all kinds. At least
half of them have the master's degree and nearly one-fifth have earned the
doctorate.
2. Niany, of the engineers and scientists report_bcing influenced in career
selection_by their early school experiences. Sometimes it was a high school
course, sometimes-a teacher whose influence was decisive. Usually it -was a
combination of these and other influences.

3. Interestingly, in a period characterized by revolt against what universities have come to represent, our respondents were almost unanimous intheir praise of their college and university preparation. Obviously, they were
campus "squares," achievement- oriented, disinclined to_ crilicisni and negativism, eager to pry open the store of goodies available on nearly any college
campus. They would not beout demonstrating if they were in school today:
they %youkl be slaving away 4n their labs and dorms to master a discipline.
4: jaledt, can crop up anywhere. While prestige-institutionsmay attract a
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disproportionate share Of it, nevertheless it is-worth noting that thd170"key
people" identified by NASA did their college work at 119 different U.S. and
16 different European institutions (the-German contingent again).
' Twelve institutions each figured in the preparation of five or more of the
key people: the-Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 15; the University of
-Michigan; 10; Darmstadt University (Germany), '9; the U.S. Military Acad-

emy (West Point), 8; the U.S. Naval Academy -(Annapolis), 7; Auburn
University, George Washington University, Georgia Institute of Technology,
IlatVard University, -Purdue University, and Rensselaer Pqlytechnic

Institute, each 6; and Virginia Polytechnic institute, 5. The range of other
alma maters is 'almost incredible. There are graduates of great state and
private universities, of junior colleges, of teachers colleges. 0. C. Jean,
deputy director of the Aem-Astrodynamic-Lab at the Marshall Space Flight'
Center, Iltintsville,,Alahama, took his B.S. in math,-1951, at Murphreesboro
State Teachers College. There is one graduate of Howard College (now Samford -UniOrsity) of Birmingham. He is P. R. -Bell, chief, Lunar and Earth
Sciences Division ,_MahneaSTaceeraft- Center, HousEin.
Perhaps the best. way of conveying the flavor and4rust of replies to the
questionnaire is to quote directly sonic of the prominent respondents. ,
Rocco Petrone is already_a legendary figure at the Kennedy Space Center.
-in- Florida, Lined for his driving energy and insistence upon perfection. As
director of laiinch operations, he is responsible for the management and tech-dical- direction of preflight operation and integration, test, checkout, and
launch of all space vehicles, both nianned and unmanned. A West Point graduate in 1946, he played on the great Academy football teams during the era ot
All-Americans "Doc"-Blanchard and Glenn Davis (Mr-Inside and'Mr. Outside): He took his master's and _Professional engineering degrees at MIT in-1952. SaysTetrone of his school experience:
-

"I believe my formal schoolingespecially _thy graduate level educationprepared'ine very- well for the responsibilities I have carried out in the
space effort. I- must also state that one of the biggest contributions of my
formal education has been to stithulate- further on-the-job education by .
-raising the questions: Why ? How -come ?-Are you sure? Etc."
Christopher-Columbus Kraft, jr. (one (tithe men' cited by Gilinth in his
KAPPAN interview as_a major contributor tc space success) is director, of
flight-'d peratiOns for the Manned Spacecraft Center at Houston. A graduate
of public grade and high schools in Virginia,-he took the B.& in aeronautical
engineering at Virginia Polytechnic- Institute. As early as 1963, he on the
NASA Distinguished Service Medal from the President of the U.S. and since
then has received many other awards for creative scientific and organizational achievements. Ilessays:
"A math teacher_ at Hampton High School, Mrs. Stevens, probably had
greater influence on my selection of engineering than anyone else ilt,tny lower

education career, At- college, Professor Seltzer, head -of the AeronauticalEngineering Department, was really the cause of my Selecting aeronautical
engineering in my junior year-as my major. The military program at UPI
probably had a great deal to do with shaping my character and career. I feel
that I received a good education at VPI, mostly in learning how to use the
tools of basic engineering.-flovever, because of the period during which lat..
tended college (the war years), I was poorly prepared to enter into the world
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of aeronautical research and development. Most of in education in this field
was obtained on the job, and particularly from William II.. Phillips, who was
my immediate supervisor at ACA [predecessor to NASA). My work in the
Hight Research Division at -NAC A gage me excellent schooling in thoseelements required for-the manned ,spaceflight program."
E. D. Mohlere -is director_of university-affairs at the-Marshall center in
I luntsville. A graduate of various grammar schools in Illinois and of the Oak
Park high School in the Thirties, he has a rather unusual combination of college degrees: a B.S. in military engineering at West Point and an M.S. in metallurgical engineering at MIT to go with a bachelor's in international relations at
-George Washington University. Ile says:
School I attended was a particularly good one that laid heavy
-emphasis on communicative skills. This has served well The school purSued
a policy of firm discipline. At times it seemed Oppressive... [but) now I value

the policy. This is not to say that thought was regimentednot at all. Freedem _of thought and disciplined thought processes or mechanics are_ com,patible deSpite news_to_the contrary."'
Richard J, Allen is one of only four among the NASA respondents whose
;entire early schooling was obtained at private schools (St. Mary's of Loretto
Grammar School and High School and St. Bernard High in Alabama). He is a
Major contributor to the"Cemini Configuration Management System" and
"principal implementer of design.ceitificanon of--Apollo flight and ground
systems for manned earth orbital and lunar missions" as test manager, Apollo
Test. Directorate. Like other NASA-engineers, he is
to his schools: "Elementary school provided excellent basic tools.... The key %vas discipline and
practice and'an uncluttered curriculum with outstanding devotion to teaching by several dedicated sisters
ugh school provided basic disciplines ...
good study habits. large workloads, excellent language training (Latin in particular), good math basics and science." Speaking of his early college-education (at Vanderbilt), Allen mentions professors who developed an appreciation in the student for a good hard day's%vork. A Mr. Glenn ",hrought home
the point thata problem worked well without the right answer isn't worth a
damn." Allen-believes the school environment today is too cluttered with
"nice to
rather than "need to know" information. Ilesuggests that "the
persTiarstability, emotional maturity, and capability- to judge and_ reason
effectivelY, developed initially in college, provide the cradle in which thestndent, svill build his professional career."
George C. White is director, Apollo Quality and Reliability, with responsibility-for establishing- policies and auditing Performance of manned space
flight centers. Ile says:
."The importance of -information gained in formal school diminished
-rapidly after the first t.. o or three y ears out oesehool. [But] attitudes (leveloped toward continued learning from work experience vi ere of increasing

importance. . .."
Roderick 0. Middleton, now Apollo program manager. at the Kennedy
Space Center, writes:
"I obtained an excellent classical background at I Iarvard, a broad spectrum of engineering courses at Ft. Bliss -(aerodynamics, instrumentation,
computer technology, statistical theory in damage- analysis missile guidance
technology, rocket theory and application, etc.) not available, to the best of
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my knowledge, at any single university during that time.... I am not certain
that adequate depth is available in most courses today, or that sufficient emphasis is placed upon breadth of knowledge, to provide the best system engineers in quantity."
Ernst D. Geissler directs research and development for the Aero-AstrodynaMics Lab at Marshall Space Flight Center in Huntsville. Ile took his B.S.
and M.S. degrees in physics and math at the Technical University.of Dresden,
-Germany, in 1939 and his doctorate in applied math from the Technical University in_Darmstadt in 1951. He received NASA's Award for Exceptional
Scientific Achievement in 1963. His remarks are perhaps characteristic of the
German Colony's-reaction _to our questionnaire:
"The impartance of formal school consists primarily in 1) training -for
logical and independent thinking as a foundation for later scientific work
.(primarily in high school plus college), and 2)yroviding workiny knowledge
of fundamental concepts and tools in mathematics, physics, and general engineering and their applications toward problem solution (primarily at colleges
and universities). It is neither possible nor necessary-that this training be
closely focused on the particular problem i encountered later in professional
-life.

.

It is my impression that formal training in this country right after the war
was of uneven quality and did frequently emphasize learning rather than independent thinking. However, since the Sputnik time, education has much
improved. and;many universities and institutes of- technology produee-not
only excellent scientists and engineers but carry on significant research in
science and technology related to space flight. The effort of American edu,cation has thusbecome an excellent foundation for further progress in space."
Perhaps three or four times as many scientists and engineers work for corporatiofis-ifid universities with NASA contracts as work for NASA directly. It
was impossible in the limited time available to us to locate and question many

of them, but Roger McFall- is one example. Ile is a Milford, Michigan,
mechanical engineer who helped with Bendix Corporation research and deYelopthent in the new discipline of fluidics. Fluidic systems replace-electronics for nuclear environments associated with NERVA rocket engines.
McFall-is a public schoolS product and graduate of Michigan State University (B.S..in mechanical engineering, 1960). ,Ile took the M.S.E. at-Arizona
State-University_ in 1966. He says:
:1 developed an interest in physics and math in high school. Math teacher
-Ray Ellis of Chesaning was a strong influence. Aptitude tests taken at a preregistration summer conference at Michigan State caused rue to decide to
Change my major from art to mechanical engineering. This was the most important single_ influence on my career. One important weakness in my educational background (and probably in that of many_other small town people) is
that I never had the opportunity to meet scientific or engineering personhel
and therefore never knew what their jobs consisted of until after I left high
school."
'Only one N1ASA- respondent, J. W. Herring, has no college training.
Herring is deputy director of the Technical Services Office at the Marshall
Space Flight Center. Ile.writes:
"The lack of formal education above the high school level has made it difficult -for me to perform certain phases of my work with maximum effi-

.
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ciency. 'ith more roma! schooling 1 could communicate much better
our scientists and engineers, could better understand their problems and requirements, and therefore could !onside them with efficient and effective
support."
We shall say littleabout the educational backgrounds of the SIAstronauts
listed by NASA's Public, information °trice; they arebetter-known than arc
other **masters of the moon." I lowever. it is interesting to considerthat these

men, all aceomplishl-pilots with man," rs of flying to theircredit, bas;
spent at least half -their lives in school. Their early training (with the exception of Collins) was in public schools. Almost all of them have the master'S

degree and 14 hold earned doctorates. Two have amedical degree. 'IC'doctorates come from many different institutions: three from the California
Institute of Techria,gy, and one each from.Yale, Stanford, Michigan, the
-Massachusetts Institute of Technology (moonman Aldrin holds this one),.
California at-Berkeley, Kentucky, I larvard, N9rth Carolina, and the UniversitY. College of Cardiff, Wales, Two of the ash-On:tuts were educated outside
the U.S. Philip Chapman, earned-his' high school diploma at Parramatta
High School in New South-Wales, Australia, and his B.S. at Sydney University. The M.S. in-aeronautics and astronautics and the doctorate in-instrumentation, however, came_ from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
John Llewellyn, schooled in Cardiff, Wales, U.K., -took-the B.S. and the doctorate in chemistry from the University College of-Cardiff. Ile entered the
NASA program after serving as rtpost-doc4oral fellow at the National-Research.Council in Ottawa, Canada. and as a research associate and professor.
At Florida State University.
For the masters of the moon and be) muL there is no_goal, no authority,

more worthwhile or more dependable than facts, no taint more precious
than "know-how." These modern; pragmatic, "square" men of science
demonstrate a solid respect for "useful knowledge," n loyalty to the_job at
hand, a devotion to thorough preparation. Neil Armstrong did not become an
Eagle Scout 1) smelling flowers. The masters of the moon did their homework.
in the November 1967 KAPPAN, Harry Brandy wrote of "Art, Science,
amiNew Values One of many astute remarks he made in that classic piece
was this: "Our possibilities have outrun our imagination, and we look to artists
to cimjure up images of life that would make these possibilities aesthetically
interesting and some of-them irresistible." Will the explorers of space become
-new models for young America, opening up a frontier that will engage the
virile compulsions of the young? %%Ill space provide an Opportunity to de- velop new meanings for patriotism, courage, integrity? Is the dissenter with
his vision of Che' Guevara as lido nbw pass1
Another remark 'made b} Professor Broady applies. Ile said that "once
technology makes social Justice possible. we cannot get 1) with gowl intentions." An education that avoids the realities of the earth, an education
fuzzi4 aunty at some_future escape to other ss odds, seems unw orth:s if not
actually ridiculous. We ma) decide to continue producing the kind of men

Admiral Rickover wanted, men "to maintain scientific and technological
leadership and the modicum of culture necessary in a cis liked society: but
we must do much better than that We must try to provide education for
social reconstruction on an earth in dire need of it.
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The Three School-Teachers Who Opened the -Space Age
Education and space e.kploration are todal.as inseparable as y in and y ang. in

odd ways history has bound them together. The three dreamer-inventors
whip showed Man how to master space wereall teacherst"It is curioukthat the
Romanianlierinann Oherth, like Tsiolkovsky and Goddard, earned his living
as a teacher; presumably the academic life gave all three men both the leisure
and the training for their speculations." says the Life-Time Science Library
book, Ilan and Space. 1964, upon w'Aich this note is based. The different
origins of these-men are clear proof_that no one nation can claim the Space
Age as its own.
KONSTANTIN TSIOLKOVSKY

Konstantin EduardoVich Tsiolkovsky was a deaf schoolteacher
bo'rn in a small town south of Moscow in 1857. He was passionately Interested in science as a'boy and became obsessed with the problem of

ispace travel. Though largely self-taught, he had ,a sound grasp of
physics and mathematics. He was one of thefirst men to realize that
the rocket provided a means of escaping ftom the earth. As early as
1898, he had derived the fundamental mathematical laWs of rocket
motion upon which the design of all space vehicles is based. In 1903

.le year of Kitty Hawkhe published his main results and laid the
foundation of astronagtics. Moreover, he foresaw space exploration as
part of a continuing social piocess that would eventually transform
human life and spread it through the Solar. system. To advance his
iddas he pouted fotth a stream of articles and wrote the remarkable
Outside the Earth, a fictionalized account-of his theories. When the

first airplanes were staggering off the ground, he wrote about
satellites, solar energy, "ether suits," the use of plants to,provide food
and oxygen on loog journeys, and colonization of the planets. He even
considered' the problem.of baths in weightless spaceships. His solution: centrifugal showers.

By the 1930s 'tsiolkovsky was something of a Russian national
hero; he received'a state funeral, when he died in 1935.
ROBEIIT iI. CODDARD

Robert :Hutchings Goddard spent most of his life as a physics
teacher at Clark University, his alma mater, in 'Worcester, Massachusetts. Born in 1882, hz.read'H. G. Wells's The War of the Worlds as a

child. (He was often absent from school because of illness.) He also
read The Scientific American and began thinking seriously of rocketry
and space travel when he was 17. His 1919 pamphlet, "A Method of
Reaching Extreme Altitudes," was a discussion of What we now call
meteorological sounding rockets, to which he addid a postscript pointing out that the same principle could be used to land a visible charge of
flash powder on the moon. A few farsightediren (among them Charles
Lindbergh) appreciated the value of his work. With smalLp.rivate
grants he was able to continue experimenting through the TweritieS
and Thirties. In 1926, at Auburn, Massachusetts, he launched the first
liquid-prOpelled rocket. In the long perspective of history, it may
emerge as a more important flight than the Wrights' initial perform.
ance.
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11ERMANN OREM!

The third pioneer of astronautics was Hermann Oberth. who pub.
lished a book in 1923 whose title is translated as The Rocket into Inter.
planetary Space. He arrived at the same conclusions as his Russian
and American precursors but went a good deal beyond them. He not
only outlined theoretical designs of highaltitude research rockets and
mancarrying spaceships; he also revived the idea of the large manned
satellite 61- space station, which had been more or less forgotten since
Edward Eyerett Hale wrote "The Brick Moon" for the Atlantic Monthly
in 1870. °berth's speculations started a chain reaction in Germany, in
spiring actua) experimentation. Little rocket societies sprang up in
Many countries: Gerinany in 1927 (Oberth became its president),
Russia in 1929; America in 1930, Britain in 1933. Only in Germany
and Rtthsia, however, did the 'Pioneer rocket men receive the financial
and governmental support essential for serious progress. And their
backers, it is hardly necessary to say, were interested strictly in milii*tary objectives.
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What's Right with Education
by Harold Hodgkinson
Evidence of the -SUCCCSS of the public schools and colleees'is

very clear, says the former head of the National Institute of

Education.-But tee haven't done very tech in explaining this
-suceess-to the public.
Am.

Lees start with the problem: Compared with other professions, education is
an easy mark for any journalist trying to scare people.This tendency caused
William Grimier of the,Washington Post to respond with a fierce commentary on his colleagues titled Stop Knocking Our Public Schools."
By contrast, when we think of pedicine _we think of elaborate surgical
techniques (which are good).-not of Americans' health (which is very bad).
We are now fourteenth in the world-in- infant-mortality and losing; driving_
from Harlem to Forest Hills is to move from 41 infant i.eaths per 1,000 to 14.
There are few nations in the world in which one can take a drive like that.
Males in 18 other countries live longer than in the U.S. Anilin Los-Angeles,
when kufge-ons_weilt on strike, the death rate went down!
Indeed, the damage done by doctors and lawyers is so extremeburial or

execution -that their professions seldom-allow the public to see this-information. (How many Americans are seriously damaged by lawyets each
;Tar?) Education is particularly vulnerable in this regatd, as-we must report
data on every student-"client" for every day that person is being educated.
That data is in the piddle domain. We have almost no facts on the- performance of many of today's nonschool education programs in assisting youth
CETA and Job Corps, for example, and community-based programs.
The press is not necessarily hoStile toward education; it's just that we hand
theM such excellent information on our failures. What follows is an attempt to
correct that balance, to present evidence of the very real and solid accomplishments of America's schools and colleges.

Opinion Surveys
Any careful reading of the poll literature establishes-several things:
_Decline in American faith in institutions is not -a new development. It
_began in 1967 and is linked to the pervasive effects of inflation on savings and

the 'American Way." Harris polls show that faith in the leadership of seven
social and political institutions such as major business corporations, Congress,
and medicine dropped an average of 2A percentage points between 1967 and
1972 (see leble 1).
Compared with other institutions, schools rate very high in the confidence

of Americans. Proposition 13 to the-contrary, onethird of all Americans
would actually pay more taxes for improved-services from schools, nore
than any other institution. Twenty percent would pay more for community
colleges (see Table 2). Many people would he milling to pay for more research on the educational system and-would actually pay more taxes for
better public scliools;
The most important indicator of improved quality of life for Americans is
",achieving a quality elucation for my children."' Eighty-nine-percent of all
respondents -to a _1976'Harra poll agreed on this point.
125
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TABLE 1
11AP.-7-1S POLL SI OWING PERCENTAGE OF AMERICANS W110

EXPRESS FAMI IN US.-SOC1AL AND POLITICAL INSTITUTIONS,
196VAND 1972
R 1967

,-,1. Faith in leadership of Major.business corporatiois
2. Faith in hanki and other financial institutions

3. Faith in the military
,

4. *Faith in the Congress

'

41
41

.:

5. Faith in the chief executive
6; Faith-in the scientific community
v7. Faith in medical doctors
prie; Social Education. March 1972.

.

,;:,

,4,;,-.

,

_

--,-,P1,1111
IC
. Vy

27,
37
27
19

,

23

32

56
73

61

.

TABLE 2.
OPINION ON SUPPORT OF 'dovEitNNIENT SERVICES
R Wou/d Cut

ZAVou/d Mid

22.6

56.4;

ecreation. parks

Police & fire

4.2.
5.9

Sanitation
Pul,!!..vsiiii:915.
:'<,:iinottunityd"..:olles.'n
Wel fa re services I lealt 1-.-8c medical

i

R 172'

55
67
62

Strin.AS & higiiways

.,

13.3
16.5

61.6
15.6
18.5

62.0
75.1
49.7
_55.9
25.4
48.1

59.5

%Worth/Increase
15.5

30.8(2)
11.6:
31.5(1)
20.0
8.8

30.8(2)
16.3

ray care
24.0
46.6'
20.3_
,Libraries
.
14.7
63.0
15.0'None of the services
20.0
3.8
29.0(3)
Source: Education Commission of the States, Finance Facts,,Febrnary 1979.

Performance of the-Education System

6

Pertness of _the Sysiem-We forget that as recently as 1950 only about
"half of all white students and a quarter of black students graduated front high
school (so the school didn't need to worry about the lower half). Today 85Z
of whites and 75% of blacks complete high school. The lower half" is bow
very Much a responsibility of the public schools-and increasingly of the col-

leges ak'ell.
The remarkable thing, as she wn by a comparison of Indiana high school,
stirdents-in 1944 and 1976. is that academic performance is slightly better in
1976, even though today's scores represent a much wider range of student
backgrounds than was the case in 1941.2
Access to college has increased markedly for women and minorities in the
last decade. They now are present in college in about the numbers they represent-in the population at large (see Table 3). And 1.5 million Americans over
age 55 are in college and universities today, according to the American Association of Retired Persons (reporting on an institute on lifelong learning
held in January 1979).
This diversity means that we need new ways of measuring achievement,
as wo move from meritocratic to egalitarian comthitments. Today W e must
be able to affirm specific knowledge and skill gains for every student rather
than rely solely on group leans. "Every high school graduate must be able to
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TABLE 3
COLLEGE ENR01:1,N1ENT BY SEX tNI) RACE, 1970-76

Black
White

1970

Percent

1976

Percent

Change

520,000
7.400.000

6.5

1,100.000
10.000.000

9.9

+580.000
+2 600.000

A000,000

37.8

4.700,000
6.400.000

42.3

4.920.000

+1,700,000
+1,480.000

7.920,000

11,100,000

-

/

Female

Male
Total:stuclent;'

.

+3.180.000

Source: Conference Board Report, December 1977.

read at least at the tenth-grade level" is thecurrent requirement Not long ago

it was, We only take the top 20%, regardless of performance lever, Employers now rely on increasingly specific measures of actual job knowledge
and skills, riot educational degree's attained.

-

-Some Success Stories

One of .the best recent studies or schooling is The Enduring Eff ects 6f
Education.3 it tested 18,000 adults of a wide age range on 250 items of general

and specific knowledge. The conclusion: the longer you Stay in school, the
more you know. A 60-year-old high school graduate knows more than a person of the same Age who only completed elementary school. Schools teach
people things, and these effects last.
Increased years of schooling for blacks -have had a major impact on their
earning capacity . A recent study has reported that although blacks still make
less than-whites for the same job, the gap is narrowing for black males; and
black -women now make 100% of white women's salaries. (Remember, however, that women still make less than men.) The major reasons for the improved earnings are increasecyunber of years of schooling and improvements-in the quality cf education for black students, according to a Rand
Corporation study.'
Literally thousands of communities-have desegregated their schools with-.
out-either violence or declines in student performance. Indeed, the South- ,
east,
better desegregated than most regions of the U.S., is showing
marked improvement in tests of academic skill.

Our Knowledge Base: We Know What Works
Even though systematic study of the education system is relatively new
compared with our efforts in agriculture (100.years of federal support) and
medicine, we now lime a very useful information base in education. For example. we know what correlates with learning, and we know the strengths of
Shese various relationships. They range from race and social-class to,birth

order, nutrition of the mother during pregnanc) region, body chemistry,
parental occupations. etc.
It is startling, but probably the best w. , to eliminate major student learning problems would he to make sure that every pregnant woman in the U.S.
had one prenatal exam and an adequate diet during piegnancy,llesearchers
,estimate that ,this would eliminate 40% of later learning problems. (At the

moment, Aid to Dependent Children support is only available after the
mother has given birth, which is too late.) Just as cancer researchers have dis-

1 ."3
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covered important ens ironmental characteristics that relate to suseeptibility
so education specialists has e discos ered that people learn much better in
o

some environments than the) do in others,,and that nutrition befori" birth
establishes the,ultimate size of the brain. (With poor nutrition iq utero, the
baby has a-one-in-four chance of being 250 grams below the normal 1,400
grams in brainweight at age 6. Brain growth is basicall).completed by age
6,--before we get children in school. This is w by heavy emphasis is placed on-

the first-four Oars-of life in the USSR education system?)
To a unique,degree, the performance of the education sy stem is linked to
-the quality of faniily life, nutrition and child care. parental interest in schooling, etc. It is clear that a society gets the school system it deserves. As Uric
Bronfenbrennei and others have pointed out, the amount of tune American
parents spend in non-TV activity with young children has dropped alarm-

ingly in.the last decade. This is ''prime (educational) time for families; it
cannot he paid back when the children are past age 10. This is not to say-that

parents are the problem, only that when schools and families do work
together, the results are uniformly positive.
We know thti characteristics of successful reading programs. A variety of
techniques can be successful, but only v. ith a set of dimensions that define the

program. Parent involvement and support, a principaL who plays a leadership role, a "critical mass" of teachers who support eactiother, and local
ownership of innovation are all vital. These statements are supported by
several studies reported by the U.S. Office of Education.6
The Mead Sta:rt Program This section on our knowledge base would not
he complete without some reference to new facts about the federal !lead
Start program. !{cu! Start was part of the yearning of political forces in the
liberal Sixties to reduce inequalities based on race and class. Assumptions regarding the scale of such programs and the time needed to show differences
were naive (the AVestinghouse elaluations of the impact of Head Start on
schooling were completed before the children had completed even one y ear
of school!). Now w e know that theseprograms do produce real differences in
children, but some of these differences are "sleeper" effects that don't shins
up until grades 3 and 4.
In a special session at the American Association for the Advancement of

Sciente meetings in 1977, the first "sleeper- findings were announced,
causing Bernard Brown to say, "The score is now 96 to zero in favor of the
early childhood programs." lie stated some constant's:

Programs involving home visits by program professionals
showed the greatest gains. Combining preschool classes with home
visits produced IQ gains of around 10 points, without home visits.
six points. With home-based programs, only 17 of children needed

special education by the fifth grade: without the program, 307
needed special classes.'

These findings, although spectacular, attracted no interest in the educational or commercial press, only being reported in Science Nees. In 1979
some new attention is being given. Congress has increased the Head Start
budget to $73 million for 1980. But there is little excitement in the Carter
Administration for this good news, even though the Head Start task was
clearly as difficult' educationally as getting a man on the moon was tech-
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nologically. We simply no longer. believe in social reforms as we once did,
and-even news of success falls on deaf 6et liberal) ears. Styles have changed,

low profiles are the order of the day, and programs like Head Start are perceived as part of the past, not the future..9. They work, but few people care.
The influence of Arthur Jensen, Christopher Jencks, and others has taken its
toll, and it is now_ often thought naive to assert that schools can alter social
conditions and life chances:Yet the evidence is clear that when the environment of the school and the home;work together, and the characteristics noted
here are present3tudents .can gain in performance.
Test Scores Of all the issues involving the knowledge base in-education;
none_is, as explosive as the issue of testingminimuni competency testing,
SAT score declines, and truth-in-testing legislation. Yet data on the issue are
often presented in a one-sided or ridiculous way, exemplified in many newspaper stories suggesting that as many as 50% o/ American students are reading "below average." Any, adequate review of the literature would report the
folkkwing:
1. Reading scores on both comprehension and_vocabularYhave increased
steadily over the past decade for the first three grades of schopling.9 (We've
worked very hard on the techniques of early reading, and here is the result: In

nearly every school, students ,can sound (Out words and read _simple
sentences) Reading scores begin to decline in grade 7, when the task is to
handle larger units of materialparagraphs and chapters. We need to work,
on these later cognitive reading Skills,
2. National Assessment of Educational Progress data suggest that studentS age 9;13, and 17 know basic skills rather well. but they have trouble mi.
plying them in new situations.° Students knew how to add and subtract but
not-when...They can read a 10-page rerort and retain facts but have trouble
writing a tight precis in one or two paragraphs of their own prose. "Iasics"in
the sense of reading print and performing math operations are well learned;
-the problem is in critical thinking. We need to know more about these skills
and their acquisition.
3. American students at age 14 do very well in comparison with students
of other nations in reading. In science they do better than their counterparts in
Britain, the. Netherlands, and Italy but not as well as those in Japan and Germany. They do as well in math as Swedish youngsters but not as well as those
in Japan or France (see Figure 1).

4. On 'the Scholastic Aptitude Tests over the past decade, score differences by sex are from four to eight times larger than any declines in mean
score. The SAT verbal and math test profiles are quite unlike those of the
ACT, even though both measure the same aptitudes with similar populations." Test scores on these tests went up in the late Fifties, which they are not
supposed to do. ("Aptitudes" are not subject to the sanie short -term changes
as are achievement scores.) The increase in the Fifties and the decline in the
Seventies (on a few tests. not on most) are a phenomenon with many causes,
but certainly in the Fifties we were trying to reject large numbers of "babyboom" students seeking college admission; while in the Seventies the system
of higher education became much more diverse in terms of race, sex, and age.
Tests are used in this larger sense in meritocratic or egalitarian ways; they are

in no way culture-free.
It seems that both test results and reports from college faculty members
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Fig. I. laernatiorial comparison of achievement
SotiNe: Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development.
Reproduces Chart 3.03 in The Condition of Education. 1977 (Washington. D.C.. -National Center for Education Statistics. 1977).
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assembled,,hyl Iowan! Bowen and John Minter indicate that in terms of those
echo go or+ to colleg, preparation for college by the public schools has not
declined, in quality:12 (The only areas-in _which college faculty members re-

port declineS of significance are in math reacohinnot operational skills
and in writing, particularly precis and summary-Writing.) Given the fact that
over 50% of high school graduates (and remember that 70% to *now graduate from high rhool) now try for ffirther,edhcation, compared with the 10% to
20% m 1950 who entered postsecondary edueation,-it is a remarkable achieveimedthat American public schools are now doing for half of the school popuiation-what they useilto do for 'only, the .top 10%,
Another interesting point_ is that graduate school adthisSions tests (the

Graduatelleeord'Exain, the Law School Adliiissins Test,'andtthe,MOical;
College AdMissions Test) have not shown a pattern of serious declinedining
the decade, even as larger. numbers from a wider sector of society havebeen
taking the tests to move into the professions (see Figure 2). if the products of
public schools were so bad, it is unlikely that colleges, no matter how superb,
conklcompensate for the inadequacies, and very inferior graduate and professional school entry scores %void(' be the logical result. Logical, but it has not
happened,

point is that the achievement tests offered as a part of the SAT
battery, tests of student know ledge athe standard academic areas of American history, biology, algebra, etc.have shown no consistent'pattern of decline over the decade. Certainly,achievernent scores should have fallen con
sistently if the public schools were failing. But they have not, evenAhough a
more diverse, group is now taking the tests.
A summary of the college testing literature follows:
_Small declines on an 800-point lest have been used by cynics to indicate
that all7is, lost-with American schools.

Thirre-Iiing no evidence from other countries to support ji genetic
hypothesis, we must assume that Americans want girls to do poorly in math
and science and males to do poorly in verbal skills, especially poetry. (What a
shame for the ancient Creeks, who belieVcd that athletic and artistic prowess
should go together!) Why is this so? When the test scores make clear how
large these sex differences are in America, what are we educators to do?
4 We need to w ork on the teaching of m riting and math reasoning in the
public schoOls.

1

4i:The 12.S. lots well internationally.
-Aptitude and achievement measures der not agree.
Given the enormous diversity of high school graduates now taking college admissions tests compared with 1950, it would be reasonable to expect a
150- to 260-point drop on an 800 or 900-point .scale test. The schools have
risen to the challenge, preparing 50% of the high .school population for college
about as well as, they did the top I.& to 202 in 1950.
-Conclusion
-Generally, we ha% e now succeeded with an educational agenda, kindergarten through college, for the "top half." Some complain thRt a kW of the

'top half toda), are not as good as the top 15% %% ere three decades ago, but we

have completed the agenda w c w ere given and no one told- us whom to
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Fig. 2. Graduate school entrance test scores
Source of Data: Educational Testing Service, Association of American Medical
Colleges.
'Reproduces a portion of Chart 5.05, The Condition of Education. 1977 (Washington,
D.C.: National Center for Education Statistics, 1977).
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TABLE 4

VIIOIS LEARNING WHAT AND MERE?
Agency

Number

Agricultural extension
Ctimniunity organizations
Business and industry

12.0 million
7.4 million

- 58 million

PrOfeisiopal associations

5.5 million
5.3-million
5.0 million
3.3 million
3.3,million
3.1 million

Parttime 'college
City recreation
Churches, synagogues

College and university extension
,Government services
Public iehobl adult programs
Fedeial manpower programs
Arme.1,forces
Graduate and pmfessional
Trade
.. unions
Community edueation
Free universities

1.8, million

Total
In schools
NonschOol settings

1.7 Million
1.5 million
1.5 million
.6 million
.5 million
.2 million
58.4 tnilliOh
12.4 million
46.0 million

Source: College Board, New' pirections for a Learning Society, 1978, by Rex Moon.

neglect. No other nation has carried such a high percentage of its citizens so
far.
In the next decade the agenda may well shift to the "bottom half." Many
of the advocates of community-based education, CETA, and the.Job Corps
are zeroing in on the "lower half," with enormous amounts of funds and little

in the way of performance data. Public school supporters are seldom included in meetings with Department of Labor and CETA-job Corps person-

el. Current debates on youth employment Tl reauthorization olcertain
"vocatiOnal edueition legislation make clear ho little influence the education
establishment possesses, either, in White HouSe or congresSional'circies.
It is probably time for education organizations to begin to work together,
as the Forum of Education Leaders is now doing. If the American Federation
of Teachers, National Education Association, NatiOnal Congress of Parents
and Teachers, National Association of State Boards of Education; American
Association of- School Administrators, National Association of Elementary
School PrinciPals, and National Association of Secondary School Principals
can meet together at the national level in order to explore areas of coopera-

tion,it is time for local and state groups to do the same.
It is also dear that the functions of higher education are increasingly being

performed by a variety of agenciesindustry, the military, proprietary
schOols, museums, professional associations, etc. The College Board estimates that about 12 millioopeople are studying in colleges and universities of
the U.S., while 46 million adults are studying elsewhere (see Table 4). We

must- learn to collaborate with 'these new educational forces to improve
coordination at the interfaceslocal-state-federal, elementary-secondarycollegiate,-and public-priyate-industrial-military.
,Evidence on the success of the public schools and colleges is very clear, al-,
though seldom, presented to the public. It is my thesis that all educational
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,find Leadeiship

leaders are teachers regardless of their job. Teachers teach parents as well as
students; principals teach the faculty, the 1-1"A, and other communit groups
about theschools, and the superintendent teaches the board of education and
cargovernment. In terms of teaching the citizens about our school successes,
-we have not done well. The evidence is clear, and the time is most appropriate. If we are to call ourselves educational leaders, we must pr,fsent our case:
-which is an excellent one, to the broadest spectrum (?(.American citizens

I. Itarris Poll report, 8 November 1976.
2. Roger Farr ana LeoFa), Then and N OIL. Reading Achievement in Indiana (194.1-I5
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4. J: P. Smith aril F. R. %%etch, Race DifferencNin Friinings (Santa Monica, Calif.
-Rand COrporatiiiii. 1978).
5. 1 lunivi Age and Brain 11-eight." Cnesco Courier, January 1976, p. 20.
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The U.S. -vs. the World:
A" Comparison of Educational Performance.
by Ralph W. Tyler
Cross-national data show that the U.S. educational .systeth has
b:209 responsive-both to societal change and democratic
ideology. Schooling is availablego a larger-proportion of ,U.S.
youth than ic the base in other developed_ conntries, yet the top
.5%' of U.S. young people attain the same high scores reached in
nations.wheYe advanced schooling is reserved-for an elite.
Only within the past,,10 years have there been large-scale comparisons among
nations of the educational attainments of their young people. In 1966 a con-

sortium of research centersIn 16 nations formed the International Association- for the Evaluation of- Educational Achieyement, which has furnisheA
comparative -test results in sixsubjects. Plans for a second rOund of crossnational testing are new being forined. The countries include most of those in
Western Europe, Australia, New Zealandjapan, Israel, and theU.S. These
are modern, industrialized riations. Three,of the others are developing nations: Chile, Iran, and Thailand. The subjeets of the tests were reading, literature, mathematics, science, civic education. and a foreign language.

4hievement of Top 5%
One of the most surprising findings of the international evaluation was the
fact- that the average scores of the top N of young people completing secondary education in all the indiktrielized nations tested were approximately the
same. This was not true for the three developing nations. Their average scores _
were much lower. These data suggest that the ablest students in an advanced
cormtry will attain a high level of achievemenft if the opportunity to learn a
subject is available and if the society encourages such learning. But even the
ablest students in the three developing nations did not achieve at a high,level,
possibly because the opportunities for learning these subjects were greatly
limited and/or their societies -did not:encourage such learning.

_Differgnt Fuktions of Education
Whin making other international comparisons, it is necessary to keep in
mind the different functions of education in the several countries and the different responsibilities assumed by different parts of the educational system
of each country. In the C.S. three functions are expected of education: social ization, social mobility, and individual self-realization. In most of the other
countries the public education system k not expectEri tO aid individual self realization, since it is hard to balance with socialization.
Socialization refers ,to the acquisition of the knowledge, skills, and attitudes required for effective participation in the society. It includes learning
what is necessary to participate in the political life, in the economic life, and in
the social institutions of the community. Because nations differ in what is expected of their citizens, the particular things to he learned also differ. llowinteniatioruil Studies in ErnInntion. sus volc. (New York. John N'ilgy.Stockholm.
Alimmist and.Wiksell, 1973).
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ever, even though ...ountries differ in several important respects in their requirements for socialization, all modern industrialized nations seek to develop the ahility to-read and to use mat'lematics ar handling quantitative
natters. That is, all modern nations se,:x to attain universal literacy.

-Literacy
The international evaluation project included tests of reading, literature,
and Mathematics. lire average score of American 14-year-olds on the reading
comprehension teat was 27.3. third highest of tbe.15 nations tested. In litera-

ture the average combined score for comprehension and inteipietationlor
American 14-year-olds was 16.5, exceeded only by New Zealand (18.7) and
Finlanti -(17.2).
The 14-year-old students were selected for testing because, in modem nations, most children of that age are_in school. Hence the test results can be assumed to give an approximate indication of the reading level of the entire age
.

group. For the older students this is not the case. At the time of the crossnational testing program, the U.S. retained 78% of the age group through the
final- year of secondary school, while Japan retained 70%, Sweden'7:65%,
Australia 29%; Hungary 28%. England20(i, Scotland 17%, New Zealand 13%; the
Netherlands 13%, and Germany 8%. These data indicate that the group tested

at the end-of secondary school is much more select in most countries than in
the U.S. This should he kept in mind when reviewing the scores made by high
school students.
-Beading results for the.s.eitiandlityschool students are mixed. the average
-comprehension score on the reading test placed the U.S. in the lowest third;
but on the literature test the average combined score on compre.nsion and
interpretation is exceeded only by those in four of the,other nations. The U.S.
score is 21.9, New7ealanii26.8, England 28.4, Finland 23.8, and Sweden 23.3.

From these data it appears that the American education system enables
nearly three-fourths of our young people to attain a reading level that most
other nations only achieve with a very select group.
Writing is an aspect of literacy for which we have no crossnational comparisons. It is the only subject foi which the U.S. National Assessment of Eclu; atioual Progress (NAEP)lhas shown a,consistent decline. Widespread use of
the telephone and the great amount of time spent by children in television
viewing mean that there is much greater emphasis on oral and pictorial corn-.
munication than on w riling. Furthermore, learning to write requires not only
practice by, the learner but help in identifying writing difficulties and advice
o. bow to overcome them. That is, it rewires more teacher time than most, if
not all other subjects. For these reasons, declines in the proportimi of yoting
people w ho write well can be expected unless special attention is given to this
subject.-It is pr,,bahle that there is a comparable decline in writing in other
modern nations, but,no comparative data are available. Nonetheless, the importance of learning to write cannot he denied, even though a smaller proportion of students th.-oughout the modern world are developing writing skills.
Several successful organized efforts in the U.S. to.improve student performance in writing exemplify socps that can he taken to strengthen this aspect of
literacy' One such effort is being conducted by the Bay Area (California)
Writing Project, whose program is now national in scope.

14q
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Mathematics
The -,computational skills of arithmetic that are commonly taught in the
elementary-schook of the modern Western nations are acquired Jiy a vast
majority-of children in these nations by age 14.-In the case of the'LT.S.: about
90% can add, subtract, multiply, and divide accurately with whole numbers.
floWever; in all the nations tested, a smaller proportion of the children were
able to apply_the.se computational skills properly in solving the kinds of quantitative problems encountered in making purchaSes, in planning auto trips,
and in &twitting taxes. Less than half of the U.S. children tested were able to
apply computational _skills to these kinds of-quantitative problems. Aihong
-the advanced_ nations, only Japan's children made relatively high scores on
such - items.

-In an earlier day children were commonly assigned ores involving the
we'd Cotimutation.in constructing things, in making purchases, and the like.
It was expected then that the school would teach children the computational
'skills:while. these opportunities to use them
the school would insure
the development of problem-solving skills. This does not appear tole the
case today: Schoolst anditomes need to consider how best to allocate responsibility for prbviding practice in the actual use of the skills.
The- scores made by secondary school students on tests of mathematics
_beyond arithmetic appear to reflect differences among the countries in patterns-of course offerings, differences in the importance assigned to mathematics by national leaders, and the extent to which the secondary school
-seniors arc a select group. The average mathematics score for American high
school seniors was lowest among the nations tested. Israel, Japan, Germany,
and France stood in the top third. It is likely that the high degree of selectivity
accounts for_ the high scores in the other countries, but Japan retains 'RN of the
age group in.the senior year. The performance of the Japanese students appears to reflect the great prestige in that country of engineering, science, and

other fields involving mathematics. In the U.S. the top 5T, of high school
seniors make high scores in advanced mathematics. Should a larger propoition rtf_ high school students he encouraged to concentrate on this subject?

Political Socialization
A central task in the socialization of young people is the development of
the knowledge, skills, and attitudes required to maintain the political system
and to continue to adapt it to the changing conditiims of modern life: The
tests in civic education used in the international evaluation included tes(
the students' imderstanding of their political system and their, attitudes toward citizen righ,s and responsibilities in contrast to authoritarian control.

For the 14-year-olds, The Federal Republic of Germany, Israel, and the
Netherlands had the highest average scores on the tests of knowledge of the
political system. Ireland and Italy, among the Western nations, had the lowest
average -.scores, while the U.S. was in the middle group. For students com-

pleting the secondary school, those from New Zealand, Germany, and
Sweden had the highest average scores, while Ireland and the U.S. were
lowest. 1,

In tests of attitudes toward democratic responsibilities in contrast to
authoritarianism. the average scores for 14-year-olds did not vary much
among the advanced nations, but this was not true for the secondary school
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seniors. The high averages (favoring a democratic s)sten were those of the
students from Ceintany,_Finland, Sweden, and Ness -Zealand. Among the
advanced nations, the U.S. and Ireland were lowest. NA EP data confirm the.
international finding that theleast effective.aspect of socialization in the U.S.
is in citizenship.
In 5eeking_explanAtious of the pmir performance 0!
students, we
must assume that the age and stability of our political system is a partial

factor. Perhaps our people take citizenship for granted and have little
concern for its being well understood by the oncoming generation. Another
important factor is the erosion of the opportunities for constructive learning
of citizetiship outside of school. If civic education is to be made more effective, it will be necessary for the school to reexamine contemporatS (Ninthtions, to identify-the kind of contributions that it is capable of making, and to
enebitrage aid support efforts of other comm unit) institutions, Including the
family.-that lave a part to play.

Economic Socialization
The effectiveness of an educational s) stem in preparing its ) ming people
for work is not measured by the degree of unemplo) molt in the nation. In the
U.S. since 1930 there has rarely been a real shortage iii peacetime of persons
prepared to participate appropriately and constructis cf) in the labor force.
This is true in spite of the fact that there base been tremendous changes in the

methods and conditions of work. Onr economy demands a labor force
composed largels, of skilled technical and professional persons ss ho has e not
only had education and training but are also flexible, i.e., able to learn nes%

knowledge,Aills, and attitudes as conditions require. But in spite of our nation's achievenient in preparing the personnel demanded bs, our rapidly developing agriculture, industry , commerce, and sers ices, there is still a large
amount of youth unemplos ment. The U.S. has been least effectis e among

the advanced nations in prosiding for a 'smooth transition of )oath from
school to work.
We can learn only a limited amount from the experiences of other nations
in occupational sot ializaiion, partly because their more rigid class s) stems (10
not seek to pros ide a range of occupational options for roost) onng people.
partly . because their means of mos ing from school to ss ork ins oh e greater responsii,Elits on the part of employ ers and unions than has been acceptable in
the U.S.. and partl) because, ss ith the exception of Japan. the rate of occupational change has been much slower.-

Socialization.for Wise Consumption
En all societies citizens need io learn ss hat is necessar) for the ss use con-

sumption of limited resources. This is particularly important in the U.S..
where the rani% els large purchasing poser of a majorits of families has
loosened the traditional c onstraints of limited 0(cm:iv on consumption constraints that in the past sere quite confining for most families. 11 elan% e affluence often results in s% asteful. harmful, and shortsighted consumption
practices. to counteract this tendency. Americans need to des clop the necessar) understanding. disposition. and skills. The international es aluatum
group (lid not constr-ut t tests specific all) to measure these things. Huss es er.
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the subject matter whose content is most relevant is probably science. In the
science set-. es Socialization in two ways. For some y ming people it is an
important .component of occupation:II education, because a n industrial (Tole
omy demands ;dentists, technologists, physicians, engineers, and other professionals who use scientific knowledge, skills, and attitudes. Bathe content
of science is also an important component of the citizen's understanding of
the natural world, of natural resources and their uses, and of the threats to hu-mankind posed_by pollution, by-wasteful-use of resources, and by technological destruction. In those nations where the expected role of citizens is to
respect and trust the plans and actions of their leaders, science is primarilyfocused on contributing to occupational Competence. 111 these countries most
young people are not given an opportunity_to learn science afterage,14. Only
those specializing in science are enrolled in secondary school science courses.
Keep this in mind in reviewing the results of the science tests in the inter-

national. evaluation. For 14- year -olds. only Japan, New Zealand, and 14
licuptry had an average score appreciably higher than that of the U.S. Only

Belgium. the -Netherlands, and Italy were appreciably lower. Scotland,
England,- Finland, Sweden, and the U.S. kid approximately the same aver-

age scores. however, for students enrolled in the last year of secondary
school, the results were different. Students in New Zealand and japan had
average scores far higher than the rest. in New Zealand only 137 of the age
group continues through the secondary school, so the students tested were a
very select group, but this ss as not trued Japan. The average science score of
h igh school seniors was loss er than all the modern nations participating
in the evaluation except Belgium and Italy, but all the other nations except
Japan have only a fraction of the age group completing secondary school. Before we consivi.er explanations of the high average of the Japanese students,
other relevant evidence should be reviewed.
In 1969-70 the NA EP included the field of science. Scores were relatively
high, baby 1974, ss hen a second assessment "f science was conducted, they
had dropped considerably . The report of the third science assessment shows
that the decline has leveled off. At the time of the f irstassessment the American public was generally enthusiastic about the progress of our space program and other achievements in science and technology. But by 1973 reports
of air and water pollution, the excessive use of natural resources, and the
harmful by -prodilets of modern technology had all influenced public opin-

ion. Science was blamed for failing to protect the public interest, and its
prestige had markedly declined.
,

Correspondence bets% eel) public attitudes toward science and the average achievement of science know ledge by 17-year-olds suggests that public
attitudes influenced the decision of many students to avoid science as a field
of special interest and preparation. Public attitudes w mild seem to explain the
high average score of secondary school seniors in Japan. Science still has high
preStige there, the public believes that the remarkable economic development of Japan is based to a considerable extent on its nlatiter) of science and
its intensive use of technology.
What little comparative evidence is available hulk:4ex tltat most U.S. siudents, like those in other countries. are not acquiring the knowledge neces-

sary for wise consumption. If they arc to learn in scienceand in other snbwets the knowledge. skills, and attitudes.required for purposes other than
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s, occuPational preparation, some new and. concerted efforts will have to he
made at the"-.4econdary school level.
...,

Social Mobility

..

.

All societies that aspire to relative permanence must provide for social
mobility. Adequate leadership cannot he obtained if it must be recruited only
from children of the present leaders. The more power possessed by a family,
the more difficult it is to motiri.:!e the children to work hard, to overcome ob-

stacles, and to develoji qualities of leadership.
Tie U,S. has long been recognized as a relatively-open society in which
there area variety of opportunities for young people to rise in the social system. to assume leadership, to take on greater responsibilities, and to exercise
powe.r. Much of-this is attributed to the educational opportunities more
widely available in America than elsewhere. U.S.,effectiveneSs in providing for social mobility is indicated by a study made in the 1950s of the social'
mobility ola-probability sample i?f persons over 40 in the Midwest. This in4 vestigation found that approximately 50T of this group had risen in U.S.
society; Only 25R had fallen. No ether nation has such a great degree of,Ficial
mohility. Thic-is indicated by another kind of evidence'turnished by the international evaluation. 113,1974. 14T of the secondary school seniors in thc U.S.
were from families of unskilled and semiskilled workers. In the Federal Re-

intblic of Cermany. only 'IT of the secondary school seniors were from,
families_of uns -Med and semiskilled workers; the comparable figure in
England and/t le Netherlands was 5I, while the percentage for Finland.
Sweden, .,,,a Hungary was about, that of the U.S. Opportunities for higher
education' differ even more widely between the large European nations and
the U.S. The evidence is clear that the U.S. is a more open society than the
other large Western nations, but we have not yet reached the goal of equal
educational' opportunity for all.

Individual Self-Realization
An accepted part of democratic ideology is the right of the individual to
be different and, in respects that do not threaten the stability of the society, to
be a nonconformist. In the U.S. we pride ourselves on being a multicultural
society. and we cherish individual uniqueness. Hence we expect our educational system to assist the individual young person in identifying and devel-

oping his or her unique talents and interests.
The international evaluation collected no data that throw light on the effectiveness of the education systems of the several nations in helping their
youth toward fuller self-realization, nor does it measure the extent of educational opportunities furnished for this purpose.
In Most of the other nations, however, the schools concentrate their attention on socialization, and the children of working-class parent., have
limited choices in what they study. The emphasis is on making an early occupational choice within limited possibilities, then preparing for this vocation. On the other hand, a stated goal of U.S. schools is to open up a range of
options for i.diildreit and to encourage them to explore various possibilities,
postponing irreversible decisions until late in their schooling careers.iThere is

little comprehensive evidence on the effectiveness of U.S. schools in this
rtApeCt. It is a subject that deserves more adequate study.
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In Summary .
This re% lei.% .of cross-national thita on , educational achie% einem indicates
that the c.S. educational system has clearly been re.mionsi%e both to the rapid
changes in society and to its basic democratic ideology. It has reached a larger
proportimii of its y ming people than almost ,ill other nations,-%% bile its top
has e attained the same higli scores reached by nations that attempt to teach

only a small fraction of their 18-y ear-olds. There are still problems to be
solved, but the progress Is encimraging.
,
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Educational:,Leadership
For the Seventies
by Robert J. HavighurstThis may-be the decade of the administrator-leader (or social
engineer); the Ilfhiz.Kids have had their day.

is /1[i-writ-ail education so had that it must be abolished? Is the school dead, as
one writer has announced in the latest of the hooks attacking American education? Are we mutilating the minds of children in onr schools, as another
author claims? Are our teachers stupid or malielons, or both, as another one

says? Must we have a radical and revolutionary change in our ways of
education that amounts to "dcschooling society as one of our Whiz Kids
argues?

syould not answer yes to any of these questions. But 1 do believe that
schools and colleges must change stiliktantiall) in response to basic changes
going on in our society We need leaders A ho will stimulate and direct chatige
in desirable directioris.
quickest way of changing an institution is to change its leader ship.
This is the first of 14 propositions that constitute the Final report of the Ness
York :Stale Regents Advisory Committee on Educational Leadership.'
Phi Delta Kappa will publish a hook this year titled Leadership in American Education, based on it sy mposinm iut March 1971. The National Society
for the Study of Education has produced a 1971 yearbook titled Leaders in -a
American Education.1 built around the autobiographies 11 persons who
wer:e'selected in a panel of educators as the most itifluential contemporary
leaders over 70 years of age.
Since about 1965 there has been a rapid t urnover among the office-holding leaders of education Many 'has e resigned or retired prematurely. Others

have been forced out This phenomenon has probably resulted from

a

widespread uneasiness in America about the state of education. There is a
feeling that change is needled in the institution of education.

Who Are the Leaders?
in order to esamine the problem of leadership, it may be useful to look
critically at our leaders. We can identify them by the positions they occupy ,
or by asking people YY ho the 1J:idlers are. The t o different methods sill
produce different names of leaders.
1 list of ID leaders ss as produced recently by Antioch College freshmen,
ho sere asked to respond to the question. %%hat prominent human being
ho has lb ed during the to ended] century do ou most admire? The
frestuiten of 1971 and also the freshmen of 190,1A ere askeitthisipi;Aion.and
their first 10 choices were''
196.1

Rank

1971

Name

Bank

1. Mohanclas Gandhi

1

5. Martin Luther King

11ohandis Candid

2. Nlartin Luther King
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Name
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971 (cont'd)

1964 (cont'd)

Rank
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Narrw

Rank

7. Bertrand Russell
6. Albert Schweitzer
2. John F. Kennedy,
3. -Winston Churchill

Name

rtrand Russell
6. AT )ert Schweitzer
10. John F. Kennedyr

3. Malcolm X
5. A. S. Neill

4. Franklin DAloosevelt
8. Eleanor:Roosevelt
9. Albert 'Einstein- .'
19. Woodrow Wilson

7. Ralph. Nader
8. Caesar Chavez
9. Pablo Picasso

Comparison of the two lists shows lira the immediate situation affects
ell's kindirf balliit The 1971 list contains-several radical innovators, who si,em

to have replaced several moderate leaders of the liberal Establi" nent.
The 11 persons featured 4n the NSSE yearbook, Leaders in ,merican

Eaucation, were selected by a panel of judges from a list of about 30 men and
sk-omen, all over 70 years of age. In choosing the names of the 30treandidates,".

the NSSE committee had three categories in mind, namely:

Schnlarspeople whose principal claim to importance was their
scholarly research and writing.,

k

Leaders Through Ideas -people who promoted and clarified ideas that
pointed to action.

Administrator Leadersueopli, who exercised power through admin.'
istrative and managerial ability.
The panel of judges receised a list of 10 or 12 'tames in each category and
was asked for a preference vote, with the result that only one man w as elected

From the Administrator-Lead& group, while equal 6mbers of Scholars and
Leaders Through Ideas ere'elected.
The persons in the various categories were
.
.
Scholars. Ruth Strang. Arthur Cates. John frirubacher, Sydney Pressey.
and Robert Ulich.
.
Leaders' Through Ideas. Carleton Washburne, Ceqrge N. Shulte,r,Jaines
B. Conant, Ceorge D:Stoddard, and Ceorge S, Counts,
AdministratorLeader
C. Carr.

This, list was produced in 1968 'and was limited to people over 70.
Probably the selection procedure tended to Lis or people ss ho base been infltiential Through their writings.

A

r
.

The Leader irk Action
For the purpo4es,of ihis essay },

;WI going to define a leader as .me wbo
sticcessftilly.' sticatilates and directs actionn socially desirable directions..
The let'ula employ s %%orals. truth, and power to achieve his ends and can
be judgedjrktbe'quality of his use of these three instrumentalities. Depend-

ing du Ills ;Aillasis on one or another of them. ss,e can identify him as a
projihjt, scholar scientist, or social engineer, Let us analyze the strength and
weakneOes'of these three types of leadership.
.
The Prophet A ptophet operating in the field of education has tssoasyry
impurtant and useful functions Ile points the way tossitrd new educational ;,
practices and policies, he series as a gadfl y , stimulating people to Ihnik
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seriously about problems of education and seeing what is sv rong ss

the con-

temporary forms of education..
Just now.the prophets are relatively popular, They appeal to.the undefinedfrustration and disconient of thoughtful people who are cons inced that
we = should make sweeping changes in our society, including our educational
system.
It is hnportint for students and practitioners education to list/en to the
prophets and learn from them. But we must remember that they are Prophets
and-not scientists. Their approach to truth is that of the prophet, not that of;
the scientist.
It-is also important to recognize the fact that there are false prophets as
well true prophets. The distinction between the false and the true prophet

is not clear. It does not lie in his success or failure to predict the futureto
prophesy, in that sense of the word. It lies in his ability to grasp the social
reality and ,to interpret it to people in terms of their own needs and aspirations. It also lies in his ability to evaluate the possibilities for peaceful social

change under existing social conditions and to weigh these possibilities
against the possibilities of successful revolution with resulting improvement
in the soetety that emerges after the revolution. It also lies in the social and
ethical/values he espouses.
,
I shall not try to label as true or false prophets the people I shall now name.
In discussing them critically, my primary concerti is the extent to which they
use or usurp the role of scientist as a means of making prophetic utterances
and writings more influential. For the present-day prophet is almost sure to
atterppt to-combine his role with that of the scientist.
Categories of prophets operating now in the field of education are: 1) con-

servative anarchistsfollowers of Rousseau: Paul Goodman, John Holt.
Edgar .Friedenberg, George Dennison. 2) revolutionary anarchistsIvan
Illich, Everett Reimer; 3) conservative oligarchistsMax Rafferty; 4) radical

pluralistsPreston Wilcox.
Ivan lllich. Like other prophets, Ivan Illich is a man of intense moral
fervor, which shows itself frequently as a burning hatred of the social institutions of the affluent democracies and their attempts to influence and to "aid"
the poor and underdeveloped countries. Born in Central Europe, Illich grew
up in Vienna and became a Catholic priest. Emigrating to the United States,
he was assigned to a Puerto Rican parish in New York City. Ile served the
parish with such skill and devotion that he was sent to Puerto Rico, where he
became vice-rector of the CathOlic University at Ponce. From that post he
left active service to the Church and moved to Mcsxico, where he founded the

Centro Intercultural de Documentacion in Cuernavaca, a center for study
and publication of 5ociQcultural information about Latin America. Since
1967, the Cuernavaca center has held seminars and conferences and issued
publications aimed at radical reconstruction of educational procediires.
Illich's first speeches and writings on education in Latin America consist
of attacks on the schools and school systems as institutions maintained by
society for the benefit of middle-class families, while the great mass of the
population are deliberately limited to a few years of schooling and many of
them kept functionally illiterate.
In 1969 and 1970, !Bich and his colleagues at Cuernavaca turned their attention to the educational system of the United States and argued for the "de-
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schooling- of the American society .' They has c s orked out a theory of educatpm that the believe can be applied both to underde% eloped countries and
also_ to the most highly des eloped countries. They w ould radically reduce
and limit the school system to brief periods of formal instruction in mental
skills, %%hail the other aspects of education w ould be care(( for informally by
othersddaVinstitutions.
enderlY ing this program is a sy stem of ethics that dcser% es consideration
by thoughtful people. It is a radical religious ethic that challenges the qitenahstic sallies of the modern democratic mdustri ii societies. Illicit charges

that the United States and other modern societies hale created a "world
religion- of unending consumption of material goods. Its effect is to exploit
the natural resources of the ss orld for the benefit of a relatis el> few people,
mainly the muddle classes. Schooling is an element in the ritual of ",unending
lnSiiiiiPtiOn" and is limited to a minority , ss bile the majority are kept out by
the system ofselectuon and exclusion that school systems al.: ay s de% clop.

Thus the writings of Illicit on education are a mixture of radical social.
criticism (appropriate prophetic ss wing) ss itht ss hat purport to he scientific
analy ses of the educational sy stein in both South and North America. Illicit
COIllbules the roles of prophet and scientist in a most persuasis e it for read. ers ss h( arc Menisci% es predisposed to be hostile t6 the Establishment lijs
%%ruing consists of declarative sentences about education and society that
seem to refer to facts and ss hich support his conclusions about the futility of
schooling as we know it today.
Vet these declaratm e statements propositions about education in South
and North America ss ill seldom meet the criteria of scientific accuracy To
one %%, ho has attempted to study education scientifically in South and North
America, as I has e. !Mill's propositions seein to be poorly substantiated. And
this are selected so as to support a preconceived _set of conclusions.
As a gadfly, Illkh is tremendously % aluable. I lis moral insight and his passion for justice are badly needed by the people ss ho hold pow er and influence in this society. As a scientist, he is a dismal failure ills knowledge is
%merely limited, and he does not has e a feel for the accurate description of
social reality. In a third role, as a social engineer. !leis just now beginning to
show what he can do. Ibis book titled Deschooling Society is worth reading,
though `m my opinion it is eak in comparison with his purely critical w riling
The role of social engineer needs contributions from both the social scientist
and the prophet. and it is useful to has e Ivan Mich and his associates at
Cuernavaca making their' contribution.
The most popular prophets of today are anarchists. They want to reduce
the power of established go% eminent and established institutions, belies ing
notrease indisulual liberty for both children and adults They
that this w
attack the exisfing order of things w ith great moral furs or and s erbal facility

Anarchists' Error: Elitism
The fatal error of the anarchists, as I see it, is their elitism. This characteristic appears to be relates ely unconscious in ilk h but conscious in most of this

gunip. A careful analyses of their proposals for education indicates that the
people who %%wild profit if the anarchists' proposals sent into effect would
be the hates rather than the hate nom. The people v. ho are today living in
comfort and passing on to their children the material and intellectual advan-
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tages of modern po.t-industrial societ)...are the same ones best able to take
ads antage of greater intik idual freedom in choice of lifest) les, of cc as s Of
learning, and of ss as s of making a lis ing. The poor, and titme cc ith the least.
'erbal_and technical .kill, are least like!) to profit from greater m(11%1(111,11

liih
cc

unless anarch) is NO complete that there is no "la s% and order" left, and
one' is -free to plunder others as far as his brute, strength s% ill carr)

Insiiintimis in a democratic NOLlet general!) fa% or justice and opportimit)
for the poor, though thithe institutions need unit inual reform and remaking m
a period \of rapid social change.
TheScholar-Sr ientist. The scholar-scientist in the field of cducation.has
had_ the sslkdest acceptance during the present century
ith education-a
growing enterprise in a gross ing economy, Ind 5% ith,ps) cholog) amd socialog) -as the basic sciences of education, it cc as natural that people should look
to the science of education for ideas to guide the gross th of 't his institution.
The most errectise ideas and theories des eloped b) Scientists 5% ere those

concerning the learning process. the social des elopmeut of the child and
adolescent, the des (liniment of character and personalit), and the functions
of educat ;oil in pros Wing oppin-tunit)for social mobilit). Research in cognitis e des elopment and in the reading process lit e pros Wed the concepts, on
c% hick primal-) schooling is based. There are man) welk-knoss,n names in ad-

(lition to those appearing in the NSS )earbook. John Des% c). Jerome
Bruner, Ralph IS ler, W illard Waller, Jeanne Chan, Erick Erikson, Margaret;
Mead. and Lee crimbach are a fess of the names that come to mind,
The scientist is under obligation to seek the truth and to tell the truth as lie
secs it Es (11 proposition he states as a result of his ss ork numt be hamniered
out on the an% il of established fact's. An) finding of potential importance is
subject to testing and replication by other scientists.
The scholar-scientist sees problems and collies up ss ith solutions. If his
proposed solutions work. lie becomes known as a leader.
-Problems-ha% e arisen recent!) ith respect tp the education of minority
groups and economical!) disad% antaged children. and %%Rh respect to the
education of adolest (Nits c% lio" are nut likels to has c middle-class careers.
Also. problems has e arisen cum. erning, the Plac . of the arts and humanities in

education, problems that do not y Mid easil) to the concepts and methods of
twentieth century science.
Futhermore. the supposed objet tic its and freedom, from % a hie prejudice
of tlie social scientist has been challcnited b) able and acute critics cc ithin the
social sciences It is charged that social phenomena. especial!) ni e(lucathin,
base been cies% ed thamgh in(ldleA lass NI a.`(, tack% that screen out some im-

portant aspects of maid). In thus c mine( tiont group of sociiilogiStN has e de% idoped ati aPpri mill fo sciiiitifk method %% hied the) call a annum thodol
(ow. Concerned especially s% it Ii pniblems of communicat km bets% cen
People of different socnit
grimiks. the) point mit that middle -t lass and
lossser t lass people use different languages or codes of meanings as s% ell as
different s% a) s if understanding gestures. group situations. ett . The siicial
scwntist cannot get at the reality of s% hat he is stud) mg unless he becomes
sensitis e to them t ultura different es of t oninninication among the p«iple he
is .studying.
I belies e that the se holm- scientist
t minium to esert important leadership as long as he manit.Ans his sear( Ii for truth. but the gross ing
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of the social world and the changing problems it presents to education in the
last third of the tss entieth century ss ill tax the resources and the methods of
the scientist.
...

.

' 7---

.

The-Social Engineer The administrator's iltadership function is to use____------L
power effectively for the improvement of educe on. Ile is a social engineer
itathe sense that he applies men and materials thrtTgli educationahustitn:
Lions to the improvement of society.
To be a lehder, you must has e followers and you kunst be going some-

\

where. Scholars tend to have readers but not folios% ers. Prophets are usually

iodely people with few 'followers.
Successful educational administrators are men and ss omen of action ss ho
lead the way to improsed converted action by people ss ho participate in edueat loyal systems.

We take the administrator for granted, in ordinary times. becaus/ e he often
administers an institution that runs by itself, once it is adjusted to the needs of
the situation But ss hen thesituation is as complex and rapidly changing As the
s_
contempOrary ode, institutions ss ill-break doss ii tifiles&-tlie'y has e ss ise-and
skillful- administrators.

Bad Decade for Social Engineers
1960s were a bad decade for leaders in the role of social engineer. A

number Of %cry able ones ss Irked at the role for a brief period and then
retratedto the role of the scientist or to the mot,. protected has en of the
pHs ate philanthropic foundation. Others has e been tough enough (or stubborn enough) (o maintain the role William G. Carr, Albert Shanker, Wilson
Riles, Lloyd Michael I ss
mention several superintendents of big
city public school systems, but I am afraid the list would he broken by
resignations before this essay appears in print.
The ontcome of education in the 1970s rests on the shoulders of the administrator-leaders more than it does on the other categories of leadership.
Faced ss it h problems of dis isiseness due to black, brim ii, and red poss er, the
urban crisis, the ss elfare crisis. teacher militancy , student militancy , decen-

tralization and local community control, unemployed youth, taxpayer resistance, and racial segregation, our leaders has e at their disposal. the ideas
and knowledge of the scientists, the moral insight of the pro,ihets, and the
inns er of their office Can they make an openaty eland ss ise rather than blind

use of theirower?
A major handicap to responsible and constructise leadership ss ill be the
activity of the Whiz Kids. These are the men and women, generally very
voluble, ss lio go around say ing. "Gee whiz, things are in an ass ful mess, let's

start all over." The language is generally more profane and often obscene.
Sonic of our Whiz Kids. in add itjon to some of the prophets named ahos e, are

Neil Postman, Ronald Cross, Peter Schrag, ilerbert Kohl, and Nat Ilentoff.
According to these people, the schools are an utter failure for children of all
social classes, they teach Umformit) to narross middle-class cons entionalit;,
they mutilate children's minds, they destroy human freedom and dignity.

they deny opportunity to the children of the poor.
The Whiz Kid usually has a panacea. some form of sy stems analysis applied to the educational process, pHs ate schools operated ss ith souchers
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from public funds, the open classroon'i, separate schools for children of the
poor; 4 local school hoard for every ten thousand pupils.
Too often, the administrator has to cope ith a divided school hoard or,
board of directors, which gives him very little freedom of moveinent and .
severely Jimits his use of the'powers of his office.
This year may herald the beginning °Kt much better period. I believe that
the adthinisirator-leaders, if they keep their nerve and keep their eyes and
minds open, will find it easier to meet the Problems of the 1970s than It was to
meei_the ptoblems of the 1960s. Some useful experiments have, been carried

onamong a greater nu\nher of zany ones. We:have some successes and
many failures to help us pick our way into the future. The Whiz Kids are wear,

ing out their voicesand the attention of the public. Responsible leadership
will' he welcoii)ed and supported by the people.

1.

loardOf-RegenIS of the eniver<ity of the State of New York, Leadership lotEdu

Chin. (Binghamton, New York, 1967).
cation, Jame
2. National Society for the Study of Education, Leaders in American Education,
Robert J. Ilavinghurst. Chin. (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 197-1):
3. Antioch College, Antioch Notes. Franklin A. Logan. Dean of Admissions, October,
1971.

1. (van Illich, DeschoolinKSociety. (New York. Iltrper & Row. 1971).
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'The An,atomy.

and

Dynamics of Change,

Introduction
irrt the early Fifties I studied theories of .socio-political change in a seminar
led byB. ()thane! Smith and William 0. Stanley at the University of Illinois. t
havetheen fascinated by the topic ever sinee,and that interest shot veil iii the
KAPPAN.
The, first article in this brief section is.drawn from a study directed,by
Smith. In 1971 the,.U.S. Office of Education asked him to take a brief look
(lluiry was a two-month (kadline) at the subject of educational change. He invited Donald-Orlosky to help with it. When the authors decided that- their
work would never we the light of day unless published ilCall education jourOrlosky digested the.90-page report and submitted it to the KAPPA N.
It was eagerly accepted,lind "Educational Change: Its Origins and Charactethtics" has become one of the most widely reprinted reports we have ;nthlished..Thesditors still get requests for copies,a decade after the article first
appeared.
Donald Orlosky. a former head orsecondary education at DePanw (Jul.
versity with a doctorate from buliana,University, joined Smith in 1969 as a
professor of education at the Unibersity of South Florida. where the two hare
worked together on a number of projects. Orloskyand Smith co-authored
Socialization and Schooling, a book published by Phi Delta Kappa in 1975.
(Ill have more to say about Smith in Section VI.)

The Lawn Party: The Evolution of Federal Programs in Lad Settings"
(Notember I980)ts drawn from the report of a majorstudy conducted by tlw
Huron Institute at Cambridge, ,Massachusetts. Eleanor Farrar is a senior
research associate with the institute. John E. DeSauctis is a research as.sociate,

and David K, Cohen is its president. The research was funded by the National Institute of Education. Th«trticle is a condensed and re* iced Lersiouu of

"V ietts from Below. Implementation Research in Educatio,t." published in
the Fall 1980 issue of (lie Teachers College liecord. u hid; holds copyright
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.Educational Change: Its Origins
and Characteristics
by Donald Or losicy and B...0thanel Smith
i

;

Insights from a study of major change efforts of the past
75 years-.

The purpose of this.essay is to report a study of educational changes at-

,.

tempted during the past 75 years, examine the efforts to put these ideas into
practice, rate the efforts to install them as successful or unsuccessful, attribute
that success or failure to particular factors, and make recommendations to
those who promote educational-change. The changes selected are broad,
macrochanges rather than narrow and specific changes. Also, many changes
have been attempted during this period for which there is no record, but on
the whole it may be assumed that the changes that are included in this acditint, are of general significance.
Four categories were used to classif) changes according to their degree of

success or failure. The symbols, used and the descriptions for degites of
success were:
4A change that has successfully been installed and has permeated the
educational system. ,
3A change that has successfully been installed and is suf ficiently present
that instances of the change are obvious.
2A, change that hasi not beeniiiicepted as a frequent characteristic or
schools but has left a residue that influences educational, practice.
1A change that has not been implemented in the sehools and would be
difficult to locate in ans:I.school system:
Changes Stated 3 and 4 were regarded as successes and changes rated 1 a nd
2 were regarded as failures: The changes were also classified according to the
aspect of the educational system that was the focus of change. The symbols

employed in this classification were. A instruction, Bcurriculum, and
organization and administration.
Each idea for change was classified according to its origin. Some changes
originated outside of the school setting and 'cullers arose within the field of
education-. The changes were classified as internal or external, using these

symbols; Iinternal origin, within the education field; and EXexternal
origin, Outside the education field.
The fourth distinction made was between changes proposed recently and
those proposed some time ago. Changes initiated after 19.50 were regarded as
recent; all others were listed in the pre-1950 era.
Table 1 imwides an alphabetical listing by categories of the changes included in this report.
It is, important to observe in Table 1 that a large number of changes (49)
originated within the school sy stem, compared with a small number (14)
%Tile authors mdependent4 classified the changes. then compared the results of
their work Agreement on the inside-outside dichotomy was 88g. for the post.pre 98g.
for the success -failiire categories OA (no differences exceedMone scale points , and for
the focus of the (hang,
I)ifferences sere resolsed on the basis of evidence that
supported the rating.
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originating froin external sources. The schools Initiated changes at a ratio of
73;4' to I, comighed %%ith Huh% i(hid! or agencies ()insole the schools. Estr5.11
changes 5% ere in% ariabl% ni th'e areas of curriculum mglit instances) or organ!

cation, anti admini%tration Asix Instant es). The external it leas had .1 higher
Success percentage (93'1) than the internal ideas (6-II). These data suggest that
5% hen .111 idea has limit outside group and school support, sill lesS probabilit%

is high.
It should not be inferred from the hn% er success rate of ideas originating
%% ithin the field of education that idea% are lik el% to fail because of their origin.
For, instance, ,d1 efforts to alter instructional beim% tor originated ss ithin the
echu ation fiehi, but it is nottirionsl% difficult to change teaching habits. Also,
the loss er percentage of success is quite likel chie to the fact that Elie professional literature reports a larger manlier of internal change attempts. Failures
that originate outside of education are less likel% to nntain long enough to be

recorded as an effort to change at the inaerolevel studied.
Changes c% en. successf till% implanted in instruction, curriculum, and organilation and administration. None of these three categories %%as immune.
Like%%ise, failures mall three areas suggest that each area had resisted changes
or %%as unable to autoinniodatc some of thein..th of the salliessful changes in
__instruction calm from c% ithin the education field. t c% o-tInnIs of the changes in
organization and administration originated c% abut education, and half of the
curricular thanOt.% came from ss ithin the field:1;1m% it appears that the public
school is more responsici. 0) change than is generall% conceded.
Co % eminent influence c% as es ident inset It programs a% I fead Start, ss Inch

required bets financtal support. and in compulsor% at tyitlanc e. 5% here the
legislative Branch produced change through law.
The successful pre I93(1 ideas usuall% hi% ol% ed school organization and
ad nfinistration It appears to be cas% to tr% ancl discard changes in curriculum
and instruction. but c% hen the inachinr) of orgainzatum and administration
is modified. the change is relatively permanent.
It should be noted that there .tre factors and agencies not categorized to
this alt.11)sis that bear on change and are influential in the determination of
educational prat tit e. The% a annot be regarded as the basis foram particular
change but affect the entire spectrum of educational prat tics; Four stic li factors %%akin education are I) educatamal researc h. 21 %11,o1 personnel (teach,

ers. administrators. state departments. and min ersit4 personnel). 31 educational commissions .1101 t ommittees, and I) professional and extra -legal or..
ganizations
dentents °tastily of the field of education that should he
'taken into account Itichult I state and federal constitutional requirements. 2)
court di-claims that rule tall et hit animal practice. and :3) pnssure groups in
society
Plumed chanty should be based of a combination of past experiences,
timid theories. and anal% sis of ail aspect% of the held 14 education. 'Ile «inbeam's that folios% encoura cf.( such an apprt1.1( 1 .111(1 1. .111 %(f% e as minks to

those who promote educational change
I (:11,inges in mtlitels of instruction are apparentl% more difficult to
make successfull% than c flange% m c urrictilitin or administration.
2 Change% nu instil( tion ale most likel% to originate c%
tile education
prtfil`%%Ital 111 110 t aa 111 tot 1/.1st (11(1 a %Ill (1..4111 change in 'mutt( tit/11(0111e

From ()tomtit of education Change% III ..)1 of teaching mid org.uiimg in-
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TABLE I
Cl IANCES LISTED ACCORDING TO ilyrE OF OIIICIN. SOURCE.
RATING OF SUCCESS.AND FOCUS OF Cl IANCE

I

_Change

Poet - !,9.50

Ability Croiming
Activity Curriculum
Adult Education
'British Infant School

X

Carnegie Unit
COmmunity School
Conipensatory Education
CoinPulsory Attendance
-Conservation Education
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X
0.

Core.-Curriculum
Curriculum
Creative Education
Dalton Plan

X

Dmegregatima

X

Driver Education
Elective System ..
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Equalization Procedures

rl

;

X

Extraclas Activities
Flexible Scheduling
...

X

-
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I lead-Starr
..
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Individually Prescribed Instruction ...
International Education
Junior College
Junior High School
Kindergarten . ,
linguistics
Look-andSay Method

i
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I

a
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3
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4

C

3

I

4
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C

I

I

I
I

I

B

I

A

EX
EX

3

C

4

II

I

4

It

EN

3

I

4

'1-

4

It
C
It
C

I

2

I

4

A

X

EX
EX

3

C

X

I
I

3
3
3

It
A
II

I
I
I

4
4
4

C
C
C

I
I

3
3

A
A

I

4

A

I

3

A

X

Media and Technology
Nlicroteachitig

Source

X

'

struction are neither the result of legislatiaii,nor of social pressure. but rather
are the outcome of professional ss isdom and research. This is attributable
partly totthe fact that the teacher's,behas for in the classroom is shaped by fac-

tors considerably removed from social concerns. partly to the stability of
teaching patterns, aml partly to the intellectual character of teaching about
which the public has little information.
3. A change that requires the teacher to abandon an existing practice
and to displace it ss nth .t new practice risks defeat. If teachers must be re.;
trained in order for a change to be made. as in team teaching. the chances for
success are reduced unless strong incentis es to be retrained are pros Wed,
4. Specific curricular changes such as the establishment of the elective

system are often initiated from ss ithin the field of education "Successful
changes in curriculum can originate either w ithin the profession or trout the
outside. Neither point of origin monopoliies ideas for curricular change.
5. Curricular changes ins oh ing the addition of subjects or the updating
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Middle School

Poo-1950
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N
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I
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I

C
C
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C

3
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C
C
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3

A

I
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A
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4
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I
I
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I

C

3

A

A

I

2
4

I

3

Mid - year Promotion
New Leadership Roles

Nongraded Schools
Nursery'Sehools
Open Classroom
Ptionics,Method
Physical Education
.

I

N

.
N

Platoon System

School Psychologist

I

EN

. ..

Xrogrammed Instruction
Project Method
Safety Education

r

*

0

N

...

13

1

Self - contained Classroom

Sensitivity Training

N

Seic Education
Salim Reading

N

Social-Promotion
Special Education
Store Front Schools
. Student Teaching
Team Teaching
Testing Movement
Tests and, Mesurements
.,

,Thirty-School Experiment
Unit Method
Unit Plan
Updathu Curriculum Content
Visiting Teacher
Vocational and Technical Education
ViimetIca Plan

N'

,

C

i

3

I
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2
2

I
I

4

A

4

C

C
A
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I

4
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N
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3
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I
I

4

A

N

o
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C
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I

2

I
I

2
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I
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4
I
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A

of content are inure permanent than changes in the organization and structure

of the curriculum Efforts to change the curriculum b} integrating or correlating the content. or l) creating new category systems into which to
organive the content. are made at great risk. Complete or considerable displacement of an existing curriculum pattern is not likely to be permanent
even if the faculty initiall} supports the change. This can be attributed partl}

to cognitive strain on the facility. partly to upsetting the expectations of
pitytijs and consequent parental distrust, and partly to faculty mores that tend
to become stronger when threatened by change.
6. Changes in the curriculum that represent additions such as new subjects or changes in the substance of subjects can he made most secureb with

supp-ort from legislatIon or organised interest groups. The failure of curricular changes to be permanent ma} be attributed either to lack of social silp-

port or to resistance to displacement of the existing curriculum pattern. If
school authorities are successful in finding social backing for the addition of a

Q
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subject to .t curriculum.. the change can he made ss ith little risk of failun On

the 4,t her hand, if social epposition is pronounced. the probability of the
change not being made
cry high, or if it is made. it is likely not to 1,ersist
7. Efforts to alter the total ad munstrati% e structure, or any considerable

part of it, are likely to lx ufisuccessful.
, 8. Changes that represent,. addifions or extensions of the educational
more likely tole lasting than changes that
ladder, such as junior eollege,
entail general modifications of the achinnistrati% e organization. such as
flexible scheduling.
9. The lack of a diffusi.m system still lead to abortise change. A change
initiated in a particular school. in the absence of a plan for diffusion. no
matter hoes

it may be ace homed. is not likely to become is ulespre.ul or

to be pen lanently entrenched.
10. Change's that has e the support of inure than one critical element are
ith legal, social. and Mumore likely ttoucceed. C:otnpulsory
eational support, did not has e to os erconie as much resistant e a, it 5% mild
have if only educators had supported it.
11; Changes ss ill be resisted if they require educational personnel to
relnujuish post er or if they cast doubt on educator roles. Accompany ing
legislates e. legal, and fmanual impetus increases the probability of success in
such changes.
12. The w eight of au' cognitis e burden is one of the signific an trfac tors that
determine the permanence of a change. If the cogniti% e lewd is light. i.e.. if not
many peophe are retjuire to learn many new facts and proceduresi change
persist than if the burden is heat . The %%eight of the burden
is inure hkel%
is proport tonal.to the numb( r of factors entailed in the change. For example,

if the total adnimistratise strut tore is the object of change. the chances for
successful intimation 5% ill be 11.%%. The same obser% ation can be made about

changes in methods of instruction or curricular changes.
13. The initiation of change may come froin a number of sources professionals, social groujis. go% eminent, and so on -and changes may arise
from research. as in the case of ability grouping. or from ideologies, as in the
case of rile core curriculum, or froth professitinal. 5% isdom, as in'the platoon
sy stem. The source of the change appears to has e far less to do with its staying pow er th.ut the support the change week es and the strain it places upon
the school personnel. The core curriculum and creatis e education are constant drams on the time and energy of a faculty . and they consequently tend to
disappear % en thenigh eat h may enjoy faculty support. On the other hand,

international understanding tends to he nun

persistent al a curricula'

change. It requires far less time and energy of t ie teacher and has enjoy ed no

greater support from the fa( tiny than tithe, the core curriculum or c remit e
'
education.
1I. The federal go,: eminent. as a change ageth. w ill hat e optimum success
if it takes certain facts into ac«Hint. In the first place. the got eminent acts in
two stays. It passes enabliv legislation empow ering %anon% federal agencies to do specified things to attain certain goals In the second place, it acts
through the Lunn% to interpret law s, to establish norms, and to order certain

actions by school officials. Programs of the U.S. Office of 'Education are
based largely upon enabling Imislation. In the development of its programs
the USOE is subject to the same conditions of success as any other change
-
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agent. For example, its efforts to induce changes in methods teaching are
likely to he less successful than efforts to change curriculum content or to extend or modify the educatioaal ladder. its efforts are likely to be more suc-

cessful if it has the support of commission recommendations, organized
alms, and professional personnel.
The data set forth lit this report arc too broad to pros ide insight into the
,sort of situational analysis that successful change entails. More refined data
can he secured bs nitenske c.ise studies. A few w ell- chosen ease J tmlies can
be made to explore the underly mg y ambles ss hoselnampulation and control
can give a change agent greater assurance of success.
The educational system in a dynamic society cannot remain stagnant. tt e
should expect changes to he prbposed that w ill alter the school sy stem, since
the United States is undergoing rapid change. The idiocy neracies of a particular situation may not alw ay s conform to the patterns resealed in this study
but it is likely that an understanding of the characteristics of the changes
proposed in er the last three - quarters of a century w ill be helpful in the de-

y elopment of successful procedures in the installation of educational
changes.

i6a

t

November 1980

The Lawn Party:' The Evolution of
Federal Programs in\Local Setting
by Elpanor Farrar, John E. Deganct>apsiDavhi'K. Cohen
Researchers hate long tried to find out n h t federal education
programs often fail to :neer the goals wt for them. The authors
offer the "lawn party" hypothesis. :1 federal program is the
occasipn for a gathering. and the gue.st?do pretty:nark as they
please.

For the past 20 ears; the Luton.' of federal education reform% to achic e their
intended outcomes has been a persistent
lleseamhers hate offered a
ariety of explanations for this failure.kiq nott7foistt ers hat e had tone thing in
thinnion. the nett that implementatukis the" sec scud stage of .1 tiro -stage
',rotes% that begins tt ith polu. formulation. Implement-anon Iti
as the
process of tarn mg out polic V. r belie% e that the mac mires of niam federal

attempts to upgrade local school% an be better understood if implementation is t Jetted _% [motes% of polit. et ()lotion. in %% Inch loc.fl participation
modifies and sometime% Limiplet
reformulates .1 program's federal blue-

print. "Folic}"

tt tali IN at the outset usuall (mkt a wt of broad and often

nit cut intention% lir disposition% changt;% and (let dim% as the federal pro-7.
gram is harnessed to total needs and priorities. Implementation is not the
tarn mg out (4.1 formulated polio} but part of its et olution.And in that (.."% 0!Winn in certain tart instances or tt ith certain program% a multitude of
local disimsitions and acth)II% are mot( important than the disposition% and
actions of federal agencies.
Question% about miplementation first came up in education research
circ.k.% oi reaction to the supposed failure of the Elemntar and Syconclar)
Education At t ES.%) of 196.5.' %%lien %liable Title I grants to schooldistricts

appeared not to improt e the actin.% ement of di%ail anwed innig%terN
therot ere argument% tit cr et Ammon' methodologies and politu.s. But it also
stlz:c1 sensible to ask the next question. If students' test %core% tt ere not improving. was the money being spent as intended?
A series of federal audits and program re% nett % represented the first at-

tempt to examine the local implementation of federal reform% The} tonchuled that there tt ere ttt o kinds of gross problem% of implementation. First.
federal min(} tt as being nussioent %mond. et en tt hen silit .1% intended. it
yielded inumpressit e results, Ili some Lase% no litplementatii111 of federal

',alit} oc currell bilause federal fonds tt ere indeed being used ti supplant
rather than supplement. or tt ere spr&id too thin across .111 student% to hat e
ant_ effect On target y tooth. or tt ere spent on thing% quiteileuv,... 14ted to education. But is lu In
( .1%(% n here federal man(} tt a% %j erff :N"titentled. did

the programs also fail to *ono% e student aellieveinent
Tins op lestum led to more elaborate effort% to et aliatTp 4/ci
ef feint eness. In the late Sixties such federal effort1/4.1% riilitut Through and I lead Siam

Planned Variation %%re to experiment is ith different "models-of earl} childhood education. to identif echo. animal program% that -ttork.- Et a bunion%
of these effort, soonn made it apparent that this tt a% no eas ta%k Student ont-
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Lome% suggested that JlIall Of these programs also did not %sort,. and !researchers began to suspect that perhaps the ness model% %sere not bong used

e/

pr opr1) .2 Therefore. w ,t ness generation of implementation studies. the)
tried to ss eigh fulelit) to original. plan% in terms of detailed program unitpments.
These %maw% ss ere beset b) problems such as rater unrelialnlit) and lack
of instrument kensitis It to model change% os er time Site s hits res caled that
the models in ,practiec IL ere Vs en MOM LOIllpliN than the had serif ied un
paper Site int erpo Litioil% of the models s aried,fonn tune to tulle and place
to place, us en the des elopers' ideas abotift he models changed us er time. and
it 55 as not clear ss hose standard of Implementation should pees all. The
studios
ed ImplementatIon to be a tangle of innesols ell problems, of
competing political sulties in 'the change procesc.
These earl) ant
and impleinentation studies shartd a s less of imple-

nientation as a center to- periphery process. Programs Initiated b) central
federal) Official% ss ere eweLted to be -carried out- at the penphcn Lsillool
dttriLts). rtun this perspectis c.-the implemeination of man) compensator)
cducatitin programs. such as.Tit le I and n1111)55 Through. ss as often foiled b)
the distrIL t. This c inn. (limn) of implementation fit 55 ith other s lessS popular

in 'research Luck's at the tin. Social scientists recommended that federal
officials use a more scientific apprOaCh to program des clown ent and
lilt minor local programs more s mortnisl)' impl)ing that Implementanon is
sump!) the %)%tt matit translation Into prat Hie of Lareftill) formulated 'min.).
In the face of continuing reports of program failure and gross ing skepticism Anon federal Sot ial niters ention, researchers for the first time began to
ask %%holier federal L' pt'l tati011% 55 tie alV s reasmiable.' That question.
\s hale still considering states and local dIstnd is as the installers of federally
(Lintels ed plans. carried the seeds of quite a different siess. These seeds
began to germinate in the nand Corporation's Change -.I gent Stud) 4197-I-

:Si.' sslitiluempliasyed the important t of local tontributnins to implementation, This stud) pros idled the nest stage ID the 1111StO1 of research on imple-

ni('ntation. Rand researt lit-r% sass motis awn. commonwnt, and a sense of
14,141111)4. ncrship as important ingredients in program success Tins meant that
tticrt must be bilateral adjustment% -mutual adaptation- bets% eel] federal
iiitet/iiions and local ss ashes" 'lie stud) thus contamed in embr)onic form the
-idea of impleint citation as a t ontimions pro( es% of policy es (illation. But it did
no/&sell'', that 110t1O11. Pa ratlosit all). %%bil stressing the importance of

hit .l natiatist . tit Band rest art lit I'S still pit tint (I implementation a:: the Vidal
installation Of federal policy
These tsso %less s of implementat (on- as a linear ;center - tic - periphery )
process has(' shaped most
Audit-% of fed( ral education 'migrant% Inn both s iess % the federal program
goals arc the. main criteria bs
t es% is judged. 5l ith this perspec tns e.
5s ablators has u had tit assimit that federal program% art- t lead) spec ale& In
11(1,1% SI%
ft
this Is SC1111/111 the lase Gtallli011telltt a Ma1011 and

process or as a bilateral unutnalls adapt is

old that most polit ies and ,prograins are Intl t, opiates, but
mltentialit s or predisposItions %sailing to be defined at till' IOLA
1e1. CP Vet hid! St hoot reform programs, for esainple. generally define a
domain for ,t that such as edut atilln for the disadsantaged. or s ',Lamina!
bundle%

tanunge, and within that domain the) ma) establish priorities such as
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teacher training or student mines ement). But such definitions and priorities
Irene reom for a variety of legitimate interpretations.
Local school districts get little guidance in making those interpretations,
because federal enforcement and compliance dais ekes are generally ss eak.
In reahty, , therefore, local education agencies has e considerable autonomy to
work their sill on federal programs ss ith notable exceptions such as:Title
VI of the Cis it Rights Act of 1964. No ss onder, then, that studies based,on a
linear or a bilateral less of implementation has e been I hi rd put to explain the
outcomes of federal education reforms.
We propose a perspecitis c ss ith more explanatory pow er.
Leon is actually a complex and continuous process of policy es olution. This
perspectis e springs in part' from the phenomenological iess of policy esinessed by Malone and 11 ildas sky , ss ho argue that "attainment of a goal is a
unitary process or procedure, not a double process of setting the goal and
then devising au implementation plan." Majone and Wilda% sky 'do not see

implementation as all unanchored process of goal discos cry how ever.
Rather, It is the des elopment of the "capacities, potentialities, and other dispositional qualities of a policy idea.'"' Thus the implementation of a policy
idea ss ill 5 ;try for tss o reasons. First, not all the policy 's many potentialities
ss ill he recogni7ed, and second, any Os en idea ss ill he interpreted differently in different settings.
laic per;pectis e of implementation as policy es olution also has roots .a
sociological thought especially the ss ork of Daniel tortie and Karl E.
11 sick. Lortie has argued that there is loss interdependence among organi',atonal units in schools,'" and 11 eick has suggested that school sy stems are

coupled" and do not always function in a highly coordinated
fashion." Both notions imply that school sy stelis lack a unified response to an
external stimulus such as a federal program. RatYier, dif ferent local groups are

likely to perceive and seek to use the program in different ways. The socalled unpleinentati6n process is not simply one of federal and school district managers struggling to reconcile tss o s iess s of a program, but one in
11 hish s arum% loo al inch. Owls and groups bargain among thenisels es as
much as ss ith external agencies or perhaps simply do as the.): please.
Seen in this fashion, the translation of federal programs to local settings
does not resemble a precision drill team marching in order tow arcl a specific
goal, nor es en an orderly bilateral negotiation. Instead, it seems more like a
large hiss n party . The federal program is the stimulus, the occasion for the
gathering. But the party is only a temporary convergence. The guests (local
adunmstrators, teachers, hoard members, and parents) have larger and more
lasting concerns ass alting them at home. Moreover, these guests do not attend
for the same reasons. Some has e come for the food, sonic to hear the music,
some to talk ss ith friends, some from a q.nse of obligation, and some aren't
sure %%h) they 'se come. And they has e different ideas about shat they want
the party to be and w hat they hope to gain by attending it. For some the party
is an escape from dull routine, for others a chance to cultivate business prospects, and many guests has e nes er consciously identified their ss ants. Nor
does each guest recogni/e ss hat the other guests want. Each is relatively free
to make of the party whatever seems most appropriate.
Within limits, guests thus create their ors n Party ranging from lis el> entertainment to a decorous. sedate affair by developing some of the party's
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original potentialities and disco. ering others. Since this creation occurs Os er
time and across a range of participants ss hose reactions are sometimes interactive and sometimes not, the law n party, like implementation. is es Aaiun.
Local forces (the guests) are at least as important as federal intentions (the

host) in determining the final form of federal policies and programs (the
party)and- usually more so.
A good example is the test of education s ouchers in Alum Rock, California, in the early.Seventies. The U.S. Office of Economic Opportunity (0E0)
sponsored the demonstration, hoping to discos er ss holier competition for
students would force schools to improve curricula and become more responsiA-to-parents. But local participants had other priorities.
A major point of s ouchers was to offer parents more options for their children. But Alum Rock parents did not seize the initiative. Instead, w orried that
children might not be able to attend their neighborhood schools, they negotiated a "squatters' rights- agreement ss hereby children already enrolled could
continue to attend .a given school. Parents also saw to it that every voucher
school offered at least, two alternatise programs. so that children would nbt
he forced out of a neighborhood school by the parents' distaste for an overly
e.
innovative or conservative program.
Alum Rock teachers for their part saw vouchers as a threat to job security .
Thus they obtained an agreement that, if they left souther schools for reasons
associated with the'ilemonstrationp they would he given priority in assignments to other schools, or 0E0 would cover their salaries while they worked
in the cen \ral office. This saved teachers from the threat of punishment by
consumer preference. But once the program w as under way, teachers began
to realiie that, along ss ith some advantages and greater choice, vouchers also

brought problem* more students. more planning more meetings. more cole
leagues, more noise. more disruptions. They then changed the market aspects
of the voucher scheme by seeing to it that each school w as assigned an enrollment limit. This meant that less appealing schools world get the oserflow of

students. reducing the chances of failure all around.

Veanwhile the superintendent used 0E0 funds to carry out his own
agenda, a decentraluation program that transferred more power to the principals And these Rrincipals prbtected their new power from parental encroachment by refusing to publish comparatis e data that might encourage
competition among schools.
From the federal perspectis e. then, Alum Rock is a story of program plans
and priorities foiled by unanticipated local obstacles that produced inajor
changes in the s ouciler design But from the local view, vouchers provided
the opportunity to accomplish.a s ariety of things. Principals obtained more
pow er, more money , and little competition, all of which they wanted. Parents
were guaranteed neighborhood schools and some choice among programs.
both of ss Inch they ss anted. Teachers receis ed the resources acid the freedom
to innovate and to teach as they preferred. along w ith job seen ity . The superintendent made some progress in his efforts to decentralize authority in the
district, and the federal funds kept his 4.chool system solvent.
t Few of the Alum Rock participants paid attention to the voucher blue-

print or the OEO's formal assessments of its implementation. If they
measured success at all. it ss as not against central plans and priorities but
against their ow n differing needs and desires. These local needs and desires,

1
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in fact, .changed and shaped the federal within% e, much as ,1ests shape d
la *nil party.
The s.ame thing emccurs ss hen a federal pnmgram is installed silimultationsly
in se% era I locations. badl needs and desires differ from ',Leen) pia( e, so that
the,fed[,ral initiatie is shaped sonless hat differently by each locale. Since the
federal mitiativ e is te.ually only a general statement of themes. n hat happens
at the loe al le} el can be described as % amnions on the Ac theme's. Some % ariatinns are less discordant than others, butt irtuall} none Is a singIJ composition
Isvith everyone playing from the same score.
Experience -Based Career Education (E BCE) is a case in point. lake !navy
federal education reforms, EBCE: says rigid high schools and bored adoles-

cents as, education's biggest problems. It senight to create, an alternans
program that' ss mild be more flexible and more roles alit to students' future
deeds Ts% o general concepts guided the saes elopment of model F.
programs b} four regomnal educational laboratories in the earl} Sc % .iltam _s First,
the program %% as intended for all students the college-bound as 5% ell as

those planning to terminate schooling Stith a high sclorol diploma. Second.
EBCE sought to make education more rebel ant dining!' as dual focus on acadeink skills and connnunit} -based ..ploration of potential careers.
Staff members at the four regional laboratories took these general concepts, interpreted theill.in light of regional needs and their professional backgeounds, and de% eloped four stones% hat different models. During the mzxt
font } ears, al a cost of more than $20 million, the program v% as implemented.
Subst ant ial es hmation efforts b} the des elopers and b} the Educational Testing Sem, ice concluded that the prumgram ss as sin cessful, both m teaching
y midis about ss ork and in teaching the skills and social beha% ior deemed un-

portant for adulthood. Largely on that basis, EBCE n as designated in
exemplar} %Manorial education program by the Joint Dissemination lies less
Panel and 5% as made a% ailable fun- lidt umal dissemination ss ith federal fund-

ing under the Vot ational Education Act, Part D. 11} spring 1978 E BCE %%as ,
operating in 12 states under three-y ear Part I) grants and in Anon 100 districts
ss ith other funding hl rte mad tune It had become a national school and ssurk

' program.
The implementation elf EBCE ..as neither supply comet% eel nor simply
it n as marked I)} m1;441.01'0[1, res hum, and adaptation..1daptation
%s as rarely mutual, lion es er. To Inert local needs, school personnel did
is cr} thing to the pi-entrain !molds from fine-tunnig to holesah' restructuring In sites n e s sued, c urn( ilium materials %%ere resod or replaced. tt,aff
rules I% ere reek f hued. program aontponents ss ere ,added
I ed or dropped. and student activ ities sere redesigned Model processes sere also changed. Suggest( section( es of pre 'jet t a( tit Ries ss ere altered to fit local practiv, ready t'xe

made projects Nire re% ised to hurls I1ke fa,nilliar classremoin assignments. and

ninth of the ac (nil keeping n Is redncd or eliminated altogether.
By comparison, se hods and se loud sy stems made only minor accommodations for the pruntram St in inlents sere glen perm!. sum to be out Of the
building during school humors, and in some districts a bus or van made extra
trips to carry E BCE students to and from community placements. Most
NC hi As set aside la %%rooms and sum ietililes office spat c for the prograt, and

such support sen a CS as mailing, copy ing, am I separate telephone Mies %%ere

often provided But the changes sere not profound and often they %%ere not
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new. Schools and school systems changed much less than did the EBCE
program design.
1'e:idlers, of course. play ,a key role in deterinining the form of any education reform. Among EBCE teachers. ss e obsers ed a die ersity of s Um 5 and
interpretations of the innovation and a consequentersi y -ut programs.
Some teacher's sass EBCE as an opportunity to w or dos
ss ith a fess students. A West Coast science teacher, for example, becal lea half-time EBCE
teaming coordinator because this Mims ed him to ss ork ss ith small groups.
"You get to kilos% each student personally, get ins oh ed in their lives and their

problems, and work things through with them," he explained. Not surprisingly, the EBCE program des eloped by this teacher and his colleagues
heavily emphasized counseling.
Other teachers also show ed a preference for small groups, but they turned

their MICE programs into academic tutoring sessions, playing downand
occasionally ignoring altogether the career guidance and community exploration components One teacher described his EBCE improvisation as "a
one-room schoolhouse 1 le pros idecl individual skills training for the full
range of students, from those w ith learning disabilities to those who were academically talented, Meanwhile, teachers in a suburban EBCE program serving students 'Milt academic and behas lora! problems set up a highly struc-

tured, individualized math and language skills program and postponed
career exploration indefinitely. Although EBCE in this district gradually
came to include shine as erage and ahoy c -as erage students, the program
itself 'remained largely unchanged.
Other EBCE programs reflected quite a different iesstthey emphasized
career exploration and helped students find occupational placements, sometimes at the expense of the program's academic content. For example, an
EWE program director in a small Eastern city redesigned his job in order to
spend much of his time in the community . recruiting sites and maintaining
relations ss ith resource people. lie paid little attention to Ins fess classes. "The
students ,ire' only in the EBCE center for social studies and some sciences," he
told 1s,so ss e don't spend that much time ss ith them." This s tiriation, besides
slighting, the academic component, caused other faculty members to resent
the director's flaunted freedom and to resist the EBCE program ss henes er
possible.
There also acre teachers ss ho totally ignsik,ed EBCP.:'..s stated goals, using
the program instead as a v chicle for reaching 2411n-ERCE end;. One counselor

had long been cumin itted to des eloping a minority studies program in his
high school but had receis ed little support from colleagues or administrators.
11'hen the ,,c Imo' district's administrators selected his school fur EBCE As part

of a magnet school desegregation plan. he enlisted as a part-time learning
I wrdinator and began to 55 ork out his minority studies program under
EBCE auspices "My objectis e is to get a core group of students ss ho vi mild
come into EBCE and pursue
cultural projects." he told us. in this case, disc

)

tric t .tdministratttrs had interpreted E BCE in terms of certain legal needs, and
this stiff member created a further s ariation on 55 hat ss as already a local improvisation.
Meanwhile, teachers not
i fly ins dyed ss ith EBCE had ss elcoing,

hostile, or mixed reactions ti, lie innovation reactions that also helped to
shape local programs Some teachers in academic disciplines resisted EBCE
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as an attempt to 5% ater (10%5n the curriculum or as a threat to lob sec mit> The

entire English department at one school opposed E BCE on the ground that it
did nut challenge students sufficient!) in this urban district, hard hit b> de
cludng enroll!! lents, the teachers also blamed EBCE fur dra%% :fig students
obstructed th prograid in ses vial
avid) from sone,elect% e coursis.
%% a> s, describing it as an mfertor track, assigning imusua Is ilenianding make
up %% (irk for classes missed because of E B(:E, and mar ing students absent
out -Of-S111001 actin dies. Not surpris
fur participating to official!) Sant
ingl>, some staidnts refrained Irian mining E BCE, utlis dropped out, and

student i ecrintinent and program ainteam became a problem fur EBCE
staff.
Other nun -E BCE teachers suupl> regarded the prtigram as a nuisance, In
one large suburban school EBCE 5% as set up as a school cs ithin-a school for
loss -allies mg. disrupti%e students .5.s an a lternatisa on campus progaun it
had consnlerable autonom> and Fes links to regular st hind life Before the
end of the first > ear, him e% era the social studies department, ss loch shared a
'1 building %% ith the EWE program. complained to the principal that EBCE

studeig sere ,r source of disruption. The social studies teachers r«nnMonied that the program be mused to another building E BCE Nta If members responded h> persuading a ss ide!> respected teacher to join their program, the> also persuaded the adniinistration to designate EBCE as a regular

school department This helped legitimize the program for as erage and
Anise-a% trage students. .\ ho began to enroll. Thus the program survi% ed,
but it charged. V. 'thin four > ears the school -s% itimi-a-schotol sers ing .1 small

subpopulation 1/Vtallit' an integrated department of fermg.courses to all students.
If Man> HUD BCE staff members ss ere hostile to the inno% Aim]. others
%%dunned it for pros 'ding a real ser% u e b> meeting spec i,t1 student needs.
One spepal ediu ation teacher % ie%%ed EBCE ;nand> as an alternati% e for
wingsters sitIi lust -beloc% -a% erage IQs %%Ito cannot iake it in the regular

classruon, hi tins st hind E BCE des eloped into a highl> indisidualize d
remedial progran to ser% high -risk students %%Ito sere not being helped
elsewhere.
Other teacher s etc oiled EBCE bet .use the> could use it as a dumping
ground for stude s s ith at adonit or in-has lora! problems. The staff of one
program, established, to so% e "difficult" students, tried to recruit a better
ross sec tion ui thc third > ear. hoping to pros ide role models Fla' less able stu-

dents and inure manageable t 'nubbin's fur Menisci% es. But the> had little
success. Counselors continued to refer their problem students ti the proteat hers said. "If > ou're not taking the problem > ounggram, and t lassrt
sters, s hat good are > on?" This program changed little, continuing to focus
uu atadenut and counseling; components %%bile ambitious earl> plans

sot

as long-term community placementsnever materialized.
The coin erns of administrators and school board members d filed from
those' of teachers ill 011V (0111111111it se sisited, administraturs tried to use
E. BCE to attrac t s lute students to an all blatl. s. lioul. Fearing a court order,
the> promoted BCE to slate students for its mill% idualuation, its flexible
crediting and st heckling, and its difference from other school programs .ill
themes that %%ere cmphaticall) pla> ed in this lot al impro% isation.
In a Nes% England tun u, b> t ontrast, the st hold board appru%ed adoption
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of EBCE to curtail dropouts (and because it brought the district more than
S100,600 in federal and state grants). Here the program es ol% ed into an effort to keep marginal students in school long enough to get their diplomas.
another district in a particularly conser% atis e state ss as more concerned m ?di

students who remained in school. There the school board adopted an aca-,
deodeally oriented Program tailored for above-as erage students.
In one small suburban school system a bare majority of the hoard ap
proved a middle-level administrator's proposal to start an EBCE program,
allowing him only a tiny budget The result was a one-dimensional s ersion of
1. :11' CE. A lone teacher spent one-fourth of her time-in classroom acti% ities
with a handful of students, and career development m as virtually ignored.
Even this tiny program did not sun is e when the
1\ district's financial situation
worsened after IS months Although one hold( gt board member spoke at
length about how such a program might have helped his danghter, now
floundering in college, the board voted to discf ontinue EBCE.
District administrators and school hoards, like teachers. thus had varying
views of FACE Some improsised on the innovation to solve nagging local
problems ranging from desegregation to drop-out rates, others, more concerned with as erage student populations and conventional agendas, adopted
EBCE as a mainstream prograrti instead of an alternative. In either case, the
program evolved from a particular configuration of interpretations.
For building principals charged with keeping a school running smoothly
and keeping track of students, EBCE was often a source of irritation. One
rural school prinCipal, for example. told us that he was annoyed when students wanted to quit EBCE because they considered their job placements
menial What bothered him was "the enormous hassle" of reabsorbing these
students into the regular program midway through the semester.
Other principals had nothing against the intimation per se but saw it as
just one more program and one more headache. One principal let his faculty
know that he m as no friend of the program. Some teachers follow ed his lead,
discouraging' students from joining, disparaging those w ho did participate,
and obstructing the program in other m ay s. Naturally, the program became
an enduring source of controversy in this district.
Some principals ss ere truly committed to I.:BCE's stated goals. One assistant principal told us dim he w anted to insure dila "every student in the
high school has the option" of experiencing EBCE. Others sass it as a w a) to
get problem youngsters out of school, where they could not disrupt classes. In
one district the assistant principals in the middle and high schools had been
pushing for an alternative program for alienated students. lien. EBCE w as
shaped to this purpose Some principals recognized the public relations s alue
of a community-oriented pro-gram, they welcomed the expo sure EBCE
afforded 'their schools and. by extension, their ow n careers. Others were
vi-ateful for the increased budgets, which helped them meet other needs
EBCE thus turned out to he many different prograiris, developed' by
a

..

di% erseXtotips and inch% ideals impro% ising on a set of central themes. Such
local disergence stems from the fact that school districts lack a simple. single
purpose, and school district organization allows wide % ariation in w hat goes
on in indis idual schools and classrooms. Instead of encouraging consensus

around formal goals. federal interxention in local school districts tends to
aggrasate differences as teachers. administrators, and specialists interpret
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tlw program Pi terms of % aritbd t% (irk realities and role requirements The
(hi I react ht lice( n Ad( ral hop A and io«il at lion isnot Aimply or net ssarily
thc.resalt of /tale. nil mismanagt Mt nt or Ito af lobsintai q. a is din to (Id It rim!
and often t tint radii' tory lot al per(( plants of a program and its purpose
rf011i our 1)114.1)(1 tIS (4, th(411,1111Olelill'iltat10111%

Illts110111er. It is %% i.cr to think
7

of local slistallation of federal programs Is a continuing process of Italic)
making, chrring rehab ,(riot's actors press their 1,1Tirli %satin. of in)lit
l BCK is a particular kind of federal program t% ell suite(I to this interpretation., it 55 ,IS not mandated for a specific student population, nor t% as it
R Bather. it seas made
intended to remed a t onstitutionall defined nu
nation of go% eminent
a5,tildble to % ohinteuring school districts b a ci
and linnate agericic* %% ho had at their (lisp sal no sticks and but a fees
carrots- some funds. but mostly re( (ignition, free trainih4. and ink. materials. The role of central autliont i. net essaril) limited in such a program.
and the influences at the periplier are coniequentl stronger Thus -mutual
tadaptation: i. snore likel to MI or among the elements at the periphery than
bet 5% eun federal sponsor and local agent .% . But our interpretation of implementation as polic) et olution is not limited to % olinitary programs. The
strong influents of local forces and the pre% alence of mutual adaptation at
m Lategorit al
pica! of f(1114Call st Imol progranis.
the periphery sr(
pn 'grains, ss lien, a strx mg federal role is possibl( in principle, there ham e been

lett instan,Ces Ill which federal threc tit es alithoritatitel and uniforml
steered local program developupint.
Our focus on program p (illation in response to local disc tit explains
%%hat seas hard to explain in the in lienteil iett the persistent f. ilure of local
education agilk- IC% to 110 SS hat is expected of them In terms of et ()bolo!) and
organiAational di% ( fsit , %% hat once %reined irrational not% seems natural and
logical. But this rouses 11(. questions. Jim% dot one Ti ( ogniz(4 good on
el'SSfill implementation" 1% hose s legit of success should pr,p-ail?
Our ansttur is that there is no snide, simple anst% er. A partial mist% er is to

admit that there are %au ties of success and that no single criterion Can viicompd., thriti 1Ittitlict but quite uncertain mist% er is to tr to frame criteria
for success III terms of processes. using such potions as problem sole ing to
pidge ss hether good things arc happening. l',et another is to concede that no
single intelligent r i an comprehend all the possible ties% s of success, and to
hope that helpful pit tares t% (Anew out of di% erse and (lit ergent stories of
implementation
But if t% e ( an cm ision these and other solutions to the question of t% hat
«institutes slit cessfill implementation. it 5% ould he rash to imagine that 5% e
pick the 11(444 WIC For oath suss human beings bas e examined their history .
toms; to assess the import of an at lion and the sin 1055 of %% hat %%as done.

'Ilte hate struggled to distinguish tit. important es cuts and to itlentif t% kit
t% as important about them Thu% a% e tried ti explain hot% men succeeded.
iese are the same issues tkit nose bedes it
and ss is
lit
the, failed

students of f«.ral program implementation And there is no reason to-be
[1 the studs Of.federal program implementation, sot sail scientists
%%111 so e these old and difficult problems.
hes e that
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Introduction
In the Juno 1977 KAPPA N tt e publigted the cartoon that appears on this
page. It was ranked at the tap...among 50 unsolicited cartoons rated by
KAPPAN consultants that spring. But it drew cries of poi.. and anger from
many readers (mainly, professors of education and their wives. as I recall),
because it was seen as perpetuating alt unfunny canardone that in fact
verges on Niel. It should be obvious that for every person who fails as a
teacher, goes back to school for an advanced degree. and gels a job as a
professor of education, there are hundreds of bright, ambitious practitioners
for tvhom an education professorship represents the peak of professional
success. Mist -as teaching hospitals usually attract the best physicians, so
teacher preparatory institutions generally attract the most apt students of
education to their faculties.
Necerilieless. education is on tlw a hole an immature profession. plagued
by uncertainty, amateurism. and outright ineampetenet. t% t icions Cycle
operates. Lott status for public school teachers breeds lot( rewards. which

drive out the "best and the brightest.- which insures low status. These
problems hate been explored repeatedly in the KA PPA N. The arti( kl in this
chapter are representative.

".1

anyllang elst . su I in r anu a It a. Gr r It la n I found oat ; r ouhltt'l

teach, I browse a professor of ethwalant-
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Harry S Brain ly. a ho u role "The Sean or a Si u n«. of Edn«insm" for
the Bicentennial edition of the K 11'P:1\ Seidcritber 1976 ), has frequently
addressed this topu .1nd llarry Broudy is. a. Maxim Got ni om t Mutt d in a
K 11)1121 N article. "a kind oft :diary hero in du ti odd o f t hu anon Its is ork
in aesthetics
and avail( in
salon is but om fa(( t of a prole Ssunud
(let

r Wed to making things
ar Like Gres its .1 hat alts ai /s admired Broudy's
ritiug.and tenets parni ularly fond of the u it u i/h u his h In use lu mtrodui
issues of the EthlidtiOndi Ftinins ahtn he «hied that fine iournal A professor of ('dirt ational plulosophyiu the (nis s P.m/ y of Illinois s tints retir«11.
Broady of ten teaks S his points with u ry humor or epigraas
as OILS
'lgnoram c of rdwational history Ls the undue,- of In:1ot atu
Eaddimn
and imug (Won bri (Is faddism is one mon stimmosm of monatnnty m the
pro f essiow

I remarked in the s &tonal that int rodut ed Rio hard B Morlands classu

pied'. -The External Ow torate ut Edw atum. Blessing or Blasphymy?(Not. cmln r 19;1). that "in higher Mu( upon the line between harlatarawn
rind bumf anon oft( it u at ersaml disappears Also. 1 .suggi sted,ilualett adt an« s in knot: I( dg(
to cdu«inottal prat Inc are mad( u :Mout risk. Col-

legs s tend to err on the side of (ninon, and they knom it Then guilty conwiem t helps the act et% greedy, and unw rupulous to rip off thi sy.stem."
Thew obsert alums and %lowland's art:, It u t off a do bale in the pages of the

KA [TAN that vtill continues
lit preparation for editing tins., !utak,/ ask( 1 Worland 10 s ontribute bat kground inba-mation Ile wrote as follntss.
%hi article on external doctoral degrees teas adapted froma
position paper I presented us 197.3 to the Florida Council of Deans
and Dire( tors of Teat her Education. At that now set end institunow, in the shin ti ere i onf erring dos' coral degrees upon «mdulates
is ho spent a summer of study in rentedbu dines of t arrows tripes and
tr nit(' di.Ssertatioas sit honu Another institution n ilia nu experteme
in professional edict ition had launched iii n nurssu a nationW ids;
program,s'enrolling more than 1.500 .students in Ed.1.) programs I
thought it ti (add be a matter oft oncern to educators for their highest prof( stoma! degree to it( aft
its .such large numbers to person, ho tit re not seri rued for admission ht/ test scorqur gradepoint at crages, u ho spent sin it, bodied time in formal study. u ho
nt ere not held lo math/ ying or t omprehen.vit e examinations, and
is hot ti ere silly(( led to so little «Intro! to insure that dissertations
and practwums subs .'tted were the .students. own work
I did not multi! to make a career of the stand 1 had takn on the
ern rind dm loran's, but not a single a eek has passed since publi«,non of the artu if that 1 hat e not had onnuunu alums of one kind or
another regarding these Imam:ins Some of the earlier expersen«'s

Here n'ported us no/ (uncle tided 'On Growing Grapes in
Greenland' ( February 1975 K
\\)
The thousands of u olds that hat (' I km ed since the article firs!
appeared hat e generated mat is heat but little else The questams
raised hat e not been address( d lit/ prof essional as so( iations. /mu h
less answerM
In the meantinu, the beat goes on Today, the largest producers
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of the doctoral( in a dm alum are the nontraditional institutions.?

What does Ibis bode far the caw of the degree? One nerd not
possess any type of degree to handle that question.

After taking his tatu doetorat«it Neu lark Unit ersity. Thalami ruined
the staff of Stet.son

rsity in De Land. Honda. m 19.52 and has n reined

there to the present Ili is a former ',result nt of IV East Central ninth.
C.haph r of Phi Di Ita Kappa and clan( Idly fen( s 118 an e ,hronal C onsultant to
the KA PPAN.

One of the most a ngaging figures in American education is U. James
Popham of UCLA, a bumptious researcher entrepreneur otiose speaknoe
style make ) /rant highly popular on the lecture circuit. Ile nogg the DistM
gurshed Teaching Au ard green by t'CLA's student association III 1967 and
foliate:et! it to ith a similar MLA Alumni Association au and and the Haney
.1- Eby Art of Teal lung a man! III 1968. Popham manages to in;cet humor ecen

tuto tits se, ails writing. and he has it ritteu ulcer 200 research papers. nine
bunks. and MI7711 rolls loomed unit les. 1 1 1.% MOW than 20 filmstrip tapes an

tt melt; used m teal ht r rdneation. Ili has directed the 10X. a Los Anodesbased it st detelopme rat age rat y. for maim ye ars. I It is a past ',result rat e.f the
el RBA.

Interestingly e nom h, Hu Popham artit le n printed here,"TeachingSkills
( :nder St runny.- is one of the most prof( ssionally unpopular I hat e solicited
for the K A PPA . Why? Perhaps H. Barker Bausell and William B. Moody.
eLniuu.! under the title ,"Are Tear her Preparation Institutions Net essary?' in
the January 1.97.3 KA PPAN found the answer. Reporting oa the Popham
study and their ou n 11'11'4 t h, they i out bided that "tent her 'MT unit hm as

prodded by t alleges of edyrition dm s not Ti suit in increased student

achierment
Knotting Popham's t redentuds,onc tt le/dd expo e I that a national t ommit

tee studying teat lung methods t it shall be nameless) u mild hate been ire
pressed by Popham's research It ttasn't so When I summarized Popham's
KA PPAN meet I at an opportune ono in the i inn uttee's deliberations, bat k
m 1972, no mu c cmoneith el In fat Libe t ommuter to

hat! belched in

church, ignoring the indiscretion.
Is Popham's restart h deice tin e? Popham thinks not We has described
the study m gre at( r de tad in -Performance Tests of Teahing PreViciem y
See the January 1971 American
Rationale. Del clopmeni. and

Edlicati(mal lirwarch journal

But Richard 1.. Turner, non dean' of

edm atom at I'mt emir/ of Colorado, i untended in a KAPPAN piece titled
-Are tabu (atonal Ru %f an hi rs Ne«'ssary?- (January 1973) gel the %I/WY is

Indeed drill In i on tit least three i omits, it hieh he spy( ified Turner i on
huh

In slim, Popham's study is not a fair test of the hypothesis thatihere is

14(1 11111111)11%111,1 In ill t t it teat her preparation. erperirm t' and student per

formance 41r is interesting that Tamer nay, I am told, one of the referees
it ho apprin eil piddle ahem of Popham's AEIIJ piety noted aim!
As an admirer of both researchers, I remain neutral
ota f me a run/ alone has Info reed wady 2.500 Ed D. dcgrurs through its
es4Treal ftrogrants

ed Mem be of ewe: l lulu /979 and '10 lune PAO

.1
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Questions about lea( hinge
I teat ht r «Itt«it
lik( thou raised by
Popham led an to plan a 'pit :al min of the KAPPAN for Ot toiler 1980. I
persinali (I 134 °tai I Smith to guest «lit it. partly In( runt I had read and
lased the mantis( ript fur his book. 1)esign for a St !tool of l'edagot.i
"Pedagligical Edina/ion. IIan , thump lit f one?." reprint+ d hi re is heat ely

'based on !ht book, it hit h is Hutt at aihibh roue

S. Gan t noun ( iit l'rint-

big Office.
.1lialt of Smith's prof( ssional art rho. in I n spy iii in flu c ttioiinaf
I
teaching and teacher cal:Halton it hil( it at lung at flu I nit( rsity .4 Illinois
and the ("nit crsity of South Elt-ruht at Tanina I les 1«i(15 nits!, in theAl lit Ids
has been at knoll It ti
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The Search for a
Science of Education
by itarry S.. Broudy
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.

Reincarnated, a L'.S. citizen of 1776 would find the world inexplicableexcept in an elementary classroom. li'hy so little
change in the schools? A philos4her of education explores the
question here, using John Diwey..s essay. "The Sources of a
Science of Education" 09291, as a starting point.
-.citizen of 1776 seeing the gang plows, planters, and huge ceimbines on our
great prairie farms w ould he astonished. Factories turning ont mountains of
goods by machine would also amaze him, as would jet planes, automobiles,
and -moder:u hospitals. fle would find communication by telephone, radio,

and tcleyision incomprehensible Not only would he be confounded by the
size apt complexity of the sarions operations, but he ss mild be mystified by

the technology embodied in them. -ks for the scientific concepts that
rationalized tliis technology, they would he stranger to him than alchemy.
13ut if our '76 citizen walked into an American elementary schoolroom, he
would recognize quite readily w hat was going on. A teacher ss mild he to ing
to impart the skills of reading, writing, and ciphering phis the rudiments of
geography , history , and a few other subjects to 2.5 or more young pupils. (Of
course, the content of some of these subjects might amaze hi: n.) 1 le ss
seelarge slates on the w all, and many hooks rather than a few . Somas isual aids

he would understand readily, but mit a console foe tele. ision or computeraided 'instruction (in the. unlikely es ent that he encountered one in the
ordinary classroom) 13,y and large, neither the technology of contemporary
instruction nor it rationale w °hid ins stay him, certainly now here near so
limeys the equipment used for lighting. heating. and air conditioning the
school building. Despite its size and scope, schoolkeeping IS still a cottage in:

dustry.

Crowing Corn and Crowing Children
A prominent congressman. noted for his interest in education, not long
ago asked a conference of educational pundits w by colleges of education did
not sen e their clientele as do colleges of agriculture or engineering. lie noted

that colleges of agriculture employed 1) sCamtists in chemistry, genetics,
matheinatics, and economics. 2) tychnologists alto ins ented or perfected
methods of planting. fertilizing. .cultis ming. han esting. and marketing a
ide iriety of crops. of breeding. feeding, and marketing !Restock. and 3)
extension specialists who delis ered help to the farmer in even phase of his
operation, from planting to filling out income tax forms,
Why, the legislator wanted to know, could not colleges of education,
employ ing the same ty pes of pers,,anel, delis er remedial sen ices to the classroom door? 1Vhs could they not res ohitionize instruction as colleges of agriculture has e res (digitalized farming? Why , w e may all ask, is an education..I
;establishment that boasts of a giant 11 -ware. h effort and a training program
that has staffed the SC !MIS w ith nearly three million teachers anti adthmis-

hat ors so continuously crib( ized for its inefficiency? Why, indeed, are the
17.5
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problems so tethousls the saint, generation after gent-ration? II hs in short,
could the American citizen of 1776 find so 11/111.11 that Is so faioiliar m tile
schools of 197fP
Shall lint atte1111/1 to reconstruct the learned ans4 Cr% gis en b the educators to the congressman's questions, roughly, they ss ere of tss o sorts. In one
it ssas argoed that teachers and administrators eitkr did not kilos. about or
ss ere urns tiling to apply the as ailable findings of research to teaching. curric

(limn, school orgamba bon. and finance. "Hie) pointed to the ss with of
theories. studies, and projects ss byres% ith one could document es cry
011.CS cry educational topic. And in fact the s anets of teaching models on

the market is so great that it is difficult to keep track of them. Nor has there
been a dearth of. educational limos ations, although their theoretical sounines. and usefulness often has t- been judged bs the size of the grants the coin
mand and the publitits tics ern.). Most of them has e ('in matted from the
brightest anti best in the college of education confraternitP
These responses elicited tss o other questions. First, %slut sort of scientific
enterprise is It in ss Inch so man) different theories continue to flourish side by
side, see:minds ins idnerable to refutation by argument or test? II here .ire the
tlisciples of Karl Poppc - In educational research ?' Second. ss hs do teachers

and administrators, belt agnered by critics from all sides, pass Hp possible
grounded on scitnitifil. research ;Hidings? The Litter question
rescue
ss as especiall) embarrassing. because the allegedly -stupid- or -footdr a gging- teat lier and administrators had buen.tramed by professors of edu
LAMM presumable ss nth the help of the research the. Here 1101% .11111%1211 of

ignoring.
.

it hal. been suggested that teachers do not pick upon teSCattll as (11111.11
as CID 1.1111112t% lot c arse- the teacher's 1111.0111( is not Well .11 directly tied to pro-

(luct's its ti.e , learning) as is the farmer's. The farmer sees a nest technique
producing more profit forlus fin .thbor, and so lie readily adopts It. Furthermore. it is pointed out that a nest technique in teachpig requires more ss
for the teacher and pias he pt rt els ed .is a threat to ss ell-established habit's.
There is little doubt that these factors are real and potent. and thexAlesers ea
far more extentle,1 thscussion than is possible in this article. Aside from the

thorns prt>blent of deter: ming and measuring jwiductis it in tpelling,
ilsing.research and employ mg techniques that
titre is a difference.bctss
claim to be based on ryseart. h. Es en farmers,

c .ire told, in the earls dass of

the land grant colleges had little faith in professors of agriculture. The research hat I t bt translated into a tet linique that ohs muds ss (irked to increase
pilau non before f.triners Nu(. the professors tli.rionsl . Teachers, as a rule.
are not confronted with such ohs iouslyt lccessf tectniques, although they
are often asked to belies e that research has assured such success.
Prof. %stirs of vacation) sometimes esplain inadequate utilization of research by noting that the delis ers of reseaic li findings in education is not the
same as 111 mum ulture. engineering, or inec:icine. Medicine and engineering
ha% e a Lis tr of prat Witmer% ssho has(' studied ,the basic theory of the disci

phnes contributing to their pr.ofessiona! fiel.ls in their presets ice training.
.Professional journals keep them apprised of des clop int;nts in basic and applied research. periodic institutes inforin them of the latest des elopments in
both theory and prat tit e The dirt farmer probably does net con espond to
the engineer and phs sic Ian in this respet t. unless lie is a graduate of a college
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agricultuie. The extension serice delivers the results of science and technology directly to the farmer in the field.
In the public school establishment. a strong cadre of professionals 'A ho

have had preservice training corresponding to that of an engineer or
physician sloes not exist, The strictly professiontiVontent of the ordinary pre-

service program for the teaching certificate is so meager thatit is taken for
gilinted that the moment the teacher enters on the first job he/she will require the ministrations of an inserviZe re, cue squad. It is a hit like turning out
automobiles that can make it on their ow II pow er bn to the customer's door

and forthwith have to be towed to the repair shop. Insel vice study ray supply something like die preservice training in other professions. but so c aried
_are the inservice programs for teachers that it is difficult to generalizeon their
effects.
Research in education is communicated to tither researchers either by
doctoral study or through meetings that are rarely attended and journals that
are lirrely read by the practitioners in the field. Professors of education tend
to think of themselves as theorizing about and occasionally designing the
service that Might he rendered to teachers and administrators, rather than as
delivery agents. If delivery of the service, socially useful as it is, does not require a high order of theoretical competence, it will he downgraded by the
professoriate, who tend to judge quality, in terms of intellectual caliber and

guild status rattier than by social utility alone. In 'this the professor of
education is not much different from professors of engineering, law, and
medicine; but if the practitioner in education is more like the dirt farmer than
lire liffid4C-iffg engineer-. then-eggeges-Of E4liicaton-doiwed-good-extenston
specialists.TEc-other reason offered to our prominent congressman for the Jack of

disect help to practitioners by the research-training establishment went
something like this Ediscational sciehce doe's not generate the kind of empitical aneralizations from w hich a vowerfid technology and definitiv e rules of

.:

practice can he derived.

So while one group of pundits vvastelling the congressman that there w as
plenty of goo( research if only the workers in the field would use it, another
grcuip wa
Iine him that the workers in the field did not use research find-

ings because they were not very useful. The legislator, theiefore, could he
pardoacd for being puzzled. If the research was good. why vas it not being
used? If not good, why maintain an expensive research establishment?
Discussions such dS these raise the perennial question about the nature and
possibility of a science of education. The question is philosophical, but it has

ery practical rderbegations. Moreover, some of the reverberations are
anomalous. ihnost paradoxical. if a science of education really w ere to gig
us a theory from w hich we could deriv e rules that would enable schools to
control learning. as the farmer can now control his crops, how would «e react
to it? At least one psychologist. B. F Skinner. who claims that operant conditioning is a scwntific theory that can do something v en um& like this, has
had to listen to some harsh comments about himself and ju. theory.2
My own impression is that the congressman was really asking about a
technology that w ould produce desired results efficiently. Whether it was
science-based or not w as incidental, although the success of sctienceddsed
technology in agriculture and the existence of tile educational lesearch estSbT..

\
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:(11%liment naturally influent ed hum to pose the question ut this fora These
hopes, one must confess. arc not likely to be fulfilled. irt it because et rRHiAnd
researchers are incompetent or lazy. fnit rather bet ausetlic desired results are
not analogous to the ear of t ori that meets certain spt;ctfitatluns or the automobile that tra% els so 11141111 miles tin a gallon of gasoline. 7Cross ing corn- and

"gross ing children" are not analogous a spressitnis. one reason for not taking
the teat tae r gardener metaphor too seriously . 'Hit goals of education kas distinguished (nail a particular sthool actis its , art not this or that lichac nor. this
of that habit or disposintin. but a sty it of life Ito a w hole person. None of the

professions see line be( II holding up as models is responsible for such a

totalit of results. The structure of the good life ma la constant. but the
constellation of attiun, th, ought. mid feeling consistent ss this structure
varies for each nubs !dual Then may not be a technology fur producing
virtue and happiness.
There is no facttr in human ss clfare that .%itierican public schools refuse

to embrace in the.. t .i,sum, genetic cariati(ms.:,kin color. economic and
social injustice, cinotumal nialadjustments all must and ss ill be taken into
account. in assuming responsibility for such holistic, indeterminate outconics, scht.ols arc pron using far more tIi.w they can possibly do. the promise
is .1 tribute to their good intentions rather than to their good sense. No 5cience
,,r combination of th( in t an bail out such indiscreet hospitality. Science .111(1
sc lekle 1)41Sed It'Ll1111/111141 L.111 help ethit anon only to the degree iii ss Inch its

mission is narrowed. objectified, And its results are publicly Oct-killable.
Insofar as such redut non is resisted

and resistance there is

the ctrs . pos-

sibility of a wience of education becomes problematical.

A Science of Education and 'Educational Science:.
Considerations of this sort persuaded John Dew ey a .irk a half et lour)
,igt, to interpret educational st ience in a cc a that differs markedly from the
positiststie empint al model that has ss inked so brilliantly in the physical
sciences and their applications in agriculture, medu Ilk'. Mk! engineering:4
The gist of Dewey 's argument runs somewirat as follua s.
I. Quantification as used in the Idly sical st jellies is hard to «nne by in
psychological phenonit.na
Nor have see as yet any
general hypotheses in the kin of
%%hick to know u hat st e are measming and by which 55 e can
interpret results. place th'em in a sy stein. and kid on to fruitful indirect ineasivements
The lack of an intellectually coherent
ss she la is a Nsitne ss arning against attributing scientific c tine to results mere!), bet anse tlie are reached by ineansof recognized techlailueN borrow vd from scientesalrtady established and are capable

of being stated in quantitatice formulae Quantity is not es en the
fundamental idea of mathematit s (pp -2(k 27)
2. Itepeate(11 . Decc e. points out that st ientific lac s as slit h do not yield
rules of practice

No colic hosum from it ientifit research can be tuns erted into an

immediate rule of educational art For there is no educational
practice .% hates era hich is not highly comple%. that is to say IA hit h

does not contain many other conditions apt fac tors than arelneluded in the scientific finding (p. 19)
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ir
lie cites the example of school administrators converting
lie biological
finding that,girls between the ages of I 1 and 14 mature faster than boys at the
saute ages into the rule that boys .ind girls should he taught separately (p. IS).
A currenf example is the translatir of the fact ))1 inch% ideal differences inter
prescriptions of individualized curricula for each pupil.
3.', The.data of an educhtional science, he holds, should come from edu-.
rational phenomena and problems. and the conclusions should be tested by
'heir educational consequences . (p. 33)
4. "Sciences already developed to a fair state of maturity are the source&
'from which material is clerked to deal intellectually w ith these problems" (p.
35). Dewey does not-regard the human sciences of psychology, sociology,
and their kindred disciplines.as being des eloped to a fair state of matwity,,

but they do provide the educator w ith findings that operate indirectly.
Actually, he [the practitioner] employs the scientific results as
intellectual tools in his empirical procedures. That is, they direct his
' attention, in both observation and reflection, to conditions and relationships which would otherwise escape him. (p. 30)
Ile warns against "attempting to extract from psychology and sociology
definite solutions which it is beyond their present power to gi% e" (p. 42).
:3-. Dewey distinguished scientific findings of psychology, sociology, and

,statistics from "educational science... To become educationalscience, they
ha% e to he tr. Alm med into "attitudes and habits of observation. judgment.
and planning of those engaged in the educative act" (p. 32), i.e., when used
'to make educational functions more intelligent." (p. 33)
6. Finally, he denies that social conditions determine educational objectiees as the social sciences %%wild base us believe. "Education [not educators] is autonomous and-should be free to (lett:1111;11e its own ends
For
education itself a process of d scos ering w hat sakes are %sixths% hile and
are to be pursued as objectives. (p. 74)
it is not surprising in the light of these obser% ations that Dew ey included
among the sources of a sciencl. of education the philosophy of education: the
em erience of teachers and administrators, and disciplines such as
psy .hology , psy cluatry . and the social sciences. There is no intrinsic educational science content.
I
For Dew ey . it w odd seem that educati nal science is thinking sy stematicall y about educationarproblems so that practitioners are more intelligent
and more aware of what they are about (pp. :.S. 76). This is a far cry from the
thein-) ;technology :application route found in agriculture, engineering. and
medicine.
Although I find, little in Dew ey .s anal} sis of the situation's ith w hich ,to
take serious issut", it should be remarked that, for Dewey. science, scientific
thinking, being intelligent. grow Hi. andlife itself ill manifest the structure of
the complete act of thought. swath %%hich most educators became familiar in
his Hot/ We Think Briefly the complete act of thought (CAT) begins w ith a
predk ;talent in w Inch action is blocked and leads to closer observation of the

ruptured situation. a problem is defined that relates the predicament to its
rdes ant contexts. Lmmn geoeralizations suggest 11) potheses (ideas) about
the causes and remillies of the difficult consequences of the by potheses arc
exfoliated in thought. ant' finally a test is des iced (an act of some sort) that
confirms or disc , nifirms taw pre lie bon. Thus blocked action incites thought,
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%% Inch; if t tonloeted properly , restores einitiiiiiit Of aetion, f)tang arid knoc%
ing arcatnited III IlltlillLtUIlt attune II is Ito e \ aggeration to sa that this f0111111-

iatitill of till' C.11. is the host I Imipri.ficlisRe educational geitralization of
the last 100 ears It h .1 design fin* instruction, demo( rade till lon,.ilioralit,
and, alio% e all, ctroc% th as the progress's e reconstruction of experience.`
I !elite %se can understand %%Ii about all 1)en,..e really (.4/1.1-tS from the
% ariousselentifie diseipluies is a eliange III the attitude of the edileator so that

,
.

he is made open to III VI ir511)111tICS, mess II 1)0t1ICSCS, %II that he can approach

educational problem; in a more liberal spitit and %%ith construed% e imagination k p. 58) Furthermore, %%e Ian understand 5% li eclutatilin, being of the
same striic ture as good thinking and orgrols th and life itself, Ian generate its

assn norms and not rtl on opinion wills or social conditions to disco% Cr
tile111,

It is fair to say that in recent ears education has relied on reunionists,

sociologists. And ps etiologists fur ninth more than the broadening of
higi/otis and stimulating h putheses. 'they has e been hired to "%MeV* edite ation.,and these studies has e been used as bases For polie !nese ript it nis, not

inerel for transforming seientific findings into %%hat 1)es% e ealled "educational seience."6
The identification of science, intelligent action, and the good life as the
progressi5 t. reetnistrue non of tAperienee b/ intelligence is a brilliant gencrab/anon, but it t us er's too lunch. First, bliirs the difference bet%%een

highly dee eloped, einpineal. e \perimental disciplines such as pli sic, or
eheinistry dad lis pothetieo-dedueti% c thinking in general; Bnt nut all good
thinking is suentific. and not all gaud thinkers are scientists. \\lien the possanlit of a seicner of ellueatn in is 1111(11r dISIllssion,*the point is sill Mier or

riot a seieneti-like s stem of c (incepts, lass s, and modes of niquir can be
hoped for that sill e \ plain, predict, and perhaps afford control of educational phenomena To say. as 1)es% e% did, that an intelligent stance tom. ard
problt His of ethic at IIIII %timidated by Findings Friuli the spy( ial sciences etni%Mutes an "educational science:1 as oi.1% the maul Issue. It might he less

eonfusing to say that a philosophy of (lineation ...hibitmg the structure of
Ii pothetieu dethic tn.(' thinking is possible, but not a sc ieliet of education in
the ordinary meaning of science
Second, untvtrsalliing the C.1.1. tends to equate all cognition %% ith the
inechational prot esses of inference But, as s% ill be noted, there are Lutist:nos
in thought as %%ell as the floss of inferenc e licks yen them, there is a cognitive
component in du immediate, sooner or later, that out of c% hit II a construct is

t (instructed must be togni/ed in terms of its tic% n properties.
Third, 1)e%% t 1 's ate omit of "edut ational st ience" makes it appear that :any
thought f ill ethic a tor. by being alert to the dell, eranee of the special sciences,

tali Frame h pottiest s and test generalizations concerning the problems of
edit* ads in. "hula% this is till longer likel%.,1(no%%leke about the economic,
social, rfolide al, arid tee linologit al Fat du% that affect the goals and practices
of the sc him!, has het 111110 the domain of highly spec ialued chsciplires. Vet
the study of these disc mime, does not automatic...111s translate itself into the
einittAt of educational prohlt ins, so that the translators itself becomes ,a Field
fur ails am Id studs and training in the gradliatt. st Imd of edit( anon. and the

results it the translation constitlite the t ;intent of the professional studies ni
the preparation of educational personnel.
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'It goes %%about sa} ing that es en after the contests of problems of
education are construtted ss ith some soplustit Aunt and rigor. pre st. riphons

for action ilia} require procedures and teatiologies that do not floss from
adequate interpretation or understanding of the problems. Argument, for or

against hiliugu,il edut Aunt in the public thools, to example, tell us little
about hos% to teach English as a second language ha- that matter, ss t ale still

arguing about the proper technolog} for the teaching,of reading laignsh as
the first language
l'he professions of agruailture, t ngineering, and medicine ha% e the
better se fth IeChIll/II/I.* than ss ith the social it

exts ui %%Inch the technole,g}

is to be applied, but the} too are coming to realise es hat education should
nes er base forgotten. rianiel} , that ultunat el} the Widest in %%Inch professional problems arise and are dealt ss ith is life itself the totalit} of contexts.
For the other professions consideration of the totalit} ma} seem pertpheral,
supplementer}, and postponable. for cdutation it must alss a}, remain
central, it can be bracketed toil} temporaril} and nes er for st r} long.

Illtiminatiiiiillutl-1;ffi "eney
full- blossn science of edticatiol . ht
e. comprise, ts% o tasks. The
first is a, rigorous assessment of contributions from the Spl
I es and
other :list iplines for the it n les anc e to building illunuu,atwg contexts for edu-

cational problems, and t ould be assigned to or assumed b} the )47riotis
foundational studies in the histor}, philosoph} staiolog} psyeholog}
,intlirol,ologj and et (mounts of etIticattim. The second t.is), is to translate or
derise from %arum% sl ientifit findings procedures and technologies that
%%mild help whe edit( ational prt
To se hunt is this Litter task to be
,

assigned:; 11'e do base a class of educational se °riser, %%lit) might he' calle.I
tee Intologists;e g . those stilt) des Ise programs and apparatii, fur computeraided nostrut tier, or the prat taunter% of lielias tor modification tee Imiques.
Some of the tee hi , wes arc ins ented 13} teat hers in the classroom. and some
.ire des isecl and taught bs proft %stir% of education in method, t tunes. Some
are ll/IISt.,10l111,1 re latell to fuming, in some dist ipliiie`or some combination of
thcin, some are grenuteled III t1/1111111/11SCIISU pragmatics, and some are no
more than plausible hunt lies 1 t is III the articulation bets% et:n these tss o tasks
that the analog} to agrit
suedes me, and engineering breaks doss n.
For either use of etlut Atonal %tient e foundational or technological the
problems 4 /f clot aI14111 %% all has e to be stabillied ss ith respect to tasonomies,

terminologit s.and modes of inquir} In this respect the field of education is in
a presuentifit, I/11' paratligniattt stage. It is s irtuall} II loossible to find consensus es plit it or nnplieit uu prolilents, theories, approac hes, and

t rtteria. The torrent enthusiasm for intKithial different es arid unlimited
option, s} nihuliies the t ktotic state of the art, a, %%ell as the'cinbrs oust state
of the sc tent e, 1 se it
%% lit II a basic generalliation is that there can be no
generalization, is strange science indeed

Ili( meager stippls of rthicational tut Inuit's!, based on a strong st ientifit
bast, should nut blind us to the possibilities of impros mg the effluent % of
u buoy operation, bs using a% ailable 'cc hnolog} w here it makes sense to du
so, 'Nor should the pink osophit al nature of context building, so rue eSSar to
illtillanate the nature of ellue animal problems, influence its to dos% iigrade its

I Q0 0of.
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thologit al reality, that
is, on facts arrived at by scientific procedures.
The problem-sols
illferiithil character of the Complete .let of
Thought tended to di ingrate the factual basis fin thinking Bole le.firning and
dependence till a orreet ass( ssaents of social and

fixed habits ss ere decreed as r,igults antithetical to thought as acting from in,
pulse. 'let all thought uses e oneepts, rulesind operations that do remain «instant, at least during a partietilar act of thought. Chlorine as a chemical elc

mint has a stnkturt and 'prtiperties that are green anti etnistant. there are
iminber faits
ss
arithilatical operations beetnin. eltinisy. A fait
can 'hi titicstiottud and thereby turned into a ii pothesis, but then other facts
that arc nut questioned arc use d to think about It. The thinking
ahs,u s
has some ((intent, and ss hen chi «intent is ellibcddil ni a discipline, i s not
as ailable 5% idiom some (urinal study of that discipline. The findings aelllInalaiN, history, Gilt Ink tr , and other disciplines
as a rule, he pine
out of manuals and tes':books 1)% consulting the Index. But m,uiy progressNe
sellooluien, impressed C. ith the iiiiportance of the process of good thinking,
sass in 1)e%%e's treatment of it an escipe to b -pass s stematit study of sidi-

matter. Acy)rdillgb , the quality of inan %d un)! at ti% ities that stress
thinking projects, disc ussions stiffers_from the lass (walk% of the content
the pupils bring to it Qualit of thought is measured not only
the correctiies4. of Is IpmALLUI.L.n buLalso by the correctiicss of the facts and hvothlee t

eses %vitti which the process is carried on.
In the study of education th(geItas been a laudable P.sjwct for fact as a
basis ft, the disc o% t r). of Lacs, like generaluations about teaching and learning, the ciirriculum. and the orgaiii.ation and management of schools. There
u hack of data 10 stud( lit populations, expendmires TIT characterictrectd
this or that saiiiple population of pupils, just as %%t. has(' countless «metational studies that sonichot% act timulate ss idiom being t uuiulatis e. These
data and studies are important, but t% e art lint so foitun,de ss fill respect to
data about the (Ape( tat tons the publit yr juildlis has e C. ith regard to sehool.
Anna the role of the st haul in the t oniplex of other social Met ilaIIIS S. Perhaps our lack of solid information alit rthese deeper las ers of thought
I
expectations on the part id' the t hints of
anon rvplains C. by tine rostudie
do not have the impact 'and import tt they ought to have.
Some of these data c aii and should he supplied b) the empirieal method
of the sot. lain st lent is t. g.. sot iologi: al and ps etiological studies about ithe

relations untie st Imol to the communit to % arious ohm( groups, squat

stratific ationind the like 1 et there is a eilrious slippage but 5% een ,?ucti
studies and the Inturpretatitni of them Fur (-sample, ss e are lis ing through a
decade of proclamations that the public schools are a disaster. Educational
ss rulers, t ninny obser% ers, and inteilet teals uu both the Ness 1,t ft and the ()Id

Hight all pomt to tilt public's unhappiness %% ith the schools and dross the
t alit hision that the public is eager fit Anglian% es, deschoding,open st hoots,
return tojiasiesibandonnient of basit s, s OW her s stems, and dozuns of
other -Milo% atitnis But the Callup polls published by Phi Delt1Kappa ha% e
mote eonsistiutis ludo Atli that the niter less sample did not t;-%e the public
st hook a disastt r rating, and that they did not share the pea eptions'of the

schools attributed to them b the edut ational journalists. Ile base/here a
gaud caniPh' of the
Pnhtn- al and PilliosoPhi( al Ideology shares the
suci,tl reality it purports to tr.seribe Es en mole imsulnes oils is the peculiar
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ignorance displ.g (dig stain of the minis .itors s% ith rest
t tt the constraints
under s% hich schools ha% t.
operate In the socieg %pet iall in a sot leg such
ae OM's,

Yet there is a limit to the iesabilig of empirical findings for educational
precription. Fur science. social or itlg sic.tl, seeks las% ,.bout s% hat esists and
not about ss hat ought to be Pt 'Ding techniques to ast. email attitudes Lail get
no further t:ean 's% hat the niters less sample miss% ers Ili W1;1)114:10 ipietiinis.
Es en ss hen the indlstt r asks the respondent about his ideals, aspirations, and
% able+, the duct% er he gets is all he can cert4 as fact. %1 nether the respondent
meant %chat he said ir Iiii&rstood 5% tiarbi.,iid .1,15, kit lie might hats e said

had other questions been askul must be left to conjecture. And this conjecture can rel on pre% ion, conjectures (iIil in a s er limited 5% , because
human-being, ith
Ltilinire tip possibilitIt s w temitnisl con
netted ss ith actualig tliat tlie raise has oc ss ith probabilig . This is ss lia . es en
liter the s'ocial sciencs has e helped ascertain the reit.% ant facts, the
histt an al, and maig other t olittxtsof educational problems
has c tit be explored and reesplored in es en epoch before the goals, ends, or
ol)jectis es can be assessed. less

ss as allergic to separations of means from

ends and therefe ire balked at assigning gthils and curls to philosopIg and
means to. NC lellCccind resisted allotting the sting of educational goals to the
social sciences and instructional means to pscliolog . But clearl the kind of
int inig that ferrets out and interprets the publit.' aspirations an terms of life
tnaccalis of schooling is not the saute as that used in des isn't, arrangement,
that would satisfy theta. aspirations.
Perhaps the most glaring t satin& of the AL,w_beb% ten scientific Tinclii gs
and eihica denial prescriptions is to be found in the sequence of es ott5 f cim
the I95-1 Brun n ch.( isitni Ig the t".S Supreme Court on segregated s tools
doss ii to the.' recent t (inclusion that stn Ld problems( an't be Mils
"t
lost 1111,11t1
them hi the Brant /I
the loin lusitni that -separate" cannot

be "equal" s% as attributed to the sot iologists and ps luilogists, but that
schools'ought to be equal is not a sociological finding or es en a ps holtatic al
one. it is based on a prim tide of social Josht e ralet ling the moral ((ills ittitius
of the ss riters of the Constitution, although not all of them ss mild has e s% el.tined its application in the Brim It (.1.,
stn iologit al and ps chological
finding s ere used to pistif court tad( atti biasing in order to ain't.% e deseg
regatio
file results substantiated 1)ess 's dictum that it is estremel)
dangerou tt, pimp from st ientifit findings to school
. Yet. As hen
Ioltgic al raiding+ Litt r t olifirmed the failure of the hosing presc niption, an

(loans abrapt leap s% as Made to the principlirior est Me) that dims% ing
moues at this and kindr«I problems still not sok e them. St lent:fit findings
s% arral'ued neither of ti.. prescriptions for educational Indic%
Sc lenc e fin es as t hies as to 5% hat probalds is the case, and 4.11 has as ail
4 'nijnrit al las%
t
make highl) rellabh predit
as3to s% hat 5% mild folios% if this ss ere the t asc At present the sot 1.11 st tent
abil.%%

including t
art far from bring ft11.tble guule,either to tilt het %% (irk
of fat Is that t taistitute our sot tail problems or tt du consequences of an% solo

Nun that might In At( ilipted \ evertheless, this is no warrant fur abandonmg sueutif t uitpun into human affairs St tent e helps his mark the bounds of
the possible. In s and ss
no man or institution is moralls obliged to go, but
it also ens mons potentialities that ma% t reale nes% fields of obligation For
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human poi, er,.utel necc ;m er ilia) Ions
(ilSease. disc rimina
pOS eft
our excuses for not tackling the problems
sc lent e based technlth.,. enhant.

hon, and other forms of social Injustice. Out of the coinple5 of facts about the
social red lit) as dein crud It the cumin( al sl teller`, and the other conte5ts
the human red lit
the ethic alioportra% the total sim..t.ti
eAtracts prescriptions fur educational !milt soul strateg So although edu
t ators should refrain from hooking to the st.:(41115 for rules of Intcedures ur
the principles of pitlic) the should out tine upon the resourc es of empirical
science too soon.

The Paradox of the Unwelcome Miracle
Suppose, tturalnl«Ii( tn. It ere announced that a protect funded b the
Department of I !call'. Education. and 11 elfare had cost u, tied .t ado) of
tax forms
pills that mild teach Johnii) to read. spell, fill out
t or , eit4 acluee an 5.11. score his parents might choose. and adopt ait set
if cc holesome ..clues the stilt tol board might specify, including respect for
stilt 'tiling I lert .could bt .t triinfipli of educational tet !intik o* that ought to
tdatIden the hearts not tail of Johilm's parents but the hardheaded tribes of

.

NA II.It fel tlitIO.1 %S. tiuld slit 11.111.111110111k einem rut en e..)%1 e t an t uujetturc

that the first reser% anon. would 10111t from Johilm's parents First. the
sc oultl like to Isiatm cc hat else ,c Ill Johnii learn if he takes the pill? Second,
sc Int dec it It , Int II pills Jolin is to be gi, en? Third. cc hell t at! itoliini go of
obserc ation about the
the pill? Tilt first questitm t times bat Is to 1)e
t (unities cffet ts of .tic learning tAlit'fiellt e. the set tomd bares our major tun
ho au lies the engineers? The thin ti is the
t ern %%Id% %Midi C11.14111t ering
Hoist (nit tail Of all. bet .111Se Jul

is supposed to IICC011it

.1

human hying

..ho

eng.iieers himself .1 subject. not inerel .1 inamintlable object.
lilt notion of an u1th, !dual', determining himself is uncongenial. not to
sa antithetical. to posit 1st It st lent e, St. Wilt e does not dead t, ith inch, ideals
classes, %pet it's. and groups in terms of their essential and common
but
properties. Indus idual differences mac be interesting, but the, ha, e to be
consult ration in formulating st ientific la,, s. lint positi% istic
(moth
hrt als in the t ausal c halt,. Skinner is run
ielict goes fur er and denies
sistent, it seems tt me. in aiding to translate all lailoage about freeclum of
the will igto beh.t loral c hams causal!. determint.(1.4 To be sure. there is a
s, as of t tilt stroing reedom so as not to111.1ke it lilt 011ipatIbit SS itil determin
ism but thasin tit. N at. Linn% (edging that the AIM to deal cc ith ideas rather
lc sit al f.11itit's that the atlas represent) in sonic sense frees
Ilan 5c ttlt t i
the thinker from tilt t ausal.lie5its of pli sit .t1 ec ruts But this lecc is itself
suspec t for a posit', !slit It s% of s, teat e and for a Behan Juristic conceptitm of
mint! Y

Theories aside, it is a fat t that the same human mind taut uoneei,
(ham( ;tit all, twinned thrum s about the nature of flit litini.lit nand. hat'
ill be, it IS to he lit ilibted
,t flit ultimate (NI 1,11:u on the nature Of
that li F Skinner's mutt and that of John 1)t.,,e ill !taue tamed tout to be
furulament'all- different lit their essential structure
The rent salin sort tifistind that tan t tom en (.4 a t oniplet h determined
tun t rsal causal order t also t tint etc vol. a antral untie r cc loch cc hat ought
to Itapiwo foc titles a it astat fur and sonictinit 5.t calls( of hat does happen.
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This is an order of being in ss Inch the mdis
at. kno ss ledgement of a
moral hiss in Kant's terms. becomes a self-inittosed demand to ac t w accordance with that law . That men are in some sense machines and that tli
:lie in a mon:important st
tiot mac hines are both die decjaratnals .1 mind.
To yearn for science that w mild gis e us perfect control of learning and to
reject its use for that purl +list% if it 55 ere f01111(1 is iltilte th1.11111111.111thIllg to (10.

This ambi5 time' pfo% ides a cue for thinking about the SC INK C.1111(1 tee, hnolog of education If there is a sense in ss hith man is a niacin:win m ss hich
he behaves in a mac hinlike fashion, it nia be (pate possible and desirable to
1g.ini hint in that sense' But this does nut commit to reLtartl hen. mrel as a
nachinc and to esclud from educational thought all the ss as s lit ss hich he is
riot inaehine.
It is nothing against it rsonhood Imnianeness, and indit thealit that some
oolir behavior is mechanic al, rote, anti uniforni. LeaQiing the multiplication
tables b rote is a fair'. nit chanie al one., (lure, 55 holier dont tin re( nation lit
unison tinder the dire( thin of a !is e teat her or b pressing kes s nn the console
of a,coiputer It is the nature eif the task, not of the taskmaster or the performer, that makes it 11111(1.11.111k.11. pn?Specifialde. predictable, tenth tillable,
anti inea'Siirable Smiire task, should be performed ss idiom taking thought
(par John 1)esse). and reciting the inultiiillation tables is one of them,
spelling ordinary ss orris is another, and so is sok ing algebraic equations. A
good scat cf not bcalieng a creatit e, intelligent vermin is to he intelligent
and self- conscious about es en thing, es erg ss here, soul at all times.
For such reasons I do not cringe ,it the thought of using an electronic
to:11110o* to make the teaching of tae t5, prim iples..iptilication of rules.and
certain skills that is, didactics more efficient and :nun. econennical. Poor
techieolo, !. in didactics probabh has chille more to make the ss hole classroom experience niec hank al drudgeo, titan am other single factur.,ind I
ss cold ru.tard the inspired teat lung of spelling, arithmetic. and n-ading as a
Sr. a stein! use of inspiration .1 swell( e' of education that ) ielded a technolog
for efficient (helm tics 55 ould leas e Maw and talent for other forms of teaching for 5% hich lise teat hems helms ing like inefficient mac ...es nos et seem to
find time It could alsa revoliatitnii e the orgaiiiiation of schooling, so that q
might be carried on in small neighborhoods rather than III bilge «nig4 gadots It might juinge the nt.s of se hoot personnel from more titan .ss /mullion
alleged "prole. %Mimi,- (pal...professionals ts ith an A B. degree )lo tnis of
It) 151 profession il and %:5-901 paraprof "%numb tssithenit "5.B. degrees).
I am less optimak about the prospects of %Lien( e-based technolog's
r% ')! itioni/iag e r matenalh altering the cond!tions aut2it. %%lei II Honda ke:tic
intig t a.. take place Des eloping the sk ills and li.duts of critical thinking.

prollent_ .Ling h ruing bs ells( of er). and group and indis idual dierapc
that corn's( ens. mum) naladjust moil-% of Tennis, teat hers, and pareets
thew are net ehrec" amenable Ili' te.chnologiol.,splutions, because it is
unutuc CinK4ellatiOtt of be has Mrs' 5.5 ith whit. Ii ss e are -corn erued and not
discrete performane es 11. qui. of this, ss e are told that there are :it .5 more
than Ill) approaches to Asst heologn al therap 5 s ing for disciple,. Furthermore, ieis diffie lilt to t one ems t of a theirs
lentifie or °them ise that ss unit
re( one ile the dot rse ideologues that gunk .he therapists, It follows almost !is
;ninon that flit an
definition
tottn holistic our a out ern ss ith the timid or the ethic animal
pro(
the less reliable are studies that -show that- for edit( a'ional
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tions, because the better the studies are scientific-alb the narrow er their
targets are likely to be. One clay. perhaps, the social scientists ss ill do a slnch
"that show's...precisely that.

Concluding Unscientific PoMseript 10.
If by a science of education. one means a source of generalisations that enAble the educator to construct ss itksome *steniand rigor the ps chological,
hist9rical, societal. andbiological contexts of educational problems. then in
principle at 10st sucli a science is possible: Such a science 55 ould be useful, as
Dewey_ pointed out, for the interpretation and understanding of the problems
of schools and pupils, but it ss wild not necessarily . or es en usually . y ield rides

\-

of praetiee or tests of practice. Contest-building theory does not guarantee
the kind iifpredletion_alid the possibility o coRtrol_ required.1*- efficient
schooling or Nodal _enitirieering. Theory an -technology that might give
schooling this sort of control is meager, although behavior modification
based on theories of conditioning makes claims to.being that kind of theory.
This theory. as wcql as any other that promised highly efficient control of the
teaching/learning process. would be resisted by its alleged beneficiaries on
the ground that jt would be incompatible with the conception of the human
essenceindividualib , freedom. creativib . Nes ertheless. this- human
essence is quite compatible ss ith the existence of aspects of beim nor that are

mechanical. uniform. and_ prespecifiable. and to use technology to-teach
these types of helm for more i!fficientb does not make them or the user in.
human or nonhuman.
Part of our confusion about the potentialities for a science of education
comes (tom mistaking an anal) tical theory for an empirically established one.
An
tical theory gi es a plausible account or classification of phenoillenil.
For- esainple.rmost theories about stages of des elopment. Including that of
.Piaget are illuminating in that they put us on _the alert for phenomena and
hypotheses that otherw ise ss cmught ignore. they gic e us a way of interpret-

ing events. There are inany such decelopmentardesigns. and they bvp and
flourish because there are enough human y,iriations to pros isle exemplification for all of them if one anab zes the data in a certainly . But the moment
we try to build a curriculum or try to treat ludic idual pupils in terms of these
stages ss e find that the range of ludic idual cariationsseriousb limits their use-

fulness. Illumination is not control, although in some genius's mind it may
lead to inventing- means of control.
Illumination serves its purpose if it clarifies what the school call and cannot control. Failure to understand the NW jaLreillity.uLachuuling.h.m trapped
tile schools into promising to alleviate crime, the use of drugs, parental ineptitude. pollution, the loss of identity, and kindred social and psychic ills.
Goodsocial science should help us assess potentialities more realistically , just
as good history and plu:.!soplb should inhibit administrators from try mg jo
treat pupils as products of mass-production machine industry.
and clarification by -w as of anal) tic theories of schooling and
teaching. moreoc er, are the best defense against the improper use of the find-

ings of empirical science in ediication, that is, against unseemly .haste in
adopting technological solutions and no less unseemly rejection of them. That
such illuminating theories will come from the general wisdom of the race or
even from the academic guilds-in the colleges-of liberal arts and .sciences
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_seems

although during the Sixties much mime) and Journalistic 1.
5% ere expended in tr% ing to tons wee thelmblit that spcalized
u
training and
expertise in this kind of edlit.dit,nal si iente 5% ere unnecessar).' '
tl

empirical sciences pros ide the pedagogical pills and ,perhaps lust "hen:
he do the foundational. anal)tit 51 witty of OM anon is our best hope.
Finally , ss hates er the :All i,tl and phs 511.11 51ICI1LeS can contribute to the

technolog) of schooling and SS kite cOnstor). philiisoph) ps)Lholog) and
am other humanistu, stud) Lan contribute to the tonstruLtion of-the conteXts
of edutational problems. to be t ffettis t the enlightenment must be shared b)
administrators and teat:hers. Snell enlightenment cannot be delis erect 111..1
handbook for ..,eachers and in a three -dal) leadership conferente for sting)!
administrators.
To acquire tt hat Dets e) called educaMmal science, teat hers and admmist rators hate no alternati% c to studS ing the % anous ant dlar) 'dist q Aloes twIl
enough to understand their inquirt forschooling?St hoolyersonnel. if the) are
really professional, are not in thpposition of the briner tt 110 Lan take the_ re-

sults of science and technology Irvin the eNtension expert %%about Understanding the.rules and prescriptions being urged upon 111111.

thediffer-

ence between-a professional-and .1 paraprofessional.
So c tonthule on the odd note that wthout .1 guild of professional tcathers amradminist raturs. a science of education based on an) interpretation of
the term St ill 1/C Illeffet tis C. but that tt idiot& a field of stud) that concernsits'elf in a ssstematit, and rigorous ts.t '.s ith the problems petuhar to educa-

tion. there probabl) cannot -be ,profession of teaching.

I. Karl Popper. Thi Logo of gir,n ntifn. Discoccry (.Nen I (irk. Basic-Books. 1939).
Chapter N. "Corroboration, or I loss a Them) St, suls up to Tests," is reprinted in 1 larr)
S.-Broml) , Robert II Ennis. and-I.eonard 1 Krimmerman, eds.. Plolosophy of EdneaMud Research (Ness York. John-II ile) -and Suns. 1973). pp. 280.307.
2. Especially -in response to ins Mathieu Tri o kNo% I ork. slauntlan, 101S) and Be!tom/ Freedom and Mundy \ est York A_ A. Knopf, 1971). Cf. Noam Chomsk) "The
Case-Against B. F. Skinner,"
u ork &Lieu, of Books. December 30. 1971, pp. IS2,1. also Michael Suit en. "Te Philosophy of Bella'. tor MOdifiCat1011... in C. E.
Thoresen. ed.. The Su t nty sti and arbook of theNottpnal Stu tutu for the_Study of
Education. Rot I (Chicago \ animal Sotto) for_the Stud) (0:ducat:on. I9 2j, For a
ct stematit exposition of his-suns s. see B. F. Skinner, Suence and Haman Behavior
(Neu York Nlactnillan, -1953) Selected.. readings on beim nonsm tan be found m

Chapter I I. Philosophy_of Educational Research (see fn. I).
3, "Rural America 55" ,astonished that professors'.'. mild pronlile to tell fanner...NM
t11 farm, and at first their doubts SS ere Just:bed." said Andre and Jean Nla)er m "Agriculture. the Island Empire." Daedalus, Summer. 1971, p. S9. Teachers and admine,-

Maori. on the unarm.). "mild like to be told, but don't trust '.s hat they bear.
I, The Sources of a Si tent e of Education, Kappa Delta Pt Lecture (Nest York. Lit-eright.,1929).
a. : inn informed by in'. colleague, Joe It. Burnett. that Dos e) (1 nipped the expres-

sion "complete at of thought" from the second edition of ibou B't Think, and that
most here in later st knio does he make unpin-) so mechanical and fixed" ascents in the
first edition. Net entitles,. it .seems fair to sal that the. CAT as formulated m the first
edition did become the paradigm of Immo) for m an) of the n nters on education. A
detailed disuissum of the Kelley. Kilpatnck debate on the conception of science and-a
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science of education was presented in a paper, "Science s s Philosophy m'Education,"

presented bvlion
Si°
.

he no ersit) of Illinois at theAERA's annual meeting in

'Washington in 1973.
6. For;example, the studies of Coleman, Moynihan, and Jencks.
7. CL Philosophy rif Eduuitional Researill (fn. lb pp. 2-'54-78, for articles dealing tt ith
the-hypothetico-deductive method in 3eience.
8. Certainly Skinner. whose views probably represent our -most -scientific" theory of
human behavior:tries er) bard to disabuse us of such notions as free will, and of a self
that is anything more than the sum of thebehaviors-that have been systeniancal4 rein-

forced by the environmental forces acting mie) him. But since all of our notions. in.,eluding those of truth. according to Skinner, are the products of selective reinforce=

ment, why the deterministic view of the universe should he more true than the
indeterministic one is bard to account for on the.basis of the theory itself. For thepurpose of this article, the philosophical truth of free will, the autonomous self, the moral
self, or their opposites is less important than thefact that the clients of the school and of
the educational establishment phrase their assessment and expectations in these terms.
If they are_ illusions, as Skinner would have us believe, their effects at least are real. A
-man acting on the illusion that he can jump over the moon neverthelessaets and thereby
intervenes hi the causal chain of events.
_

9. For example, cf. Gilbert C. Byle'ssthe Concept of Wind (London. Iltitchinson's
University Lib-ran. 1949). Whether reasons we give for our actions can become causes
is_a debated issue in ethical_theory.

10. The name of an essay by Siiren Kierkegaird.
I I. I refer to the efforts of J.B. Conant and others to parcel out the work of colleges of
education to its various parent disciplines.
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The External Doctorate in.Education:
Blessing, or Blasphemy?
by .Richard_li-Morland
Suddenly,_pne new institution in Florida, through-its_external
-program, is about to produce more cilucation_doctorates-1;600
in three yeais,than the three largest traditional producers. Here
is4-trenchant analysis of-this questionable- development.

Once upon a time the graduate student -had to pack ..his meager earthly
belongings into the old jalopy and move into a garag'e apartment neartheuniversitytoWork for his doctor's degree in education. If he was lucky, he had an
assistantship at $1.75 an hour grading 100 freshnuan papers a week, a task that
had to be squeezed in between his own studies and empty mg the diaper pail.
_There was no-otherway. At least two_years had to be spent in residence with

nose to the grindstone, orat least buriedrin microfilM readers. The beleaguered graduate:student prepared-for his qualifying examinations, rolled
with the punches in highly competitive seminars, withstood ,critical- appraisals from very demanding professors, and wen t.to the library to dig, dig,
dig, He spent at least another -year researching his problem and ,usually another writing the dissertation;_ sometimes he would rewrite it endlessly.
But
business of doctoral candidates having to play Sisyphus is no

longer: necessary. "New thinking" has not only .removed- the rock, it has
leveled the hill as well. This_has to be the greatest triumph of mind" over
Matter sincelleracles tricked Atlas:For hidden-in the thrust -for "new, exciting, inthivative, relevant programs responsive to the times" is the nontradi-

tional or external-degree.lt comes in various sizes and shapes, but always
possesses the magical ingre dient:-Itenables the graduate student to obtain his

doctorate-without leaving his job or the comforts ot his own home.

The .Nontraditional Idea
Acceptance of the idea that college degrees can be earned without attendance at a-University is no fad. Off - campus programs are atready'having a
tremendous impact on higher education. A report issued last year by the Educational Testing Service,stateS that there Were then froth 1,000 to 1,400 non-traditional programs in colleges and universities, most of them two years old"
or less. The editor of this monograph, John Valley, points out the diffictJty in
even compiling an interim report: "the sheer volume of new developments."'
ETS had to create its Office of.New Degree F )grams to handle the flood of
incluiries.
To give direction to these new programs, the College Entrance Examination Board and ETS received a grant froth the Carnegie Corporation to establish the Cothmission on Non-Traditional Study. The work of this blue-ribbon
panel pf 26 educators, chaired by Samuel B. Could,is reported in three hardback books.2 The focus of these several essays, as well as the many others appearing in the literature in higher education, is Postsecondary education.The
' authors present a convincing case for college programs that Would capitalize
on the cOmmumityrespurces, experiences, and,potentialsof certain neglected
groups who have so "much to gain from college,level "Work.
189.
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'Little discussion, how (Ls el% is centered on the t) pcs of program that (Ami-

n:actin the PhD or Ed:D degree for those ss ho are already established and
even identified as "education leaders." This article is concerned's% ith some
implications floss Mg from the nontraditional programs inaugurated b) ness
universities that ass and the doi:tor's degree iu education. The basic idea of externalyrograms.is a noble one and should be-encouraged. It is also one that
should not be contaminated by fostering questionable practices under. the
name of innovation and experimentation,

Three Examples
In order to raise some basic querstions, three of these ness unis ersities
located in Florida Nos a I"nis ersit) of Ft. Lauderdale. Laurence Universit)
of Sarasota, and Walden -Universit) of Naples are presented as eXamples of
functional-programs that _has e attracted much attention across the counts.
Of the three, Nos as program is,b) far the most coMprehensis e and best des eloped. ts degree requires three ) ears as opposed to one) ear for each of the
other is o. Nos a is also the old) one that is accredited b) the regional associa-

tion. Laurence and Walden has e- been issued -only teMporar) licenses to
operate ,b) the Florida Board of Independent Colleges and Unis ersities, abod) created b) the state legislature in 1971 to change Florida's image as "a
mecca- for dipliona mills." The board, served -b) -C. Wayne ,Freeberg as
expends e secretary

alread) responsible kir closing 17 institutions that ss ^re

awarding TILD:s and Ed.D.s.
Building programs on their interpretation of the nontraditional idea, these
three universities haS e Much in common. Each takes a strong stand against
established doctoral programs, asserting that the) :fail to meet the needs of
the practitioner in edocation. A ness and different kind of gradnate education
is advocated to flee-the student from the rigidity , obsolete requirements, and
hidebound traditionalism That characterize t) pical doctoral programs. Their
literature is rife ss ith expressions such as "(I) nainies ofilexibilit)," "breakthrough programs," '-'inission-oriented," "change agents," and "humanizing
the educational process," Next to "Milos ative," the most I opular adjectis e
their educational rhetoric is "meaningful." One of Walden's announcements.
for exemplei,reads:
Walden Unis ersit) has developed an innovatiye_Doctoral Program aimed at the educator Who wants to affect [sic] a- positive
Nodal change in society . We are looking for individuals Who ... have
-the desire and courage to- attempt a meaningful alteration. .
Logical anal) sis, research, and meaningful application are ss hat we

are after.. . . Prerequisites are: Master's Degree, nine_houis Of advanced credit, and- three -years [of) experience. There may, he
instances ss here meaningful life experiences can be recognized and

accepted:in lieu of -acadionie prerequisites.'
Novelty andthe necessity to,expandone's horizons are also key concepts
_Laurence has run a series of new spaper
ertisements using historlealinci-

dents to demontlrate the difficult) the world has in accepting something
new. Ptolemy and Copernicus are featured in.one_oLthese.kisrallof-whiely
are cappedsTriliihis intriguing truism. "Acceptance of a ness idea is a painful
experience to a closed mind."s
One indicator of closed-mindedness, appal-end), is the belief that one has

The tineertahl,Pro

Nova's Reaction
September 28, 1973

I appreciate the opportunity afforded- me today to see- Mr.
Morland's article in galley. Since old} one.dayremains prior to your
publication deadline, I am responding briefl} Wwire. Historieally,
gefitunely meaningful reforms in education, the operative rather
than the merely rhetorical, have generated resistance or outright
hostility. The Nova education program,- approved-as it has been by
the regional accrediting agency and a number of 'state agencies, and
-invoii,ing many of the nation's-- leading education scholars and
practitioners, still has created heated-controversy.

Phi Delta Kappa, committed- to the advancement -of-educa
tional' theory and practice, has decided to provide a professional
forum for the public debate of essential issues in the preparation of
educational leaders. Obviously, the Nova-program is apart of this
debate. We are confident that under the auspices-of Phi Delta
Kappa this debate-will be informed and dispassionate. Certainly we
must insist that -we make the casefor Nova's prograin alone and for
no other institution. The article entitled-The External DoctOrafain
Education: Blessing or Blasphemyrhas the oYertones of a polemic.
It is impossible to deal with all its misstatements outside of the total

context, Therefore we would _appreciate your informing your
readers that we would be happy to furniSh complete information on
any or all points regarding -the Nova Program upon request.
Abraharn _S.

Pischler

President, Nova 'University
College Avenue
Fort - Lauderdale, Florida 33314

to spend full time in 'study to acquire the knowledge and skills expected of.
one holding the highest degree in his profession. Each of these new univer,
cities emphasises the fact that full-time study is-not necessary. There is no
need to leave the job or to
one's standardof living to earn the coveted
degree. The July 1972 brochure ;of Nova. University (noW,discarded) was
titled 'I-low To Earn Your Doctorate'V. ithout-Giving Up Living:" LaurenceClaims that its program eliminates the "emotionally wrenching experiences"

of extended residence work' The current Walden catalogue-echoes the
theme: "Residency requirements, as required-by the older, more rigidified.'
inStihitions, pose a-financial nightmare for candidates. [Our-requirements]
!hake sense in. that they are- realistically meeting the modern educator's
needs.'7
Precisely what these needs are, other than a degree as quickly as possible,
is not spelled out; but there is no barrier to your joining the club if you hold the
master's degree. This; plus some experience as a teacher, is about all that is re-

quired. The applicant does not have to present a specific academic average
for' his undergraduate or master's work,.nor the CRE- or other test-scores.
Examinations and tests seem to be-dirty words for these innovative institutions. Noticeably absent in 'their, requirements are entrance examinations,
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qualify ing examinations. coniprehensis e examinations. or es en cow se ex-

aminations. Even though there are no-proficiency tests to measm

y our

aptitude or skills in composition, y ou better-know boss to sign y our name to a
cheek. Nova charges S1,500 (in advance. please) hir each of the three y ears
thestudent is matriculated, plus the costs forts o different trips to Ft. Lauderdale to attend thefis e-day institutes. Much of this, how es er, is tax deductible.,

and if yon can qualify for veterans' benefits, Uncle Sam 'helps with theab.
ValileiTS. costs conic to $2.600 plus expenses for the required month in
Naples. More than one-half of this is for the privilLgeotss riting y our dissertation, at home. Laurence's charges are about the same as those for Walden.

Nova University
Although the _three Florida institutions under examination.adhere to the
same basic philosophy on external degrees, there are major differences the

mechanics of the programs, especially between Nos a and the othertwo.
Nova, a private institution, was opened-ip- 1966 as a graduate research university offering only the Ph.D.- degree in the environmental sciences, social
sciences, and behavioral sciences. It awarded four earned Ph.D. degrees and
two honorary Ph.D. degrees in 1971.' (According to Lee Porter, the last time
the Ph.D. was given away for a song was in 1937 When Bing Crosby received
an honorary Ph.D. from his alma mater.9) Twenty-one students .were- enrolled full time. NON a had no endow ment incomtand no programs in teacher
education. Yet it NS as accredited by the Southern Association of Colleges and
Schools in 1971' to embark-on programs that3vould produce approximately
1,600 Ed.D.-degrees within three years.
The love affair between Nova and SACS that resulted in-its accreditation-in-advance is a story in itself. Not a single one of No .,a's "clusters"' had
commenced operation and the'Ed.D. degree was not even mentioned in the
catalogue, ust about es cry standard in the hooksqualified resident faculty

financial resources, facilities, library resources, no credit through corre,
spondence, three graduating classes, etc.was set aside to accommodate
Nova, and others of its kind to follow: Vhat this action did show is that-the
wheels of bureaucracy Can he greased to get-things done if there is the will
and the power. to sustain it. In brief, SACS's- Standard IX, which governs
special activities, was rewritten after the 19711 annual Meeting and was

formally adopted on Deceinher 1 during the 1971 meeting. Nova was
admitted-to-meinhership on the same day. According tO SACS's published
proceedings, the new Standard- X, Which actually governs: graduate programs, has never been officially adopted:1°
Nova- University sponsors two different -types of Off-campus programs.
The first is the_National Ed:D. Program for Educational Leaders. At present it
has 27,chisters in 15 different:states with-from 25 to 32 students enrolled in
each. Thirty-two additional clusters are in the planning .stage. The students,'
most of whom are school administrators, meet once a month in seminars to
work on their_ practicumS.and to participate M discussions led by "national
lecturers" of .considerable eminence who are flown in from =their home
campuses for the day. The participants are "responsible for the mastering of
eight-fields of competence ". supers ision, curriculum development, finance,
'Croups of 25 or more doctoral students concentrated in a given region,
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educational policy systems, evaluation, resources for =pro% mg .schools,
managing the school, and technology and sy stems management. Just how this

ni,astery is to be demonstrated is not clear. There is no mention of comprehemsiVe or oral examinations of any type. The 1972 brochure called- for
"competency" examinations This was changed in the 1973 brochure to "substantive" examinations.0
The requirements for the practicums, how es cr. are delineated in some

detail. Each student -must complete four practicums. one "mini" of short
duration- that focuses on a relatively simple problem': one "midi" that ad.dresses itself to two of the required fields, and tw o "maxi" practicunis, one ofwhich is done during the second .y ear and one during the third year. Some of
this work is done in groups. The student submits his w ork to the homecampus
for criticism in accordance w ith a published timetable. The cluster coordinators, most of w hom are county -ley el administrators and super% isors in the
local school district, "are not expected to get
ed in thesubstanti% c w,ork
of the practictuns Neither can help be expected from the,national lecturers.
Theparticipants are admonished "nom) write directly to the lecturers for information or help for their practicums." All inqiiirios are to be directed to the
director of practicums in Ft..Lauderdale.12
In addition to these-requirements; -the participant must attend two dif ferclit institutes in Ft..Landerdale that-meet for four and one-half days. These
all-day work cessions are led by\ nationally know n authorities in their respective fields-. In both of its programs, No a has been able to attract top professional talent-to serve as 'consultants, institute leaders, and 'lecturers.
The second Nova program, the Ed.IX Program for Community College
Faculty, now has 27 clusters in 13 different states and Puerto Rico. The de-

sign of this progrnn -is quite similar,to that for "educational-leaders." The
participant enrolls in six core modulo, each carry ing nine semester hours of
credit, during the first two years. His final year -is spent in two different specialization modillesand he must present a dissertation "that must meet the
standards of theon-campus,,prototype."''
The cluster coordinator for the community college program is usually, a
member of the faculty in one of the coinimmity colleges in the area. All.coordinators hold earned doctorates. The coordinator's role is much the same as
that of the leaders program coordinator. Ile serves asthe business inanager,

administrative leader, and "adviser, ally , _and ombudsman to the particiAssessment of the student's work is basted on peer evaluation, self-evalua-

tion; subordinate ealtiation, and "superior evaluation" through reports that
are" filed at the end of each three-month period. The students also attend oneweek institutes in Ft Lauderdale annually in two of the three years they are

enrolled in the program.
Nova's off - campus- program has captured the imagination of practicingeducators across America, and-it has gained considerable support from acknowledged leaders. There is no reason to doubt that it will be able to carry
through with its plans to develop additional clusters. With 50 clusters already
operating-and'32 'scheduled to begin in the near future, Nova will have approxithately 2,400 Ed.D. candidates in its two programs by 1975: Since.the
attrition is quite kman, Aout 2,200 doctorates should he awarded every three.
years. This will mean that:Nova will he producing more doctorates in eduea-
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tion than the combined mtal of the three min ersities in the U.S. that presently
award the greatest number of Ecl:D.s and Ph.D.s in education (Indiana Unis ersit) Michigan State Unis ersity, , and Ohio State Unis crsity ). According to
the latest (1973) report of the National Center-for Educational Statistics., only
13 minis ersitics conferred morethan 100 doctor's degrees in education in 1971.

Laurence University
Laurence Unis ersity of Sarasota is not to 'be confused ss ith-Lass rence
ersity of Appleton, -Wisconsin. The differences are much-greater than
the substitution of "u" for 'ss in thespelling. Whereas Wisconsin's Law rence
is 123 years old, Florida's Laurence commenced operations in the summer of
1970, It awarded 93 Ed.D. and Ph.D. degrees in education the follow ing su-

er,

Doctoral programs arc as ailable in general education, educational counseling, and higher education. The students are required to spend fis e ss ecks in
residence in Sarasota, ss here they attend class from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. fis e claY s a
Week. Six different courses are taken during the summer session, for ss Inch
students reecis e -12 semester hours-of credit. During the school year candi-

dates register for LI hours of Dissertation/Project Cuidance. The dissertation is written in or near the candidate's home toss n under a field ads iser ss ho

has been = approved in ads ance' by the institution. If his dissertation-is accepted, the candidate returns tci Sarasota the follow Mg stunmer.to defend an
abstract of it before a group of his felloss students and one adjunct faculty
menber. This fulfills all-of the degree requirements.
The middle name of the founding-president, Charles L Palermo, provides Laurence University w ith its name. Originally located in the Sarasota
Motor I tote!, its library holdings totaled 6,500 titles ss hen the first doctorates
were conferred. Included among these were 1,050 college catalogues and
1,700 dissertations-on microfilm. Most of the old college textbooks, anttiol=
ogies, and fiction, according to Neu sjlay, are labeled "Property of Charles

Laurence Palermo.'"

-r

Laurence's commencement has all the trappings of splendor, w ith grand
- marshals, flowing robes, gold tassels, and doctoral hoods. Laurence even has ;-4
an alma mater song, the first stanza of which goes as follows:

Conic pilgrims traveling on the road
In search-of grails of truth.
We find in Laurence what sve seek.
All hail-thee, red and black.
These pilgrims-do indeed know what they seek, and the applications pour
in from all over ihe country . Nineteen different states plus CAM& and Puerto
Rico were represented in its first graduating class, 95% of whom lived farther
than 1;011 miles from Sarasota. The demand for admission is so great that the
administration had to annqunce that the size of the next entering classes "will
be strictly limited to 250 newstudents per class."'fi If Laurence is successful in
producing this man) doctorates in education each year, it will be second only
to Nova.
At- present Laurence University is-in limbo pending settlement of problems with the Florida Board of Independent Colleges and Uni) ersities over
its license. This has not deteried the administration from carry ing forward
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plans for expansion President Palermo Ira, inns ed to California to.start a
branch near Santa Barbara, and -a nen president has been brought in to direct
the operation in Sarasota.

Walden University

.

About 120 miles south of Sarasota on Florida's loss er n est -coast lies
Naples, the home base for-Walden l7nis eisit . Chartered in 1970 as a prof itmaking institution: Walden receis ed its first students the folios% mg summer.
Seventy members of its first class ss ere ass arded Phi). and Ed.l). degrees in_
education in 1972. The second class of 162 students, tss o4lards of'a how we: e
10 years of age or older, commenced their ss ork during thesummer of 1972.
Thirty-threedifferent states were represented in this class. This past summer
approximately 150 students reported' to the Cos c Inn in Naples as the first

step tdward the Walden doctorate.
Walden's program is quite similar to that of Laurence Universit .Thestudent enrolls in a summer session of four ss eeks, receis ing 10 semester.hours of
credit for completing courses in foundations, research design, anil thesis development.. Ile then returns to his home toss n to ss rite the dissimtation under

'an approVed field ads iser. Fourteen hours of credit' are awarded for this
work. If his thesis is accepted, he receives his Ph.D. orEd:D., depending on
the nature of the dissertation, -the folios% ing summer. There are no qualifying
examinations, competency examinations, oral examinations, or defense of
the dissertation.
The suramer school faculty at Walden includes several educators with
national reputations. The credentials of its field advisers, as With Laurence,

are also quite impressive. None of the three-institutions discussed, Millis
article is lacking in the names of promine In educators to ghe prestige to their
doctoral programs._ _ Walderies its programs as'"an opportunity to energize our minds and
,psyches so that positive' personal results appear."'' -flow this is accomplished
in a summer session of foill'-weeks and a year ss riling the dissertation while
holding .(l own a full inre position :s not explained.

Some Questions
So mangy' questions a

raised by the prospect of an avalanche of doctord throngh externarprograms that all I can do here is
list a few of them: 1) re the programs described in this article truly nontraditional? 2) Are these institutions serving a constituency that cannot he'
served by established institutions? 3) What is involved in the production of a
scholar? 4) Are libraries, facilities, and a _resident faculty essential to the
preparation of those seeking_ the highest degree in the profession? 5) Is
scholarship a necessary component-for the doctorate in education? 6) Why
are the external doctoral pfograms only in the field of education and not in the
arts and sciences? What will be the taxpaypes reactions to paying salary inCreases if hundreds of-persons in public education obtain their doctorates
through external programs? 8)-Are there-dangers in the use of the Ph.D. by
those who may go into other fields, such as marriage counseling, where there
:ire no specific qualifications for licenses?" 9) I low can experimentation and
ates in ethication obtai

alternative programs be encouraged without destroying standardS? 10)
Should-professors lend their names and the Restige of their institutions to
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programs of questioliable quality ° 11) What criteria are to !mused to approve

programs in teacher eche:aim' who e all or most of the work is done off

-campus? 12) rhat -modifications need to be made in accreditation
standards° 13) Vhat do these nontraditional programs mean to the fuhi.e of
the education profession?

Some Answers
Because of space limitations, 1 can discuss only the first and last of these
questions. The_purpose of the nontraditional-idea; as-set forth by the Could'
Commission, is to enable persons to achieve degrees, (BOOM:is, or other credentials without the necessity of accumulating credits garnered through class
attendance and 'the completion of particular courses. The payoff is inWhat

one knows and in the ability to demonstrate competence. Nowhere is this
demonstration apparent in the programs of the three institutions described in
this article. Instead, the- student merely completes courses or modules as,
traditional in their descriptions as anything found in the graduate catalogues
of-the universities they criticize.
There is no check on aptitude, knowledge, or competence. There is no
check to insure that the student does the-work himself. Unwittingly, thesedoctoral programs, built on correspondence courses and dissertations written
under persons the institution never sees, could he generating as many ghost-

writers
Nova's program has many attractive features, and the.establiShed programs can benefit by studying carefully some of the things Nova is doing, But-

! would have much more respect, for the program if Nova came out forthrightly with a statement something like this: We expect our candidates to
demonstrate a ,mastery of eigh;fields-in professional education. %%lien you
can do this. come to Ft. Lauderdale and show us." There is no need to delay
this demonstration for three years, if competence is the criterion. This is the
basic principle SE viable external programs. When the person can deliver; he
is entitled to whatever accrues from that which he seeks. The-University of
London -has been-awarding external doctorates- on this basis since 1838.
London, however, is seldom mentioned as a paradigm, for the obvious reason.
'that its degree requires the candidate to pass the most rigorous of examinations. Programs of the Nova,Lanrence-Walden type are noticeably lacking in
examinations of-any sort.'
For the reasons given above, I submit that the nontraditional programs
described in this article are nontraditional only in_the sense that they have
eliminated the extendedresidency requirement and other requirements as-

sociated with programs -of rigor. They are what could he -called- "Minitraditional programs." Each requires a residency of some duration. The structure of each program is broken down into semester hours: Each requires the
completion of particular courses, some of which hardly qualify as advanced
courses..Each requires a dissertation.-What is unique about writing a dissertation that matches "the on-campus_prototype'or submitting four.term projects? Defending-the dissertation abstract before one's peers is unique. but it
contributes little to the advancement of scholarship or to convincing others of

the -worth of- the degree. These new institutions also award traditional
,\nrIand has stated to me that he regrets this statement in the original artiele4t
should awe specified "entrance examinations." SN1E
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degrees. To-be consistent, they should create their ow n' degrees and build
their own reputations instead of burros% ing from that- %% Inch they disoss n.
Tfie final question asks What these nontraditional progr...ns mean to the
future of the education profession. Man) things. First, established schools of
education must take a long, hard look at their ins n programs tosee ss hat they
can incorporate from nontraditional programs teat ss indd reach the scores 4
professional educators ho are um% neglected. The iron) of Nos a's program ,
is that, in almost es er) instance,,there is a major nun crsit) ss otlun commuting
distance of the cluster it has established. In man) instances this iastitution is in.
i;,

the same city. What Nos a, as ss-ell as Laurence and 11 alder, has demonstrated._
is thakthere are literally thousands of experienced educators ss ho are eager to-

tindertikei akanced graduate stud) if the opportunit)

is

provided.

Obviously. man) of these people cannot meet admissions standards at estab-

fished uniiVrsities and should not be in doctoral programs. A sizable. -

proportion can qualify , hoss ever, and they deserve the chance. Very little Use
is being males today of competence examinations in graduate programs of
teacher ethic:air Recognition of this Principle alone would open the doors
to those who are \cons erging on unknown institutions for ss ant of an) other
alternative.
Second individtkils must speak out whenever and wherever the).find au
erosion in 'academic ,standards. In_ his warning to those- considering nontraditional kirograms, tithe!' K.Bailes uses the analog) of "fourserpents in a

\

basket of sliny apples: 'to-present some of the dangers. The first is the
"serpent of academic shoddiness:19 New graduate programs -that make
gratuitous motions toward scholarship should not go unchallenged. The
stake:: -are too high to permit this.
Third, professional associations must use the collective influence of their
memberships to see that'standards are built into nontraditional prograins, not
for the purpose, of preserving the traditional, but to insure that the recipient
possesses the intelligence, knowledge, and competence nuiversally associated with the highest earned degree. In a very real sense, the great intellectual
train robber). is taking place before our very eyes. The' Ed.D., which has always been emblematic of scholarly attainment, will have assumed an entirely

different meaning in less than 10 years if the wholesale production of
doctorates from schook-without-schOlarship goes unabated. The sheriff to
stop the heist of the train must be the edtication profession itself. As Frank C.
-Dickey and Jerry W. Miller point out, the privilegeof self-gos emance carries
with it the responsibility for policing its own activities and organizations =° In
Florida, it is taking a government agency to do the work the education profession should have been doing all along.
Fourth, steps Must be taken to see that these new graduate schools ()Cecil'.
catioe are accountable to those agencies in their respectivestates that license
teachers. The three institutions discussed in this paper carefully avoid this.
contending that-the certification requirements, vary too much from state to

state. Their. programs would be inhibited, they claim, and the freedom to
experiment stifled if they kid to meet the standards set forth by theState
-,ikpartment of-education. This is patently false. All states encourage flexibility through the "program-approval approach." What the claim actually
means is that these schools,..do, of want :their- programs inspected. If the
degrees they are giving to teachers and administrators entitle them to
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ad% mice in rank, the um% ersit} shoultthe held to the same standards as similar

institutions in the state.
Pinalh, college administrators and profeissors. ss ho li.is e pres iotts1}
lool.ed with in(lifferenct or- condescension on accrediting standards and
agencies !mist-take an actin c hilt, in these agencies. Accreditation is the best
and the most effecti% c means of insuring that tad} programs of substance and
quality are recognize(1
To summarize. in) concern Is primard} vs ith the product, not the process.
There is no single route to -the doctorate, and,certaml} v arious alternati% es
should be explored.:Iit there should be some assurance that at the end the
'candidate possesses the kntm ledge and skills_expected of one holding the

highest degree that can he earned in the profession. The nontraditional
degree can be .t- blessing if it-is the catalyst for as erhauling and reforming,
traditional w s in which the doctorate has been concei% ed. I; can signal the
end of the Ed.D. as a s} inbol of scholarly achies event if there are no_
standards- to instire that it means just this.
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Teaching Skill Under Scrutiny
by W. James Popham
Results of a recentl) reported series of in% estigations re' cal that experienced
teachers ma) not be signifiemtl) more proficient than -people off the:streetwith respect to accomplishing intended beim% tor changes in learners. In three

separate replications, groups of- experienced teachers Mere unable to outperform nonteachers in bringing about specified changes III learners. This
article will 1) summarize those in% estigations' and the rationale untied) ing
them. 2). consider the generalizabilit) of the restilts. and:3) offer recommendations for altering an unacceptable state of affairs in the teachmg profession.

A Measure of Teacher Effectiveness

...-

The research reported here-stemmed from an attempt to isolate a reach')
usable indicator that -could he -emplo) ed-to.assess a teacher's instructional
skill. Anyone whohas followed-thesearch for a satisfactory measure of teaching proficiency must conclude that this area of inquir) ma) well represent one
of the most high-investment/low-yield activities of our field. For over 70
years researcher after researcher has tried out such d'e'ices as administrator
ratings, _pupil ratings, s) stematic observations. and student performance on
standardized- tests. With few exceptions, the results have been-thoroughly
disappointing. Briefly, let's see why.
Ratings of teaching skill, whether supplied by administrators, pupils. or a
visiting mother -in -la's, are notorions1) inaccurate. The administrator-rater
looks -in on Mrs. Jones's class: and if he sees her engaging in those splendid
techniques he einplo) ed during his ow n man dons moments as .t classroom
teacher, Mrs. Jones gets a good rating. Pupils ma) rate an instructor positi% el
because he is a lenient grader or because he has a good sense of humor. In
other words, ratings of- teaching proficiene) are based on- highly variable

conceptions of what constitutes good teaching. One raters -dynamic
teacher is another's **organized" failure. That these %ariabl) derived and
often unreliable ratings,-of teaching skill do-not correlate well with most
measures of pupil achievement should not surprise us.
Another widel) used index of teaching effectiveness involves the use of
systematic observations of the teacher's classroom practices. Einploying
more or less systematized check sheets, someone observes the-teacher in
action and derives -an estimate of the teacher's skill-based on the degree to
which certain process -%ariables are present (for example, frequent} of
teacher questions, pupil talk, etc.). The problem with the observation approach is-that it is so process-focused that the obsen er rarel) moves to the
logical follow -up question. "What happens to pupils as a consequence:4 the
teacher's % using these processes ?" The chief problem -for proponents of
obsen ation-deri% ed estimates of teaching skill stems from the clear e% idence
that w idel) di% ergent instructional tactics can be used to promote identical
instructional goals. For one teacher a nondirecti% e approach may be-ideal,

while another teacher might find a highly directive approach preferable.
Yet, because of their idiosIncratic personalities, prior experience, and other
variables, both teachers' approaches ma) be equally effecti% e. Thus,-while
observational techniques-ma} be helpful to a teacher for anal) zing his in-
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structumalactis itiesohey should nut 1w employed as an nide\ of teacher el
leak eness. The correlation betw een instructional process and results in
learners is not strong _enough.

The third-most w idely used measure-4 teaching skill is pupil performance on standardized tests. But since standardized tests are &signed chiefly
to discriminate among learners.' not necessarily to indicate the degree to
w Inch identifiable skills has e been mastered, they has c nut -pros uled us.. ith
sufficiently sensitise estimates of how much progress pupils has c made w ith
a gni!n teacher..1n es en inure important reason for eschew ing standardized
tests is the fact that- different teachers has e- markedly,. different emphases,
es en in the Mille course. One geography- instructor will- emphasize
topography, mother w ill stress natural resources. Cis en the grossness of standardued tests to begin.. ith. such instruments cannot acconumidate teachers'
differential emphases.

Teaching Performance Tests
In an effort to pros idea more defensible approach to the measurement of
teaching skill, a .series of investigations initiated_ at UCLA in 1964 resulted in

the des clopment of the teaching performance test, a heretofore-untried
%chicle for assessing instructional proficiency .1 This approach is- predicated
on the assumption that the chief reason for a teacher's existence is to promote
beneficial changes in learners. While we may expect a teacher to perfo:111
other functions, perhaps the most important role of the teacher is to modify
learners so that they possess more-know ledge. employ it moreskillfully , cope
more satisfactorily ssthln their ens ifonment, and in general function as more

humane members of a perilously threatened world society. One crucial ingredient of the teacher's skill rests _on this ability to change learners. A
teaching performance test measures such ability.
Briefl y , teaching performance tests as oid the measurement problems
arising from different teachers' pursuits of different objectives. This-is accomplished by asking teachers to achun e thcsame objectives; y et permitting
them to employ their ow in pedagogical preferences-in doing so. By holding
instructional goals constant. it becomes possible to contrast -teachers with
respect to theti skill nn accomplishing identical goals. Procedurally , a teaching
performance test is_earried out as follows:
I. The teacher is gis en one or more explicit instructional objectives (and,
preferably, a sample of -the measurement procedure used to assess each oh-

jectn

plus any necessary background information related to the objec-

ties.
The teacher is gn en sufficient time to plan an instructional sequence to
accomplish the objective.
3. The teacher then instructs a group of learners in an effort to have the
learners- achieve -the objective.
1. At the conclusion of the instruction the learners are measured with respect to the Aleuts es. their performance pros uling an estimate of the teach-

er's instructional skill.

Develojilli Validation" As the chief focus of a- four-. ear investigation at UCLA. three teaching
performance tests w ere des eloped in the field of social science, electronics,
and auto mechanics.
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The social science -performance test dealt ss ith the topic of NOCIarsience
research methods and consistedof 13 specific instructional object's es.measured by a 68-ite posttest. The electronics performance test treated basic
pow er supplies and contained 2.3 instructional °bleats es measured by a -17item posttest. TN: auto mechanics performance test dealt ss ith (Arboretum
and possessed 29 instructional objeetis es.measured bs a 99 -item positest_In_
addition, all three performance tests Contafued_a-set of resource materials
ss hich could be used in planning an instructional sequence to accomplish the
objeetis es. All materials associated w ith each of the performance tests ss ere
res less ed during des elopment b)41 number of practicing teachers and other
subject matter-experts. In addition, each test was subjected to sex eral field
trials-before the final versions were assembled,
In deciding on a reasonable approach to s alidate this method of assessing
teacher effectis eness, a-const ruct s alidation strategy w as selected.' Co nsider-

ing,the nature of-the requirements-of teaching performance tests, it seemed
that-these tests ow ght to he able at least to distinguish betss een grossly disparate groups such as credentialed, experienced teachers and those ss ho ss ere

neither eredentialed- nor experienced. In other ss ords, if one sere to ask-a
;troop -of experienced teachers to coin' etc a gh en performance- test, in
contrast to a group of people off thestree the experienced teachers ought to
markedly outperforin their inexperienced counterparts.
To test this s alidatlf:11 liy pothesis, suitable numbers of teachers and nonteachers were -recruited an the Southern California- region. After se% eral
months of recruiting andwstablishing adnamstratis c arrangements. 13 high
school social science-teachers, 16 high school and junior college electronics
teachers, and 28 high sc 6M and junior college auto mechanics teachers ss ere
chosen to participate in the research. Identical numbers of nonteachers ss ere
also located. For the social science pc-I-for-Mance test, state college students
ss crc selected w ho ss crc social science majors or minors but w ho had nes er

taught or completed any professional education course work-For the auto
mechanics test, garage mechanics set-s ed-as the nonteachers. The nonteach-

ers for electronics ss ere- television repairmen and electronics industries
Workers.

Al- three performance tests were subjected to s alidation contrasts in
school situations ins oh mg 2,326 public school students. Although there were,
slight differences in the three tests, the general-procedure required that each
participating teacher base at least two sections of an appropriate class. One
of theseclassesxs as then randomly assigned to the nonteacher, w bile another

was random'y assigned to the regular teacher. Approximately two weeks
prior to instruction, both the teacher and the nonteacher receisyd the objectis es for theperforma rice test arid the resource materials.Atah was directed
to plan a short unit of instruction to accomplish the objeCtis es. No restrictions regarding instructional tactics w ere'imposed, participants were asked
only to aclwies e as man> of the objeetis es as they could-in the time as ailable.

Nine instructional-hours were allowed for -the electronics and auto mechanics test, four hours for the social science test.
On_a prearranged date both the teacher and the nonteacher commenced
instruction. At the close of the-instructional period a member of the project,
research -staff administered the posttest, previously unseen by teacher and
, nonteacher participants, to all pupils. In addition, a brief affectis e question-
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nairew as administered to students regarding their feelings about the subject
matter_of-the

Results
Contrary to prediction, the experienced,teachers did'not markedly ontperform their inexperienced counterparts on any of the three teaching performance tests. Although there sere slight differences in favor of the teach-,
ers, none, reached statistical-significance. Posttest results are presented in
Table 1, using average-classroom means, as the analysis unit.
Inliddition, analyses of students! responses to the anonymous questionnaires revealed no _significant differences -between the- teaCher--afid <nonteacher.groims. In short, no reliable differences favoring _the experienced
_teachers were found. Why?
TABLE I

POSTTES-BEng:TS FOR TEACHER AND
NONTEACI1EW CLASSES
Test
Social science

Subjects
Experienced teachers
College students

No.

AI can °

gCorrect

13
13

33.4
32.3

66.8
64.6

Auto mechanics

Experienced teachers
Tradesmen

28

48.0
46.7

48.55

Experienced teachers
Tradesmen

16
16

Electronics

28,

7.2

23.9

51.9
50.2
Nleans of auto mcchaincs and electronics %% ere adpisteu by analysis of cox arianee
23.1

for pretest differences,

An Interpretation
Although space limitations preclude an examination of possible methodological defects that might contribute to these results, there appear to be no
readily available. loopholes by, w hich we can explain away the nonsignificant

ontcomes. A more straightforward explanation is _available, -Experienced
teachers are not particularly skilled= at bringing about specified behavior
chang'es in learizerS.

We should not he surprised that teachers tale not skilled goal achievers.
Certainly- they have not been -trained% be,.teacher,education institutions
rarely foster-this competence. Nor-is any premium placed on such'instructional skill after the teacher concludes preservice training The general public, most school systems, and professional teacher groups rarely attach special

importance to the teacher's .attainment of- clearly stated ,instructional objectives.
For further corroboration of this interpretation, one needs only to specs=
late on the typical intentions of =most public school-teachers. They wish. to

cover the content of the course, ,o maintain classroom order, to expose the
student to iMowledge,.and so on. Rarely does one find a teacher who, prior to
teaching, establishes clearly stated instructional objectives in terms of learner.
behaviorand then sets out to achieve those objectives. Only_ recently, in fact,
do we find many teachers who are even familiar with the manner in which in-

structional objectives are stated in measurable-form.
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But whileitma) he true that experienced teachers in generaland-there
are obviously notable exceptions are not particulad) proficient m promoting learner attainment of specified instructional objectis es, this is a totally unacceptaNe state olaf fairs. Es cry professions% orth) of the name deri% es its
professionalism precisely from the fact that its members possess .i spec:MI expertise not present in non-members of the profession. Lass y ers can prepare
legal briefs. 'Surgeons can. perform operations. Accountants can: balance
financial reports People off, the street can't do-these things."13ut do teachers
bring anything to bear on an instructional situation othe. than a general education, native intelligence, reasonable dedication, and- borrowed teaching
tricks? These attributes w ill permit a teacher to gerthrough the school clay,
and a number of pupils ss ill undoubted!) learirsomethim. But contrast our
current educational, situation ss ith the enormous d.. ideal& w e -might- be

getting if members of the teaching profession possessed really unique
capabilities to promote-desirable helms for changes in learners.

Corrective Action
Wharcan be clone to impros ethis situation? How can teachers become
more skillful in . accomplishing their-major classroom mission? One general
trend offers the-promise of .impros ement alongthisimesPecificalls tile

creaiingl) widespread support of objectis_e,based instruction and, more
broad!) , the concept of educational accountability' Rather than attending almost exclusis ely to instructional process, ss here limo% anon is applauded for
its 6W.ri sake irrespec tis a of w hat happens to learners, American educators are
,beginning to get concerned about outputs of the system. More and more w we
see educators tiling to take responsibility "fors% hat-happens to the learners
under their tutelage Freqently , such accountability strategies are organized

around measurable instructional objectis es. To illustrate, the Instructional
Objectives Exchangeic a nonprofit educational _corporation, currently receives over 5,000 orders per month-for its collections of measurable instructional objeCtis es. Es en assuming that man) of- these *cog es collections
never leave the edacator's bookshelf, their w idespread circulation attests to
the fact That man) educators are becoming far more attentis e to results than
to' process.
A more specific and direct approach can be taken to augment- instructional skill. We can pro) ide teachers ss ith ss hat an) instructional ps) etiologist
would consider a critical ingredient for modify ing one's behavior, that is, we
can provide'teachers-with practice in doing what we want - hern to do. First,
we must amass a sufficient number of short-term teaching performance tests,

perhaps involving instructional periods of no more than 15-30 minutes. At
least one commercial firm is aloW distributing such teaching performance
.tests, and 1-hope more agencies will soon be-developing them.
By employing commercially available performance tests or by
constructing their ow n,-both laser% ice and preservice teacher
.edueators can
arrange for a series of teaching performance test-clinics. '110 illustrate how

such clinics might work, we-can consider an inservice example. A depart-

mental facultyEnglish, for instancemight- meet once per week after
school for a one-hour session. Arthe beginning of the hour, cis his colleagues
ObserS?e, one teacher wouldCarimmt a previously planned 15-minute lesson

with a, half dozen ranion4 selected learners. After thelearners.had-.been
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posttested on their attainment of the objecti% es,-and ideally also on their affecti% e responses to the teaching, they would be dismissed and the staff
ss oukxlinically anal) ze the teacher's instruction. The analysis should be non;mufti .)e, in nature, for the focus must be on impro% ing the- nstructithialtskills
not only for the "teacher of the day but for all those present. Furtherinore,
analysis of the'teaching must be based on results display ed by the learners.
not on the ()ker. ers -personal preferences. If the learners achies ed the objecti%es,A% hat aspects of the instructional plan seemed to contribute? If the
objectives-w ere unachic% ed, w hat alternati% e tactics might has e been used?

The main -thrust of the clinic strategy is to make_ public a teacher's instructional decision making and, ohs iously , -to share demonstrably effective
teachingjacties among colleagues. During subsequent w eeks other teachers
can take their turns completing the same Or different teaching performance
-tests. ANIways, thepost-lesson-clinical anal ses ss ould stein from ohserved
results with-learners,
Comparable applications, of -course, can be designed for- preservice
teacher education programs. Indeed, as a s chicle for assessing the adequacy
of a teacher education program, such performance tests has e considerable
if, for example, a presers ice credential program cannot demonstrate
that its candidates are far more skilled on such performance tests than they
w ere when they commenced the program,Then program-modifications are
clearly in order.

A Crucial-Cornponent
The ability to bring about syecifiedieria% for changes in learners is by no
means the only dimension to consider in es :dilating a teacher. One can readily
imagine an instructor w ho %%as quite skilled in changing specified learner be-

havior yet-grossly deficient -iii a number of personal and ethical categories.
Even so, however, it may not be-an overstatement to assert that the skill
necessary to bring about-intentional changes in learners should be considered
a necessary but not sufficient attribute of the high- quality teacher. In view of
research results such as those reported here, the teaching profession clearly
must initiate schemes without delay whereby its members- acquire this essential skill."

I. For a more extensive account of this research see %% James Popham,"Performance

Tests of Teaching-Proficiency Rationale, Development, and A'alidation," American

Educational Research Journal, January., 1971, pp. 105-17.
2. 11. Omer, "Instructional Technologyand the Measurement of Learning Outcomes.
Some Questions," AmeriCan Psychologist. vol. 18, 196.3, pp. 519.21.
3. I am indebted to the San Diego City Schools and several Orange Comity school dis-

tricts for their cooperation in-this project.
4. See, for cpuiPle, the recently- published volume by John 1). McNeil, Tonard-Accountable Teachers, New York: Ibolt, Rinehart, ana Winston, 1971.
5. 13ox24095, Los Angeles, California 9002I,
6...Vincent Associates, P 0 Box_ 24714, I.os Angeles, California 90024, distributes a,series of teaching ',/erformance tests plus filmstrip-tape programs regArding hoss to
build-and-use such tests.
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_Pedagogical' Education: How About -Reform?
by B. Othanel Smith
Out,system for educating-teachers must, be thoroughly overhdided. That is the basic premise-of this special KAPPAN. Mr.
Smith advocates a series of steps thizt would lead to.truly professional schools of pedagogy. Officials of five major associations comment on his plan.
.-

Let's face it Colleges of pedagogy will in all probability never overhaul their
programs if each college is to do it alone. There are too many hurdles,, too
Much disparity among institutions, too much insputilnal,jealousy, too much
divisiveness and lethargy among faculties, too much fear, and too much ineptness in the leadership. It is likely, of course, that one or two institutions will
'blaze a new path. But will others follow?Well, maybe We won't know until
some college really does it. It is more probable, however, that-only 'forces
broader and more powerful than ,those of-a single college can ever break
through these barriers and restraints to bring about a new clay in pedagogical
education. These forces will be political as well as professional, external to
colleges and universities,, and:guided by a new coalition of professional and
lay-organizations and -their.leaders.
Before going further, let me make clear that this article is not an apoldgy
or an alibi. Colleges of pedagogy have made significant contributions to
public education. Fifty years ago the average teacher, especially in small
towns and rural areas, had little more than tWo years. of_ college work, and
o many had only a high school education or less. Today the minimum requirement for admission to teaching is a bachelor's degree, and about one-third of
the nation's teachers hold a master's degree or more. Teachers have more
academic knowledge, better understanding of, human development, more
positive attitudes toward children, and more competence in the procedures
and techniques of teaching than teachers of any other period of our history.
All olthis has come about because of the elevation of pedagogy to a university study and the accumulation of research knowledge about teaching and its
underlying disciplines.
At the same time, demands upon teachers for more acadetnic learning and-

pedagogical knowledge and Skill- multiply as diversity among pupils
increases, as parental,concern about the conduct of schools and the quality ofteaching becomes more acute, as"legal aspects of- teaching become more
complex, as every social malady is converted into an educational problem, as
school and classroom disruptions becomernore severe,,and as knowledge

academic and pedagogical:accumulates even more rapidly. All of these
-conditions, and mute, make teaching increasingly complex and place a heavy

burden upon schools of pedagogy to meet the growing need_ for nore
thorough preparation of school personnel.
These new requirements, to say nothing of the old ones only partly met,

can be satisfied.neither by tinkering with the Prograris and facilities of
.pedagogical schools nor by inservice programs, no matter how brilliantly
conceived, planned, and executed. Make no snistake about it, adding a Course
here and a course there, reshuffling academic requirements, screening midia
dates-for admission, integrating metli4 courses and student
or
.
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adding an internship will have little effect upon theability of teachers to cope
with demands upon them now made by the growth of knowledge, neW social
conditions, and a constimer-oriented public that knows what it wants only in-

general- and abstract terms. Nothing short of thorough overhauling of
pedagogical education will do.1

Where Teachers _Are Educated
Pedagogical education is provided by an assortment of nearly 1,400 institutions, 'of which some 40%- are private senior colleges with fewer-than athousand students and with a mere handful of pedagogical instructors. The.

remaining 60% about 800 institutions=are of .varying descriptions and
quality. These schools,-like the senior colleges, are neither associated in a
single organization nor accountable to any common agency for the quality of
their product Only the state in which they-reside has juriSdiction-oVer their
.prirams. WaturallY, such a loose collection of institutions can do. nothing,
save by chance, to advance whatever coincidental interest they have.

These 800 institutions are a mixed bag of private universities, newly
created state universities. old-4ine state tiMyerSities, universities recently
evolved from teachers colleges,-and independent- schools of pedagogy. The
hope for effective pedagogical education lies-among these institutions, yet
their colleges of pedagogy are powerless to act except alone and even then
under crippling constraints. Whateverimprovements they make individually
seldomeoincide and never add up to a new collective program.

Internal-Obstacles to Reforrii
Leaders of colleges of pedagogy are confronted by formidable if not impenetrable barriers. Some of the more serious obstructions are internal, a fact_
that has-led some critics to assert that,colleges of pedagogy have only them-

selves to blame for their plight.
Fear of losing tenure runs deep in pedagogical faculties since enrollments
hav, fallen off. Even in the best of times, colleges of pedagogy are fiercely
competitive in their quest for students. Any proposed change in program is
always' canned for its effect upon enrollment. A faculty member will think of
how the change will affect his or her classes; a department- chairman _will
measure the change against its effects upon courses and enrollment, and the
dean will do likewise for the College as a whole:When it appears that a change
might depress enrollment, it is not unusual for someone to say, "If they don't
come here, they willgO elsewhere.. So what is gamed ? Of course this is a rea-

sonable reactioniand it underwrites the impotence of colleges to lift themselves individually.
One of the most baffling, and stubborn constraints upon reform is the
absence of common beliefs. Much can be said fin- differences in fundamental.
They can be animating influences pushing a faculty toward intellectual
3rowth. But there is a limit to their ben ;fits. When differences rend the fabric
underlying community of -thought,, the basis Of rationality is,torn asunder;

Mutual stimulation among the faCnItris stymied and the possibility of institutional reforM is blpcked.
Proponents of open education,' basic education, competency-based education, social reform education, futuristic education,lumanistic education,
scientific pedagogyyou name itdivide college faculties into rival camps,
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afflicting them with schisms comparable to what would exist in medical
schools were their faculties made up of chiropractors, osteopaths, shamans,
and faith healers alOng with physicians and surgeons.-In this medley of orientations, doctrines, and opinions, it is next to impossible for a faculty to agree

,upon anything resembling fundamental change in its 'program. Professors
typically agree to tolerate their differences so long as each can go his or her
own way. in the belief that these cleavages constitute the conditions-..of
creativity and change. This is a strategy- of wallowing in confusion With false

hope.,
Relatedito these cleavages is another set of internal restraints. Pedagogical

study is treated as if- it were general education. This is evidenced in the
tendency to adjust instruction and-standardl. of evaluation to-the student's

.

level, a practice justifiable perhaps in a liberal arts program when individual
development is the goal, but reprehensible where the-welfare of a profession's clientele is At stake.
Further evidence is found in thelfact that pedagogy is considered,to he an
academic rather than a clinical ;study. Except for student teaching that is
carried on almost entirely by public school teachers, pedagogical courses are
taught by lecture/discussion. with the study of textbooks the primary learn-ing activity. This practice is reinforced by faculty.committnent to graduate
study geared to erudition and ultimately, to research competence rather_ than
to-competence iu either teaching-or_the training of teachers.
Moreover, many if not most coubes are added to the college curriculum
-to satisfy the interests of instructors, although their value to teachers is often
rationalized by objectives to -which the courses do not lead. The criterion of
instructor interest is appropriate for academic departments, but leads in a
professional school to a,niultiplicity- of courses-having little content or relevance to the work of the professional. Some colleges offer more. than 600
courses, the great hulk of which are there because of instructor interest or the
pressure 61 ambitious departments rather than because they relate to the job
req piretti en ts of -teachers.

External 'ilurdle; to Coll gelleform
To the foregoing must b added-certain external harriers, Money talks in
colleges of pedagogy no less than in other colleges. but it speaks in a_whisper.
The support of pedagogical education is at a level inadequate for general col-

lege education. And this will he so as long as pres*.state and university
policies of financing the preparation of school personel continue. Colleges
of pedagogy in public universities are almost everywhere financed from state
appropriations-based upon full time equivalent students (FTES). As a rule,
universities proratehteir appropriations among colleges, but not strictly by
the FTES principle. Some colleges with low head counts may nevertheless be

allocated funds itr excess of what the "FTES formula would require, and
colleges with high head Counts may, by the saine token, receive smaller al-.
locations.
.
In the years when registration in colleges of pedagogy Were high, part of
their productivity was used to finance colleges with low enroliments.=Funds
thus generated-were used to ntaintaintr even to improye the status of other

collegek instead` of colleges of pedagogy. The university adininistration
.

typically sees this plicy as a stabilizing influenceacross colleges and departYr

.
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ments. Some deans of pedagogy look upon the policy as a mixed blessing. a
boon when enrollments are drastically dropping and a penalty w hen they are
up and rising.
Over the years. productivity of colleges of _pedagogy has been' high, so
that generally speakingthey brought more funds into the university than they
received. But this is petty compared to the fact that the FTES policy locks the
college program into a mode of-instruction-appropriate to erudition rather
than to clinical training. Prospective teachers, and those on the job as weii,
require a great amount of laboratory experience as they study exceptionalit y ,
pedagogical psychology , methodS and curriculum, evaluation, and the social
aspects of schooling.,For laboratorywork a 110:1 student/instructor ratio is a
maximum, but it is a ratio unlikely to obtain_undei the FTES policy.

Some accommodation of this formula to the requirements of clinical
study in pedagogy could he made, as in fine arts at Some universities, were itnot for the bias of university culture against pedagogy as a professional study.
It is easy to remember that universities reluctantly admitted pedagogy as a
discipline, at first only for secondary teachers and even then as an academic
rather than a clinical study. It is unlikely that academic deans would trim the
FTES fornu to-fit the needs of clinical pedagogy.
Moreover, the university reward system, as everyone knows; is stacked
7-against the clinical instructor. Universities on the whole justify themselves by
their contributions to accumulated knowledge and their preparation of those
who wish to devote themselves to that end. Naturally, faculty members who
prove themselves most apt at research and.scholarly productivity garner the
lion share of recognition and_ financial reward.

It' is not -so generally known, at least beyond academic circles, that
prestigious meMbeis of pedagogical faculties also adhere to and support this
sy5, ern of rewards and its underlying conception of pedagogy as a graduate
discipline. No (mean seriously entertain the notion that pedagogy can be advanced without.iesearch and scholarship. I lowever,-this should not he taken
to mean-that pedagogy, is or should be_a graduate study, except for the few
who are inclined toward research and scholarly_work. I low to accommodate
both the clinical and research comPonents of pedagogy within the context of

academic mores and';",:ies is a question that defies answer.

the Static Years
Failure to deal with the foregoing impediments, many of which are the
creation of-the colleges themselves, has brought stagnation to pedagogical
education. During the last 50 years, when knowledge was increasing by leaps .
and hounds, the basic -pedagogical program remained practically
unchanged. The sequence of courses established in the Thirtiesintroduction to education followed by social foundations, educational- psychology,
methods courses, and practice teachingremains subslantially unchanged
today. To be sure, practice teaching has been moved from the university to
the public schools, some changes have been made in the content of educational Psychology, slight modifications have been made in methods courses,
and so on. But these changes have made no difference in either the mount of
time_devoted to.pedagogical study or methods of instruction and trainin
Pedagogy is still taught as an academic study, and, while practice teaching
has a touch of reality, it is_still conducted with a minimum of-direction by

i
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public school teachers add with practically none by university instructors:
That this static condition of pedagogical institutions should have obtained
during the period when all sorts Of so-called innovations werObeingAevised
and Urged upon the schools by professors is to-say the best, peculiar.

Coverament Takes Over
The failure of the colleges to take matters into their own hands and to do
something about their programs creates a vacuum into Which state and fed

Ieral goVernments are moving in response to public dissatisfaction with
schools and teachers. Governmental -actions arc splintering pedagogical
education--,-someof it drifting into teacher centers: some-into state departments, -some into Teacher Corps-projects, and some into either private or
school workshops. The remainder is in colleges and departments of
pedagogy where it is disjointed, part of thework being on campus and part in
the public schools.
,
More and more, the tendency is for state and federal legislatures to lay
down directiods, policies. programs, and even curricular content; which in

turn are interpreted and -transformed into regulations by bureaucratic
agencies. They are staffed witbpersons who know little about pedagogical
education and whose experiencein it is even' less.
However, departments and agencies are merely the instruments for carrying out the will of legiSlative bodies. These bodies, as already indicated; are
daily becoming more concerned about the quality of-school personnel and
-the effectiveness of the public schools. As they prepare legislation for the improvement of schools and institutions of higher education, however, the real
barriers to the improvement of pedagogical education are overlooked. This is

partly attributable to the fact that members of the_legislature are poorly
briced and little time is provided for in-depth discussion of the issues and
problems-of- pedagogical schools.

It must be remembered, also, that the probleths of pedagogics) education are but a fraction of the total range of issues with which legislators must

deal: Then, too, they have no expertise in educational. matters and must
depend upon briefings by their staff and consultation with ekments,of their,
constituents. Legislators are poorly-disciplined in the collection and Use of

knowledge. They constantly substitute for expert knowledge their own
opinions, beliefs, and information fed to them through various pipelines from
their constituents. While this is true in nearly every domain of legislative concern, it L. 'especially true in pedagogy, for the knowledge base of pedagogy is
still little known and ill - appreciated.
Their staffs are ill-informed about, and inexperienced in, the professional
education of school personnel. In addition to all of this,.legislators are continually running for reelection. This consumes a large part of their time and
energy, for they must keep their cars tuned to the folks back borne as well as
to the-problems and issues of state. Then, too, legislation depends as Much

upon strategic ObfusCation (to borrow an expression from the late
V.
Smith), trade-offs, and cloakroom deals as upon consideration of relevant
iinoWledge and societal values.
The domain of legislative activity,is in matters of value and policy, but
these matters are best attended to when they are suffused with scientific
knowled,ie. Unfortunately, outstanding pedagogical researchers and.
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scholars, to say nothing of practitioners, all too often gis e conflicting Wmmatins's. And it is not uncommon to run into cases w here scientific judgments
areinfluenced by e:notions. When spokesmen for pedagogy state judgments
with certainty that they can support only with the weakest of probability (if at
all), and when they give conflicting testimony on the same issue, all research
evidence and testimony are likely-to be thrown into disrepute. Legislators
have enough difficulty in reconciling differences in values and notions of
policy, without having to confront these issues with-conflicting evidence
from pedagogical practitioners, scientists, and
In this morass, federal education agencies have been less than helpful. But
the new Department of Education can he useful ithout_becoming involved
in legislation simply by establishing communication with-the colleges. Federal investment in research centers and laboratories has had little effect upon
teacher training institutions. Their faculties know very little about the research of these federal agencies, and what they do know is more a subject of
discussion than a means of improving -the education of teachers. 'While
neglect of this research is to he attributed in part to college fnculties, it is
mostly due to the federal age is themselves, particularly the National Institute of Education (NIE). These agencies have repeatedly skirted the colleges,
going directly to the public schools. The NIE, for example, has recently promoted and supported efforts to change school practices through dissemiimtion and diffusion of research findings directly to the schools. Thecolleges of
education, where some ?00,000 teachers are produced each-year and where
the largest pool of trained personnel for the interpretation and application of
research to educational practice is to be found, were thus almost completely
circumvented. Furthermore. the faculties of these institutions citrry"on programs of inservice preparation unequaled in their scope and depth by those
of any other set of institutions or agencies.-One can only wonder how much
better recent state education laws might has e been and hoss much advance,

ment could have been made in the education of teachers at both pre and
inservice levels had .us cosies of communication between NIE and the variouslaboratories and centers it support been established and maintained w ith the

'colleges 6f pedagogy.

Tovaid a 'Way Out
Is there any way to replace the present hodgepodgeof institutions now of-fering work in pedagogy with genuine professional schools? Sonic authorities.'"
think that it is impossible, at least in the foreseeable future. Many others are
settling for a little change here and a little there as state legislatures become
impatient and act. just now the passibility of a fifth year of teacher education
is -riding high. Legislated as an internship,-it entails little or no change in the
campus prOgram or modification of state and university policies now controlling and financing colleges of pedagogy. These minor changes are viewed as

progressive steps. But toward what? There is no goal, no picture of
pedagogical education toward which such changes count as steps.
Nevertheless, more than this can be attained in the near future if leaders of
the profession unite to establish professional schools through-legislation in
state after state. But we canna count on legislation to this end if legislative
bodies are left to their ordinary counsel and to the conflicting views and pressures of the profession. We need a coalition of leaders, a coalition whose sole
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purpose is to see that legislative bodies are properly informed, advised, and
influenced with respect to preservice pedagogical education.
-Whatever the differences among various professional organizationsthe
Ainerican :association of Colleges foiTeicher Education, the American Educational Research Association, the Ainerican Federation of Teachers, the Naatonal Education Association, and othersarising from organizational interests and ambitions, these differences should not lead them to he at odds about
the preparation of school personnel. For it is to thebenefilof all of these organizations, Whatever their particular. gnats and persuasions, ihat p_ reservice
education he raised to the level of effectiveness and credibility to which the
responsibiliqes and _significance of the profession entitle it. The teaching
profession will come into its own when its members are highly prepared at

the preservice le- el, and when they can -Point with pride to colleges of
pedagogy as the institutions from which they come and toa few such colleges.
as famous institutions where the higheSt quality_ of training and research arc
being practiced.
The various professional organizations have been, and largely continue to
"be, preoccupied with inservice education. This i5 understandable in terms of
the concern of school administrators and supervisors with upgrading teachers. But preoccupation with inservice education is not understandable.as an
approach to-the problem of raising the professional level of teaching and of
iinproving the public imag-: of the profession itself.
For a solution to the twin problems of how to improve both pedagogical
education and the public image of the profession, inservice education is the
wrong way to go. In the first place, it is a mammoth task in which the nuinhers are simply overwhelming. There are over two million teachers, of whom
approximately two-thirds hold only a bachelor's degree. The resources for increasing their level of performance are totally inadequate. College faculties

are largely used in preservice programs and would he almost completely
absorbed in that function were the programS.adequately developed. Experienced teachers, however well prepared, have neither 'he time nor the energy
to-assist with inset-vice training functions. And it hardly need'be added that
teaching loads and collective contracts allowlittle time for-teachers to exchange tricks of the-trade, let alone engage in serious study.
For another thing, colleges of pedagogy in the U.S. are now producing
some 200,036 teachers per year, and within another five years may hemming
out nearly,as many as they were before the slump began. In each five-year
period one-Million new teachers are added to the ranks. The output of inefr

fective preservice programs adds up to a stream of ill-prepared teachers
greater thhn aby inservice program can possibly cope with, even a program
more extensive than anyone is ever likely to see.
W:at is the way to go? The first step, indeed the necessary first step, is to
organize the jeaders of the professional organizations and.selected leaders of
the colleges. The purpose should 1). to develop- a meeting of minds with
respect_ to the issues and problems of preservice education and the role of
-these organizations in dealing with the issues and problems. Probably the first
order Of-business would be for the leaders to learn to work together and to
build a measure of-trust among themselves. The deliberations of this group
Would, one-hopes, lead to the_creation of cominission on preservice pedagogical educationa commission of prestigious laypersons and leaders'a the
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to prepare a coinprehensis e plan and a strategy for
I. dagogical profession
.creating
professional schools of pedilgogy.

.
Although the conlaussion should considerIII the conditions a

.

ffec,

tiog
pedagogical-schools, at should be concerned prmiaril) ts all the external conditions that present their cons ersion into truly professional institidions. These
external conditions are frame factors that shape the.strticture and operation .
of pedagogical schools, arid the) apply inns ersally, irrespectis e of theidiw

-n

s)neratic differences Win school-to school. The are okays -present. regardless of-the school's setting, its age, its faculty, or its standing. If -these

frame 'floors arc ,modified

formulas by w hick schools of pedagog) are

financed, time requirements fotr degrees, instructor.'stadent ratios. autonomy

in relation to state and fedet.akiepartments :of education, accreditation
policies and procedures, and licensing policies and proceduresit would

.

then be possible for colleges of pedagog) to deal is ith internal,conditions and-

thereb) to reform theaprograms, modes of instruction, admissionpolicies,
and evaluation -of student- progress.,

In addressing the external factors, the commission need not start-from
scratch. The) has e been dealt ss rah e,ttensw ely in four recent studies. Edu-

cating a Profession, by Robert B. lIowsam. Dean C. Corrigt ii, Ceorge.W.
.
Denenairk, mid Robert J. Nash. Studies of Knoickdge P mluetion-lind
: -b)
Clilizatib n Actiuthes in Schools ;Colleges, and Departments of Es ti
David L. Clark and Egon C. Cuba, The Case for Extended Programs of"--------,
Initial Teacher Preparation, by George Denmark and Norma Nutter; and
A Design for a School of Pedagogy, 11) B. Othanel Smith, Stnait-II. SilverJuan, Jean NI, _Borg. and -Betty V.-Fry.
Although the first tss o of these studies ss ere issued folir, ears ago and the
other tss oin the last six months, the has c been seriously addressed neither by
Jeacher training institutions nor h) organizations concerned w ith-the problems of-pedagogical education. These studies deal is ith the frame factors that
cut across.all pedagogical institutions as ss ell as conditions ss ithin institutions
that-impede the des elopment of adequate programs of pedagogical educatidn.

It -shouldbe the first responsibilit) of the commission to come to grips
with the issues raised b) these reports and to deal with the frame factors os er
is hich single institutions -can exercise little if a n)influence. It is heye that the
first steps toward the impros ement of pedagogical educatain must he taken,
for unless these frame factors can be constructis el) modified it is miliicely, ,
indeed apparently impossible. that pedagogical schools can he transformed
.into genuine professional institutions.
Since these frame factors are embsedded in state and federtll laws and

regulations, in pohcies.of liras ersity hoards of control and local hoards of
education, in court decisions, and in the policies of accrediting agencies. the
commission,ss all doubtless explore the legal and-political dimensions of -the
conditions that now preclude the reform of pedagogical schools.
An.), one familiar ss ith the special interests and competitiveness of professional organizations, ss ith the tendency, of pedagogitail faculties to belies e
that, it is creativ e and progressis c for each college-MA as it pleases, and with
the delays and comm. mg of public office need not he told that the route suggested ss ill be next to impossible to negotiate. Thetnajorliadles are, first, to

A

secure enough cooperation and agreement among professional groups to
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establish and maintain a coalition and, second, to create a movement that can
be sustained long enough to see the Program phased into legislation and institutionalized. To accomplish this it will be necessary -for the- iirofessional
leadership of each state to organize itself _for collective action in order to Inform the public and mobiliztriltical forces to supporj legislation consistent

with the work of thecommission.

ti

The upshot of all of. this is that our pfofessional organizations, whatever
theirfdifferences, must now dedicate themselves cooperative) to the cause
of public education as it is reflected in the colleges that prepare those who are
to be the models, companions, guides, and'instructors of-our children and
youth for almost a quarter of their lifetimes. Now is the time. Both the public
and state governmentS are in the-mood to act constructively. But they-are
floundering. They need leadership from -the profession. If the leadership

cannot put itself in order, the constructive mood otlegislative bodies will
evaporate. It is not unlikely that a decade Of punitive legislation wit! then be
ushered-in, and the chances for significant advancement of teaching as Rprofession will have-been_lost for at. least a generation.

The lour recent studies" Smithnentions as basic documents for
his proposed commission are available as follows:
llotesanz et al., Educa 'ing a Profession, was published in 1976 by
the American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education, but is
now out of print. ,It may be-Ordered from University Microfilms,
attn. Books on Demand Program, 300 N. Zeeb Rd., Ann Arbor, MI
48106., paper $23.30, cloth $28.30. Both the Clark/Cuba study and
the Denemark,(Nutter work can be obtained from ERIC. Studies of
Knowledge Production . is ERIC: ED 139805; price 98 cents; The
Case for Extended Programs . is ERIC: SP 015 395, but coauthor

George Denmark _will send-you a copy for P.4. Address him as
Dean of Education, University of Kentucky, Lexington, KY 40506.
The Smith et al. book is a labltfrom the Superintendent of Documents. U.S. Covernme Printing Office, Washington, DC 20402.
The stock numb is -080-02098-0. (Editor's note in "Pedagogical
Education: Tim
r Reform?")
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The Strangely Significant,

'Case of Peter Doe
by Gary Sareay
An 1S- year -old high school graduate is suing the San Yrancisco
schools for one million dollars because he can't read. The

concept' has excited the interest of many peopledrom school'
reform adUocates to comic strip artists.

!The Peter Doe ease is simply a fO reruratei of an effort
on= the part of- parents 1O-bring to- focus, through the

judicial syftem,, attention upon the fact that -the
schoole, the educational systems of thie society, liave

failed to' provide the Peter Does of this country the
kirid of oda cation to which they're entitled."
r Susanne Martinei, attorney
for the plaihtiff
Four years ago, then Associate Commissioner of-Education Don Davies pro voked-us to inquire: What are public schools accountable for?-Four months

ago, a suit was filed in-San Francisco Superior Couit that provoked us to
inquire: 'What are public schools legally 'accountable for? Four days ago-(9
March 1913) lawyers and education officials were provoked, at a Mayflower

'Hotel conference in Washington, D.C., to inquire what avenues of _legal
redress are available to those injured when the schools do not meet their
resporisibilities. They also asked: What are the implications of such actions
for the future of public education?
The subject of the March conferenceiva.'s the.Peter Doe case,a-s uit which
accuses various California and San Francisco. Unified School District educa-

don-officers and employees of negligence, misrepresentation, breach ,of
statutory duties, and constitutional deprivation of tberight,to education: (See
_pp. 220 and 221 for a summary of the facts and legal contentions in Peter Doe.)

A New
r.

Strategy

The evening prior to, the conference a group of interested lawyers conferred ona revision of the Peter Doe complaint and discussed courtroom
strategy. All Of theni ,have been associated with precedent- setting -cases
estahlishing educational policy On equal opportunity, equal access, equitable
,financing, and student/faculty civil rights.
Their early discussions of other .precedent-making decisions 'such as
4r
Brown v. Board of Education (1954), Hobson v. Hansen (1967), and Serrano
,v.. Priest (1971)' highlighted the crucial problem, that the legal rights of access and opportunity -serve only to open the schoolhouse door. Inside, the
school may yet be impoverished; incapable of teaching basic skills, injurious
to children'seinotions, orirrelevant_to children's needs.
The dialogue quickly went beyond thp specifics of the catse and led to the
founding of a new legal strategy foreducation reform, one that would use the
judicial proceSs not only to hold the public schools legally accountable for the

results of= the educational pror 'Iut would change.the legal status of education from a privilege to right.
;
Susanne'Martinez, Peter Doe's attorney, began the conferenee the nest
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morningwith the Peter-Doe story and summarized the arguments she.w ill use
in court. The next four speakers, Frederick McDonald (Educationa1.Testing
Service), Judge I laskell C. Freedman tNational Organization for Legal Problems in F.thication); Thomas 'Green (Sy racuse Educational Policy Research
Center), and I Tarr} I login (director of governmental relations, Catholic Ulu-

. ersity ) probed into the problems and difficulties to be surmounted, the
dilemmas to be faced, and the vyhOle range of beneficial' or des astating
consequences of the court's intervention.
The vigorous dialogue among the majnrspeakers and the 6-0 other lawyers
and:education officials in attendance returned-repeatedly to the questions.
How can a court specify, complex standards for learning? lion can any one
determine whims responsible for-meeting these-standards in' public educa,
t lop ?'

t.

Legal Strategies
Two fundamental legal approaches ss ere explored/One ss as.the constitu-

tionql route, which vt ould claim deprivation- of,a "right" to education, the
second. less rev olutionary _ro-ute vv ould be through-common,-tort, and statutory-law. The constitutional approach, as described by Martinez, would seek

to- impose an absolute responsibility for the "product" through extension of
the due process and equal opportunity clauses in the federal Constitution and_
analogs that appear in state constitotion&
Theconstitutional approach has been successful in overcoming barriers to
equal access, equal opportunity, and equitable allocation of resources. The
issues in Peter Doe, however,- are-far more complex. Furthermore, the,Supreme Court's Rodriguez decision, stating that education is not a right explicitly- guaranteed by the federal Constitution,_now casts a pall over the possibilities of such an approach through the federal courts.
The constitutions of most states, however, do speak specifically of education. This approach is therefore more likely to be pursued in the immediate
future. ;
A more traditional approach lawsuits seeking a remedy for an individliar-were also discussed. Among them. negligence suits, contending that
:reasonable care" was not exercised by the defendants in their instructional
dutiesrsuits clainung_nusrepresentation of student progress on report cards,
interviews ivith parents, or in the awarding of a diploma, suits contending
of edhcation failed to carry out
that.school boards and/or state ck
their statutory -duty, and suits chiirging breach of-implied contract. As the
Peter Doe case indicates, all of these contentions may he made in onelawsuit.
A suit seeidfig a declaratory judgment -was still another alternative approach mentioned by I tarry I login. This approach does not require the court
to.provklea reined) or to prescribe educational standards. All it asks of the
court is a declaration of the rights of the student or a legal opinion on the point
of la winvolved.
The education community had been forewarned that a case similar to
Peter Doe's vv cull soon appear on the court dockets. In-1970, Stuart Sandow
published the reactions of 200 scholars, lawyers, educators, and legislators to
&fictitious event in ss inch a father successfully sued his local school for.fraud,
claiming that his son's diploma-has no v ague, since his soil could barely read.2
A year later Don Stewart's Educational Malpractices. The Big Gainble in

24)
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Our Schools came but, describing- possible grounds for educational malpractice suits and encouraging sucAilsuits as a means of impros ing educational
practice? More recently , James'Nlecklenburgerand I predicted the linking
-up of the Militant consumer-movement ss ith th, educationid reform movement. In addition:to cases such as Peter 1),,e's, we forecast possible class
actions against schools ,of education, state certification agencies, publishers
of educational materials, arniteaCher Oritanizations and school boards when
the latter two agree to contracts that preclude the-adoption of-more-efeec-

'tive practices.'

Defense S,trategiei
The' education cominunity has iii fact es ideneed a great deal of apprehension that suits as described above might be brought agairSt the sehools.,The
professional journals have 'been replete with,philosophically, theoretijally,
and psychometrically- elegant defenses against education being brought to
accbunt. Legal journals, how ever,-have carried no comparable argiiiiientS.
What, then, are the legal defenses that might be utilized
educationagencies and their employees? One ohs ions defense to a constitutional challenge would be,to cite the March Suprenie Court decision in Rodriguez ySan
Antonio .!Independent-School District, %%Inch stated in part. "Education, of
course, is not among die rights afforded explicit protection under our federal
Constitution. Nor-do we find an basis for sa) ing R is implicitly so protected."
Two initial defeuse_actinns, to he anticipated as a response to'the other
forms Of lawsuits, w mild be the filing of a demurrer and entering of a claim of
sos ereign
unit) . The demurrer ss ould simply contend that, even if all the

facts are true, the) do not constitute a sufficient reason to rule in favor of
those bringing the -suit. Sovereign immunity,,
called "governn ental-imin unit) ." ss ould posit that the plaintiff has
has no legal right to sue without the permission of the gos enunental agency , permisSimi that is unlikely to
4
be granted.
State-constitutions, statutes, and regulations often uses ague or imprecise
languae in prescribing the duties of education agencies. A-common emu iple
is, "The school, ill pros idea thorough education." A defense would attempt
to -capitalize upon this v agueness simply by Claiming there is, in fact, no duty

expressed bylatitmstatute.

1

hn instances Where such language is more specific, or is interpreted as
indicating a din) , the defense 55 ould raise the issueof causality, claiming that
there is insufficient es idence to support a conclusion that the plaintiff's situadon (Lc , his reading deficiency ) is a result of anything that the defendant did
or did not do. Undoubtedly the Coleman Report and the Jencks study of
, as well's studies of the superior impact of hereditary over environ-;
mental factors, would -be cited, in such a defense.
The possibility of counter suits against parents and perhaps even against
the students theinsails es w ould he considered as a defensive action, to deter

the initiation of a suit or to mitigate the consequences of :in) of the above.
Mentioned forms of litigation.

PoSsible Court Decisions
AO) speculation as to ss hat the actions of a court might !win such litigation
must first acknowledge the possibility that the court will take no action at all.
We have pointed out elsewhere that
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. courts are reluctant to pursue fundamental issues in education
where theory is complex, -data is meager, and solutions thorny.
Courts may claim that they lack comPetence and refer the issue
back to local officials or state legislatures, since these governmental
ageticies exist to deal with these issues.

in 'some -states. "hold safe" laws Would prevent- cases being
brought against school, practitioners. In Inany-states the -right of
citizens to sue any governmental agency ei employee is denied or
severely; limited by law.
Since courts are already overloaded, unable to bring cases to
quick and speedy trial, the addition of school-related cases to the
conrt-dockets might be denied because the courts are already too
overburdened
A 'courrmaY, of-course, concur with- the defense-pOsitions.descrihed_
above. If, on the other hand, the court finds itself in agreement With one or
more ofAhe plaintiff's contentions, ii is faced with the difficult problem of
piescrihing aremcdy for a very complex situation. A class action seeking a
declaratory, judgment, however, would reduce,the magnitude of the decision
facing the cart both in terms of addressing the ciitestion of causality -and the
need to prescrihe a_remedy.
The possibility of a decision lavorahle to the plaintiff is-thus greater in
such an-instance.

Consequences of Court Decisions
The consequences of such cases may be contrary to what was anticipated

when the litigation was-initiated. Certainly-the loss of any one such action
might work-against,the overall movement to reforth education. Reactions to
the Rodriguez det.s.;on, for-instance, have characterized-the decision as -a
major setbaclwithin both the legislative-and judicial movements -for edit=
cational reform;
A significant amount of_ educational self-reform -has been -initiated Jo
avoid the incursion of-the courts and the legislatures into basic educational
policy making. Thc plaintiff's loss of such asuit would remove an important
stimulant that has spurred certain reluctant agencies to initiate some innovative and successful plaits and programs.
On the other hand, decisions finding that education agencies have failed
to carry out their statutory duties might result in only_ a mintinum accom,
modation on hehalf of that agency, not 'improvement -in the-educational
process. The reaction might be, What can be done to insure avoidance of a
future suit filed on similar grounds?
Larry I logan, one of the conference participants, discussed the pox ibile
counterproductive consequences should, the court provide for a monetary
said,-"The theory is that this is an-,effective way to accomplish
reinedy.
change. It is based upon what criminal law calls deterrent efficacy, the theory
that, if this defendcnt has to suffer the payiant oh damaging penalty other
:prospective defendents will be deterred and will behave in a socially more
acceptahle fashion. The difficulty here, of- course, Is -that the plaintiff's
victory, might have just the oppoSite result. It might encourage litigation. -If
Peter Doe here makes anything like a million dollars because of his inability to

read, he provides for others like him a short route to becoming a financial
success. This strategy, would therefore produce a socially undesirableresult.
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Regardless of that consideration, you would have the imposition of a tremendous cost upon the educational system which would inevitably result in the

diversion of money from educational goals to the satisfaction of damages
paid to this-particular individual."

Implications for Education
The implications of using the courts to determine educational policy and
"to set standards are both threatening and encouraging. On the one hand, we
are placing very- fundamental 'questionsthose more appropriate to the leg-

islative arena, which is open to the public anfil the education profession
through the campaign and election, process andeoihriiitiee hearingsin the
hands of "a few wise men"' whose judgment- is circumscribed by legal arguments or interpretations of a constitutional nature. On the other hand, in instances where we are mit seeking specifications of standards and remedies, or
finlIcial damages, the courts can provide a means of bringing to the attention
of the public, the-legislature, and-the educational coinmunity at large very

precise problem areas to which their skills and knowledge should he adaressed,

rt-,Caveat
As an advocate of certain very fundamental changes in pOblic education, I
had high expectations for this conference and the prospects of a legal strategy
of educational reform. But as I listened to some of the legally Sophislicated

but educationally essentialist and_ simplistic theories and arguncents, I
experienced a foreboding, worrisome, fear of the "thalidomide effect," that
the consequences of the legal cure" might he far, far worse than theilluess
-presently besetting public education.
Fortiinately, the courts have sought expert testimony in areas where they
lack specific knowledge. It is incumbent upon us then to seize this "opportu-

nity" irrespeCtive of its origin, not to obfuscate nor philosophii.e. but to
demonstrate that education is a profession willing to set ,standards and,
furthermore, Willing to be held accountable if-those standards are not met.

I. BrownThe Supreme Court prohibited de lure racial segregation in schools;
llobsonWashington,-D.C., schools were requited to equali7e resources; Serrano
The California Supteme Court ruled_that,the quality of a.child's education should not
`be- determined or limited by the financial resources of his home community:
2. Stuart Sandow..:Einerging Education Policy Issues in Law. Fraud (Syracuse.
Syracuse University Research Corporation, 1970).
3. bon_ Stewart, -Educational Malpractices. The Big Gamble in Our Schools (Westminster; Calif.: SLATE ,Serviees,-1971).
4. Cary Saretsky and James-Mecklenburger. "See You in Court?".Saturday Review.
October-14, 1972. pp, 50.56.
p. - ibid., p. 50.
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A Summary of-the Fad S and Legal Contentions in Peter boe°
The following is a brief summary of tile facts and legal contentions
in Peter Doe v. San Francisco Unified School District, as-619 March
1973:

Noveniber 1972 an action was filed in San Francisco Superior.
Court against the San Francis-Co-Unified School District, its Board of

Education andsuperintendent of schools; the State Department of
-EducatiOb, its Board of Education; the state superintendent of public
instruction; and -100 defendants alleged to be_the agents or employees
of public agencies.
The plaintiff is an-448-year-old Caucasian male high school gradu-

ate. ills 10 as determined by the San -Francisco:School -District is
normal. During the course of his 13 years in the San Francisco public
schools, he maintained averagegrades, never encountered any serious

disciplinary problems, and maintained regular- attendance. He advanced year by year through the ptiblic school system until he Was
awarded a high-school diploma. At-- various points throughout- his_
school career his parents expressed concern over his-apparent-difficulty in reading. They were repeatedly assured that he was reading at
the average level and had'no special or unusual prohlems.
Shortly after high school graduation, the young man was examined
by two private reading specialists. Both indicated that he was reading
at approximately the fifth-grade level. Since these tt. ,ts, helms engaged
in private reading tutoring and has made "significant progress- in nnlroving his reading level.
The complaint contends that "Peter Doe"his name is being concealed for obvious reasonshas been deprived of an education in the
basic skills of reading and writing as a result of the acts and omissions of
the defendants. Nine distinct legal grounds are cited to show the school

district's liability. It is claimed that the defendants:
1. should be held liable in that they negligently failed to provide the
plaintiff with adequate instruction, guidance, counseling and/or supervision in basic academic skills and negligently failed to ascertain ac-curate information as"to plaintiff's educational_ progress and abilities
(general negligence);

2. falsely represented to the plaintiff's parents that he was performing at or near grade level in reading and writing and was not in any need
of special or remedial assistance, whereas the plaintiff was. in fact, performing drastically below grade level and in great and severe need-of
'special_ assistance .(misrepresentation);

3. violated relevant provisions of the California-Education Code
charging school authorities with the duty of keeping parents accurately
advised as to the educational progress of their children, and that without-such accurate information plaintiff's parents were unable to take
any action to protect their minor son from the harm suffered (breach of
statutory duty);
4. violated relevant provisions of the California Constitution and
Education Code alai:sing defendants with the duty to educate plaintiff
and other students witithasic skills of reading and writing (breach of
.stalutorij-duty);

Soure: Youth Law Cetitei, San Francisco. California.
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, 5. violated, relevant provisions of _the California Education Code
Providing that no pupil Shall receive a diploma or graduation from high

school without meeting minimum standards of proficiency in basic
academic skills (breadi of statutory duty);
6. violated provisions of the _l'aliforn' ia Education Code requiring
inspection-and revision of curriculum and operation of the schools to
promote the education of pupils enrolled therein (breach of statutory
duty)
7violMed relevant proviiions of the-California Education Code
requiring school districts to desigrgle course of instruction to meet the
needs of the individual pupils (breach of statutory duty).
Another cause of action.contends that:
8. br-the acts-and omissions oc- the defendants, their agents and
employees, the plaintiff has been dekirived of an education guaranteed
by the United States Constitution and the la ws and constitution of the
State of California (constitutional duties).
The suit also contends that:
9. the State Board of Education audits agents and employees failed
to properly discharge their statutory duties, including prouitilgating a
minimum course of instruction to meet the needs of_pupils, minimum
standards of proficiency for graduation from high school, and administration and supervision of the educational system in California (breach
of_statutory_duty).
The complaint contends that as a result-of the acts and omissions of
the defendants,,the plaintiff: 1)-has suffered a loss of earning capacity
because dills limited ability to read and write; 2) is unqualified for any

employment other than the most demeaning, unskilled, -low-paid,
manual labor which requires little orno ability to read or write; 3) has
suffered mental distress, pain, and suffering; and 4) that said injuries
and damage will result in his general damage in the sum of 6500,000:
The complaint asks- that punitive damages of $500,000 be assessed
against the defendants in addition to the general damages and the costs
of private reading tutoring and court costs.
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Introduction

For nearly a decade, KAPPAN authors described, discussed, and argued
-the benefits and drawbacks of open education, an import from Great Britain.

What is it? Is it aloe Is it only for certain kinds of youngsters? Call all
teachers employ it successfullyF I like all of the articles we published;-but
none better than "So-You Want to Change to an Open Classroom" (October
1971), liy Roland S. Barth. At the time, Barth was principal of the-Angier
School in Newton, Massachusetts. This year he is a senior kclitrer in the Har-

vardGraduate Schaal of Education.
While the burgeoning popularity of back -to- basics seems'largely antitheiTcal to opeh education, the latter surtiive.s and flourishes in many schools.
A- f astgack published 'by Phi' Delta Kappa in _1972, Vito -Perratie's _Open,
Education: Promise and _Problems, still -sells well. It is_PDK's all;time best
seller- among 168 fastbacks published to date; nearly 50,000 copies of this
classic have been distributed,

Another recent education import is the teacher_center idea. Stephen -K.
Bailey's November 1971 KAPPAN article, "Teachers' Centers: A British
First," was the first-mention of the new development in KAPPAN pages.
While there was already-considerable interest in_this_new approach to inservice education, at least among- federal government of f icials, the 1971
-articleby Bailey, then professor of politicalscieneeand educational adrninistration at Syracuse University, helped propagate teacher centers throughout
the U.S.-3ailey underscored the importance of having teachers directIOnVolved in and responsible for their own inservice education, to'the dismay of
certain U.S. Office qf.Education staff people, graduate deans' f schools of
education, and school board members. Teacher, control is now inherent in
federal legislation supporting teacher centers. Th-ere _are about 90-government-funded centers today, and perhaps 300 that receive no federal money.
The centers have been called "demilitarized zones where the battle-weary
can trade ideas, confess their failings_without fear of rebuke, and freshen up
-their skills" (Newsweek, 27 April 1981).
Since submitting this KAPPAN article, Bailey -has written a book for Phi
Delta Kappa under the title, The Purposes of Education (1976). He is now
Francis Keppel Professor of Educational Policy and Administration at Harvardjwving left the vice presidency of the American Council on Education,
where he serbed from,1973 through 1977. tie continues as president of the
National Acaderriy of Education.
-

In a recent communication Baile y says,"AU of _us look forward tei the comprehensive summary of the British teacher center experience to be published'
by the National Foundation of Educational Research in England anti Wales."
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So You-Want to Change
To an _Open Classiooriii,
by:Roland.S. itarth
My telephone clangs incessantly these days and My-mailbox
bulges with letters. The great majority of calls and letters
request advice, materials, and information dealing with-open or
informal education. Apparently Joseph Featherstone opened a
'Pandora'S boi when he wrote hisjantalizing articles in The New
Republic a few years ago; and Charles Silberman's Crisis in the
ClaSsroom ha.; virtually turned the box upside down and
,
scattered.its contents across the nation.
,
Whire-do we go from hire? What can we-tell the hundredsof-excited and enthusiastic teachers' iiho suddenly 'want-to move
along.more open lines? Do we begin-n iovinOurnitur e around?
.

Puttinkblocktin *corridor and buying Ciiisenaire rods?
To understate the case,.this kind of aitivitO inay_beabit
Premature. A-wiser procedure inii# well be to stop a moment
and gitiesetious thought to, eractly-4vhat_it means -to become an
open or informal teacher. *hat_doeS'orie believe about childrep?About knowledge itself? About the learning process? Are
these beliefs really compatible-with a move toward open education? Should they be appraised and reappraised before One
plungei blindly'ahead?
Roland Barth thinks set, and l_concur. his article should help
each of 'us to conduct ,such a reappraisal; however agonizing it
may be .

.Vincent Rogers, chairman,
Department of ElementaiyfiEducatiori,
University of Connecticut; author-editor,
Teaching in the British Primary School

Anothereducaticinal wave is breaking on American shores. Whether termed
Integrated Jay," "Leicestershire Plan," "informal classroom," or "open eduCation," it promises new and tadicahmethods of teaching, learning, and or-

ganizing the schools.' Many American educators who- do not shy froin
promises,ofnew solutions to old problems are preparing to ride the crest of
the wave. In New 'York State, foi instance, the cominissioner of education,
the chancellor of New -York City schools, and the president of-the state
branch of the American Federation of Teachers have all expressed their intent to make the state's classrooms open classrooms. Schools of education in
such variecrplaeas as North Dakota,.Connecticut,-Massachusetts, NeW.York,
andPhio are too
up to prepare the masses of teachers for these masses of

anticipated open clasirooms.
Some educator's 'are disposed to search for the new, the different the
flashy, the radical, or the revolutionary. Once an idea or a practice, such-as
"team teaching," "nongrading,': and (more recently) differentiated staffing"
and "performance contracting," has been so labeled by thelEstablishment,
many teacheti and administrators are quick to adopt it. More precisely, these
educators are.quick to apiinilate new ideas into-their cognitive and opera-titinal framework. But in so doing they often distort the originZ conception
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without recognizing either the distortion or the assumPtions violated by the
di:urtion. This seems to happen partly because the educator has taken on the
verbal, superficial abstraction of a new idea without going through a concomitant personal reorientaiion, of attitude and behavior. Vocaoulary and
rhethrie are ca,ily changed; basic beliefs and institutions all too often remain
little affected. If open education is to have a fundamental and positive effect
on American education, and if changes are to be consciously made, rhetoric
and good intentions will not suffice.
There is no doubt that-a climate potentially hospitaible to fresh alternatives to our floundering educational system exists in this country. It is'even
possible that, in this brief moment in time. open education may have the op.:

Aconity to prove itself. however, a crash program is ctngerous.
j-tlinjilerne,nting foreign ideas and practices is a precarious business, and I fear
--W-141iiiiie'SYht opportunity
will be. abused or misused.-Indeed,many attempts to
.

4rnperner_ltopcn classrooms in America have already been buried with the

permissivisin," "neoprogressive, **Communist,"
V--1.7anti".0ii5ar," or "laissez- faire." An even more discouraging_ although not
.

\,surpnsing consequence has been to push educational practice further away
from open education than was the case prior to the attempt at implementa.

Mos; educators who say they. want open education are ready to change
am: fararects. TheyinStall printing presses, tables in place of desks, classelin
coridors. nature study. They adopt the vocabulary: "integrated day,""intere4't areas," "free choice,"and "student- initiated learning." I lowever, feNv have
understanding of, let alone Commitment toi the philosophical, personal, and-

professional roots from which these practices and phrases have sprung and
upon which they depend so coinpletely-for_ their success. It is my belief that
changing- appearances to --snore closely resemble some British classrooms.
without understanding and accepting the rationale underlying these changes
will lead inevitably to failure and conflict among children, teachers, adniinistrators, and parents American education can withstand no more failure, even
in the name of reform or revolution.
I would like to suggest that beim you jump on the open classroom-surfboard, a precarious vehicle appropriate neither for all people nor for all`situations, yOu pause long enough to consider the following statements on pages
228-2.32 and to oxamine your own reactions to them. Your reactions may reveal salient attitudes about children, learning, and knowledge. I have foundthat successful open educato:s in both-England and America tend to take
similar positions on these statements-. Where do you stand?
Most open educators, Britiih and American, "strongly agree" with most of
these statements? I think it is possible to
altieat deal both about open
education and about oneself by taking a position with respect to these different statements. While it would be folly to argue that strong agreement assures
success in developing an oppn classroom; or, on the other hand, that strong_
disagreement predicts failure, the ascmnptions aie,-I believe, closely related
to open education practices. Consequently. I feel that for those sympathetic
'to the. assumptions. success at a difficult job-will be more likely. For-the
educator to attempt to adopt practices that depend for their success npon
general adherence to these beliefs withoirnally adhering to them is, at the
very least; dangerous._
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At the same time, we must be careful not to assume that an "official"
British or U.S. go% ernment-inspected 4 pe of open classroom or set of beliefs
exists that is the standard for all others. indeed, ss hat is exciting about British

.

open.classrooinsis the dicersny in thinking and beha% for for children and
adults from person to person, class to class, and school to school. The important point -}sere is that the likelihood of successfully de% eloping an openclassroom increases as those concerned agree ss ith the basic assumptions

derlyings open education practices. it is impossible to "role play" such a
fundamentally distinct teaching responsibility.
For some people, then, chiming attention to these assumptions may
terminate iRterest in open education. All to the good; a ss ell-organized.
consistent, teacher-directed classroom probady has a far less harnifundfluence upon children than a %selhintentamed but sloppy, permissi% c, and
chaotic attempt at an open classroom in ss Inch teacher and child must !he

with contradiction and conflict. For other people, ass areness of these
assumptions may Atunulate confidence and competence in their
to
change haf. happens to children in school.
lii the final anal.sis, the success of a ss idespread nos ement toss and open
education in this (..ountry rests not upon agreement s% ith any philosophic-al
position but ss ith satisfactory ans.% ers to se% ezal important questions. For
ss hat kinds of people teachers, administrators. parents. children is the
open classroom appriipriate ,ends aluable? What happens to children in open
classrooms? Can teachers be trained fur open classrooms? floss can the
resistance from children. teachers, adminisirators, and parents ine% itable
among-those not committed to opemoducation's assumptions and practices
be- surmounted? And finally, should participation in an open classroom be
required pf teachers. children. parents. and ilininistrators?

I,

Assumptions About Learning and Knowledge'
Instructions. Make a wark somess here along each line %%inch best represents

your own feelings about each statement.
.

Exarnfite. School stirs es the ss ishes and needs of adults better than it does

the wishes and needs of children.
Itrongly

agree

no strong

.

disagree

. feeling

agree

strongly
disagree

Agsumptions,Abotd, Children's Learning
Motivation
An:whorl I. -Children are innately -uriinis and ss ill explore their en
viromnent without adult intervention.
strongly

agree

agree

2

no strong
feeling

disagree

strongly
disagree
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Asswnption 2: Explotory
ra
behavior is self-perpetpating.
strongly

agree

no strong

agree,

disagree

feeling

strongly
disagree

a
Conditions for Learning
,-

..

Assumption 3 The child will display natural exploratory beh.h for if he is

not threatened.

.. '

..i

'-..
,

1

strongly

agree

no strong

agree

feeling
.

disagree

strongly

I

disagree,

"(

Assumption -I; Confidence In self is highly related to capacity for learning

and for making important choices affecting,ones learning.
.

I

strongly
agree
....

s

no strong

agree
.

disagree

(ceiling

.
strongly
disagree

Assurnption Aejive exploration in a rich enviroinnent, offering a wide
array of manipulativematerials, will facilitate chil&en's learning.
I

strongly

agree

agree

no strong
feeling

,disagree

strongly
disagree

Assumption .5 Play is not distinguished from work as the predominant
inodesof learning in early childhood.
strongly

aw'ee

agree

no strong
'feeling

disagree

strongly{
disagree

Assumption 7. Children have both the competence and the right to rittice
significant decisions concerning their own learning.

"

-Strongly
agree
agree ;

no strong
feeling

disagree

.strongly
disagree

I

- Assumption 8: Children Will he firmly to learn if they are given considerable choice in the selection of the materials they wish to.work with and in the
choice of questions they wish to pursue with respect to Mow materials.
strongly \ agree
agree

nr trong

d isagree

.celing

strongly
ilisagree

Assumption 9. Given the opportunity, children will choose to cngige in
activities which will be of high interest to-than.-.

strongly

agree

agree

no strong;

disagree

feeling

strongly
disagree

Assumption Ilk If a child is (idly involved in and is having fun with an
.rictiuity, learning is taking,place.
1

strongly
agree .

agree

no strong
feeling

disagree

23 4

strongly

disagree

, .
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Social Learning
Assumption 11. When two or more children are interested in exploring the
samrproblem or the same materials, they w ill often choose to collaborate in
some way.
strongly

agree

agree

no strong
feeling

disagree

strongly
disagree

Assumption 12. When a child learns something that is important to him, he
Will svish to share it with others.
strongly

agree

agree

no strong
feeling

disagree

strongly
disagree

.

Intellectual Development
Assumption 13: ConcePt formation proceeds very slowly.
strongly

agree

no strong

disagree

feeling

agree

strongly

I.

disagree

Assumption 14. Childi:en learn and develop intellectually not only at their
Own rate but in their own style.
strongly
.agree

agree

no strong
.feCling

disagree

strongly
disagree

Assumption 15. Children pass through similar stages of intellectual development, each in his own way and at his own rate ani in his own time.
strongly

agree

agree

no strong
feeling

disagree

strongly
disagree

Assumption 16. Intellectual growth and development take place through
a sequence ,of concrete experiences followed by abstractions.
strongly

agree

agree

no strong
feeling

disagree

strongly
disagree

Assumption 17. Verbal abstractions should follow direct experience with
objects and ideas, not precede them or substitute for them.
strongly

agree

agree

no strong
feeling

disagree

strongly
disagree

Evaluation
Assumption /8. The preferred source of verification for a child's solution
to a problem comes through the materfials he is working with.
strongly

agree

ggree

nmstrong
feeling

disagree

4,

23

?

strongly
disagree
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Assumption 19. Errors are necessarily a part of the learning process, they
are to be expected and even desired. for they contain informatioo essential
for further learning.
strongly

agree

agree

no strong
feeling

disagree

strongly
disagree

Assumption 20. Those qualities ola person's leariiing that can be carefully,
measured are not necessarily the niost important.
strongly

agree

agree
1.

no strong
feeling

clisagreo

strongly
disagree

Assumption 21 Objeetis, eaneasures of performance may has e a uegatis e
-effect upon learning.
strongly
agree

no strong
feeling

agree

disagree

strongly
disagree

Assumption* Learning is best assessed intuitively, by direct obsers astrongly

no strong
feeling

agree

agree

disagree

strongly
disagree

Assumption 23 The best ss ay of es aluating the effect of the school experi-

ence on the child is to observe him over a long period of time.
strongly

00 strong
feeling

agree

agree

disagree

strongly
disagree

Assumption 24: The best measure Of a child's work is his work.
strongly

agree

agree

j

'nn-strong
feeling

disagree

strongly
disagree

Assumptions About Knowledge
Assumption 25 The quality of being is more important than the quality of
knowing: knowledge is a means of education, not its end. The final test of an
education is what a man is, not what he knows.
strongly

agree

agree

no strong
feeling

disagree

strongly
disagree

Assiirription. 26. Knowledge is a function of ones personal integration of
experience and therefore .does not fall into neatly separate categories or
"disciplines,"
stroagly
agree

P

agree

no strong,
'feeling

disagree

stronglY
disagree

'Assumption 27 lhe structure of knowledge is personal and idiosyncratic,
it is a function of tie synthesis of each individual's experience with the world.
strongly
agree

agree

no strong
feeling

disagree

2361

strongly
disagree
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Assumplau 28. Little or iu knowledge exists that it is essential for every. one, to acquire.
i

I

strongly

agree

agree

no strong
feeling

disagree

strongly
disagree

Assumption 29. It is possible, even likely, that an individual ratty learn and
possess tioowledge of a phenomenon and yet he unable to diiplay it publicly )
Knowledge- resides with the knower, not in its public expression.
.

1

strongly
agree

agree

no strong
feeling

,

disagree

/

strongly
disagree

.,s

1, For a fuller description of this movement, seeRoland S. Birth and Charles IL Rath.

bone, annotated, bibliographies: '"The Open School: A At ay of Thinkjng AbOut
Children, Learning and Knowledge," The Center Forum, Vol. 3, No. 7,-July. 1969. a
publication of the Center for Urban Education, New_York City! and "A Bibliography
of Open Education, Early Childhood Education Study." jointly published by theAdvisory for Open EducatiOn and the Education Development Center, Newton,-Mass.,
1971,

2. Since these assumptions were assembled, I have "tested" *in with several British
primary teachers, headmasters, and Inspectors and w ith =equal number of American
proponents of open education. To date, although man) qualifications in language havebeen suizgestd, there has not been a case where an individual has said of one of the
assumptions, "No, that,is contrail to what 1 belies e about children, learning, or know'

edge,"
3. From Roland S. Barth, "Open Educabon." unpublished doctoral dissertation, Ilarard Craduate'SchiiiiNTEducation, 1970.
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:Teachers' Centers: A British,First
by.Stephen. K. Bailey

1

.

Effective change comes from teachers, not from their c ritics
or .superiors.
.
E'er since DeWitt Clinton called America's attention a century and a half ago
to the British infant schools as worthy of emulation, this country has derived
policy_ nourishment-from educational experimentation in the United King-doni. In the 1960s the British open school received particular attention, serving as a basis far many of the reforms featured in the writings of distinguished
American educators including especially Charies-Silberman's Crisis in the
Classroom.
,Perhaps the most significant potential British contribution to American
education, hoWever, is only now being identified and discussed: the develop ments-of teachers' centers. British experience-with these centers',-atieast in
their present fbrin, is a matter of three or four years only. But the idea is so
simple, so obvious, §o psychologically sound, as to make one_ wonder why

teficherscenierS have not-dotted the educational landsdape for decades.
Teaches'- centers are-just what the term implies: local physical facilities
and self-'Iliprovettient programs _organized and run by the teachers
themselves for purposes of upgrading educational performance. Their primary function is to make possible a review of existing curricula and other
educational- practices by groups of teachers and to encourage teacher attempis_to bring about changes.

Stimulated by 'a working paper on school-leaving age prepared by
Britain's Schools Council! in 1965, and by, a variety of ad hoc study groups
and curriculum-development committees Uri the middle sixties, teachers'
centers have unidiroomed in the past half decade. Today there are approximate.iv 5(X) centers located throughout England and Wales, over half with
frill-time" leaders. The centers vary greatly in size, governance, scope of work,
andthe quality_of tea and biscuits, but most of them are engaged in exciting

and profolindIrsignificantyducational activities.
The Underlying rationale for, teachers' centers may be stated succinctly in
terms of three Interlocking propositions: 1) Fundamental educational reform

will come only through those charged with the basic educational resonsiNifty to wit, the teachers; 2) teachers are unlikelyto change their ways of
ing things just because imperious, theoretical reformerswhether successions of Rickovers or llliches or high powered R & D missionaries from
central educational systemstell them to shape up; 3) teachers will take
reform seriously only when they are responsible for defining their own edu..

'The Schools Council is an independent body with a majority of.teacher members.
ItS purpose is to undertake, in England and Wales, research and development work in
curricula, teaching methods. and examination In schools, and in other ways to help
teachers decide what to teach and how. The council is financed by equal contributions
from ,the local educational authorities on the one hand and the Department of Education and Science of the national government on the other.
233
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(atonal ptohleins, delmeating_their ii%% II needs. and fel el% Mg _help on their

own terms and turf.
the more
The more these ititert%% ming prumosit nis 1)11 1./ a round the
apparent their %alidit) becomes. 1n the United States, fur example, %% e ha% e
de% eloped in the past se% eral ) ears .i sle%% of educational II & I) centers, Title
III supplementair) centers, and ethic ational laboratories, each in it% un% n %%a)
designed to disco% er .111t1 (11%%(.111111.1te Iie%% cduc,ati nil truth% Must of these

_Hut the impact of this
%% ork upon continuing teacher performance Land pupil per foratanc e) in the
cla%sroolir has been miniscule. And %%ell before federal largess %% as directed
tox% anl inducing educational reform through a trickle-dun% ,hens, man)
state and local education department% and leachers colleges had de% eloped
Nuperisors charged %% ith being "change-agent's"
through %% orkshops aril insert we training. But the initiatne x% as ,alniost alv% a) s from the hIliealltrat or the ethic rat, rather than froth the teacher% t 4(.111centers- andlaboratortes 11.1%e done important %%

Se I V eS,

Fe%% professional% hat%a suffered more painfully or seriumsk from "being
done good to at- than teacher/. lust tt of the fact that they are the Ones %% ho
%.1 011 (lays in and clay out on the f truly, hue, the definition of their Problems. of
their roles, of their goads, aka)) seem% to he someone else's responsibility.
super% isms. parents, college professors, textbook paiblislwrs, self- styled re
formerN, 1)h:this of vatic andit. state and national education officials.
%Vhat the teachers' center Idea does is to put the monkey of educational

reform on the teacher's own back.
And theyclove it
%Viten teachers find out that they ha% e their o%%

facility %% here they can

exchinge ideas, leant, from eacli tither. roxi% t help a> they

to

fit, munch

bread and jam and drink tea %% ithuuc the interruption of ,i bell or IHIZIer, the)
ideas come from old heads, and the newtends to be smolder
e.
coui(
because the heads are experienced.
I low does.a-teacher~' center %vork?
I.et us look at an example.

Out British teachers' center in a count) borough of roughly 60,000
pOptilation emerged from a "inn% math- project sponsored in 1966 by the
Nuffield-rotoolation. The depot) headmaster, t mathematician, pm). ided
and seconclar) schools. From
"crash courses' fu: teachers front both
er) successful crash course experince. participating teachers urged continuation and extension of the general actin it The depot) headmaster
agreed to Nene .1% secretor) of a committee of elected teachers, and: each
school in the area %%as asked to noulina te members. The cooper...lion of the
title( education ()lifter in the district %% as sought and he sent .i r) presentative'

from his-staff,

.

The Schools Council report on this protot) pie de% elopment (SC
Pamphlet No.

I969) says. "It %% .1% clear that the local teachers felt a need to

come together to %%idyll their experience and share ideas, not only in
',men tee* tramang but in the %% iier area of curriculum reform. It %%a% clear
also that.frsitch %. as the merest. the) %%mild be prepared to spend some of
their olden time On this"
Adequate 1)11) sical fat dine.% for the tie%% teachers' c cutter %% ere found in the

form of an

pr1,111,10,
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'75(i,pounds-forimproveinents. The facilities finally_ included a 'curriculum
workshop for mathematics and science, a lounge, a small library, and the beginnings of a film collection. A part-time assistant acts as keeper of these
ule and as building superintendent. The prgram itself. bosses er, is entirely
*tea cher-initiated. and controlled.

The SchnelS Council report on-this particular tenter is studded with ilhuninating phrases:
"The center's first task ss ill alss as s be to stimulate and Brass together
\

-local initiative."
"(Policy remains)-.

firmly in the hands of the. teacher committee."
"The whole concept of a teacher's job is getting more complex .._. and
-the morel:mimics it gets. the more necessar it ss/ill be to mobilize the esperam. of the teachers."
"The teachers arc asked to suggest the program of activities ['The coinin ittee is an sious to kilos% the t pe of umrse ou desire. Suggestions should be

forWarded to the secretary....'J."
"Any grsiiip of,tvachers ma use the building bland out of school time,
for:projects and meetings. All you have to do is book ahead.;'
". . . making locally relevant any innovation, from whatever source,
which commends itself to teachers in the area."
"It is importing that the center reflect local teacher opinion about the
curriculmn and-test ideas locally generated. . ."
These give_ the spirit and flas or of the entire teachers' center movement.
But the fact that initiatis c is local and is from the teachers themsels es does not
preclude valuable, relationships ss ith local educational authorities, with r, d-

resentatives of the national Schools Council, with nearby teachers colleges
and universities. The centers' committees facilitate such relationships, but on
-a basis far healthier than has ofjen obtained in the past. Cone are the traditional deferential attitudes and the superciliousness that have so frequently
marke1 "workshops-organized-for-teachers" b> educational reformers in of
ficial or academie-status positions.

What are the activities? In the teachers' center noted above, programs
have included, during school time, Nuffield Innior Maths (six meetings),
junior science (six meetings), decimalization and the school (one da), infant
environment (six lectures), maladjusted children (four lectures), and athletic
coaching-forschools (three days),

Typical after-school programs were. lecture/demonstration on understanding numbers, nine weekly meetings and discussions on how children
learn, three lectures and workshops on visual aids, gymnastics and !lance
display, and devising a Inunanities course for leavers (those not planning
further academie work beyond school-leaving age).
The teachers' center also promotes and provide; exhibitsmf new textbooks, programmed instruction, audiovisual aids, homeerafts and handicrafts, and student art. Promotional and informational activities (bulletins,
newsletters, posters, etc ) are disseminated to keep all teachers and other in-

terested people in the area informed about programs and exhibits. Afterschool-experimental classes on family- life, adoleseent jdentity crises, and
community problems are undertaken with selected students.

S
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But-reports on the activities of a single center should not suggest a rigid
format for all such centers. The key to the success and the enthusiasm.associated with the teachers' center notion is control by local teachers. In consequence, center facilities and programs vary widely, depending upon the definition of need constructed by the local teacher - controlled center committees
working intimately with local center leaders or "wardens," Some centers limit

their curriculum investigations to a particular field like math or science;
others attempt a wholesale review of the adequacy of an entirecurriculum
grade or age; others have ,a strong social emphasis; still others feature outside

lecturers and exhibits of new materials. Many centers feature forma Linservice training courses, others stress informl workshops; still others proVide

faCilities for self-study. Some centers are primary school oriented; others
draw heavily from secondary schools. Some attempt to draw in students,
parents, supervisors, profesisors of education, and others directly related to
the educational process; others keep such types at arm's length and relish the
sense of teacher autonomy and the sense of dignity that come. froni-self-directed_ accomplishments.

tactfully, in the background, are the supporting services of the Schools
Council: studies, reports, curriculum R & I), conferences, etc. The council
leaders, including their distinguished staff of- field officers, are exquisitely
sensitive to the importance of teachers' centers being locally operated and defined. The field officers of the Schools Council are themselves teachers
loaned for short periods of time only to the itinerant functions of the Schools

Conn&
For the first time, local teachers are not low on the totem pole. They are
prime movers in reforming an inevitably sluggish system. The reforms are
not imposed by the amigance; of ministries, authorities, supervisors, or
academicians. The reforms emerge from the teachers' own experiences and
creative impulses. Through the field officers of the Schools Council-and
through the outreach of the local leadership of the teachers' centers, impprtant educational innovations from whatever sources can he scrutinized
annested;" but, once again, this is done on the teachers' own terms and turf.
Who pays? Local education authorities and, through contributions of time
and
materials, the teachers themselves. Capital improvements, major equip!
ment and facilities, andWasic operating costs come from the education committees of local authorities. But without significant inputs of time and talent
(as well as marginal %oluntary donations to hylp defray the costspf social

food and beverages), teachers' centers could not exist at least in their
,present form.
Depending on the size of the center, annual budgets may run from a few
to thousands of pounds. In some cases, where teachers centers agree to serve
as area distrihution headquarters for educational A-V materials, their localantiMrity budget may be sweetened substantially.
Experience with the center idea is still meager. "But their stunning
proliferation is testament to their meeting a felt need among teachers and
among those who under-stand the futility of attempts to reform British education without the teachers being directly and importantly involved.
In 1970 the Schools Council sponsored three national' conferences on
teachers' centers in the United Kingdom. A total of 300 people attended. The
!ix eliness of discussions and debates w as indicative of the variet of opinions,
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experiences, dnd goals that inform the teachers' center idea. The conference
spectnun -ranged -from the total enthusiast-to the cynic.
Among the most insistent quegin is raised the'conferences were the following:
I low many of the center activities should*, on an "in-school" as against

an "after-schoor basis?
Should .the "wardens" or "leaders" of the centers he part-tune or fulltime? And im xr,should. they he selected and trained? Is a new kind of profes-

sion emerging (i.e., teachers' center wardens)?
-go Should'teachers' centers encourage memberShip from those who are
nonteachers?
Should teachers' centers concentrate4.pecial attention upon the evalua,
tion of._ and experimentation with. new educational technology?
/low can more teachers he induced to use the centersespecially the
apathetic who need the centers the most?
What are the best methods for spreading the word of experts or even of
"Charlielones's7 good ideas?
The greatest problem seen by all members was the demand of development work on the time and energy of teachers. Although some of the work is
presently do:.a during school hours. much of it takes place after 4 p.m. The financial and higistic:41 problems associated with this central issue are at the

heart of the possibilities for long-range success and survival of teachers'
centers in Britain.
Even at their hest and most creative. teachers' centers are still tentative.

-New regional linkages and nutii240formation networks will surely he
needed to supplement local insights and resources. At the moment, there is an

inadequate flow of information about what is going on in other centeaand
areas; and extant knowledge and research directly related to locally alined
problems is inadequately colk.:ted anthlisseminated. The Schools Council is
sponsoring a series of regional conferences this coining year in order to address _many of_ these issues.

A

But the basic concept remains structurally and psychologically sound, and
our-British cousins have good reason for being enthusiastic.
Fortunately, the idea is beginning to catch on in the United States. Don
Davies,- acting deputy commissioner for development in the U.S. Office of
Education, is actively promoting the notion of a major network of local teach-

ers' centers. Leader in both the National Education Association and the
America.) Federation of Teachers have shown considerable interest in the
tear:lirs 'centers concept.
Would it not he wonderful if, after years of t ling teachers what to do and
where to go. Arum wan educational savants ana officials suddenly discovered
that the only red! and lasting reforms in education in fact come about when

teachers themselves are given facilities and released time "to do their own
thing"? Perhaps in the not too distant future, following the pioneering experimerit voted by the Unity, Maine, School District for the fall of 1971, a fourday week for teachers in the classroom will be standard. On 'the fifth day, the
teachers will he in their teachers' centers, rapping about their common problems, studying new ways to teach and to understand students, imbibing a
Coke or Pepsi, talking shop over billiards, and cheerfully allowing management to check off dues, parts of which will he assigned to defray the °pc-rat-
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ink costs of the federally or state-funded teacher? center facilities. Linked
through regional associations, informed 'by the ft & D activities of a Natiotial
Institute (if-Education, teacher? centers could form the essential but preseraly missing link between innova;ive ideas and pupil performance in the
classrobm.
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Introduction
-

The

next four sections deal with issues -and problems that have beenamong-the most troublesothe for education leaders since I became editor of
the KAPPAN in 1956. In one quick count, I noted 724 articles dealing with
urban schools, discipline; tilsting, and desegregation in the.25 volumes!have
skimmed. Thus we have averaged nearly 30 articles a year on these topics.
The nine,reprinted here are little more than a :sampling.
In 1969 William I. Gephart,1 or many years director of PDK's Center for
Evaluation,-Development, and Research, suggested that I ask /Jam Cun-ninghain of Ohio State University to write for the KAPPAN. Man OSU graduate, Cephart had heard of the unique program that Wok Cunningham, then
dean of the OSiltollege of Education, into a black ghetto school to gain a
better understanding of problems encountered there. "Hey, Man, You Our
Principal?" was the result. The value,of this article_lies chief ly, I think, in the
vividness,and immediacy -wit which Cunningham tells his story. I recentlyasked hire to reflect on the exikrience f romthe perspective of 12 years. (Curtningham is n'ow Novice C. Fawcett Professor of Education at OS g.) Here is
his response:

'Hey, Man . ; has been reprinted more than a dozen times. It
produced considerable mail, most of which tended to validate its
description of an urban junior high.
Not all urban schools or school districts are disasters: far f rom it:
Nor u:erts they then-( 1969). But the bright spoti are tarnished by
(lowly troubled places. The-good programs and the fine schools
attract little media attention. Or when they do, our citizens are preoccupied with other matters. As a society, we have allowed-the
negative media blitz to wash out our faith.
The problems of. urban schools have remained much the same
over the interbening years. The school about which the article was
written is gonenoW. a victim of declining enrollments, and the
wrecking ball. The school system is in convulsion. Devastating labor
problems have arisen, including a lengthy teacher strike a year ago.

'The school district flirts with bankruptcy day by day. Courtin4r-ed desegregation mangles its spirit, as decisions go up and
down the appellate elevators of justice.
The boys and girls have a few friends at the State House, none at
city hall. The board is impotent,absolutely. It is a system' adrift, And
there is nothing in the works to moke it better.
From my perspective, personnel policies at state and local levels
are the chief villains. There is no positive relationship between bar241
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gained contracts and' what happens in classrooms. Most of the
-planning and administrative energy goes intoadult problems, nOt
those of children and youth. And there is no receptivity or spirit for
fresh thinking about personnel policy.alternatives.
One constructive change would be to move collective bargainin to the "stale level, liberating local school of f iciati to tend to educa-

tion problems. Other Western_cultures worthd never allow work
stoppages to jeopardize the life chances of young_people. Ohio
'boasts' of the linagest teacher strike in history in one of its districts.

We have.thade trugcdy a matter id policy.
I urge that the ethwation professions-in each state join in an intensive reliew of personnel polici .Thefocnsshou ld beat the state
level. Such an analysis shallot not Pe hurried, nor should it be narrow. Policy regarding salaries, long service leaves, and other fringes
should be examined. So should bargaining practices. absenteeism,
recruitment, and retirement.
These are leverage points. These are the openings for real int-

pravernent. Otherwise, we will be tcringing our hands with even
-more desperation a decade hence.

Taking a more abstract, theoretical clew of the ills of urban education
than did "Hey:Man ...," Daniel U. Levine wrote "Concepts of Bureaucracy
-in Uthan,Schhol Reform" for the February 1971 KAPPAN, is special issue that_
he himself planned. Ile writes that articles in this issue by Richard Lonoff and
Seymour Fleigel "are still the best short descriptions anywhere of successful

Director of the Center for the Study of Metropolitan Problems in Education, University of Missouri at Kanstis City. Levine has devoted most of his
professional career to the study of urban education. He served as a consultant
to the research team telkOW work resulted in the publication, Why Do Some
Urban Schools Succeed? The Phi Delta Kappa Study of Exceptional Urban
Elementary Schools (1980).
_Levine was a KAPPAN editorial consultant for eight years. Many of the 24
articles and reviews lie has written for the journal were solicited during that
period in the Sixties and early Seventies. Had space permitted, we would also

have reprinted here las,"The Segregated Society: What Must Be Dow."
(January-1969), which, like "Concepts of Bureaucracy . . ," is an original
-"and powerful article.
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Hey, Man, You Our Principal?
Urban Education as I Saw It
by Luverb L.- Cunningham
Last May-12 principals from a Midwest city _system exchanged
positions briefly with a number of professors and ddminakrators
,from the College of Education, Ohio State University. The idea
grew out of long-time collaboration between thecity7s-ysliin and
Ohio State.in the preparation of 'teachers,
Through design or chicanery. the dean of the' OS!] t;olleges
of Education. who had volunteered for the exchange, was assigned to (chat is generally regarded as the nu!st_tlifficult school
in site cdoperating sys'ient. Ile frankly confesses that Jhe experience was a revelationa useful one: however, and in this veport

,.

he tells about it as heaw it.
At the request of administrators in the cooperating system, its
ideutity,is withheld.
Tha is a report, It is as objectit e as I can make it. The remarks that follew.are

based on a few days' experience as principal of an inner -city junior high
schoola problem - Saturated place:
I want it know n that although what I say here is critical, it is not intended
to he critical of any person or group of persons. But it is an indictment of us
alleducators, and laymen. critics and the criticized.
The notion of an exchange cropped up out of the woodwork. Someone
had an idea that this w ould be? good thing to do. The big-city people agreed
and w e agreed ant) so tt e tt ere off and rimning. We didn't he the luxury of
much ad winced planning time. !lad we'had a chance to contemplate the
et enta Columbus (in the peace and quiet and solitude of the ivory tower),
we could hat, e lost our courage and copped out on the whole deal. We didn't
-have that time. so we did appear at our respective schools at the appointed
hour. Mojulay , May 3 On that fateful' morning (like little kids going to kindergarten) tt e picked ill) our pencil boxes and marched off to the schoolhouse.
I arrived at about 7 45 a in I had read about the city's riots in 1966 and I
knew it was near here that they had started. I was aware too that this was a
junior high that had been hat ing its share of trouble. I knew that the faculty
had tt alked opt in January in protest of school conditions. Most of the faculty
stayed away for tw o (lays. say ing that this school was an unfit place in which
to harry on professional activity.
'My first set oral minutes as the new helmsman were exciting, to say the
least I w alked ill through the front door and introduced myself to the regular
Kincipd's secretary She tt as most cordial and smiled know mg!). I think she
tinkled to Ifeeself.thinking that this guy is really in for an education. If those
were her feelings she was quite right.
w a Keil into the office and w as about to set my briefcase low n. I looked
up and there !mist have been 20 faces. most of them black, all around. And .
others ere coming through the office door. Some tt ere students. some m ere
fat 'thy members tt ith swains in tow others were clerks tt ho tt anted me to
Make some monumental decisions about events of the day.

I
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they ss, ereii't es en In

The s% ere all lust kind of standing around there

competing fur attention. And to niake life more esciting a little blatk lays\
ss ith a flat hat and a cane about two feet long came up to me I le sshipited that
cane arodhil on his arm and stuck it in in stomach and said, le} man. on

our principal?" I began thinking longingly of Columbus and said. "Well. no,
t"'

not. But Tni here for a Is eek and I am going to be taking his place..--1 ss as
bat,kpeddling and try mg to think of some ansss er that ss onId inak4ense to
this eighth:grade student.
A number of ,\ onngsters %%110 sure cross ding anumilss, ere just t 11r1O11%.
others had-problems. One t% as a girl s% ho had recently been-feleased from a

correctional 'mammon And IA a; under court order to come back to school.
5ie ss as there for an appointment. but she didn't ss, ant to lOn hack to this 01
any other school. She AIN openly hostile. asking harshly that she not be made
to crone kick. I had 110 file. I didn't has e any background on this ming lad. I
was unprepared to itialsc a decision. So instead of displa nig ailnimist rad% c
genes.. I <aid. '11 mild inert doss n os er there and I'll talk to uu later:" She
sat -head doss!), sullen. tiblis ions to the confusion surrounding us. It ss as an

"6,

hour before l'got back tit her problem.
There waslrageds, and coined.. A teacher ss, ho ss, as ohs ions!y disturbed
about on edung had a s er attracItr. e 16 -y ear- old -girl In the hand. She came
in and sind,"I undeiv a ml ou'rc the ness principal. sir Cunningham Look at
that skirt. Look at that mim-skirt. It's entirely too short. just look at that thing
I think 5,5 e.unglit to send her lunne. Aren't you going to send her home"
She turned to the girl and said, "Is our inoth6r homer The girl said °No,-

"When will she be liTne?'"'11 ell. she'll he home about 6.13 tonight."
The teacher turned to me and said,. "Wevan't send her home "Then she
marched the guT us ctr in front of mt, rolled that brief skirt up ses oral inches
and said, "Lool4at that. it's got a hem in it. It's got a hem in it that long We
be able to take that lieni out. Let's go back to the cla;sroom I didn't
yight
ii'ave.a chance to ,say a spirt!.
In the meantime other kids ss ere still clustatred around. The, had ricir
mss n brawl of problems. so 1 said, "W mold you go and ss art outside the office

please and come niee at a tune? 'They kept unninIr, in with their question
siine that I could' answer. most that 1 could not.
11 lien the first hell rang and the students bad to go to their funnerooms,
faces disappeared. the a mrridortclearecl a Nit, and there 55,I an atmosphere
of temporar calm! n as able to sit doss n and try to get In bearings It ss .15
an inauspicious beginning. to sat' the least.
Let me comment a bit about Lest erButler la7ster ts as assigned to the
principal's office. 1 hs restnithibIlit 55 .is to be available during free periods
for ilione calls. delis cry of messages, and any other tasks that might appropriately be handled b an eager. intelligent se% entli-grader After quiet had
been established in the office on that first da lie gas c me a quick tour of the
lie took me to the orb% ions places like the librar.f. the auditorium.
to:* mrhismin. and special classrooms. but he also pointed out the nooks and
of tlie.(Ild structure 11'ith his
crannies, the sltecial'recesses, tie
special brand of radar, he was able to track me doss n and bring messages to
nu during the week st hen I was about the bWkling, We..bec ante unusually

fiin' friends
This Junior high school building is old. The oldest parfwas built 6.5 }ears

'
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ago It has had ts% o a,ielitious 1)espite its age, the buil ling has been refurbished froth time to time, it ss as painted and the s% t loss s %%ere 111. It's
not particularly unattractise from the inside, but as a s rut tore to house education it's a nightmare of inefficiency Traffic pattertis are indocile% able. You
have to go upstairs to get doss ustairs. You go upstairs atross a kind of plateaii
and doss n the othe:r side to readj another part, if the building. The arrangements for science and borne C:C011011111s facilities, as sell as Classrooms
housing other particular specialized aspects of the turriculum, do not accommodate decent traffic patterns. When the bell sounds and c lasses.pass, it
is a wild plaice.'. It's s% ild in bets% een times, too, for that !motel%
The absentee' rate is very high. Of the nearly 1,800 enrolled. betss een 3:50
and 1(X) si ere absent every day Where they ss ere no one really bums!, There
vas no apparent relationship bets% een my present e and the absentee rate.
that's the say it is es cry da), During in first day a counselor took me in his

car and just criss crossed the neighlnorhood. lie canted
point out the
housing, the neighborhood. the fact that the streets sere crusted Seth
Humanity just milling around It was a ssar1111 seek, the first seek to Nlay,
People s% ere outside Kids of all ages ss ere all us er. There appeared to he as
mans y ounetsters on the street as there %%ere in the elementary school and
junior and senior high~
Irdnically es erg 1)0(1 >boss s Up during the lunch period. The !undies are
partly faiiiced s% ith federal funds ,mel the youngsters are adinitted to the

Imulimom by ticket kids s ho are truant get into the building !despite door
guards) ;mil into the; cafeteria. They has(' senuething treat and then it wit into
the community.
-The building is ,t sea of motion people are taus mg about all the time.
dults (teachers. teaching assistants. Awl-% ers., student teachers. door
guards. other people %% ho get in through the doors despite the' guards) and
students are in the halls all the thin' Some of the students base passes to go
somewhere, gis en by %mucKoch , but most students are just there. 'fluose s% ho
don't has a paskes has e est. use% As .1 nest (miner seeing all of this 1110tH01. %%hat

Shrqlki I has e. dom.? Should I has &' gutter tough? Sheath! I have tried to shout
them back to class' Should I has e dirt awned such and such'.' Or should I has e'
turned my head and let them go on about their us n purposes? I turned my
head

When I s% as in ins office studeuits %%mild tome to sits all sorts of
questions. gnesantes, Or requests for es( uses .1pp,ret.tis the pattern m the
building is that if y flu can't get a hearing fur y our complaint any %%here else.
on end up in the principal's office. I had a steady floss of customers.
The school has S5 teat hers There is a high absence rate' each day among
teachers too They fail to shim up .for many reasons. The te.'t her absentee
numbers (s% bile I seas there) ss mild range from 1 I to I I per day . If y on hay e a
faculty of S5 and I I teachers fail to shot lamp s on don't get siohstitutes),
hats e to make sonic kind of ad hoe arrangements efuickly to handle the crises.
Pat h day three to (is e substitutes would appear and they %%fluid he assigned
(ink Ids to e us ere lasses But the sere not enough. Furthermore, there V. as
little' relation In t St ee n the substuntes' teaching fields and their assignments.
The first 1)64)61 s is tic put his e people m classes to maintain some semblance of

order
The ,oimasters, as I said, sere in motion, I had the feeling that I vas

j
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ss alking on a lie e s olcano. Classes ss ere often inns) and rust Is rights and
.squalidc.s,hfi'dse out fre.41Antl).:1:iglits ben% all gills occurred about fie c to
one -more often than fights apiting,bo) 5 But lie fights among the girls ss ere
often 0% er

s. The adult point latu,211 5% .15,on pins and net .dIes from the time

the building opened. in the morning until school n as out at 3.30 in the
afternoon! Ever) one lumped to make it through the da) 5% itlitnit huge-scale
violeitee.
The (la} is organized mound eight periods Students has e a number of
free periods. during %s Inch time the) arc assigned to stud) halls Some go to a
large auditorium, others go to k la,sroonis ss nth teat hers assigned to studj hall
!tit} there. Large numbers ekingregate in the La foteria on the: Around fltior for
"stud},' The cafeteria accommodates around :100 } oungsters. Teachers are
they do, it is ss its fdar
reluctant to supers use the t a fet eri,t stud) halls.
And trembling. The plat v is lion). Kids os e around despite the ef fent:. of
se \ era! teachers to keep them seated. The) shoot craps. Some pla) other
games. There is bickering and fighting. Kids pick tip chairs and fling them

across the room at tint another It's dirty and hot,
The es hole building is hot. because the c ustodians cannot ;hut off the heat.

It is.the on!} n a) to pros ide hot slater for the hutch program. So the) keep,
the stoke-I.., going to has e hot slater for the federal!) subsidized Iffficlie's.
Ee.er)bod) complains .about it the prinegtul, the assistant print:414,d,, the
teachers, the student.t. and the l'IA.
The lonchromit stud) halls are unbearable The undermanned custodial
staff is unable to keep the table tops clean, a slim} film a os ers them. The) are
neither attracts e for eating nor for stud} purposes. Because of the.danger of

intruders coming in off the streets, the major cafeteria einergenc) exit has
beef! uatleiI sluit. 1 eat. bers asked the principal tosha% e the custot limn do this
The custodians refused because. of fire regulatit an. In desperation the principal himself nailed it shut. Eat li day he In es in fear that a fire ss ill break out
and students 5% dl be trapited Large numbers might not get out through the
11.11TOss 1),155,11.(ett ats that sers e ,ts erttra lie e% .11R1 e it`, ThIts

Med stir ( taken

to protect' the' leachers could lead to another t) pe of disaster.
,\% e called the police tad) one during in sta.). It ss as different at amain r
Junior high school %%here

olleague lane 1 less sere ed as prim ipal .1t night

-follow thgins,first da). a fire [ninth n as thrum n through his office ss indoss It
ss as a dud and didn't go off. ()n his last da) three fire bombs ss ere throes n inside the guilding and the) did c.tti tiff The police and Fire department had to

be sumOned each time
On the second da) . ui a t lassrotnit stud) hall right at ross from In) office. a
1)elittni. Ile ss as about a minute and
a half tard} and his es( use ss as that he had been nest door signing up for a
special program of suntiner (quid()) went. The stud) hall super% isor had ob% ions!) had a liectR int un L.! As Will) entered the room a fen n Ord, were
)(Jung Inn %%as Citt. I In name ss as \\

exchanged, The super% istir grabbed \\ill), put a liammerlock around his
neck. kind of choked hint, and ss restled him out into the c (mit k tr. The noise

attracted other kids. futnechatel there n ere. Anna 10 students as n ell as
(Iota guards right aromathe teacher and \\III) Will} got free for a moment
but the supers 1sor c.mught inni again. this time grabbing him b) the shoulders
St the It tc kers and that n as like n humping a big bass
Ile shook Iiim

drum. The sound re% erburated around that part of the building and more
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people came The %open 1st r got a fresh haninierlocK(m
dragged !inn
over to niy effice, thress him in and across to the ot'aer side. and said, "Take

charge."
I suppose that I turned ss hiter in that sea of black, but I took charge.)
closed the door and asked Willy to sit doss n. All of a sudden another teacher
opened the door about six inches and shout ed. '11 illy 's got a paid head-on his

shoulders." slammed the door. and left.
It was about 12 noon 'Die period had just started. There ss ere nearly 4.5
minutes until Willy ss as to go to another class. So W illy and I just talked. I
-didn't -think that lining him up for sss a ts 55 ould make much difference. Ile
was livid If he had been ss bite he ss mild has e been purple.) Ic 55 as furious.
and's() we-just sat and talked:
We talked 'about ss hat he liked and ss hat beedisliked. I asked bun if he had

worked last slimmer. since he ss as going to be employ ed this coming

,

summer -.Ile said that he had. I asked ss here and he 581(11 ss (irked in a
church," Ind he added. "You k miss I teach 'Sunday School." I asked how old
his class members ss ere and he said. "Well they"re about the same age as L
min " "I loss many do y on has e'" "About 15. and sometinies I teach on Saturdays too 1)o y on like to teach" Ile said
ell. its okay .
boy those first'
Sunday smy stomach just kind of turned oround and I didn't kerns% ss hat I ss as
doing But it's better miss Like last Sunday did y ou hear about that plane that
Ss as shot (hiss n in Korea' You knoss ss e just talked ,)bout that. I sat doss n and

see talked about that."
It seas clear that Willy Insect ss hat he ss as deiing,
Sunday School. Ile
liked math too, and he planned to go to high school. But he ss as so angry at that
study hall supers isy
trenibltfor sec oral minutes, he just couldn't get
control We talked through the balani e of the himr till the bell rang. I sent him
on to his nest class sans swats.
Tice F1'A leaders came in to meets ith me On W'ednesday They shared
their definitions of the se Inml's problems. I held a faculty, sleeting on Thursday 111(1 %sac aniazed at the similarity bets% cell faculty and parent sentiments on the issues facing the school.
The teachers, by and large, are a s ery dedicated lot. Nlan of them are
y ming, sonic of them are coming out of NIAT programs. Despite their y oath,
they , like the rest of the faculty . are tired. disheartened. es en despondent. But

they ddn't want to fail.

'

One of the teachers ss as shot 10 day s before I Orris ed on the scene. 1 le
missed his lunch break aml ss ent across the street to get 41 coke and a bag of
potato c hips Coming back he ss as he Id up on the street and shot ss ith ,t pellet

gun 11e came back into the building and ss alked into the principal's office
ss ith his hand pressed against his side. Maid ss as spess ing bets% een Ins fingins

and he said. "I'm shot. tun shot. I'm shot." The principal called an ambulance
,mid got him to the hospital 'But he ss as back tea( king ss bile I ss as there. ss ith
the pellet still in him Ile hadn't had time to has e it taken out. lie ss as going to

the hospital that weekend to have the bullet remove(b
I tried to s istt e lasses and meet teachers. As I bee:anne kmiss n around the
building, i t ss4is rather like ss alking doss n the hall and being attacked by card-

s arks Teat hers would «nue out. grab me by the arm. pull me back into the
teachers' lounge or their ( lassmoms and say , "Let me tell it like it is here."
Es ers one of thew had deep feelings for the se Iliad and for the kids. but an in-
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'lily to define the specific changes that would make a difference. Their
into lye desire to sols e the school's problems, mixed ss ith os en% helming
despair,is one of the pow erful impressions that remains ss ith me as a come-

a

maiticof those day.
In many ways-it is .an Osermotisated but underprepared staff. As one
young fe4%%-%% ho came .111 March said, "This is an 0% erpeopled and underc got lots of special people running around under federal
staffed school. 11

grants doing their particular thing. But they don't fit into any kind of mosvPic
that .has meaning for solving the problems of-the school."
Many teachers has c the too - little- and too- late kind of feeling No one is
apologetic_ about There is in sense of humiliation about being assigned to
the school. But most of them ss ant to get out, because they .feel that it is an

absolutely hopeless, situation, that they, can't afford to spend whatever
its) chic energy they ,base in fighting a losing battle. Even though they are
en mtionally committed to the place, they still s% ant to lease So the turbos er
rate is high. Some youngsters had had se% eral differeut teachers in some of
their classes since the beginning of the year.
After the early chaos of my .first morning, I was abre to visit a class being
taught by a Peace Corps returnee. She w as a young wultiati ss ith an MAT
degree. She had tss o adults ss nth her in the room assisting ss ith they oungsters.
And it was pandemonium. She w as try ing to teach social studies. She was oh-

s iously searching desperately to locate something that might Motivate or

)

has e some interest for 13 r en th-graders. Iler Peace Corps assignment had
been in Africa, so tike ss as show ing slides,pf how people construct thatched
cottimes there. It ss as something she knew about first-hand she had been on
the scene. But the kids tuned her out. The.) were making funny remarks and

fighting,
One of the other adults in that room ss as a y oung man. a practice teacher,

ho had arrived that morning. Ile had already been slugged twice by students before my 11 a.m. visit. I talked with him later in the week, trying to
find out whether he ss as going to gise up or stick around. I had to admire his
..tenacity. Ile ss as going to stay, he wasn't going to he licked by that set of
ss

events. ,

Duting the hunch hour a group of ses enth-grade teachers who were co-

operating in a transitional program (transitional from the sixth grade into
junior high) w ere meeting for a planning session. I seas ins ited to sit in. The
young Peace Corps returnee cable in with a tear-stained face. She just
couldn't manage her situation. She didn't know ss hat to do. She had to go
hack and (ace those classes that afternoon and the next day and the next. She
had been,ads ised by the p.inciptil and by others toturn in her chips and mos e
to another school. But she just ss ouldn't do it. She had been fighting it since
September, facing failure all y ear long, but she just ss ould net gise up,Others
like het.. were having similar experiences.

The cur,ricultn at this junior high is archaic, outmoded, irrelevant, and
unimportant in the minds of the, kids who are there. The faculty has agreed
for/ the most part that this is true. But no one is able to design a pattern of
change that w ill remedy or act upon all of the deficiencies that are so prominent in the program of studies. Because of the w ay the building-R constructed
(room sizes, locations, and the like), they are locked into an eight-period day

There just are not enough classrooms to handle a six-period organization
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Furthermore, there is ambiguity about u ho us responsible for curriculum
reform. Everyone watits change, but no one knows how to achieve it.
They were administering the Stanford Achievement 'lest the week I was
there Large numbers, of kids couldn't read it. Malls couldn't es en read the
name of the test. Some of them would mark all of thalternative responses,
some wouldn't ;nark any, some would just casually drab pictures on the test,
some would stare, cithers would raise their hands and ask for help from those

who were monitoring-thelesting.
A few teachers raised the question with me, "Why test?" It is a good question:Or Why use that kind of testing for youngsters in a junior high school like
this one Apparently standardized testing is a systems% ide requirement that
may' have had historidal significance and is contitmod merely because no one
has considered not doing it.
As I have said, most of' the teachers' energy goes into control. (found few
classrooms where f cog Id say ss ith any confidence that there ss as excitement

relative to:learning The only place where I sass interest and motivation and
product was in home economics, which enrolls both boys and girls. In other
areas interest. and motis ation appeared to he near. zero. It seems to me that the

traditional school "subjects" has e to be s cry carefully anal) zed in terns of
some relevance criterion.

We toss that word around a great dealrelevance. It's in everybody's
language It has reached cliche status low rapidly than most similar words in
our professional jarg n. Nevertheless, there is some meaning there.
When I ask myself what would he relevant to the young people at this
school, I reach an impasse very quickly. It is hard to know what is relevant.
Certainly it ties to moth ,ion. If ss e ss ere insightful enough to knoss what the
prominent motivations are among such young people, then maybe we could
organize a program of studies in keeping with interest areas.. The program
might look quite unlike the traditional subject-centered arrangement in these
schools.

I mentioned earlier the "leakage" of the building, both inside out and
outside in 7he staff walkout in January 1969 took place because the school
was anunstife ;dace in Si Melt to teach. The Hoard of Education responded by
putting guards at the doors. The measure was to protect teachers and students
from a range of intruder types It was also to control ancients coming in and
goidg out during the day The guards have helped a hit in keeping invaders
out of the building, but this move hasn't solved the pupil "leakage" problem.
An outsider (or an insider for that matter) will cause a disturbance at one of
the doors Door guards come quickly from their posts to help out. leaving

their own stations unattended Other kids will then open the unprotected
doors and run out or run in, whichever suits their fancy.
Administrators and teachers resort to corporal punishment. The chief
vehicle for control is the sss at system. The teachers worked out a scheme to
improve control following the January walkout. Teachers volunteer to help
..with discipline in the "gym balcony," a little area overlooking the gymnasium During free periods kids ssho has e misbehaved, for whatever reason,
are brought there They queue up outside, both boy's and girls, <i siting to he
swatted Teachers take their turns,up there in the gym balcony. Similar disciplinary lineups occur outside of the office dobrs of the three assistant princi-
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pals. who have jiaddles tir raztir straps hanging fruit their belts If they need
to use them in the 4torrid(jrs, they do.
I)isciplinary cases are brought first to dim (Iota-. If they it the principal
are too busy , inpts chile court or at !HIM(' SS 1th a cast. of nen es ttr cc hates er it

might be. then the students go to the g) iii balctoly to get their ss% at s. .1ft er
s% ardthey. go back to class or study hall or lanai.) or get out of the building

I didn't administer corporal punishment. I (lout kilos% s% holier I ss as
psy etiologically capable of it. I (11011 think Iuiuld ,h,iseforcedin)sjf.Te,tcii
ern on a -fens occasions brought students to illy office ()lie teacher lust duress
them in, saying -Take charge' and leaving.
:nene doesn't seem to be any intrinsic inotis anon. an) s% a) of appealing
to the interest of pupils to stay and learn. So es er)oile kmitilts and stmients;
adjilsts to the corporal punishment routine. No one likes it. no tine s% ants.it,
Teachers hate it, the principals hate it. But they has t. no other alternati% e.
1.

'1.11e) has-e not been able td dISCO1 er an) better control measure.

And now about death. There it an astonishing callousness about death
among die students here. (hu of them had been kills d a fess clay s earlier. I le
sass shot in a car sash dos a the street. I has(' mentioned the shooting of the
teacher, fortunately that lid not end ni death. There %%ere other shoot outs in

the neitiliborhooel ending in fatalities. Lester finder. on in) first day sought
an excuse to attend ,t funeral. I asked for p,trtie ulars. Ile said. "It's fur illy
friend's father. sl le %%a% killed a s% eek .tgti I le ss as shot right outside the
hack after it's user." I
school. I %%ant to attend the funeral.
yvrote the excuse.
Lester described the es eats itiontt emotion, s% ith plat illness, 5% ith matter
of-factiwss. Death is a part of life here Life is filled s% ith its 05% n brain! of
s ioleine. Its siolent e is routine It is not net ess,trils rat ial. It is grounded in
hate %%Inch feeds upon itself It is canceroits.and spreads and spreads and
spreads.
The cancer of hate is latent s% ithin the stut lent hod) . You sense its inn% er.
Ion sense 't, presence and the prospet t fur its release at:tit) moment. You do
not k In 11 11 lien it s% ill burst forth and t ascatle around ) on. It is es er) s% here, it

is nos here. Lester sensed that the school A% as A tun% der keg Ile %%mild es en

try to describe it to tie in his osvit wit).
In many s% a) s life at this junior high is a t parade. People go about the bus(
ness of routine schooling. Teachers laugh and smile. They %%alk through the

corridors ignoring the rustiness. The) tr) ,tt times, half hearted!) , to establish a bit of order. The administrators take the problem more serions1). they
shout and cajole and urge and plead,:l'Ite counselors do their thing. They
students
talk ssith students The) des( rite s% mid% of glitter and gold.
situiriniand stare and ignore. The counselors' oho les, tin km! as a) here and
there, lire temporary refuges from the storm.
I ss,is impressed %%Rh the door guards. The) tr) . The) understand the
charade. Nlan) of them base pl,t, (41 the game for a lifetinte The) represent
sell the male image. The) are fur the most pat t ming. strong. handsome
The) are on the side of the angels. That is, they t r) to support the purposes of
the school. They lurk chisel) s% ith teachers and administratis e officials.
They do their Job. It ins ols es keeping:hoodlums off the street out of the build
ing. a% online; ph) sit al en( minters but not turning ass a) from them. There is
no training fur their positions. The) must exert ise anialing discretion es ens
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minute of the da% Must of them 11.1%e little formal educ akin. But the% hate
established a hind 5% ith the professional staff that is harintiquis and marked
b% mutual respet t Lit Ii day 1 issued up .1 silent pra%er of thaniss that the%
%vete there,

.

1111,if to (10 aloud this school? t711101 other similar junior highs in other
places? An archaic building, a !MUNI) uiu,aritig (.011111111111t

an irrele% ant

program of studies, a studenCimpulation that is out_of hand, an unprepared,
fit erpressured staff. a s% nipathetic but essentially frustrated central administration, a city that %tidies S11111 Siinnuls 5% oohl.gti at% a% . proposal front the
'staff and administrators %%as to burn the school dos% ii, Destroy it. Get the
..3.1111)01 Out of the neighborht10(1. Tills %%.15 MON thall a half- serious proposal.

Short of that. %%hat can he done? This (piestion haunted me (hiring in%
;stay. 11'hat could be (Woe? Oil} a fete feeble proposals occurred to me.
I %%mild argue for c omplete,building-le% el muumuu). The principal and
fat tilt%

run the shot% t% ithout «mcern for other plat es. Tilt* should be

a Bowed' to orga ni/c the prt /gram of studies s,% it bout adherence to districtt% ale
curricilltnn guides and ail like I principal should he free to select his ot% 0

faculty ttitlunit reference to t ertificatitni. lie should look for talented people
an% t% hete and et er% %%here. The% could he found across till' street or across

the nation The principal should build his ot% n budget mid make internal allocations in terms of the faculty aicd staff's definition of need.
More radically, I %%odd ask that the principal be 'tit en complete control
ot er time That is, he 4111111(1 he aide to Open and (-IOW the 'A 11001 at %% ill. If in

his judgment et cuts are getting out of hand, he should hate the pot% cr indeed In. espec ted

to o lost' the school dos% n fur a clay , a t% eek, or a month.

During the time the building is o losed, all of the adults a) the school. in cooperation %%Rh students and communit% leaders, should focus on the
problems that are 0% crt% kilning them. They slued(' des ehm a problemsoh lug ethos The ,should include genuine and substantial neighborhood
participation. They should /cm in on questions one by Inn% %%ork them
through and seek stilutions Thc state, the t it and the central school administration should -import hot out interfere 11 hat is required in schools like these
is set of solutions There is no justification for keeping the building open
simply to observe the state code.
The staff should be kept on (luring the summer. Gist them an air-conditioned retreat. allot% than to plan fur they ear ahead. 11 irk on the program
of studies. %%. irk 011 1111)tis ation, %%lids on cenuuuuiity linkage. %%ork on pat-

terns of staffing. work on 4erything
It oft metl to Inc that it might be t% ise for the ho) s and girls to be separated, has e hot s' schools and girls' st hools. There are some research data to
support this ret tau metid.ition I remembered a study in Illinois that I d 11.6.441
.1 lett % ears ago There we tried to Ohs( user the impact of segregated learning
achievement 11 e evammed a small district %%here %oungsters %% ere needing into one junior high st hold out of %% Intl' st hauls, plat k st !nails. and Integrated schools V. %%ere interested in such fat ors as pupil alienation. attitudes tot% ard so hooltu g. and at hit's violent in the traditional sublet t fields. 11.e
disco% (Jed some signifil ant differences. bait the tis ert% bylining difference
t% as hot% buy s responded to the learning (.11% it-mune:its ui t ontr 4st 5% ith hos%

girls resptinded. The bus s t% ere getting the short end of the stick on most
things.

u
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Systems should depress the emphasis on attendance. I would. es en
support abandoning compulsory education for this part of the city. Emphasize programs of interest and attractiveness. deemphasize regimentation.
Well of the faculty 's energy goes into keeping kids in schooi. And once in
school, keeping them in class. 1Vhy fight it" Jettison the pressure tow ard control. Enroll studenty on the basis of interest only . Such policies s tolate the rich
American tradition of education for es cry one:but w hy carry on the charade?
v?
Again -I want it understood that I came assay from this school with pro-

found ad miration..0k1 respect for the regular principal, the three assistant
principals, the ses eral counselors, the many teachers. and the many special
staff members, as w ell as the central administration. And I came away w ith
respect for the students. The adults in the building are struggling fes crishly .
They arc dedicated. They are. in their own way , in love with the school. But
they are shell-shocked. exhausted. and desperate. They need help but they
are not surirwhat kind of help. And I at not sure. I has e ads arced a few nodons. but they need careful scrutiny andsonsiderable elaboration.
It isslear that w e has e no experts in this sort of urban education-any w here.

The
most Apert may be_ those professionals w ho are there every clay en.
gaging in the fray But they arc reaching out, and it is for this reason that some
kind of bison with only ersitjes and other sources of ideas is critical. Refined.
umbilical relationships need to be des eloped. AVe are just scratching the surface at Ohio State No one has the answ er. Any one w ho thinks he has is a fool.
At best there are only partial an& cry pieces of a larger mosaic that could at
somepoint in the future fit together in a more productis e fashion than today 's
mosaic.

There are many schools in America Rise the one I has e described. We
don't want to admit it. but there are. A ml .dl of us w ho hear professional
eredentials must carry, that cross.
Such educational institutions are an indictment of presidents and senators.
of justices and teachers, of go% ernors and legiskoms. It is ludicrous thewcy
e behas e Our pathetic politk ians, w ailing and w ringing their hands. spout-

ing platitudes and diatribes They advance shallow est:uses. They say that
bold acts will not find fa% or With unnamed constituencies. And weeducators

stand impotent. frightened. dishes elcd in the face of such tragedy.

February 1971

Concepts of Bureaucracy
In Urban School Reform
by Daniel U. Levine
The public school is a social system established to delis er good education to
the students who attend it. Without quibbling about the definition of "good"

education, let us assume that one major component is a minimal level of
academic skills needed to compete successfully for rewarding employment.
By, this measure. many urban schools are unequivocally failing.
At another level of generality , most people would agree that 4; major goal
of ,the public school is to teach students skills and attitudes needee for learn:
ing outside the school and for living satisfying lives as adults. Without implying that the schools in and of themselves can be held solely responsible for

solving all the .critical problems of urban socieq,, it would he ludicrous to
argue that most urban schools are succeeding hi preparing students to live
wisely and well in the bright new world (Or, if you prefer, the new dark ages)
of metropolitan complexity, to wit_ dropouts, copouts, throwouts. fluokouts,

tupeouts. and ireakouts littered all over the metropolitan landscape.

,

Thus, whatever else one may say about them, urban schools today generally are notionctioning as outstandingly effectis e delis ery systems in terms
of some of their niajor purposes.

Rpots of the Problems
To understand why urban schoolsTrequently are not delivering adequate
education, it is best to begin by recognizing that they are bureaucratic institutions hi the classic meaning of the term as defined by Max Weber and other
nineteentlecentory sociologists. That is, both within the school and within the
larger educational system of which it is a part, roles are defined impersonally,
numerous rules and expectations are codified to fit each role within a hierarchy of other rotes, and fitness to fill a role is defined with reference to technical training_and previous experience thought to be necessary to carry it out-

properly:
So far so good The urban school is conceived in an effort to use rational
planning and technical competence in the task of educating masses of citizens

in an urban s4eiety. Where did it all go wrong?
Basically, the urban school, as it is now organized and operated, is a victim
of the same forces and problems that are generating failure in other rational
bureaticraci4 such as hospitals, social welfare agencies, industrial corporations, the military , and municipal sei's ice departments, it is not just in education'that reformers are concerned ss ith impros ing the structure and performance of urban delis cry sy stems. Among the most important of these problems
are institutional complexity and orerload, goal displacement. deficiences in
communications and decision-making processes. and social and psycho.
logical distance between client and institution.
litrlisting is not offered as an exhaustive catalogue of all the logically
exclusive dysfunctions that rational bureaucracy is heir to, but it does call attention to some of the critical issues that reformers must specifically take Into
account in endeavoring to rebuild and revitalize urban schools.
253
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Institutional complexity and or( doad refers to the ten(Ion.) for institution% to be iiief fedi% e 5% 111' 'heir internal structure% are too tomplic at ed to

allm% for adequate c iinni nncatjons, or 5% lien ,t he external frante%% 'irks in
%5 Idch the') function are rendered inoperable b) having too large .t burden
placed on them. In tither %%ord., the gro 5% ing complex it) of industrial st let)
tend% to make existing (again/Mutual strut ture% and nt%% orks (obsolete. Part
of the problem i% that a message retranslated 10 times is likely to bc it insiderabl) more garbled than one transmitted direct Ir) to it% recipient. ()r. as %% a%
illustrated in the recent telephone CHO% in Ne%% York Ca). the % ohm w of m..ages inA) .imply o% er%% helm a.% ailable (12.11 !intimations channels, toaking It
necessary to tear out 11111(h of the eisting %)N1V111 and replan e It ss ith lie%% sub-

system.: more adequate for the load.
Simil.fr difficulties arise because mithipl) mg the la) ers of complexit) that
"exist Man organization tend% to increase the number of iitoint sat ss loch gated
erEsts, can counter organi/ationalgoals. In part, .1 ctompl% institution 1)(*C0111C...111(ffe lam:rabic tu (6. sill:whom inerl because then. are more plates
ss here thing% can go 5% rung- just a% one comma out of place in a tom

ated

computer program %%as responsible for the failure of a multi
"%pace probe,

In at1(..'100, adding 1.1)er npon layer to the organisational Ntructure of
modern societ) lead% the inch% idual to bercei% e the structure and lus eperi.

em.e jn.it as artificial and unreal, Whether exemplified in the eurrn iihmi of
111C %(-111)(,11. whit It become% further and further 11'1111ri. ((1 from dad) life, Of 111

the impersonal humming of the Corporate State's et Inpliter., 'the Inproducts of ctompleit) become hot, abstract to be !why% ed. The result, as
Ortega) Cascet proplu ticall% fores.m in Man mu! Crisis, is an explt 'ding re-

jection of institutions and the philostqat presupposition: that untlergird
them. The %%little comple: %Um. t ore begin% to titter and topple under as

n

weight.
Associated %% ith the problem% of institutional comph sit) and us erload are
,those of god/ dispirit t nu of in the operation of large scale rational bureau rade.. Since bureaucratic organi/ations ha% e been established to impose .1
degree (of order on an other%% Ise implaimed and chaotic ens inatment, there
.1 certain (Iris e toss and permanent ) and self -perpetuation .11 the heart of ra
Uinta! bureau( rat ) %%Awn the gt pal of %Cif perpetuation begins to out %% eigh
' if gt pal displacylitent..1 second t) pe IAA !IFS
5% ii ii _staff member% become more cunt erne(I %% ith or adept at retaining them
other purpuscs, %% (' base (111(' 1%

position% than %% ith furthering the orgativation's stated goals..111 eatiqile of
the first t) pc of goal dtsplac enient is the museum or .trt galler) that es Amite%
;tself in ternisof the 11111111)er (of people %% ho pass through its turnstile.. The ad.

ministrator %%Ito de% tote% intic It of his time lit making Ins unit look good to his

sitperordinates is an t %ample of the second. It must be empliawed that goal
displacement is not so 11111(11 a result of the dishonorable attention% of !Inman

being as of institutional tendril( tes tins ,u rd rgularizingthe (again/anon 's resources .111(1 %en ices. 1)onald J. 11
55 er has illustrated .sonit of these
tendencies in education as follows:

The agegrade phuemnt of students, the division of the
curriculum into subjects in compan)

5% ith

the all-important

schedule that parallel% this di% 1%ton. and the classroom arrangement
itself. are form% of rtnitini/atimi that speak to the ill: ssi% !utast s of

The 1)ccety of Urban Education

educational organization. "na
make the enterprise more
manageable. that is. they function to chamwl, order, and regularize
the manner in ss hid' the organization -attends am I processes its
clients. .
At the same time, such routinization reduces the likelihood of instruction geared to sariations in client characteristics. since procedures that _accommodate unusual or tummy client requirements .ire
apt to be disruptive.
quite tangible routinized structure is found in the report card.
Rerhaps the most common formal communication of the school to
its-patrons. An important feature of this doenment is that it calls
ail entioli.t 0 student defects. not to t how of the school. No One is es er

informed that a student is not up to par because be lual the mishit-.
tune to Brass a poor teacher, or because the curriculum is indifferent
or unsuitaliltx Iu consequence. the organization is protOCted and the

responsibilit for barren performance is placed stpUirel on the
Since, an mg:nil/anon is most likely to be deflected from its reasons for
existing ss hen pertinent informanon on Is hat is realf happening IS 10 it .1% ailable to decishm makers and clients ,it the right time. (HU-tench A in c um mu
nu:minus and dee isunt making pro( assts .ire closel related to the phenomenon of goal displacement. Man) interrelations bets% een inadequate commit
nit Arms, uninformed deli min 111.11.111g. and organizational d %functioning
are ib idly illustrated jal a series of essa- s b the British ss riter C. Northcote
'Parkinson, as A% ell ,is in anecdotal records of urban schools Sikh ,is lid Kaufman's Crp'the Down Staircase.

One major impediment to comnamications and decision making that alread has been mentioned is the simple multiplication of hierarchical les els
55 ithout coitresporufing adjustments to Insure that the right information floss s

up and dossn the hierarch to the right people ,it the right time. The most/
ohs ions immediate response to this problem is to reduce the number of
hierarchical les els at

Int It t umnimacations can be slo 55 ed or distorted and

to Alms for more fluidity m locating deciston making authoro ,it differing
les els in accordam e 55 ith t lies of decisions to be made. When at lequate ad-

justments are not made. institutions often tinuinue to font non largeb as tlie
did in the past, es en du nigh the ens iron went has changed drastit aI4 and has

outdated man of their operational rules and regulations.
Stu in! und psty hologn ni diAtatu c beta ern t bent and orgennzati tttt not
only contributes to ptior 1011111111111lations isithiu.tn organization but also in

reaws the likelihood that the organitat ion ss ill sere goals other than tliat of
pros uling ser ices to its clients. 1% hen the people ss ho staff an organization
and the people it sea es has e d s ergent sallies and personal histories, staff
members and clients mats not s less the cl.tiins and expectations then press
upon one anodic. r as f gitiniate and acceptabk. 1% Alvan a modicum of shared
SOL MI expersent e and common ps hologic al space bet %% yen staff and
clients. role Mt imbents ma tend to place personal interests slitii.mstenurein

the, job ox er the interests of clients. and clients ina be missilling or es en
unable to utilize the instituttons resources as the ss ere intended to be used.
hu,. reduction of sot lot and ps chologic al distance bets% eel) sr. hold person-

nel on the one hand and students and parents on the other is imp/Tabs e if
sc holds are to become 'mire rife( tis e institutions:Ms problem seems
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to be grossing as critical in pre(Iommantl; middle-Income %entrails as it
already has ITCOM nr 10%% nicotine schools in themener-cd.)..--:___Perliapoltr_stioct !ogre:111%a) 'to-reale e social and ps% chological distance

oetssen agani/atit rads and their clients is to flit red w the t hod' participation in decisitm making processes %skim' an organvat ion. A101(11801 the term
"participator%. denna rats" rm. end% has bee tune something of a slogan, it is a
concept that can do lime h to help n111111(1 and reins igt irate urban schools.
Participation of clients, a% %sell a% stiller iiarticipation of employ ens in clect
sion making processes. L.III help to niake an organization set ni less (Ample%
.11O1 1.111 contribute to the belief:km[1nm of informatram and feedback. ka
both -these ssa) s participation Lan enhance MI MstItIlt1011% legit1111.1t .11n1

tendencies toward goal displacement.
The difficulties in% oh ed in to etc:toning bureatie ratii (I% %flint tioniint
should not be 111111Mo/ed. For esailiple. ledue mg the number Of bleraft hit .II

iand pros iding for more client and staff participant m to decisitai
making easii% generate n4.r.rus of goahlisplavement and atIclit halal cone
Munications distortion The introduction of teclitiologicall% ads ant t,.(1
municat ion% processes and equipment Ina% increase the psychological
distance bets% ern t hems and staff or bets% een staff nieumbers at different
Ins el% of the organi/atitIli Thus ct.pils in one direction fretitientl% seem to
entail losses it other el:rectums, atm reform minthd achinnistratt as end up
confronting ss hat Ilia% turn .rat to be almost insoluble dilemmas. The prohle Ins of rebuilding urban %entrails are lita about to be mils ed dining!: the application of a less glib generalizations
\loth more could be said about am or all of these theme% and their unpile ation% for urban schools. The Dec ember 1970 issue cif the KAPPAN, for
esamplc. %%as des oted to the spec ihe topic of ace traintabilit%, sthith isi-Itiotatel%

tied to the larger topic of t again/Ant mai (I %functioning III the

schools Niue% -variations on thew themes eau and slit tuld be explored 'It redesigning educational programs as s% ell as in theory and researt h on urban
education 1)ecentra lization. e tnitiminit% tmitrol, performance contracting,

%ludic'. plans. and other limit c mild be fruitfully esamined at length in
terms of the concept of burealic rac % The fetus 111 this issue. host men. is on

the n.lutildlug of the urban sthiul as an institution. and thew related topics
are introchned trails Inc ulentalls as the) liear till the foe 11%,_It is apparent that
lies% t% a% s of lot 'king at and organihing bureaucracies are needed if urban
schools are to grapple sue essfu11% st it Ii the nay rind problems that beset them
on all f
h. St.% eral soda perspec ti% es seine t ed f
aiming the man% that

might be included in a It timer article are re% iess ed in the nest section!

New Prspectives on Bureaucracy
One useful %%ay tai highlight different es bets% een nester and more mull
banal approaches to bur( am rata uiga miatitrai is to elistinguish. as Berton I I.
Kaplan doe... bets% een rational. ark lent % talented bureau( rat) and "des el-

optliellt" blifeatit

The latter. aLcording to Kaplan, is an (imam/at:on

V. hose major Lone ern 15 %%Itli (It's ell pment . as contrasted s% olt an to erbearing

emphasis on efficient % This does not mean, of course. that eleselopinent
bureaucracies are um interned V. ith efficient %. obs
the question Of
utilising recourci% eLonionicall) cannot %Mild% be ignored. 11 hat the term
(hies suggest is that some to:gain/atoms ha% e a% their predominant goal the
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"management of change that is. the direction of efforts to alter the ba'sic
pattern(%) of a ss a) of life" rather than a more direct focus on the attain,
ment of predetermined output goals.'
Organizations that must put emphasis on de% clopment before et is possible to make much progress in %mist.) mg effluent.) criteria include those in
%%filch paramount importance is attached to socializatum of clients into nes%
roles. Socialization goals arc ostrriding ss hen the organization is not in a
position to achioe its output goals because it is not able to ss irk effect's el)
ss ith its clients. Examples cited 14 Kaplan include organizations functionmg
in ens
ironments en %%WI social disorganization and disintegration are ss ides
spread and organizations heal
constrained b) `enduring child rearm;
frustrations, motis ational problems. learning problems, problem-wls mg made( unties, etc." Urban schools, it should be es ident. are (or should be)
part'. ularl) good examples of des elopment bureaucracies inasmuch as their
first imperatis es are to socialize students in produetise learning rules and to
reduce incongruence bets% een client and institutional expeitations. It is ea.%)
to conclude that this tn turn requires.* inure "client-centered' approach, but
to leas'e the matter at that is harmful, because doing so allosss the wise to
conclude that problems can he sols ed simply by being humane to clients
je.g., lose and respect the c hill and gis e him something called "freedom").
The thesis of this article and indeed of this issue of the KAPPAN, howeser is
that the real challenge is-to reorganize and reform existing organizations so
that institutional structures and processes,awhiet e the goal ss ithout relying
solely on the good intentions of professionals or other staff personnel.
Orion E. White has spelled out somof the unplications of this position for

admini4ratis e str.:ctares ssithin bureaucratic organizations. Ile argues
cogent!) that a client-centered orientation is most like!) to he achies ed,and
maintained 14 allocating authority to roles in accordance w ith "functional

necessity ." Authority relations. in this type of organization. are "lateral
instead of % ertical," and staff relations are sircificall) organized in accordance ss ith the principle of "non- dominance, 'Structurally such an organization "operates ss ith us erlapping administratis e roles, in that one person ma)
he user another in one functional area but under him in another, area." The
primary purpose of these adjustments is to make it less likely that traditional
efficiency criteria and rigid hierarchies ss ill obscure the "helping relation"
and lead to segmental treatment of the client .7
Eugene Litss ak and I lenry J Mey er h.es e carried this t) pe of anal> sic still

further in an important theoretical paper titled "A Balance Theory of coordination Bc;isseen Bureaucratic Organizations and Communit) Primary
Groups " Iatssak and ley er begin I)) reje .ling the notion that bureaucracies
(such as the school) and primal-) grout,s (s.lich as the family; should he
siessed as "alternati% e means for the achies ement of most goals." They admit
that bureaucracies and primary groups (such as the family ) should be% less ed

as "alternati%e means for the achies ement of most goals." The) admit that
bureaucracies and primary groups has e "unique, social functions" and characteristics that make them "incompatible" and es en "antithetical" in some
respects, but the) also belies e that ail. tss o kinds of social units must perform
complementary fun( tuns if there is to be "optimal" social control and goal
achie% orient. !fence the) tunclode that there should he "close communication bets% een these mu forms of organizations" and that one of the major
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1.

hull of the prim pars Itaner,hIp in es IblishIng lateral alithodit) relit

tuns% Lau be rkt.(1%wri Iii term% of 55 hat lit does to pros ide each part)

(

i.e

teather., stittimits, parcutsi ssitli a firm iio55 er bast to school detisitni
making. ()lut tools group is ui a position tt,.%tand up and sit)kno55 from
titre& t esperietit e that the 5..o. ss ( art dung things is not 55 taking and I Insist
it be tlianged, the orit-litation in tin st haul bet oust son( of sok, Mg problems
rather thaw keeping the lit' oil or 555 t lying them sutler tit rug In a slit Li. %%ha
littli%ell1t is the operating theme
ill tidier 5% 'ink
1111111-1 il)
Writ joist of the principal 1)111 of ever) interest group.
rban %1111/1/1% ,humid lit hudt lip of (Of broken (14,55 n into, 1111,111. relit

autonomous opt rating, units It Is Ind important 55 healer functional
mid% are referred to as -homes.- -grade le% cis." -families.- -mini-bran( hrs.'.

off some other term. as long as auttlionq and re,pqm.ibilit are located
primarily at du omit lei el and milts are supplied ss ith the resold( e% and
supporting services lit're%Mir \ to carry out their tasks
6 The (ruu.II fat. tor III making use of p lllll ming practices front .moth( r
hool is to make stun that the nrgailliatIonal .truLturc of the reselling
Institut:1m is tit-sign( d to ntopit meld the limo% alum t fit t tit ell . For (-sample;
tjiLretel5 mg Strut :tat :must be modified to insure n ontinnonis feedback
at rois:Ilierotrt.lin.,11 Its( Is, lit 1111111I111/C

bet 55 een staff

and dietits, and to in-aintailra t ht lit teetered sers t e orientation. ()thr55 lies
',rimming prat tu es In an 05% et! elth, r et let tit al:) ur as 41 total package front
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e first mss cep tilt dm. k of.t sistIIig iirganwational strut tides mod prat tit c%
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points out in the fol11,55 mg aril( le. specialists .inn tet I;
ks \Imp% Jalio.55
reforming urban edit
noltogist: }its e a 5 did and mtbspensohlt part to
t WIN% Mill lit 5% IV( 1111t110141e% on top of an thread)
t idiom but piling 'Wirt
strut tort 55 ill tumpuusn rather than idle% iate our
problems II hat all this boils duns a to is the old rule of first things first and
the first ',bunt% in urban t don Audi Is to introdut a 11c55 tont epts of 4414.1111/a
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t rudi.q tit-upon, made in %id% Wig them In (lest ribing specifk problem%
its olscd w unplt lilt ming I fit lb% t programs in urban st hook. tin auditors
du t out t 'its rem it 55 ill mi this arm lc are being applied in different
55 ay. in differ( tit st hook I hop this (Huh:nation 1f t amt -ptual anal), sis and

shiAy I

pray tit al samples ss ill profs t fistful for teat hers and administrators inn
patient to rebuild thrum tI55

( hang, and him 114 onal
An% r I .bit ,w.
1)4,1,41(1i
and t rhan So(n ty 1numst I'1711 p 1112 set' also
Toms Arum,, Fehniar5 1971) pp 1 2.6
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2. E5amples of other perspecti5 es that it 55as iiia
to include m this arm le 111..
chide Warren liennis's 51. Ming tin post bureancratit tentinuarti organization and
Kenneth Parsons's analysis of needs.cycling organisations

3. Berton 11 Kaprin,
.1 Non 11 ebenan lode! of Bure,u oats The Case of
1)e5lopment Bureaucrat... .1dnunnfruiu t St win t Qiurrit du, Dee ember 1965. pp.
471-83.

. Ibid., p. 72.
5. /bid., p..182.
6. Orion F White. Jr
Ors anization.
Dialet
,11ternatme to Bureaucrat
Public Administraihni Beriett , January - February 1969. p. 38.
7. Ibid., pp. 36-37.
8, Eugene Lite als and tem. J. Mt
e Thou. of Coordination fiemeen
Bureaticratic Organizations and Coniminut. Pnmars croups...Ad lllll miruitt,t St teat c
Quarterly, June 1966: pp,
,
9 Ibid.. pp, 36,38 In effect, lat55 A and ,11e.er reject the arguments of social anal. sts
such as Es erctt !licitly'. and 15 .en !Bich 55 ho suggest that nontogiut as e goals should has c

little place in the .schools. since the} are more effec t15 el. actin.% ed of primar. group
settings (Altenunit es 4/1 Ed/H
1968-69, ClItT11.1%
Mesito. Central Intercultural Documentation. 1970) and of ps.,chologhts like J. NI. Stephens I The Prot e.ss of
Schnalino, Nee, York 11olt. Rinehart and 11 melon, 1967) n ho belies e that schooling in
modern educational bureaucracies is too 1.4 mum ed from real life to be effecti5e
interesting more than .t Himont. of the )(Jung m abstract academic studies. Although
there is no space in this essay to 55 eigh all the arguments for and against these points of
s less. it it least tan be said that urdesstmsting educational bureaucracies e sagnifi-

cantl. transformed. and unless this rebuilding includes nets mechanisms for coordma.
tion and communication e.ith punkas groups in the urban commumt., ohsers rs such

as Rimer, Illich. and Stephens probably mall be pros ed right b. default
10. /bid,.. ji.p. 51, 52

11. Ibid.. pp 39. 2. 52..33
12. Ibid.. pp, 0 41. 54/. 53
13. Ibid., pp 57
Fred 1 Fiedler. ",1 Contingent
Nlodel of Leadership Effect is eness,- ui L.
Berkowitz, ed ,
t t m Erperuht-all
Psyt holney, 5o1 h Nee, 1 irk Aca1 1

demie Pica, 19611
C Doll t'artainun A111011e, Inner Gnu Elt nit wary St hauls 1Kansas Cat..
Nlo. Center for the Studs of Metropolitan Problems in Edtic,ition, 1969i
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Introduction
As eilery well-informed educator knows by now, the public annually tells
us, via ,the Gallup poll published in the KAPPAN, that discipline is the -most

serious public school problem. Only once in the first 12 polls ryas another
problem given first rank. That was in 1971, when "how to pay for the schools"

topped "he list. (Interestingly enough, discipline ranks, a poor second to
school financing (33.2% vs. 62.2%] among members of Phi Delta Kappa polled

with the-same question in 1980). J.
I have chosen Edward A. Wynne'. "Behind the Discipline Problem: Youth
Suicide as a Measure °Mlle nation" (January 1976) from a score of candidates
to head this section. It 'was an anchor piece in a special KAPPAN titled "The
Problems of Discipline and,Violence in American Education."
More than most authors, Wynne gets behind the symptoms and searches
for causes of the behavior that school authorities consider unacceptable. Thus
he would suggest that ace worry more about the sources of John Ilinckley"s
alienation than about wayS of punishing him.' Wynne's recommendations
consider the schdols as a system, we won't get far, he believes, by limiting our
attention to classroom gimmicks and the cookbook approach to discipline
problems.
A social psychologist with training in law, Wynne brings a remarkable
dedication as well as an unusual background to his subject. He is in fact so
intensely concerned with elements in modern society that account for disci-

pline problems in the young that he has founded a journal, Character, to
pursue the inquiry begun in his KAPPAN article. Now three years old,
Character appears to have won an audience. It continues to attract foundation support. Wynne edits and publishes the journal with the help of his wife,
while serving as professor of education in policy studies at the University of
Illinois. Chicago Circle.
Another Wynne article, "Looking at Good Schools," was chosen for publication in the January,I981 Diamond Jubilee KAPPAN.
The other article in this section discusses appropriate responses to student
misbehavior in an era when teacher authority is severely circumscribed. The

'Aside from the lesser lob specifications. why do we nom hate so many young
Americans mho are more ambitions to assassinate a President than to be one If we get
an owner to that question. and understand it. perhaps we will hat.r a key to curriculum
reform.
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Behind the Discipline Problem:
Youth Suicide as a Measure of Alienation
by Edward A. Wynne

,

In this profoundly disturbing article, Mr. Wynne sets himself
-four tasks: 1) to .shod` how Americans are failing to integrate the
individual and=his social institutions, 2) to analyze the dis-integrating effects of modern formal education, 3) 10 discuss the
consequences of youth alienation, and.4).tasugge-o_what correctives educatorsmay apply.
There is a widespread public perception that "discipline" is the major problem faein4 modern education. It has be- en solisted in eight of the nineannual
Gallup P61Is of public attitudes( toward the schools taken between 1969 and
1977. i lowever, the professitmal literature on education does notiairl) reflect
this fact, Discipline is not ignored as a topic, but it is apparent]) not a matter
of -high biincern.
Ironically, there is a-great deal of scientific data that amply support the

public's view of the primacy of discii4eor lack of itas a problem. True,
these data do not deal directly ss ith trends in student conduct,while in school.
They do, however, reveal a number of long-range trends toward increasing
disorder, anger, and despair among American adolescents. Essentially, these
data reveal certain adolescent conduct and attitudes that can be characterized as symptymatic of increasing youth alienation. While not all of this alienationis reflected in acts of "indkcipline," it is understandable that laypersons
should use the nontechnical term "discipline" to articulate their sense that
something is profound]) wrong with many children and adolescents.
The data not only portray increased alienation, they also raise important
questions about the continuing vitality of American soviet). After all, that
vitality ultimately depends upon the ability of adult- operated institutions
such as schools to rear children and adolescents to heroine effectis e and com-

petent adults. The data suggest that the proportion of youths maturing into
such competenpe may he steadily declining.
This a rticle.ss ill present reles ant data about contemporary youth aliena-

tion and offer an interpretation and prescription. Unfortunately, data
showing trends cannot always be current. The basic facts are collected
',

through elaborate counting sy stems, and there is necessarily a time lag in reporting and publication Still, in viers of the long-term, incremental patterns
disclosed,' one would has e to be extreme!) optimistic to suppose that up-to\ date data would nlveal dramatic reversals.

Data About Youth Conduct
Between 1950 and 1975 the annual suicide rate of white youths between
the ages of 15 and 19 increased 171T, from 2.8 deaths for each 100,000 to 7.6.'
No other age group had so high a rate of increase. During these same ) ears the
overall white suicide rate increased by only. 18%. (See Figure 1.) Obviously,
the 15-to-19 suicide rates are not yet as high as the rates for older groups. In

the past, younger persons, embedded in family life, have always had loss er
suicide rates than older persons floss ever, in our era we are confronting the
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In order to portray long-range trends, the above chart displays national
suicide rate., for three age groups. 1) the total white population, 2) white
males aged 15 to 24, and 3) white males aged 15 to 19. Sukide data are not
eimveniently available for the 15 to 19 age group before 1950, hence the rate
for that group has only been graphed f or20 years. Note that increases in rates
for the 15 to 19 age group have been an important eleoent in the dramatic

upuard shat in the long-term pattern of suicide rates for the 15 to 24 age
group.

Fig. I. Suicide rate for selected groupsU.S., 1925-75
(Hates are for 100,0(X) members of population in specified age groups)
Sources. Department of health, Education. and Welfare, Public Health Serb ice, National Center for flealth Statistics

phenomenon of a somewhat stabilized adult rate, while the youth rate continues to climb. And the fastest rate of climb is among the youngest group,
those age :5 to 19. As the graph demonstrates, the increase in adolescent
suicides was relatively steady and incremental. The gradualness of the increase suggests that it was not directly related to the major political and social
upheavals of the period. For instance, the rate of climb during the allegedly
quiescent late 1950s was about the same as the rate of climb during the turbulent late 1960s.

Suicide statistics are a reliable measure of comparative changes in the
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suicide rate. The tab111,1t1101S reflect the judgments of dunisands of lotal
health officers and toroners a% to (.411/se of death. Sometime% these hulls ideal
jud,......nts are intorret t. 1 ioss es er, there is 110 reason to belies e that the basic

random pattern of "incorrectness" that prevailed y ears ago is not Still in
operation today.
The absolute number of youths ins oh ed in the increase is, fortunately,
0111pa rat iv ely small. W e has e perhaps 3.(XX) to 1,0(X) reported suicides a y ear
among %%bites aged 15 to 19. This is a minute fraction of our y oath population.

But -the "problem" has uuiiense symbolic and indicatis e significant C. For
each identified adolescent suicide, ss e undoubtedly has e other suicides not
identified as such. attempted suicides that are not tabulated, and y Quills ss ho
stiffer from serious an siety or depression but do not attempt suicide; !fence
the 171% increase represent a tont urrent 171% increase in general depression
among our y oung people. This increase has oct urred at a time ss hen naive ob-

sen ers would atfer that American youths, especially those from white
families, "never had it so good."
There has e also been increases in the rate of death by homicide among
vs lute males aged 13 to 19. In 1939 the rate was 2.3 such deaths per 10(000.
members of the group. That rate steadily increased, so that by 1969 it ss as 4.9;
by 1975 it was 8.2.2 This reprt,ents a greater than 2(X)% increase os er 26 years.

During the same period no other age group had a comparable increase in its
honnitultrate. The highest pre% iota homicide rate for ss bite males aged 15 to
19 during the twentieth century %%as 5.2 in 1919. (Incidentally, the rate for
black males in the same age stioup started from a much higher base, and it

also has been rising, but between 1969 and 1975 the black rate began to
decline. In 1973i ss as 17 8. In general, the black suicide rate is lower than the

white rate.)
I,ike the suicide rate, the homicide death rate probably measures other
es cuts, albeit indirectly e.g.. %soundings, beatings, threats. and the stimulation of profound fear. 'I'here is es el-) reason to belies e that such increased
crimes against the y ming has e generally been ommitted by then; peers. i.e.,
other white Wale adolescents.
There is es 'deuce of increased drug use by the y ming. In 1971.30% of all

college students survey ed to a national sample reported has ing used
marijuana within 30 day, of the survey, in 1970, 28% of a similar sample
reported such use. And this use and experimentation sometimes include
other, more posserful drugs. Seven percent of the respondents in the 1971
sample reported has mg used cocaine.' Again, tam successive surveys of national samples of "y ouths" (no ages ss ere gis en in the report) conducted in
1972 and 1971 asked respondents about their use of use illegal drugs The
197.1 respondents reported highe'r les el% of usage for all five drugs than did
the 1972 respondents ' A 1973 report of the National Institute on Drug Abuse
also concluded that "there is no indication of any recent decline in the annual
prevalence of any drug. ss ith the possible exception of psyeliedelics."s
We do not have statistits about the national les el of y midi drug use before
the late 1960s. Thus the issue of long-term trends in drug use js complicated,
I low ev er, we do has e some trend statistics from the late 1960s oms ard. The
most thorough statistics cos el- 3an' Mateo Comity (California) students for
every year from 19Ei8 to 1976.' San Mateo is an affluent suburban county. It is
recognized as has mg relativ ely intense drug use ar,d is, therefore. not ty pluck
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PERCENTAGE OF MARIJUANA USE AMONG NIALE SAN. NIATEo
cm.ironNIA. mum SC11001. 511 DENTS FOR "1.11K PE11101) 1968 TO 1976
One or more uses
Ten or more uses
rilty or more uses
in past year
in past year
in past year

cot vn.

Year

Grade 9

Grade 12

19(38

s)7

1969
1970

35

45
50

20

34

51

20

59

26
27

1971

1972
1973
1974
1975
1976

4

Grade 9

Grade 12

Grade 9

Grade 12

1.1

26
34
31

na

17

na
na
22
30

44

61

51

61

49

64
64

32
30
30

48

61

17

9

3
5
5
7
15
2

-0:1

II
16

:32

20

32

20
20

34
31

17

30

Source' San Mates) Count }. Department of Public Ilealth and \% elfare. Summary Re.
port, 1976, Surveys a/ Student Drug rye (San Mateo, Calif. Department of Public

I Ilealk 1976).

Still, there is evidence that trends originating in California tend to spread. For

example, the 1968 San Mateo levels represent current rates of adolescent
marijuana use in many communities. The statistics thus provide a potential
forecasting indicator. Ile San Mateo statistics on marijuana use among certain high school grades are set out in Table I.
These statistics reveal a stabilization of use at a comparatively high level
of intensity Other tabulated San Matoo data reveal stead) increases in student use of a variety of drugs. Nationally, it is also significant to recall that
arrests of males under age 18 for narcotics law violations increased I .2.88Y
between 1960 and 1972!
There are also statistics on increased use of, alcohol by youths. The San
Mateo survey reptrted that the percentage of seventh-grade boys who had
begun drinking during the previous year increased from 527 in 1969 to 727 in
1973 This increase is consistent with equivalent increases reported in other
surveysin Duval County Florida, and Toronto, Ontario. And this adolescent
drinking is not simply tasting. In 1974, 237 of a national sample of youths between the_ages of 13 and IS reported being drunk four or more times during

the past year.!
The increase in drug and alcohol use is obvious evidence of the growing
drive fqr speedy gratification among the youngand of an effort to as oid or
escape the environment around them. Incidentally, since much. of that environment consists of their peers, the statistics might also imply that some
adolescents are finding each other's company less and less pleasant w ithout
the support of drugs or alcohol.
The useof cigarettes has also increased among the young. Typical data
disclose that between 1969 and 1975, in a nationaLsantple of females aged 13
to 17. the-proportion of respondents w ho smoked a pack or more of cigarettes
a day rose from 107 to 391.9

Changes in the area of youth sexual relations have been significant.
Between '1950 and 1975 the estimated number of illegitimate births for unmarried white females. aged 15 to 19, went from 5.1 per 1,000 to 12.1.10 Tech-

ideally, illegitimacy is measured by an entry on a birth certificateeither
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"Married. and to ss inn" or "unmarried." For man. y ears near). all births in
rilerica have been registered, and the entry "married" goes on the certificate

only if the particular married male is designated. Thus the "estimated"
statistical shift is an ace orate holication tam. ins Teasing proportions of females
are having babies ss ithout being married,
%hal...ICS represent a change to

the conduct of successive groups of >ming males and females.
This increa ,e in illegitimacy has oceitrred during a period characterized
by increasing availabilit. of contraceptis es, abortion, and sexual information Presumabl., the increase means that Dung males are more ss filing to
get females pregnant, that young females are more willing to risk (and accept) pregnancy . and that both females and males feel less responsibility for
burdening infants ss ith the'landitaps of being born into a one-parent famii .
consisting of a young and vulnerable mother.
Another pertinent sex - related change has been the spread of veeereal
disease among the ming. Between 1938 and 1974, reported cases of gonorrhea (per 100.0(0 members of the 13 to 19 age group) rose more than 2007
While syphilis increased MK" These increases ss ere associated ss ith an increased availability of medicines, treatment centers, and appropriate
preventive inform, .lion Ob. ions!. , the increases reflect a grpwth of casual
'(or promiscuous) sexual relations and in irresponsible attitudes among sex
partners, who feel lIttle'Concern for "protecting" one another.
Some national trend statistics are mailable on delinquency . Between 1957
and 1974 the number of delinquent'y cases per 1,0(R) persons aged IQ to 17
divosed
American juy enile courts rose from 19.1 to 37.5.': Throughout
the period, the proportion of status offenses (e.g.. running ass a. and other

noncriminal conduct) to criminal acts (e.g shoplifting, robbery) added
together to calculate total delinquency reinaed relative!. constant. Drug
eases were a significant but not central element in the increase. There arealso
statistics for increased antisocial cunduet in schools. One survey reported
that in the natimial
of schools studied, assaults on teachers increased
S51 between 1970 and 1973. Daring the same peritid the umnber of weapons

confiscated from students bs authorities in the schools slave. ed rose by
54'(,"
We should also consider the student unrest, building takeovers, and other
youth disorders of the late 1960, and earl. 1970s. Occasional student disorder

has always been a fact of American history, but the most recent wave
involved a higher proportion of >midi and took !mire destructis e forms. For
example, ;luring 1961) and 1970 more than 8.(1X) bomb threats. attempted
'bombings. and bombings ss ere attributed to studjiit unrest." In 1970 nine of
the nip 16 FBI most -ss anted persons w ere }oath activists, their ermines inelm ling murder. bank robbery .and bombing." I shall discuss the sighificance

of this partici& r form of disorder in more detail later.
I lave presented data on a sariets of self-destructive and other-destructive acts committed bs adolescents from all races :and social classes. In any
particular year one measure may go up and another doss n. But if w e were
able to des clop auy system of accumulating and ss eighing these measures.
such a sy stem ss mild. I belies e. res eal a steads inc reuse in these acts of aliena-

tm And whereser comparable statistivs are mailable, the data reseal that
the rate of increase in y oath alienation is greater than the rate for adults
Obs

ss e must look at thew ac ts cumulatis ely rdther than discretely.
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TAME 2
IIAWEBFOIt1) cuLI.EC :E. SAMPLE NINIPI iTENIS Full THE'

CLASSES OF 1948 THHoccH 1968
Percent "Yes'.
Item

194849

19.52

1956

1960

1961

196

1967

1968

When I was a child I didn't
care to be a member of a
.
crowd or gang

33

3.i

35

35

49

38

19

47

2.8

1....c9uld be happy liin
alone in a cabin in the yowls
or MountainsI am a gooll mixer
I like to go to parties and other
affairs where there is Tots of

loud fun .
At. parties 1 am more likely to
sit.by myself than to join in
with the crowd
NI worries seem.to disappear

77

49

34
48

3S
63

60

31
58

42
38

45
43

63

56

53

33

44

40

3.8

0

13

35

10

27

4

38.

47

50

69

73

68

58

65

56

5.3

56

30

37

47

13

33

15

22

37

IS

47

33

28

36

43

a3

19

35

30

18

25

7.1

23
73
36

4

74

60
33

73
38

67

61

31

01

when 1 get into a crowd of
71
lively friends
If I were in tumble with
several friends who were
equally to blame; 1 would
rather take the whole blame
63
than to give them away
When a man is with a WOMall
he is usually thinking about
things related to Ler sex
I enjoy reading love
* stories'
I like dramatics
1 would like M he a signal .

4141

.8
51

7

37

shouldn't make alcohol the issue one) ear. suicide the nest. and so on N segmented approach robs us of the chance to recognize the more general and
shocking totaht) Our children and adolescents are increasing!) engaged in
killing, hurting, and abusing themselves and others.

Statistics on Changes in Attitudes
Not surin
, changes in )(mull conduct have been accompanied b
changes in adolescent attitudes. Some trend data are available 16 Bets% een
1948 and 1968 successs e freshman classes at I laverford College in Philadelphia took the NI inneAtu Multiphasic hwentOry (NIMPI), a short-answer test
that measures attitudes. Table 2 reports a sampled statistics cleaved from the
student answers. The numbers listed for each item represent the proportion

of students who answered "yes." (lead). these data are not up to date, but
the) do help us to understand shifts in ) oath attitudes over a considerable part
of the last quartercentur) and constitute the mist complete longitudinal study
available. When %se consider more recent data later, a consistent relationship
between the changes that occurred among the Has erford students anti those
revealed in current polls ss ill become apparent. Finally, if we are concerned

with interpreting the deeper meaning of the campus imrest of the Vietnam
war Period, the I la% erford students represent a classic group of student mili-
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tantsarticulate, upper middle- class, status-conscious. it is east to recognize
an overall attitudinal trend in their shifting answ er.s. Essentially , the successive classes of students became less sy mpathetic to cooperate e and group
activities, more and more, they es lilted attitudes consonant is ith ss ithdraw al
from. contact or cooperation with others.
.
This increase in withdraw n attitudes amimg students ss as coupled ts ith an
apparent simultaneous increase in their self-centeredness. Bets een 1948 and
1968 the proportion of I lax erford students 5% ho thought they could w ork
great benefit to the sordid if given a.chance rose from 40% to 66%, w He the
proportion of these 17-year olds ss ho thought they knew more than experts
rose from 20% to 38% It is nit clear hot% these increasingly ss ithdrass n and
inteeverted students could render such benefit ss ithout buinan interaction or
acquire the experiences inciktit to becoming so know ledgeable.

Other statistics about youth attitudinal trepds show that the Ilaverford
patterns are representativc of trends display ed by successive cohorts of late
adolescents on other college campuses. Attitudinal tests w ere administered to
students at Dartmouth College in 1952 and 1968 and at the University of
Michighti in 1952 and 1969 '" Setral similar questions w ere asked of all stu-

dents (ickled at both colleges. For example. they were asked whether
"human nature is fund' entany inure cooperatit e." Agreement declined
from 66% and 70%, at Da mouth and Michigan respectively, to 51% and 55%.
Another question asked whi!ther most of w hat I am learning in tollege is
very worthwhile Agreement declined from 67% and 74% respectively to 58%
and 571 Again, these students w ere asked to identify the private and public
institutions (e g , school. church, family ) to which they felt related. The number and intensity of summed identifications declined from 296 and 259, respectively, to 269 and 206 In other words, successive Num of students
have felt less and less relationship to the world. They have become increasingly alien-ated.
We also have the 1969 and 1973 Yankelos icli youth surveys." Unfortunately. they do not replicate questions asked in the Ilaverford, Michigan, and
Dartmouth studies, nor do they cos er precisely equivalent groups of adolescents Still, 1 contend that they show a continuation of the trends toward
egotism and withdrawal Among the college students stir% eyed in Yankelovich's national samples. the importance of "privacy" as a value increased
from 61% in 1969 to 71% in 1973. At the same tune, the respective importance of
"religion" and "patriotism," is o salves that stress the individual's obligation
to extrapersonal concerns, declined front 38% and 35% to 28% and 19%. The two

surveys also showed a continulrip,..patte:n of gradual dissemimtion and
acceptance of the view s of college y oahs among noncollege youths. In general, the % ie w s disc lo ed in the survey sdeinonstrate an enlargement of expectations about the rights of students and citizens and a lessening of expectations about the responsibilities of these same persons.
it is true that smiled the period cos erect by the Yankelovich surveys entompassed' the Watergate episode Headers may deduce that this sorry national experience was an essential cause of the trend toward w ithd raw al. This

interpretation is significant, because if Watergate was the "cause," and if
Watergate was a transitory plii.nomenon, then we might expect youth attitudes to return to more healthy, earlier patterns. However, the more longrange attitude trend statistics already presented suggest that the trend toward
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withdraw al long antedated 11.1tergate For ( sample. between 1949 and 1952
the first shifts toss ard ssith dra al were ahead. appearing in the lias (Third
:WS became
statistics. And user the !WV 20 sears. as more mid Ii/re
prosperous. as pin ert. (le( lined, as the status of blacks gemrall. impros ed
and as large-scale international 55 ar %%mas ou led. those students splits thine at
Michigan, amid Dartmouth) became increasing!. alienated
The preceding data aluilit trent!s toward increasing!. inchs ithialistit and
ithdrawil Otith attatideS are also supported hi the (Ill, erStb 411(111'.: surricollege sturnanie(I by Dean 1 logue in all anal. sis of the shifting .dues
dents user the past 50 y ears 01)% )(only , man.' of tIlle nu easures used in 1 fugue

to describe such trends are relatn el. imprecise. Stilt tiu. cumulatis e effect of
the variety of data in:"has collected is highly persuasive 1"
Inc teasingly 's% Old ra ss 11 attitudes has e appeared among students during
all era ss hen the adult so( let has been dedlLating one reasing prigiortions of
Its ecomiont resources to help they rung. Thus. bens ern 1950 and 1972 per-

pupil dad. expenditures in public schools increased b. 1707 measured in
const..., dollars Ito allow for inflatomi. while the national as erage pupil'
teacher ratio (combining in ntli elemental.. and high schools) declined front
2.5.1 to 21.1. It winild seem that students were gisen mire than e5er before

but liked their statusand. implicit!. , the giversless.
There are also significant truss cultural statistics about the attitude. of
American children -pie statistics were de, eloped in a fintemporar. international study of mail interaction patterns in six cultures.'" rise of the
cultures represented underdes eloped or pninitise ens ironments The sixth
group of students 55 as ()unitised of e hacker' in a \r.. England community
A cop mon rating scale was used in obsepers in all h.c itions to es aluate
youth conduct On the dimension of altrilisin sersus egotism In all. 134 children between ages 3 and 0 and bens ern ages 7 and I I were obsers ed in the

stud.. Approximate!. 9.500 interacts ss en. indentifii.d. When the median
le% el of altruistic conduct w as treated as 501. the American children. with a
Its el of 81. scored as the most egotistic. The next loss est group %%a, a tribe in
ss ith a les el of 251. The dimbei of hildren ins 01% V(1 ss as small Still
the dramatically high le% el of egotism among the %tnerican children. compared with that of children in nun -11 ester!' cultures. suggests that the data
may justify. Lompara(ise generalwations about the ()serail les el of egotistic
conduct al1101114 Allierli an youths or ollthS 1.1"0111 industrial micieties

What the Changes Mean
lime

receding statistic s ins ite anal. sis. But the analysis must be put in an

appropriate frames. (irk. The statistics do not tell how an particular youth
ss ill act, since the proportions of )(Hain afflicted ss ith dramatic forms of
iolent crimes, aleolMlism are fortucharacter deteruIration
nately small. In general. the statistics are not decomposed into socioeconomic classes. although some of die changes (e g , student unrest. drug use.
es Meier of syjthdrass n attitudes) are clear!. (0111111011 among upper-middleclass youths. Despite the rather dramatic nature of some of the conduct
trends disclosed. relanse l. lathe longittulinal research is available concerning the socioeconomic status of the .oaths inrilsed in certain. acts (e g .
suicide) 10 and 20 y ears ago in comparison ss ith the status of tin; y. oaths
ins olved at present Still, the statistics that are mailable pros ode an irnpor-
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tant albeit
t tool f ter Coret astIlle.Ltt neral trends af fet4iitu owl's and
.,linger adult...lied for inn run meg
ant knit ids of 1. serifs t
hit t
The fl}tin.; suicide rate in parts( etlar es hilt- it dire( tls its di. es .1 small
titateber of 3. tenths til.tt tirosoh
snail den to the possible mist.s of the
spread of alienation In the Litt nineteenth t enters the French sot mite
uist PAM!, Durkin ins ide wilted that rat( as an important units of sot
tiliesiott
-' I It' tItst. c st rill that In Etintillettill sot ttilVS,MIll lilt M..ts
more [Km alcto mot mu Prot( studs than airmen: (:atiettlics urbanites than
rural ferrsolo,Ilie affluent than the noddle and loss t r-hoddie c lasses. unmarled adult %Ann! t htltlb ss tae.nt d adults than titarret el adults t5 ttli
Jidtlr( ii. rnalt-sittatt ft-malts ated perm ties itt the hberal
s than
laborers and trash( sell n 1i. otIn t or (1.. 1 pi( %%lit shielded front suit nial
iitipetlse4 bet asst of the t optitittnalintensitc of their rehtuon, the. stabilit). of
their life patterns. the `'ton-de tabihte. of their ale:I-Monis. the ultensth and
eventide itt of thcer.sot lid t tantnite.,1 tits, tilts fin. ust.of their reAptnistbilibes.
iNki the tanuibilit. Jib( er stunk prodg t' ',Al! of tlizse sltirlih ss en: forces th:it
plat et i human in mu, m 'aleph lottyrt tlici.ibh 'batten's of human relations
that :dosed tocarci identifiaide goal.
Suicide is norm, :din it the till ft. liter
-pressure...1)ot ;In .sun tc911010
Stippilt Sun ith .lots nut autttniatet...ell rut an that a person Wt. hut
been his et! or t art d for it serttbabis does neeart that he ss .ts not needed b
others in an tenntedt.tte i.0 file f,tshitie Thredt.d...iniuld he inn lerstot.d In
the sense 55 t :topic ..hect sc. t tits sst need the first-stillest member of an
milli tit tt ant. the papt r th-lic
lots, the olds set retars ilea small office, or
tin olds %%aut. arin r in a [moth I he et.rstni ne'e'ded enlist be obs iotr.dh relied
upon les otlit rs. and has ales( et«
t re att dtsruptice deed fort.see.ide
Lt.'', In this light. it Is lank rstandable that one t tf the 11101(-St suet ale rates is
that of etteddit aktt al bat in lor. and ./11( of the loss st rs that uF ilearned ss omen
ss itie children, t t ss he h of these tss et amps is sublet t to the treater
pl.( %sure

link rd tin [host 'pre ,sured-skiteis n Ilia( of being left ss itlitnit ap-

parent and main that( ft putls11)111ill s i4)11(1114)ii)(1% It 1%111(1- halitAi. %%tare

los ed. lief rsential to kin iss ssr are minded
In of fee t. sun lilt is a measure of
(octet to 55 hit h .1 his en ))))) dern
sot it ts has sot t rt (It ti or fail( d lit Hite tZr.1 tint; Its ( ovens and its institutions. if
that It s el of ink gran, tn is loss snit Ith ss ill itie fr.ist.. bee Mist. people.' ss ill be
self t elite red and lone Is anti the s cc ill t t iiniple under the tines oat& tensions
that lift generate s I
se If t
persons ss Ill ss ithstand slit h pressures
`bolter, bet deem thus s ill be in to sot hail ss testes that pros rile them ss eth
demands .1.
II as ha 1p Thus sten R. is .1 nit esure of both teide. !dual self-

( enterdness and the (Tin at s of a MK let%
111Siltilti011%
F.% Klentl., both title. adttlest t tits and the institutions around them are increasuittic wedeln: to fail that test
'Flit. other statistics alreadc ( tied pros idl additional c Oen«e of the
trots th of pat te ells of t .treine Indic !dualism anti
selfislue. ss .tpttlete, adolest ent. Tints tt'oft(II self ishen ss that pelt:notes delint went at ts the ettptring
or threatening of utdters or stealing front thew It is selfish to destroy public
propert made b the Int mt. and sec Cat IA others he order to wake one'slnuelt
or to release one 's frustration It is selfish to bet unit- pregnant or to wake
someone (1se pregnant and bring into the es odd a c hill ss Ito ss 11i not re5, ems,.

the -motional support of a stable farnils
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ot i,d L1;11(11414. t.
t a should a150 ret ogtiv1 that l h of 'hi'.
does not float around in spat t- rather, it dest ends unto tangible sit tuns
most of them also :idolest eats Fur instant e. alb .olese. (-tits Irast du highest
rites of crime s truniation The s is trinuationsatt in 19'I iptr 1 ,IX)0 mem

hers fur each .1gm group, ss as 122 fur 16- to 19- year -olds. 64 for the total S
population. In tither ss lads. adolest eras %s ere ts. it e as lik!. to be

sictumzsqllistialls h,5 other adolust t rats The most frequent crones cum
Mated against the young %sun !art ens arid rapt 1m1 1,ritnirm most if the
art- tat. r atIolescepts.
despised drug pushurs who se II drugs to soling
try mg ro rant triton to bits motort 5th maintain t ars. or dress in tAtieitsIS t
or flashy clothe.
The slats 1n 5 until attitudes, as ss. II as ondut t, are also t onstniant %%Rita
t vitiation belief of niaturt adults
, 5.1111(111
gross th of self-t eriteretlin ss
t; that it is right for a group iiiember one 55 ho himself; iptalls at fault to
take Warne for his fulloss s 11 tall sin h an attitude lily alty or fidelity In the

1 las erford questiormairt tins do astir, of po(Ilitial [nicht. declined from 63'
to 5X It may also reprt sent a selfish or self- centered, attitude %%hen stu
tlents'at public colleges. ss litre 601 tt,701 of thI t oSt% art- br,rneb taxpayers.
world as Itru.t.1% tun ottlieratist 1% allow tin «mperation and
dest nhe
sat rtfit vs of others not onls their 1 htrent%, but all t iti/ens the student;
WI1111(1 not he green most of the cost of their education
lint 1)urkiteini ss as t vnt tined ss ith more than self -t entered t (induct I le
also kv,pothe%t/c(1- that alienated persons %soukd be t sc t%%i%t iy int lined
toss and loneliness. ss ithdrassal. and self ilestrut mu, The use of drugs.
igarettes is often assot We'd with %Mil attlilleilk The ,Mlle SVIIM:
%Mins that
rt %purist to till attitudinal
of mule [MU e, is
suggest Ulm ftaslIle4 einIVt s toss ard isolatnni as refits ted iii tin grossing cm
phasis on prisai's as a personal aspiration
It is t !car 'that the statist ft s demonstrate tin ilierrast of st If centeredness
t wort and 1111/ft
and loneliness among tilt s wan.: 1pparentls in tilde
from sot :eh, but art simultaneous!. It ss and less ss riling to putt .patt
then, kc1ll be left to do the giving."
general anal. sis about Ills integrating social structures has

ob. ions applit abilits to a sariet y of modern phenomena that increasingly
'these phenomena. 55hile they alsosurround Oaf
.111(1 t

1

.

adults. base spettal signifn an«. for younger persons. since the

s otinger a person is, tin higher the 1114iptirtrou of his 'life has been spent in
lent ens innunt-iits cniserst Is. tilt older :1 person is. the less likely it is
that Iii;* haulm!. t sear, ss rt spent surniiimirxhs modern phenomena
Table .3 in ate% sariets of imnit rn plienTina rleat affet t our sunlit: and
of fet is -thus !lase on human interat Min. the attitudes
,iggests, the %pet
night h5 sill h ttffet ts. and the site meting CA miens t' that dist hist.% the attitirdes
:schools are simpls au of the modern phenomena affet MIL: the y ming
to
lint schools are talispit Is tot ost 1h oil the suiting and has u been absorb
creasing pr tptrtions'of (he thou t hildten and suuths,,intl modern formal
disetinkatitill at all les e.ls. from prtst !tool to higher edin ation. Is also
integrating 'these (lineation-Ts stems
Segtegate the soling freifi adults eNt (I for their ininiediate'farnily and
te:iclier.. a highly restricted (-lass of adults
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tlodern Phenomena (.1) That .1ffect IItnn.ul Interaction (13). and
Thus Teach .16itutles (e), Plus Statistics That 1)emonstrate
Visible Patterns of Character Change (I))
Phenomena
B. Effects on
C Attitudes
I). Supporting
!finnan
Taught
Statistics

1. echnology
Urbanileation

antl suburbanization
3.Afflut-mce
1. Decline of
Youth ss ork
roles

5.IArge institutions
6. Mass media
7 nationality
and individualism

S Important
and legitimate
institutions

and interest
groups haring
a stake in the
continuatian
of ctirrt-nt

trends

',Interaction
Lessening in

frequency of
intent* human
interaction
2 More frequent
peripheral
contacts
3 Segregation
among age
grtrlps
.1. Ile:Jib!: adult
role models
less available
for the s own!
5.1.ess pressure
on the young
4) learn and
display

6 Less wllingdemand cooper.
ation or
loyalty from
nt ss

the younik. Or

to a t. them to
elisp1:4 re-

spect for
traditions and
symbols of
the society

L Less wilting-

nessin accept
deferred gratification
2 Loneliness
(and latent
anger and
resentment)
3 Ineptness ill
talking to
strangers anti
adults
I. Instability and
esploitiveoess
in personal
relations

:.o levels of
loyalty and
increased disaffection from
society

6 Fear of

I Increase in
youth suicide.
illegitimacy;
delinquency.
drug and alcohol abuse
and selfcentered
attitudes
2. Public perception that discipline is
number one
education
problem
3.Statistics t
declining
public fait
in important
institutions,
both public
and private

serious

lllll minima
7 Greater ss illingness to hint
others

2 Segregate the ming from contact ss ith >malls not in their immediate
age range
3. Segregate the smug from contact %%Oh
oaths of different ability
levels or from different socioeconomic classes.
I Segregate the voting tarter elementary school) from perststmg intense
'intatts ss ith inch% ulual members of their age group, Sint(' students are Ire()tiend!, shuffled Irian one group to another to meet the needs of rational

scheduling. Ni
5 Deprive (he
departmentaliied ,shoals) of intimate t onract
With inch% usual Rein is members.

6. (late the %ming in elm ironmnts where they has e fuss °et asiims to
participate in the &aware'. -collet tise release of strong emotions.
7 Fail to ens ourage ming people to participate in cooperatis e ss ork
efforts,
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S. Compel the young to w ork tin projects unrelated to pr,,mit.ate social
and econotnic needs.
9. Deprive the young of the chance to receo e relafis ely ilionechate.
ttnigible, comt llllll ly sallied reinforcements te.g.. uitine . punishments, or
pats on the back) in eschange for their efforts.
_All of these patterns has e continuously intensihefl user the past 20 to 30
ears. School and college attendance has increased and has been prolonged.
Schools and school tbstn0s has e oeciithe larger, more bureaucratic and
mote controlled by forces outsukthe lairs it's% of local parents, teachers, and
administrators. Teaching hay become more departmentalized and Subject
foe used. Extracurricular actis stirs hose es idently declined in importance.

and school actis ities 'Lase been increasingly segregated from local
community life; While pupil 'teacher ratios ha se impros ed tat great- eco=
tonnic cost,. modt.-rn institutional structures encourage teachers to has e brief
contacts with many different %soups of students. they often restrict students

to transitory relationships seal large numbers of fellow students. Oftentin les.,$the respOnsibility for relating emotionally to students has lien taken
.is%,.t from teacheits the adults sisal sshom students spend most of their
time and assigned to -specialists.- e.g.. counselors and social ss orkers. The
present system scenic scientifically designed to teach students floss not to
handle intimacy and, consequentls how to fear and flee from it. But sshole___ _ some_in, ana0 is essential to a satisfying life.
"thus far I has e presented Once to e es ulence of c flanges in the nature of I

adolescent conduct. 2) the attitudes of many adolescents. and 3) our social
sy stems in general' and school orgatuzahon m particular. I has e also tied these
die ers changes together in a logically related pattern. In the absence of cons liming es silence to the contras ss e
assume that distressing y dual
conduct sill continue and increase unless sse change the social systems and

schools that relate-to our soling. This anals sis of the relationship betw een
contemporary formal educator and youth alienation o not essentially nos el.
number of reports has c presented sumlar conclusions, the general direction
of ins recommendations shares some of the emphases of these ss ratings."

Consequences of Youth Alienation
The grossing trend toss and oath alienation raises the central question of

social continuity. Is our society rearing adults ssho can keep the country
going?" In the end, the stirs sisal of any societ depends on its ability to create
%tic cesso e groups pf mature adults (i.e., young people who are socialized to

adulthood within the society ) s ho are committexl to the continuity of its
major traditions. Those traditions include the production of goods and
services to sustain tk y Dung. the aged, and the ill, the maintenance (through
taxes and militias sers ice+) of a necessary defense establishineht. the
persistence of a decent les el of public circler, and the commitment of citizens
to construe tis e community and polioc.,1 actis ides to sustain the country
The modes of satisfy lug such traditions are mutable. and they necessarily
include adaptations. floss es r, ss idespread and cote ;titling ommitmen
the cearal .hinc.s of those traditions is imperstis e In other ss (gds. a country
..
..
can work
only so long as the people In it care about one another as ss ell as
learned
About themsels es, .And that attitude ss e call caring is both taught
to the whole society, adults of produetis e age
Without siich

S
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may fail to pros ide adequately for the emotional and pity sisal needs of the
young or the old. society may not inaintaill an appropriate les el of defense..
public disorder may pollute sae i.t1 life w ith fear or make social contacts so unplea!fatit that w e adopt cellular modes of esistence. ur community and 'mini-

ities may lie abandoned to irrespoijsiblc and incompetent leaders,
followers and thus be gos oiled by short-sighted egotism. These
oosoue'tines
nines can be the product of excess's e personal cynicism, ssathdraw,al.
anger, selfishness, and social incannpetem e among our youths and adults. '
As adolevent alienation has increased, so also base signs of alienation
among older Americans ne suicide rate, again, ms ices attention, Essentially - the statistics has c alss a s res ealed that ming males diets% een 20 and
10'1 has e higher suicide rate~ than do adolescent males (between 15 and19).
The higher y wing adult rates are presumably due to factors such as the shifting pressures around y oung people as they mature. lease their families, and
enter into inure impersonal ens iron ments. In the past 10 to 20 y ears both the

..

adolescent and the swung adult rates has e been rising. although the adolescent rate has been rising pore rapidly. Presumably part of the cause for
the young adult increase has been the gross ing proportion of alienated adolescents who carry their increasing fragilit forty arch into adulthood. Another
reles ant phenomenon is the rising dis (ace rate. especially anualg younger
married persons While the steady increase has been a long-terni.rise, the
alienating des elopments a f fec tint; adolescents are also long-term trends. And
it is not surprising; that increasingly ansions and insecure y ming adults are less

able to make and keep judicious ccimmitments -to make marriages that
work And. when those marriages break up. children are often left to he
reared by one parent Thus again the personal actions (and shorfunningsrtif
anxious persons affect the lives of others.
We should also look at collectise age-group mantles as well as the
conduct of indisidual% Attitudinal surs ey , of adult .kmericans has e found
es idence of increasing dissatisfaction w ith many important public and social
institutions The most careful analysis of these attitudinal statistics undert&cen so far cos ering the period 196.S to 1972 c um hided that the group bet seen 21 and 21 y ears of age. tin, y oungest age group consistently slurs e ed.
es lucid a comparati% els high les el of distrust of wis eminent." The only its o
groups w ith higher les ell w ere age 30 to 39 and os er 70. Perb..ps .me cause of
this estrangement ,is not the inadcquat y of gos eni went per se but the map;
propriate socialiiation of the °mtg. In other cs ords. gos ernments as w ell as
------rtiarrinec can In in trouble of they are held to unrea
high standards
because certain c itiiens seek to assuage their eniutional ansieties by funding
villains.
11 this point let us re turn to the plietiomenon of student unrest during the
Vietnam war \lam adults yet. this unrest as simply .1 dramatic response to
w rung ac'itons by the got ermi It lit i ( an c insider here only certain limitations
of this interpretation Mans .0 is of the students ins ()Iced breaking the lass,

destroy ing property paid for by others. disrupting classes. disturbing bystanders, and es en inpinng (on a ertaiu I/« .15ions. killing) mina,. ent 'wiles, Of

muse tit" sitilators often offered subtle and elaborate esplanatioin of their
transgressions Rut how mans criminals fail to offer excuses? Is it surprising
that articulate and ethic ated persons offer more dab( irate justifu Aunts? Per. haps it is equally significant I.: realiie that, in general. the iolators--as
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scaled in the Start %tics presented abo% e- uere lonely, :.11edlu ith unrealistic
confidence ui t eir judgment, and members of an'age group display ing an increasing (lisp aunt to engage in a u ide ariet.s.of an,isocial and self pestriu

it unic el% able that, for the great inajorit of the actors-- the
mass that made the demonstrations feasible the unrest u as largel an
excuse for the release of latent aggression and the dranhitic satisfaction of a

in% e acts. Is it

anvt of stars ed emotnnial needs' Of course the unrest e% entuall subsided.
idence that the underl mg emotional causes has e
but this is out necessarily
e &unturned to silos% in'
been.sajisfuarother arc :' sures of ()nth
crelses despite the end of the %% a. 'And perhaps, if another %chicle real or
ildtc further collec tis c outapparentas "giMd" as the s% r

breaks arnong the alienated.

,

hetlier our soc let it this truer, is 'mil inel minuiral or had is hard to
not belie% e so. Cos eminent% s% ill alu at% be imperfect,
sa). although' I.
like all human institutions. But I u (add contend that many people are apply
mg higher standards to judging ibis count'', than es er before in its histor
1 he application of such standards me% itabl gi% us the judges man occasions
for espressing anger, and it pro% ides noble-sounding excuses for the display
of s% hat would ortimard appear as selfish and unstable concha t We cannot
Ignore this line of anal sis as offering one esplanation for 11111d1 of the social
disc; tisfa ohm of our times
Sc.iools are not the only cause of this dist. essing situation, nor can they he
e spec tett to pro% itle a bill rut hetlon thee( ou 0 The altitudes and conduct of
their s6ident, reflect the fore es that pervade their families, ',tunes, and neighborhoods. Still, sc hoot managers do has e some choices, Schools not only reflect stud cuts' attil tales, they can either tr to «nistrac ti% el change those that
are harmful or they can intensify them. l'nfortunatel , the structure of the
modern school'seenis to encourage alutlist aggrevsivel many modern
phenomena that are particularly harmful to the ounA 1s a result, the ,chool
cannot but aggra% ate the disabilities the students pick up outside its walls
11 hat can be done by educators to correct this situation? ssentially
must %tilt e to c hinge the nature of human interaction in our schools At the
same nine, e must increasingly remind the larger societ of the limited
Amu es_to effect change possessed bs any one institution We must also
remind the society of the changes tf t are mutant imperati% e in other social
institutions besides schools businesses, go% eminent agencies. neighfun,
!Hank courtsif the challenge of adoles«nt alienation is to be met Some of
these other necessary changes ill occur largely in noneducational «nit e xt 5,
but man %%ell fetilitre these extra school institutions to chang,e their ou n relaWinships u WI schools .leaii%%hde, in schools, educators must change or
modifs the school- related phenomena that cause the current forms of interOf course not all desired change% can be attempted at
personal
(1111 v. N lost %%ill oe(ur Inc rem entail). and take many tears to complete Ain('
different patterns of c ha liga sc ill be appropriate in different schools and .tin
munities, Still. stone general dire( t ions can be indicated Table I uggests the
trend of such changes
a
Man) of the proposals presented here are not do% el Still, there tray
m seeing them presented if an integrated fashion and in a
special %
their relationship u ith other in school and Sochi% u
((must that suggc
patterns

2Q
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School Change
I Less reliance on
technology
2. Fewer ties to
typical urban and
suburban patterns
3 Lower economic
costs, especially
to general public
4 Less bureaucracy

5 Smaller edujational units
6 Less rationality
and individualism

7 \lore opposition
to the current
status quo in
education
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DESIRABLE SC I 100I.
IANC.Eli
External Evidence of Change
I Less use of busing, television, computers, national exams.
elaborate lab and sports equipment

2. Neighborhood schools, schools that discourage family
geographic mobility, schools that encourage more longterm enrollment (K-8 versus K-6)
3 Students and families doing in-school chores and fund.
raising 01 lower school costs,,tlecline in avejage number
of years of school attendance
I Greater authority given to building principal, teacher
salaries and advancement dependent on less formal rriteria;
more genuine school decentralization; less subject specialliation, by teachers; more personalized grading of students
5 Smallk school buildings, or the'division of schools in
larger- buildings into genuine subschools

6. Woe emphasis on school spirit, character des &opulent,
honor codes, extracurricular activities, service, good
discipline. and patriotism
7 Increasing proportion of public and/or private schools that
closely reflect the perspectives of as erage parents (i.e. the
majority that is most worried about discipline as compared
to other, better - organized group. tied to the status quo):
emphasis on voucher systems, direct fees from parents, and
other devices to heighten impact of parent values.

Some readers may wonder if the changes presage a drift toward a narrow
parochialism As an answer, let me mention the communities in which six of

the last seven presidents of the U.S. were raised: Independence. Mo.;
Abilene, Kans.; Stonewall, Tex., Whittier, Calif.: Grand Rapids, Mich.; and
Plains, Ca Evidently, tieing raised in a small-town environment is not so disabling as cosmopolitans might imagine. Indeed, such a background may even
he a source of reassurance to adults who eventually end up dealing with
modem complexity This is why "roots" are so often seen as a precious resource It may he that, after leaving adolescence, young adults can advance
their socialization to adulthood by such mearis as joining the armed seryices,
attending a university, or otherwise being "broadened." But this broadening
perhaps, occurs best after a firm and localized foundation has been laid.
One may also wonder about the feasibility of creating more localized institutions, given the many powerful trends toward homogeneity and nationwide institutional structures. Obviously, the question cannot be answered
easily Still, child-rearing systems in all societies have always been somewhat

isolated from the total social process. For instance, the family doesand
must create some fain of wall or shield to constrain the child's experience.
In addition, most cultures prohibit children from participating in or witness-

ing certain activities. Perhaps we can recognize the need to devise other
walls this time around schools Such walls should cause schools to become
less reflective of the impersonality and bigness that often pervade adult histitutions In other words, perhaps we can create schools that provide more
supports for the y oung (while subjecting them to appropriate demands) until
they are ready for more difficult challenges.
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t ss nether educational thong ( of this sort s% ill
Of course one
occur on ,t large se ale user the nest ft% e to 20 %ears It is simple enough to
identift the [malt sources of resistalic r to them I losses er, in spite of such re- sistatICV, tilt' Pft'sSiires for the t ham! s are real], en puss erful The data that
that pri st at Institutional sit ti,itiint art a source uf
have been presentrd
e tan tat dict that. es ensteadils nitreasing social disorder mid suffering
wall), gross ing proportions of adelts 55 til v. oifiler hos% the ,host puss erful
nicreasinglt erratic .end
na,tion in the %%odd sash contitni to fintc, him ss ith

unstable electorate Indeed. in the perspectisi of histiirt . all too often large
nations !lase crumbled not so much from rass esternal attack as from failure
to rear ,nature adult c itliens and leaders %%h1) kites% boss to s% irk together

After Such tritcru,l erosion, the societt became ins Ring pr) for an eternal
melts) or some puss er-set 111114 grtnip of demagogic re% oltitionaries But in
s such dec4ACtit Ott tie% %%ere alreadt -dead" before tlir s /slide
doss nfall. The immediate [mildew. for Anieric a. is that the longerfit takes us
flange the longer it 551i11 take to
(*gt serionslt started toss ard construc
re% erse the current trelids. It is like flt mg a jet airliner After the «inn ohs hat e
1)(4..11 11-1(A ed 50 as tau Isl115V the place to turn, it mat still fl) cc's 'rat miles
man) ss

before the turn appears to begiti.11 e base built tip a great deal of soda!
tin intention. Hos% much persisting damage niusthe done to our social fabric
before the effects of unpros (afield begin to slims .itcl Muss 5% ill the effects of

that iidditional damage affect the lives of all of us?
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Exploring
to Punishment:
to
The Keys Effective Discipline
by Thomas R. McDaniel
Theoretical propositions bolstered by practical suggestions that
teachers can incorporate into a repertoire compatible with their
teaching styles and philosophies
.Beginning teachers, and experienced teachers too, are acutely aware of the

iiiportanceand the difficultyof maintaining good classroom discipline.
The public, by declaring school discipline as the number one problem in
American education in 10 of 11 Gallup polls to date, joins professional educators in the recognition of this major perplexity. Indeed, the most recent Gal-

lup analysis (as reported in the September 1979 KAPPAN) points out that
?one person in fourn,ames discipline as the most important problem and that
"eitlieCtlie public schools have found no way to deal effectively with this
problem or the. public is not yet aware of measures that are being tried." No
wonder Rudolf Dreikurs and Pearl Cassel oontend, "Presently our school syste is in a dilemma regarding discipline. The controversy over punishment
Cannot be resolved unless we give teachers alternative effective techniques

for dealing with children who misbehave and refuse to learn."'
Although the Supreme Court recently refused to agree that corporal
punishment is a violation of the Constitution's Eighth Amendment prohibition of "cruel and unusual punishment"' nearly all the extant research sug-

gests that corporal punishmentindeed, any form of punishmentis

,

unhelpful at best and at worst is absolutely counterproductive to good discipline. A panel of the American Psychological Association (APA) in 1972 asserted that "physical violence imprinted at an early age and the modeling of
violent behavior by punishing adults induces habitual violence in children."3
As early as 1938 B. F. Skinner found in animal experiments that punishments
for aversive stimuli) do no more than temporarily extinguish a response while
creating fear and hostility in the process.
In spite of. research, pronouncements by the APA and the American Civil
Liberties Union (ACLU), and heavy liability to teachers who harm students
through corporal punishment,' punishment continues to be the staple of disciplinary procedures in all too many schools. Corporal punishment has been
banned in Poland since 1783, in the Netherlands since 1850, in France since
1887, in Finland since 1890, and in Sweden since 1958. Most Communist countries, including the Soviet Union, do not allow corporal punishment in public

schools.3 And yet in the U.S. 40 states authorize corporal punishment in
,schools while only Massachusetts and New Jersey disallow the practice by
mate law. Why does punishment continue to be used daily in American public
schools? Tradition, increased school crime and violence, and the failure of
school systems and teacher education programs to promote effective alternatives are the probable reasons. But there are alternatives.

Educational theory and research -drawing from various schools of
thought,' philosophies, and psychological perspectiveshave provided
teachers with a multitude of principles and practices that are superiof to
punishment in establishing good school and classroom discipline. These
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preaches require skill and lic rse% clam. r but ha% c the potential for creating
W1111C
positise relationships. cooperation, and self discipline 111
Haire than a brief disc mit Hill Is possible here. I (lilt ilir.tg( teachers to ins esti-gate these alternatis Cs and Inlurpta....t..4 mkt their disc iplmar) [Kat. tile% the
approaches that went (Mist (nlip.1111,1( 5% ith then teaching st) le% and per
%rnil philosophies.

The Behat :oral Al odd T echin itles of beim% ior

1110(1111(.46011 ha% e

;grown out of operant c (indult llllll gi;sperinients user the past foss deCades.
The beim% tural ailin tac h suggests !hat beim% !ors, ss hether III the -tigintis c or

the disc white area. are shaped In principles of reinforcement. Both positise
and negatne reinforcenient .tre mitre efft..ctis e m des eloping -desirable"
mtarent behas air than is pumshnient. To use this approach the teacher should.

I. Catch the chat! being mitd and ress ard hut. Skin) hely% tor problems
result from a child's need ft' attention and his realwation that teachers gen
erall) ignore beim% ing students in order to gn e attention to troublemakers.
The squeaking ss heel gets the grease Res ersing the pita:L.4s,', b) ignoring
1111110r 1111shell.1% air to locus ane1111011 till cooperatn e children

is a <lesson a

class soon learns. The hardest part of tins technitiue for the teacher is to be
(annistent, s.)%tenianc, and dogged!) patient. Renard% should immediate!)
follow the behavior to be reinforced.
2. 1...stablish ress ails that children ss ill ss irk for and connect these
direct!) to "desirable" beim% air Teachers can use questionnaires, classroom
dIsl111slons, .111(1 (liners anon of ss hat children do in their free time (. technnote called "'mimicking") tit discus er those things and ac tis kir., children
find ress ardmg. "I hese run ards ina) ttln M be paired 5% ith target helms kir to
strengthen niutis multi to 1)01.15 t apploimatel) rota!, tins. free time, trips,
until(, NIOkS, cons ersautin breaks. special jobs. games these are 0111) .1 fess
For bigger
the reinforcer% that an unagniatis e teacher can use as ress
ress and:, use chips Or markers a% tokens thaenia), after accumulation to a
specified nuniber, be redeemed- as gni( ers use stamps of loss nametar)
s aloe to strengthen our temlem ) to shop at their places of business.
3. Praise desirable helms ior in the classrot an. using posins e s erhai and
lain% erbal responses. Research L Is us that teachers do not use praise ef
fecti% el) and. in fact. ire it fat less than the) think the) do. One large %or% e)
m a publkschiml %) stem tit Honda, fig esample, found that 771 of the teach
tire interaction% 5% ith children s% err 11(14.111%T in tone." "I eat Rig.% need to ex-

pand their s erbal praise list he and the tons entional "good,- ") es," -right,and "O.K.- nisi Mine% The) should ss ork at sin II mans erbal remforcers as
Instead of
souks. nods, touch, at t rid a III, i, lowness, gestures, and e)
ss riling on the Natal the names of in nbehas mg students 5% hu arc to "sta) in
at recess, sc rite names of the lit st liehas ed students, \1 nth a tots) a lass, put a

check mark in a column on the Imam! after es er) fisr minutes of tiniet 'and
fuse check
glee the s% hole lids.. u st' 111111111es of free 11111 if the) earl).
during the period.
I. Use -modeling" to teach am intonate beim% wr. Since c !niche!' imitate
behasaJr. particularl % that of significant tiaiers sun h as peer leaders and
teat hers. teacher% taus twmplif) the helm% tor the expect bruin students.
%% hen teachers ors to talk user an widen_ wren' of c lassnioni chatter. mtisils
around the not
room during quiet-time seats% (irk assignment. come to

Class late and mum:tam/#.(1, and respond to "tailed -out" question% and
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,intonlents. the} are ,ttudelnig the s en Iu h,te tor dill, 11111St despair of en students. Teachers should not olds anti( -1 the 1.111(1 of bellas itir the} t spec t f runt
students but should ase
helm% ed. pre stigitois wer..is group Icader;or
paired .wating arrangement, III order to enhance their mode ling s aloe in the
elassroom.

5. Teach the'lltes that signal the approach of an ecpected helms ior.
Cueing 1.111 be eme of the most effect tit t technique 5. for climmating situations

.

that frequently result in punishment ha children, 1Vhile glean} teachers lease
des. eloped probabl} omitted} a repertoire of lies. most teat hers ceedel
benefit front a t.011111011S. se Stt.
tii. t.scrC f et ugmtion that cues can he eneplo} eel to create good helms I. .1 teacher ma} ring a small bell ss lien It is
time to I_ kluge certers. turn the light ss itch turand off ss hen It e, time to put
ass a} laborator}, egaiimeent. stand het ore the class ss ith a r:11,«I hand ss hen

attention is required. point to the lunch monitor w hen it Is lime to esit for
hint II But a cream. tea( her can go far be} ltd thew obvious ecamplc.s. In a
restless and talkatis

.

class the students can be taught tea cite the teacher that

the} know an miss, er bs resting their heads on their desks. The teacher, of
course, must then re:silent e "his fit lid% ior h} rec ogni4 .;.%, Stiident hli is
1411. ing the app.opnaie cue Cues should lie a Aphtillt 11 tOSIlokIIIS and e onrictentb! followed in the classroom.
(I. Use tiegatisc re.inforcen.ent ss hen a
nu is anacc (pubic.
Unlike pimishmelit, organs e rutnfin cement alloss s the e hilt/ .0 terminate an
undesirable situatuni %On lie is read} to helms e. The distinction 111.1} lw
slight. bin it is important Sending a misfit :las mg child to stand ii the Limier
for the n of the pc nod is punishment. remos ittg him from the group to.,
"time out- are.cuntil .he is read} to pla} b} the ruler is negatise reinforce nient hi the first case; a child can nil} relict t upon his sins. w hil in the latter
he can deLule to c 14.;ige. his helm, !or aad iu s() domg reams e the mildt} undesirable condition of solitar} confine meia. Ile is more likel} in this negatise
reinforcement situation t , des* lip positise helms
IA !Rica, piansiiment
usually generates r;sntinent and a desire for reei.ge.
Because behas lea modification techimples con he pow tiled. teaciler4
must he sensitise to the ethe al implications' and the practical ceinse.owi.ces4
of this approach.
The Ibpitan Relations .'thud* 1 The human relations approac. to school
t!s(.iplinc rests on ,eounber of psschohicti, Limn( s. sot li
tho des eloped b} Carl Boger,. Hahn C:mott. Thomas Cordon. and 11
Puke} .
Those oho look at discipline from .t 1..initti relations 1,rspeetise propose a
number of strategies that siipert rile ;intim% c iii ea li es. Eri.phasis is general! s
plat
on (minimum ation, deinoc rani plot esws. and personal interaction in

the classroom. Practical apphcat itni of theshould;
I. Treat students ss ith resift'

t .111(1

suggests that the teacher
(:)110tt ,S4I)

k ss is teat her

talks to childn. the as he does to s ',dors act his hume....t" do w hat he calls "initatiima I teaching." rrke} sa} s the foe us is en the teat her .5 belief s} stein
that students are saluahle. k an learn. and are responsible for their c ()titbit t,
c cumin:me teS these beliefs w Ohm i frames% (irk of gentle but
firm ewyetations for each student
2. Communicate effectis el} b} ;lest :dung rather than es aluating. Cmott
sa} s. "SArcasm is notioel for c hiking' It destro} 5 their 5elf -confidence alid
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self-esteem., Verbal spanLings do not improse-perforinance or personality.. 6 When a child feels aggries ell, it is best to acknow ledge his complaint
am! voice his wish
1

.. 'Talk to the situation, not to the personality and character' is the cardinal princijile of comminution."' Instead of erbal punishment what Cinott Calls Mining, blaming. and shaming -teachers should

develop the language of acceptance. "congruent yiunnincation." andbrevity of speech.
1. Communicate effectively by reflecting feelings. This is a-counseling
teChniqiie des elopecl b-y Rogers. Cordon outlines a hierarchy of "commurn-

cation facilitators"- passise -listening. acknow ledgeMent responses. door
oitners, and active listening" -that enhances this communication skill. The
essential task for the teacher-as-listener is to clarify and restate -'.shat his stu-

dents are. saying. giving expression to-untrlying feelings that seem to be
causing a student's anger. fear, or frustration When a-student challenges a
teiicher by saying. "I'm not going to take that stupid test now .".1 teacher using
a ctis e listening -would not respond by ordering, threatening. moralizing, or
- punishing. instead, he would reflect w hat he-thinks is the student's underlying feeling. "You are afraid _y ou are not going tin do w ell." Such a response
keeps 'communication open, as oids "put - Blow n" messages, aml as oils the
usual power struggle in confrontations.

Communicate effectively by using "I-messages: a technique advocated by both Cinott and Cordon The I-message allow s a teacher to describe
his own feelings- disappointment. fear:frustrationin sash a way that students are not personally attacked or punished. It "as olds the negatis e impact
that-accompanies yon messages. freeing the student to be considerate and
helpful, not resentful. angry and devious..." These messages contain minirnalaiegaiise es almition of students and do not injure personatrelationships.
Nccorcling to Cordon, the I-message has three components. a description of
the behavior that bothers the teacher, a statement of the tangible effects of
that beha vior, and the feeling that the teacher consequently has. For example.
"When y oui hat e y our feet in the aisle [description of helms Mr], I am apt to-

-trip over them (tangible efIectl. and Irani afraid I will fall and get hurt
(feeliug),"" This kind of communication tends to strengthen human relations

and reduces the conflicts and the roadblocks to communication that so
frequently-end in verbal-or physical punishment for students.

5. Negotiate with students to establish rules of behavior and to find
solutions to problems William Glasser advocales the use of the classroom
meeting to discuss and resols e community problems, and the "Glasser circle"
is now usecl in' many schools by teachers who'are trying to invols e students
-more responsibly in decision-making. As Dennis-Van Avery argues, "The
process of-learning responsibility can -best take place between people who
can really getto know each other %Vence(' continually to be concerned about
allowing small groups of y oung people to interact w ith responsible adults: 14
Gordon proposes a formal problem- soling process_todeaLwith discipline
and other shared pryblemS in the classroorno process that ins oh es students

in a democratic-and creative way. The-teacher defines the problem andfacilitates a brainstorming ilf Possible solutions (all are listed on the board),
which are-then evaluated. The class moves toward a consensus on the one
solution that every one -and that includes the teacheris willing to try for a
specified period ()Udine.
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Because the human relations approach requites an unusual range of skills
and attitudespon the part of the teacher, a teacher's application of the tech
niques above should be developed carefully and patiently.

The Pedagogical ?IodelThe pedagogical or pies witis e approach to
discipline.problems has gross n out of-researcband practice Ohs iously . this
approach has been influenced by both barns ioral research and 11611111111,6c

theorybut the emphasis in _the pedagogical model is on instructional practices and on specific interaction patterns ins oh ing students and teachers
There has been no shortage of ads ice to teachers about show to discipline,
however, the focusliere is on how to discipline w ithout punishing Amongthe
selected_ principles to consider are those that argue that. -the teacher should
1. Keep discipline problems from occurring by providing structured but
varied lessons. t hen lessons are student-centered, pros ide for actin e learning. and promote student/teacher shared planning. a good deal of the bore-

dom and frustration that create discipline problems can be- eliminated.
Teachers who-design purposeful multi -actin ity plans. and do so by incorporating high-interest materials. -are ajiplying preventive discipline.'"
2. Develop a repertoire of motivation techniques. Assigning projects_to
coincide with- student- interests. -using "hands;on" learning experiences,
making motivational statements, establishing rewards and prizes, providing
for studeni choice wherever possible, employ ing instructional games, and
showing personal interest in students .andz their educational accoMpliShmentsall of these practices enhance stmlent motivation. Of course it is also
unportant for the teacher to show ins oh einem in and enjoy meat of the class
activities, thus motivating -by example.
3. Use virice control and distance management to keep theIone and pace
of a class on target. A teacher-should use the "soft reprimand" (rather than
giving public attention to misbehaving students by using a loud repriMand),
lower the voice and/or stop talking if- an undercurrent of chatter develops
(rather than trying to talk above the noise), employ-pauses and voice inflection to assure voice- variety . Moreover, the teacher should move-toteard
individuals or small groups that are inattentive while moving away from students who are responding to a teacher's question. The teacher's proximity
will tend to curtail inattention, while mos ing away from the responder will
encourage him -to speak louder-and across a larger number of students included in_ the increased ''stage distance,"

4. Find natural or logical consequences for student misbehavior.
Dreikurs, who argues for this approach to discipline in several of his texts,

defines "natural consequences" as the "natural floss of events without
interference of the teacher or parent. The child who refuses to eat -will go
hungry. The natural consequence of not eating is-hunger" lie defines "logical consequences" as "arranged or applied. If the child spills his milk, he must
clean it up. In this situation the consequence is tied to the act.""-If a child is
late for class, asking him to makeup the timeat_the end'orthe day is rili-igicar
consequence, having him copy pages from a dictionary is mere punishinent.
Because zrchild-does not associate punishment with his action but with the
punisher, he does not change his behavior orattitude. A natural oflegical consequence teaches a student the rational reality of misbehas for When a child is
inattentive as an assignment is given, do not repeat it, when a student writes
on his desk, require him to scrub the desk clean, when an instructional game
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gets out of hand,-call it off and return to ioss enjoyable routine work. But in
each-case be sure
ress 'the connection between the behaviorand the consequence.° Natural a
gical consequences make sense to the student and
help him to learn from his mistakesl.
5. Employ assertiveness. train4 techniques when -student compliance
with reqqests is-important. A teacher may occasionally need_to be unusually
clearand filin about a req-uest to a misbehaving-student, particularly when
students are testing the limits of authority or are not convinced that a teacher
means What he says. Frederick Jones describes this approach:
"Being assertive is.the key. Assertiveness is 95% body language....
First turn and-face the child. If you're not willing to commit your
body_ in that direction,- don't expect the child to respond.... [Pjut an
edge on your voice and say the student's name in a straight, flat Vine.
Next,-make eye contact.. Lean toward him....Very-slowly walkright up to his desk _so your -leg is touchingit; stand and-look at the
child. Den't say anything. don't hurry. By that time most kids will

fold."

In "assertive teachingit is particularly important to stay with your TCquest until you know you have made ymir point, repeating your position or
request and refusing to be divertedor ignored: This iiknown as the"broken
record" technique. Classer's well-known "reality -therapy "-theory incorPotates.many assertive principles. such as "be committed, . . . Don't:accept
6coviOttg. .

_

. .

__

c,

There are,-of course, countless other pedagogical principles that can help;
the effective teacher to avoid confrontations and conflicts that may result in.
punishment -and to find ways- to deal with students in nonpUnitive interactions.22
'
Because school discipline is a critical issue in education and society today,
effective ways of creating healtK_and happy classrooms must be an important concern of educators everywhere. It is unlikely that much constructive
learning and teaching ,can -be found where there is violence, disruptionapathy, and conflict between students and teachers. But it is also unlikely that
we can expect administrative crackdowns on misbehavior, "get-tough" attitudes_by school. boards,-or-harShpunishment by teachers to create positive
learning environments within school systems. The long-term solution to the
school discipline crisis is a professional staff of educators,principals, coun-

selors, and teacherswho can work competently and humanely with_ it
students and-with instruction to find alternatives to-punishment.
To accomplish these ends a concentrated, cooperative effort is essential.
A few specific steps could move education into an action orientation to develop and-disse ninate effective-disciplinary practic,es:
Recommendation-I. Educational researchers should move quickly to
design and evaluate models of classroom management that integrate the most
attxactiveLaspects_of_existing_models...(such_as.itheAhree_describedin_this
article). These should be meta-theoretical models that-draw from theory but
point toward,practice.
- o-Recommendation 2. TeaCher -education -institutions should develop
courses in- classroom -management :for preservice and inservice teachers.
These should include as much observation-,-microteaehing, and simulation as
possible. Emphasis should be placed on practical strategics in the clasSroom.
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A Recommendation 3. School distric ersonnel should_ create projects.
.perhaps in conjunction SS ith inns ersities, that -are designed ki ins uh e teachers, principals, and supers isors in ongoing classroom and schools% ide experimentation ss ith in Ink .disc methods and-techniques of management and in:
struction.

Recommendation 4: Professional organizations should enipliasize classroom management by means of conferences and pnblitation. Pre mak e
discipline; home:schoorielations, moth ation through subject matter, sallies
education and the disruptis ec htld, edlicational effects of punishment, causes
-of school violence all of these'need es en more attention than they has e so
far- received from the various associations of educators.
. 'Recommendation-5. Local, state, :iiar-federal- levels of -.gm eminent
should support efforts to get at the root of the discipline problem_and to
,des elop altermitis es to punishment by _pros ulnig funds for pilot projects and
research at the various les els. Other forms of legislation and board-actione.g., to des clop comprehensise discipline codes and policies, to create support .services, and to-establish consultant .assistance to teachers and coml.;

selorsshould be explored-as well.
Clearly, these are interrelated enterprises and should be coordinated for
e areas can easik'be found, but
increased cooperatis e effort is nosy imperatis e. The problems of school discipline cannot he quickly -sok et! With Band-Aid techniques and .superficial
"hit-and-miss- methods. Because the tinderly ing causes of our more seriousdiscipline dilemmas, particularly in the -inner cities, cut deeply -into thelabric
of contemporary ,life, solutions depend ultimately on our ability to mend that
fabric. Such a task belongs'to the ss hole society not to teachers alone. But
teachers have a central role in the process:NVhen teachers becomeskilled in
the humane application of alternatis ct., to punishmentthose described here
and others yet to he des eloped''' ,t icy can help schools become .places
where students live and learn in well-regulated-liberty.
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Minimum cornpetency testing (for both students and-teachers),:truth in
testing, 'bias in testing,-Niestingall-received their share of attention at the
end of the-Setientie.s. But noissite related to the subject-got mere-ink in the
popular press than the stead y_declinein Scholastic AptitudeTest score.s af ter.

1983. ReSpected researchers _like Harold'Hodgkinson (see his KAPPAN
article in,Section IV) scoff at the relatively modest declines in the face of the
fact that OverSOt of high school graduates now_enroll in some form of higher
education, compared to 10% to 20% in 1950. Also,-Hodgkinson notes that irp to
85% °tall Voting people now graduate from high school. The percentage was
mach smaller before 1960.-Hodgkinson is disturbed, not by the overall SAT
declines, which we should expect, but by pronounced sex.differences in tel
scores. "Do Americans want girls to do poorlyin_math and science and Males

-to do poorly in verbal'ikilli?"he asks.
Harold -Shane is former dean of edUcation and now Urikvisity Professor
offEducation at Indiaria VniversitY's School of Education.,11e;s also one of
the most prolific education writers in America, with over,450 publication
creili's. At the height of the SAT decline furor;he interviewedWillardWirtz,

an old friend who headed a College Entrance Examination Board Panel
charged with examining the decline. Shane's article, "The Acadernic Score.
Decline: Are Facts the Enemy of Truth?", appeared in the October 1977
KAPPAN shortly of ter the bluezribben pdnei released its 75-page report. The

article is, I think, a_ modet orinterviewing technique, showing the power
gained when the interviewer knows rwarlY as much about a subject as the interviewee.
In all, Shane contributed 41 articles, reviews, and interviews to the KAPPAN`dirring my editorship. Ile-gave invaluable advice as -a long-term editorial consultant,hotli official and unof ficial:K A PPA:NI editorial consultants are
generally chosen_for expertise in One aria of ediwation. Not _Harold Shane
His contriblition reminds me of a line. froni ancient Greek writing: "The f ox
-knows manythings: the hedgehog knows one big thing." Hedgehogs relate
everything to a single central vision,-to which they repeatedly ri.tyrit. Foxes
have many different goals and lobk,at the world from various perspectives.-In
literature, DoStoevsky was a hedgehog, Shakespeare a fox. In education we
peed hedgehogs and_have them; we don't,have enough foxes -like- Harold

Over the -past decade education lenders have been attempting to restore
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some balance in a society and a,profession that hate carried tests and testing
to ridiculous extremes, No one should discount the,value of scientific testing,
which is one of the great achievements of modern educational psychology.
But the proper uses and the limitations of testing are certainly not well underStood by laymen; many teacherS arc almost as ignorant.
Among the leaders whose concern about testing has led to effective action
is Paul Houts, editor f or 72 years of the prize- winning National Elementar

Principal and now director of a study of American -high schools for the
.Carnegie Pmindation. He was co -f ounder and vice president of the National
Consortium on Testing, a coalition of 50 national educator and citizen groups
concemed.with testing. Ile edited The Myth of Measurability, a critical analysis of issues related to standardiZed testing. I am:pleased to include in this
volume his June 1976 article titled "Behind-the Call .1 or-Test Reform and

Abolition of the-10."
Arthur Whimbey's-"Teaching Sequential Thought: The Cognitiv_e:Skills,__

Approach" was forced into this chapter because it was something of an
orphan. I thought it deserved inclusion in the anthology. Certainly it gained a
great deal °Weeder interest. And:it_ is,_af ter_all,,related to.testing in several
ways. For example, .National Assessment of Educational Progress results suggest that pressures for more emphasis-on such -fundamentals_as arithmetic
computation- hope led schools to neglect an even more-important funds -,
mental: logical or sequential thought:children-in-the eleMentary grades, according to NAEP data, are beginning to handle Computation-better than they
difficulty applying those skills in problem-situations.
once did, but

Are there Particulorly'-effective sways to teach sequential thought?
inimby says ya, and he gets support from' observers like Fred Hechinger.
Closing-the,Gap" in the October 109 iSsue of
Writing on "Bask
Change, Hechinger called attention to Whimbey's books, Intelligence Can Be
Taught and Problem Solving:and Comprehension: A Short Course in Ana-

lytical Reasoning. "Whimbey believes in the importance of systematic
thought," Hechinger notes, "a process that can readily be. acquired." Hechinger quotes John U. Mimeo, who resigned the prestigiOus deanship of Harvard College in 196,7 to direct a remedial program at all-black Miles College
in Alabama. According to Monto, the Whimbey method-greatly improvedblack students' ability to perform ipental (Oa that are Ordinarily associated

with the idea of intelligence.'
The Journal of Reading for October 1980, in an article byiniinbe,y and
.

others, reports gains of about 1.5 years on the Nelson-Denny and the equivalent of 100 points on the SATamong pee-college students at Xavier University

(predominantly- black) in Louisiana, aftey just five weeks-in Project SOAR
(Stress_on Analytical Reasoning). SOAR uses.Whimbey's "cognitive process
instruction:"

.7--=b1g
!A number of educators have asked where they can secure Albert Upton'sserie.s of

workbooks-titled Think, which Whimbey regards as e 'frame in improving logical
thinkingability in students ranging from fifth grade to college. The Upton materials are
Stamf ord, CT ,0090l
available from ISI-Think. 300 Broad
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October 1977

An 'Interview with' W. Willard Wirtz:

The Academic- Score Decline:.
Are -Facts the Enemy of Truth?
by Harold G. Shane
The-long-awaited report of-the CEEB's-bhie-ribbon panel on
SAT score declines appeared in late August. Mr. Shane probes
the most-sensitive areas of the report in this interview with (he
panel chairman.
0
A f termOre than a decade of relative stability, academic performance of students in the U.S. began a steady decline in the early 1960s. Today Americans
have data to imperil their illusions and intensify their fears about pupil progress. Achievement test scores have been falling for 14 consecutive,years.
One might almost say that the kids are on the skids, since there has been a consistent decline in aptitude and basic skills as measured by standardized tests)
The interview with Willard Wirtz reported heresheds a good deal of light
on this phenomenon. A former secondary school teacher, who subsequently
taught law and 'then became secretary of-labor.(1962-89), Wirtzis now chairman of the National Manpower Instittite.-For the past two years hehas served
as chairman of an independent 21-member advisory panel charged with investigating the decline in Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) scores.2 In late
August the panel presented a summary of its findings, based upon.38 commissioned research projects, 27 of-which are either available or in Press.'
Shane: M r.IVirtz, let Me begin our dialogue With a few background ques,
tions. I understand that thepanel was commissioned by the College Entrance
Examination Board (CEEB) and the Educational Testing Service, tehiclica-

operatively administer a 2i1 -hour examination designed to predict high
school- students' probable success when they go to college. About 1,500,000
juniors and seniors takethe test each year. What is the CEEB's role, and how
far back _do SAT. records-go?
-Wirtz: The CEEB is one of the organizations that conduct - college entrance examinations, along with the American College Testing prograni. This
is, only one of the College Board's functions, however. It's also interested in
the overall relationship between secondary and postseCondary education and
-in various finanCial arrangements that will permit more young people to go
on. to college. Recently the CEEB has announced anrenewed interest in continuing education, now called li lifelong learning. The CEEB president is
Sidney P. Marlaqd, Jr.,-a former secondary school teacher and school superintendent; once a college teacher, and also_ a former U.S. commissioner

education

The SAT is the most venerable of all tests of its kind, going back to the
1920s. It has been administered four or five times each year in a new edition.
S: Was the advisory panel convinced that changes in the SATor lack of
changerhadn't
destroyed its validity?
-IV:AVe can say with comparative certainty that an SAT score today means
approximately what that score meant in any earlier year. The test is scored on
a scale of from 200 to 800 and has two parts, verbal and mathematical, with
separate scores for each. It was set up in 1941-to produce a mean score of 500
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on each cif these tests. From 1511 to 1963 SAIscorcs as eraged around 500. As
of 1963 they ss ere still in that range- But since 1963 the as eray,e has been going

down steadil). There has been a drop of 49 points in Id:years on the verbal_
part of-the test and a drop of 32 points on the mathematical side.
5; Yousaythat scores have fallen a bit more each year. Mr.Wirtz, has such
,a consistent, unbrOken decline eter occurred -before? Were there-ups or

downs, say, iminediately_after-World War.11 or-in the Piles?
W: There is nothing like the steady drop.offin scores of the last 14 ) ears.
_________;1n-order:-to..tict rreRt this, we w ent back 25 years. Between 1952 and 1963
'those scores-did fluctuate-slightly from year to year, sometimes up, sometimes down. There ss as. bytlIC sway, an increase right after Sputnik I seas put
in orbit:We-ha% e assumed, without actualh knowing, that this spurt reflected
an increasing national interest in education. We w ere determined to catch up
until
with She Russians. But there ss as no appreciable decline in SAT

1964/ -

l': Just howsenotts is a 49-point skid f rom 478 to 429 in the - verbal section_
of the-SAT? How -catastrophic is the 32-point drop from 502 to 470 in mathematics?
W: You used two terms, "serious" and "catastrophic," I think the declines
are -riot catastrophic.' But this is serious business. That's the phrase the panel
has used. We havegone on tosa that we think the drop in scores warrants the
close attention of_ e% cry body in this country who is interested in education. At
the same time,.when the panel considered the whole picture we were .surprised that the score decline wasn't larger. The past 15 years have been extraordinary ones in the- history of this country.
S: Why extraordinary?
W: First, in the 1960s we made a conscious decision to see to it that a good
_many more young people stayed in high school and went on to- college. We
also did _what we should have done long before: We eliminated some of the

discrimination in admissions. And we got the school dropout rate down.
S: l'rn so,interestedin the topic I'm of mid 171 go off in all directions like a
handful of -Zspilled marbles. Let's return to a discussion of the causes of_ aca-

demic slipOge. The advisory panel asserts that-dwindling academic perforMance creates a serious situation "that warrants careful attention... Mr.
Wirtz, what fader or factors what changes before or since:1963, may have
--.

led to the aptitude score decline? Also, do the forces or conditions seem likely
to continue to hat; zs baleful or negative an impact in the future as they seem

to have had in the r cent past?
W; Three time intervals should be considered. Between 1963 and 1970
there was a huge increaSv in the absolute number of students in the American
educational system. In ohe year the total number of-18-year-olds jumped by
over a million. That Was tis\
e year-1964, the year the post-war baby boom hit
the colleges. IraTso was th4ear in Which SAT scores started dowiirSO loitially there was a-huge educational problem because of the sheer increase in
the number of young people. At that same time we 4cided to get rid of dill
crimination in access to educati nal opportunit. Because between 1965 and
more young people in school, smile
1970 we decided to keep a gom m
with lower grade a%erages in high school began to take SATs, because-they
planned on going to college,

St According to the panel' report, etween two-third sand three-fourths of
1
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the academic score decline was al:ributable to changes in the con position of
-the' test-taking population during the period. The college-bound strident
population included more of the economically disadvantageddnore women
(who score lower on the math test), and more mittorify-group members. Do
you feekthat this caused part-of the'diop in-score0
W:-I prefer to look at it this way: The C.S. simply lad not_caught up with

its emerging purposes. The country had not talc!' the steps that were necessary to successfully incorporate the changing composition of the test-taking
population into the educational structure.
S: You spoke of three periods of change?

W: The second period vas -from 1970 to about 1975 or 1976. It was the
period of sharpest score decline. Bear in mind that there was relatively little
change in the, omposition of -the test-taking group during the recent six-year
interval of greatest decrease in SAT scores. There was some change, but it
was a small factor. probably accounting for no more than a quarter, at most,
of the continued decline.
S: Then what other factors or-changes' do you perceive?

W: During the Seventies there were a-variety of forces, a combination of
pervasive forces, to w Bich we must give serious attention particularly since
they still are at work.

. S: I take it we are_now approaching what the CEEB panel considers to be
some of the basic, deep-rooted problems that have both contributed to andcomplicated score-declines.
W: That is correct, and the overall problem has many aspects. It includes
the fact that we relaxed standards learning standardsboth in the schools
and in society.-It probably includes the fact that_whereas young peoplehad'
been taking a large number Ohasie courses a decade ormpre ago they now
turned'to a great many elective courses of one kind or another.
S: Do I hear you condemning elective courses?
W: Not at allrIn the panels judgment the difference is not-between basic
and elective courses. The differenCe is between-courses that have a solid in-

tellectual content and those that don't. And most particillarly, in the panel's
yiew..there has been ant unfortunateerosion of the traditions of thoughtful
reading and.eareful writing: a distinct decline intskill.
Beyond that there has been a relaxation of educational standards resulting
in increased absenteeism. in questionable automatic promotions, in grade inflation, and in easier textbooks and related-materials that seem designedlto
entertain rather than to educate. For one reason or another, as bras standards
were concerned, our schools slacked offiN
But it wasn't just the schools. For some years now there has been a problem in the family's declining participation in the learning process in-this
country. would:say there hasbeen an array_of basic changes.
S: What data led the advisory panel to take a dim view of changes in

As recently as 10 or 15 years ago the number of young petiole in this
country under 18 years of age who were living with fewer than two parents
was,only about 11%. The number has almost doubled since that time. Each
year now an additional 300,000 young men and women under 18 live in
families with fewqr than "two parents. The nuinbcr of children in divorced
'families has doubled in the last 10 years. You begin to see the problem in
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broad perspeens c and the ext..n1 of the effect it's going to
e
tnin when use realm: that in inan. of the re:naming, tss 0 parent Ikanc:4)oth
the fatlierand the mother are s.orking. Since TV is centered in the home, let
me add that the ears w cjire considering has e also been the ) ears of irtually

universal television. Hy the tune he is 16, the t} pical e.J. child has spent
10,000 to 15,000 hours in from of the tube. The full effect of this passis e in
estment has yet to be assessed, but at the s cry least-it-has offered Nes ere

competition for the time that once was devoted to homework.
S: So far you hate touched on three "Krtasitelorces.' relaxed-stand:
ardk, mutations in family bung, and the engage! of telett sum. Arc then more
on y4nir list?
Ve're"also talking about a period in-which those test scores were
bonmi to be affected by shat the impel has called a decade of distraction, a
period in which a war 'a as -fought principall by these young- people,,a
divisive war. It w as a period of political assassination, i)articularl) of their
heroes. It was a period of rioting III the streets. It was a peiiod of corruption of
institutional stew ardship III this count!). It %%mild lune been s cry difficult for
y thing people to place high on their hst of personal priorities the goal of gating the highest possible scores on the Scholastic_Aptitude Test during that

period
S: Since you've come tip to 1976 in yottr reviett, Ow is the third interval
Involved in score decline? Were you thinking of the present, or etch of-the
future?
W: I'm a little piNzled about this third pe,riod: I don't know whether it's a
continuation of the inters al of decline or whether it is a truly new era. In any
case, for the past tss o years there has been relatively little decline M scholastic
aptitude scares-7-much_less than there was in the preceding two years. As a
matter of fact, this ) car there is virtually no decline. Now whether -this represents a pause or a turning point; it is still too earl} to sa . But let me look ahead.
In the near-future I would suspect that there will ben change in academic per-

-formance, particularb because this country' is now growing more and more
aware of the problem: Not onl through the educational system but in society
as a whole _we will begin to do things that ought to be done to repair and
strengthen and, revitalize both education in this country and the lifestyle of
which it is a part.
S: Could the interplay of-the four factors you mentioned have created a
synergisrn, a systerrz in which the Impact of the whole was greater than the
sum of separate forces?
W: I wonld'say yes. While I'm not much of a believer_in the "coincidence
-theory" of history.-we've got-to recognize that there has been an extraordi-

nary confluence of forces in the last- decade or two. It was strange, for
instance, that the decision to extend educational opportunity in this country
to so many more.youngpeople_happened-toenipeide with- the effdcts of-a
-war,-with a period 05 dilractions of one kind or another in this country, and
with a period of change in fathily lifestyles.
'Si Mr. Wirtz. although you probably! have no hard data, let me csk the
question: Since TV presumably has had a negative influence on homework
and perhaps on academic performance, can it be that teacher effectiveness
too has beet-impaired by the impact of the tube? May it not have made incursion into clue time formerly put into careful 'Preparation by teachers?
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W: I don't knoss ss by ss e should limit the question to teachers! The kids
are doing just cs tctl< hat the. American public is doing. The amount of time
'ir,oing into-tete%
ing ip'not unique to .hildren and
there
kJ% ebeen effects that %I. ("still has en't fathomed. Its not easy to determine the
extent to st hich tele% ision is taking 0% er one rulegter another. hi the report
We'sle
d it a substitute teacher and a surrogate parent. In ansu er to y our
queslioa;,1 suppose the jury is still out in the questiPn of ss }ether TV has alfectcd kids _any more _than It has adults, because it's-just the kids 5' ho are
taking tests NI guess is that it's had a great influence on all age groups and at..

,i.every socioeconomic level.
S: Do the developments you ham c hicentpried as possible causes of .score

decline seem likely ip be bottoming out? Or do !jou think that;.ry,ripS in the
fabric of the traditional family mill create problems fora longtime to come?
NV!' Let me comment on the family , since y on has esinglediroutthough

I

don't think it should Be Made a shipping boy . I knoss there are some critics
today ss hp are apocaly ptic about the consequences of the breakup of the
A.merican family I um more optimistic. Without being mandlinAtthink that
most of us.ss ould infinitely prefer taking a chance on being born into an average AniCriean faun); than into any other-family in any place in the world. It is
true tliat -there iS cause for concern because of changes in family lifestyles.
But I disagree % ehemently cc ith those ss ho see the family close to collapse. My.

ansu er to such doonisay,ers is a flat no. There will have to he adiustinerits to

new lifestyles. iind s e need to adapt them to the whole leirning process
but the_paners feeling-on tins ss as that the ss orst mistake would be to look on

this situation as being one that ss grants. the apocaly IA commentaries that
have been made on it. V.'e're on the stay up,-the future still looks good.

S: As I recall; afit isory panel findings pointed out that-declines on standardized tests hate been-greater at each successively higher grade level;-beginning with grade 5 The panel also wrote that there were no such declines in
grades -1-4: In effect, it would-appear that, beginning hi 1963, the Imager
pupils remained in school the hoorertheir academic performantg-became.
Doe's this suggest that primary instruction is more of f eciive that; middle or
high school teething? Or do older childrembecome increasingly demoralized
by the turbulent et-minimums of -the schools in which drugs, vandalism, and
Holence .sometimes play apart? As onother possibility, could it be that that
which is taught is less meaningful or less relevant as youngstds 'now into the
Isigher grades?
W: The trend you mention gas e us a good deal of concern.By the time we
filially reached sonic of the possible explanations for the decline after grade 4-

ye %vere also highlyoyareOf the trickery of statistics.
It is not only true that there has been no decline in standardized test score
averages through the first four jrades, the decline is larger each succeeding_
grade, thus becoming greatest to grades 11 and 12.
Now let zne-suggest four po sibleewlanations. One which immediately
comps to- everyone's mind, is at, teaching is less effective- at the-higher
gradesthat the longer kids stay in school thomore ineffective teaching they
get. Another possibility is that the aptitude tests are not,as relevant at grades
11 and 12 as they are in earlier grades.
l'here a re-tyvo other very interesting possibilities. First, those differences
may very possibly reflect the increased school retention rate in this country.
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Vhen a larger cross section of our outh stays in schoOl through the de. enth
and twelfth grades, ou get a population change at the upper levels that )ou
don't have in the first four grades. Kids in the first four grades represent the
same cross section today that they did 10 or 15 ) ears ago, i.e., all in these age
groups. At the eleenth and twelfth grades, we now enroll three-quarters of
all the kid's. whereas 12 or_15 ) ears ago only about tw o-thirds of this age.group

stayed,in school.
Si And what's the other possible mutter to itorsening test performance?

The CEEB-panel discussionsled to a vet) interesting area or conjecture. Perhaps scores are stable in the first four grades because TV is teaching
these primary ) oimgsters in very much the manner that they are taught in
school duritig these first threeor four grades. "There's a close parallel between
the kind of-education that.goes on in television and in the classroom,This isn't
-true at the eleventh and twelfth grades; There's a real disjuncture there. This
interpretation illustrates the fact tat ) ou simply can't rely on statistics Mimie
to analyze a situation of this kind.
S: Do you think we should try to extend "Sesame-Street- upward by redesigning the sets. scenes, and scripts for a more ?nature audience?

1Y; Let's not-take this matter lightly . The panel came to the conclusion that
-television is undoubtedly one of the contributing causes of score decline. The
panda's() concluded that TV and other mass media probably have the largest
teaching potential that w e know about today ! instead of try ing simply to talk
in terms of cutting down on the amount of teleiiewing, the thing to 5.10 is to
have the community assume the same responsibility with respect to what is
taught on telex ision that it has alw a) s exercised with respect to what is taught

in, the schools. We think that the country could make television a master
teacher. Television and education are badly Out of kilter, and the stakes are
probably Higher than we so far have realized. TV-has distracted today 's youth
from the kind of learning being measured in these tests. Yet television has infinite promise.
S: Let-me press fnrther, M r. Wirtz, with regard to statistical trickery in test
scores:Ls it possible that many students with high grades in secondary school
sini ply don't bother to take the SATs beause they're sure that they'll at into
a college-Of their choice anyway?
W: First, it is clear that there are now open admission policies in some uni-

versities. Other colleges

-high standing accept some of the

more outstanding students on an earls admissions basis. This helps to account
for the fact that tliere has been a decline in the number of students repeating
the-SAT. Since second-test scores average 15 to 20 points higher, the early
ad missions,,psohey , plus,some open admissions, would have the effect you
mention(
. 1
4there a profikoi high achievers on the SATs?
be difficult if not impossible to list the high scorer's characW:

teristics. We do know these things: The higher scores tend to be made by
children from families of higher socjoeconomic status. With frequent exceptions, young people.'s scores narallel the educational attainment lev els of their

parentS. There's an interesting-correlation between-the nlunber of outside
activities a studeqt engages in and his or her test scores on the SAT. The more
outside activities, the higher the scores. We have learned that those who take
three or four years of foreign language will score as much as a hundred points
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higher, on the a s erage. than those ss ho take no foreign language. But I really

must point out-again the difficulties ands, ambiguities of the statistical approach. It ma} en ss ell be that those ss ith higher erbal ability take foreign
-language rather than that those w ho, take foreign language &phi} a-high
verbal ability on the SA' test; It is unquestionably true that there us a close
parallel between high gr)tles in high school anti high scores-on the SAT, but
even' here generalization ispretty dangerous.
S: Alany of the persons Who will read this KAHAN interview-are firachtioners. I think most of them it oidd like to'know W hat steps you would take if
you mere(' werintendent of selu3ols and concerned about red_ ucingand then
reversing present downward performance trends.
W: Colitrar} perhaps to many readers expectations. in first mos e as this
hypothetical administrator w mild be_to tr} to restore out() build anew-therelationships between the teachers in the school and the teachers at home. Cm
to,tally convinced that this has got to he a partnership arrangement. I'm totally

iiersividetl that schools can do only part of this job and that the, home, the
ould start by tr} ing to

family , has to do some more educating. That's ss by

develop a Closer-home-and-school alliance. There arc those ss ho s mild urge
-that' we start being sterner and stricter about such things as attendance, promotions, thedif ficult} of teaching materials,
about holding kids to basics.
-I don't -believe those short ansss ers help. I'd settle for an alliance between
famil), and school; ss ith the thought and expectation that these problems has e
to be worked-out-on a community.basis.-It is a great mistake to count oil the
schools being able to do it all by themselves.
S: ht the CEEB;e port, On Further Examination, the panel identified "dispersal of-learning activities,- including a wide array of high school electives,
as a possible contributive factor in.academic score-decline. Later the_report
says that-secondary education should not lie more rigid but "must become
more ditersif led- without watering down the so-called "hard subjects such
as math,Physies, and foreign language. It seems contradictory, Mr. Wirtz, to

decry dispersal oflearning, then defend flexibility and diversification. Can
you elaborate a bit on this apparenttparadox?
W: I don't believe it's a paradox.-I think it's a laird truth we must face up to.
Let me illustrate. I expect that the panel report is goi4io be interpreted as attributing some -of the score decline to the increased number of- electives
taken. That's only half true. What We're suggesting is that in the course of increasing the number of electives there's been a decline in the standards of
thesili Courses Specifically, a-good -maii} high schools-in the country have
added courses in radio, television, and so forth. Thus a student can take a
radio, television, and fihn course instead of basic English IV. Well, I believe
that a good teacher can make a course in radio, television; and film just as de,
mantling and just as stimulating as a,good teacher can make a course in basic

English IVif basic English IV still includes what it did when lwas teaching
it: Hamlet, the,,evils of the split infinitive, and the iniquity of the terminal
preposition! I like to think that as much hard thinking can be taught in connection with a subject that interests the student as can be taught in a subject that
doesn't. The panel also concluded that if there is a single key to improvement,

it is a return to.the traditions of thoughtful reading ard careful writing. And
personally I'd emphasize the writing. I think writing is the sternest discipline
there isthe best training instrument fry. thinking. The panel also suggests
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that it -would be a great mistake to return to the basics w ithout taking a good

look at what. the basics arethe basics conmiop to the learning of children
from different backgrounds with different interests.
S: The committee report ref erred to the diminished motwatton of youth.
Would you speculate on this question? Perhaps this lack of motivation can be

attributed to the increased personal security provided by welfare. Unemployment benefits,'Minimum wages. and the like, which have become more
nutneroys and generous since the 1960s.
W: First, the Panel does not-talk simply about youth's motivation: Rather,
it says at one point something like this. -les perhaps most significant of all that
during the past 10 ) eats the curveof the SAT scorehas follow etk. er) closely

the curve of the entire nation's spirits. Self:esteem, and sense -of puipose."
This is a pretty important point. I doubt that youths' motivations have declined much more than -their parents' motivations have. Also, we talk pretty
glibly about a decline in motivations when probably what is going on is,n
-change in motivations.
S: Could any lack of mOttvation be related to youth concluding that by
2000 A.D. there won't be enough affluence to go around? Why work if shortae.S. resource depletion; energy probl s, and so on are going to force cutbaoksA the standard of living and oli rtunities for economic gain?
W: I find no basis personally, nor did the panel, fora conclusion that we're
running out of opportunity-in this country. Rather, we thought in terms of the
prospect that, with, the decline in natural resources, the future is-probably
_more_dependent.than_ever,on_theinfinite_cleyelopment of the human resource. I expect that 10 or 20 years from now we'll berelying on a much more

highly sophisticated, more ighly trained generation of youth than we are
h_

today.

-

'S: Thus far, Mr.IViitz,i've neglected an important question. Af ter ,your
two-year inquiry, do you think we shbuld hate standardized tests? There are
some -,groups of prof es.sionals and other citizens who say that we shoida not.
They doubt that we should test what we measure as intelligence. What do you

regard,as the-future role-of itandardized testing?
W: The panel recognized the extreme importance of this question, -hut
also recognized ;Sat the limitations of-ourcharge made it impossible-to explore it. The panel did recommend that a comprehensive stud) be made of
the function of tests in our society. I think most of us on the panel fel':.that this
is less the Age of Aquarius than an Age of-Accountability. There's going tope

-testing of one kind or another standardized testing. I think most olus felt,
too, that testing of this kind is probably a good thing to stimulate or restimulate a sense of commitment in this country to a standard of excellenceAlowever,' there,is a danger in attaching too much significaneeto what all young
people do at a particular point in their lives on a particular examination.

S: How do you stand on the issue of so-called competency-based
e
diplomas?,
IV: 1=would _not take a negative view of competency-based diplomas. Iwould,-howeyer, take a very dubious view of statutes now being passed-in
some states to prohibit promotion from one grade to another until an individual meets a statutorily prescribed standard.
S,-Pack in 19681 saw a first -rate performance of Man of La Mancha-here in

Neu.l'ork. Don Quixote. the central-character of the play, had a great line.
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"Pacts," hesaid, "are the enemy of truth."'
Noic here's my last question. fl fay not. the "facts" in the SAT score decline
° report hide an important "truth"? Does the decline not mirror the partial attainment of along- standing American quest, a quest for greater equality of
access to educational opportunity?

W:_It's an interesting thing, I Iarold.-One of the authors of this report must
have seen that play! On Further Examination mentions that "figures may be
enemy to the truth, because they tell- only-part of it." This prompted the panel
to end its report thus. "It would be too bad if our concentration On the implications_of a decline in the statistical averages on a set of standardized examinations should seem to ignore how incomplete a measure this is of either educational or broader human purpose."
While we've been asking why the scores on college entrance examinations have gone down, t think that T. S. Eliot's probing goes a good deal
deeper. Ile says, "Where is the learning.we have lost in information? Where is
-the understanding we've lost in knowledge? Where is the life we've lost in
living?" And from the very beginning the panel had to keep reminding itself
the fact that We have-been concerned with just one statistical measure ofone set of coinpetencies of only one minority part of American youth.
There are a great many values the SAT simply doesn't pretend to measure
and can't possibly Measure. That's the reason;baSically, for the panel's call for,
a broader examination of whether we are measuring the things that_ought to
be-measitied.
The idea that nothing's right unless it can be proved is "true" only if:youfake
premise as the coneliksion. 'There are many important things-that
can't be proved, things that statistics won't tell. And there's simply got to be
-

_

broader attention given to whether we arein education and in this whole
societyputting the right emphasis on the right things.

Fora detailed account,-see Annegret tiarnisclifeger and David E. Wiley, "Achieve:bent Test Scores Drop, So What?" Educational Researcher, Mara, 1976, pp. 5-12.
2 Advisory panel members, in addition to-Willard Wirtz, included Vice Chairman
Harold Howe II, Ralph W. Tyler, Ledyard R Tucker, Vivian H. L. Tom, Robert
Thorndike, Barbara Thoinpson, Thomas F. W. Stroud. Rosedith Sitgreaves, Wilbur
Schramm. Katherine -P- - Layton. Oweriql. Kiernan, H. Thbmas James. Mating -S.
Horner, Edythe J Gaines, Frank W Erwin, Bruce K. Ekland, Luis C. Cortes, Sandra
A. Clark, and"Benjamin S. Bloom.
3. The 75page, panel report. On Further Ekamination, just published, may be obtained for 84 from the College Entrance Exaininattn Board, Publication Orders, Bok
1

2815, Princeton, NJ 08540 .Related CEEB studies are annotated in the report's
appendix.
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Behind the Call
For. Test 'Reform and
Abolition of the IQ
by Paul

L.Bouts

Use assessment -as a tool for the education Of all who need, it,
not as an instrument for the exclusiQn of certain groups. That is

the point of current reform. To make the point, Mr. flouts recounts some of the ugly history of the 1() testing movement.
Oliver Wendell Holmes once estimated that there :i,ere no more Than 500
"civiiiied" people in.the world. enfortunately, history, has left us no Ilohn.

esian defin on of "civilized"son_which to gauge the reasonablesnesS of his approximatinn, and to my knowledge no one has yet constructed a test to deter-mine the degree to which Nye have become civilized. (We may be thankful for
certain blessings.) For some time noW,- however, through testing devices, we

-have attempted -to measure a similarly broad and complex human quality
-called="intelligence." Moreover, we have accepted the results ofthese tests
with great seriousness, allowing them to wield a pervasive and, in manycases,

enormously damaging effect-on the lives of children. One might well-ask
Now, as a nation, ive have gotten ourselves into such a situation and how; if atall, we are to get out. A little background here may fie helpful)
As students of psychology well know, the first usable intelligence test was
developed in France by Alfred Binet and Theodore Simon in 1905. Binet had
been asked by the French commissioner ofinstruction to develop a testing,
procedure that would identify those students whose academic aptitude was
low enough that they might benefit from placement in special schools. The
original Binet test, -then, was considered a practical diagnostic instrument;
Binet never intended to rnakea distinction between "acquired and congenital
feeble-mindedness." But -the test was the first "successful' attempt in a long
series of efforts to develop-Mental tests, and it soon came to be accepted as a
test of intelligence. Evidence shows -that Billet himself was not happy with
this state of affairs; as late as 1909, he was challenging and criticizing the misuse of-his-test`-by psychologists.
AlfretlBinet died in 1911; antlthe task of revision was transferred to Stanford University. The Binet scale worked poorly in California.; the results were
quite different frorn.those in Paris. Binet's test-was, therefore, revised for use
in this country by Lewis Tennan of Stanford:University. With thIt revision,
the Stanford,Binet test came to occupy_an increasingly important position in
the American educational, psychological, and -even-political -landscape,
Surely-Binet himself would have been alarmed at the intent of this Americanized version-of his test: To quote Tennan:

... [lin the near future intelligence tests will bring tens of thousands
of these high,grade defectives under the-surveillance and protection of society. This willnitimately result in curtailing the reproduction of feeble-mindedness and in the elimination of-an enormous
amount of crime, papperism, and industrial inefficiency.lt is hardly
necessary to emphasize that the high-grade cases of the type now so
306}
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fiequently overlooked are precisely ,the ones w hose guardianship it
-is_most important for the state to assume?
There seemed to he little doubt in Terman's Mind as to v. ho the defecti% es

were likely to be. Ile found that a low level of intelligence (IQs the70 to 80
range) "is % cry , cry commoi! among Spanish-Indian and Mexican families of
the Southwest and also among Negroes. Their diillness seems to he racial, or
at least inherent in the family stocks from which they come."'
It is easy to be shocked and chilled by the o% ert racism of these' ords, but
think,it is almost impossible to understand how such notions as the measurability and heritability of intelligence passed into almost my stical acceptancewithoutlooking at_ thehistorical climate of the times.
Bureaucratic societies have -alwa s -foand,it necessary to categorize or
clasSify people for certain putposes. But during the later part of the nineteenth century and paiticularly during the early part of the tw entieth century ,
DarwiiiiiiiNiad a strong hold on the thinking of America. It w as an age that
believed in fostering_the "preservation of EavoredRaces in the Struggle of
Life" -(to use 1)ar in's ow n orris). The populai catch phrases of Darwin-

ism"survival of the fittest" and the "struggle for existence"offered an
instant, philosophical.pegboard on-fl hich-Americans, andAmetican conservatives in particular, could hang a doctrine of laissez faire and -a deteimina-

tion to maintain the current- economic and social structure. The British
philosopher Herbert Spencer vas one of the- first Darwinists -to enjoy a
considerable vogue in-, this country. But it was perhaps William GrahamSumner of Yale who was the mosrinfhiential social= DarWinist in America,
and we need-only. read-Sumner to understand how forcefully the theory of
Darwinism could be applied to social-and politic-al arenas:

Let it be understood that we-cannot go. outside of this alter-

native; liberty, inequality, survival of the fittest; not- liberty.
equality, survival of the iinfittest. The former carries- society
forward and-favors alf its best members; the latter carries society
downwards and favors all-its worst meinbets.4

To this philosophical context, add t 0 importantliistorical.events: the
great immigration -to America (%% hich had assumed massive proportion-S by
the turn -of the century ) and World W ar I. Both of these events had a profound

impact on this country in many ways, and, not incidentally, both helped to
carry forth into popular acceptance the use of [Q tests.
Until. 1921, no-nninerical limitation was placed on Immigration to this
country. But certain controls had begun as early as 1875: By the early part of
the century, as great waves of Italian, Polish, Russian. and Jewish immigrants
began reaching this country, the public, faced with more "exotic" types than
the English, Scandinavian_and German immigrants it had been accustomed
to, began to.raise serious questions about some form of "quality control." In

fact, even the "enlightened" Ilenry George was writing, as early as 1883,
"What in a few yeats more are we to do for a dumping ground? Will it Make
our difficulty the less that our human garbage can yote?''SSuch groups as the
Boston=fotmed Immigration-Restriction League were an indication of the intense antiforeign Sentiment that was seeping the .country. Would the new
immigrants undermine our -political and _Social system?It was aliersistent
question, and concl'rn 'continued to mount; Not coincidentally, in 1912 the
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Public' Health Sery'lice invited Ilenry Coddaid to Ellis Island, where he administered the Binet test, to immigrants, w ith.an eagle ey e out-for detecting
the feeble-minded -before they might enter- the country.
lo'his extraordinary work, World_of Our Fathers .6 Irving Ilowe paints a
vivid picture of the hardShips of the voyage that led to the immigrants'arris al
at Ellis Island, not to 'nation the confusion and disorientation they experienced as they were "processed." Moreover, all shared the terrible fear of
being depOrted, of being sent back. diver] the circumstances, it is surprising
that more were not,-in fact, deported; although, as Howe points out, it is a
sad irony, though-familiar to students of democratic politics, that under relatively lax administrations at Ellis Island, whiCh sometinms.allowed rough
handling of immigrants and even closed an eyeIo corruption, immigrants had
a ,better chance of getting past the inspectors than when the commissioner
was a public-spirited Yankee intent upon literal adherence to the law."'
Theleehle-minded or Mentally defective were marked wit!: an and
returned, to their native shores or- wherever -they might find a keine. In 1917

Coddartireported that "the number of aliens-deported because of feeblemindedness ... increased approximately 350% in 1913 and 570 in 1914... ."3
CVlio were these fechle-iiiindet0 Coddard's test results showed that 83 % of the

Jews, 80f of 'the I lungarians, 79 of the Italians, and 87% of the iiiissianS arriving at.Ellis Island were "feehle,minded."9
.AII of this might seem an ugly but irrelevant hit of-AmeriCan history were
it not for the fact that it illustrates cogentiy.how,lrom an early point on we
Began to allOw the notion of intelligence as a racial characteristic to -Creep into
our national psyche.-But it would take World-War-1 to bring the-intelligence

test into full national prominence.
At the outset of the war, Robert Yerkes. then President of the American
Psychotogical,Association, proposed a mass intelligence testing Of draftees.
The military accepted the proposal, and as a result the now-famous Army
Alpha test was developed. The tests were originally designed to help in the
placement of the draftee, hut, in- fact, -the test results were little used.
After the war,-however; an analysis of the scores of approximately 125.00Q
draftees_ as made, and-the results were published in 1921 hy`the National

Academy of_ Sciences. Not surprisingly. ,correlations were again made
between intelligence rating and race, and again, the Latin and Slavic groups
fared poorly. But the draftees in general didn't score as high as the psychologists felt they should, and the result was a general alarm that the intelligence
of- Americans was declining. Lothrop Stoddard, s,vriting in The Revolt
Against Civilization," sounded,thealarna-kvheli he wrote thatthe average
mental age of Americans is only about 14," a curious cooclusion _when one examines the question of how the average-adult intelligence could he less than
the average adult intelligence.
One of 'the-few voices raid in,protekt over such conclusions was that of
It'alter.Lippinann, who, in a remarkable series of articles ptiblished in The
New-Republic (and answered by,Lewis Terman),'° engaged the entive issue
of intelligence testing Lippmann was quick to_ point out the intrinsic flaw in
the dogma of IQ: "Because the results are expressed in numbers, it is easy to
make themiStake of thinking that the intelligence_test is a measure like a foot
rule or a pair of scales. . But intelligence is not an abstraction like length and
weight: it is an exceedingly complicated notion which nobody has as-yet
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succeeded in defining Lippminn ent on to w am that. "if the impression
takes root that these tests really measure intelligence. that they constitute a
;9t
s000f last judgmen1 on the child's capacity that they re% eal scientifically his
peeilestined ability , then it w ould be a thousand times better-if. all the intellit
gence testers and all their questionnaires w ere sunk w about w anung in the
Sargasso-Sea."'

.litifortunately . little attention w as paid to Lippmann's arning. lie w as
regarded merely as a cranky critic-of the tests. In fact. dazzled-by the apparent success of the Army Alpha test. schools-and colleges and organizations quickly seized on psy chological testing as a useful' and. cons einem
des ice for sorting students. The de% elopmeni of achie% meet testing S0011
4ollowed, and by _1929 Huge than fine million tests w ere being administered
annually.
Finally, although at may seem ironic in an age w hen the cultural and racial
Sias of the tests is muc . debated, I think it is important to note that the tests
were perceived during the early y ears to be an egalitarian and objective way
to select students. partic ularly for college admission. As Ralph Tyler has ohserved, -objecti% e tests . . w ere of special significay.ce -for those young
people who de% iated from the social standards that w ere tacitly accepted by
teachers aid principals The tests furnished a means:by w hich such students
could shoW
ational altainuients apart from their manners, their socialbe-

havior, and th ;family background.""
I have gone into this historical background of intelligence testing for two
reasons. First. I think it's essential to .in imdersianding of how the notion that
each human being had a nati% e intelligence one that could be measured and

that remained relately constant fronibirth passed from mere popular ac=
ceptance to d state of almost my stical belief, one that persists to our own day .
The other reason is that While the validity of IQ testing has been debated for
decades nosy. the IQ contro% ersy -has ',seemly becomemore heatedly if not
ferociously debated- New York, 'st ashington,,D.C., and Los Angeles have
stopped the -ese of IQ tests in the schools, and the state of,Mossachusetts is

current!) considering such a step; In 4idditioiohere have been several new
and notable contributions to the literature on the subject, w hich are likely to

add- fuel to the fireLeon 'ICainin's The P,olitics and Sthence of IQ and
Benjamin Fine's The Stranglehold of 't1
Though the -books share a coningirf topic, they could not he less age.
Kamin's book is a superbly researched and splendidly w ritten study of how
%%e have allow ed Politics to taint our science in the arezoollQ, particularly in
respect to the question of its heritability , and it deserves wide readigwithin
the profession. On the other hand, Fine's book is directed to the lay man, and
of-the two it will probably he the book most widely read by parents. Published posilmnionsly,, the book is somew hat marred by its loose organization
and its lack of a trenchant and polished style. But Fine's arguments are well
reasoned'nd in its major points the book is right an target. For these reasons,
it should help to dispel a good many my. this parents may hold about IQ and
standardizohl achievement -tests..'
Still, tla effect of-either of these books, not to mention the plethora of
journal articles currently in % iew , remains doubtful. One need only recall The
Tyranny of Testing," by Ramesh 11011111mm, a hook-itten with great wit
and sly le and elegant in the clarity of its thinking. Hoffmann's pow eau) brief

.
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against the dangers of machine scored, -ii ultiple-choice tests should has e
aroused public indignation, if not a national mos ement to reform the tests. It
did not. loffmann s book w as debated in theeducation and public press for a
time, and Iloffmann himself publicly debated the testers. But The Tyranny
of re.sting %%as published in 1962. it As as only a few y ears later that ss e experienced the ads en t of unprecendented major -federal aid to education, and
consequently a new raison d'etre for an increased use of the jests. es aluation
of the programs funded. Similarly . the accountability movement today gis es
further-impetus to the use of standardized testing.
But hrspite of the continued proliferation of standardized tests. IQ testing
has run into some special.Problems_of its ow n. Put on guard by the sindies of
the-new social Darns imstsArthur Jensen. William SIMckley and Richard J.

I ferrnsteinminority groups has e become alert to how thelests can easily
be turned into an "engine of cruelty ." to use W alterLippmann's description.
Moreover, many educators and parents are beginning to realize ss hat Fine
!mints out "that the IQ measures ss hat the child has already learned, not his
capacity to learn... The IQ cannot tell y ou any thing about a child's curiosity,
his motivation, his inner thoughts, his ability to get along with people, his
chance to become an actin c. or responsible member of society, his role as a
community or national leader, his- crealis e,abilities, or his contributions to
mankind.,"
Most important. educators are increasingly becoming more ass are of the
illeigic.of attempting to measure se mething ss ec)nnot define, not to mention
the illogic of attempting to place on a single scale human beings ss ho possess a

wide variety of talents. and abilities. As Jerrold .Zacharias has observed
elsewhere, "people are complex talented in some way s, clumsy in others;
educated in some slays, ignorant in others, calm,,careful, persistent, and
patient jn some w ay s. nupulsis e, careless, or lazy in others. Not onlyare these
characteristics different in different people. they also s art in one person from
time to time.... It unities no sense to represent a multidimensional space with

an array of numbers ranged along one line.""
Furthermore, none of these-arguments should lease out the basic flaws
inherent in th.e..mnItiple-choice, machine-sLoredlormat, as well as the often
inaccurate, invalid, and misleading content of the tests theinselves.
Fine argues that the long os erdue moratorium on IQ testing should take
"top priority in the nation's educationaiagenda." But how reasonable is it for
us to_expect that such a inoratonurn on IQ te.sting ss ill come into being? There
certainly seems to be a growing cliMaleidoPInion against the tests. There
are: hors es cr. a plumber of problems that I believe persist in our thscussionS of

bothIQ.and standardized achievement testing.
1'1ir first problem is that we continue to argue about how to-"fix" the IQ
-tests.- Our debate stays ss ithin ss hat Sheldon White has called a curiously re-

stricted kind of "magic circle." Thu" we still read-or hear arguments for
building -more "culture-fair" tests, or proposals to improse the accuracy of
the tests. I has c es en heard questions raised about hors we can impros e the
scores on IQ tests hence in effect, I assume. asking how we can raise the"intelligence" of Americans. 'But all of -these arguments rest on the belief that
there is some single. measurable limnan capability called "intelligence." Only
when we have discarded that notion Will ss e be able to make real progress in
getting rid of the tests.
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Second, we continue to argue that, without IQ tests, we will be left
without a means of designing a school program to meet the child's strengths
and weaknesses. This presupposes- that the IQ tests offer us different and
more conclusive information than- say, any number of achievement tests.ln
reality, the IQ tests are in most respects indistingnishable from the acideve,ment tests. The difference isthat an IQ score is apt to hamper a child's educational development when it is perceived as some kind of final judgment on
his or her ability, as it -ton often is.
Moreover, while IQ scores are ostensibly used for the purpose of making
-judgments about individuals,. we seem unable to resist-using the scores to
make judgments about groups-In this connection, I propoSe that we put an
immediate stop to the shameful business of inferring or drawing conclusions
about racial characteristics on the basis of IQ tests.
It is not my purpose here to debate theverits of Allan OrnStein's recent
article in these pages But I think a number of Orustein's points perpetuate,
though perhaps quite unintentionally , just these kinds of inferences, of which
we have seen all too many.
In attempting to build a case against devising culture -fair tests, the author

cites the invalidity of the-Black Intelligence Test of Cultural Homogeneity
(BITCII) as a measure of intelligence, a point with which few-people would
argue. But,after criticizing the Bacil for relying.on vocabulary ("The questions are limited to vocabulary, and are ambiguous, both too hard and too
easy: indeed_the test is irrelevant to the larger society"), Ornstein goes on to
observe:

If we are interested in. IQ for what it predicts by way of

academic (and, to a lesser degree, occupational) performance, our
verbally oriented tests fulfill the purpose they are intended to serve.
. Furthermore, nonverbal scores fail to reflect the full range of a
child's mental abilities. One perceives and- thinks in terms of lan-

guage. The child who is deficient in language will have trouble
dealing with perceptual tasks such as classifying, selecting, and
arranging. Interestingly enough, the intellectual- deficit among
blacks as measured by preSent instruments is not restricted to verbal

tests; nonverbal:tests of-intelligence ,show an equally large difference. Furthermore, if general
scores are broken down
into various component abilities by scoring subtests, minor
differences appear in the size of difference by race. TI, average
black-intellectual deficit is quite genttal and is not restricted to
specific skills involving standard English. (Ein-phasis added)

Quite-apart from, its questionable,assertions about the value of verbal
tests, the article rests on several assumptions with which I take issue. Perhaps

the primary oriels that, assuming agreement that intelligence is the ability to
label, categorii.e, conceptualize, and problem solve (a doubtful assumption),
current IQ tests measure these abilities adequately. A look at the tests should
convince us otherwise. Another assumption implicit in Ornstein's argument is
that IQ tests- must -he valid-tests of intelligence, since they predict school
achievement. Leaving aside the issue of how good the correlation actually

is-itself open to .lebatesurely it is understandable that by observing how
well a child solves a series of puzzles we can predict how well he willdo on
1() Tests and the Culture Issue."Phi Delta Kappan, February 1976, pp. 403,404.
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future puzzles. The ability to do 5% ellon tests Predicts the ability to do 5% ell On

future mid similar tests. lint does the ability to do %%ell on IQ tests actually
reveal something about innate intelligence Ornstein appeals to believe-so.
Atter using such fake serit:e_. to establish that lqtests do in fact measure
I intelligence, he (lasers his coop de grace. "The.as erage blacl, intellectual
deficit is quite general andis not restricted to specific. skills ins ols ing Ntandarc! English." V fide them ording of thestat einem might bear out the linguisa
predictions of Ceorge Omen. I don't-think there can be any doubt of w hat
Ornstein is-saying.
Nor cloi agree that "The remedy is not_threlimmution of the test (waiter(dam of skills demanded by the school, so that there ncill be no need for such
tests, -hut theeliniination of learning inequalities and social inequalities" (emphasis in original). Getting rid of IQ tests in no way requires us to alter the
skills demanded by the schools, unless by chance the Skills are merely the
raison cl:i.)t re for the tests. 'Is the tail indeed %sagging the clog? Nor does Om
stein seem to see that the tests theinsels es may he one reason for the learning
and spcialsinequalities lie is so anxious to -remove.
Third, we become hamstrung by the concern that if s% e do in fact abolish
tbecurrent IQ tests. then s% e must find a substitute for measuring intelligence.

If

c once accept the idea that ss e cannot measure What ss c cannot currently

define orunderstaml,-then e ss ill stop try ing to measure "intelligence" and
more toward a major effort to impros-e our methods of identify ing each
mdcme talents and abilities and assessing our progress as educators in
helping that child to des Am theni.11y no means shou:d this end ea % or be con-

fused with an attempt to pleasure intelligence. My point is that the broader:
the more ilidelined, the more comities the concept, the more difficult it becomes to measure. or exampi, it is easier to assess with some degree of ac
curacy a child's abilit to compute than to measure his "creatis ity ." W'e need

to concentrate on determining definable forms of ability and degrees of
competency within key but specific areas. the latter to be determined by the
education community and the public.
This will require a strong commitment from the profession to develop alternatis e. 'o the present tests, not_to mention major commitments of fundingfrom. the foundations, government agencies. and-the Educational Testing
Servic,e19r the development of such assessment techniques.

The fourth -critical problem- is that we have come to think of the
development of tests, of test construction, as a science. albeit as a rather
arcane one. With its highly specialised and technical langnage, psychometrics

seems inaccessible and incomprehensible to the-majority of the education
profession. This illusion that test construction rasa highly scientific process has
given rise to the belief that the tests themselves, therefore. must be an -accurate" measure of a pupil's capability or progress. If as a profession we are
es er going to make any progress in de% eloping more effectis e assessment
procediires, we must be ready to subject the current tests to rigorous examination, which means that the current St crecy surrounding the tests must be

removed,
A _rela ted problem is the argument that criticism of the tests by the pro
fission stems from anlmwillingness to be held accountable. I believe thatteachers. princMals._and administrators are perfectly willing to he held acconntable.- but not on the basis of such an inadequate and misleading measnre
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of-their performance. To quote researcher Gene Glass, 'Aside from the irrelevance of much of the content of standardiied achievement tests, their use
in evaluating teachers is unfair....-Even if thevalidity and fairness objections
to using standardized tests could. be met, available evidence indicates that
teachers' effects on pupils' knowledge cannot be reliably measured by such,-,--

to WI,

If we,persist in defining accountability on the basis of test scores, we will \
continue to encourage teachers to "teach to the tests" and therlk_serionsly
skew our entire educational process. I think we need only examine toe nine-

teentheentury British experience with payment by results to see the in-,
evitable results of such a misconception of :iccountability, That practice had
a _profoundly malevolent effect on the English education - system. and I
believe that determining the effectiveness of educators on the basis of stand-

ardized test results will have mrless injurious an effect on our own system.
In this respect, it may he worth noting that we have yet to have a definite

legal ruling on the use of jest results as a valid measure of teacher
competence.
Scheelhanitipose is often cited as such. (Scheelhaase was a
no nteinired -teacher who was dismissedon the superintendent's recommendation on the basis of poor performance bylher students on stand ard-ized tests.") But. in fact, the court skirted the miestion of the tots'. validity as
'an appropriate measure of-performance and ruled that "The hoard was entitled to rely upon the recommendation am I conclusions of its superintendent,
notwithstanding the existence of strong opinion contrary to his, regarding the
use- of the FURS or ITED tests as a tool for teacher evaluation. , Thus its
decision. even though premised upon an apparently erroneous expert opinion, cannot be faulted as arbitrary and caprieions. The board's mere mistake
in judgniAt in in weighing the evidence does not demonstrate any violation
of substantiVe due procos:46
Finally, we currently hear the argument that, without the tests, educational standards will decline. But we must ask. Whose standards? The testing
-companies'? We-see. the same problem in education's_current tempest in a
teapot, the decline in test scores. There are-many possible reasons for this;
decline, among them a more heterogeneous student population, the availability of more options at the high school level, with fewer students taking the
"traditional" subjects the tots deal with; a new attinide toward the tests by
the students; and not least the content of the tests themselves. Certainly More
than a single factor is at work. But if the tests do indeed insure the maintenance of -high educational standards, then we must wonder how effective
they -have -been. If the ctrrent test score decline represents a lowering of
standards and-a decline in the quality of teaching, then this has occurred in
spite of the fact that as a nation we administer over 200 million achievement
tests each yen.. (This figure, incidentally, represents only about 631 of allcducational psychological testing that is carried out.)
One further observation in this respect: Critics oftthe tests are often linked
to those who want to kill the messenger bearing bad news. The problem, to
my mind. is not that the news is had but that it is so misleading,so open to misinterfnetation, and often so erroneous. It is not what the news is telling us; it is
what it is failing-to report_ Critics are objecting not to the concept of evaluathin but to the quality of the data base. The current tests are fannore useful
for sorting and classify ing students than for diagnosing individual learning
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problems, \\Inc bas the area m 5% Itch teachers and principals need the most
help,
_
.
o One N11101111d interpret theturrent emit ro% ers ()% cr standardized tests as

\

.in effort to .bandon assessment, Ilather, it is .111 effort to de% clop assessment
procedures that arc more in keeping 5% ith .1 inn\ set of educational antisocial

assumptionsihat Ste as a societ are uo king on. that the purpose of editca`s,_

tton is not to sort people but to educate th tn, that in .t knots ledge SOL let 5% C
need to expose as man} people to education as possible. not h. exclude them

from it, that Iminan beings are mar% clonsl variegated in their talents and

abilities, and if ts the function of education to nurture then' wisely and
carefulb . and.-not least, that education has an m erriding responsibility to
respect and dras on cultural and racial db ersit Assessment of students
must begin to reflect that philosoplq . and that is the true reason for the current call for test reform and an end to IQ testing.

L Foradditional haat:round. the reader may -5% ish to refer to a number of sources
from %%Inch this discussion war (km n, particularly Richard- Hofstadter's Social
-Duro inism m-Amem an Thought iHuston, Ileacoti Press, 1955), Leon J, Kamin's The
Igmrmce Erlbamn Associates. 1974).
Science awl Palau s of IQ L'. aslungtom
Walter Lippmantes series of articles in The Neu- Republic 1.0ctober 25. 1922

,oveniber I. 1922. No ember S. 1922. \

ember 15. 1922. No% ember 22. 192.2.:
Noyember- 2.1k 1922..111(1 1.m is NI Terman's repl , December 27,4922). and Sheldon

11 ,White's "The Social Implications of IQ:* Nannual Elementary Principal.
MareVApril 1975, pp, 4-14.
2. Lewis NI. Terman, Thi Meavircini in of lntelliet nee tiltiston. Houghton Mifflin.
1916). 1)1), 6.7,

pp. 91. 92.
4. I lofstadter, op, cit., p. SI.

5, Irving !fosse, World of Our hither% tNe 1 ork. Harcourt Bracehic. -4)% 01,1976).
p, 51.

6. Ibid.. Pp. 26.63.
7. HMI:, p.
S. IL IL. Goddard. "Mental 'lest% and the Immigrant ."JOurnal of Delinquency. s;I: 2.
1917. 1). 271.

'9. IL I I.,Coddard, "The Ilmet ests in Relation to Immigration: Journal of, Psycho
Asthenics, sot. 18, 1913, pp,
10. Tertian, The Sew Republic, op. cit.
I1. Ralph V. Ty ler. Perspeitn es on Amer:con Fal4t anon t(bkagn. Science :I esearch
Associates. 1970). P.
12, -Banes!' Hoffmann. The Tyranny of Testing ( Nst York. Collier Books. 1962).

13. Jerrold 11. Zacharias, "The Trouble %%7th IQ Test;1; The National Elementary
Principal. MarcIdApril. 1975. p. 25.
14. Cow V Class, "Statistical and Measurement Pro,blems in Implementing the Stoll
Act" (Paper presented at Stanford University, October 12-14. 1972).
See Paul Tractenberg, "Legal Issues in the Testing of School Personnel:. and I lenry

C. Johnson, Jr., "Court. Craft. and Competence," the May 1976 Phi Delta KapPan
for detailed diScussums of Scheelhaase and .other cases m the measurement of teacher
competence.
S Court of Ap16. Scheel/mate s. Woodburytentral Co ttttttt only School Mtn, I.
peals. Eighth Circuit. 7-1067 (1973).
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Teaching Sequential Thought:
The -Cognitive-Skills Approach
by Arthur Wbimbey
The ability to proceed through a sequence of analytical steps-is
the foundation of all higher -order reasoning and comprehension.
Mr.'Whimbey offers practi4 s fractions !or teachers trying to '
deeelorprqblem-solving; skills, regardless of-the subject matter.
A significanfpercentage of the students in an advanced education course at a
major nniversity were unable to solve the following problem;

What day follows the day before yesterday if two-days ,from
now will he Sunday?
Put your mind to work on this problem for a few minutes and you will see
that, in a sense, it couldn't be simpler. If two days from now will be Sunday,
then one day from now will he Saturday, so today must he Friday. Furthermore,-if-toda y is Friday, then'yesterday was Thursday, the day before_yester,'
day was Wednesday, and the day that follows Wednesday is Thursday. So_the.
answer is Thursday.
Obviously, creative leaps and abstract insights are not required-for tits
problem just systematic, sequential thought. Yet that is a thinking pattern in
Which many students are weak. Try this probrem-with some of your own

studentseVen weaker graduate studentsand observe why they fail.

You

Will find that they are unskilled in breaking a_problem into clear, sequential
steps.

_

Low-aptitude students_frequently try to go, frOm Sunday (the only day
named in the problem) directly to-an estimated answer without taking the
necessary intermediate steps, They begin with Sunday, scan the relationships
between the days stated in the problem, then with one vague leap pick a day
that seems' approximately where the relationships would lead. It is for this

reason that Benjamin Bloom and- Lois Broder have characterized lowaptitude students as "one-shot thinkers."'
Even when low-aptitude thinkers do succeed in using the second half of
the problem '( "two days from now will be Sunday") to determine that today is
Friday, they frequently will not separate the second half of the problem from
the first-half, set the second half aside, and work through the first half. Lowaptitude thinkers are not skilled in organized, sequential attacks on infortna
tion-Instead, they skip unsystematically hack and forth through the entire
problem, reexamining information that is no longer pertineift and thus confusing themselves.
Academic Aptitude Viewed as a Cognitive Skill. The ability to prOceed
through a sequence Of analytical Steps is the foundation of all higher-order
reasoning and comprehension. It is what psychometrists call "academic aptitude': or "intelligence." All complex abstractions; classifications, transforniations, problem solutions, and applications of generalizations are products of
accurate; sequential thought, But many of today's high-school and college sindents have nottSharpened this ability sufficiently for even moderate success in
315
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academicwork. eakqesses surface in all areas, ranging from mathematical
problem solving to the compl'ehension of history. Consider this math
problem:
Teo full crates of walnuts weigh 410 pounds, while an empty
crate weighs 10 pounds. How much do the walnuts themselves
weigh?
a) 400
bYt 390

c) 310

- d)-510
e) 420

This question is interesting because it is -not laced with specialized
mathematical operations and concepts. All that is necessary for its solution is
for met() spell out the ideas fully one at a time.-Although the correct answer

.is 310 pounds, a comnion answer is -400 pounds. This -error is easy to
rationalize. The weight of only one box rather than 10 boxes was subtracted
from the total. However, the answers 420 pounds and 510 pounds are also-

selected- regularly by low-aptitude high school-and college studentsand
these are-leSs easily rationalized.
In solving- the problem, the- total weight must be categorized-into-two
compolients=the weight of the walnuts and the weight of the crates. Then
the crate weight must be broken down into 10 subcomponentsthe_weights
of the individual-crates. This is shown ;I) the following diagram:
10

10

10

lb., lb.

lb.

lb.- lb.

10

10

10

10 .

10

-10

10

Total,

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

lb.

410 lbs.

Walnu t_Yeight:'310 pound s

,A person need not visualize this diagram._But he must conceptualize the

total weight-in this-manneri.e., he must sequentially spell out this breakdown in _his mindbefore-he begins any arithmetic. If he-doesn't, yet-is
forced to come up with some answer, he may perform meaningless arithmetic operations.-lie scans the-problem and picks up some numbers but then
combines them in a w ay that does not correspond with the true relationships
between what they_ represent. Thus he may take 410 - 10 = 400, or 410 + 10 =
420, or 410 + 10(10) 510.
All mathematics teachers have heard certain students complain that they
know mathematics but can't do -word problems. What they really mean is,
they_can do simple arithmetic but can't organize the facts of a problem in a

.

way that allows them to use arithmetic operations appropriately It goes
without saying thatcknowledge of arithmetic without the ability to comprebend problenis is of limited value.
Reading_and understanding history appears superficially very different
from mathematical problem solving. Rut let's examine this essay on Creek
_culture-that acollege-student misinterpreted:
Some scraps of evidence bear out those who hold a very high
opinion athe average level4f culture among the Athenians of the
Great Age. The funeral speech of Pericles is the'rnost fathous indica-
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tion from Athenian literature that (the cultural], level. was-indeed
high. Pericles was, however, a politician; and he may have been flattering his audience. We know that thousands of Athenians sat hour
after hour in the theater listening to_ the plays of the great Greek
dramatists. The plays, especially the tragedies, are at a very high-intellectual level throughout. There are no letdowns, no concessions
to the lowbrows or to the demands of "realism," such as the scene of
the graVediggers in Hamlet. The music-and dancing woven into
these plays },ere almost certainly at -an equally -high level. Our.

operanot Italian opera, not even- Wagner, but the restrained,
difficult opera of the:eighteenth eenturyis probably' the .best
modertiparallel. The comparison is no doubt dangerous, but can
you imagine almost the entire,p5pulation of an American city-(in
suitable installments, of course) sitting through perforthances of
Mozart's Don Giovanni or Gluck's Orpheus? Perhaps the-Athenian
masses vent to these-plays because of a lack of other amusements.
They could at least understand something of what went on, since the
subjects were part of their folklore.' For the_ American people,rhe
subjects of_grand opera are not part of their folklore.

The author's attitude toward Greek plays is one of-.1) qualified'
approval, 2) grudging admiration,3) studied indifference,4) partial
hostility, 5) great respect.-

The student read this article without a time limit and was permitted to
refer back to it freely as he answered the question. He chose alternative No. 1.

I asked birn to explain his choice and he replied, "The article-said-that
Athenians rriay have attended the plays because they -had.nothing better-to
do, not because they were good." Notice that, in the context of the article, the
student's reply_is more a comment on the Athenian people than a Criticism of
the plays.
I asked- what else the article said and he replied, "Pericles May have
Merely been flattering the -Aihenians; their culture may not have been that
Outstanding." This second comment has almos( nothing to do with the plays;
it bears solely on the culture. The student had not formed a distinct picture of
the author's Opinion of Greek plays in contrast with,his opinion of Greek culture.
What form does the successful reading act take? The first sentence of the
Greek culture essay began, "Some scraps of evidence bear out...." What can
be gathered from this?' It suggests that a proposition is about to be presented
that is supported by only meager or weak evidence; The second part of the

sentence presents the questionable proposition: The average level of
Athenian Culture .was high.Fully understanding this sentence involves sequentially interpreting and

combining the two parts. But many college students I have tested failed'to
keep track of the first part. Instead; they took the sentence as an unqualified.
assertion that the average level of Athenian culture was high.
Continuing in'the article, the next tivo_sentences present evidence sup;
porting -the proposition about the culturebut then other evidence that discounts and neutralizes the support. In abstracting and' integrating_this _information, the good reader begins formulating two categories in his mind: 1)
evidence-supporting the proposition that the cultural level was high and 2)
evidence questioning the support.
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The remaining sentences of the article praise Greek plays, but then question whether the play s truly reflect as erage Athenian taste Thus the pattern
continues of first presenting es idence seeming to support the proposition but
then.attacking the evidence:
Finally, at the end of the article; the reader codes to the question con;
cerning .the quality of the play s.-Evidence on the,pla> s, in this article, is a
subset of evidence about the culture. The reader may trust his memory or

revie--the article: Either way, he must now sort the material into two new
categories. 1) evidence bearing on the plays, 2)- evidence not bearing on the
plays.
In -short order the reader finds many reasons to suppoit alternative No
5the author's attitude is one of- "great respect." The only thing that remains
is to make certain that none of the author's remarks can be classed under one
of tilt:. other alternatives, e.g., "partial hostility." But the evidence is all one
sided: the author has nothing but superlatives for the .plays.
,Notice how the-material in this article must be mentally sorted and cate',gorized -in forming generalizations about the author's views. In this-sense,
comprehending the history selection uses the same mental processes as those
employed in stdving the pre% ions mathematics probleni,_in which the total
weight was categorized into different_parts. More than that, calegorizingis
simplv,one form of sequential construction of understandingthe same skill
isolated 'in both previous problems.

Teaching Thinking in Every Class. As our examples -have shown,
thinkingat least to some degree consists of definable mental activities.
The cognitive-skills approach to teaching makes explicit in instruction the
mental activities engaged in by successful thinkers as they comprehend ideas
and-solve problems.
Teaching thinking runs into a pe "uliar difficulty.-,Generally There are two
phaseS to teaching any skill. I) The skill is explained and demonstrated to the
student..2) The student practices the skill with guidance and-feedback.=For
example, golf is taught by showing the novice how to grasp the club,- how to
place his feet. and how to movehis arms and body as he swings. The novice

watches the prohe can Ten watch a slow-motion film of the pro in action
and-in-this-way he-can learn the pro's technique. Furthermore, the pro observes the pupil as he practices, he points out his flaws, and he show s him how

to improve,
In contrast to playing golf, the at:ill, ities of skilled reasoning are generally
carried out inside one's -head. This makes it difficult for a teacher to teach and

for a learner to learn. To teach something, we wouldiike it out in the open
where bpdatheteacher and student can see it. As it is, a beginner cannot observe how an expert thinks in analyzing complex ideas. And the expert has
trouble demonstrating his technique to a beginning student.
One solution to this dilemma -is to have both students and teachers think
aloud as they work through ideas. Have them vocalize their thoughts as they
analyze relationships, sort concepts, and forageneraliiations Naturally, a
person cannot ,put all the motions of his mind into words, any more than a
map maker could show every bend and hill along a road. But research shows
that he can exhibit enough of his thinking; for someone else to follow his path

through a problem or complex concept.
A new course offered by the Physics Department at the University of
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Massachusetts, Amherst. illustrates how this approach is used in the Crissroom. To teach studentifo erbalize their thinking as they solve problems,
_

the class begins with problems from a workbook titled Development
Problem:§olving Skills for Vocational and Educational AcbteLement. The
problems require careful anal> six but do mit ins oh e know ledge of phs sicsior
mathematics. Students are asked to think aloud as tlie ss ork a probleM. The
then read a transcribed protoCol othoW a good problem sots er (a graduate

student or professional) responded to ...c same problem. Here is a sample
problem and a response from a third-> ear Medical_student ss ith an exceptional academic record:

-Original Problem
If the word sentence contains fewer than nine letters and more
than three vowels, circle the first vowel. Otherwise, circle the consfinant_that is farthest to the right in the word.
The.pioblem solver
(Pr.S.) read the
entire problem

aloud.

Problem Solver's Response
"If the word sentence contains fewer than nine
letters and more than three vowels, circle the first
vowel. Otherwise, circle the consonant that is farthest-to the right in thill--word."

Ill start from the beginning.
"If the, word sentence. contains_ fewer than nine

'setters...
The Pr.S. pointed
to the letters with
his pen as he
counted.

count the letters in sentence. I, 2, 3, 4, 5. 6. 7, 8.
I.et me check it. I, 2, 3, 4, 5.6, 7, 8. So it does hay'e
fewer than nine letters: I'll write the word yes above

the problem: That way I'll reinember.it.

The P_ i.S. wrote Les
over the,sentence

(see original
problem):
The Pr.S. resumed
icading.

The Pr:S. pointed
with his. pen as he
counted.

"and more than three vowels . .."
1, 2, 3. I.et me check that. I, 2,3. It contains exactly
three vowels, not more than three vowels. IT write

no on the problem to remind me.

"circle'thefirst vowel."

So I \)n't do that.

,1
"Others% ice, circle the consonant that is farthest to

-the right in the-word."
The consonantJarthe.st to the right? Let me see.
Which is my right hand? This is my right hand. O.K.,
so the last letter is the ane farthest to the right. But
the last letter is e. The next letter over is c. So it is the

consonant- farthest to the right, I'll circle the c:

After- this introduction to the technique of thinking aloud, the class shifts
to problems involving basic physics concepts. For example, this problem
teaches graphing as well as the rudiments of acceleration.
P_

rOblem

A- bicyclist sets out on a 10-Mile trip. The first half of the trip is
level, but _in the second half he must go up and down two hills.

3io.
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Sketch a distance versus time.graph that is consistent with'the above
information.

Students work in pairs or small groups. learn each other's strategies of attack, and-continually check for errors. The instructor circulates anairig, the
clasS, answering questions and raising points for discussion. 1 he course is new

and-still developing, so its ultimate effectiveness is yet t' be seen. flowqser,
studentsare-very enthusiastic:Here are three typical remarks:

.

"The largest value of the ... lab is in its function cif directing students' energies at understanding. Another important function .... is
emphasizing mathematics as a tool for understanding physics rather
'than as a-stumbling block."
"I feel smatter."'
"The arguments and the questions the people in the lab ask make
you verbalize your ideas, and that makes them clearer. You cap see
-why they are right or wrong."

.
-

Science teachers tan- get -more- details of the program by writing its
originator, Jack Lochhead.2
Courses with similar orientations but-in different subjects are being de,
veloped at other universities. SteVen'Bartlett teaches a. class in_ the Department of Philosophy. Saint Louis University, in which he uses Rainstein's Pat,
terns of Problem-Solving3 as the assigned text; combining it with vocalized
practice in philosophical reasoning.1 Students gain an average of six IQ points
on the California-Test of=Mental Maturity. Perhaps of more immediate importance: Bartlett-finds that the effectiveness of vocalized problem solving
shows up "in the subsequent ability of class members to independently-develop careful analyses -with respect to a set of related problems:"
In the area of language learning, Celia Barherena at Bowling Green State
University has devised an effective Spanish course for educationally-deprived- students. Working in pairs, students begin with booklets that_ guide
them thrmigtiall the mental steps necessary to understand and answer questions in Spanish with correct grammatical form. Subsequent booklets gradually delete-the reasoning guideposts, allowing students to initiate chains of
mental ste0 on their own. Strong student satisfaction with this forMat is reflected in comments such as,,"It shows me how to learn Spanish." Further_more, a comparison -of -test grades-shows current averages in the A-and B
range, whereas classes in past semesters scored-a the C and D- range.
Tese applications of the cognitive-skills approach in teaching physics,
Spanish, and philosophy have aPpeared within the last two years. However,
hack in 1960 the 'New York Times carried a froniTage report of Professor
Albert Upton's experimental English course at Whittier College in which the
average IQ of 280 fieshmen increased by 10.5 points. Classes met once a
week.in a_large lecture session and three-times a Week in small problemsolving groups supervised by advanced Students. Students worked increasingly difficult problems dealing with comprehension and reasoning in the use
of language, and they took turns explaining their analyses to the remainder of
the group. English instructors such as Eugene-Brunelle at SUNY; Buffalo,
who adopted Upton's method, confirmed his IQgains under rigorous experimental conditions and found parallel gains on reading comprehension tests
and Guilford creativity measures. The Upton approach has recently been in-
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corpora ted into a series of-workbooks titled Think, which can be used with
studentsranging from the fifth-grade to college and extend in reading leVel
down to functional illiteracy.
Naturally, we would like students to develop strong thinking skills early,
so that they.can profit fully from the remainder. of -their education. Norman
Chambers, director of the school psychology program .at Bowling Green
State University, is showing elementary school teachers how to use vocalized
thinking to diagnose and correct learning difficulties. Fitst the teachers pair
up and solve problems vocally for several sessions. Then each teacher works
individually with a youngster who has been.identified by the school as showing poor ptogress in some area. Through a combination of discussions with
the youngster's. classroom teacher, his classroom quiz performances, and in-

fotmal- and standardized tests, the difficulty is pinpointed. For different
youngsters this has included weaknesses in overall reading comprehension,
drawing .inferences from pictures of stories, understanding fractions, perfoiming multiplication, selecting suffiXes for verbs, and interpreting math
word problems. A series of exercises is constructed in the weak area, starting
at a very easy level and gradually becoming More difficult.The exercises are
obtained fiom published source's and class quizzes, or they may be devised

by the teacher. Starting with easy problems, -the- teacher demonstrates
vocalized thinking for the youngster, then asks him to try it. While some
1-

youngsters are initially shy about vocalizing, so far all of those in the prbgram

have picked up the technique quickly. Furthermore, teachers report that
afteronly three or four sessions, even the youngest pupils become more conscious of the control they have over their own thinking activities, and they be-

come more concerned about accuracy and thoroughness. Here is one
teacher's summary of her work with 6-year-old Tony, Who is about to enter
the second grade but last
had difficulty with-math story problems:
I. had Tony tell me-step by step how he went about solving the
problem. At times I. had him_draw diagrams for problems he was
having particular difficulty with. Tony.didn't really enjoy this part
of the process, becausehe is weak in_the area of fine niotor. control.
He does not write neatly and has a-hard time drawing things. Because of this, he didn't want to illustrate the problems, even simply.
Ton.), did appear to like discussing the-problems_orally.

Taking Tony through the-problerTsolving process helpedim
in the few sessions-mhere we worked together. Through using the
process, Tony now reads-the problems,more slowly and more accurately, gaining all the information instead of just bits and pieces as
he had previously done.
Genetally, the youngsters show modest but consistent gains in test scores.
Nevertheless, all teachers in the program agree that the training must some
how be continued in the youngsters'sbbsequent schooling, or the new mental
habits are likely to weaken and fade. One-fourth-grade teacher has_begun
asking students to vocalize all oftheir thinking as they solve long division
'problems at the blackboard. Another teacher will try working with just five
students at a time, engaging them in vocalized thinking, while the rest of the
class is busy on-an assignment supervised by the teacher's aide. But all teachers report having a new perspective on teaching. That is, they agree that there
are definite mental activities underlying scholastic performances, and these
activities should be explicitly taught.
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Arthur Jensen opened his controversial 1969 Harvard Xdtwational
Review article ss ith the statement, "Compensatory education has been tried.
and it apparent]y has failed."' Though there are strong counter-arguments to
. this conclusion, perhaps there is also some truth. Perhaps we should nuns eon
from isolated cpinpensa tory, programs to full-fledged Lupins e education.
Jensen claimed that, while primedy conceived compensatory education
programs have brought about IQ gains among educationally (IBA. antaged
Students, in i»ah) cases the gains tended to fade after tw o or three years of
traditional schooling. Jensen, in fact, pros ided a superb thumbnail sketch of
the traditional Classroom but found changing it "unimaginable."
We have accepted traditional instruction so coniPletely that it is
m
extreely-dif
ficult even to imagine, much less to put into practiee:
jany radically, dif ferent forins_ that "the education of children
..:take. Our thinking almost always takes as granted such features as
.. an active-passive, showing-seeing, telling-listening relationship

between- teacher and pupils. Satisfactory learning (icons under
'thcse conditions only when children conic to-school with certain
prerequisite abilities and skills ... [including the ability to) engage in
covert "mental" activity, to repeat instruction to oneself. to persist in

task until a self-determineit standard is..attainedin short, the
ability to.engage in what might be called self-instructionai.letiVities.
without _which group instruction-atone remains ineffectual.

hi view of this sketch, it'shbutd nit surprise us that, with educationally disadvantaged children, the traditibnal. classroom') starves the tender _roots. of
better thinking planted by compensatory education.-I3ut the educationally
disadvantaged aren't the only victims of traditional education. Basing his conelusions on several studies. physics professor Robert Bauman reports that
only 401Z of our high school graduates have des eloped the capacityfoi what
Jean Piaget calls formal operational thinking, a prerequisite for mulch college
work. Moreover, standard college courses have little effect on this skill:
But suppose every class from elementary school through college focused
-on cognitive processes. stimulating and nurturing, recise analytical thought
in the var ions content areas. Might not all students emerge with better minds
for succeeding in today's technological world?
The,scientifiestudy of education is in its infancy. Blither than accept Jensen's bleak appraisal that the active- passive, covert mental activity tradition
.in education is unalterable; that .s e have exhausted all avenues for increasing
sequential thinking skills and have ptoven the task impossible, it seems more
reasonable to align ourselves with Bainnan's position. "It is much too early to

permit a definitive statement. of what works and what does not work in
teaching, or what we may expect and what -is beyond our .reach."8, The
cognitive-skills approach to curriculum appears to correct flaw s ss e has e dis-

covered in sonic of our educational traditions.

I. Benjamin S. Blommand Lois J. Broiler,- Problem Solving Processes of College She
dents (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1950).
2. Address him at. Department of- Physics and Astronom). Urns ersiq of Massa-
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cbusens, Amherst; \IA 01001 Also. see Jack Lochhead, Mello:rum Laborat;oi,
Dialogue Groups (Amherst. Mass.. University of.Nlascachnsetts, 1974
3. \iodic E. Rubinstein, Patterns (.1 Problem So Ivnig (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.. Pron ..,
tice-I fall. 1974),

4. Steven Bartlett. "The Ilse of Protocol Anal>sis an Philosoph."m-Metaphiiatophy
(forthemnipg).Z. Arthur R. Jensen, "I loss \ Inch Can W e Boost I.Q. and ScholastnAchiesementr
1 larvarel Educational Review. Winter 1969. pp. 1-123.
.-

6. Robert -P. Bauman, Teaching for Cognitive Development. A -Status Report
(Birmingham, Ala _ Project on teaching and learning to Unnersit.College, University of Alabama. 1976).
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Introduction
Shortly after the, Supreme Court's Brown decision of-May 1954. Phi Delta
Kappa established a commission on the problems of school desegregation. Its
makvachietiement was publication of a handbook. Action Patterns in School
Desegregation: A Cuidebool<,,reporting successful desegregatkin eff6rts in
school districts from nearly every state in the South.Some,12,000 copies were
distributed: every school superintendent in -11' Southern states received a
copy,...-Signif icantly, I think; the authors of this volume, Herbert IV ey and John

CoreFrwent on to distinguished-careers in education in the South. Charles
Foster, relatively unknown in Phi Delta K ma before he proposed the commission, was later elected president of th fraternity.
The hook ti only the first of many PD efforts to help excise the aincer
of racial discrimination in the schools..KAPPAN editors joined wholeheart-

edl y in the continuing itruggTh: I have counted 83 major articles, three special
issues, and innumerable news items on desegregation an dielated topics in the
journal. However. I have chosen only two such articles for this anthology.,1
hope-that sometimeperhaps as early as PDK's 100th anniversary (2006)

a book.ean be published celebrating an end to racial discrimination in the
schools and recording the part that Phi Delta Kappa played in that long-poitponed day.
My editorial, "The Prime Goals of Desegregation/Integration Arc Social,
Justice and Domestic Tranquillity" (April 1975). was written to introduce\
three desegregation-related articles. I thought -that too many leaders-were
justifying desegregation on the ground thatit would
black achievement in 'school ( which the all hop_ e'lor), and that failure to reach that goal
should not discourage the effort. The;:e are other more important goals. Apparently the note-struck in the editorial appealed to many other educators:
The piece received the Educational Press Association's Larry Johnson award
in /975. for *est editorial" in the EdPress competition;
Bob Cole, my successor as KAPPAN editor, wrote "Black- Moses:-Jesse
Jackson's PUSH for Excellence" for the-Januar!' 1977tAPPAN. Later. Jackson addressed Phi Delta Kappa's Biennial Council and tuts given° 10-Minute
ovation: The fraternity then sponsored_several appearances by Jackson to
-carry the PUSH message to big -cit y schools; In 1978 the KAPPA N was chosen
by the U.S. Office of Education to summarize results Oa conference involving twelve hiindred educators from 61 cities. Conferees explored WaYi-of
achieving_ excellence in the schools and examined the philosophy and ac-'
,
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complishments of Project EXCEL, the Chicago-based PUSII for Excellence effort. The Rev. Jackson gave the keynote address at that conference.
It is reprinted here from the November special KAPPAN. as edited by Ben
Brodinsky from a tape transcript.
Jackson has many critic.s in education today. Some of them fault him for
what they regard as unsatisfactory follow -up of his evangelical speeches in
support of PUSH objectives. Others object to Jackson's style. A few object to
For example, Barbara-Sizemore,a black intellectiial who
the inessage
wrote in the Janwas once superintendent of schools in Washington,
uary 1978 KAPPAN:
(PUSH . has merit and could be productive. It has several faults, however. It fails 1) to deal with both sides of the reciprocal black/ white relationship in America and to call for changei in the system to correct the sutqudl
status of blacks and their prior deprivation."
Notwithstanding these objections, it seems to me that Jackson's ideas are
balically sound. The time is certainly here for-a new era in the civil rights
movement, and Jackson is one of its prophets.

32.G
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The Prithe
ls-Or
Desegregation /Integration Are
Soeial Justice -and Domestic Tranquillity
by.Stanley M. Elani

2

America's long history of\dealing with minorities is filled with cruel ironies.
For example, at the time oyr grandfathers accepted the principle of "separate
but eiptal."schools for blacks, they believed that public education was -the
"great melting pin" of-American diversity.
In 1954 the Brown decision offered us an opportunity to shake off a half.
century of hypocrisy. Here was a chance to reduce the cultural differences
that separate schools for the-races can only magnify..But..we have spent the
past 21.yearS gaining small suceessesand suffering large defeats. It has been a.
frustrating experience for an impatient people.
In recent years we have begun to abandon the me ng pot idea altogether.
Unable to. eradicate pluralism, we.are embracing:it. Bi ingualism is in, and
multicultural studies have been introduced in more than half of the-nation's
16.000 public school districts. The courts are backing and filling on desegregation cases.-and the federal government, once active in the enforcement of
civil rights legislation, seems to have adopted the vicious "benign- neglect"
phik,sophy.tvert certain disillusioned black leaders are ready to trade desegregation kr a new kind of "separate but equal" guarantee. Coretta King
. recently said (in ciiminenting on the Boston busing controversy), "I believe
that the critical ehalletige today is to ensure a good education for all"an unexceptionable statement spoiled by her reference to "the futile shuffling of
students froin one school to another with scant prospect ofa meaningful edit-cational experience in either."
Are we coining full circle? Are we on the verge oflbandoning desegregation/integration as-unprofttablt._ or unworkable?
The KAI'PAN staff-fervently hopeS that this is not the case. We believe
that 21 yeteis is barely time to Oulu) for a social experiment of desegrega, tism/integiation's magnitude and potential. We believe that educators and
other ,thought leaders Inust somehow -teach the nation patience and persistence in pbrstling this experiment. They must make clear what thestakes are.
They insist aehievesoine consensus not only on the goals of desegregation/integration but on the means as well. We believe that the main prive is not
increased academic achievement for hlacks,although no one yet knows what
achievement gains full, widespread, successful desegregation/integration
Might producesip seems to -us- that the essential goals are socioeconomic
justice andultiMatelydomestic-tranquillity. The alternatives are bigotry.
racial strife, and the sacrifice of minority rights.
Properly conceived and well taught in a desegregated situation, multicultural studies, bilingualism, and human relations'cOurses can build bridges
of understanding and acceptance. These bridges must be built, if we believe
in social justice. Building them will take every ounce of energy and creativity
educators can muster.
.
'According to David E Washburn. whose study. -Multicultural Education in the
United States."-svill be stunmarized in a forthcoming issue of the_ KAPPAN.
t.
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The melting pot notion was too simplistic, we now know. In a freesociely.
.phiralism is a:. iuevitable as it is desirable. But for the -sociopolitical
mechanism of community,state, and nation to work, the people must have
certain counium experiences. beliefs, and attitudes. The role of the school is
to identify them,and to guarantee them, so far as is possible, to all children;
-whatever their race, intelligence level, or socioeconomic condition.
The gAPP.AN features articles -on desegregation/integration. We don't
fully agree with all of them. For example, we see no purely "ethic:aim:II"
solution for racism-that can bypass desegregated schools. It social justice is
indeed a prime objective of this cieweract, the» every social_and legal
toeans of pursuing desegregation/integration-must be employed in both
lici,obai id society.
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In Pursuit of Equity, Ethics, and Excellence:
The Challenge to Close the Gap
by Jesse L. Jackson

.

The greatness of this generation will be determined by how well we deal with
the needs of this day in light of where we need to go as a people. The failureof
this generation would be to answer questions that nobody is asking.
-Ilistoiically, we 'I've been locked out, and our challenge has been to
move in.
195-1We moved in to the right of equal educational opportunity (Brown
v. 13oard,of Education).
. ,
1964Wemoyed in to the right of public accommodations (Civils Rights

Act).
1965=-We moved in to the right to participate politically (Voting.Rights
Act).
1968We. moved in to the right to buy a house in any neighborhood
(Open Housing Act).
The new challenge is to move up. 'Upward mobility is the; issue. Our
struggle has shifted from the horizontal to the vertical. It was diffiCult marching across the plains, but it Will he even more difficult climbing the mountain,

ofterrWithout the help of a rope.
Too many young people in this generation have lost their appreciation for
the- historic shoulders upon which they stand. The Merediths, the Hunters,.
and the Hohneses excelled because they served the need of their generation
by busting down the harriers to opportunity. They refused to allow death
threats, detna-gogues, dogs, or fire hoses to stand in their way. It wasa good
-fight to create opportunity. But the challenge of this generation is to match
opportunity with effort. If. this generation is to he great, it must keep these
door.s of opportunity open, walk through them, and conquer the tasks
beyond opportunity.
We must EXCEL because we are behind. There is one white attorney for

every 680 whites, one black attorney for every 4,000 blacks; one white
physical for every 649 whites, one black physician for every 5,000 blacks;
one white dentist fqr every 1,900 whites, one black dentist for every 8,400
blacks. Less Than 1% of all engineers are black. Blacks make up less than 1% of

all practicing chemists.

We must EXCEL because resistance to our upward mobility has
increased. Bakke and Bakkeisin have convinced white America, erroneously,
that blacks are making progress at white expense. The mass media have conveyed to white America thht blacks have gained too much too fast and have

come loo far in their quest for equality.

'

We must - EXCEL. because the sickness of racism, in too many instances,
forces us to he superiorin order to he considered average.
We must EXCEL becaus0 competition is keener. The exportation of jobs
to the cheap labor base of the Third World; the increased competition in the

'i.vorld market from Japan, Western Europe, and the Middle East; and
cyhernation.and d automation have forced us to compete for jobs requiringgreaterknowledge.
33,7
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Wein' t EXCEL because 'of the joy and fulfillment that conies in the
victory i conquering a task and doing it well against odds.
Our oal is educational and economic equity and parity The goal is to
close the gap between black alit! white, rich and poor, male and female We
are behind in the race, and the'only way to catch up is to run faster.
What does EXCEL: advise in this race to close the gap? EXCEL is neither
conservative nor liberal bu t foeuses on what is basic. And what is basic is that
of fort moist exceed opportunity for change to occur What is bask.; is that there

is nothing wrong with our "genes, but there is something wrong with our
agenda:, AVe_must change our agenda if we are going to close the gap and
catch up.
EXCEL seeks rnassive involvement and massive effort. Both tears and
sweat are wet and salty, but they render a diffetent result. Tears will get you

sympathy, butsweat will get you change.
Let,me share with you the broad, but basic, concepts and ideas in the
EXCO.i. program.

Equity
Racism,has forced the black liberation movement to spend most of its
time .and effort fighting for opportunity Thus, in 1954, the Brown decision
allowed us touse the les erageof the law to compete as equals. EXCEL is not
a departure from that historic struggle, rather, it is an extension of and a quest

for the- fulfillment of the historic goal of educational equity and parity
EXCEL supports the foundation laid in the Brown decision but argueS that
we must go hey and the desegregation of oui schoolchildren to the desegrega-

tion of,posyer.
What do we mean by that? We mean that power has not been desegregated, the same people who were in charge of segregation are in charge of
desegregation. Thus black children, black parents, and black educators have
no protection, They have no ability to redress their grievances.
You ask sshat grievances? What protection is needed? Nancy L Arnezbf
!award- Uiliversity suggests this list. 1) loss of teaching and administrative
lobs by blacks through dismissals, demotions, or displacement; 2) loss of
"millions of dollars in projected earned income; 3) loss of racial models,
heroes, and authority figures for black children, 4) loss of cherished school
symbols, .enjblems,. and names of schools by black children when their
schools were closed and they were shifted to white schools, 5) subjection to
urricular activities; 6)
segregated classes and buses, and e'xclusiqn from ex
nbers
of black students, 7)
n
suspension and expulsion of disproportions
exposure of black children to hostile affinities ..nd behavior of white teachers
and parents, 8) victimization by forced one-way busing policies and the uprooting of.hlack children for placcredt in hostile school environments; 9) vieJuni/anon by misclassification in special education classes and tracking systems, 10) victimization by unfair discipline practices and arbitrary school
rules and regulations, and 11) victimization by ignorance of black children's
learning_ styles and cultural, social, educational, and psychological needs
The country;SAida relative to desegregation today is 1) to enforce the
present law, 2) dArkregate the power, and 3) complete the task of changing
people's hearts and minds, not just their behavior and actions.
In addition, we atrii is) ncreasingly confronted with a new phenomenon in
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our large cities. White fligh has left our cities nonwhite and poor. The issue

t

now is not so much segregat d schools but segregated school systems. There-

fore, weinust fulfill the le cr and the spirit of ethe Brown decision through
metropolitanwide desegregation.
Another imjiediment threatening to deny us equal educational opportunity is the lack of adequate and equitable funding-for our schools. The tax

,*4"

-rebellionNymbolized by the Jarvis-Cann Initiative in California, the refusal of
the voters to support school bond issues in Cleveland and Toledo, Ohio, and
elsewhere; and- the PackWbod-Moynihan=tax credit proposal in Congress
threaten to create a threetiered educational systema suburban school systern based on class, a private school system based on race, and a public innerCity school system based on rejection and alienation.
At present the nation is in the process of a massive prison-building campaign. But building more jails and incarcerating more people is an uneco. nomic, as well as unethical, proposition. It is unethical because it doesn't attempt td change the individual into a productive citizen.. It is uneconomic to
the extent_that if a young man or woman goes to any, state university in-thiS
,<Iiiintr#or four years it will cost $20,000. If he or she goes to the state penitentiary for. four, years it will cost $50,000,
Yes, education and employment cost less than ignorance and incarcera;
d on.'
A third impediment is the use of tests to disenfranchise us. Competency
tests, too often, are used in a,punitive rather than a retie ptive way. We support tests' and testing, but tests must he used to detect a JI diagnose, not to
delete and eliminate,
Finally, economic equity and parity must parallel eduCational equity and
parity, We cannot educate in 4n economic vacuum. We can no longer tolerate

a white high school dropout getting jobs denied to black and brown high
school graduates. An unemployment rate foe blacks that is twice that of
whites has a negative influence on educational goalsAt discourages whiteS
from getting an education because they feel they can get jobs without jt. It
diScouragesplacks from getting an education because they feel that even
with an education they will not get the jobs.
z

Ethics Ethnic discrimination and an ethical collapse are impediments to excel:
lence. If we are,to lift ourselves out of this morass, we must shift our sights
from the superficial to the sacrificial.
..
If we are to close the gap and catch up, wb must do sob>, discipliningour
appetites, engaging in ethical conduct, and developing our minds.
A steady diet of violence, vandalism, drugs. irresponsible sexual conduct,
and alcohol and TV addiction has bred a passive, alienated, and superficial
generatirM.
,Morally weak pCoplenot only do not grow in pc-sonhood, they contribute
to the politics of decadence. A drunken army cannot fight a war for information and close that gap. 'Minds full of dope instead of hops~ will not fight for the right id v .pte. We
d A. atsober, sane, disciplined armyto catch up, The
challenge of this geKration of adults is to regain the confidence of this generation's youth. Only by reestablishing its moral authority can the task 1)6,

dons. fOr if we reestablish morn( authoritythat is, our believability, our

.
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trustworthiness, our caring w e can then teach discipline, and our -Children
will _learn self-discipline.

Truth, like electricity, needs a conduit, a conductor through which to
travel. The teacher is the conductor. if the teacher has a healthy respect for
the child, the teacher can he a good conductor. But if that teacherlias exposed
wires and is rotten on race or ethics or character or caring, he w ill either blow
a fuse or-set off sparks that burn up a child's life.
Without sounding anti-intellectual,_we must he clear that the issues of life
flow from the heart, not the head. You cannot teach children against your
spiritual will. using only y our intellectual skill. You cannot feed children v ith
at, long-handled -spoon.

The- iieed for a moral and ethical foundation is the reason EXCEL argues
for a written code of conduct for.students. It is the reason EXCEL argues for
character education versus mere; IQ education.
EXCEL believes in IQ.
EXCEL believes in developing one's brain.
e'e are not trying to argue that we ought to substitute consecration foa deve ping our minds. But we must know that on a scale of 10, intellect does not
deserve_eight points. There are other factors in life. Integrity and drive and
Commitment and concern above and beyond oneself count also.

Push for Excellence
Effort must exceed opportunity for change to occur. Opportunity must
be matched by a superior effort, an urge to EXCEL, a will to learn. We are not
so dumb_ that we cannot learn if ss e stud), but ss e are not so smart that we will

learn if we don't study.
The question that has been asked of me mosttften is, Why are you putting
all-of this pressure on the sictun instead of they ii.:tfinizer?%%'hy are you letting

the "system" off the hook? I'm not arguing that the victimizer is not guilty. I
challenge the victimizer everywhere I go. But I know that if the victimizer is
responsible for the sictim's being down, the victim must be responsible for
getting up. It is in they ictim's self-interest to get up and go! It is precisely because the slave k in chains that he must run faster.
In thus relationship bets% een slay e and slavcinaster, I have tics er known of

a retired slavemaster.
Our quest for excellence must be-balanced bets% een educating the head
and the hand, 1% eanust know that SO% of our children graduating from high
school arc going to the ss orld of ss ork and only 20% to collegeand less than
that 21Y(.grachtate. We must balance our emphasis on a liberal education with
ocationa I and career education. We must concentrate on these five basic
steps. exposure to know ledge, repetition, internalization, development of
convictions about subject :natter, and application of knowledge.
We must more from educational existence to educational excellence. 1Ve

must contrast the politics of tip. five Bsblacks, browns, budgets, busing,
and balance a ith the five As attention, attendance, atmosphere, attitude,
and acinPv ement. V hen the doors of opportunity swing open, we most make
sure that ss e are not too drunk or too high or too indifferent to walk through.
We must has e ins oly event froth the 10 levels affecting education the
board, the supermtendcpt, the staff administrators, the principals, the teach-
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ers, the parents, the pupils, the religious institutions, the mass media, and the
broader. community.
Students nut sign pledges that they-will study a minimum of two'hours

every, evening with the radio, television, and record player off with no
telephone interruptions or social visits. Patents must Pledge to monitor their
child's study hours, pick up their child's report card each grading period, and
go to the school to see that child's test scores.

--At'the beginnin, of the year, the principal must give.a "State of the
School" address. It should clearly define educational goals, establishrules, set
up'expeetations, and lay out a plan for achieving the goals by the end of the
academic year.

Upon graduation, students must he given a diploma in,one hard,,syn,
bolizing knowledge -and wisdomi and a voter registration card in the oilier
hand, symbolizing power and responsibility.
to religious language, we argue that for one to do less than his or her best
is a sip, In secular language, we argue that the purpose of life is to develop
one'stpotential-to his or her highest capacity.
We must know that if we spw short-term pleasure, we will reap long-term
pain. But if we sow short-term pain, we will reap long-term pleasare.
We must teach our children that if they can conceive it and believe it, they
can achieve it. They must know that it is not their aptitude but their attitude'that will determine their altitude.
--Fight for equity.
Fight for. ethics.
Fight for excellence.

We must not only close the quantitative gap but the qualitative gap as
Weil We must . .
close the gap with doctors, but doctors who are more concerned with
public health' Plan personal wealth; close the_gap with lawyers, but lawyers vho are more concerned.with
justice than a judgeship;
close- the-gap with preachers, but- preachers who will prophesy, not
merely profiteer;
catch up in journalism, but we need journalists who will ascribe, describe, and prescribe, not merely scribble; .
'
-:-:catch up in polities, but we need politicians who seek to be of service,
no t inerel y seek an kf flee;

close the gap and catch up in teachers, but We need teachers who will
teach-for life and not merely for a living.
Believe in yourself. Believe in your ability to close the gap.
Believe in our children. Believe in your ability to teach them and their
ability to learn.
Believe in our parents. Believe that if they are consciously sought and
plann.xl for, they will participate.
Believe that life is not accidental, that it has a purpose, if you will but seek
the way. I fold on. PUSH for Excellence. EXCEL! EXCEL!, EXCEL!,
I am somebody. . , .
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Introduction
Solutions is a pretentious title, isn't it ?But 1 have gone along with Strunk
andiVhite'.s Elements of Style. It says: "Don't qualify too »inch." Otherwise,
the section might have been titled "Valiant but Inconclusive Attempts to
Solve- Putative Problems."
In the May 1974 KAPPANHarry Pas.sowsummariZed and critiqued half a
dozen recent!'' completed major studies of the high school in,America, ineluding Youth: Transitions to-Adulthood, the report of the Panel on YoUth of
-the President's Science Advisory Committeeof ten.called Coleman II of ter
its chairman, lames S. Coleman. The-key ideas of that report were foreshadowed in Coleman's "How De the Young Become Adults?," which first
appeared -in the December 1972
I have chosen it for this volume
because' it sets forth, more clearly than nostwriting on the topic, a`rationalefor a reorganized educative; system totvardwitich, I hope, we are now stumbling. (1 wrote an editorial ta introduce the May1974 special that featured the
Passoiv article. It was titled "Secondary Reform: An Idea Whose TiMe_ Has
Come." 1 shoidd habe placed a qualifying question mark after that heading.)
fames-Coleman hak-become -America's most controversiateducational
Sociologist, for at least two reasons:,First, his research deals with questions
that are close to the bone; and d esecond, conclusions drawn from almost all re-

Search in the social sciences can be disputed with' conclusions drawn from
other research (or the same research).
Equality of Educational Opportunity (1966), the first Coleman Report,

dealt- yith the effects of ,school social/Tejol composition on academic
achievement.- Coleman was chosen to dikct the massive research it reports
because of his excellent sociological study of 10 Illinois high schools and his
reputatibn as a master in applying mathematical thinkingto sociological data.
Althbugh Equality was questioned and reassessed by many experts, the
report was repeatedly cited in court to instil y desegregation orders. A detatk
later, Coleman's analysis of trends in the largest central-city districts between
1968 and 1973 &as cited by opponents of busing for desegregation, because it
documented_the "white flight" phenomenon. In an October 1975 KAPPAN
article, ''Racial Segregation in the Schools: New Research with New Policy
-Implications," Coleman .suggested the need for reassessing the means and
goals of-school desegregation. The article brought a-storm of protest publishedrin -subsequent issues that year.
'Now, in 1981, Coleman has ,cotne forth with a study concluding that"stu339
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-dents learn more in private high-schools than in-public high schools," as the
Associated Press summarized it. The AP added: "Coleman's research also
shoivs that, although private schools enroll, fewer-minority students, their
classmerms are less segregated than public .school classrooms."
This report, too, brought noisy protests. Education 'researchers were particularly aroused. Lee CronbaCh of Stanford said, "It's this sort of thing that
gives social science research a bad-name. The generalizations of the [new)
Coleman Report are virtually meaningless." Cronbach said that if you ask a
simple-minded question you get a "bumper-sticker" answer. In this case the
,bumper-sticker is "Private Schook Do- It :Better."
The new Coleman Report is already being used to support the tuition tax
credit idea now being argued in Congress. Many education leaders regard
tuition tax credits as the most serious threat to the principles of public education that has come down-the-pike-.since World War 11.
-Coleman has written five KAPPAN articles, beginning with "The Competition for Adolescent Energies" (March 1961). Three had to do with the
desegregation the*. In my opinion, "flow-Do the Young Become Adults ?,"
not;those on'probleins of school desegregation, will fare best over time.

Few _jounied- articles have started education movements, bed Maurice
Gibbon'.s."Walkabout: Searching for the Right Passage from Childhood and
School" is one of therh. Published in the May1974 KAPPAN along with a tgaroht card inviting reactions, its ideas,were powerful enough to generate a PDK
Task Force on-Compulsory Education and Transitions for Youth; a news/
letter, Walkabout: Exploring New Paths to Adulthood; a number of expeAMental programs across the country, nurny_of which were reported in the
newsletter;and a book, The New Secondary Education, written by Gibbons
with the help of the above-mentioned task force and publishedby Phi Delta
Kappa. "Walkabout . ." won an EdPress award, was summarized in Educa-

tion Digest, and was reprinted in eight books. I believe it is the most frequently requested article for reprinting in KAPPAN history.
Without question, the Walkabout idea was popular because seconder,/
reform_ was an idea whose time had come. Unfortunately, the time was also
ripe for an almost antithetical movement, back to basics, which Ben Prodipsky describes in the third article in this section. The economics of education

and the country's conservative mood favor back to the basics, I fear.
What is the effect on the author of having written a compelling piece .like
,
"Walkabout ."? I invited Gibbons to cowherd.

carried me through a crisis in my professional life. A
"'Walkabout .
group of us had conducted an experimental field experience for student
teachers that was highly rated by participants but severely criticized by the
universityadministration. It was a rough enough situation that I began thinking about better wayS of sPendingrny life. -Then I saw the film Walkabout. It

seemed a perfect metaphor for the program we developed. I wrote the
article, rewrote it several times, then submitted it. I will never forget the first
sentence of your response: 'Your article is one of the most seminal I have received in my years as editor of the KAPPAN.'

Many rewarding experiences followed publication, including the response of KAPPAN readers, chairmanship of the PDK task f orce, authorship

3
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of The New Secondar) Educatin. membership on the PDK Options for
Youth ,Cominittee, and contact -not only Il ith the fine members of those
ormips brit also With many other educators around the C.S. and Canada. One
was Gary Phillips, then director of Learning Unlimited. a pi-ograin in Indian(wall% employingWalkabout ado:dies. After seceral contacis. me decided to
work together. During the tiro years Cary was a (Awing professor at Simon,

ra.,r Ceicersity, u r decelopedWalkabout into Chellenge Education. Cary
is rum director tif a Challenge-Educe-hen Project for the Kettering,and
Foundations. u
I continue onr tt ork here. I ant deeply grateful to you; the,
KAPPAN, and its nun!, readers for the support and opportunities that made
these deuelopments possible 'Walkabout
really did change my life."

Obviously, "Walkabout ..
as the uork of a create c professional with
broad experience and interAts. After four years of teaching-elementary
school and sector tear lung set indary English (nichuling a year in England as
an ex htinge teacher). Gibbons entered nue ersity u ork. !leis nom a full professor at Simon 1:reserUnicersep in Burnaby. B.C. Ile has published)ioems.
stories (Irwin-ding one hook), Tl' and radio scripts. and about 50 articles and
lice books on education. Ile als0 happens to In an accomplished it °MI sculptor. havirig in'hi exhibits in such widely separated cities as Vanconter.
aryl Sydney. Australia. Ile once spent a month as the only white apprentice

sculptor in a village of East Africa.
"Back ,to Base %. The Movement and Its Meaning" was written for the
March 1977 KA PPA N by Ben Brodinsky, a journalist and editor u ho has reported education trends for some 4.5 years. Since /933 Brodinsky has pub-

lished some 500 articles. written :PM newsletters (Education Summary,
Educator's Dispatch. Teacher's Letter. EdPress Newsletter). and edited as
mon!, as 32:news :Publications a month for Crof I, Educational Services (194.5701. Now semi retired. Brodm%ky rs air of I icer attire Connecticut State Poetry

Association and reads lm 0 or three original poems a Tondo to the group.
"Helps keep my norms and ,verbs sharp." he says.
At my request Bora ;risky made these observations about "Back it Basirs.
-Since the (wick bit the streets in March 1977, my phone hasn't stoppcd
ringing. (:`%'orc you kwon that's not literally true, but it's impressionistically
true.) The reaction to the arhle uas,immediate. profuse, and continuous.
Here are the -hard facts as opposed to impressions:
Books and pamphlets. John C. Flaeagan, best known for his Project
TALENT. asked tin lm rid Perspectis es on Improving Education (Praeger)
almost the same day the KA P PA N article came out. it teas intended to catch
the spirit of the base s mot curvet. Defining the Basics of American Education. a PDK-Fast back. is also a direct outcome of the original article,
Speeches. Since ,1/arch 1977 to the present. 1 have given, II speeches
before state and rr guntal assm rations and fat ulties of school systems. till
based on the (what.. I also spoke on the basis % at programs a roomed by four
PDK cha piers.
'Workshzrpv, seminars. I ixrced as leader of .sessions dealing with basics on

four different occasions in Connecticut school systems.
"_ Offprints. I hater's kept score. but requests for off prints addressed to
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me total about 20. Phi Deb,. Kappa has waned many more. I am told it ns thc

'most widely quoted article on the subject.'
Classroom use. At least 20 college professor. iat..e requested permission
to use the article in their ediuation courses (mull snspevt quite a f et% others

'di(b't ask),
-Reprints in books. mourns. compilations of readings. Total in date. set en."

An (wackily Etmos_Clinchy and Elisabeth Allen Cody in the December
1978 KAPPAN ("If of Public Choicq, Then Prixate Escape") makes clear
snow of the reasons why many people arc dissatishdith public education
foday,_11(wing perfonud the miracle of mass education. educators are now
coqf twilled with the results of their labors. an adult population that is knowl,
edOable, questioning, mu! restive. The.te people want. among other things,
greater choice of curriculum, (if teaching nutliods, of school atmosphere.
These are nor necessarily anti,democratic desires. as Chiwhy and Cody note.

And it -is- possible for public idneatinn to meet them. Solutions are being
found- in systems lite those of Minneapolis ant Indianapolis, which the
(authors describe.
Clinch y and, cod y told thelndianapolis story up to the fall of 1978.11 is im-

po-rtant to (arrriiiiiiiii further. The /978.79 school year plan to go districttpide with the option schools was vetoed by Judge Hugh
as part of his
order to desegregate the schools. Nonetheless. I PS dm. hhd to attem pt a small
pilot-program in mite of the fact that the options could not be considered part

of the desegregation plan Six olligliwvated as part of the pilot program
;I ere high!!, succissf id and a ere Cohtinned the following year. intact except
for the Basics School, which u as discontinued because the program (lent
substantially dif ferent from the reL'ular IPS program. The setenth option
mentioned by Clinch!, and Cody was declared illegal by
here
ha ve.been some local ion changes for better pupil access. The Montessori. urnhues -been especially successful and has been apanded to three loca:we

tions. The number of tac4ers was increased f rom two to 13 and further increases are likely. Obserxers report no evidence of "white flight." IPS also
operates four magnet tool programs for Areondary %indents. all alixe and
u ell. They are the School of Performing Arts, thcCoreer Center. Health Pro
lessitm,;,Magget, and a Humanities Magnet Program,.
Educators in public Mhools are properly worried about the increasing

popu!ririty of mishit, tax credits and the toucher idea. The best place to
co in bat these threats may 'sot be feefrral and state hgislative el:Adler.% how

ever, but in -tae public s( hoof systemsghenVocs. The challenge demands
greal,ingxanity and massive change.
Evans Clinchy and Elisabeth Allen Cody are both senior partners in Education/it Planning Associou s of Boston. Clinchy is also a research of f iliate of
the Department of ban Studies. Ahissachusetts Institute ,of Technology.

Mary Anne Baywids,rinle."The birst Decade of Public School Alternatives." teas written for a special issue of the KAPPAN (April 1981, guest-

editd by Vernon fl. Smith of Indiana Culver:illy. Smith introduced the
special with aO editorial titled -Alter:mar 'Education Is flew to Stay." Ile
noted that by 1980 there ti ere thousands of public alternative schools.
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wlwreas. in 1970 there were only a few. "At least 907 of our large school systents provide alternative schools." he Writes (Raywid .says 807). "and more
than a third of the smaller systems provide them too."Smith believes that the
best explanation of 'the popularity f alternative schools lies in the fact that
they were probiding local control by pa rents.st udents. teachers, and administrators at a time of growing federal and state control through the legislatures
and courts-:Raytvid emphasizes other motives. hi any case, the tune has obviously conic for expanded options in education. It is my hope that they ran
be supplied in publieeducation without losing the democratic virtues that are
America's special gift to the'modern world.
Roytvadirects the Center -for the Study of Educational Alternative:, at
110 !sir& University in Hempstead. New York, where she teaches. She has
spearheaded a national Project on Alternatives in Ethical that. with the
sponsorship of several major educational organizations, initiated a major
venture !his= fall. The undertaking parallels the famous Fight -Year Study.
which in the 1930s sought the reform of American high schools by means of a
combined research-development effnri.
Rolm:ids first book. The As-Grinders, exploredfittempts of the political
right to in
school policy and practice in the ForticAand Fif ties,Shehas
examined educational criticism since then in such articles gc-"Illich as Stalking Horse" (1974. Focus on Learning) and "The Novel Character of today's
School Criticism" (1979. Educational Leadership). Her contributions to the
KA PPAN include "The Great Haircut Crisis of Our Time" (December 1966).
Rayivid became a KAPPAN editorial consultant in January 1981.

The final two entries in this section are both drawn f row the June 1981
KAPPAN (edited, of course, by my successor, Robert W. Cole, Jr.). They
illustrate Very nicely one of the gratifying characteristics of a periodical.
Unlike a book. which must await a new edition for feedback to become. available to users, a periodical benefits promptly I roar its readership. In this case,
llcrb Kohl and Joe Nathan. two educators prominently identified with the alternative schools movement. offer criticism of Mary Anne Raytvids basic
article on the topic, and she responds. A jong-time critic of traditional schools.
Kohl has written several books. including the heavily autobiographical I fall
the !louse (E. P. Dutton. 1974). Bothe is more than a critic; he is a persistent
creator of alternative schools. For several years he was connecced with the
Berkeley. California, Center for Open Learning and Teaching. a mutationprofit group thdt developed schools and curricula, prepared teachers, and
worked with parenic and community groups. Now he directs the Coastal
Ridge Research in Education Center in Point Arena. California. Nathan's experience, unlike Kohl's, has been chiefly in public ahernativeschools. Ile was
for -several 'years program coordinator of the famed St. Paul (Minnesota)
Open School. In 1978 he shifted to the assistant principalship of the Murray
Junior-Senior High School in St. Paul. his present position. Nathan is coauthor. With Wayne Jennings, of two other nOtable KAPPAN articles:
i*Startling/Disturbing Research Supporting Educational Change" (March
1977) and "Educational Bait-and Switch" (May 1978).
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December 1972

How Do the Young Become Adults?
by James S. Coleman
Our economic organizations must change radically to
incorporate the young-and to serve as institutions for learning.
+IF

It is important to askalong with specific questions about how schools function, more general qu'Cstions about the development from childhood through
youth-to adulthood. Oaly by continuing to ask these more general questions
an we avoid waking up some day to find that educational institutions are
finely tuned and efficiently designed to cope with the problems of an earlier
day.-Ainong the more general questions, we need to ask how it is that the
young become adults, and what are the current and changing roles of various
formal institutions in that development.
There are three formal institutions that are especially- important in ex-mining the changes that are occurring-in -the way youths are brought to
adulthood. One is the school, another is the family, and a third is the workplace. I will reserve the school till last, because changes in the other two institutions proceed from other causes without regard for their consequences
for the "young, while schools are explicitly designed With consequences for
the young as -their primary goal. Thus the family and the workplacetogether-With certain other aspects of societyform the environment within
which the school functions.

Changes in the Family

.

It is necessary only to give a quick overview of changes in the family's
'function, in bringing children to adulthood, because those changes have been
So great.-Classically, the family was the chief educational institution for the
child, because he carried out most of his activities within it until he left it to
form his own. That juncture in life was his transition to adult statusthe transition to economic self-sufficiency and family head. The timing of this transition differed widely from place to place and from one economic setting to
another. On an Irish farm, it may have been age 35 or even older. In an industrial city, it may have been 16 or even younger. But the transition to full adulthood has characteristically taken place when the former child married and
either formed a new household or formed a subhousehold within hisparental'

family.
The family has gone through twornajor transitions that sharply limit its
occupational training of the young. The first of these occurred when the
father went out to work, into a shop or an office, and thus began to carry out
his major productive activities away from home, behind the closed doors of
an organization. The second occurred when the mother went out to work or
otherwise stopped carrying out her major productive activities in the home..
Before the first transition, families contained the major productive activities
of society. Thus the young learned not only the whole variety of things that
One commonly associates with t4e family, they also learned their principal
occupational skills and functionsif not in the family, then structurally close

to it, in an apprentice relation.
For boys, this occupational learning within the family began to vanish as
the father -went out to work in a shop or an office. For girls, it continued
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longer, as they learned the mother's principal occupation. household work.
cooking, sewing', child care But by now in most families that second transition has takeii place a well The mother's principal occupation n no longer
'household work, that work now occupies little of her time and attention. She
either goes out to work like her husband or occupies herself in other activities that do not rvrmire the aid of her daughters. Es en child care is minimal. as
family sizes have declined. Ac an_ economist _recently stated. "The home
closes down during -the day.Thus the family as a source of occupational learning has declined as it lost
its place as the central producthe instittion of soeet.). But as both adults
have come to carry o,ut filth central activities outside the home, they have reinoved other functions from the limne and fa mil) as well. Friends a redrawn
from occupation, and adult cocktail parties have replaced neighborhood or
extended-family gatherings in the social life of the husband and wife. Less
and less does the husband's
ife's social life take place in a setting that in.
clinks children. Some leisure activities arc still carried out as mfamily, so I
don't intend to overstate the case But the point is that as these large occupational activities of adults nun ed out of the home, the took others with them,
leaving it aless rich place in opportunities for learning for its younger
members.

Changes in the Wprkplace
Changes in the w ork place. subsequent to its reams al from the borne into
specialized economic institutions, has e also affected the mos emenr of the
yoong into ailulthood The major changes has e beensaw a) fromsm.dl'organirations to large ones. away from ail hoc informal hiring practices to foruml
procedures with formal credentials required of applicants. away from using
children in secondary and service ;meth ities toward exclusibig them from
workplaces under the guise of "protection-. assay from ;gibs requiring low
educational credetials toward jobs requiring min, vacation, assay from
loosely organized occupational settings in which workers participated with

varying scheilules and sarsiug amounts of time toward a rigid!) defined
"full-time4b" with a fixed schedule and fixed time commitment.
All of these trends (apart from some very minor and very recent moveolts in the other direction in a few of them dimensions) have led the workplace to become less as ailal de and less useful to they ming until they enter it as

full-time workers at the end of a longer and longer period of full-time school-

ing.'
'These changes in the faligl) and in occupational institutions base led both
to become less useful as settings w here the )(mug can learn. The young remain in the lanai)
bile the activities from which they could learn have
'There are some complications to these trends and some statistics which appear to

go in the opposite direction For example. the labor force participation rates for persons aged 16-21 enrolled in school increased betss yen 1960 and 1970. from 35to 407 for
min and 2.5 to MT for women. lint this .:hange reflects an increase in school-going by
those who in 1960 would have been old) ss orking. The proportion of persons aged 16 to
21 enrolled in school was much higher in 1970 than in 1960. This increice was largely
due to a lack of full -time obs in the labor force for a great!). expanded age cohort:!-Fns
for many ixople education became the 11111.6111e activit), and labor force participa-

tion was restricted to part-time or in-and-out work.
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oid learn remain in work
moved out, the acts ties from 55 Inch the :
places, but the y our flimsy's es has e been excluded. This exclusion places
youth more on the fringes of society, outside its important institutions If one
is_young, it is difficult to get a loan, to buy on credit. to rent :n,aplrtment. to
have one's signature accepted for any of the many things that are commonplace for adults. Thereason rs simple. The y mig has e no institutional base,
they arc a lumpen.prOetanatontside those institutions of society that are recognived by other institutions and gn e legitimacy to those persons who are
within them.
Bef ore turning to eh,mges

the schoot

is important to note one centra)

and still,
occurs, though to a sharply reduced extent. It is learning that is seriously
called "IIICIdental learning" or "experiential learning." It is learning luy atg
and experiencing the consequences of that action. It is learning through oclearning
cupy mg a role with responsibility for actions that affect others

aspect of the learning that Mimed in home and 55 ork places

that is recognized in c (Minimal parlance as taking place in "the school of hard

knocks.- It is not learning that proceeds m the way t kit learning typically
takes plac in the classroom, ss her" the first step is cognitit mulerstandhig.
and the last stepoften omitted - is acting on that understanding

Changes in the School
When the maim. educational fonttfofas tt ere in the home, the school was
an misiliary and supplementary institution ss ith two functions First. for the
small fraction of the popol.e.om tt hose occupational destination tt as clerical
or academic, it taught a large portion of the occupational skills languages,
mathen macs. philosophy . history . Seto rid. for the large majority . it taught the
basic skills of literacy. Then, as the cbang,es in family and workfdace took
p lave, the school began to take on ttt o additional functions fast. to provid

maim:0(m training fitmtkink wasn't; friction of Occupations that seemed
to require frt.:MIKA honk learning mccupatii ins ranging from engineering to
pounali silo,. and second, to perform some of the educational actis ities that
ss ere not ot unpational but had been carried out to differing degrees and
often %% nth lultfferent success in the family, :ranging from music appreciation
to en ICS. ha addition to these esph...it and pi isitis rfUnctions. the school began
to carry out an important but largely passi y function as ss ell to house the
y ming ss Ink the parents ss ere off in their specialized adult actis Wes outside
the None. This is the function often derogatorily described as the "babysitting- fonctims of the st loud. As women t one more and more into the labor
tors do. the demand for such
force and desire to partu mate es en more
baby-sifting agent ws has intreased, extending downss aril in age to day care
centers fur the sera , ming. Andasoc t npational opportunities for the young
have lessened, the hats sitting film tom has extended upward in age, with
iMiersttly% and 1. ()lieges at tmg as temporary holding stations (III the ss-,y to
adulthood.

Thy trans format tun of Ille ti(11011% 111,11N/1111Se to %IMAM \ has had a
consegnence that IS important in tomsidering the path te twinning adult
Tins is the massise enlargement of the student role of young person.. to fill
the vacuum that the changes in ale faltel \ and ss orkplace created The
student role of suing persons has beconw enlarged to the point ss here that

.role occupies the maim. portion of their out

ti A
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of taking action and e Apo ient ing consequent es It is not .1 role in V. Inch one
learns
hard knot ks It is a reLitis el passes a roile'15% sin preparation for
action, but seldom' acting his attempting to biom itle the learning that had
earlier taken place 'through espenential Irarimigni the home and at the %5 misplace the school kept the same t lassrooni monk of learning that 5% as Its hallmark. It not'onl 11015(41 the Wtt11114 of those learning acti5 dies from outside
the school toss ithin it t hanged the method from learning through (Aperient e
is a responsible at for to learning- through beurg taught as a student. There art
some exceptions, but the general pattern follo55 e(l that of the classicalschool,
in 55 !deli a iai ht r ss as the IfiellOMI thrtoigh ss hich learning 5% as expected to
take place This replaced tion as the inethonii through 55 hit 11 learning had
taken place in the famil), or the ss orkplac e The student role, in 55 loch a
Person 'suits to by taught bet ame wiltral to the oung person's life.

The consequence of the espansion of the student role, and the action.*
povert it:iniplies for the 5 oung. has been .111 int reased restis eness ainong
the young The .ire shielded from responsibilit and thtl become irresponsible, the} are held in a dependent status -and the> become improduce Rut even if 55 e 5.o55 no signs of irresponsibdit stagnant clei;enclenc ,
and lack of Kochi( tis it , the point 5% ouhl remain the same. The sc10,01, 55 hen
it has tritaPtom teach 11011111tVill'Ule thugs, (10V% so in the on f 55 as it kno55
boss the ss :n designed to teat Ii mullet toe Capdbilitws. through a teacher,
transmittgg cogniti5,e skills and k1105%. ledge. in a classroom, to students.

11though the comply\ problems t reated lid these changes cannot he
snfs ed easii, I belies e It 55 cold be a step toss and a solution if V. e began to
onicei5 e of matters a little diffcrent15 In particular, thin probli:ins become
clearer if is e 55 110..055 a5 the «
bet55een -schooling-and -education.Tres

it 55 as natural that st hooding t cold base been cord used 55 ith ethi-

c ation, for sc hooding, 55 as that part of the education of the oung that took
phi«e formal!), and this had to be planned for and t oust ion* pros ale('. But
the larger part of echo ation took piaci- outwie the school. The child spent
most of his time outside the school, st hood 5\ as a small portion of his existence.

It t:ught him to read and ss rite anal 55 ork .s ith numbers, but the most Important parts of edit Aim' it did not prom ide learning about 55 (irk. both the
skills and the habits Irani:11g buss to fun( bun in soc let), learning 10,55 to he a
fatIll or mothcr, husband on V. ife, learning to take care of others and to take
respoinil)ilit for others Because these things ss ere learned 'inform:ill) ,
through esperiencr or at least .5% dhow for'inal tug:old/Aim', thin could be
disregarded, and "education- t ()odd come to be identified ss itli
lint mot li of this other education (.5 aporatrs as V. oil takes place behind
limed doors and as the f.unils is redlued as a Ito is of important acti5 Ines.
tit hooding" nicaii5% bile continues to Mean MIR II the Sallie thing than did before. except (-sternly(' in time the learning of intellectual skills. Thus,
Although stIioo oding remains a small portion of education, it, ot copies an iancieasingls larger portion of a slung person's, nine, 55 bile the' remaining
portion of his ethic anon is not 55 ell pro% ided by ordinar, es erAclaA , unplanned at Us Ines ronsequentl,A
an appropriate reform of education is, to
be made. it must begin ss itli this tat t St hooding is nut all of education...lid the
other parts of echo anon reo wire lust as much e split it planning and orgainianon
does schooling
()lice this is 14't oginied, then the ssay is pas rd ion creation of a true edu0 el 'ti N
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.cational 55 stem -nut inerel> .1 system of schools but a system of ethic atiOli
that Lo( rs uunrritelloeheal learning as ss ell If tint ss lIT 41 go t1101101( kly t11 ,ta
pOSSIble Mihail/11 I 1 r pattern fur the futon.. lit 55 mild sec this as nennediatel>
leading toward a multitrack %Limol s> stein ni ss hit h smile young people (1111

centrate on Intellectual skills chile others concentrate eni -practical- or
fails to recognise clearly
"neechain ear or -soLatomal- skills. But this
the impact of the alms e separation Of 51 hotiling and cilia atieen liOs not 1 oils
some 1 ming people ss leo need the poemitellectis c portions of education, it is
all Thus it is not the pi r.son.% ss ho must be (lit nice! into different tracks to
learn different skills, it is the time of rath person that must be so di% kled
Further. the di% hum Is not merel> a di% eaten between intellec tual skills and
vocational or pr'actical skills. It is :1 (!is ision among a ariet> of skills, only
come of which are intellectual or' vocational.

Skills the Schools Can Teach
If I 55 ere asked to catalogue the skills that sIn uld be learned in the educa-

tional *stem before age IS, I w ould certainly include all these
Intellectual skills. the kinds of things that schooling at Its hest teaches
2. Skills of some 0(1 flpat 1011 that ina> be filled.b> a seton(Iary school
graduate, so that es er> 1S-> ear-old ss tmld be accredited in S1/111(' OCCIlpati011,

whether he continued in school or not
3. 1)ecision-mak log skills, i.e , those skills of makeng decisions in complex

situations where consequences follow from the decisions.
i. General ph> sic al and once hank al skills. i e skills allow ing the > ming
person to deal with pin midi and lent hanical !problems he ss ill confront out
side work. in the home. or elsewhere,.
5. Bureau( rant and orgamiatioewl skulls. i.e., how to «w ss ith a bureaucratic organitat [milks an culotte> ee, e testomer, or c limit. or as a manager or
entrepreneur.
6 Skills in the care of dependent persons. i,e , skills in a ariog for children,
old persons, and sick persons
Emergency skills. i e lim% to act in an emergency or unfamiliar

situation in sufficient time to deal with the emergency
8 Verbal commune( anon skills in argumentation inn! debate
15111% catalogue of skills is certainly not all-inclusis e, nor are all the skills
listed on the same le% el of generalits Thu> do, flosses era gis e a sense of the
scope of what I belie% e must, be esplicitl> included in education

."1"}le ()option of Organization
Ile next question becomes. I ions is this all to 1w orgamiciP Of perhaps,
I I ow do ss e change the se hotels to do all this? But the second question puts the
preen opal point, and it is the central point of the (illicimatter ss rang.

hitterer of the future that I ens ision. is that se do not attempt to lease
tliclse hotels do all this St hook are prepared to do st hat they has e done all
alimg. teach y (mug people intelle tual things, both by 0% ing thrin Mit
non and gis ing them intellec teal tin els. sue le as literacy mathematics, and
foreign languages Sc. hauls are not prepared to teach thew other skills and
the !Ruston, of their attempts to L !inge the inse,h es so that they could do this
shims buil> one thing that these other ae mines ss hether the> are s ocat lona!
echicatani, dnxer traineng. Loosening education. (nit s, home economics. or
t 11)11411

f
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. something else -has e Ass a}

pla} ed -seconclar1 .111th subordinate role in
schools, alss a} s in the sliach151 of academic performance. Iln;IIRKIC of organ-

ization of sclitnik, the fact that the} art staffed In teachers 55 ho theniselsys
base been measured b}
performance, the fact that the} lead ,t
natural progression to more. and nwrt MtelieLt11.1111 SI/MI.111Ml

the link erities and then graduate schools all this iiieans that the} are destined to
as ethit atsmal institutions in arias other than teaching of
leetnal skills.
The pattern for the future:lien, as I see it, is one ni ss Inch the S11101/1 comes
to ht reduced in important t and st tope and Wile 111 the life of a } ming person
from age 1.2 miss art: cs ith the esplicit ft*Logrution that It is linos itling 001},,t
portion of education. This redirlt hull 5%IIKitI I1C1 essaril Ili I Of,
these

other skills must jie learned ,ts

%sell

mans of them I)} epCrIelle and

practice, some Of them nichichng a little adinisture Of teaching.

Where to Learn Other Skills...,
It then 1W.101Iles net VSS.11.1 to ask just %%here these other skills ss Ould be
learned. .11i immediate response and an incorrec t mute. I belies e. %stitild be to
am mot to design slick raltied Institutions to teach these things, .is s 01,1t1011.li

hook rIT designed to Wadi Olt upational skills. It is arc orrec t because, if
1111 arguments are curret t, these al tis ities are best learned not b} being

taught but In a( hog. Thus it

is net VSScl1.1
olS15- 55 here the action is. The
miss% er is clear It is iii those %pet i,thittl ecanitolim institlitiOns OC SOL Iet1 1100
VI hich first men, 0101 ssomen. %%Olt out front the fal11111 to 5% Wk. It is in the

occupational institutions of sot iet} 11 omen have h%tn.. (I this through the
%Ulla! 1/%14.1101110t .11 /I /5 ert of hoist and neighbor:0)d and !lase deserted
the home for these workplaces
Thus this education tai appropriatt I} take place mil} in the economic institutions Of %I/itch it those orgainiatiops
-ss flost. doors adults
a 'mit ss bile tit child s mostly% inside the ss all) of the school. Sucli education
could not he lilt or miss. 'nerd} &Acing a i!oting person on the job or in an apprentice situation. It ss unitI be net ess.(4 to rareftill} la} out th,e skills, that 4
ss ere necessar} tt, learn. more careftill} than I hos e dime in the catalogue of
eight skills I's t listed. and to torgani/ethe ming p'erson's esperiences it sushi
a ss a} that he le.trns these skills This ss mild ins ol% e. of conrs, 1111 ore than one
it1stitiit1(111 outside the st titIt4 Anti it %%Amid require...1)1111mm( both in et nicep-

tit on and in use( mum if it is to ss (irk %sell ti earl} (la} s. For it ins oh es nothing

less than a breaking open of the economic institutions of siociet} , film) factories to himsput,tls. remo% mg of the instilatittn that separates diem from the
ming. and gis mg them an esplicit role in the education of -the'}viing
I loss this ss mild be (hone ss ill diffe'r from %octet} to societ Ii the Fee
enter(orise capitalist et onion} of the S it t (mid prtobabl} best begin I)) prototing the }toting ss ith entitlements that could be recleem{sd b business and
other U10(11111 Sl s that tr% to !nos file the appropriate learning esperienees. In

other ( unntries it ought better, he done in another %%At' Hut the,end result
%5 (add he similar The
%%mild be integrated into the economic Sr to Hies
of sot lt front .1 ers earls age, u ithout sfopping their schooling; it mend}

b} stopping the dilution of st ht 'tiling that has occurred in recent }ears. The
ec moonlit orgamiations of sot let} 511)111(1 necessarib change, and change
radii all} . tin incorporate the } ming not to bee tome schools but to lieco4;
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institutions in ss Inch ss ork is designed not onl for product's e effjuenc but
for learning efficiene), as 55 ell. The resolution necessary m society is, if I ant
correct, a resolution within these occupational instill. ,ons, from Cenci-Id
Motors to government agencies, from business offices to airports.
in this stay would require. if it is to he efA reorganization cif
fective, standards of performance and criteria to be met in the areas other
than intellectual, so that the credentials of a ming person ss ould he far
broader than those implied by the %aru% diplomas and ,legrees that has e
been carried us er in modified form from an earls period., Some of the credentials would he bas0 on performance tests such as those used in industries
and skilled Crafts today . Others ss ould ke based on performance ratings b
supers isors and on letters of recommendation. For des eloping other criteria,
ins entis eness and imagination w mild be necessary . But the essential point is

that those skills must he just as explicit) es ablated and must form just as
much a portion of a young person's credentials as intellectual skills do toda

.Other Implicatiotis
There am a number of important implications to this reorganization of the
path toward adulthood. If w c recognize that it requires an esplic breaking
open of \s ork organizations to incorporate the ming, the niost direct impliLoam is an enormous transformation of these economic institutions. Their
product ss ould be not onl goods and sers ices to be marketed but also learning, the latter paid for from public hinds as schools are todas_ 'they ss moil
become muchr more d% ersified institutions. no longer presers mg the fiction
that nothing but 'maim tom occurs ss ithn theni, but rec ogn wing that much of
adults' social his es and most of their time expenditures take place ss ithin
them. Then it ss mild be necessary to expand that recognition until' explicit
de'signs.

A less direct Unpin ation of this reorganization of education is that it ss ould
reduce the relationship beta yen educational performance and family educational baaground or social class. In schools the pers ask e pow cr of testing on
intellectual criteria the only real criteria the school know s exacerbates and
emphasizes the inequalities of academic background Bat children bring ss ith
them to school. If education is appropriately defined to include these other
equalls important skills, then the artificially heightened disparity bets% een
students from "ads antaged" and "disads antaged" backgrounds ss ill be reduced but only . of course. if these other actin ities are carried out in their
natural habitat, rather than, in the S(.111101, a hick t 011StittlteN an uncongenial

setting for them.
Finally, a still less dire( t implication of this rein-ionization of education is
related to the current Unarm crss almut %timid integration through balancing
of the races or sot ial (lasses in 5t Iliad. That contras erss , a hick reflects a real
proiMunced as it is in all large
prof lruui ss here residential segregation
urban areas cannot be soh ed as h mg as «lin anon is identified ss nth a'school
building containing classrotuns and teachers It (an be soled if formal edit
cation takes place largel outside the schools and in economic institutions,
for. among all of society's institutions, it is the economic that are the least
segregated by race, and itts in these that racial integration produces least fric
non, because It o« ors in a setting ss nth ss ork to be done in an organized rather

than anarchic structure of interpersonal relations.
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The effect of such a womanized %%stem of edit Awn ut Ilitgrating the
mid not ill'
idelltal. it would arise because du. reorganization 55 mild not be ad hoc. Hot .1 makedlift patchinu up of mitccorn
ingtitutimii The reorganization 55 mild recognize fundamental structural
changes in sdc iet
the dr) ing lip of famil) fiutctton,.utd the specialization
society

,

of (Toni unit ac tic ities

and ask cc here in sot

an enirimitt social At rut t tire is

the appropriate:locils fur the )(mutt, if the are to ha) e the opportinut) for
moving to adulthood The al's)) cr. of course, is that the )(mug belong cc here
ec er)ohe else is, cc hen' the Illt11111 i. Tile% 1)(11/111; IIISIde the II.0111/1111L uttiU-

tutitytc where the prodiu tic e attic ities of societ) take place

,3 7

May 1974

WaikabOut: Searching for the

.

Right Passage from Childhood' and School
by Maurice Gibbons
A year

I sass an Australian film called Walkabout ..hich 55 as so provoya-

()cans e 1 am still rerunning scenes from it in in) mind In the
mos ie, two children escape into the desert-like ss ilderness of the outback
ss hen their father, dos en mad lit failure in business, attempts to kill them
Within hours dip are exhausted, lost. apd helpless Inappropriately dressed
m pm ate school uniforms, unable to find food or proteCtit,n him' the hlaiing
heat, and with no hope of finding their ss a) track. the) seem certain to die At
the last moment they ire found and cared for I)) a timing aborigine. a 'lath e
Australian hot on his malkabout, a six-months-long endurance test during
ss hid' he must sun is ealone in the ss ilderness and return to his tribe an adult,
or die- in the attempt. In contrast to the Litt children. he mo-s es through the
forbidding wilderness as if it ss ere part of hiss illagu. I ie sun is es not onit
tis e-r and

ss, ith skill but ss ith grace, and pride as

sell,

%% holier stalking kangaroo in a

beautiful but cleat))) `ballet, seeking out the subtle signs of direction, or
merely standing ssatch. I le not only endures. he merges \s it' th'e hind, and he
the aborigine of fersin:i
enjoys. When the) arras e at the edge of cis
ritual dance---..to share his life A ith the ss bite girl flul boy he has befriended.
but the) final!) leas u him and the outback to return home The closing scene's
shom them immersed again in the cons claims of suburban life, but dream

ing of their adventure, their fragment of a walkabout.

:-

The mos ie is a haunting ss ork of art. It is also a haunting comment on education. NVhat I find most pros ()cant e is the stark cOntrastbi.t...een the aborigine's malkabout experience and the test of an adolescent's readiness for adulthood in our :As n staiet). 'Tie) oung natis e faces a se% ere but extreme!) appropnate trial, on'' in 55 Inch he must demonstrate the knoss ledge and skills

necessary to niake linn a contributor to the tribe rather than a drain on its
Meager resources. lit contrast, the )dung North American is faced with
ss ritten 'examinations that test skills s er) far remos ed from the actnal experience lie ss ill has e in real life. I ss rites, he does not act. Ile sots es familiar,
theoretical problems, he does not app)) ss hat he knoss s in strange but real
soil:Mons, I le is under direction,in a protected ens ironment to the end. he
duets not go out into the ss orld to demonstrate that he is prepared to suns is e in.
And contrihute to. our society. Ilis preparation is ['Omani) for the mastery of
cinitent and skills in the disciplines and has little to do ss ith reaching maturit).

achieving ailulthood or developing fully as a person.
,1
ois ed m the ss alkabout is also in sharp contrast to experiMr isolation
ence In our school st stem. In an extended period of sulitude at a crucial stage
of his des 'shipment, the aborigine is confronted ss ith a challenge not only to
Ills competence bklt also to his inner or spiritual resources. For his Western

counterpart. losses er, school is alma) s a cross d experience Seldom
separated from his class, friends, or land!). he has little opport unit) to confront his anxieties, explore Ills inner resourcesind* cisme to terms ss ith the
ss orld and his future in it. Certainly he receis es little or no training in hors to
deal ss ith such issues. There are other contrasts, too, at least bets% een the
Australian boy and the urban children in the mos ie his heightened sensory
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perctititm, instinct. and intuition. senses %%filch seem numbed in them, his

\

genuine', open. and emphatic response toss and them m sa5 mg their Its es. and
their inability to finally OS marine thou susincitnis and tlefv.nsu c. self-interest
to save his .1nd anon t; all there is his los e and respect for the land es en as he

takes from it ss hat he neods, and the ss illful (lest ',non of animals and
landscape which he obsers es in tlisbelwf during his bra hes ss ith cis di zatIon,
Imagine for a liniment tsso children, a s ming mitts e looking ahead to his
ss a lkabout and .c ming \ orth American looking ahead to grade 12as the culminating experieUces of all their basic preparation for adult life. The s ming
native'C'an clearly see that his life ss ill depend on the skills he is learning and
that after the ss a Ikalunit his sun is al and his place in the community ss ill depei0 upon them. too What meaning .p(1 reit.% ame such a goal must sti 5 e to
learning! 1111a t a contrast if he ss ere preparing to u rite a test On sun Is 1I techniques in the yitback of the histor. of aboriginal 55 'minims . The dative's
Western counterpart look skim a n I to such alkstrac non, as subjects and tests
sucked (In of the richness of expcnencc,111 the elIll has mg little to do directly
ss ith any thing c ritica I or es en significant that he a lit IC illates being in all ed m
as an adult except the pursuit of nor( formal education. And et, 15 it not
(dear that' ss ha t

ss ill matter to him and to his communits is not his test-

writing ability or even 55 hat he kilos% s about, but ss hat he feels, A hat he
stands for, shat he can (10 and ss ill do, and ss hat he is becoming as a person?
Ind if the clear performatisc goal of the ss alkali' out makes learningmore sig.

nificant, think of the effect it must !lase on the attitudead performance of
they ming person's parents and ins.rut tors, kilos. mg that their skill and des olion ss ill also be put .to the ultimate test 55 Ilea the buy gin's out on his 055 II.
What an effect such accountability /mild has 0. on our concept of schooling

and oil parents' inolt:ment in its
.5

For another moment. imagine these same tss o children reaching the
c eremonies that culininatc their basic preparation and celebrate their SIIC(essful passage from childhood to adulthood. from school student to ss ork
and responsible communit membership, 11 hen the aborigine returns, his
readiness and 55 milt has e been ',leads clen ilmst rated to lion and to his tribe.
"They needful', Ile is their hope for the future. It ha 1110111CM 55 orth celebrating %%iit. I 55 under, 55 mild an alien humanoid (AMC hide about adulthood in.
our society if Ii_ had to make his deductions from a graduation ceremony .art=
flouncing students' maturits speeches, a parade of candidates s ith readings from their yearbook 05 descriptions -a formal dinner, expensu e clothes
and cars. graduates 0% er hen adults ru er there. all-night parties. occasional

drunkenness and sexual experience or flirtation sx itlrit. and spits- painting
"Grad -; I'' on ,t bridge or building For mans it is a memorable occasiona
pageant for parents. ,t gin ul time for the students. But ss hat is the message In
this celebration at this most important moment of school life and in this Host

important shared Coniinunity experience' What values does it promote?
11'hat is it sa,ittg about 12 ears of school experience? The achiesement of
.shat goals is being celebrated' 11 hat is it teaching about adulthood? I loss Is
it contributing to a sense of (rnuuunity ? What pleasures and sources of challenge and fulfillment does it encourage the )(rung to pursue? And if our alien
humanoid could look Into the students' deepest thoughts, ss hat 55 mild he con-

chide about their sense of readiness to list full and independent lines, to
direct their mss n gross th. to contribute to society, and to deal ss ith the issues
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that confront us as a 1% odd

s

perhaps a masers'.

citizenry' I think 1111/4 un

prejudiced conclusions would horrify us.
In my opinion. the st alkabout could be a % cry useful -model to guide us hi
redesigning our on 11 rites or passage. It pro% ides a pun caul focus during
trainmg, a-challenging deuumstratum of necessary competencei profound
ma turn experience, and an enrichment of coniniunity life. Ry comparison.
preparati on ind trial in our SOL let) are incomplete. abstract. and inwersonal.
and graduation is little more than a party celebrating the end of school I am
not concluding that our tudents .S110111(1 be sent into the (ksert, the n ihrerness, or the Arctic for si,s months .es en though military sem ice, Outs% aril
Bound. and such organizations as the Aoy Scouts do feature n ildernesslis ing
and sun is al training, What is appropriate for a, primais e subsistence society
is not likely appropnate for one as complex and technically sophisticated as
%

ours. Hut the nalkah'ait is a useful analogy a n ay of 'linking the finniliar
,strange so rye can examine our practice.. with fresh eyes. And it raises the

question I find fascinating, What u mild an appropriate and challenging
kalkobout for NtudentA in our society he like? Let me restate the problein more specifically . What -sensibilities, know ledge, attitudes, and competencies are necessary for a full .111(1 produetise adult WO What kinds
of experience n ill has e the.pon er to focus our ehildren's energy on ac hie% ing
these goals? And n hat kind of performance n ill demonstrate to the student,
the school, and the comumnity that the goals has e been ;tellies ed?

The ss alkabout model suggests that our solution to this problem 'mist
measure up to a number of criteria. Firsi of all, it should be experiential and
the experience should be real, rather than simulated. nut know ledge about
aerodynamics and aircraft, not passing the link-trainer test, but the experiencc of solo flight in n Inch the mastery of reles 4111t abstract know ledge 4nd

skills is manifest in the perhirnianee. Second, it should be a challenge that
extends the capacities of the student as fully as possible. urging him to conto be broken
sider es ery limitation he perceis es in himself as a by
through, not a goal th..t is easily c1CCe?Sibil% such as play ing an instrument he

already, plays tor metently . but a risky goal that calls for a major estension of
his talent, midi as eartung a chair in the junior sy midway or a gig at a reputable
dist-Why( me. Third. it should be a challenge tit student chooses for himself

its Margaret .lead has often pointed out

in Grou,ing Up in Samoa. for

instance the major eliallenge for y ming people in our society is making decisions. In primal% e societies there are fess choices. in technological societies

like ours there is a ben iklering array of alternati% es in lifesty le, n ork,
nditics, possessions. we_ reation. dress, relationship., (.11% ironn.ent. and so on
Sueces.. in our II% es depends on the ability to make a pin ()prime choices Yet.
in Most schools, students make fen decisionis of any Unportance and nee eis e

no training in decision making or in the implementation and reassessment
cy de that constitutes the basic gross di pattern. Too oftrn, graduation cuts
them loose to muddle through for themsel% es. In this n a Ikalunit model,
teachers and parents may help. but w the Rogerian sty Ie by facilitating the
stmlent's decision making. not by making the decisions for him The test of
the nalkabout, and of life, is not ss hat lie c an do under a teacher's direction
lint shat the tem her has enabled Imo to decide and to do on his on
In addition, the trial should be an important learning esperienc'e in itself
e not wily the denunistratiim of the student k min kdt.tv, skill,
It should ins
.
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.111(1.14 hie% ement.hut alsoa %undo ant «nifrontatiOn itlihniist;lf. hissi44 are
tiesc. his aclaptabilit4 It Slillil ill Ills.
1111111e10.1)(0'..11101 IIIS
.IS
per NMI.

the trial and t. ercilloit slit told be appropriate, appropriate mot as .1
to St of the

that ilit% gone beforb but as a transition from school learn
,ins; to the life that 44
10111)44 after44 ards. And the c ompletionoLthe 4valk
about should bung
tiler parents, teat IS. friends. and others to sliart the
moment 44'ith hint. to t onf11111

1.111(.11i.,11101 rt$1.,1111;.111101,11c the spirit of

communit.s.in as hit. it he is a litt tubs r, Keeiting these features of the 44 alkabout

grathiatton L0'0'11101) in this mode be like in .1 \urlh American high school?"
analogy in Mind. let us MIN% 414 the 411011Si11/11. What 111114111

The time is'Selrteutber The plat 0'..1 50 11001 lassromil ttaile44 here in the
Pacific Nortli44 est %lomat-et. .1 student 44 Ito has just finished grade 12. Is
making .t multimedia presentation to .1 numbersof relam es. user 2(1 of her
lassmates, syeral friends front other schools. some teat hers. the Ind* or,and
(44 tt reporters she rivaled 44 ith doring the eat N%.114 dung intentl4 area num-

ber of younger studeitts alread4 thinkinc, abounheir asst ssalkabouts,
Margaret this been thinking about this moment suit c grade S and s4 %irking on
the pout (pal met 44 ith
the (?tale 10
students 41101 their parents to ottani( anti dist us% the challenges. ,1fter44 anis
her ac his ities SC1'111114% Stilt (

.lie Oud her mother sat lip talking tiro(( her plaits mud early morning. She is
fo:jointly, 44 ith the first tategor4, .bh t 'dun . 55111( In 111%015 VS .1 challenge to
her daring and
ht him and slides Margaret is shin% ilig trace her
trip thronglothe llot kits ft ollo4ving the path of 1 a.44 is and Claris in tin% esploration Of the \ orth 4% est 1 It r 044 n journal and mops are oil tlispla along
ith a ittinibr of objects ario44 heads and the like 44ltuh she found
eitroutt The.names of her ft 0.1111111.1111011S she Is require(' to oopetate
44, ith a team in .it le.ast one, but no more than 144 tt, of the use t. ategorn s are

imt dispin lit one «atter of the room she has arranged .1 set of bedroom
furniture a loft disk 11hr,u4 module, a roc king chair, and a «tffee-table
treasurt clo.st designed. !milt. and des ()rated as her ss ork m the Croaky
.1( silo ler field. On du 44,111, are photogiaphs and harts slim% ing pollution
rates of local industries that slit 1(4 4/111041 during the sunning and used fil
11 port to the ("4

('omit tl 'Flit three 11144 spatter aril( les about there-

stilling ampaign against po'llittioli I,t%% 4 itilators. and her part in it. are also
displa4 ed to gins t 1114114 that she has ompleted the third t ategor. (..tammu-

Sert;irr
\largarct, hit wan% of the other students. engdutql ill

1.00(al Inquiry

..,at related t 14)5044 to her prat tit al 44 'irk I ler I potshot, 44 as, 11 hat strut (oral

(10 sign and t oniptoutuniltas the best ratios of strength. ease 1)(t ()mini( lion.
and 4.4 oriotti, of matt mils' ('sung harts of the 4 aeons designs and ratios. she
des( rates It 7r rt scan It and (he
esperiment slit dm eloped to test her
findings, and she 41. nionstrotes the diet (I4 (mess of the preferred design b
performing Kt
sts tut se% eral models built from the some material.
.1 f ter ans44 cling .1 ft 44 questions from a builder tit the 1045(I. she stio%%slit%%
the problem gross 4,110 of her similes III art lung cure for the
in a/ Vol ahrud (Mr gur% 1),155l:ty. her sloth book% .round and NV% eral slimmer cabin
designs she (4(.44 op. she goes 1)n to lest mire her kits to a moldier of arching Is for assistant then on% ils a model of the summer anip
desiguts.
fur her (anal% and telpeil (110111 build MI their Pat
(:oast proper() Slides

of the Arm under t onstrin Mitt complete her presentation. .1 leas her asks
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ss by slio is not performing any of the skills she des eloped, as the challenge
requires, and she answ ers that her cinninatee ss al% ed that requirement because the activities she chose all °cc:lured' in the field.
1

As Margaret's friends and relatives gather around to congratulate ,,er.
down the hall Ken is beginning ms, presentation with a report On his t w omonth Arkentyre alone in a remote yillage in France ss here he took a laboring job and lived with a French family in which no one spoke English. The
idea aroXv during a discussion of his p oposal to tras el st hen the teacher on his,.

committee asked him to think of a hire daring challenge than sight seeing in
:a foreign country . A professor,in modern languages has been in ited by, the
school to attend the presentations, lonverse with hiiii in.French. and comment on his mastery . Later ss ith his 'wry guitar accompaniment. Ken ss ill sing
a medley of three folk songs which le has composed himself. Then, to meet
the requirements of the Comm/mit / Service category , he plans to report on
the stringier care program which h,e initiated and ran, without pay, for preschool eh ildren in the community . The director of the local Child I Iealth and
Welfare Service ss ill ccumnent on the program. Finally, Ken, ss ill turn to the
car engine that stands. partially disassembled, on a bench at the hack °tithe

rogin. Isis Logical Inquiry into the problem. "What ways can the power
output of an engine be, nost economically increased?" is N6inmanzed In a
brief paper to be handed out and illustrated ss ith modifications he has made
on the display engine ss ith the help of a local mechanic and a shop teacher.
I le ss ill conclude Ins presentation by reassembling the engine as quickly as he
can.
-

If we entered any room any ss here in the school. :similar presentations
would be under ss ay , students display Mg all kinds of alternatives they
selected to meet the fiveliasic challenges:
I. Adventure a challenge to the student's daring, endurance. and skill in
an unfamiliar environment.
2.

Creativity. a, challenge to explore. cultic ate. and espiess leis own imag-

ination in some aesthetically pleasing form.
3. Serf:ice. a challenge to identify a human need for assistance and provide it: to express caring without expectation of reward. ,
4. Practical Skill. a challenge to explore a utilitarian activity to learn the,
know ledge and skills necessary to ss ork in that field, and to produce something of use. c
5, Logical Inquiry. a\challenge to explore one's curiosity, to formulate a
question or problem of personal importance. and to pursue an mists er or
solution sy stematically and. ss her,..ver appropriate. by investigation.
We would learn about such Adventum as a tss o-week solo t.n the high
river. living off the land. parachute drops, rock climbing expeditions, mapping underground caw es. an exchange ss ith a Russian student, kay Aing a
grade three ns er to the ocean. scuba -di\ ing exploits. sailing s entures, solo air-

plane and gild er flights, ski- touring across glaciers, a month-long expedition
on the Pacific Crest trail. and some forms of self-explorator-y , meditative, or
spiritual adtentures. V e would we such Aesthetic \\ mks as fashion show s of
the students' ow n creations, sculpture and painting, jewelry, tooled leather
purses, anthologies of poetry a humor magazine, plays written and directed
by the author, a one man mime shows, political cartoons, a Japanese garden
featuring a number of home t ultis ated bonsai trees, rugs made of home-
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dyed fibers, illuminaft,u1 manuscripts, gourmet food,. computer art, a rock
group and a string quartet, car",()(b design and paint lob. original films, a
stand-up eninic's art, tapes of ii.Aural sound music, and a displas of blow n.
glass creatures.

hi the Service categor students ss ould be report
on s ohniteer ss ork
witli the old, ill, infirm. and retarded, a series of closed-circuit tele% ision
hookups enabling children immobili/ed in the hospital to 1:mm11111(.0e ss it h
etch other. a sports program fur the handicapped, a Young Brother program
for the retarded. local \,tiler's Raiders kinds of studws and reports, construction of phis grounds, hiking trails and landscaped parks, clean-ups of es esore
lot 5.5urs es sof communits needs and opinions, collecting abandoned cars to
sell as scrap iii order t(1 support dem% (11 families abroad , shopping and other
trip; for shut his, and a 1)(4 Meals on ss heels program for pensioners. In the
Prat sir a/ rea lmsscaughtseedepnnistmtiiinsof find honed secretarial skills,
ocean floor plant studies. ins entnens and new designs of mans kinds, the products of new small businesses, a c misers ation program to %as(' localls endangered species, stock market trend duals saes and est)tttates, boats designed
awl built for sale a c nurse taught lis c olimuterassisted instniction, small
farms or see tiems of farnis des doped and 111.0iaged, a twit el guidebook for
high se 11001 students, ,1 515 int II telo."(
with hand-ground lenses and a display of photographs taken. din aigh it, a repair yen ice for as furnaces and
other home applialic es. and a collection of mos le re% less s written for the local
suburban new %paper 1nd ss e %.1n11(1 hear about 1.1,e,tcal Impart( 3 into such

questions as h tow does a starfish bring abaft the regeneration of .t lost arm?
1111.4 (Ides (Ole ("Sprriviit t. when meditating that he doesn't CNill'IVIICe Just
sitting ss ith his es es c hosed? What is the mosteffettist technique in teaching a
(log obedience? 1 loss di( you 11.1% nude in spa( e? I) 's faith-healing ss ork, and
!f so, how") I 1ow mans anomalies, such as the am lent !labs Ionian batters ire
there in our piston and how can dies be esplamed? 11 hat folk and native arts

and crafts has e (les eloiwd in this area? What are the 1(1 most important
questions man asks but can't miss% er? 11 hat is insanitss

ss here is the line that

separates it Innii sa nits ? and, What natural means call h use to protect ins
c rims most effec Us els from disease and Inset cs? .111 dais long such presentatit His occur throughout the school, ea( liAtudent ss ith his ow n place and time,

each demonstrating has unique accomplislimen!, each ss ith an opportimits to
be successful in his own way
.1t the end of the day the families 111. children. and their friends meet to

elebrate this iminient The celebration takes a sariets (If forms. picnics.
(limier at a restaurant, meals at home sonic cooked lis t)w graduating students- and buffets that all guests help to pros ide. In some instances tsso or
three families loin together. The ceremonies are equalls caned, .iccording to
taste and imagination. some .11e religious, some auuous, son it' quite quietly
together. In each the student is the center of the oc( asion. Parents and guests
reSponcl.ti) the graduate's presentation. Tac hers drop his to add their comments. And the stmlent talks, about has plans for the future. Some mas find
ss as 5 tomnliolliile 'In' s (11111g perm T% cute into ,t new stage of indpenden e
and resionisibilit , helping him toe Irifs and pursue his nest life goal. To con-

chide, there ma} be .1 school or comm units celebration to which all are
im ited for music, singing and dancing. The olds formal es eat ss mild be a
presentation of bounds (doms of the student's reports on their accomplish-
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mutts to the principal and mast); for the school and the c ommunits libraries
Nis oss ti preference s.ould be to im hub also, some ritual experience of the
family being together at the moment of its mining apart. or some shared es
sters , 'perhaps a midnight stalk or coming together to
perlellCe of life's
watch tlie,dawn - the work! beginning again, beginning still.
Far - fetched'.' I Ain't think so. JI is tow that Nlargaret aid Ken appear to be
exceptional students. So mans colleagues uleatifie(1 them as ats pica' that I al
most added a Charlie and Luc} of much more modest accomplishment. hut it
seems to me that our expectations are conditioned by student performance in
courses. In fact, 55 c has e uo idea ss hat Hies neat be capable of ss hen the,same

energy and ingolilliS that has gone into our ss Stern for teaching them sobteat is transformed into a ss stem for supporting their oss n des elopment of
their (mu potential. !loss far the) can and %s ill go a hum an) particular path
their abilits to conceise
they Lionise mas be limited, er the s ears, onls
of it as possible and our ability to confirm it. Besides, ss e are concerned bore
as much ss ith depth as ss ith range. as much ss ith the quality of the students'
espenein e as 55 ith the manifest products of their effort. One experience of
true taring for another ithont especial of rest ard, one esperience of
breaking through the «mimes of one's tits n belies ed limitations. one ins tier)
floras eleti, are the set Is of all later commitment and gross lb. and awns ()nth
collo Ming ss ith mei.) thing at our disposal. The purpose is not just to stimulate an mapresso e arras of accomplishments Ind to enable students to find
out ss ho the} are ht finding out ss hat ties can do. and to eonfihn the importance of that most essential human work.
or is it far fetched to think of sclunils adopting a program to accomplish
these ends. The concept is flcsible. Ans school or communits mat adapt this
proposal to its oss n t ircumstances Its choosing different categories of

tchievenient, different plans for preparation in school time, a different
manner of demonstrating accomplishment, and a different kind of
t.ercneute). The basic principles personal challenge, bulk idual and group
decision making. self direction in the pursuit of goals. real %sorb' significance
atilt its and comminuts insulsanent at all stages of preparation and conclusion. can be at t (unplished in a s ariets of ss at s. It is true that a decade ago
imihmkable. The importance of grades anti fhe singular
such a proposal ss
pattern of schooling for at Ines mg them %sere to general it appeared impossible and unpractical to break out of the ss stem. Since the educational
troubles of the Sixties, ith the rise of a responcible radicalism and the appearance a number of technologic al and humanistic alternatis es. mans
ti .an As lease sin t es% fulls broken from old patterns to search for forms of
education more appropriate for our times.
Some input atlas, lam es er, has e inerels put old content into nessprograms -for instance. Its translating courses into assignment sheets and letting
the student ss (irk through them at his (As n pa( e. Some changes in the freest
of free schools, for example. eliminate all t (intent and directis e instruction.

refs ing instead on the student's discos ern of his list n program Unfortumite's . %nth lame/ Lure appoia( hes too often create a leadership and
author:is sac mum ui tit classroom, one that students are unable to fill The
approach suggested here relic, is ss hat mans hinmathe teachers and
administrators has e pointed out to me. th it real change does ins ols e mess
f reed( mi for students, but that mdependence nu. be carhined ith a s is it
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personal goal and a framework ss ithin ss hich the student can pursue it. If ss e
remove the structure of subjects. disciplines, courses. lessons, tests. :ind tests.
it is essential that 55 e des Clop superstructures that ss ill support the student's
efforts to create a structure of his own. Autonomy like maturity , as not a gift
but an accomplishment of ) out and a difficult one to attain. This ss a Ikabout
proposal describes one possible superstructure. For students 55 ho are already

.deyeloping elements of their own programsin open area elementary
schools and interdisciplinary secondary humanities programs, for example
an appropriate walkabout would pros ids a clear, long.term goal and open
the way for the school and community to des clop a support structure as the
students need for assistance in pursuing his goal intensifies.
Preparation for the walkabout elmllenge can he pros hied in %a kin.
degrees of Intensity. depending upon boss committed theschool staff is to
creating 'tt. curriculum that focuses upon personal development.
I
It can be an estracurricular actis its in which
planning and work is
done during outof-school time,
2 It can be one element of the curriculum that is included in the schedule
like a course, gis ing students time for planning, consultation. and training.
'1 It can he the core of the grade 1s program, one in which
teaching
and activity is devoted to preparing for trial.
4 It can be the goal arouml ss hieli.i ss hole new c wriculum is designed for
the school, or fora school- ss ithin the school stuffed by interested teachers for
interested students.
If the school is junior secondary this concept t .11 readily be adapted to
elementary schooling, too students and parents should be notified of the

.gratlaation trial upon entry in grade S. perhaps by a single announcement
svith an accompany ing descriptis e broc Imre. Trial committeesincluding
the student. tile parents. and a teacher should be organised for meetings.
likely as early as grade 9. to guide the students exploration, of possible
challenges, so that serious planning and the preparation of formal proposals
eon begin in grade 10 To make the nature of the walkabout s is id. the committee should involy e students in a series of "Experience Weeks" during
which they %souk! he out of school pursuing actis sties, first-of the sch9(11's
design and later of their ow n design, as trial runs. During these earl) ) ears the
student onld also benefit from association %s it!) "big brothers" in the schOol,
older students in more ads :meet! stages of preparation ss ho can help their
younger colleagues. ssith considerable benefits for themsels es as ss ell The
committee would also be responsible for helping the student make lits oss n
c'hoic'es and find the resources and training necessary to accomplishithem.
and by their interest. they ss mild also help the student to des clop confulene
in his decisions and commitment to his oss ogoals. A sun es of student plans
during any of the senior y ears w mild gis e the staff the information necessary
to plan the most useful pos',ible .wining, shish could be offeredrm minicourses one day each week, for instance -or in a semester or a earlong
1.

curriculum des ow(' to preparation for trial If students were required to
write a two-page report on each challenge,acollectionof these reriorts could
provide an- accumulating resource for ) ()linger candidates as well as a

permanent "hail of aceomplishent" for graduates. In such ways the
walkabout challenge could also be«nne a real focus for training in such basic
skills as speaking. 55 riting, and use of the media. These are only a few of the
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ss ass; tl . proposal (.11111v implemented and integrated ss ith other aspects of

school life.
But colleagues and parents ss it Ii ss him 1 11.1S e di's( Ussed the idea raise a
number of problems o.otential eu the walkabout uliallngc 11'11.11 .11)4int the in
el pialit,s that esists bet ss yen students ss ho has e great resources for such ss alk
about activities atdionie and students ss 114, has e fess resonrcizs at their di.
and
posal? 11 hat about the risks ins ols ed fair students on their ins in the c

the wilderness? 11'llat if (unmet Mom among ....a1(.11t to outdo e.uch who.
(Imes them to trainuant strenies Or failure? (hi the other hand. ss hat if, stii
dents don't scant to be bothered? I IOW can e account for differences in
.11)1114. that is. hos\ c.ue \\e distinguish the apparentls modest accomplish
meat that is a sus ere c11.4letire fair one sjudviij f ronolie api marentk graml ac
complisliment 55 hats is at tuallI .1 modest c liallenge for :mother' These are
not fantass ss hat-ifs. but the refil tone erns of those a ho ss ant to anticipate
and clone ate as main habiliti rs as possible T1 leS desen t consideration
Stith a piestu iiis punt to basi issues, nit it is anon. risk c (nitro!. %import. aiid
ilepenik upon chisi.«)1111111inication and
assessment. in each caw resolit

«operant in among student s.roarent. teat hers, and other members of the
miniunits* Stsulent ss ill be /Ho )111 ate! In the personal a hallenge. but it ss ill
be essennaUfor all the adults slit (infirm the important e of these challenges 1)s
,

,

their interest. tont ern. alio pis on

(:4 minding lis the parent "teacher

committees ss ill be esse1,11.1.1 to 111.1p St11(1 Ilk to (lard, their personal goals

and to help them de nle in mils Hies that stren h. but do not threaten to
break, their spirit But. sin c this ss alka bind is a gross th esperience. 1 must
emphasize that appropria 4. counseling must help the stud( ut to clarify Iris
coal: and should not be thke gis net; or (1(111.111(1 making railure, escept
sernoisly threatened, t. an also be a gross 9, esperi
cut e for persons ss ho is e at c toted resin nnsibilit fur then (lee iqions and
actions.
11 hen risk is ins ids e I. as in the .1di craw( Challenge. (multiunit :thou and
cooperation bet %seen I onic am I st boo' ss ill be estremel, important The risk'.
and liabillLs must le rls be the student's. ate voted as %null I him and his
fa:nil\ . lint the adults .114111141 then help the student to eliminate all toluenessars dangers loon tl ads entlre amid to des elop the Wins ledge and skills that
ss ill make km the i aster of the dangerous situation he is planning to enter If
his challenge ins o es scuba ills mg. for instance. the should be sure that his
et plipilient Nadi. pun% that he has re(cis end professional training and certifi
(anon for free cl nig. and that he has arranged fora skilled coniliailion to ac
4, oilman Innyil.lie adult «fflunittee t. an also be of assistants in helping stuing equipment. in
dents to arrani.te for Ile( es,..11A res01111 es, sin li as st
order to equalize tan support .at 11 of 01011 11.1s .n ailable floss es er. the stn
scut %%101 top Ilian readds as ilable resources is as nine Ii a problem as the
student ss it tin) fess in terms of this proposal. at least .1 more alipropriate
solution to; the support issue IA (ink! make the ac qiiisition of resources the
yispolhibilits. no matter Inns mitt le ss as as ailable to 111111 from parNt
entsel-mug mimes for roltallolli111 .111(1 courses ..1. MUHL:jog materials. find
so that .111 .1( Ilk% eillelit is more deserts and
ing covonlical ss as s to tray
ss here health and safet)

r

rr

completely his 0il
A Amu of conipentuni among students attempting to outdo each other
could;tisils- emerge Of course. tounietition is alreads (Iris nig force in
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st hording The dif fen m e is that there 1%0111% one kind oft 1.111ta and title %%,t;
to %%in in %( 11(.101 euiripehtnnt

1),Vat

I inisIntig order l% quite Licari!,

established after 12 %e.tr% usuall. after the first ear In titc,1;kabout e perieno. prop(011 hew eat it %t11(lellt a ll00%eS 0),11% and at tl% Ole% hit II are

important to hint Eat II %% III be lid frfellt C1)1111.1,111%1/11 %% Ill he (lIffitillt
S1111e%% hat pointi.s, pattit ulark ii the adult %tittlnt t untinittec% maintain
fin us on the student's in rsotial atm th through t itallettgang Imit,clf rather
than others_ Everyone e an he sin t eysful "fo be an appropriate part of tilts
learning `grcm ing expellent U.
ayses,titent must be the stude'nt's own
judgment of the qualit and important is of hat he lias,,dotte The re.pop,c,
if Mall% people during trial o, ill pro, ide participant% , ith feedback tin their
progress as .c ill the atidiein c at their final presentation% and the guest...at the
e ening curet' allies \ larks, grades ,tits t omparatn, e Ammon
hr disastrous
t 1)111petIti011 IS 5% Itil tints self. not otkier, The pride a in the

onfirmarion of ',unworn( r. not %iiperiorit
satesfac trout is In the recognition b! others of ,$, hat one has pro% en to one's self
t an accompiesii. I
hex ante kied therefore I call look fon% ard m",itli hope and mutt:mama'
In the'se
% the issues of mob% a tion. risk
k suppoit, and asse,,ment t
he

o

401% Cited from potential prublent% to belief it hIl elements Of the WI/grail)
If then are'probleuts to tl% Cr( 0111e, the of fort required ill be repaid b!,
number of benefits fur the student and for the %t hind The helloolam i on-

( tined adult t an ha% e no higher aspiration fur s 011111: people than assisting
them to Its ell1i) a prufumid a11%' of their ins it \\ oral and itlyntib, To reach
this state, the mint; must find their ss a% tlITIMItil the storm!, clouds of selfdoubt until the% %%, in the higher ttropiti oft onfidetice here greater (Lint!, Is
possible Getting there require% aututtoim
e, and industry , three dis,

pel t% of compete« e t %%plural ill the quest fur identit)
per%onal ae «11111)11%11Went% 5% Ill( It t allIlltt be go, VII or deirialided.
nurtured I belie% e the trial
tics( Tibet! here WO% ides a frallleV% ork fill nurturing sin Il de% el011111ellt lie
111(11%1(111.11 i all l lank his toa n Sallies arid his
J le taut make dec motes
about his mss n diret bon% and effort% I lc t
isplort, In% persimal resotirt c% by

testing them in at tion (.1trio,it impair% , anti imagination o, ill take on ness
+midi( ant
lie 5% ill sec the iunquettessof In% emerging aituniplishmemts
1111(1 abilities gain greater recognition than' his adaptation to the (101111% of
Si 11(101 alld peer helm% ior The student can learn to (Irk intiritatel!, ith a
%Mall LT 1111) on a real alld sit nifie,utt task, and can learn from them him Ins

contributin% are pert en, cd

goals eleari!, in mind. he
ill be
ern uur.Itied to Initiate III% 111,111% alld ..ee them through to fulfillment es en
tholigh ob%tat le% t halhmge lus resume efIlIlles% lnet has mg rem lied thew
goals, Ill' 111,1% take 111%tlf !ably pride in the cumpeten. )es le has de% eloped as
o, ell a: the things he has at hie% «I Iii ,t hauls
student,are tiff« ter!, de-

pendent and tilt 1111,1.e.%
t I
I .1,1% r no per,011,11 rights, sin Ii
opportimit to earn
rope( t and dignit on their ma it terms ould be a %loan ant ads ant e Most
important the student v. ill not 0111% Ila
to (laid \ 111., life goal%
through these a riallenges he \\
ha%e epertelleed the t le Its ss Inch life
goals are pursued I its gratittaboti t ant thereb% be tratt.fortited from a st Imo!

«ennui% marking the end of one self «mtairied stage to a t minimum celebration marking his transition h,,ue independent, responsibl life It t all be a
elebrAtion of ,t ne!,, %tage in the fit
of his becoming,' person The school
Asti seems liki.1% to reap a number of benefits from the \\ alkabotit

t
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prugram. a Innea to +Limo! +pint, an upportiiiiits, to oabli+li a nen . 1110m
f.aitlit.aars e relatnin+Inp huh% ren +tall and +ttalent+. a nets lot u+ fort oupera
non nob parent+ and the n +t of the t mm1111116..1( on+taiit +(inn eofinfurnia
tant twandent+ and parent+, a mean+ of mons ming
tutu about (shat i+
.anal focusing learning for es (is one. partit illarls seinger, lginning
t un+tant ritpunder of the relationdup bets% een edit( ation and
+ttitlents;

Its mg, and a des u e fur tran+forming the nature of +t hoofing to combine
freedom and re+pon+ibilits, intlept mien( e and tle.trls directed effort kiiti
most important, tt n enabli II+ to «minimal( ate to our minger generation
huts important their gross alt and aceumpli+Innent v. ti+ In fat t, the lit te++
Of this concept depends on that comminneatipti
I am !Wert...(1 nt tht': ss.dk.about t tialletige bet ati+e it pronii+e+ n hat 1
tine tail gis e life meaning for them. but
niu+t ss ant fur nab uss n ihildren
help them to gist' life meaning for themthere ar-. a number of ss as + ss e t
+-els c+, Central to that.meaning B there +env, of st 110 diet .ire In di('

their tomfrdeute that, no intuter n hat the f Mitre 1101(1.., ties (
t4) he jihtifiabls proud of, that
the, tan cri.,++, the nut,t barren tititbat k tt Oh a (ertain ard«e and find e% en in
simple moment+ a profound un I hope that b esploring ss hat tiles can du
and feel dies ss ill t tune to knots theimels e+ better. and ss ith that !Aims ledge

thud( Mid a( t that ales t.ua (IV% (101)

the'. t ill muse throuid) totla n al/ contenttmnt antl ss ill look f ort%ard to
human's% n ith mint_ ipation. I think a t hallenging ss.tlk.thuut d +igned forumtime and place can Contribute to that kind of gross th
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Back to the Basics:
The Movement and Its Meaning
by Ben Brodinsky
A leading education journalist reports on manifestatunts 14 tht
latest-consermail e suing of the pendulum and identifiet- its
potential for good and bad.°

There is

nun einem in .1inrican education that irritate. 0111(' educator.,

13,01e. other., and rai.e. high the bat 1.1(.. Of still others, It. %wring. put 111.111
a whotil adminktrator and scholar on the defen.1% e. It 1. ti.ttall% led l parent., minister., Ini.ine..itien.
\ atitmal
tqw. tt i. ss eak to
some part. of the country, strong in other.. In 0110. (.01/1/1111111(10. the 1111)% e11111( 111.1ke4. it.ehf es it lent through polite 'ilditorial. or .trougl.% %%1)rtleil re.o-

lotions to P[1. but .4itietini. it .hos% teeth and most leand the result.
.1 re bitter t on t ro%

curtailed .c hind fund.Nlefeated bond i..ite., and, in at
e.t Virginia), tolence anti bit ardlied.
In some in.tance. the min einem for ti.e. on a angle (due(
iti the
three Bs, in tit her., on .1 n ide range of .tint.,- iuc hiding patnott.ut and Puritan
tut iralit% "It certainty lack. (once litliall/a(14/11." one ( urncudunt epert told
le4.t. one place (1(alia%% ha County

me a. Ne n ere di.c, .ing the unmet:lent

wide. !tinning.. "and it weni. to

thri%c a idiom orgatiiied and identifiable leadership." 11 hen that leadership
is a..igned to the Coma it for Ra.it FAR ation. it. of fic 1,11..tplinn. "There are

thug who infer that CBE i. intere.ted cmb in reading, n riling. and

arithmetic:P.a% . George Weber..t CBE .poke.man. "but ba.ictbducatom,- to
its. i. b% no nican. limited to the three II. We %%ant to promote in.truction
the bask intellec ttial tlt.cipdine. fit all
The (:II is a great friend of

the arts. martins fact alone mai din pialif% it for leader.lup among dime
Mime adamant cry is "Rack to ba.ies!"
11'hat do back to-ba.ic. ads of

.11114 Sin«a the% ha% e no .inike.man,

platform. or dei.laration of principle.. %%e niii.t fall back on a compo.ite.
1 fere is x% hat, at % aril los tittles and in different pla«.., bac k-to-basit ,td%
eine. have demanded.
I.; inphasi. on reading. n Ming. and antliniet... in the elementary grade..
host of the 'school (la% ii)
(IV% oieli II)
doll. Phi not .14 theiiIethol
1

ar Ivor:den! for :railing iii.tnietion
9. In the .e«Indar% grade., ino.t of the day t. to he de% wed to Engli.h.
ience. math. and hi.toi taught from "c lean" testlit mks. free cif 110t11)II% that
violate traditional famil% and national value.
t all Its el., the teat her is tv take a d(utmtatit role. ph

about popidireited ativitie4."
\ lethodolog% t. to nu lode drill, vet Ration, dail% !lumen mt.' and frequent te.ting,
Report c aril. arc to cairn traditional mark. I 1. B.
(glen( al
value. (I00, SO. 75. etc ).1%.ned at Ingpient interval.
fl 1)i.ciplitie i. to he .trict,
ith corporal
r. tined
method of control 1)re.. code. should regitlate .tudent apparel and hair
1

st rile.

Palitor'e NW! \o effort ha. been madh to update the mans specific illii.tration.
and example. offered in dm 1977 ankh.
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sohdimis

7, l'rounition front grades and graduation from high t 'tool are to he
permitted mil> after intery of %kill% and knot% ledge. badmen (I( iiiinitrat(1
thrvigh tct Sot ial promotion and graduation. ini the 1).1.i. of nine NJ( !It in

af out
the frill, Thu Nast.ial 11(1 u u ilonsert ant e journal. put
%teat nit. doll ( oninn non. flute practice,

Y.

'it this

oll(11).111. ses eduLation laments about rat 1.111 ndsother
pravaie time.%honk1 taki,platc

Eluninate elet tit e

matter%

1114 feast the number of required ((purses

of
\ 4'%% Math, 111A% .hence.
10. Ilan 'intim :Own% m
Is. empliam. ou «dn.( as 111.4 ad of
Init:uu.tlt s, ire.1 nu thin its dnt trona e.0
facts- -all must go
diet take tune frolic the 14.1.1(
niiiiinate the t 11(10E5 -sin i.iI Nert
11
ial r% lit vs- 11.15 !MIMIC ses,e(111( anon. ant ( r 4 4111(ati011,
t
guidance. 'drug education, and pin ital education
.1ini Tor
12. l'ut pairmumn bat k in the m hook 1114 I lot r fin one
.
.

.

I list. read as .1 twain% %%mild diver (lilt tliv most rabid prittgori .
ist. of !lack to !Lon% It (hill. et en the mom (ui.er%ttne of educator% It
bring. out the def(iiit t met h
in most profi.sional..
11 hat i. basic"- 'au! one edit anr during an niter% ieti ou
et inted acct titio.tunt. that omialk tome up in the bat k to-

-11 In:re is bark

the Malec
.

rs iett is itlt edutale
oamt content (%% Front tut hot( s, 111.141r
%of dhow ho either reject the Inn% utorilt. join
here ica,temiturate of the

it grudgingly. or accept only a fest of its tenet.
"Bat k

ba.111...":1,44 ok

lollr 11.01t s to teat 11'4.

(..re mot n.g horn ar(1 to 1 yt.0 s 11 e're broadening

n.te to think anal% /4' 1)141111.111%. Maki. %%1%r 4141 l'a'OnS.

ils %dot) ( (mildew 4: in theilimitt:. 1. fur the tlirei Rs. %Olt return %t hen
set
never left them"
-11 'r nut going to repeal the itt untied! ( enturt and 'se atll 110111 lxu k
the tit tint first 11 e're not going to gist, up es t rt thing e't c learned dhow
children. teaching. anti learning during the last 50 years
Ant twig lies, [nothing ti her, There had been tile% for !Loaf.% long
bempn Sot rite. %tiled ti animist t hat he ths ought tt as bast(' In this ()mart ,

deinaark-f,fr funrlamental erof) up every decade
Ihr.1(

mp,pn mu. of ea.% .111%%%11% and %Happ%
%111111111%t14, miliition for
,

nationm/imil,

111114

probli.m. If tt e ( .irr%

it s% ill Offs 0%% us hark 100 sear.

..,

it a

ifilt".1

tt as bami te.terdat is not bami mita% and tall.'( be 10 or 15 t ear.
14.1.11, to
from not% 11 kit is bai( to sow groin; of people is not net
otheri( )11n permni' frills are another person'.
t c first
eywritil tl
"11e (1,) need to get bat k to the 14.1.0 s. but
1,1(.11tift the hash tt e %%
aheme tiords a riblitei a 11
NI get bat Liu
Bo.% 1% intersott II. professor of Eng11.1), I Mt ermit Of ',southern Califs) ma,
-11

hat e gained a kind of fanf in thy riti;nitt tae ( (nitro. erSt )
Fmallt aft' r :t1( h Wain an re Iretpintlt t awe the, trim
11 hat 4 4/1141 1):1%% 11 114 14 di

a
irmu
in this% ear of 197(i alit r .t hundred ( ar of

progres. in edit :mon"\sear, 11 fort ailw. It ail% tilt 111.%tii.tator to mi 11 fa( or..ponse.talgi in the
1970% the publii %slit tit (1 appetitt for at unit.alnht% the minim\ jot midi(
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ing to LOIlsrrt atIs111, the 11101 tIi tint rate and the disintegration of the
ramils . leading to demands that the st hoods pros ode the dist white ss hit h the
Ittont no longer tan. tilt est ess(,...(4 lwriiiissi,eiless, and a bundle of t auses in
%% hie h I) Spin k '1'', and t reepine, son 1.1115111 are crammed niter the saute
bag
\ lor( realists
. the ss ht. and ss hereto ores of the bat k-to-basit nun v-

illein to be found in these (1(velopmntsI
Parents, often at the behest of educators. has e taken a larger part in
sill( )01 affairs 1% dies, del% e (le( pls mho the task. thr don't [Ike. or don't
understand. t% hat tile% st u Thu,. r itt reshape 11011t tes and programs in .1U-

cordatice with their' less s
2 "lilac Its and I lispann s t lane. right') tir ss rongl, that their children are
ignored or ihortt hanged ss ith respet, t to aistnu tit in bast( skills
ghetto
has been a hotbed for the bastes
O. 4'r the t ears .teacht rs has e been urged to focus on c rents it . un
obirt tis s.
des( lopment of independent thinkers It has not
3

alss as s been clear III tin' ( 141%\

Oral tnitotter nItetlitr these ss ene to be in
addition to or lust( ad of, masters 141 the shills, Confusion of (hatational goals
has opened the ss as for the single minded ads oc ate. of the three Hs.
I EmpIon era has
long t outplamed that high st hool ',graduates do not
make ()rutin( Its e ss ()risers because allegedl thes taimt It read uistrot hon. on
the it oh and 1.u,k
mull:nen( To the slogan.
Lant-read. s% rite.
or figure Forb( a journal for industriali sts: added. "And Jolinn can't
t%Iork either
CC% ha% t

also

Piit; %WM/1,11111'd that the h pi( al high .( Imo! grad-

mite 1. unprepared for t allege ( /11.4 tluentIS ( allege. ha%e had
er
their standards of admission and to resort t(o remedial ( oin:ses m English.
math and 5( it tit
Ale* of fik s.tly nom 111 the t Idling that the st hoofs should
Flo a better lob of teaulling loindamentals
fi 1% proof of their t tomplaints, emplos yrs and t ()lieges Lite the I2 -sear

drop at tiattonal test sttrre., %%hull alleged'} floss a decline in student
ill hit' VelIWIli When the (: allay pull &It'd a sampling of parents in 1975 %%hat.
in their opinion %%a. the reason) for the (In 'toping st ores. 221 (of the respon.
dent . said -(:( Mrses are 11441 1 .1 there Is not (going!' emphasis on bast(
7 Partisan; of tile bast(
(often r(solt against .11 the gross tit of super.
prtifessItithIllsrli 111 t
Mit% .111(1 ki the proliferation of the st hoot serl. ices
.111(1
( hare( is th.a. first. edit( atimists has e made du. st hool..1
tilt Ater for tsp( runt !dation :more m their self interest than in the interest of
the a hildrn
ro point aril. the nen math. and the tuss test book ha% e
111
failed to improla the edit animal prothit t, thus tell us "Edon atop. keep on
making flanges for tin skt aft hang( ...said l'as.1(1(ina t ran (hiring.' rtc ent
!Mph
er bast( Tito set ond ' age is that the 1 with( %clouds has(' gross n
into huge 111111'7111i ratu mat Into(
ss till (Is erstliffed tmrntula.ind los erslied
staffs Tin St hauls Is has, taken oil set.% n es and pro ograins that belt nig to the
01111
the t blurt ill anti slit Whet lit n S from Ms trig break fasts to Cll. Mt; the
Till to s( huulgirls Tin st howls st t Is to 111(14' theirshodds performance under .1
mantle of "graft ....o.11.11n111.1,1(1 In I ts111C, t M.( r uy lingo that makes no seine

to the lasinalt
S Ftialls then is the main al ( run( h It is t heaver to imam e .t bareI );(lies .trippo ('d...% It st hood program than the r1111.1t%
program. of tilt. past
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tare% ss ith trsp.15 (.15 brsl'I IR infla
decade Such funtlainentaltst
lion and ris.,;litt school budgets
Soler balk br baslis cos ers .1 range oft ins II thins and dogmas some edit
eators embrace some of them. es VII if this rejet t tilt;st of them It IN 110I no
111t111111.11tIl for the l,11151.'
common to find st boohoo, .111(1
Robert L. Brunelle took the ptIst \r%% it ampshire's state commissioner of
education in A ognst I97(), he did so 55 it It ryiging call fora return to basics

sou can't road. sou can't learn anything" Scattered throughout the
country are otlit.:'r educators ss ho go along ss ith fundamentalist «incepts
Ilut to the probable surprise of basks hard-liners. educators counter silo
phstic demands for the thret Bs ss ith a nes% educational trinity I
competency. 2) profitnucs IeSIIII/L 3, a performance based curriculum
ed
.rotitid these technical terms cluster Millis Mill 10111 epts t()%% ard
ators .tt state and local les els arc 55 irking at .1 ~toss but increasing tempo
flies,' include. m addition to emphasis tau the three Its. the des elopment of
life tor stnss.ds skills that is, t unipetetic les ntedet1 for personal strosyth and

for successful emstence as citlien consumer, jobholder .ta \p.i er. and
arieinber of a famils
c

.1p at_}nese this thuddouble las tv of skills. educators are looking to a curricii-

tStbook fact, but on stantlards of perforutant c To dirt k
%%mks. etilllatiffs aft Milling to
ss !killer tile performance based t
/ Student 1. til gm front grade to grade tar to graduate
le.st5 of jiroficIV1.11
from high school miles. he or slie c.u1 prose. has test results, the master> of a'
inert
muntual hulls of skills and loft amain/11 -11111 Is the dire( bon ss
4.10%%
but
as
0111'
(111C.III/r
pill
it.
".1(1
can education is slat., ,g to HIM('
rush." 11.(11% st III /1.11 distru Is, perhaps a majorits are making no 111115 c in this
direction The?"are ss along for a national pattern to des clop or for state lass s
to push them into action
boards belies t their
although more than four fifths of the nation 's
book iliotilti pot greater emphasis on reading. 55 wow. and arithmt ac
cfn-tling to a \ational hool B4hirds \\son. 'anon sun es fess hoards ha e
adopted policies to set into mutton formal back to-basit s programs \ SBA
of fit tals ssho keep. trat Is of 'Hilo des elopment nit the nation's st Imol distrit is
iitsreflet dog the funda
have found lesyithan hall a 1.11,111I

mentalist parts line 11 Its
'Consider ss hat It %%mild mean to poll( des clop:new to cut .111 the ss as
back to the !Lisa s as some partisans demand.- said .11111001 !mart! member
It ssould mean ru.trott turing tin hoard's frolic t stato tin ntrvu jahilost ph} ,

goals, nstrut bona! program. dist lone. Intim ss wk. studs halls, reteption,
prt Hoot too. gratlitatuni report cards. counseling. extracurricular at Os ftws

to meotton but a less topics \ board is about to do that
11 hat. then, ore school districts doing?

1 dhow Indio mg to reilmils thstrit tss hie goals or philoserplis . some
st Imol boards art Jternotting 1'4111 of their st hinds to get on the bast( s Ira( k
Set (queen schools tit Philadelphia t to hiding a middle and .1 pilaw high)
has e gone basil. not aning that the print mai, demand 'rattle.. aid let mum
and that teat hers stn ss ruat111114 and iwthrunatit and WI iiiirr r14111.If 1111111e
syttik Parents, latest Is blat k mr Spainsli speaking, ss holehrart«Ils support
these lints es

The Holm rlphs.l st hook are among about half a hundred in the t outdo
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o hasit s mach( es ( )tlrs im hide tin higlil publicized NI.s.ers Salmi!. in Charlotte, \orth Carolina. the Moos er Structured
School, Palo Alto. and the John Nlarshall Fundamental St howl. Pasadena.
11i. Conned for_ !Iasi( Edit( atilm. .is ,t sers ic,e to the cause. keeps a
monthly tall) of snchi schools and is pleased to add Hess lows t4, the list 1.
CBE rePorts that tinder consideration for fall 1977 Is the cstaldislinient of
fundamental o traditional schools In Nladisott. 11 isconsui. Mesa. Phoents.
and Scottsdale. 1ri/ona. NIontalir. 'Ness jersey, Montgomery County,
that has c adopted back

,

Nlaryliintl; an(I -San 1)iego
As a parallel set.s it e to the cause. the
keeps tally Of schools 111115ina toss ard

Stairs

another half a hundred st holds adopting this prat. tit. (.. It lists Craig. Alaska,
Gars, Indiana. Cedar 11,1,1)1(b, lussa. 4111(1 Pros iden«.. Illiode Island.

Looking up and (limn the line of at tions taken Its the nation's st hook. \se
find a range of efforts from cosmetic to regenerating.
Some school distrif is are apply ing the Nladison As arise solution, advertis
ins; ss idel that. "Yes. 55 e has e In.en. are. and 55 ill be teat hint; the basics," then

piloting the spotlight on an; prole( t or at tt it dealing \\ Hit skills. District 66
in Omaha. \ebraska. spent nearls tss o ,s ears (ll lust sof ab effort as one +say
of "talking kick to the bitek-lo-basics tiger."
Thus, any existing Bight-to-Head project ;a Title I actin its ), remedial
classes in language arts and math, or the reintroduction of phonics partly.
voluittari4, or on a compulsor basis. is cited by school administrators as a return to basics
1 ommintit moderatels satisfied ss ith its traditional program and not
under the spur of state lass to do ails thing about bast( s. can get ahead of the
"clufol critic's by a modest initiative. In Ma 1976, Superintendent James
Kennedy of Nfancliester. Comet tie ut (population 50,0096, dec idea on a pilot

program to test the '650 tel
graders in the system for pnifitien
language arts and mathematics Passing the test has not been jittult

,t

graduation requirement. hut, if the st howl board should make it so, students
st roll be gis en (opportunities during their reinaininct high 5C 11001 \ ears to
master the skills the tests rilptirt, Es eit 51)1111)11UNI 411) effort has art nised

trest of mans \ ess England school offic ial% to ss loom profit writ \, testing is
still novel.
shift of emplias'is in regular acliyilics Often sers es as a response i() demands for bask s, Ili Hartford, for esample. Superintendent Ed) the
Gaines is restruc tomtit; the animal budget so that basit s get top pruning and
little bit more moues than till' ear before. The budget Gaines ycresentetl to
her hoard for 1976-77 ss as "priority oriented." she said. 'IMs a rd
basic
thinking skills in reading and other language arts. inc hiding applications
and 2) basic thinking skills in mathematics. inc hiding applications . ." The
st ord "applications- is ini.poortatit, reflecting a determination to test students
at regular intervals to see if dies have mastered the skills.
I%
(.11,i sc boot ss stein gets a nes\ superintendent particular) if s omig.
ac
t, and black a dramatic shift toss aril the basic s often takes place. not
because of pressure groups but bet ails( the nes\ mule.ttiun.al leader ss ants it
that s,t, This is ss hat happened in Oakland ss hen Ruth Los e. ss ho made
Bight to Head famous. arris ed In the 13as city in Nuxenther 1975. Luxe set
up "an educatio mai st (adman!" ss
spec ific goals anil muted toss and a tight
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schedule: of completum. Tl hip mins of a di i/(li or noire) in Oakland%
scoreboard are given b) Superintendent Love as follows
"Children ss ho complet the third grade ss ill 1w able to perform bask
skills."
"A program of niters ention ss ill be pros ided for children ss ho are or ss ho

fall one year behind giadelevel expectations in basic skills
"Gra(luates ss ill possesls the at .ulemic remain. es for higher educ ation. ad-

vanced training, or a marketable skill."
Inters cntion strategies w c)akland nia) iue,ui soopb gis mg indis ideal
attention to students ss ho need extra help. or requiring students to ss ork in
math labs, in- a ssigning them to separate classes ss here the) spend a full %cilia)l

day on reading and math. To assure that graduates "possess died( alleinic re
sources" for post-high school ss ink. Oakland requires students to pass proficiency tests in reiuling. writing, and connnitation.
In Salem. Ott gon, 'miler state mandate but ss ith much local initialise
Superintendent 1% dila m M. Kendra k and his staff has elude the high s( hind
diploma the omega of the basic skills program
has been based on tau legs*." sa) s
"The traditional high school
Kendrick. "attendance (seat tin w) and cm irse requirements (eximisure)
Now -we've :al hied a third leg--deonstrated performance
Grailnation from Salem seconds) schools depends upon c ompleting all
of :35 "competent) performance indicators" (CPIs). Grouped under "personal des elopment." "social responsibilit). and "c areer des clop:11ov." the
(:Pls, or skills a student must demonstrate before getting his diploma. in-

. elude:
Head a 2(X)-ss ord article and aims er questions

Head and state three

Cite ads :images and disLinalitions of an apartment rental agreement
Fir um a list of
Ha lance a checkbook.
advantages of s anon, c relit plans.
30 foinls, select and describe a balancer.] 111C11( for breakfast. Iamb. and
Cis en a:simulated pa) uhec k stub, alentif) frOm file to sewn
dinner.
payroll deductions. . . Demonstrate knowledge of voting procedures
Identify helpful and harmful diet is of garden and hmisehold chemicals
Prepare a job applicaticm
performance
Salem's entire c urric ilium is being res iced to focus on the
(Anon% es The elementars sc hi)ols are e \las t(41 to la) the grimudss ork for
.

later success in the c ompetenc its. "This ss ill bring our hauls together ss it h
I Me objet tne that of assuring each student a pnigram \shit In a ill Alms him

to acquire skills for sun nal in todat's complex societ)." says Kendrick
back-hi-basic comm) hind of the nanch-tonli,'I A cconntFloruhi

abiht) Act of 1976 dot all Florida count) school ss stems haw been
gals amied nit 0 action I)) the ac t Polk Count) . fun- example, repo-n.(1 late in
1976, "11 c has c started looking into our curriculum to see s\ hat chailges need

to be made to conform to the act

One change like') to ,be introduced in

man) Florida school s) stems is more c L1'011'00111 tulle fur language and math

In Hillsborough Count) CI a inpa "a minimal time frame" for primary grades
calls for mire than 1.3 la nirs a ss eel, of teat her and pupil actis its in reading
similar time allotments are called for in
and ss rams!. and rise hours
hedules go a long ss a) to satisfy those ss ho
the mtermedmte grades
claimed that the three Rs are i ing neglected in Florida.
Duvai Count) (Jacksonville) public schools are phasing back-to basics
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advocates by using a test measuring %. hether the person has mastered the
basic reading skills "necessary for sun is al' in es ert day life." Students are
asked to demonstrate u hether they can follow a recipe. understand a rental
agreement. understand an appliance u arrant e% ablate a charge account
;lib-cement, pick out bargains in'a
in grocery ad. determine long-distance telephone rates, and acquire essential facts from an insurance policy
number
of Florida state legislators are impressed u ith the Duval test (similar to many
others no in use in the U.S.), they want to make passing such tests part of
graduation regnirenients for es ert public school student in the state.
When a school sy stem bears down heat Hy on minimal c vetency . it
need not narrow its curriculum.' This is illustrated by the Denser public

which offer courses and services some might call "frills".
the arts, health. psychological, and social ser% ices. film making. set education, and bachelor mini. al for boy s.4Yet connutinit pressure for basics has
been relathely w eak in Denser in recent y ears. This may be due to a simple
anion by former Superintendent Kenneth Oberholtzer.'Some 15 ears ago he
persuaded his board of education to require that each high school graduate
successfully pass tests in language, arithmetic. reading, .Ind spelling. At that
time the inin e IA as prac tically unheralded. For nearly a decade Dens er stood
almost alone as the Major %Awl sy stem u ith such a requirement. Today the
..Schools,

Oberholt /yr guise is hailed as an act of educational statesmanship and a
"touchstone in the more ement to assure proficiency in high school graduates."

State agencies hate traditionally been weak in leading educational
reform, leaving .that role to the cities and wealthy suburbs.
This time its different State legislatures. state hoards of education, and

state education departments hate leaped forward in the basics/ minimal

1

1"

competency mos ement The Education Ginn missiim of the States in Denvr
has tried hard to keep up u ith es onts. "It a fast-mining scene." said Chris
Pipho of the ECS "Daily bulletins are needed to keep up u ith the action."
Some 1uilletins"41uring 1976 reported the death of proposed legislation
1,4 minimal competency in performance-based programs in Ariiona. Connecticut. lamisiana. Pennsylvania, and Tennessee although planning for
these purposes continued in their state departments of education.
One bulletin. flashed to the educational community after a quickie Sim. ey
by the National Center for Educational Statistics in August 1976. reported
that 22 states had no plans or actin ities for statew ids standards to be used in
de% eloping per fi irnian«. baud curricula or for controlling promotion and
graduation from publ I( schools In the 29 states that wen planning (and this
conk! mean any thing from discussing a preliminary statement to drafting
legislation) or doing something concrete, the chief concerns u ere. pros iding
multiple opportunities to iiass a required test of ccunpetence for progression
through the grades and introducing new proficiency tests for high school
entrance and high school graduation.
These are, of course. also the goals of the scores of bills introduced into
state legislatures during the past tu 0 to three t ears In a first phase. much of
the legislation dealt with prof Klein y tests file high school entrance and graduation. Under pressure of school cntics, hills in state capitols became broader
in scope. as illustrated by Florida's catch-all Educational Accountability Act
of 1976 and New jersi..y 's "Thorough and Efficient" Public School Education
Act of 1975.
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Although the Florida act il ("te1111)1\ ( onterned ts itli attrountabilit. the
back -to- basics alk I/Cates are MI )01) ilIttTeSti'd in tin prOVIsilMs that man
date the testing of basic skills ni grade, 3. 5. S. and 11 StIlliellt% s 110 (10 nut
Wee( MIIIIIIIIIIII standartls. I)) performance, must be 1.1.q en extra help or
Placed nr remedial programs The state trill pro, Ide let 111111 al assistant 1. a

teen Trot- rluar.l. tleftnedi to st Imol districts c. lu.re pupil deft 'elites art.
identified.
B. I Juls 1977. Florida school thstrk ts ,, ill Imo e pupils fonss aril. grade b.
grade on the basis of performance rather than 'al silt, ail promotion B. 1975
79, Florida districts ,, ill hat 1. to ustalilish perf ormant 1. le% el, for higi st hool
graduation, in ,addition to the normal t ourst. requirements Students unable to
meet such standards must go -rernetliatunkfronatheir st hools Board, of
education are authorued to .155 aril differentiated (IMIonias to correspond to
,
the varying achievement levels of graduates.
The state of Nett Jerse. III.(ndates -thorough and ef fir ierit education- a
phrase hose %ague:less still piiiiles 51 Imo! boards. The lac, t all, for each
C 11001 .S Stein (0 lie (1011 a ( orra uhun that (imams -all element, a basin
skill, rwcessan to flint him in a th mot rat . and sets rip ( he( kpoints in tile
,thou! prograni to mals' t ertani that stuilents ret tit e the kind of instrut tion
they require.
I. Mier a State Board Of .(111(.1(1011 Miledllie. \ e Jerseys State 1)epartmerit of l';11411,ition administered tests in ()( tuber 1976 to grades I, 7, and 10,
fie results 55 ent hat k (0%1 11001 distru ts ill Januar.. Students found mthe kiss

20( bracket ere go en immediate attvntion. The .1.0( ids phi,. fin at)), '411
(ilt scoring belotc the 651 Waster> les ei, Wiles 111(0 CI fec t Ile \ t Septelrlt),(:r
Before this date, scluml distrit is must file in Trenton their basic skills i irpros ement plaits 'l% hat these are 10 t user .kill 110 tilei. are (0 be pat (0 55 Uri
ss all ss 0rr) Neat Jerset edikators throughout the long SIIIIIIIIer of 1977 But as

far as No.,, Jerset State Filut anon Commissioner Fred G. Burke js concerned, "Olt Is the most t Cunpraerisice basic skills effort in the nation,
because it ,, ill assure a learnirtg program for c.. (T. student ss ith bask skill,
need,'.
FillialIC S.1111;11101' .111011t ilk it ;Slats an. state of In 'al, in other parts of the

ornitrt .
hi Oregon. ,, her(' la pa\l'I's 11.11' (011(1C11111(41 "ss 011111eC 1114 sd10411

&Uphill!" for 'mark a 'let adv. st Imo! s stem . are not\ deep in programs
raising and tightening high 51 pool graduation requirements 1, first mari
danced b. ()rector'', State 1)epartineirt of Edit( anon in 1972, graduation de
pends upon a student's abilitt to master t omptera ie, in three areas personal (let elopment, social rusponsibilitt , and tarter %let elopint lit , in addi
him, of t oust.. to the usual t redits for courses and at tendan(. 1)istricts ,, ere

glen atithorit) to des clop their (it\ ri performance indicators
1 197B recision of the state plan mot Alio., distrit ts (odes clop unlit ators
for either the three pre t iouslt mandated areas or toilet clop replat cinents fun

them. flint the student is to demonstrate his t imipett glee to flint t'ori as a
learner. a t itizen, t orisiiiiier, and faciiilt member is up to the Iota! hoard
Georgia offs ials said late in 1976 that thet ilia. adopt the Oregon plan
( aid-raffia. there interest in hasps is undenin passed legislation in 1976
requiring student esting, at least 111111 during the sec until through ninth grades

and ttt ice belt\ e il gralk' 101anti 11' For those failing to (viionstrate mini
l)
1
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ntal proficienct tin las% pros ult s teacher parent conferences and remedial
classes. No student s% ill receo c .1 high school diploma after June 1980 unless
he pi isses the reijii;ced proficiency tests
N. ss legislation in the state of 11 ,ishingtoil requires st hoot district, to
(les elop learning ...hie( to es in helms lora! terms. State funds May he s% ithheld from the local thstrit is for nom oniphant e. Means% hilt .t standardized
test %%as gi% en in 1976 to all fourth grade students in reading, math, and Lm
gnaw,. arts. Results are ions usd In tit 11001% to t lonpare hildren's at Ines e
'tient le% els %% Rh thost"of otht r pupils in the distrit t. the State, and the nation.

Plans forremedial action remain to he developed.
\'irginia's Standards of Quality
t of 1976 requires the State Board of
Education to set up minimum states% nit. edit( amnia! objet to es and a stab all this mot Liter than September 1978. The high school diploma is also a point of coin ern iti this state, be,
Cret'll'A lilt' (:01111t ,
is the home of Superintendent Sam
n% ide test in rettding, Lutguage arts. and math

()%s en, ss ho his het Milt' a hero M11111114 hat k-to base s ads t/t antes 1)e1.111Se he

-got tired of handing out rubber diplomas ("a veils% die Couch graduation

requirements, ithotigli no different from those being adopted in other
districts, have been publieived as models.
.111(1 so state at hops t ontinued throughout 197(i and into 1977 The plans
that tame into being ss ere reniarkabl% alike in purpose and in t intent. li s% as
ttst and teat Ii, teat li ,mid test -to assure lt/1111/tellt t' in basic skills and the

in:Ister of a minimal bud% of information thought net essar for graduation.
thumg man state pkus. ,ill. the time st hedidt. as different, Niissoun
mandated its students to take tests starting 1 Jul) 1977..11abama, Nlassaeliiisetts. atul Vermt nit ss ere %% orkiniz tosard a fall 191, deadline for the start of

testing. Ness York State let itivd to require tkree nes% tests for graduation.
effect's e iii June 1980 Edon . tuns predicted that In 191:34 (Ors .% ell. tan )(al
hear'') nearLs all the states ss ill !lase nu orporated minimal c ompetenc) testing into promotion and graduation requirements. And then. ss hat then?
11'hat u ill he the outit line of the bat Is-to-hasius into ement? '"Iliere is potential for some good and mut harm." said one educator. .thiong possible
beneficil effec is is, first. the t hart e that (hiring the lit decade the publit
schools ss ill prtItIllt t a t afire 11( ht tter readers and ontlis better skilled in
(Amputation- and possibb es en in s% ruing. Second is the possibilit of restoring: the aittlionts of tit tellier in the t lassroont.s% here it has heel' eroded
1),%

policies of 1)111111 planning and pupil duet tion of %Linn)! at tin ities Next.

-The barna( les of multitudinous goals and at Hs ities Imo he stripped front
st hold s stems ss here dill has e fouled the t writ ilium," said a \ lame Salter
-and that ss 0111d be to the good."
to en the most t (111Ser an% e of 10 wen 1110 bccUlt ton able nulls idualired instrti( non. situ a tuaun of
the remedial plans call for teaching on a one-to-one basis.
These possible ads alitage't ill he litre 01.111 1111tW.eigiled, act ording to
oncerned educators, lo the
th of state puss er at the espense of dick( al

st !tool board. \ fails edit ,tors t tic interferent e in local st lion! board affairs
and es ennial total t onto,' lo the state as strong possibilities. "11 Cre nits ing
toss ard state suinibOards of schools." one superintendent Said.
Testing, testing. testing %%ill spread to an extent hitherto undreamed of.
Si hoof districts are fes erishb looking for 'gait ient tests alItl are adopting
theIll as S11011 as thus t an find tit in. The test making inthistrt is making plans
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to expand "What worries me most." said a curriculum director. "is that Wt
shall actually he asking teachers 10 teach to the test a practice already
condoned.
But the overriding svorrs of an) educators to a limn I spoke was the
possil?ility that the public schools "are nos ing toss ard producing a genera\ thiii of minimal nedioerits
stressing mchamt a1 skills of ommulllea,
lion

and computation, bt denigrating the arts and creativiq., why

delminani/ing the learnicv proces's and placing it under rote and autocrac),
Anulriean education, it is arged. a ill lose the great generating !ma er that
has kept the nation free, inventive, and productive.

December I978

If Not Public Choice,
Then Private Escape
by Evans Clinchy and Elis'abeth Allen Cody
The increasing popularity of tuition tax credits and the toucher
idea.should tell public selur,1 advocates. omething. that private
and parochial educatbm rs putt erf idly attractive. mul not abtays
for anti.demoeratic reasons. A fetc systemse.g.. those of
Afimeapo !is amIlndiunapolichare begun to meet the

competition
About a) ear ago. thi public schools of till, country began to hear rumblings
-of_what could turn out to be a large educational earthquake.
The, source of these tremors w as the sudden emergence of the idea of
tuition tox credits. a rhos e to channel large sums of money into the support of
pris ate and-parochial sc hook. The most intuit' Mein Of these mos es ss as the

Tuition Tax Credit Act of 1977. the Packwood-Moynihan Hill in the 1'.S.
Senate, which would. in the rsion debated lust cannier, have allowed
parents current!) pas in gplition in the nonpublic school% a credit on their
federal income taxes of up to $2.30 per child per) ear. beginning in 1980. In an
.

earlier version. the figure was $3O per child.
At first glance, the billion or so dollars this bill w mild have minimally
made as ailable es cry s ear to the parents of the fis e million nonpublic school

children in this count rs seems small. After all, the total public education
budget has reached $76 S hillio.n per) ear. Quite rightly how, es er;public edncat ON sass it as the hobnailed boot in the door. The question is not so much the
amount of money that w mild go tow ard the nnmediate support of those file
million children. It is the precedent that w ould be set and the added inducement such aid offers to public school parents to abandon the public schools.
Owl,- this principle is established, public educators st onder where it will all
end. Why not $1 ,000 or $2.01/0 per child? Why not a credit for whatever the

full tuition may .be?
Concerned public school people, again quite rightly see the tax credit as a

disguised and only slightly w atered.down version of the voucher idea.
Voucher plans w ould pros ide all parents w ith a set suns of money each year

for each of their children, none) that parents could spend at the school of
their choice, public or private.
Voucher plans has e been seen by their ads ocates as introducing a healthy
close of free enterprise competition into the educational sy stein. Opponents
tend to see them a% w as s for rehitis sly rich parents and their prix ate schools to

get richer while the nation's poorer families and their public schools remain

right where the) are. Although there would

competition, it would be

unfair competition. since the public schools must set-s e e% er one ss ho show s

up at the door, w hile nonpublic schools can be and usually are selective.
While all of This may be true, none of the arguments against the tax credit
plan made in Congress dealt w ith the basic issue. The question that should be
causing the proponents of public education to search their collective soul is
this. Why, is it that the nonpublic schools are so attractis e to so man) people?
Why, for instance, are the parent% of (is e million children willing to pa) their
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01 tat( alit' almi ( all% tin added !turd( It of tuition m the
normal public
notiptiblu st book 11 In (1.1( . du li ader.hip of the %animal Falut anon 1..ociatunt and the 1 WTI( all Federation of Teacher.. again .1% tiAtti v.. feel
that Lag( uutriht r,1 f part its .s ouldvockl% pod du tr ( Itildren into nottpubh.
.ehuof if the% %en offered tuition tm.eredit.4
There are Innis a.ctit% for %%hat could turn I MI II/ br a 111.I.O, flight from
till 1.1111lic ',chubs Si 1111 pan at. ( ino% till Sot ial pre.tigt that is still attached
to the pri% ate c ollegt prparattlr> 4a 1101 \1.111% parent.. %%lit, an. using the
C:.itholic. Prot( %cant.. ml 1 lebre%% parochial Still /4 /1%. %Mt VIA \ \\ 1%11 their (1111
cl
to 11.1%e All ethic .
that Is ba*.e(1 Oil .1 S.I/el Ill( set of religious value%. a
kind of Nchooltitg that ht public %chin 01% are prohibited front Prot iding. Still.
other .parent%, both
lit( and intnoriti% ..ire ming the tit utpublit st boob a% .1

mean% of ...caving iii rigor.. di.rtivtion%. and it en till dangers of %ditto!
clya.gregathat. Ind tl re an undoubted's .111 imknott 11 number of parent%
who ( home 110 Wallin
therefore (lo ma hat (
nonall% dhabled %nub
et wit all of thes

dit %Litwin. bet att:I. %it( It %t hook I an 1/1. WIel tit t' .111(1

ti (It al 'A till du th.rupti% v. the % wield. and di( rditca

his Ito 11111.1 be dealt %% ith in the publu school%
'''team 41% do not full% at( 111111t for the public\ incrt:a.int; clhafft dual it dig it !cubit% %%fowl% (ti the stul(lenl% int rea.ed attracti% e
tit 5s of tit( nonpublic % !tools 1 tout li more t( Iltitg and fundamental %et of
r( amat. is t taltanit (1 iii t II afttllIllellt 1 Olt filrltard to support of priCate edit-

c anon and tit tuition t. \ t redo plan The., argument, A.., mad% ertentl
I/11: It,otrnl 11 caul s hat tin ',filth( edit( anon 1 .tabli.liblent V. ill ha% e to
(1.1 In I/rdli to rest w the Atblit -... hook front notion La% c retlits and the till( at
of a nia.% e5(1(1114. 01 Its (A11411(.1(4
1.1%leIl, fur titan( e. to \ est lark State.% Senator I )altiel Patrid.
MOVIIIII:Ill, writing in the pril 1978 issue of Harper's

I take vIttrali.iii to 1 -a % aluable c harm teri.tu of edit( Aunt. as of
11110 Ii eke in this sot le % 11 e are ntam people...and our 0(1.11 ar-

rangemnts reflect this hilit 'illation to .tibinerge um inherited (11.tinetivene.% Its a 110111014 .I11.011% ltilille

DI s efit% 1)11IfallIll %trio% Thew are % ahle. t(10.311(1 vernal).
nuts here more % Amble t tan in tin (Aperient es one ( hildren ha% e ill
their eark %ear.. %%hen II elf %ARO, .unl attitticit, ari- foamed:their
innid, a%% akened and th .ir fr-IA.1n A formed: 11 e C 1W:1%1i these
%AOC% Mid I (10 1114 beliii% e it 14 \ i'eS515 l' to .1.k that the% be yinbodiod In our national pit tete% for 111Ierleall edlItat11111,

\ late also the arcwitit its put foitsard 1)% Vitt( ent Plea, prescient of the
"s.c t% 1 urn. State Orgainiatitai of Catlittlit St Imo! Parent.. %%mirk lit the .Ven
Yuri. Tones

There are un the titherliatid man% parent% st ho prefer a different learning en% it-mimeo!. for their hildren different III being
more on lev..triat tiired, to ire demanding ts ith t out ern fur .pet
:doe,
adenin aeolieth athletic, Of religion%
The public
st hool ( agouti /trot ule for the need% of
children and their
famine% It 1, health% to maintain option% that mat( It the need% of
people
()fruit e tilt po.ition %tat( d 1)% Hobert Lamborn e \et Mt%
Council for American l'n% ate Education
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When I first c aine into the business of pri% ate education hack in

1930, everybody told,ine I was foolish, that the private schools
would he dead "ithifi 10 ) ears Now my feeling is that the social
force.~ at work in this comm.) are more favorable to private
education than at an)' time since I've been around.
When I say social forces. I mean the increased %Att. that is being
placed 1%) parents on options, on the right to choose according to

their town consciences and their own educational philosophies.
Man) parents "ant smaller institutions. smaller schools w here the.
clients have more of a say and a greater impact. institutions that are
more responsn, e to "hat students need and barents w ant. These

parents simply don't belie% e they can get this within the tiuhlie
setting. They feel that prix ate schools give them the chance to retain

all of their options, to make serious and thoughtful choices.
The wall seems co% erect with large and legible hand" riting. AA hat concerns an increasing number of parentsor at least man) of the actin e. concerned parents who are the lifeblood of any public school system is that

.

they feel they ha% e trtuall) no say no control o% er w hat is going to happen to

their i:hildren in the public schools.
Far too man) parents far too often feel themsel% es to he at the mercy of a

remote and unresponsi% e bureaucracy. They feeland too often quite
rightly that the decisions about "hat the school s) stein will be like, how it
»ill.be pin. and "hat et "ill offer parents and children are made at le% els far
retno% ed from the indkidit:d parent, child. and school. Parents are rarely of

user consulted about "hat they "ant for their childreq. The) are rely gi'.en
any opportunit) .first to define and thin to select the kind of schooling they
1% ant. Gi% en little di% ersit) and almost no choice within the public system.
parents are pushed tow and exercising the only choice they has e. the choice of
abandoning the public schools altogether.
That this should be the case is ironic Indeed: it can be said that public education in this country is ex' pencil( mg the hitter` if me% itable fruits of its ow ti
past success It wars only about 12.5 ) cars ago that this country decided to
pros ide both the opportunity and. if possible, the reality of formal schooling
to es cry child and y ming person, including e% entuall) all the children ho
had alw a) s been benign') ignored by e% er) ono the poor, the foreign born.
thrphy sicall) and mental') handicapped. As recent') as 1921 there werc?onl)
3.34,000 young people graduating from:, high school, or MI% of all the country's- 17 year-olds By 1975 the number had lumped to 3,140,000. 74.4% of the
nation's 17-year-olds.
Despite all the criticism:. :oat ha% e been both juLtly and unjust') le% eled

against it, the American system of public education bet" yen 1850 and the
prrscnt has undertaken and largely succeeded in accomplishing the most
massi% e formal schooling effort in the history of humankind:Ile s) stem has
produced or has been instrumental in producing the most literat and
%vellinformed lupple on earth.
In order to achie% e this miracle, in order to pro% ide schooling for so man)

people in so shott .t time at the lowest possible cost. the public education
establishment borrowed or had foked upon it the organizational structure and man) of the managerial techniques of the mass-production, assembly -line industrial corporation The typical American school system
became a %catcall) organized. hierarchical bureaucracy w ith all basic deci-
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510115 111.0 le at the tip and then passv(relovt 11 thn

tilt ranks to tilt ss takt rs

:ind clients at the bottom
As part of this strut tore, mil i an effort to make sure that esti). bib! is
treated both quallt and of le( tenth.. 'midi( educators hat t ft It t mop( Iled to
%earth for and impose .t single. standardind. and Lintels uniform type of
ts Thus the stills hire of the st stein
tchooling throughout most st. hool

itself ha% come to dit. tate the basic pudic of ltio.t st hoot ss stems. the basic tit
t.isions concerning ss hat the %y stern ss ill offer parents. and de identity of du i.e.
ss ho ss ill he allotted to take ',art na the det. WW1 111.11,111g prtflet% Out rare!).
does either au eltttli hoard 14 rib/Catli) or the hip Matta itelitelit -the

solierintemlei and assistant superintendent% make decisions th4t sub
stautially alter the operations of the established structure The thinking of
board member, and higher It %el iihttlattetilellt IS tolitrtilled and eunstrained
b% their knot% ledge of .shat the structure %%ill allots and not .allots
flat mg adopted this strait tir and per forting! the miracle of niass.e(111edu( anon establishment mitt finds itself confronted ss ith
t anon, the
the result s if is Una,. It is fact d it ith an allult,population of parents ss In, are
knot% ledgeable, questioning, and restis e Increasing!).. they reject the auto

cranc operations of the st stein as being impossibly rigid. thoroughly undemocratit, and put( unable to respond to the eh% er1e but legitimate demands that parents are making on behalf of theinselt es and their children.
11 hat this nets, lighlt inform( d breed of parents and perhaps especially
the young parents of the postwar bahy boom generation is in the midst of
discov ering Is that there is no single, uniform, ttichlt agreed-upon. inelis;naafi!). -right- %%at to educate all t luldren. 'they are discus (Ting that the socalled experts. fru on a( atlemic theoreticians to prat tieing school adminis
any one approach.
trator, simply do not agree
Mant parents as %%ell as teat hers and other educators belie% e that chi!

die( - -or at least smite children .till benefit most from a luttlilt strut hired.
traditional, or bads -to-basit. s ts pe of st. binding. Still other parents and echi
t. .tors belies e that t hildren ss ill benefit Irian a less strut tared or -continuous
progress" t), pe of schooling in ss liit h each t hill trios es through the
prescribed coiir.e of study at his Ant n most appropriate. speed. Still other

parents .intl velum ators belies(' that children still benefit from a det clopmental is pe of st 'Hailing that sees t hildreh as the priniart agents in their ott

'Welk( to atm.% th .01(1 therefore Bit es children
dayto-day actit'ifies of schooling will be.

role in dec iding %s hat the

11 hat these parents are 11!t ovring is that tile,. are asking for something
eclutational di% ersits and ( !mice that the present ethic a tomal strut hire is
.inapt,. not designed to 'Mt% Ide In this %ell' fundamental wrist.. the existing
stnicture tsibsolesct ill if not duct might ohm doe It is not a strut. titre that t an
easilt ur gemmielt respond either to tin legitimate educational demand% of
Its'i hems un to the let:01111.0e professunial needs of its most important (.111
plot re s; the teat hers It is there fore not .1 stint tore that can easily adapt to or
long +ti ,ise the threat julsed bt the tuition tax ( relit and the enhaaced at
tractiveness of the nonpublic shotils.
let adapt it must Instead of an .111tot rant . hierarchical bureaucrat.) in
winch decisit ins flow, from the top thJI1 II. %%e still 'MIX to develop .1 mu(
ea
more dmot ran( strut inn, in %%lot 11 the important decisions about %%hat
%blink! happen to thtIdrert in st bind are made (nit as the result of intensit
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tion 5% ith both pan fits and teat lit rs, mil% after parents lia% %pet bed
st hat kinds of sc hooting tilt 1/4% ish for their t hildren and molt after tent hers
bast' specified %chat is p1 of st mt mime the
most t oilifort.d du prat to lug
These (ICC is II ins %% ill then floss tip Ii the tentr.ti administration and the
board of education, f% host- lob it %% III in hi 111%1111 alai (III iIISlfell (pill ins are

prouded Instead of an industrial mass-prink( tion t orporate strut tore sue
st ill bas e des( loped ts hat et omminist Peter l)nic her (lest noes as a model
based
coil/petition Yoder this .11.1%11Igel nerd tilt n MI% ft
I11.1111()61)11i and are then fore ()%% n1 d iiy and are ()pen to (-ten. (nu But %%dim(

that public strut. tint the :nth% 'dual st fit

t

MI' 1'411,11%1% I' to

arid reflect %% hat the i In I itt-it %). dots This does MR 111rdll th.it rt (.1s parent is

compelled to c hot's(' or must make decisions 5% ithinit the ad% it and assistant e of educators in till ss stem One of the options offer( (I 5% mild be the opportiiiiit) of nochu4sing. i.r , of hating a child asmtoicil tm st. hate% er school
the professional ethic tors In-hese is best for tact child 1 %% stein of di% ersitt
and choice. host es et-, does einimo%%er vsert parent %%hi( IA Mit -5 to t (ffitrul his
child's (education ss ith the right I() do so
()tiler pie( vs of the industrial nurdel %% ill hate t( m be altered (s %% 1'11

rots and teachers in optional sc hook fur instant e, ma% is ant and need a c onsmler.ihle amount of antonorm int hiding the 11055,-r to spend their ass n
lump %
inicig( t
th( {/imssibilit% of
Win eruct], at !e.t.a m part. h.: a
board toady rip of ele( tell parents. anti teat hers Stint(' uphu,i.tl st hoofs mat
svislialso (obi (putt small heat ad of tilt(' largt. m. Ilium! in each sec twit to%%11.
parent,: might pet ft r ,;romp Imt smaller sc bt
Vat 11111)11.in%; Its miss
Or 1.111;t schools maf !wet! to be broken dos% t, into smaller: (optionl silt,-

frh(ols
In the fess plat is ss in re a ss steno of di% vrsit% and t lune(' has been tried
%t ithin a public st hoof f% stein. the results ha% e been impress't v
the
\ I inneapolis. limit suet. hool %%stem lainic lied a pioneering effort in
tionl options t alled the Southeast ,1Iternati% vs prutec t lying a small hat
f the tits the southeast sec tit on, Inc hitting 29.1XX) people). the st lkomi stem

offered kirents and teat hers a those among four different kinds of vieinentrt. hind% tr ditional. t mntmuuus progress. flutist' primart integrated
(la and a K- 12 free school
Ilefori this e\imerinient %%as put into of let t, a poll of the parents indicated
that mils about irmti of thew %%err -satisfied- %% ith ss hat tiles( boil st stem %%as

di') of fering them liter four % ears of di% visit% and t hose. the parent %mishit. toll) 11%11 11.1t
S57 The Sout heast .Itohltis es ()rooms plan has not%
been adopted as the
%trot tun' of the enure Minneapolis sc hool s% stem
11 hat is lierlialms es en more impressi% e is that the offering of
atiunal
options is being used to desegregate the st hoots in
It optional
C( 111)(11 has racial I piotas guaranteeing that at no um(' tan the (inflow% enrollment in an opts in es( yeti that of the st hind sf stem as a st hole Suit tins pproa(1) to desegregation appears to he %% (irking %, itliout all the furor and

turmoil that 'unman% .uf ompames

so gregition. the parents in `flume-

a polis. I's CH if the% ha% e to put tin it ( hildren on bum's, 1s identl% feel that the

ethic:0mila! benefit their c 11:1(lren re( en r at tilt end of tilt bus ride is st ell
seorth time rigors of the trip

The idea of offering educational options is being ( armed

some%% hit

further in Incl;andol Ills, Indiana. ss here the ,( lio;m1 board is proposing to dr-
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segregate its entire first-grade through sisal grade el(:Itte.lif;try;elata.S1 popit-

titlon Nf approsimatels 31000 uhdalreu las a a an, of educational options
l)uring the past sear %Italie I 300 'harems and teat lirsoparticipatd in an
111111 this
II L1.111111111114
options-bettleling lame,. at t
Lollaboratis elsdesigned the dif ft rent lands of se hook this ss tauld like, to see
offered m the Ittellamaptas pubhe ,shuts! s1 stet. This des11411 Knelt re stalled
in the des elopment of sax distinct eclitLattonal options. a back to-basies or
prt.gres;$ school. ,t
fundamental school. .1 tradminial school. a t IlitIlilit
continuous. progress se latml operating m open space ,a binlehng ss itheA' rs
tenor walls or regular I. lassroolli spat_Cs...1 NIOlItts%141 stilt...I and .11.1.,St. hip

mental or integritked-flay school
Since the idea of parents-asking for and ae malls' being :able to Litt mast the
.
k nad of schooling dies ss ant for their e hildrn Is %to to ss a se-smith option ss

adaed. The %es math option allow. parent to request to base their child re.
balanse require
attain injits present %Likud. if soda is pa ossible %soh:tithe
afield% etf desegregation If that is not possible-, then the parents has t all top.
iam:tits to choose to has( their child assigned to a SC lit ss Ilk II pr.iCtit .t
philoMpkt s lar its iltat of the %ditto' the Lhald is presently atteRding

;

It ss a...expected that this seventh option might &ass sap to 907. or vs en 951%.
.T111 plan. oft nurse, u all, for pair -.J
tsf parental 111011. Cs the first t

cot, to select Or reselet t sr. hold% es en s ear as inur and iyorr,pe214e
at Wont theinstls a-, to the idea of tia.tking ruble at' .11 elittiZ es During last
Mare It and April the parents of first grad.' through %rola grade lemntars
se ham, a hildren ss mit thrtsugh the ,,pt II His stint hull 'Mot ess It turned fiffrchat

.4;

..

12

the (-spec tabor: that 99: t.. 95: of tlu- Linnet-, would be her osptis at se% en %sat.

%bout 227 tor theitarent's of more than MOO citildteLt,
how one of the first ,is options. %slide 7S7 a hose .pttlna sus en kl hat is melt

user's pessimistic

tinge remarkable is that vat It of the first sit options. ss ,as sel led he equal
ittanabers of ss lute and nimorts part lib Eat It f till ,is uptitsits dre4 almost

.

't .1(14 3(Y1- Himont.. and 507 .slum curtains( nt s. thus Jutted es.te tb replicat
ing the s hate and mount 'ten tillages of the se hoot ss std ni as a se hole This
is pots er fill es ieletli l to %lapilli at du idea that the ft are no racial pre f creilLes
for pante filar kind, of se hot ding .at le ast in Ineli.mapolis The teat hers. as it

tater%atise than the 11.1916 Fight -three

nailed opt. .sere shglitls ins

to< remit of theme host- the ts pc of se hooka %stitch this are present4
,...111i..11..n.timit, %ill...hilt el for slots and careful installs
Leon, In September 1975. the se. Itasol %% stem set up pilot option se hoots bon
parents ss Ito ss ached their u luldren to start nanndiatels in the se hoof of their
bun I' Parents ind 'hula Aids du p.( parents ss Ito chow option smell,
ham e to s nit the whit se Item', and 4 )1),,cr%e the different (gamuts
ss ill has e
foal op rant m This nest se hauls ear ss dl also he used to enable, parents,

teachers. anal administrator, to begin 'Amman the estension of the el(
mntars school options Into grades 7 through 111
In the spring of 1979. if all goes ss ell. parents es ill again be asked to make
ear. ss hen the full ass% Air options
plan. -and mane lae as its ss lily desegregation ss ill he of fu halls pm into el-

ti ear wire tunas for September of that
' is of tie tuber I the linkishlin

pt

yids.

uspvi tog] to prof .441 r. tonnes% uf

lot Court of Appeal% du .soh respeo
Is% mesas hosing for desvgregation Pilot progr.ons for vat Is of the option% are in foil
Th.. Editor.
swing

what lure Iingh Ihlhn mid the Third
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-feu if di. ftderal t 1.011111 azt-i- tu.dlo,s Indianain,lhs to print:v(1
h desegregation
One further
'but interesting e. e ut ha, o..A. tared III Indianapolis as a

result of the school hoard's t uttuuttnu nit to Clilllatitinal options There has
)-

been significant inn re st on the part of part tits %. host Inhlren are-it her nos.
in pm. a:e a4u.1 par". Ina! whim's lir ho
ha.' prescln children but thine

assumed that thine t hildren mold ha. e togo to pin ate and parochial
schools \earl) I00 silt It p.gt zits fill' LI :nit options Nelectnin hams retplesting
that th'Ir children be ()Lim d ill 'nu of tht tit tt uptu,n.il,thuols being created
I.? the public school ..stem
This probabl% does not signal'a mass (-51,dos ft (hit tht nonpublic schools
back into the puhht st. n )I. It don,. hone, cr, nose the'intriguing nisstbdtts
th
s) stein of dist:pan and cr.., n otha the public sc hook t tight a url, pot
situp() to stt ti flight from the public schools bill actual!) iTtr,411, to R else
that treat(- If sin 11 Minn out to In tie case. the threat of tliltillit t,i credits.
-.till( her plans. and the possibli t !Laps' of pubfn cilia anon could turn tint to
In nut an earthquake but nicielt a nun h intentne to nut ourage`us to figure
nut bett"...ways of (gieratint: public school systems
p

s

t.
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The First Decade of
Public.School Alternatives
by Mary Anne Raywid
The alternative Achnol ointment tans conceited iirthe
flow well has it survived the ravages of the Seventies and
emerged into the present decade? lierriiirkab !tell, says Ms.
Raywid in explaining the origins and 'norm stum of this major
force in U.S. schools.
Ses eral histories has e alreads been ss ritten about the alternatis es to public
schools that emerged during the 19501 The free and freedom schools that
tbrn ed during that tumultuous decade ha e been liberally chranicled and interpreted. But thesegalternatn, cc. ss bleb had their roots outside public edu-

cation. soon inspired alternatives tathin itand that piston remains to he

,

ss mum. This article seeks to tell the stop of the first decade of alternatives
within U.S. public school systems.
A number of schools has e been credited as the first public alternaties
Philadefphia's Parks% as. which opened in 1969 after two si,arsof dreaming
and planning. Wiluin Open Campus School in Mankato, Minnesota, which
dates from 1968, ar -1 Murras. Road in Newton, Massachusetts. and Harlem
Prep, both of which got under was in 1967. Since then Al of these programs
hale experienced mans changes. and countless others has e followed in their
wake. The aggregate, after 10 s ears of steads gross th and sharing, is a distinc-

tm e and fairly healthy mos ement. There are notable common roots, practices, and concerns..
Ile first alternatis e schools those named ab s e ss ere not alternatives
in the present sense.of the term. These earls prpgra is grew out of the educational hamanism of the Sixties. ss Inch ens isioned ex rig schools as cold._
dehumanizing, ureic% ant institutions largely indifferent to the humanity and
"personhood" of those within them. Mans earls leaders in the alternatise
LIR ss ere likels to be strident critics of goy eminent and soeiets
as well as °lecke:mon. Thes ss ere opponents of the Vietnam war, or critics of
school mo%

Amencies materialism. or challengers of our scientific-technocratic ethos
or all of. these. Anti- Establishment sentiment 'anti rhetoric were legion. stn_

dents in mans earls alternatis e sc ools 1% ere associated with what Theodore
harles Reich later called "Con.
Roszak dubbed the "counter-culture
sciotisness 111." For the most part, neither the aff nor the students in those

schools sass themselsys offering any mere ahem ice to the conventional
w ay of keeping; school. they were characteristically rnuA less modest and
guarded. Most stewed their programs'as the kind of reform desperately
needed by all education. Althouldi the term "alternative" was used especially in cornice aim ss ith Parkway it seems to ha% e been introduced to highlight the displacement of class:,mms by other arenas for learning rather than
to suggest that there might be a multitude of good way s of conducting school
This latter idea did not seem to emerge until the earls 1970s. Mu i a number

of factors led to it.
First lining these factors was the bad news that follow ed (and dimmed)
the promise of the Sixties. It is important to remember that the Sixties were
380
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1101 only .111111e of protest, dill, s% ere also a period of tremendous socaoloditi-

c al optimism and of substantial gross th mour expectations for education. The
long critique of schooling that began after 11 odd 11 ar II sudclenl gas e %%as
in }he Sixties to a ss ide assortment of ideas, and these recess ed extensts e
help literally billions of dollars front pm ate and go% erninental moirces.

Team teaching. programmed learning. computer assisted instruction. and
structured -curriculum nen. Milling the mow spec die 111110% Atkins. and the
open classro, .1u, compensator, education, the middle school, and inch% 1(1-

instruction gamed substantial folio.% lugs as more brood-gauged
proposals. Hoge foundations Ford Carnegie. Itockefdler generously
'1.11i/eel

supported the experimental prograins, and so dui corporations In Nes% York,
fur instance, -street academies- %%ere supported by the Chase. Manhattan
Bank, Union Carl
and IBM, as %%ell as by foundation funds.
During the mid-Sixties President 1.4 ndon Johnson's Great Sot let program declared a 11 ar un Pus erts Education 5% as to be in the 5.111 guarcl of the

battle. Gus eminent funds were made as ailable;to schools in unprecedented.
amounts under sex eras cliff
tut programs of the Elementary and Secondary

Education Act (ESKA; of 1963. The I lead Start program of Title lwas anted
at children of the pour, explt iti to offset the disack antages to Ix hich they
%sere subject

Thi intent of these efforts .% as to equalize opportuniq.

Simultaneously, other programs such as Title III. ESEA. sere' introduced
si /Milt all% to facilitate mini% anon and the de% clopmen't of alternates es for
other populations as 5% ell. among the results s% en. such ;ion ss cll-knoss n alter-

natis e programs as the St Paul Open School and Quilic I lath School II n1
Illinois.
Es ablation' of all of these programs. hos% es er, resulted in the bitter

dis-

appointing finding of -no significant difference.- As the Ford Foundation
commented in es aluating its (mu grant program. perhaps the biggest thing to
come out of it all ss as the knins ledge of %%hat an not the significant % a riables.

* The foundation .% ist fulls concluded that n e reall don't know lion to imprine schools.' Se% eial sears later, an estensne analysis of education research confirmed that finding, concluding that aehad et to disc in er a single
arable that Is «insistentl correlated %%id' educational success,'
These lackluster faidings effect's els halted nen efforts at umosation,
ali some critics demanding a complete moratorium on animation of any
kind.' Instead, mention returned to the altern.lti%Cs idea of the Sixties. Esiuco: Ts took renessed interest In alternatis es. and options per se and in alternatise systems. Such systems %%ere the express target of the federal Experimental Schools Prtograin in 1971, %%Inch enabled Berkeley and NIninea polls to

set up extensiseb differentiated educations to be a% ailable by choice.
Nloreuser, a stoic her program originating in the t'.S. Office of Economic
Opportunity sought 11/ C Wild 5111.111..hytcv to include pri% ate SC hook as, IA ell as

public among the Options L'Itimatel nu. takers could he found, the sole
souther site Alum Hock in San Jose.
nl.' -consisted exchnis els of
public school programs. There .% :15 % er little initial interest 1'ouchers
bogged donna user the political issue of shunting public funds to sectarian
schools and tits er the opposition of professional groups. L'Itiniatels, it n as a
proposal without a constituency'
Yet the 1970% continued to give an increasing amount of euiphasis to the
pros ision of altetilatiscs tit all youngsters and their families. lis 1973 Mario
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Farinni's Pubitt Sdo ads of Chem (elaborated the concept and hosed buss
to implement it.' The National Consortuun on Options m Public !Antonini.
organized at Indiana Um% ersit m 1971. (packls bet ame a' international
Barr. Daniel Burke. and Vernon
consortium. Under the leadership Of
South. ICOPE soon bet ame a major Since for alternatn es and options ss
Kommann populanied the argumu for Animals es Hi a s, n ad
terns.
and muchquoted passage
I ['Janne a toss n %% here es cry fanid is assigned arbitrarily to one

_local doctor In o ruling of the board of health. Imagine that the
board of health asigns families only on the basis of the shortest dis-

tance from the home to the doctor's office. Imagine, finally, that
%% hen a faun!. complains that the assigned doctor is not helping one

of its ailing members, the board of health replies. "Sorr . no esceptions to doctor assignments.If this siamds like a totalitarian nightmare, it also is a description
of the ss as school boards assign children to schools and teachers.

1heileaofthint

6

publit sthooling recen ed tonsiderable boost n ith

the appearance in 197-1 of ,a ness interim-en% e history of American education.
atk's book Ted main to question the
Das id T. auk's The One Best System.a s*minpt um that there is inc best 55ay to keep school. a single best set of aims

for all, an ale. l e nrrittiluni. one best set of instill( tionolonethods. one best
ark
. say to organize and administer schools and to prepare teachers,
greatly extentied the discussion of alternatne forms c); schooling and lent
legitimacy to a fledgling movement
Stippcirters_ololternatn,

iftethic anon sere (1111(k to point out that the

notion as Inghll, consistent IA ith the principles of a demotratic soviets. a
phirolistit culture. the need fur tommurat ins oh einem in education, the
need for institutional self-renen al in schools, and the need for financial austerns This brian11. based ram male m Inc h appeared in the first issue of the
Chammig Se hoetts` -suggests something of the scope of the
!COPE
appeal ofalternatn es. They ha% r a remarkalfle capac it y to resinind to a %%hie

spectrum of concerns
From these. beginnings 10 ;ears ago, public altibruati% e %ditto's hose
gross ii front 10.0 1,r so in 1970 to inure than 10,000 today Alternati% es are
found m Sill of the nattnis larcwr school dist, is (dune enrolling 2.5,0(X) or
students). and thus ha. c begun to appear es en in the smallest districts
One out of es cry ft; e chstru is enrolling lesser than fi00 students 110%l claims
unee,r more altrnattves -1nestiniated three !Milton S y oungsters are currently enrolled in alternative programs 4
!tools that !lase proliferated at such
1114it are tiles like. these alternatis
a rapid rate ac rtfrss the l S Gem rahiations are dif ft( tilt be( ause the alteretsity Some are clearly linked to their
natives represent instittitionalued
forebears the free sc hinds and freedom schools of the 19(10s Many seem
ma.ke,1 by an informality rarely found m other schools 11tibrnati;c schools
feud to rely on a lose personal relationships instead of rules as the basis f
sue MI organization and «Oro! s ithm the st hue& Charismatic leadership
tends to play a Luger role than do formal prim iples of role and function The
orricultun as chosen froin a ruler range of knosledge and life than is the
case in other schools. and . 1110 be pursued in nos el sass and in unusual

It
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settings I [mist also add, III 55 es er, that one of theTa-ctirst-cfrol5 ing-typos_u

altrnatkes during the past fit ears has been the so-called i undamentalist
or back 0i-basics program, 55 Inch relies heas Ay on formality, deferent e to
authority, traditional curocultint, and such nistrut tional strategies as drill,
recitation, and rote learning
kltrtiati% e'st hook has e c hangt-d markedly in both mood and tone ss flint

the past decade Many of the spiritual progeny of the free schools, fur esample, ss ere heal ill t oncerued ss ith the esistential angst of all parti,ipants
There ss as MIR h talk about Iii!ing free to do y our ins 0 thing ss about has nit;

someone else's trip laid on licit litany other early alternam es simply milphasi/d NOM(' degree of frechnit front standard school procedures and

requirements in order to pro( eel ss ith a inure substantial editcation
Programs of the first sort tended to demphasi/e Looms e learning, but some
remarkable scholarship Villefud from alternatis es of the WConti %anti).
The s.lees and goals of the early alternatis e %chit+ 55 ere ty ptcalk quue
intik idualistic and prisate rarely oriented toss aril increased group cons( iousness
unilli101 ialit
programs t mphesiiing group 455 ar Cl ess and
responsibility und seeking to build a deliberate sense of community began to
appear in the mid- I9; Os (Greta Pruitt, who has %sorted estensk ek ss ith alternatise schools in California, finds insufficient group orientation a ce;ntinning feature of alternatis es cos ing rise to the. quite plausible possibility

that patterns and emphases may be regional in charatr.'")
The earls emph Isis On ollectis s e decision making s is participator)
(lento( racy has bectMle !CY, prone mimed. One comparatke study of alternatis e school es ablations lists the Nitisfac tory carry mg out of group decision

making as a common problem " On the other hand, in early sy mpathtic
analyst himself a director of an aft( manse school suggested that, unless
alternatk e schools struck a t ompronuse on participatory democracy, they
55 mild probably run nitt t_trt orbit- Ili% suggestion 55 as tie !Milt student nut ol e-

inem to certain kes decisions and to seek genuine ins ols ement m those."
flosses er, es en ut the absent e of much colkctk e (let !stun iimking, most At( mans e se wed% sharearemphasts on the fredtnn and authority us er one's
person that then Graubard m gel 1n his book. Free the Children It is, in effec t. the puss er of the s eto \ cc 1 oungsli-r should be forced to do ss hat he or
she is gletermined to reject."
In at least one respect the eonimitimnit these schools engender from
all ss ithin them. students and staff alike the decade has not changed alternatl.%

se' hools, est. ept perhaps to 'utensil' y that ommmtnment. m. Thedes otion of

the youngstrs is strange am! ss ondrous to behold. Incredible' as it limy seem,

they are uniformly eager to testify on behalf of their -school.
Because of the limited moonlit of ss stematic research to date. the success
sec nets of alternatis es cannot y et be rc inn
ss nth mucb assurance . There
has e been interpret] 5 e aridly ses partit ularly of orgam/ationalstruc tures and
processes. c g , inn-rat non patterns, decision making, anti operatis e 5 allies,
Viid there has e been case studies and a 'mintier of es ablations, almost all
public school atltematses are required ammally to document their effects, nes% These studies mid I's Atm t unis (*liabl ens to state that Ate-malls e schools
ty pically lead to greater at mienile ac Ines (-mem on the part of their students.'

At least some alternatnes se in I a substantially higher percentage of their
graduates on to ollge than do comparable m hoofs tit the sa me district, the
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to date sit gut .st that alternatis a 5( bin)! grathiates 111.11 ',taper-

form the others to «dirge Such results assume special %midi( aii« a m.less of
StIldent% bet4III as poorls noon
edla
the fact that so 111.111
I
great
deal
of
(Allures
idence also indicates that alter
ed undermines ers
usitts t. aft,. t ou their students' attitudes
native scs hoo s lase a-clearau
riticalls_so far
toward a hot)l and on theirtilitildeslos and t
alteniatn.t.
sc
!Riots
conic t,, vssuccess in sc hoot is c tiiit entt d, students nt
penenee a heightened sense of c onto a over :heir own lists
S sten hitt( es ident e ins ols nig larger samples and tonip,ir,itise grim!).
I)a id I Linn at the Institute for Sot ial Research of
should soon be as
th: t stn erstt) of Nlic Ingan has Just finished astial of the elle( ts of alternati 1,e SLIH,ols on the helms lor of dnrillitn.e students James Coleman's current

longitudinal studs of secondar education includes 30 alternatis t schools
intruded as a «mtettipt wars analogue to the
and .t broad part/climbs
So current knoss ledge aliwit the
floss
under
ss
is
Eight-Year Stuck
*dynamics and outcomes of alternate. c sthool5 should soon find firmer footing.
One of the reasons for the rapid proliferation of alternatil. e schools is
surds the fat t that mans groups ss tits thsparate agendas has e seen alternaYoungsters st.ho hate school
tn es as the means to mines e their ow. r purpo
base regarded alternans es as a much more satisfat tor arrangitnent (In

Nauss lsv, \ ess lurk, for esample, a group of high school students tnet for
more than a ear and then presented a detailed formal proposal to the board

of education for the alternatis thc had designed.) Tt adiers veking a prat
ticable ss an to muds idualue instruction has .'looked to altrnatis es, as hat e
teachers ss ho fl .1 as hoc ked in and restric teal by cons ent tonal st iatiol practices

.ts man% students. Ind 01(1441 adinitiistratt as, leaders. and policy makers
has e looked to alternatis es as a ss a to effet t reform it) edit( ation l'or mime,

the goal ss as nothing less than the humanizing of the entire system The
turbulent Sixties taught 5111114' harsh les.anis about the change process, slum

mg that ssould-be rcforiners had sitnph been barking up the ss rong tree

Tlitl had sought substantial t hinge h. modif lug a single facet of the
schoolcum( ulitin or methods o. tea( her cleplo inert or scheduling arrangen tents Flies ruled to a pine( late the sc !tool's c atm( it to absorb and co-

Opt and defuse

I nal% sts began to conclude that realistic hopes for

impros einem ssouid bast to lot us on the ss bolt. institutional structure the
social orgainiation and its culture or (11111.1tt 1.111g sass alternatis e schools as
lust the inechanisiti for intrtithicing different institutional arrangements and

climates. In fad. sonic ',creels ed altertiat is es as the key to institutional
renett alr rettett al ,Itt c (twinning basis, slot, demands for a 1)4.%% alterna
eand diminished inviest HI MI 'Analog one %%mild he il.c means %%herein,

the sstt.in could reform itself
lite last 10 sears base ss 'messed an estiansion of the mission of alternav schools, ss Ito h at t omits ut t onsiderable part for their gniss mg point-

lann Student disaf let tom has been es ident throughout the decade in the
forms of st hoot sandalistil and s iolence, high truant s and drop int rates The
earliest es ablations shim (41 t leads that alternatis es .111' an estraordinarib. of

feces e solution to these problems .1.g,elic ies interestede delinquency and
tin emit. crime pre% ention quit kis came to see alternatis e schools as an
,answer As st boo! desegregatiim diffit ultit s intensified. it appeared that at
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tractive al ternatis es magnet schools might Brass >mingsters from serious
neighborhoods on a s oluntary basis (This »as the crux of Judge Arthur Garrity's plan for Boston ) In the inner cities, ss here feelings of puss erlessness and

disenfranchisement »ere » idespread, polio) analysts sa-ss alternatis es .IS
,way of bestowing immediate empowerment.
The growth of the al ternatis e school mos enient »as further stunulated b)
the gross ing critique of education and the increasing pressures on schools to
better Sers e each and es ors youngster Declining test seines and plummeting
ieting
public confidence combined to increase the pressures on schools. )Ian> .came
to see alternatives as a means of tailoring educational programs con tent, approach, structure, climate to the spec Ific needs of different groups. Particularl) in school distric is ss ith heterogeucous populations, teachers and ad mumistrators hae looked to ahem,* tis es as a means of fitting education to particular sets of.peeds Declining enrollments has e further pressed administrators
to search for program% tli,iii..Mdebser greater.holdimc passer and increased

effecti)eness in the interest of halting the flight to suburban ;ind private,
schools.
The breadth of thi; appeal and theses eral distinct emistituencies it creates

Mil% account for the early Establishment appro. al of alternatis esss hich
as a sonless hat radical proposal pressed b> dissidents. As I mentioned

earlier, a number of major uirporations and foundations aided the earl) free
and freedom schools 1 he federal gm eminent helped lamella number of ind Kidual alternatis es and sought, through tss o different programs, to enc n.rage the de. elopmcnt of ss stems of choice. State education departments
have helped
s anous forms of assistance. Uni) ersities has e been
in)ols ed notably through such efforts as ICOPE at Indiana University and
the Natidhal Al ternatis e Schools Program at the Unis ersit) of Massachusetts,
N% W11 offered direct help of )arious sorts to alternate e school staff members
and students More recently, units concerned ss ith alternatis es has e been

established at ,ses end other uni)ersities, including the Center for Educational Nlternatis es at California State Unisersit)/Fullvrton and the Center
for the Study of Educational Alternatives ,at Ilofstra University in

Ilempstead, Ness York Professional orgapizations of educators liae
demonstrated interest in alternatis es by fea
gm; them in their publications although they has e made !dads el) fc commitments to aiding the
movement Ibis. eer the continuing problem of public confidence in
,

education and the resurgent souther proposal may w ell sers e to intensify the
interest of prof.. ssional organisations in altematis es. These groups ma> be
coming to see, as one ads mate put it, that "the des elopment of alternatise
schools could well be the last, best chance for reforming public education.""
It %%mild appear, then, that the gross th of the last decade will continue
and, indeed. has probably not yet reached its peak. The discos Cr) phase is
past, so the hitense publicity gis en the muss men t during its formatis,e s ears

has cooled Some alternatis e schools are closing as needs and .interests
change, but many mow are Opening. Last September. for example,
'Mils. mike', doubled its alternatis es for disaffected studentsafter just one
year's trial of the progrin Moreos er, there are fess signs that the press .: es on

public education are abating or that the publia.Xcillingtureduce its expectation* Indeed, with all of wir talk of inch% idualization and our enactment
of that arrangement into federal lass m P.I.. 94-142 ss e may soon discos er
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that diversified programs fur .111 may be the only practicable vv as of c arry ing

out the law of the laud.
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Public Alternative Schools and
The Future of Democracy
by Joe Nathan and Herbert Kohl
Mary Amu. &yield's April KAPPAN 'Wade perpetuated set end
destructive myths about public allernalite schools, claim the
authors. icho attempt to debunk those myths.
We eonunen I the KAPPAN and Vernon Smith for assembling, m the April
1981 issue, a fascinating collection of 111,1111M ripts that re% les% ed the history,

philosophy , practice. and maluation of public alternati% e schools. I loss et er,
we must also take issue u ith a number of % ieu s presented b) Mar) Aline 11a) -

wid in her lead article. "The First necade of Public School Alternatives."
ilaywidj4; written estensi% el) about alternati% usual!) %% ith sensitivity
;Ind insight But our oisagreements are fat more than intellectual quibbles'.
We believe that the de% elopmenrand idespread adoption of the best
public alternati% e sc tool practic es is % ital for the curs k.tlof public education.

Furthermore, our democracy depends on a strong, effective system
committed to the education of all of our children a ciumnitment present')
maintained only by public schools.
"11ktory is a collection of in) the agreed upon," u rote a perceptisp critic.
We believe 11a) wick article perpetuates a number of destructi% e myths
about public :then-wises that gke I111%% arranted assistance to those ho opIfiKerwhat many -f lb 'hive %lurked so hard to de% elop o% er the last decade.
The first in) th is the notion titatTnikt public alternati% cschools gi e stu;
dents "the puss e- of the % eto No )oungster should be forced lido %%hat he or
she is defermine 1 to reject" (p 552). 11,1%ing u (irked for a total or more than
15 years in public ;thermal% eschoolsin the Mk's% est and Western U.S.. isited
more than 750 pub lk aIternathrs throughout the (lunar) and directed projects to help other districts design and implement alternatk'es, ss e can state

with considerable contidence that no public alternative school that has
survived more than too )ears gave students such a % eto. Successful public
alternative schools (of which there are hundreds) soon learned that they
needed rules about beha% lot-. attendance, graduation requirements, respect-

ing rights of others, oic For esample, public :tlternati%cs u mild not tolerate
the possession, use. Vdistribution of drugs on the School campus. Public
alternative, have .11%0 de% eh )ed important variations on:traditional school
practices, such as requiring demonstration of basic and applied competencc
ir. various areas before graduation.' As Barbara Case points out in the same
issue in her excellent article. "Lasting Alternatives. A Lesson in Survival."
;
Alternatives fhmuder %%hen the) Luck% %%ithcertaint) only %%hat the) oppose
but have no clear understanding of what they support" (p. 55.5,
t!iNtiestionabb , ahem hiss public school students have tau opportunk_
ties to help make. re% ieu and revise many roles. Unquestionably, these stnden's have had opportunities to learn in a lade) of ways frinn community
respi.rees not often available to,comentional school students. 11e must distinguish betwecti giv ing students the opportimit) 01-participate in sensible
democratic decision making and endorsing the. tyranny of any group mn a
school students, commnpit) niembers, teachers, parents. or administrators.
387
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hem:one schools 11.1% I` bet 11 ( fill111111111f III cm my, %tudetit% and parent% .t

VI/let...to having them help des (-lop the it tics 11

1111,111011.11 pnigr.1111c .111(111i

taking student pert vitt!, ins In bad ellin animal prat-tit e.writtit%I St nines this
m% (.1% es cons] erable discii%%ion mid ntgottation of student- parent, and
teacher prior!' s Partit !imolai 1% the ('55111( e of learning to he a rest
eitueli of .t demos H. fat I loss I..% or. the negotiations in alternative schools ha% e
ss (glier sir not to
been user ho %% to gt about reading. f Or e \.111111lit..110t

leant to read.
t%% %tutimits to amine rules
.1 o %tamest that Aternatne puhlu st Intols
the) are "d etern !!!!! gl to arc t" is not .1 mi%litterpretatitm or mitstitntable
anal) %is. It %imp') is 1101.( 011%10(111 1:11 :b fat 1...111(1 15 .1 danger oils, (1%%trtit

use trus%tatement It is the ;stud of 51iitent

will by olaurtltlullt..1, 'and

out of contests 1) opponents of public alternative schools
lia y-%% id puts forth another % te%% that is inconsistent %% ith facts %% hen the

cle%crib es the results of pill iiternttisesehooles.tluatio His Sht prewlitq the
of thew programs resulted in the Ittter
opinion that e% ablation of
differences... ip".57,11 Space dues not
:wpm nting finding of *no %Ignifit
t
permit documentation and res it%% f the more than 75 public alternative
school e%aluation% ss uui ss hit 11 ss s are personally familiar that dtcc ribe %tatis-

differenttsiii attitude or millet eintnt .bet %t een matched
ieallt
hoot students Inter!%ted
groups of eons ent ititt.a and lternatist st
%I onicl res less , .mums 4 others, Hubert I fors kis Psychological Ef feels
r
(")y it Classroom Teal iniz.on Primary S( hoof Children. .1Ret icaof t t B"search -, -Startling Its minim lieseartii Supporting Educational Change,"
and Joe .1111.111'. The (;//j1/1*(/ Pigs After :7.0 Years. by
1), 11 tsme Jemmi
.1 number of e% alumna% of public Alternath es that lime
1%
Slargar
been ichati heti as -t arefulls es ainate-1. pros en intimation% %%ortit) of

national revile:mini. .tad

\ .i111.111% furilit 01111tig dissertation 6 The disserta-

tion L'Imipares esperient es .um! attitudes of stud( tits slim s.tratitiattgl in 1979
frottra -traditional arid a public Aternatis e school iii St Patil. Slintiesota
A third myth that iia% ss ill remit true% t tlIlLejlIS the rants t.i public alterna
Ines The arta le %tigge%t% that t ht. Impel its forties loping oublic alttrnati% e%
came from members of the Iarg .1% whin , tipper undttle:,(1.%% "comm.*
culture" of tht 1960% %% lit, opposed the S irtnam %%al- and tet

thvel-

opintnt
SISrio Fatima and 1 Ito P. :roue ha% %, ritt en hell fm, sionmries of public
a Hermon sc hind histories that'll...a Hy the c gitributions of the pp tytit .sis es

e Anterit Jut at ;1 Its ss lio have
pushed for greater human and c it it right% f.,- the last 5(1 ear." How (an the
attrilivtit)1 of St111111('11 CM/1'11%11qt St 111111% established durniz the earls
Mtn entent and o' Urban League Street
Seote.,

of the earl, 1900% and of blat k and \

.(t :Ovum.% be w ped ot' What of ilii recommendations of progrec,i,(.
:eorge (*matt for ititeedist !Omar) learning. 'tenon

sued as Jilin] De%%

learning prtet%, ati.ettet ad% Is«. ss stems, and begiaig Minn lion b)
t opreltensis e histtir) of public alternitt,s e
luanling on students !mere.:
3.

Schools should nut ignort the t onributilms of Frain is Park tr 111 1111` ; S70% or

the struggles of (al% iii Stom t', C,itharint Beecher, Eltiainth Pealuids littmand 1S-10s 1 con%mi A leott, and other progre%si% e educators of t h,
tinuous trachtitm of 5% hat is loom.1% calltgl Anglian% t' etlut ation has e.isted

since the uric

common %Onto! mos ement to tit I Sea%. tht
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lion -has roots in the ideas of-Benjamin Erank lin. Benjamin Itiish. JeanJacques

itonssean. and others ho Nat% Self-distipline. the abilit) to make choices. and
the thoughatful masters of Skills as key s to the des elopment of demoeracs. c
need to recognize the disersits of. people ss ho contrabutcl to this progress.
Itaysvid also ignores another important part .0 the Instors of public alternative schools. In the earls l9"Os .1 split des ciopea bets%er -u cminnupty
activists who started different schools because they felt U.S. somets needed
fun damental: comp relmnsis c hamt,e to fulfill its dreams.and foundation and
government °Ilk-lids who encouraged des aqui im it of Ind du, altenm to es to
remove pressure from .1 ss stein that was fading. Space does not.pernut adequate`discussiono f the take oser of the mos emelt! Its professumal educators.
loWever, some community _suppiirt ft-r -- education and promising
educational Practices was sacrificed in the transitioti of power.
The experiences in Berkt les and Minneapolis form fascinating case
studies of the professionalimtion of reform:111s ss 0 sass that the; fedjral Experimental Schools Program-enabled Berkeles and Minneajudis to set up extensively differentiated educations to be asailablo las choice- t p. 551). As
lerbert Kohl explained in rantias Publk Schools of Choice; the number Of

public alternatives iniferkeles actualls declined because of- the federal
money and the restrictions entailed.' Moreo0.r. the federal money enabled
the Berkeles school district to take pp.w.er ass as from indis ithial school sites
and to create a _centraliiled .dternatise school- luireaucri,,cs staffed almost
met tisk* by people hostile to _alternatWe education.
Those familiar-with the Minneapolis federalb libuled Southeast Alternalives Project know how it frustrated -mans alternates e school activists. A
L *sluing case c an be made that the federal money - enabled the district to resist
for several yearsthe establishment of public aftrnatis es in sechous of the city
where multiracial groups of_ parents. students. and teachers w ere trs mg to

develop them. Without making definitis c judgments about the effect oefed14.
eral money, we think it clear that the results are :nom complicated than
the
Kit PPAN article suggests.
It is unfortunate-that so mans -distortions and ms thshich yearS ago
hindered,the deselopment of progressis e education and nowlestriet the progress of Public alternati c schools are supported bs lia..5 id's article. Alter-

native public schools pros ide- a means of resitaliiing public education
through the participation of students, imrents.connntnut3 members. teach-

ers, and administrators Working h )gethe r, coniumnits members have
developed..carrN. out. and (*alikatecl sariet,s-of alternative progranis.
Many have produced remarkalde benefits for .;
g people and their teachers Students -has c gained skills and confidence necessars to list' m and
contribute to their c ommunities Teachers has e gamed enorhmus satisfaction

in their work.
Education fora democrats must. idisfs four trim rid condi tums.-Ita mist be
s

effective in 'teaching basic and applied skills, it must be accessible to ?ill; tt
must In' del, Wed to helping- whys child achiel,e his
or her potential; and at
must promote successful siitial interaction, leading to nspect. appreciation.
and harmony among-all members of society.
impractice, must prix ate schotds COlkerll fhetnsch es old) tt eta the first rif
these lour goals \ lost private schools c arcfulls si lest their students and do
not admit thoz.r ss ho fail-to meet their admission standard.. Then, lave ule
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Latitude to expel students:_l la. mg worked w kth numerous stutismts ho
have been pushed out of pn. ate schools, w e know that the scliools use-this
poll er I'rn ate programs need out be concernetiabout working succt ssful'.
ith a true cross ,sectum of students Mk I helping (ill ming people come to
appreciate each other_ hi fact, ',matt schools son ie times promoteihe fear of
One group for another b thrate g that, if dior students do not-helvi.e,
umerpos
the\ will be sent- to 7unrul. undisciplined -public schools .1
parents kn, e reported such comments to us.) We do not call for the closing of
pp. to schools but for the recognition of important- differences bet.. een
their mission and that of public schools.
Curleat efforts to dismantle the public schools must be understood as
threats to the American ideals ofsequal opportunit . equal dee& SS to hightinalit..education, and equal Justice for all. Now , as inner. before. the best Of
salternatme slhoul prat tiles-must be continued and Cwandd-if public edit-cation is to survive.
At hen considering the 'nest not ill public.alternati.t S(110015, readers till
consider one more assoc. alternaues toss hat? Ver. few people are makinga
strong_ positi. e case for the ton. entional public schools. The best pOblic
alternatn es- ba.. e dethonstrated -that their students pin basic and applied
skills ncessar to function effect'\ el. in 5ocie4 \Ian> of the best public at-tem:Imes has e brought- together parents from different' racial and socioeconomic backgroinuk to pl.m and work,for better Ilse, for their children
These programs tlesec to be models. Rather than retreat from public education altogether, we need to preserve a 114 is effecti. e in public education
and. expand it.
If sse abandon the 'sum of-pro. idmg a good education for all the children of all of our people, c must then face the frightening realisation that %we
also 'we abandoned our belief democrae}. e'refuse to forsake our faith
lllllll -supported
dellIOtratIC ednc.ut Hifi. Our experietiCe:, working in
public alternati\ e schools has e been exhilarating. eshausting, .and enormon slV rea arding. Alterman. e puhlit, edOcation is neither ('ass nor elitist. but
it can be excellent. W e are confident that it is s.orth the struggle.

I, See Jot. \ atkan and 1% a in. joining.. -Educational Bait and Switch,- Phi Delta
1978, P. 621.
2 Hobert I lorssit/, Psyt Bohlen trf Effects of Ope n Classroom
-Si hunt

Teat

Children. A" lielm It, tif iht lit scan It &Grand Forks. u rns ersit)

on PrimarY
\ orth Dakota.

sast inajonts of stodiesincluded in this res less \sere conducted in true:ther1976,
mals a Schools. that is. schools m is hush parents and students had chosen to participate
%% ione Jennings and Joe \ athan, -Startling, Disturbing Research SupportingEdu
eational Change,- Ph, Delia K.ppan. Nlarch 1977, pp, 5(S.72.
1, Nfarstaret %Yin's, Thu Guinea Pigs illier-Tmenty rare iColurrilitt% Ohio State Utti:
versity Press, 19611. this fascinating stud) compared the attitudes ant. esperiences of
students \s ho had chosen to attend one of the most-famine, of the schools in the Eight
Year Study with other groups of students,
5. See; for esample, esaluat Hill% of the St. Paul (Mimi r Open School. !huh School in

the I:multiunit> in \ es\ Moen (Gunn.', and the Alternatise 1,earninit.t Project in
Providence :(11.1.

6, joe'Natli in. "A Corium, icon of Attitudes owa.' !lig!) School Education I lelci
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C:radliati:: of a radi

ial and an Alteplatl%e Public St-1101d
St. Paul. Ninmesnia
(1)oetaal dissertation.
rsits_of Minnesota. .1981).
Nlario
Pnblu S1 hoofs of Choi«
orls. Simon antISt buster 197.3.1..ttul
Vito Perrone. "A View of St !tool Itefigni," in Both 1)ropkin an Arthur 1 coiner. Roots
of Open Ed:tea:km in .1nu'ru t \csC Y.irk. Cit College Center for Open Education.

t\

1976). pp, 173.90.

S. lierbert Kohl. in F8101111. op. cit.. pp. :250-52.
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-On-Clarifying- Hist Orr,

A Response-to Nathan and Kohl
by Mary Anne Raywid
Raywid attempts to resolue her'differences with Alcssrs.
Nathan and Kohl. Their greatest disagreement, she suspects, may,

lie in their differing approaches to history,itsell.
Joe Nathan and I hid) Kohl has e made an excellent addition to the collection
of articles On alterna ti5 e schools in the April KAPPAN'..1mong other, things,
the -has e offered -a good case' for the-importance of alternatis e schools to the
sun is al of public education and the importance, in turn. of eiblieeducation
-to a demoeraticsocietS :We are in extensis e agreement on these-matters. I appreciate their forceful framing of the case.
The appreciation is a hit one-sided,, boss vs er, since Nathan and Koh)
es idently find that myarticle in the-April KAFTAN contains inaccuracies, distortions. and dangerous. destructis e misstatemehts. The} -acciiseine of perpetuating three myths about alternative schools.

The first ins th concerns the question of ss nether alternative schoolstudents generally retain a 5 eto. Ms report is-accurate. ! think. built needs
clarifying. Most important, ss hates er "5 eto" alternatis e students Hold
pertains tocurriculuni and content, not to rules go% erring beim. ior. I did not
.intend to suggest that an} alternatis e school student can personally c eto an
seiniol regulation bs doingw hat he or she pleases. I agree vniphaticalls that a
right to "civil disobedience" has not been -a feature of _public alternative
schools. But as I suggested obviously elliptically Allen Craubard urged
that s oungsters r tam ss hat amounts to a sets) os er ss hat each one shall studs

Craubard described. ss ith appros al - carious alternatis e school efforts to
stimulate students to learn ss hat adults belies e important. But he ss ould not
resort to simply imposing ;content on the miss filing learner. In effect, he
counsels against -try ing to proceed by duress.' There seem at least two
grounds for eschew ing coercion. One is the fundamental respect -for the per:
son- that-mans of the earliest, humanisticalls inspired alternatis e schools emphasized. Kohl's -ss riling, as ss ell as Craubard's. Manifests- this.responsive,
respectful regardlor students as sentient creatures ss ith distinctis purposes
and feelings. Thus, ss bile ss e can trs to influence, ss e ought to ms oid coercion.

Most of the alternatis e school people I know reflect this position, and I would

be surprised ifloe Nathan (hies not.
'John Dewes elaborated a slightl, lifferent case ss ith regard to thc,effectis c s eto. Ile argued that unless the learner's interest can be captured and his
or her thinking brought to bear on selected content, then cognitis e learnings

sill be minithal and/or distorted-and attitudinal learnings ss di be largely
nega tic e. Thus, for Dew es as ss ell. if the teacher can find no ss'as to present
content X iii a form thut engage ;the intelligence of.the learner,lhen the leainer's Ss ithhobling-of interest is an effectis e %eto -and the teacher is well ad-

s ised to look further instead- of resorting to sheer pow er to impose- this
content.
'See Allen Granbard, Free the Children. Radical Reform and iherree School
Alocement(New York: Vintage, 1972). Chapt, 4. esp. pp. 222.28,
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The second my th Nathan and Kohl attribute to me is the, clann-that no
evaluations'of-public altctnatit e schools1)a: e been clearly positit e. That is
not my belief. Indeed, vv ere that the case. all three of us might be hard pressed

to defend our shared commitment to alternatives. There is indeed a
substantial body of presumptis e et idence of the effectit eness of public alter-mai% e schools (The confusion here Nte [nine& par t ) from an_ editorial
change that I, failed to spot and partly from a misreading by Nathan and Kohl.
They equated my generalisation about the got ern n tent- and foundation-sup-ported innovations of the Sixties tt ith- a claim about- alternatit e schools.
Actually, of course. by no means all'of titeinnot ations tt ere_ alternatit es.)
Third. Nathan and_ Kohl attribute to me the tics that4, mblic alternatit e
schools evolved solely froni the counter - culture. I do not believe that ihey
did. In fact. when-discussing theroots of the alternatives movement -I emphasize_ the distinction between "free" and "freedom" school forebears. Much of
the"free" school ancestry is associated with the counter-culture, but the "free(loin" school roots grett out of the social change efforts of cis 11 rights actit ists.

Hutu]) article did not attempt to deal with the roots or,backgrounds of the
public school alternalit es that grett in the Set (Attics. i tt as try ing to describe
that _szrowth_ and chronicle that decade.
Nathan and Kohl object to my -omission of ideological' connections extending hack_ to- progressit e educations -and he on& I distrust -that kind Of
ideological history because of_the distortions it can create. Althoff
some al.
ternative schools call to mind characteristics of progressit e edus -don (more
so in the case of the St -Paul Open School, tt ith %% Melt Nathan tt as connected.

than is generally true), I find such connections more misleading than illumi-riming without:a closer look at-similarities and differences.
I believe that Nathan. _Kohl, and I are actually in substantial agreement.
but our greateSt d ifference _may lie in the. doing of history . The primary
puepose of in article tt as to trace the et ems associated tt ith the burgeoning
of public school alternatit es that is, to prOt ide an institutional history . i do
not disparage ideological history_ yr the history of ideas (in fact, I probably

turn to these-more readily than to institutional history ). BM both the More
general nature of the'KAPPAN's teadership and the length specifications I
tt as given recommended the focus on the more- immediate causes of the
eventsand that is where I tried to stay-.
I am pleased. hots et er. that Nathan and Kohl hate carried the discussion
bey ond-m} -original-confines. 01)% i9usly no author can be pleased at being
misunderstood, but 1-am pleased tt ith their concern about the nature of alternatit e schooling_and I am glad-to hat e the opportunity to amend sonic
statements that tt ere es identl.s subject to misinterpretation. I agree tt ith Joe
'Nathan and I lerb Kohl that "alternatit e public schools pros ide a way
to
ret italize our depressed public educational sy stein." Finally , I share their
conviction that efforts to that effect are well tt orth the struggle.
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Introduction
The Br, v.-Walton Cole told this story at the 26th Biennial Council of Phi
Delta Ka ppa in December 1958:
"The millenimn is at hand. Man has invented everything that can
be-invented. 1 te has done all he can do."
These words were spoken by a bishop at a church gathering in
1870. They were challenged by the presiding officer, -who suggested

that a great invention would be made within themext 50-yeims.
The'bishop asked'him to name such an invention.
The-reply: "I- think.man will learn "hi
The bishop replied that this was blasphemy. "Don't you know
that flight is-reserved to the angels ?"
The bishop was Milton Wright, father cf Otville.ancl Wilbur.°
There is a saying that if one is 25 years ahead of his time, he is a genuine
-prophet; if he is just five years ahead,-he is a nuisance. Harold Shrine; author of
'nture Shock and the Curriculum" (October 1964) has made the transition,1

think, from nuisance to prophet in the time between writing this article and
producing "A Curriculum for-the New Century," -which heads the "Our
Future" section of the January 1981 Diamond Jubilee KAPPAN.
"Future Shock and the Curriculum" was one of the_ f irst articles_to be
written by an American educator on predictions of the future as a force in
education. Six years thereqf ter; Phi Delta Kappa commissioned_Shane, as a

pioneer futurist in education, to write The Educational Significance of the
Future, one of a series of PDK Educational Foundation monographs. Based
on the author's study of futures plarining for the U.S. commissioner of edu,
cation, it has become a classic of -its'kind:

William Van Til; rohe of America's truly distinguished leaders in educational thought; has written-28 KAPPAN columns, articles, and reviews.11is
coltram,,,"One Way of Looking At 1t," appeared regularly from 1971-until his,
retirement as Coff man Distinguished Prof esscr of Education at Indiana State
University, Terre Haute; in 1978. Among many memorable columns was one
Lwas Aarticularly relieved' to get,- for it meant that the author had recovered

from f ood -poisoning suffered in India While he was on a round-the-world
trip. Van.Til titled it "Calcutta: A Vision of the End of ,the Woild." It recorded'
"What Ajon Knows Mans Limitations ?;' February 195a_KAPPAN, msidc-back
cover.
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his 'inture .shock" upon recognizing what othi r major cawsicf the world may
be like if there Is not "a colossal gathering of forces f or caring and stirs I\ al.-as
he put it.
The Van -Til column reprinted here-appeared on the back c(wer of the
special 144-page Bicentennial issue of the,KAPPAN in September 1976. It is a
good e_vainpk: of the genre of Janus type futures articles that start from different as.sumptioics.

R. 7110111aS Minter represents the combination of scientific understanding, encironinental «nice rwand humanistic caring that should, I think. inhisi
the teaching profession Now a professor of encirmunentai studies at Iowa
Stale University, Ames, he-has it Mien fir c KAPPAN feature articles,-inclel-

ing one highly coutrotersial piece. The China Syndrome ns a Teaching
Tool" (June 1979). It appeaeed only wnionth.of ter the Three Mile Island
incident in Pennsylvania and became the first of a series of KAPPA N articles

related to'educatiowin the Nuclear Age. hicbaling my own interview with

,

physicist Ernest Sternglass titled "The N' clear Radiation, SAT Decline Connection" (November 1979).
Tanner believes his first KAPPAN article, "The Science Curriculum. Unfinished Business loran-CI:Mashed Century" (March 1970) is of greatestlasting interest. I-agree.

William -II. Boyer is professor of education and, chairman of the
-Depart:nen: of Educational Foundations, University of Hawaii. When he
it rote "Ediwation- for Sir:Ill.al" (January 1971).-he was-teaching a course
titled "l!..diwation for a World Without War" at the university. I t was based on
Boyer's concern about rrtilytarisrn, world order, and alternatives to armed
conflict. The article was
fir.st fittempt -to develop a broader planning
-theory to include cc ()logical, sot iiiLjustice., and quality of life considerations.
Ile wanted to identify some ways of develaping priorities during this period

hi history, when much if hot all of the ImMan race is in peril froth
thermonuclear and environmental" thirds.
Boyer .says,"1:rom the Seventies oh, we will enter the planning phase of
human history. Unless .schools-teach people to participate intelligently in
planning, the decisions will be_made by economic special interests or .argely
unaccountableithliticians." Most of his writing in the Seventies focused on
thix problem, and his book called Afterriatise -Futures. Designing Social'
Change was published in 197 5 as a text fur high school and college students on

the topic of social planning.
During this period Boyer became one of the current breed oil nth rists. Ile

tried, however, to point oft that "ad hoeracy, the technof ix, and the
deteraiinislic beliefs often connected with market economics are among the
-major traps to hinder creation_of a better future." Many f uturists have embraced these notions. others talk of "participation" as a panacea or make a
doctrine out of decentralization. Boycr..s emphasis has been on identifying

the limits of natural .systems and on identifying alternative political-economic plans that maximize public participation to choose the best of-such
integrated plaits "This means," he says, "patting people in thrge of institutions and economic planning and i.robably re- quiriWgconstitutional rights to a

sustainable life support syStem. If-the right to work in a socially use! liken-
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eironmentally responsiblc form of ut(r.k is added. consult. rabh, change in
,American economic orthodoxies will i :salt."
Boyer cosidurs our t urrent rote rnment hugely rem tionaribanti-ecological . lacking in commitment 1,, (coma:tit justice, dud:calif! to intrease in the
grins ram and committed to nuttithion pOit.l.r 1 or wrimraic caintabitt$"Tht:
u illingness of the public to support such obsolett politics is at least partly relater' to the lack of the kind' of citizenship education appropriate to this
period of history."
Among more than 30 articles and books, one of Boyer's most successful
publications dealt with educabilit y. -Titled "Art Children B6rn-Unequal?," it
was first published in The Saturd.* Ides less (19 October 1968) and was-repeatedly reprinted in the C S Canada, and oterseas. Thu State Deportment
translated and sent it throughout the u orld. Widely used by ethnic groups. it
had an impact on the "Jensen'. nature-nurture debate. that debate now seems
to be resolved in a manner consistent with Boyers article.
Neil Postman is an intellectual-Marshall Melmhan, the late communications guru. I hate chosen "The Day Our Children Disappear. Predictions of a
II edia Ecologist" (Januaril 1981) as Ow f inal entry in this antholOgy because in

,it- Postman joins a highly original tiro of emerging forms of t ommunication
(read edneation)_11 ith a delightful and informality writing style. I.wish that
all KAPPAN articles could be as intellectitally stimulating.
Postman is professor of education. Department of Communicaf ion Arts
mul Science. Nett York Unitersity. llis most recent book -is Teaching as-a

Conserving Actin it. An excerpt 1 rom the book. "The First Curriculum:

'Comparing School and Telecision.- appeared In the Notember I979
k: PPAN.-li is a brilliant analysis of these competing learning systems.
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Future Shock and the Curriculum
by Harold C. Shane
Like culture shock among travelers, future shock takes its toll
among educators. Here is a fascinating analysis of the "dizzying
disorientation" caused by a premature collision with the future.
Most Americans who have tras'.eled in-Africa, Asia, or Latin America are ass are

of the phenomenon of culture shock . This is a psi chosomatic reaction, often
id considerable y iolence, that results from entanglement in the ins
eb
of a new arsd partly incomprehensible v ay of life. Explicitly , the shock comes
from a sense of confusion that arises w hen the customs, language, and similar
elements of an alien people fail to make sense in the context of the experiences transferred -froin the fainiliar cultural landscape through w Inch one
previously has learniA to thread his way.'

Culture Shock and Future Shock
Persons who grow up in other cultures simply do not see and hear things as
we do. and vice versa. Concepts of time, territorial or space rights, status, and

so on are not only different, they maybe in conflict. In an anthropologist's
words, it isim longer y and to assume, "wheats o human beings aresubject to
the same 'experience,Ithatl virtually the same data are being fed to the two
control nervous systems and that the two brains record similarly ."2 To use an
illustration, a Spaniard and a person from the U.S. do notsee or "record" the

same bullfight in the Madrid bull ring. The Madrileiio identifies with the
skilled .matador and` the American identifies with the doomed bull. Obviously, a similar sensory input leads to totally different reactions.
Just as minty people from the U.S. are upset when residing overseas by the
absence of familiar cultural clues and stiffer culture shock, many Americans
are beginning to suffer from future shock.' Futureshock, like culture shock, is
a condition marked by a decline in cognitive powers, misinterpretation of
reality, and los's of the ability- to communicateideas with one's usual skill.
We have encountered the future so rapidly and with such violent changes
in the ordered and familiarpatterhs of our way of life that we are suffering

"the- dizzying disorientation brought on by the premature arrival of the
future. "'

-Many generations of change have been compressed into the span °ILO',
years, so brief a peridd that it is scarcely a single second on the clockface of
history .s As a iesult, the'cbanged social and scientific'environment inwhich
pers,ons find themselves today is literally as strange, in many ways, as that in
which:the U.S. foreign aid workeror Peace Corps volunteer finds himself in
an hidian village_ of the Andes, a ilausa tribe in Nigeria, Or a center of Moslem
life in West Pakistan.

The possible_ consequences of future shock for education are considerable. Let us first review -the sources of the dislocation that seems to threaten

the composure-and effectiveness of individuals involved in- educational
leadership, research, and service.
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SonieEd,ucational Sources ofTuture- Shock
,

During the 1920s and 1930s the educational scene m the U.S. ss as a hs sly
one Changes were made In methods and materials, and periodical literature

was full of stimulating ideas. Ma mascript ss riting, the project method,
teacher!phpil planning, social reconstruction through _education. and a
hundred similar proposals found strident supporters and dogg!..0.opponents.
Violent as the debates of the times became; how ever, no one seen ied to be
traumatized or even seriously upset as s erbal ss arfare between comers atise
and liberal or between "subject-oriented" and "learner-oriented" forces en-

livened comingrce in the free market of educational ideas. Certainl, prior
to the 195(ls there was less uneasiness, less uncertain*,-and less poorly concealed,panieabout tint nature, the mer.t, and the speed'of educational change
than there is now.
No real future shock was experienced by educators of -this eraibecause

adoption of these nc\e'pfactices despite the debates they generatedwas
rarely rapid", and genernI1) were extensions and refinements of familiar ideas,
methods, and procedures rather than basic changes or nmovatiats involving

"heretofore unfaMiliar technolo$,, bs or.based on concepts ss ith little or no
precedent,
What, then, has recently happen( I in 'ethic:akin-and to education to bring
on the "dizzying disorientation" causedb,s "rt premature collision with .the
future? Since around 1950 many educators have found themselves confronting
Ing new educational directions to ss hich their past learning and experience
simply do not transfer. For' purposestof clarity, some examples need to be
giVen_to show how , in a very few years. the jolting educational clianges.of a
long lifetime have been compressed into a 10-year interval:
Education's casual and sWinetimes pious interest in the contributions of
related disciplines got out of hand. Specialists outside of the teaching profession began to contribute-more than the schools could readily assimilate in

mathematics, culturaLanthropolol*, linguistics, ethology: socking*, biochemistry, and so on._

Long-postponed implementation of civil rights legislation created
many stresses.
.
New interpretations of the role -of higher education created issues as to

its scope: purpose, and control as post.secondar) education began moving
toward virtual universalization.
The educational power structure began to show signs of changing,
'particularly at the national level. (For example, the administration for Tie
U S. Office of Education
mo
an Et1.1); in administration to 2.
a Ph.D. in anthropology, and thence to a s) stems engineer formerly with a
major U.S. corporation.)s
After the future shock of Russia's Sputnik in 1957 and the questioning
of U.S. education that itcreated, there was an unprecedented increase in,the
funding of education. This was an unsettling experience in itself,-it further

disturbed administrators because local choice in the deployment of the
nmnies did not increase in.proportion tothe sums available.
Roth the concentration and overspill of population in U.S. citicsAvere
recognized-as conspicuous problems, as were the new inner-citymegalopolitan inequities in educational opportunities.
The "learning business" virtually exploded as the educational and fi-
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!uncial possibilities of tuchnolog) ss crc recognized. Among thosc Inc ulc ed in

new combines and- no. cl %cltures in educational techaolog). Time, Inc..
C.E.. U. M. Raytheon, CMS..
Nlinnesota Mining and Nlanufacwring. et al .9
Se. eral )cars before Marshall N1(.1.1111.01 reported that TV w as "retribalizing" U.S. children ,and_ (timing the ns odd into a "global s lLige i. it became apparent that -there ss c rc unusual bchas moral and micllectual imitations
Thesc lass and changes seem to be inn of man)
occurring among tlic )
WOWS of nations, nit: "protest
mus
lllll g )olith.7Ilic "phantom cur
_

created b) mass !MAIM, till great tumuli:set' body ordata chiltirun
Acquire es en before beginning kindergarten. has Made education's clientele

`different" in the span of _decade.
Cybernetics the realm of automatic control .$) stems in mechanical
electrical cc inumnication s) stems is another great generator of future

shock in education. Whether reflected in Indic idualized computer programming for pupils or in complex information retries al, such ties clopmen ts as computer based- instruction
and indic Mind!) planted in
struction (IPO, ssitli the-computer Nen mg as a mediating agent.) Ire-an
unnerving change to man) teachers and create ss ithin them fears of falling
into obsolescence.11

Ness approaches and content' in such fields as mathematics. science,
and English instruction ha% C !Ailed teachers at all les els undo Ilea%) stress.
Tlw pressure at the moment is eNI1C-1.111) high in the field of English, w here

the introduction of so-called linguistic approaches,-often based on incompletel) des eloped theories and- pawn) tested II) potheses, has created
considerable :on fusion and disturbance among teaehers.1=
The 1R- preceding examples illustrate how educators has e been thrust
froin )ester(a) into hilliOrrOCC The) also silos how future shock ensues
.

w hen, in the fa, e of so 1111,111) rapid changes. one is deprisrd of familiar clues

that hitherto has(' successfully guided his interaction ss ith the en. ironment.

Some Suggestions for Coping with Future Shockin Education
Although the new naiad) of future shock is disconce.ting. care has been
taken to as old labeling It as "kid." Just as recor en from culture shock after a
few disturbing months of residence in Bangkok or Cairo can herald an increase in one's ss isduni and intercultural insight, so U.S. educators' exposure
to a future the) ss ere not prepared to tiwet so soon could do a great deal to
impro% e our sillotuls. After a llomich of the rest of the w orld also is m eenng an

-es en more unanticipated future head-on, w II) not the curricula in our
schools? Consider the des eloping countries (is erseas that are attempting in 25

) ears to adapt certain processes of democratic go. ernmeni which, after
marl) two centuries of experiment, remain in a condition of imperfect des elopment es en in our ow n land. Nor as e man) of these countries doing too
hall) in s less of the odds imposed b) tribal traditions. illiteracy . and in) dads

of similar problems.,
Mat. XPecificall), promises to be good medicine s) ith

Inch to treat

future shock in educanon?For one thing, it should be i ecognized that old and
)oting educators s Jr) in their need for therapy . The oung ones 'nerd) need

the right diet, the proper "care and feeding" that will enable them to work
contributis el) in a new arris ed future. After all, tomorrow is not strange for
those who belong to it. The beginning teacher today never knew the pre-TV
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world, was an infant 55 hen tht day of the atom began in 19.15, and. hadn't
finished eleentac) school ss hen Sputnik orbited its into-the, space age a
-.-

decade' ago.
Our problem :n prescr'S ice education airs in graduate study-. therefore, is

to 'do whatever is necessar) to as aid contaminating,tmnorrow's-teacheis
with tho' future shock "fall-me of our groundless personal fears and
unfounded illusions abind Cdtitat"ion Our best, if not our only . treatment heri-

`preventive medicine.
Noss let us turn our thinking to the question of ss hat can be foui9119 the
pharmacopoeia to reined) our "'naiad). This includes treatent-ipr phdosophically blurred
curricular dy spepsia. anil.the tel
aphasia
resulting from technical progress and accompany *social upbeat als:it Inch
temporarily hat e etceeded both our grass) of change in education and our
receptivity to it I hope the follow lug prescriptions are the result-of gOod

r

diagnoses:

1. Develop insert-ice education programs that We the future.
Educational leadership needs to bring teachers thinking into focus ss ith respect to their kuks in the immediate future.This is important v hen v e reahie
that some of the younger ones ss ill still he Influent in-g educational practices in
e
2015 -,km. Among minples of possible Inger% ice practices are.
Greatly Tliberali/ed leas e policies-to encourage teachers to re-educate
and to retool themsek es tt ith respect to educational", theory, content, and
practice.,
New relationships ss iththigher education such as s Biting professorships :At arded by public schools to college staff members. on loan from universities, to sers e in local program des elpment..:nd inservice classes.
.-Creator informed-teacher participation in decision making-that bears
on.rapid in-ogra in change.
ProvisiwrThr teachers short-term instruction in theory t- in' basic
maintenance. moil is the use of the products of the "learning business."
possibly!throngh resident stud) in plants producing new media.
.
Experiments w ith salary differentials for smcialii.ed faculty assignmenu..
'.11esidencies," follow ing piesert ice education, during ss hick
ning (cachets are "phased in" to their stork as part of educational terms wife
schools,

PO

Much greater use of teacher exchange, especially among L .S. schools
,

and within large districts: but including ot erseas schools.

2 Deliberately purchase imaginatidn. We need to purchase imagination,
to des-6lop a breed of jodessionally resiiectable educators ss ho have-the
skills of educational rat igation plul the %Ishii' of scientifiesoothsa) ers.
'schools need to bus top-flight brains, just as industry has. the kehools also
need individuals tt ho nre skilled inchange analysis and in let eloping Wind
e educational-thrust into the 1970s and 1iS0s.

-Reverse the traditional emPflasis on the uppc levels of education.
Frain earliest times we has e respected the iportalit le of secondary and
collegiate eduration .1 ailable funds and status has e gra% itated to high
schools and cilkes,-andelemcitar) school facultymcmIcers hat e been left
to wail, "Buf I'm diltsecond-grade teacher." It st dl help us to cope ss iththe
future if ss e literally rescrse our.cducational riorities. While we has e_given

a
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hp sell ice to the miportalice of airy childhood. tt e 11.1%e net ertheless
prodded a-start anon diet fur these formative ears_ 11r dill none -into tilt (Wive to distinctl hetker order %yin. n teat hers of the ,t oungest are prepared
taint rewarded, in du .auto, ina tttt er ai tKns(' tt lit direct tit work of dot turd
.

4. liecoLnsszt owl all( t sate th1 n amiss% for Alsuksit !iron vt Mon (
Vehelllent student pri,teM. .1111.1 (It-ministrant His in _almost et t rt type of
college and milt ersit ..ind in sonic sect mita. M. hoots,11.1%t been Inn of the
Unsettling de. elopinents-ini t .S. cam/;use. 11 a n« 11 to rt. Login:, huh Ili
fungi shoiA hating AtsulurstA,Iss
prottst Iszoccan nt dust If s% I/ nialid(AbillIni
twit rcspect Wert:tilt (Jura ged in classthe 19:30s himianc rtlationships and
rooms as teachers and ming peoplt alikt shunt bet. ildered bvihe depres..'
situ' and their shared misery.
SI orld. 11'ar 11. the cold war. and Sputnik combined to usher in the-present.
college-let el shock w.ei c% of int cliam/atii in.,stalidarduation:antoinatian. all

inatt:'erttit but effect:. t tt,ir . of eroding setjint die-stimulation of disand setfistentif)." A relmmanization of education with
co.
greater stress on unlit 'duality rat ht r t11.111-11111k 11.111.11t:01/4M ,Set-Ills Os erdne..

.5. Cow eits o- mode/ of a -Isfasnu sr strut :shins- It seem% reasonable to

conceptualize tit idea of tit lifetime curriculum .1% useful means of
futuril shock. Tim -lifetime corrnailinis tont ept presuppUses
I us. that tt orld problems
that the 1.11rrellt r.itt of chancy. tt ill cinitinne to t
'deans diminish. that .11111mbi r of . estertla arts and 4/(111pattOlIS
w
st ill change or thsappt ar. that the ;rah of Unit% ledge accumulation tt ill Lim
thaTliiiman buings`tt ill unit mut- to fall sinnew here slitirt
tunic tonic reast
of. perfection.
l-iter this set of cut iimstaiii.CS..111t1 .15511111DM the tontinnatiog of trend.

ear for worker;'
and_tii the tr.iusftr of iiiagnitm_ prognitimm tapes rather than of pepple to
NIILII its t1111%e it.1(111114 tow aril tin leisnri of ail eight nomtli
lipe(ate I1141.11Int's.

it SI:4 his reasonablt for du ,SCIIMIIIS to sponsor a lifetime

of edinotion.-B) the 1980s and 1990% this could become t irtnalll an cdpcatumal (unlock-14 our" or t ontimmin One-anoint eaperiente stret thing from
earl. efiddluaid to a 1 age. fur those tt hu sought it,l.ut us Wolin the nest three
topi4eadings to a more prectml.ennsidetation of w hat form this proposal,
might take-when-pliasetil into the educational eat iromirent.6,..1)csnzsi nen. consprthessmu Ad/ realization (enters. 1 ligh13 eft ?Olt e
tomt..for diminishing futon attat..k% of future shtick priihabl can he ft mind in

the form of the Self-Keali/ation or S-11 chiter. This ma> be defined as a
-unified educational cionpltN pro. uling learning sert ices for an entire palmWliat Is, in the 1960%. Libeled -elementar..""setontlar and "higher"
-II.III(IIC(I on a imitar oc criordinated basis in such
education doubtless
:Ind hcilth
a 4, (111114eV,Slidi irkIlltlits III our ',Midi infrastructure a% rec. reat
sent ices. imisepins. cimsert att irks. planeleria. and aquaria also,might be ad
ministered and opt rated in the eilimatom t. ter at least until %nth time as
their functions are superseded b} multidimensional sinnilation.
7. Great( thn howl, of .4.1sool o'rostization that the Isstssrs snansla10, Most

discussions and proposak ix Oh direct rile% ant e- to the structure and
administration!of eilimainin hat t'.lilt. ti lcinarl.abl> little long range foresight. Concentration on tht Kest n't is understandable anii,necessarY,' At the
sainctinne. planning for tint tiperatiinl of Nelimuls like4 tor.. iii 0(ied in 1977
,
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not to inention 1997 should not bi neglected. Public schools and imis ersities need to begin to project ss.t s to cultic ate administrators adept in new
was s of thinking and acting. since the ming men and w omen who... ill ont1., ide our senior leadership for administration in 199 are just now beginning to

east a_speculati eye ()wimp:Indio!' for this vocation.
Within the nest few cars we 55 ill need rapidly to des chip the pantos pe
for a combination scholar scientist senior ad in inistratt a who IN capable (if
orchestrating the actin lac% of education centers serc ing clusters of people
ranging front one million to 20 million our more in size and f
IS
nnths to
well over 100 years in age 15 Such proposals arc b no means science fiction.
Indeed. major educational complesesalreads operating foreshadow this sort
of euwrgent- des elopment. What w e need is less haphazard drift and more
deliberate planning- of their design.
School organisation
needs to des clop a momentum that ss in
cam it ahead. Kir at least a t.,entnr educators has c tried to des ise organizational plans and strictures that should facilitate instruction-and temper the
problem of human differences."' Most thinking that los been done thus far
has concentrated on Changes w ithin the framework of basil:all. c once:mond
schools. The nest es olutionars step in organizing schools to cope w ith
W ill notcome in a coin entional form at air' Let us nest
three ideas that should help us to counter future shock. Each promises to be
helpful in in proving_teaching methods and content.
S Phase in the el bore; unit ..18..yborg unit is a cooperate C combination of
machine_and human controlled by the butter." The U ord is delis ed bs combining -CYBernetic and 011Canic_ Functionally speaking. a man- ss ifs anartificial kidne is a cl burg Within them:it 10. ears. asa result of meeting the
future so quick11. ss e are_almost certain to des clop c burg teams. teachers
ho in educational media and technolog has e eNtended almost
ond our
ptesent capacit to imagine 2! We ss ill begin to show signs of recto em; front
future shock w hen con. entional school organization and school plant has e

been replaced b. the S-I1 h pe of education center mentioned above.

es-

sent jail. one large teaching affil operated milli human t atm s porannana and
in which man, media, and machines serve man.

Such a school st mild not-he centered around media the school plant
itself a (odd be media from ss hich people of all ages and backgrounds ss onld
learn The designing of learning. the retries al of information. the encoura gementor self -directirm. the extension of es perience for persons of all ages at
any time of the car. and alms e 111 the consummatel skillful loss - pressure
mirture and guidance tit' human des clopment and questing snout fie the task-

of the cborg-team teachers Ind thing but a machine himself. such teacher
presmnabl synth! hat c no more than three class-contact In mrs (hiring a ":3-NI
dad' in s hich man, media. and machine c (manned their input. guidance. and
cc aluatis e feedback to make learning meaningful for the nulls idual learner in
the quest for his personal goals.
Th e gradual phase in of media and machines as hinted alms e is an estclient potential cure for future shock. Lest scoffers cr "science fiction." it is
worth noting (kWh. 1967 planning of educational resources of the sort-de-

scribed alread. had appeared in print for a imposed coninumit of i00.00o
contemplated near Phoenix. Arizona.43
9. Learn hots to aunt s c !intent farm other fields. B. the 19:50s it ss as al-
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read) clear that part of education's future shock stemmed from
deselopments in content fields that. as in the lase of the "new math" or "nos
science," reflected the trend tow ard curriculum change gentled front outside
the teaching profession." Proper therapy to relies e this shock is self-es 'dent.
Education needs to seize the Mihail% e and des clop the brainposs er and the
means for methodically .11111eXIIIL!
reles ant content and tools or methods
of promise created in related disciplines.
In effect this is a proposal that-education not-ml) plan to draw on materials from other fields to strengtheii itselL1 but also that edocation bring into its

ranks Man) more persons a hose preparation combines, educational and
academic backgrounds.
la Apply the "Culture-centric Curriculum Change" concept. Man) approaches has e been mole to curriculum change so man) that the literature
bristles 55 its jargon and drips 55 its slogans. None has pros ed to be ). final
answ er. A promising and largely untried approach that augurs 55 ell for easing

our -prog,ess into -future -changes is basing- curriculum coordination and
change on the anal) sis of cultureas indirectly proposed h) Trager and I UP'
Cultural anthropology holds much promise-for helping educators to realize
how the cultural baCkgrounds of nninkir create major potential misunderstan dings.

I Imam-are not turned into stereot) peas b) _gross ing.up under the influence of an alien ulture or under U.S. subcultural influences
neither -is
superficial assumption that ",dl mien are_ alike" an intellectuall) defensible.
0111% Lt a ss odd raindl) bectmong miss (led global space ship as it spins into
the future, 55 eiiced to base the curriculum on the results of Nttid. -m-depth of
the human clientele of the Ye1100i.

The Far Side of -the Great Watershed
ThereJn. c been only. -a fess great_ss atersheds in history . Tss o of these
Mountainous (lis isions separating an outmoded-past from a suelden1) altered
future ss ere the des clopthent of printing alul the onset of the Industrial Res tallithim Massimedia . .d c)bernetics made the nu(1 -tss entieth centur) a third
great watershed.
In-the earl) ISO0s, In response to the shock effectpi the Industrial Res olulion in Crea Britain. a number of unemplo) ed factors ss ()risers ss cut berserk.
Under the exhorting of a skis% ss utted Leicestershire mill ss miser, Ned Lucid.
these "Luddites" smashed the pm er-dris en Imams that the felt had robbed

them of their jobs. In education, as ss e nos e us er to the far side -of .our'
tss en tieth-centur) ss atershed, it is important that ss e as oid sintilar panic pat-

-terns of-behavior.
Let us demonize neither change nor machinery
iferecogiiize reality.
We cannot change the history of education's collision ss ith the future, but we
can conceptualize and build better programs of instruction as ss e digest the
meaning of new opportunities and responsibilities.
In-the process. let us make a more determined effort to communicate
clearly. This includes acknoss ledging that labeling or defining problems is
notsolsing them. and that ss ores are no substitute for action. And let us keep
and increase our on fidencean the cognitis c puss era of curses es and others.
This-involves recognizing that the virtually untapped power of the human

mind set free dwarfs the power of any machineand that machines were
nx
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created' by men to seri, e men, hot for men to seri, e, but for men to use in
freeing that power of the mind.

1

Cross-cultural mcomilerstandings, confusion. and shock" are suulik and 'cleiirl)

disclisse(I by the -antlirimi ibogic,d
Eiksaril I Hall. CI his !nails s, The Silent
Language (Doubleday 1950) and Tht II uhlt n l)miermion tl)taibletia 1966i.

2 Edward T Ihail, use Hidden O'
3

7nrurr. Ness Nods 1)mibleda), 1966. p. 2,
Insofar as I can determine. chi term Patin shock %% .11
by Is In I td fler. See

his '"Ilie Future as a Way of Life.- Horamis, Sumliter. 190
4. ibid.,. p. 109.
5 hit' speed :mil scope of c lunge are so great_as to blurs mini and lumina). A good
review and reminder of ss hat happi urd m the 2,5 sears bets., ern 1939 and 1964 can be
found in John Brook's readable social history , The Grr at Leap. N. es, 1 ink. lyirper and

flow, 1966. 382 pp,
6 ''cars ago, on the basis of a
of trends. Mort and Cornell Link holed that it required front 71 to -1001 ears fur an educational idea or theory to he translated-into
common practice Cf Paul lint and Frame. C:oruill, Anicrit an Sr heal, m Transition.
New York Bureau of .Publications, Teachers Collegei-C-Olumbia Unnermty,-1941. p.

.19.

7 Hhofogy. a relatich lies) science. is not aka), listed in the dictionary . -It is
(lined with the-precise methinlical stud) °Inmate. ormiliented, animal behavior.
8 Cf Peter Schrag, 'Tones in the Classroom, Is Tbere a \e)) Establishinclit?"
Saturday Ileview, Oct. 15. 1966, p. 87
9 Cf Ilenry Bern, "11'..iited Ethuatiim Engineers,- Ph: Delta Kappan, Jamul') 1967.
pp. 23(1436.

10- Probably Me best digest of Nklailiantsni and the "media Impact- ss \ w rittenb)
4.41i) ersit) Cf. John NI Culls iii.S J . "A Schoolman
Guide to Marshall ,Njelailiari." Saturday Hewn,. Nlarch 18. 1967.
11 -Cf John C Flanagan, "hint !tonal Education for the Se) enties.-Phr Delta Kappan.
one of his colleagues at Fordha

September. 1967. pp, 27431

12 For a recent!) published _re) le)) and appraisal of cleselopments. cf. 1 larold ,C.
Shane. Linguistics mu! tier Plassromi Teat Ire r It ashington.1).(:,. The Association for
Supervision- :and Curriculum Development. NE:1. 1967. _120 pp.
LT Also cf_
Leonard,
llopefullook .it Educat lob in 2000 a.m.- threatronat

Servieeq Bulletin No 21.-:\ri/ona State-t)aversit), pp, 9.23.
11 Biological research Of
))ids rangink.,:-nature-is confining the importance of
seenrity, _stimulation, and identity Cf the sic iet) of um and antagonism-tor-now/to
concept in J J Pet ter, 1:17.cologie et

tin ilogie des Lt, ntinens

Afemoires

du Museum National ITIlistithe Nalarelle. Tame XXVII, F.:own:tile I, Palls, 1962.,
13 Ottino-Caraesiolo di Form), "Some Reflections for 1986.'' flumitecs Horizons.

-Spring. 1961. pp.:31.38,

p 35 Signor di Forint) anti( Mates that. once antomated equipment (say in
soop4
send programmed tapes )) hit li repli«M their skills in operating the machines.
17 As one harassed administrator put it, "I di
elebrate arrital of the lies) ) ear. I
celebrate warted of the last year.''
10

Africa) is installed, ss a ss i11 out nerd to scud technician], to operate it. \\

IS

Life spans of 200

or more are forecast-for 2100 A.m. with the "human" body

quit" piAsil4 in its later sears or due to injuries,- composed of its present organic

equipment plus; so). a mechanical heart. leg, liter, or lung, More and more )) e )) ill find
old a-ge treated:like a disease rather than as an ine)ltable fate,
\ vintage article In I limo.) Otto relates Ili 011erl'%hila retrospect the ef forts made
to -orginiiie schools tot Opt ith 11011% idnal differences bet)) veil 1860 and 1930,,Cf,
references cited.
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-r%% o current research reports related to grouping, broadl% (omen% ed. anticipate
the future. Cf. Miriam Goldberg. Ilarrs Passoss. and Joseph Jostman. The Effects of
Ability Grouping. New Yolk. Teachers College Press. Columbia- Unii ersit), 1966, 254

20,

pp. Also cf. II. A. Thelen. Classrooni Grouping for Teachability. New York. John
Wile,& Sons, Inc,. 1967. 274 pp.
21. Cf. B, R. -Joyce, The Teacher and His Stall. Man Media and Machines.
Washington, D.C.. Center for the Study of 4nstruetion. NE-A, 1967
22. It ss as Marshall Mc Lathan ssho said that-all media stork us user eompleteb because they function as ps.s chic or piqsical eSioisions of some human faCtlit
wheel is an extension of Our feet,

E.g., the

C. B.
23, The learning center, ow- of comprehensis e dunersions. proposed
Leonard; ibid.,-p. 10 ff.
It Cf. Mai Coodlad, -The Changing School Gismehbou. Ness ork Fund for the
Advanceirent-of Education, 1966.122-pp.
Ilan. ibid., et passim.
2.5. Cf, Edwad
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September 1976

Tricentennial Speech, 2076:
Two Versions
by Wi !Hain Van Til

Alternative Scenario One
Fellow citizens, how can we:best sum up de% elopments in education during

the -three centuries since' 1776 In the first _century we established the
American, democratic _principle of universal free public education. In the
second century we sought equal- educational opportunity for all, and xve
began

adapt our -schools to meet human needs, illuminate social realities,

and clarify values in a pluralistic society . _In the -third century, 1976-2076,
education came of age in the United States as xVe learned to-educate all the
people through life experiences.
Our predecessors who summoned the People's Congresses initiated in
2000 were scoffed at as utopians because of their ideas and beliefs, even as
were the men who Wroktlfe Declaration of Independence. Bid the propoSals
of the assemblages of thinkers in the Twenty-One Fields and the follow-up
-discussions by the world's people in the many meetings we call the Considerations may well have save mankind; Particularly crucial were the proposals of
three People's Congresses._ those on Environment, Energy. and Population.
and the sUbSequent Considerations. Yes, the ratification of the work of the
Peopk's Congresses and Considerations proceeded sloW The first ratificaHon' by a sovereign government xyas by New- Zealand in 2038. and the final
ratification by-all nations of the world came in 2069. Yes, the recommendations of the People's Congresses had to be continually updated. But the fundamental 'principles -established- in the early twenty- first - century Pe'ople's
CongreSses and modified in the Considerations have endured, 'even as have
the prinbiples of our U,S. Constitution established at -the beginning of the na-

tion. The die Was cast for the Planet Earth, our new world state.
Before the year 2000. American education was divided on many issues.
The People's Congress on Education in the first decade, qf the tss enty-first
century was one of the most quarrelsome and even rancorous of the Congresses in thelywenty-One Fields.
What turned-th elide in _education? Not the early, agreements-in the
People's, Congre$s on- Education, those agreements-were highly general and,
indeed, tinite tentatix e. What accounts for our achievement of lifelong continuous- edleation_ through life itself is- the experience people-had in the
subsequent_ Considerations. For the first time in history, the people had the
opportunity to study , disctiss, and act on problems vital to their 1k es. leadership was expert and humane, ex cry medium of communication w as utilized,
every social'institutioni was employ ed in the extensive Considerations.
Children and youth in elementary and secondary schools were also
deeply engaged in the Considerations of the T enty -One Fields. During the
decades of- the Considerations, teachers learned that-the skills needed'for
motlern life could hest be taught through .study and action on life's problems,
that academic disciplines could be draw n on in study of the interdisciplinary_
Twenty -One-Fiekb., that both the school and the community must educate.
Basically it Was: the experience of the Considerations that reformed -the
schools.
409
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The Tricentennial challenge before us as educators of the Planet Earth in
2076 is to achies e equal educational ppportunity for all infants, children,
youth,_and adults throughout,the ss odd, es en as %% e aches ed equal educational 'Opportunity in the U.S.A. during_ the- past-century.

Alternative Scenario Two
Fellow citizens, boss can Ise best sum up des elopincnts un.educatu m
.during the three centuries since 1776? Beguiled by the Jeffersoan
ss e
attempted at first tti institute unis ersal free public -education t e _ignored
I la milton's wisdom. "The people are-turbulent and changing, they seldom

judge or determine right." During die second century -ss e managed to
maintain-a program of .tcadeic education despite progreSsis e education
proposals. In the last century , 1976-2076, ss e recognized that education
should be a pHs liege of the meritocracy alone, for the masses require only
training. The mos ement ass ay from the sentirlientalisin of denumatic education dates from 1984, when we made education after the age of 12 volunitary .
The culmination came in 2067 ss her the social class structure ss as replaced by

our-present hereditary caste system.
Confronted by 55 odds% ide population expansion,- the des inciting of world
energy supplies, the threats of the ComMunists, and the demands of the ThirdWorld, our leaders established-Fort Ainerica, Through our technological ingermity and our military -industrial complex, ss c became. independent of the
rest oi -the world before -the mid-tss enty -first century. Education. made a
saliant contribution to Fort America. We trained the masses to carry out their
simple tasks, closely defined through mu -helms ioral objectis es and accompanied-by strict accountability . tt e educated the meritorious and scheduled
them for the tasks demanded by national needs.
'Without our highly specialized education. ss e Ss 001d Wes er has e Ins entcd
the perfect nuclear bomb, ss hick ef feeds ely destroy ed The Enemy ss idiom

fallout within the continental United States. Qur surpise attack on The
Enemy resulted in the destruction of all industrialized areas in Europe, South
America, Asia, and Africa. Years of secret planning preceded that historic

Fourth of July weekend in 2055 when we totally destroyed The Enemy.
Since the successful Var Against Mankind, ss e has e made strides in our

educational-sorting and categorization. A-century -ago our sorting instruments, such as intelligence tests, -ss ere pitifully crude:But by strengthening
and tightening social class categories. ss e has e made our sorting* stein more
effective. Then our 1..1111e-free researchers and scientists des eloped genetic
breeding processes and subsers ience drugs. Our magnificent caste system
was-achieved.

Now that- we are importing skis es from the rural areas of the ss orld in
ss hich the stasis ors among The Enemy lis c, ss e face a nos challenge to our
educational ingenuity Can see institute programs ss hich ss ill train them to

-labor in the building of mninnents to the menion of our leaders? Can ss c
Make sure that no subversise thoughts of res oluticn or democracy ever enter
their dim minds? This is the gr-eat challenge to American education in this
Tricentennial Year.

/
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The Science Curriculum:
Unfinished Business for an
Unfinished Country
by R. Thomas Tanner
Mr. Tanner wants to build on past_developments in the science
disciplines through the inclusion of socially relevant themes. A
socially concerned science educator himself, he describes some
urgently-needed themes related to the onalitY of our deteriorating environment, These, he argues, are the unfinishedlmsittess
of science education.
Tanner believes a multidisciplinary team approach involving
soCial studies leachers and other educators is essential; we
wilifot depend upon science teachers alone.
Although the science curriculum has undergone a major overhaul in the past
13 years, portents of new and needed changes are already blowing in the
wind In this article, I shall 1) summarize the developments of therecent past,
2) suggest some work still left undone, and 3) propose ways in which educators from other curriculum areas May participate in effecting these changes.
In science education, a reform movement of considerable dimensions
began in the mid-1950s and has achieved fruition in the form of the "alphabet
soup" high school courses nod familiar to most of us (by name at least): BSCS
biology, PSSC physics, CIIENIS and CBA chemistry, ESCP earth science,
pins a host of elementar school- projects. Whereas previous texts were
Written by individual science educators, the new curricular packages were
developed by writing teams in which practicingscientists played a dominant
role. The content was not just updated. more important, the curricula were
organized aroun:1- the_ basic concepts of inquiry and structure.
Ilnquiry is epistemological. Students were to engage in laboratory work
that was genuinely investigative rather than verificational. They were to infer
from their own data ratheer than memorize a rhetorig of conclusions. They
were to study the reasoning of scientists in the evolution of scientific concepts
rather than commit to memory the associated names and- di!tes. The
processes and not _just the products of Science Were emphasized.
Structure is ontological First, the science course was to repiesent genuine
science and was not to be a catch-all for units in alcohol, smoking, narcotics,
and the like. Second, and more fundamental, thesciencecourse was not to be

a hodgepodge of discrete-facts or-a series of minicourses in physiology,
anatoiny; genetics, light, or mechanics; rather, it was to be given unity by-a
few overarching themes. For instance, the Biological ScienceS CurriculumStudy claimedAine themes as having guided its work throughout the writing
of several texts 'and supporting materials. These themes include evolution,
'genetic continuity, and complementarit) of structure and function, among
ot41rs. The Earth Science Curiiculum Project chose 10 themes, including uni-versality of change; conservation of mass and energy in the universe, and uniformity of process as the ke> to understanding the past. The National Science
Teachers Association prepared a,much-debated list of seven "conceptual

schemes!' meant to guide future curricular efforts. The schemes-are extremely broad-generalizations regarding matter and energy;,an example's,
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-All matter is composed of tants called fundainental particles, tinder certain
conditions these-particles Lail 'pc transformed into ellertg and ice s ersa.-

This article is not concerned ssith

nor does it question the

structures (the themes) that have !Wen ties eloped in the se eral courses.
Rather, I .sash to suggest Millie additional themes. The subject matter
des eloped during tit past 13 ears mats s er. 55 ell constitute a muchand
Immos ed curriculum in science per Sc. but It does not go s er far
the Nut [eta] implications of the scientific enter511eliCt. (MIK CIA!, III
prise, the interactions ot science 551th societ ulture. and human %Attys.
Scientists and SCIIlle educators are'licgunling to express gras t copc ern (ix er
this defic UM() in the-nos status quo of science education.''" I I . is lug long
I %% mild like to describe three
I een-in-complete concurrence 55 ith tins
11e11 tissues, 11111(11 are wtrudetI Ilial1111 to he suggest's e and catal tic. I hope

that a cross-disciplinar conference of scholars and educators ina arrix e at a
more-prohnind list in-the near future.
Thest three themes all deal diructl ssith technolog) am I _thus indirectl
ss ith bask sciences spun- ss Int Id technolou, is founded. (Science is the
-ongoing pursuit of basic principles of nature .-technologOs the concurrent application of these princyles in des elopingness pmtluct s and t echilit pies. The
-1,1 man often uses flit term st a nd ( ss Inert in fact he is referring to tee_ linolog .)

The themes:

Technology -and Mankind:
A Master-Servant Relationship?
Shall -flit technological re. olntion be directed b man for the greatest
common good, or shall it ,s55 eel) us all along ttmard an unplanned ,and unthinkable bra: e ness ss orbl? VI all man utilize technological possibilities "just
because thcl- are there," or s.5 III he ss sigh their assets against thesm iocultural

,alhe.tl al the. nistigatc ?Shall technolog be used Maid in uplifting the minas
of men, or shall mindless !ilea' be nsed to consume the surplus products of
t cant iloct) ? These arc the kinds of pressing tpiestions our students should explore.
The chasm bet ten Snow 's t it cultures ss idens. our folio% s. lass s. in-

stitutions. and traditional modes of thought fall further behind our tech:
nolugical ads ances and their use b industr social discontinuities
proliferate, Automation threatens emploabilit, self-respect, aml pride of
craftsmanship. %%bile organized labor can respond %%Rh little more than
ilege of onion membership. Computers
feather-hedding and hereditar
.sers e the interests of giant corporations 55 bile plaguing tbeindhidual ss ith incorrect _ins ()ices. errorful records. and nurexponsix (mess to protest. The in-

stitutionalized uses of technolog has e created a populace ith wealth,
mohdit and-free bloc. but the people areas set uneducated for use of these
benefits, Spaceships and peasants co-exist paradoxicall ithin si'igle nation. Nfedica I- technolog contmls death, but lass% still do not control birth.
The 55 capons of complete and instant extinction arc stockpiled as if tic. ss ere
only spears_rifles, or cannon.
It would appear that if ex er ss c need a utopia, e need it noss . To this end;
it is mulles% hat encouraging to note the birth of futnristies, the stud of the fu-

ture, The Commission on the fear ;NM. the 11 orld Funky Societ and
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similar organizations are beginning to chart desirable and feasible futures. as
answers to the darker dystopias of On% ell and Huxley . Despite the skepticism traditionally accorded utopian thinkers, we must surely place increasing but humanitarian control over the ft.ture, if we are to be assured of having
one. To continue., the practice of brinksmanship -in these times is to invite
either a hang or-a whimper.

Tomorrow's Technology and Today's License
A common excuse for the 'exercise of greed, irresponsibility, and shortsightedness is that tonforrow's technology can clean up the resultant mess.
Once it was easy to turn our backs on the fallacy and go West, leasing the
scarred land behind. but _now the frontier is gone (although the process is
being repeated in "developing' nations). Nevertheless, we continue to act ac
if the frontier were still there. Business equates growth with progress. and the
depletion of natural resources is euphemistically referred to as development
of natural resources. Population growth causes or intensifies many dilemmas
of the day pollution in all its insidious forms, depletion of-natural resources.
-fainine.loss of-identity and individual freedom, degradation of the environs
ment, extinction of species, and even war and racism.
`Yet technology is optimistically applied to these problems while population--growth and economic irresponsibility are accepted -or es en lauded.
Smog devices, desalination plants, floating cities, and high-yield food production methods lull the public into a blind faith in technology but these are
only temporary, stopgap measuresthey are Rand -aids applied to a cancer.
Sim ilarly;there is a tendency to ascribe to theprocess of research powers far
beyond its capacities. For instance; alarm at the impending extinction of the
great whales is assuaged by the assurance that research is being applied to the
problem, when it should be obvious that no amount of research ss illsaveany -

thing in the absence of strictly enforced international-whaling laws.
Implicit in all this is a charge for-the educator. A societ that has replaced
an unquestioning faith in Cod with a hmdsighted faith in science and technologY-has not made a % erg significant intellectual ads ance. Os erfaith should

be accorded =.:-s. same derision as overkill.'

Man-in Nature, Man over-Naul,re
American man has traditionally considered nature to
opposed to his
progress, and he has endeavored to conquer the natural w orld and its laws.
This attitude, Which we have inherited, has deep roots. From Europe's late
Renaissance and Ate of Reason. Western man brought to these shores the
concept of progress through empiricism, in contrast with a formerslaish ac-

.

ceptance of the fates Ile said. "Cod helps those ss ho help themsel% es." Here
heOund a wilderness that reinforced the attitude by y ielding, albeit stub-bornly:to his axe, rifle, and plow At about the time that the frontier was dis-

appearing, along with its opportunities for the common man, social
Darwinism became the rationalization for industrial barons ss ho conducteti
highly-successful "struggle for existence" against nature and against their
fellow man. In this century, unionism-has spread the wealth to many , and so
the many-have-been cajoled into _accepting the industrial_re. olution's continned battle against the natural ss orld. Noss, the technological res ()Winn is
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Ism teeding flit industrial re

it has already emitributeel

Mtn .1%1114

idle %%C:11111 .1 111111(1fed1(1111 and decreasing human ph; Steal effort b) a similar

iorder of magnitude.
This entire period. from Enlightenment to tea Iniolomeal re% olution. has
{been marked b) .1 new faith na Selene( as the means of Limit ni,:liending and
thni controlling the environment.
Equilibrium theories midi restinger's e(oguiti% celissonance. 19%1 COW( a
tors a reasonable explanation of .n(((udes through this beam:Lai progression.
It The (rmitiersinan %% rested his homestead fronii .1 resisting e% ilderness. the

eafttain of- industry fought "fang-and class" to the top, and this centur).:
laborers end tired %%ars and depression to Claim their share of the Imam). As
Festinger might note. the) all placed high % :due 011 the fruit., of their labors
bet ause of the effort expended and hardShips suffered to obtain those fruits.
the concept of .1 struggle s% nature 5% as asil) rationalized by all. B)
the sanc token. tinla).s restless ) oath ,as epitomized b) Thu Crud/nth t )% ho
question the t.tlm. of great ulaterial ss ealth ma) he doing So, in loot, simply
,betatse the) themst Is es 111(1 out ha% e to Strivc for its at (pusititni3One (dour
__jobs _as..cdticators_is_to.liring them to questionauit just.the lust of material_
%% ealth tmt_also the dangerous tanieomitant Loneept of 111.111 11% Cr nature.

What are the charatter and the danger of this attitude? Its character is ob.
boasts of *conquer:1g disease" (but t ()miners not-his pro,reatis e urge). %%lie his mineral resimrces arc "ingemousl) %% rested from a
reluctant earth." ss hen he pioses prinull) 55 ith boot and rifle butt planted atop,
the carcass of .1 "say age killer" (inresponsix e to the plight of the "killer's"
ions ss hen

(I%% 111(11111g oinnberN and nisoisiti% e to tile 1romeself 1.1111161111.1111111 of them

egin.entrion and spas% lied of ignorance. Its
pressioio. The attitude is sired
danger has :dread) Been alluded to under Theme II. alio%c, in,brief. an 111.

finitel) expanding population tan seek infinite material s% ealth for oil) a
.finite period of lime, sinec desists in .1 closed s stcna. ,t pliII.Ct %% 1111 finite reSolace.% a space and 'material. Nlother lartli is %%here it is (%% liars left id t).
.1.1lose 5%110) assume that smile day %% c %% ill find OW 11'1111 11 Jupiter. our %%att.r

on NI.Irs_or unr tranquillity III a distant solar s)st on ma) be asking- their
posterity to pa) the-piper an impossible fee. I.1L it or not. ss e_ are in nature
C can Iles er be ouer nature. \Ve
must tioderstand, e% en more iorofinindl) than did Bacon. that "nature is onl)
to be t oinamled li) ober) Mg her." If %% e insist upon making a fight of it; %%

and it %%ould behuus c us to .11.:t that ss .1).

..nstspect-to
A Proposal
As bleak a picture as these themes present. the) shiiiild nut be interpreted
as despairing. rather. the) represent that enlightened brand of pessimism that
antitiliates the 5% orst and plans against it, k inn% ing that the (m1) surprises
.1% ailable to the optimist are unpleasant ones. happ) surprises being the extinsir e delight of do posit's e klessimist. nirthermore. there is SOIlle assurance
du be gaine(h% lien one motes the resin nisi% mess of politic. jails to the grin% lug
grassri n Its ssent iment for tomer% ation issues, and die %% idespread dis-ma) o% er

the papal posit' on birth control. Fmall). the themes set Girth here certain))
do not constitute the full rangt of Silliet.11 Onderst.uulinga that citizens night

appropriate!) possess. the) arc Oil) some of the possible candidates for
iii fusion in the curriculum.

0
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The science teacher is unlike!) to, possess all 411 the competencies necessal.% to deal adequate!) tt ith these Hin:es (Jr %% ith other: dealing tt ash the
inter-Ida) of-science. technology. and n holland. nirthern tore. he may retinue
the moral support of others in hi: stilt Mil as lie deals tt ith pa tssibl) untrot ersia I issues This suggests .a unified high scl
I Uoirme o ith a naillti(hisciplinar)
team approach
that is win this article is being directed to educators
other than those in science).
Example: of some possible units and mat Li ..t k are ni ortlelistor) and
science teachers could examine tile andacions nett tt a) in tt hiCh man began
to view his world during the Lute It enaissance and the Age of Ileason,and the
contributions of Copernicus. Calilet I. and It.tcun to the crossing of the Great
Divide The history teacher might deal tt ith ret Auntie.. the degreelo tt Inch
they are directed -h) men or c011% ersel) sheep men along in their course.
Sociocultural ret olutions such as -the pastoral_ agricultural. industrial. and
technological conk! be compared and contrasted w ith polthcal rec alums.
The :elem.(' and social science teacher could tinitribute to discussion of the

technological re% °lotion -nicks sot ietal «ni«unitants. Teachers of social
%tent:v. bison.) and perhaps geograph) cookd de% ehm the %arum, concepts
of man's place in Hature held I)) us and I)) other peoples, including some of
the I udian t ribIN that pret cried us .IN the 1111111.111.sto% anis of the timbale:Xs re-

sources Esamination of c tirmit-lcgislation and gin erimmit policies aims))
constitute no small part of the cm rivtilmil. Political cartoons. :alai as-the
conservation gibes of Dins; 1)arling and-H. Cobb, tt mild constitute .in interesting source of_ material and at lic!) t ehicle for discussion.
The English teacher unild guide the stud) of contemporar) utopian and
dystopian not elc such as Lord of flu Flie.s. Walden rn (r. Fahrenheit 45/. or
Anthem. ac well as brief consideration-of earlier utopias such as those of
Bacon or lore. The Unit ersit) of Southern California film 111X 1138.
-Ceorge Loco:. pros ides a kind of cinematic little Bram; Sell Vorld in the
light-shon, MCI.1111111iS11. cinema tcrin form that seems to communicate to
man) of toda)'s yoimg people_ (Incidentall) it tt as obt Mtn!) no series of
random et cots th;it sans these bleak _societies conceit d of in a centur) ofscience rather than in at Ares ions era.) Fletcher Knehers suspenseful not el.
-Vanished, illustrates the sociaktmucern of the scientific column:lit) wait).
Spec ies threatened 1),\ the MI% .1:1(l. Of 111.111 are ccmsidered t011C11111g1 \ of Blidsortles Loci of the endmus and profoundly in Can's -The Hoots of ))eaten.
The poet!) of Jeffers and the philin01111) of de Chardin suggest themsch es.
mitotic; a plethora of possibilities. Es en some of the (1.1).c popular song's are
:uppropriate.
The construction of sit It a nets .ciirric ilium might best be accomplished
bc- the team writing approach used in creating the nett Nlielllt tonnes. Subject matter scholars. professional educators. ps)chologists, schoolad
istrator: and classroom teachers tt wild meet together to ',lentil) the students
they are tr) Mg to reat tostate come' goal themes and subsumed object us es.
to determine practicalik schedules of teacher load and course to-gam/alum,
to effect jire-and insert ice teacher training, and to direct the preparatiim of
whatever materials art tli-erred appropriate tots, films, :Amin, etc. The
plan not only requires the tts o cultures to sit'at table together. but to be homed
there-by nets comers frinn the space. oceantutraidlIc, ells momental. !dormatitin _systems. and futuristic sciences.
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Contemporary educators. hats e often tended to embrace means that ss ere
either des oid of ends, or connected bl illogic to onll the fuzziest of ends. The
riting group cs uultl ht, cliarged ss mtlt keeping sight of ends, both Immediate

and long-range Some immediate goals must be the preparation of a
,curriculum that is resistant to degeneration into dogma. and that sill not
ipi,:ck I} be made obsolete

the s er rapalit) of change ssith which tt ss ill be
concerned. -Consider...bon of the former goal sill tux essaril include scrutin:, of student esaluation, since obit:Lb% e testing for discrete and trn tal facts

is temptingis cas and therefore has alua s been higliks unit ributor to the
degeneration process.
A long-range goal is suggested by Max- Lerner m an eNSA ss ritten a fess
ears ago, Youth lieu! be instilled 55 all an am, a "feeling of commitment and
of being on fire,: sense of mission . of our country still being unfinished, a

sense of the authentic res olutionar) tradition shish is in our histor)." The
outhful unrest that has subsequelitts becomes() es ident surely constitutes. in
out
part at-least, an expression of or search for elan. As a necessar direction for
tl,e releas olits energies. I submit for ettnsideration the folios% mg national
purpoSe. Ainerica should take the lead in-establishing mid meint,aining
caned eat ironnuly that offers maximum freedom of choice to mankind mid
to its indjuidual members, et eryithere and in perpetuity. This goal has been
discussed else.. here, along, ss ith IN implications for our current concepts of
economic growth and progress!'
This -goal should be made explicit for the students in this curriculum. it
should be capable of stun ml..ting and directing their clan for some time to
come: We are still very far from its achievement.

I. _Fred W. Fox. "A Better Climate for Science." Eugene. Ore.. Oregon State UM% er-

sity. 1945 (niimiiniraphed).
2. Fred W:-Fos."Forces Influencing Edm anon. Present and Future: al Das it! P. Putts
(ed.) Designs for-Progress in Science Education, Austin. Science Education Center,
University of Texas.
3 Paul Del fart third. "The Scientific Enterprise and the Educated Citizen. An Unfinished Task." Paper presented at the meeting of the Kansas Cit), Missouri, Science
Teachers. .November 17, 1967,
1. A documentcli enumeration of our s act ecological problems is not within the_scope
of this article These base been detailed at length m the popular press and in technical

journals. The reader is referred to such periodicals as BioScience. Natural History,
Audubon, and The Laing Wilderness, and to the Conservation Yearbooks of the

Department of the Interior. Stewart Udall's The Quiet Crisis (New York: MIL
Rinehart and Winston, 1963) and Paul Ehrhcles The Population Bomb (New York.
Ballantine. 196(3) are also recownended.
i. Max Lerner. "Ihmiamst Coals," in Paid 11.1 lanna (ed.). laicatian. An Instrument of
National Coals. New York. McCra -Hill 1962. pp. 105. 116.
B. R. "lhomas Tanner. "Freedom and a Varied Enironment." The Science Teacher,
April. 1969. pp. :3231.
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Education for Survival
by IViltiam H., Boyer
Fear of the future increasingly .corrodes, modern life. Ire'areSednning to
sense the ways in Which ss e has e become locked into old institutional habits
and their supporting my thologies, permitting technology and organizational

g

technique to become -the central determiners -of social chang"e. The tail
usually ss ags the dog, and we do ss hat is technologically pOssible..whether or.

not it humanly desirable. Est.iblislied systems become self-perpetuating
and create their ow n goals, clefining- their own meaning of reality and
progress. ,People -are finally beginning to ask ss hether change is sy nom mous

with pyogress, or ss hethfr-some change -is destructis e and es en suicidal.
Through our lack of.qual tis e standards si e has e often accepted all change
as sy non} mous ss ith so
ogress the more the better. The gross national

product is still the _primary official indicator of national achievement. -It
lumps together 'the total dollar units of cigarette commercials and cancer
therapy, automobile sales and Mortuary fees, napalm and sulfa drugs.
The arrogant use of modern power has implieations-that are not only

,

political and economic but ecological as ss ell:Particularly in the %%est. ss here

the judeo-Christilin traditions-base flourished. inaithas encouraged himself;
to belies e-that- he is ahos c nature and that he can dictate to nature without
show mg respect for it. This arrogance is producing a dangerous_ecological
crisis to ss Inch the United States is the foremost contributor. The early rape
_and exploitation of seemingly boundless land and natural beano. still_continues. The ugly_ consequences become more and more apparent. The heart}
of irreplaceable giant redwood trees is increasingly denied to all future generations, as-corporation profits and the chain sass continue to triumph user
-nature's ancient moninnents. Lakes. streams, underground slater, ancl es en
the oceans arc headed rapidly toss and pollution les els so high thiit they will he
irreversi: :e. In sonic areas of the United States. the air-has become so polluted_ that it kills increasingly larger numbers of people as well as forests and

egetation. lot rei*gly the birds that ss e don'qee because of the smog are
not there anyway , for our insecticides often hit wide of their mark. "Overkill;
has become the symbol of our Age.
Technology itself is not inherently es il, but when it develops without cor-

respondingpolitical, economic, and educational advances, a society
becomes glutted ssrth physical change unguided by integrate& -social
planning. A society ss ithout control (is er change is a society ss ith its future out

of control. \\'e -arc now 'at the class n of a growing awareness that we must
-choose our destiny The race is now on betss een catastrophe and more fundamental planning than we have-ever engaged in.
Modern _institutions, sustained by an immense amount of knowledge.
_paradoxically also-require an abundance of ignorance to perpetuate them.
Ignorance is the cement that continues to stabilize most contemporary institutions. Blindness to the ways in ss hich old habitsstipport intolerable levels of
population, pollution, social inequality, and international s iolence is a-prerequisite to the.ontinuation of the. world as it is.
Schools, also paradoxically, are usually one of the instruments for the
417
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perpetuation of-igntoranc e Ihisisuthitscdpnnl,Inli Iri isattnitiktioss ledge
rit
up-.

ss Rhin separate compartments and li,foc.11%111,14 ou knowldge %%kill Is the
le ist reles ant. therefore meeting the m i lititmal regn(
io melds of transmitting

know ledge %%jejuna disuniting the esistaig order. This is neither air mientonna! nor .1-stated goal of most scl Is, yet, hi isolating students from the
major problems of the w odd. the results are tistiall no less effect e than if the
goi were intended Schools are ustialll so Miens% med ith the larger Lill- titre (educators 1/ tvn prin. 14int that eve ulturation is their main oblecti. e, that
the% often fail to set.' the dangers. es en thesuicid,I1 unmet piences. of adjusting

students to obsolete aspects of the culture.
Schools that _fail to des riot' the capacit of students to participate Intelligentli in the Control of Their ...micei not oil} emasculate them but alienate
them from the dominant culture_ hirthermort tills apirroa.h guar.utee. that
social decision making is kept-where it is in the liands'ot a few vs ho 11WN11111
pow er to presen c the personal ads antages einti.sed tinh bi the-decisionma king elite. This process. ss Inch m the past has produ«11 social injustice.
now has broughtt is to the point 51. here life on this planet cannot long 11 nit111111e

ss ithoura nets relationship of hi tell man to man and man to naturt Therefore,
students ari engaged in a new quest for relevance.

A,Definition of-Relevance

.

There are .t cariet.s of current uses of the ss ord

.1111C:Nt) I %% mild like

to snitttest !toss rules amt.- might be defined. Tlus ss ill lead to .t proposal for
_planning-a relevant !abut through edin..ttion. Then I ss ill focus particularis
rem piahning 6)r stirs ic,.1 and suggest how all this applies to social studies.
ss ill define an Mut ation as being relc..nn when it has ,t s teal connection
' to-human life either, to tilt Londitonh.that,soNtain lift, or to the conditions
that gi e -life sue.
g
education flat contributes to tilt knowledge of
health. fotn1 production.
m. intention. population control. and war We% ...talon is
the kind of education that 1.111 helir .J11%1.1111 Ijl.. l'AuLation that lin). ales
know ledtte of aesthetic, social. and religums qualit is the kind that helps gt. c
-meaning to life.

Relevance -Through Planning
In ediication that is reles ant must ...tninect know ledge and social change
so that the student lieu Mir.% a causal agent ni histtorical change. Such education should lidp hnu participate 111 the des elopment of the future lo directing hint into-the Inaohtrean) of human e % 1:111:+, 1)3.

141% inn

111111 esperience in

.inaking effecti.t: social decisions. and hi illmninath ug tilt altertiatisechinces
aticl their
.1,111 N111111'111 should be taught to loin others in cooperatively,platining the future.
'file essential 11.11d ut all planning its oh es inf.) ant.) lion about the direction
of trends that permits liked- forecasts of the future. This ret mires information

about present coedit

.

historical data to plot the rate and direction of

c kluge, and projections based

Inc
11K

11111

g Present trends at sumo 111111/1 in the

distant flame Short term predittitm is nom reliable than long-term prediction. and iine.pectetl es cuts in.'. alter men short term predittitms.The
pose of planning is to illiili11111/e accidental tliange and to i1141 11111/A
tiooal thange. The tooth r fur the entire eincrprise is based on the unh
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'less to continue what' Michael Harrington has ealled Intr. Act !dental Cent tir .
a centure that has been litted IM a faith in histor,e and die marketplace and the
belief that when e on get into t r ble sou gill me% itable Louie out smelling
like roses.
Planning can tie( lir thrinigh an elitist top-dine a s stem, or it tan be based
uu btAtimi -up partit ipat
the_relatie e emphasis being relict tie e of an autocratic or denmerat it sot ial pinilo.jrlls. Specialists are needed in tit hers st elll
to provide accurate infurniation about
nit the consequences of alterna tie e plans.
hut 'value judgments are net essar to define the kind of future tofu planned.
Till's role cannot be performed be a slum ialist. The failure of selmols to help
students become Participants hi pl. lllll mg pnnee.ses %trht,dle predeter lllll les
that social planning nil] be elitist, representing the %allies of those aho hoe c
the-power to affect social (policy.
Some t-pes of planning are alread. %%ell dee eloped. partictilarl in_large
industries. 'Pik t pee is ss ell described in-John Calbraith's,book. The No, !adularia! State .Ibit ...gel! planning is aimed either at anticipating trends-and
that adapting to them or eke at manipulating the larger-public into the acceptance of a goal that nia sere c the coriniration at the expense of the larger

Government planning is similar, usualle with es en less anticipation of
trends and-more reliance on ad hoe crisis treatment. The manipulation of
public con-sent is also 55(41 established.-but g is eminent es en includes a self-

',recta tor) addition here branehes of gin eminent a it hhold information
front other- branches. each in an attempt to aclueee its
n special interest.
Virtually all current social planning is-ex/music e planning, based on the
anticipation of trends Ve are told that certain kinds of jobs gill be_inereasing1),_aeailable in tin nest decade ssith the assmiiption that the enterprising
citi/cii urn prepare himself to become more marketable. Ind another kind of
planning. a hick might lie called n mistral( tap planning..1SIIMeN
hat
is needed islint mainh planning for the future. lint planning of the future. The
reconstnic tie e pl.

r does not assume that people need nee essaril adjust to-

trends hut rather- that trends should be adjusted to people. live onstrut tie e
planning requires integrative social pl,
g aitlt the larger Si
.oval unit
;tieing given priorit If it is a question of ss hat is good for General Nlotors or
What is good forth(' Imerican people. the latter .hoolo have the Os erriding
elairfillf it is a in utter of ss hat is good forthe United States or ah,tt is good for
the human- race. the linnian race should be given priorit
Th«lif f e mute bet een espansie e national defense planning and rec onsfructie e defense plaiuung can be illustrated as bilious. The effort to build
.k
and fallout shelters to protect against the radioactie ite of odd 11 ar

III is an example of expansie c ',Liming. The Clark-Solm plan for tt odd
Peace Throned' World Lau
hick is designed to (men catacl sant.
example of reconstructive planning.

ss

ar. is an

Areas of Planning
to order to teach planning.
Mg. it is ails kabil. 10 set up areas of stuck. Such
elassifing ins oh es the danger of once again separating problems and
neglecting- their interrelatedness. but sonic problems ,ire more urgent than
others. at least from the standpoint of sure ie also distinctions in the kinds of
prtibleins permits the appropFiate allocation of energe and tune. Planning
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areas might he usefull} classified under problems of I) social justice, :.")..)
environmental quality, and 3) survival.
Social. justice ins oh es the stud} -of -human -exploitation. and plans to
reined} such exphfitation. Ent/run/nen/a/ quahty ms oh es planning-vs hich
increases the desirataht} of In mg in a particular societ} Sant ma! planning
minimizes the chances of unnecessary death.
If existence does precede essence. sun is al planning should be -Os en
central emphasis. Thists the kind of ordering understot )0, I)} 'Martin Luther
King. in spite of his deep concern for increasing so-WI-justice. he sass that it
would he no N ictor5 -to ac Ines c integration of radioactn c corpses. Ile recognized the prima} of the problems of international s mlence in the atoinic age.

It is this comparatise perspectix e that must be cultivated if planning is to
order energies toward the most important problems.
Statistics are necessary but _are not sufficient for describing the comer
quences of trends. The ineamtm of a future can he illuminated 1-5} .has ing
somesense of ssliat rt k mild be like to In e in a k odd suggested 1-5} particular

trends. Futurist novels, plays an} dramaticv.nd artistic form that provides
5 icarious experience of alternatis e futures are useful to the assessment of-the

desirability of living in such a world. That is why novels like 1984 and films
like On the-Beach-and Secen Pays in May Make_ future possibilities real in a
way that usually cannot he achies ed by statistics. It is one thing to know what
the statistical probabilities arc for cigarette lung cancer. But man} people re-

quire a more vivid and personal event (such -as the death of- Edward -R.
.5 Morrow) to illustrate what the statistics mean.

Planning to_ Survive
Four major airs n al problems are cataclysmic kar, uncontrolled popukihon. resource deidetion, and pollution of the biosphere on %%Inch human life
depends. Projections in each of these three areas gis e little hope that mankind
can long stirs is e. If nothing is clone to change trends in an} of th6e areas,

es en short-range future sun kill chances are sery loss most of the human
race is not likely to stirs is e this century. It is increasingly possible to predict
the approximatelime and place where autogenocide from os erpopulation,
pollution, ind resource depletion ss ill take place. but the ss ar s} stem is some
ss hat different. It combines the comparatis el} fixed probabilities of a mutual
deterrenee/inutual annihilation system. Estimates of the odds for the system
failing range from IT to I OT per y ear. Assuming that a 2 per year probability
of mutual annihilation is an optimistic figure. the current ssar s} stem itself is

not likely to-get most_ of the human race through the tk entieth century.
The ss ar system, boss es er, ma} he one of the easier s} stems to reconstruct

if enough people come to see that the atomic age has fundamentally trans
formed the meaning of national defense Nations no longer has e effeetis e defense against-nuclear arms, therefore, the national "defense" they have is
largely in name cd} Current defense systems are examples of institutions
`locked Into the constraints and habits of eximnsis e planning. To nios e to the
les el of reconstruct's e planning requires as careful CAtIMination of alternath e
forms of ss orld order. Bs patterning our changes according to old habits, ss e
merely add new technology to old pre-atomic systems, gis ing virtually no
attention to reconstructis e possibilities such as an international s) stem of
national defense.
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Suriival and-the Social Studies Teacher
The social studies programs in most schools would he transformed if they
included a co
commitment to futurist goals directed to and the des elopment of
a world with greater social justice, improved quality of thephy sisal envirorment, and increased chances for human survival. Such a commitment would
provide new criteria for the selection of subject matter. History would no
longer he largely an antiquarian excursion into the particular events that have
' conic -to he a dreary Tart of the perennial pfiberty rites of American youth.
Ilistory'should not he ignored in futurist studies, but it should he selectively

studied to understand current problems. History is always written and
studied selectively, but instead of merely chronicling battles, it could examine them not only to find-out=what seemed tpbe the primary causes but to
question whether better ways might have been used to resolve the conflict.
Causes of historical events inthide not only_the precipitating factors but also
the structures that were not present. It is not only what people do that causes
Wars; it is, also what they failed to do in the way of developing procedures,
habits, norms, mid political machinery for averting-war. This Use of negative
causality, or what Was ommitted in the system, can he an exceedingly useful
concept for analyzing historical events for the purpose of-planning a future
that avoids some of the pitfalls of the past.
Clearly it will be necessary to-reorient our Study of history to focus on
those-events that are the most productive. In most current history texts, very
little consideration is giyen to the Bombing of Hiroshima and the politicalmilitary implications of the nuclear era. The Nuremburg trials, the Cuban
missile- crisiS, and the Vietnam War can he used
as case studies to raise questions about the need for new principles of international law and new peacekeeping systems. The assumptions on which American policy has been
based, which-include atomic threat systems and -a mutual deterrence theory,
are crucially in need of more critical examination.
Earlier, I suggested that the four main crisis areas are war, population, resource depletion, and pfillution.-In all theseprobleins, a basic strategy is to
explore alternative futures and then to make comparisons of alternative goals
and strategies of change as a basis for commitment to social action. New information beconies necessary. In the ease of teaching about population problems. demographic and birth control information is basic. In the case of

pollution, the -information descrying trends, danger levels, and causes
becomeS basic, -Understanding causes should include- knowledge of the
resistance to pollution control off;n-ed by- organizations that has e a vested
interest in pollution, such as the automobile-industry.
Hut knowledge of how to bring about chimgeinmst go beyond the usual
mere assimilation-of facts and theory. It must include direct experience.
For example, if high school students were to identify a problem of air or
water pollution in their own community, they could inquire into the reasons
for the problem They may find there is a lack of appropriate legislation, or
lack of monitoring and enforcement. Their findings could he used to illitmlnate the local needs. They would, at the minimum, obtain more understanding ofthe-paitics of_pollution control, and at the maicimuni they would help
effect actual changes Futurist education must link theory and practice.if the
goal'of teaching planning is to be really effective. It involves a change in the
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front competiti% e inch% idual success,
meaning of social education --au
toward-cooperative social action.
The basic [amid of reconstructi% c plaeauig t, nut difficult to understand.
but the task of reorienting a cur:1(1.41m touard planning. e% en toward
sirs is al planning, islikel to be diff-cult because of the entrenched commitments to obsolete practices. Th., self-righteous autonon4 of schools is a
major °lista tie. -P*chologists-lia% e often definedantelligence as that u hich

IQ tests measure, and the same quaint logic is often used hy schools to define

education as that "Inch schoolS do. Without sonic ()inside tliegir of man.
hist or tin! the good life, schools ha'. c Ilo outstd !standard of measurement
. %"'hich the sa .Schools
and ties easil (tumult a kind of Cartesian lam
are, therefore relo ante exists." The most c oninion traps,include some of the
follow mg assumptions. I ) that state-adopted materials are necessaril)
:vie% ant, 2) that the traditional content,of tioti,d studies is ne«.ssaril rele%an t. 3) that the mass niedia concentrate on problems that are iweessaril
role'. ant. 4) that regents' examinations and college entrance requirements arc
necess.vil rele% ant, 5) that_ materials prepared b universi4 academicians
are necessaril roles alit. .\ reexamination oT these assumptions ni.4 threaten
the self-interest of existing bureaucracies, but in,* pros ale a breath of fresh
air in the midst-of-the present educational stagnation,

anger University Ahead
The increased influence of mincrsaies On social studies dirricula is a
inset Messing; To the um% ar and the innocent. the unk ersi4 can 1w one
more snare to trap the social studies teacher. %1 hen the unk crsi4 is treated as
the citadel of the philosopher-king. a kind of tragic comedy can result a case

of Abe blind leading the blind. Theodore Iloszak is ex en more critical:
Until the-recent rash of campus protest related to the Vietnam
%var, nothing has so eharacterimd the American academic as a
cowl it ionof entrenched Slitial irreleiance.-mthighl des eloped that
it would he comic: if it %% ere not sill ficientl serious in its 'uplicathins to stand condemned -was an act of criminal delinqueno . (The
Dissentityt Academy. p. 12)

"Cnininal delniquenc is strong language. but a teach( r a ho depri% es his
students of kilo.% ledge that might- hterall sane his life could he said to be
committing a 4 pe of criminal act. Unix ersities often are Parkinsonian bureaucrac ies %% here u ords espand to fill the time a% ailable. Tho are often places to

a kind of staging area for intellectual_ paralsi s. A teacher mho "ants kilo" ledge to be an instrument -of
action for helping people participate in social change "ill in ed to be au are
that this is not the dominant meaning of know ledge in American unk ersities
The academiciati carries all implicit theory of kilo % ledge'. ith him. and most
academicians are not concerned ith the kind of Isnou ledge that makes
futurist eduCation 'possible
The disciplinar compartmentabiationckknou ledge is one of the major
traps. but es en u hen knou ledge becomes interdisciplinar , it is not necessarily rele% ant-to the problems of our age, The new Fenton nigh -School
Social Studies Series is a cast to point. The tests are more intend isciplinar}
and integrati% e than most texts. but the particular 4 pe of inquiry method that
IS used is alined at inducting students into the language and problems of be
learn 111,111) reasons %%14 nothing can he done
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havioral science. The mode of impart Is analt tic and scientific. If it ivere.also
phtophical and critical. it 55 guild 11111s c bl!\ ond description into nordiatis c
questions judgment s.about sakes and questions of 55 hat ought 0) be, not
mercto ss t has ACell and ss hat is. This %%mild make it more suitable for
futuilist stud) As-it stands, it encourages the kind of neutrality that charm.teriv'es most helms io-al science Educator
um for planning reqinres the use of
scientific inquire skills, but it also requires mos ement tow aril commitment
rath& than tow arcl neutrality an instrumental use of know ledge rather than
interest in scientific inquiry as an end in itself. But Penton himself does has e

socitil goals in mind Ile points out that t he students ss ho are successful ss
hie cUrriculum are not learning inerelt as au end in itself, the material does
serv4 other, need sr it helps, their ''pass the College, Board examinations.Middle-elass ,"snccess- aloes once again take precedence to er the inure
existential vidues of-surs Oat. What appears to he a new approach to social
studies turiA out not really to be an instrument of reform but milt one more
at of tattling at adaptise nulls idual vaiddle-ciass success in a societt that
desperately needs reconstruction. 'Ile Fenton series is typical of the
aCad,einic traps that reinforce old social st stems under the guise of reform.
So even what is called the "new social studies- can be a ss at of aetuallt
preserving old ideologies This is debit.% ed ht ignoring the more fundaMental problems of our age if It contrasts% c gis e precedence to life rather
`than death. beauty rather than ughness, human equality rather than exploitation, we can then use science to see if present practices arc likely to lead in
such a-direction Pres toils illustrations !lase focused on social studies, lint
futurism is_ applicable to all areas of the schools. Selectis e use of social
science. natural science. and philosoplit can then become integrated educa%
tional toois that help people learn the ecological Inuits of human action and
learn to plan the best of-possible worlds.

Conclusion
This is the first period in human histort here man has the means to-reflect not only on his social policies but also on the sallies that underlie them.
lis ness capacitt to engage in fundamental replanning, including intentionalreconstruction of the culture itself. Is the most important defiles ement of the
twentieth century This capacitt is not t et being reap /ed. t et no institution
can be more useful than t he schools in helping to bring this new know ledge to
the general citizeiat But to do so schools must extricate then isels es from
many of their old habits and as mid merely trying todulapt they ming to a
world gone by Schools are inectric ablt ins ids ed in social change. either because of what they do or ss h,tt the. fail to do. In an age ss hen roes ant education is desperate!) urgent. the ritualistic trisia and.bureancratic games that
occupy -most schools are not mere!) a w ask of time but a fonn of pathplog).
There are some ()Id s allies, such as masinnini freedom of choice, that are
still important. but schools must i/honinatc lit in:A/ c onicAt in ss hich choices
-must he made The) should help students identify trends that are snuck! and
also those that perpetuate social injustice and exploitation. Then the Job is to
collectiselt design Optimum futures, first focusing on classes, next on schools

expoding local communities. the nation. and a new w meld order. Suchplaiining should me lade implementing .nil testing effectis e strategies for
ehange.'.
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If people n ere less alienated from the forces of social change. more a%% are

of the problems of common sun Kai and more:accustomed to cooperating to
create the future. s% c could then be optimistic about the future. Schools has e a

crucial sur% ival role. They can either continue to remforce pathological
tmids pr else in reconstruc ting themscl% es they can help die ert history from

the suicidal path on which it is now embarked.
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The Day Our Children Disappear:
Predictions of a Media Ecologist
by Neil' Postman
The modern.mediaespecially televisionarc a disaster for our
youth, Mr. Postman argues. Will they-in the end turn out to be a
great blessing?
.
,

lam aware that in addressing the question of thauture of education, one can
write either a "good_ news" or-a "bad news" essay. Typically, a-good news
essay preseMs readers with a problem, then proceeds to solve it (more or
less). Readers usually find such essays agreeable, as well they should. A gOod
news essay gives.us a sense of potency and control; and a really good "good
news" essay shows us how to employ our imaginations in confronting professional issues. Although I have not yet seen the-other essays in this special
'KAPPAN. I feel sure that most Of them are of the good news type, solid and
constructive.
A had -news essay, on the other hand, presents readers with a problem

and ends (more or lesS): Naturally, readers- find'such essay.; disagreeable,
since they engender a sense of confusion and sometimes hopelessness. Still;
they have their uses. They may,-for example, hell) us understandsome things
that need explaining. Let me tell you. then, that while I hope my remarks will
he illuminating, you must prepare yourself for an orthodoxeven classical
bad news essay. I wish it eocld he otherwise because I know my teuipeMmerit tobe more suited to optimism than to gloom and doom. But I write as a
person whose-academic interests go' by the nam, of media ecology. Media
ecology is thestudy of the effects of communications technology on culture.
%Ye-study how media affect people's cognitive habits, their social relations,
their political biases, and-their personal values. And in this capacity I _have
almost nothing optimistic to write about, for, if-I am to respect the evidence
as I understand it, I am bound M say that the effects of modern media espe-

cially televisionhave been.and will probably continue to he disastrous,
espe,ciallyformur youth. What I intend to do here is describe in some detail
one important respect in which this is the case and explain howit occurred. As
is the custom in bad news
essays, I shall offer no solution to this problem
/
mairtlybecause I -know of none.
Before proceeding, I mast express one bit of "good news" about what I
shaB he saying. It is to he understood that-when I speak of some development as "disastrous:1 mean that it is disastrous from my very limited point of

view. Obviously, what appears -disastrous to me may be regarded as
marvelous I)) others. After all, I am a New Yorker, and most things appear to
me disastrous. But even more to the point, what may appear disastrous at one
historical moinent ma, turn out to be marvelous in a later age. There are, in
fact. many-historical instances of someone's correctly predicting-negative
effects of a medium of communication but where. in the end, what appeared

to he a disaster turned out to be a great advance.

The best example I know of concerns the great Athenian teacher,
Socrates, Who feared and mocked the written wind, which in his time was
425
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beginning to be used for man; purposes and w ith great frequency , But not by
him, .ks son know , Socrates w rote no books,and had it not been for Plato and
km A% almost nothing about nuns In uric of his
Xenophon. s ho (11(1,

most enduring eon% ersatunh, called the Phaedrim, Socrates gists three
sting, he say s. ss ill depri% e Athenians
reason. %%lb he does not like w
of their pons erful in enhines, for it e% er) thing is w ritt endow II there w ill be no

need t, memorize. Sellffidjle says that ss sting ss ill change the Ionia of edu-

cation. In particular,. it sill destroy the dialectic pro«!ss. for siting forces
students to f(illow an argument mt.!' than participate in it. -And..third,
meaning
Socrates 55 arnsfliat writing w ill change; onceptspf prix act and
of public discourse. for once )ou ss rite something doss ii, ) uu nes er know
%%host e) es w ill fall upon it these for ss hum it is intended, perhaps, but just
as liked those for ss how it isnot intended Thus, for Socrates. the w idespread
use of 5% riting was, and w mild be, a cultural disaster. In a sense it w as. For all

-of Socrates' predictions were correct. and there is no doubt that w riting undennined the oral tradition that Svcrates-belic% ed to be the most siiitable
mode for expressing serums ideas. beaut
'mien) , and authentic Pict} . But
Socratt, did not see shat his student, Plato, did. that-w riting Would create
new modes of thought altogether and pros ide new and 5% onderful uses for
the hit elleet--.1nost- espeeiall) what todas we call science.
So 5% About intending to suggest an unsupportable comparison. IA% rite as a
Socrat es' like character. prophesy lug that the arils cut of the t de% 'shil age w ill

ha% c the direst outcome. I hope that among )(in there is a Plato like charater
who will be able to-see the tele% ision age as it blessing.
In order for me to get to the center of in) argument as quickl) as possible.
1 aan going to resist the temptation toqii:.als, sonic of the fairly oh% ions efattention span, in
fects of-tele% ision, such as its role in :;hortening 001
eroding their capac it% to handle linguistic and mathematical ss mbolism, and

in Lansing Ulm to become increasuid) impatient situ deferred gratificathm. The e% alence for these effects exists in a s ariet) of forms from declining SAT scores to astronomical budgets f it remedial w riting classes to the
er) (Lit disci.% anons of teachers and,parents. But I w ill not take the time to
re% les% any of the es 'deuce for the intellectually incapacitating effects of
'shin. Instead, I w ant,to focus on shat I regard as the most astonishing
rtele%
and serious effect of t dc% mon. It is simpl) this. Toles ision is causing the rapid

decline of our concept of childhood. I choose to discuss this because I can
think of nothing that is bound to ha% c a more profound effect on our w ark as
educators than that our children should disappear. I do not mean, of course.
that the) %%ill phssicall) disappear. I mean that the idea of children w ill disappear..
If this pronouncement, on first hearing, seems implausible, let me hasten
to tell yon that the idea of childhood is not s cry old. In_caut.in the Western
world the idea of childhood hardi existed prior to thCi-16th tentor). Up until
that time children as milli.; as 6 and 7 w ere IRA regarded as funda mental!)
(Iifferent-from adolts..1s far as historians can tell, the language of children,
their dress, their games, their labor, and the legal rights w ere the sari ie as those
of adults. It w. as recognized, of course, that children tended to be smallerthan
adults. but this fat t did not confer ilium them any special status, there w ere
certainly no special institutions for the nurturing of children. Prior to the 16th
century , for example. there w ere no books on child rearing or. indeed, any
"1-*
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looks about ss omen in their role as mothers. Children, to take another example. wi'..re aRs al% included ill funeral protessitios, there being no reason
anyone could think of to shiekt them from kilos% ledge of death. Neither did it
occur to an) one to keep a picture of a child if that child hs ed to g r
teiadidt1100d or had died in ilifalm) N:or are there any referellLeX to children': speech
or jargon prior to
t .17tI
.0 ..ie
-.a (Annuli.) _after %%Inch the} .ffe bnind In abundance.
-It you have ever seen- 13th- or ith-centui) paintings of children, you ss
have potice(1 that the .1. are ASS .1)5 (bpi( ted .is x111.11Lidllits. Except for size.
they a're devoid of an) of the pb)sical charac teristics e associate %% ith
hood, and they are ne% er ARM 11 On Cans .IS alone t kit is. rsolated .from
adults Such paintings .ire entire!) accurate representations of the psy holosncal and social perceptions of children prior to the Ifith etitur). I lyre is hos%

-the hiscorian J. IL Plumb puts it
-rhere seas no separate world-of childhood. Children shared the
mit:games ss ith adults. the same to) 5, the same fair) stones, Me)
lived their li% es together. nes er apart. Tlw.coarse village festivals
depicted I)) Breughel, slims ing men and ss omen besotted with

drink. groping for each other ss ith unbridled lust, have children
eating and drinking ss ith the adults Es en in the soberer pictures of
wedding4easts and dances, the children .ire enjoy mg themsels
'alongside their elders, doing "the same things.

Barbara Tuchman. in her mar% dons took about the 1Ith century titled A
Distant Mirror. puts it more succinct!) f children sun n ed to age 7, their
recognized life began. more or less as immature adults. Childhood ss as already ovel."
Nose the reasons for this arc fair!) c uuaplicated. Vol' one 9111g. 1110st ehil-dren did not sure is e. their mortalit) Mb' 0 ex traordmard) high. and it isnot

until the late Lith centiir) that children are es en mentnnwd ui ss ills and
testaments an indic.ttion that adults did not expect them to be around very
long In fact. probahl) bet. ause of this, in some parts of Europe childrenss ere
treated as neuter genders In I Ith (clam) Ital),, for example. theses of a child

who had died was never recorded.
rerta!n1). adults (11(1 not has c thO (*Motional L o1111111tIlielit to children that

WC accept as normal. Phillipe Aries. in his great 100,1, titled Centuries of
Childhood. remarks that the pres ailing s less ss as to has e Nes era' children in
order to.,,,keva fess people could not Altus thenisels es to become tot) attached td something that ss as regarded as a probable loss. Aries quotes from a
document that records a remark matte by the neighbor of a distraught nutther

of five young children In order to Lona fort the mother, the neighbor says.
"Before they are old enough to bother ) on, ) uu w ill has e lost half of them, or
perhaps all of-them."

We must also not forget that m a feudal society children ss ere often
regarded as inere c:contnitic utilities, adults being less interested in the character awl intelligence 5d children than in their caplitit) fur ss or!, But -I think
the most pm% erful reason fur the absence of the ulea of &Blood is to be
fonnd-hr the communication ens ironment of _the'D
and Nliddle Ages.
Since most kople did not }onus boss to read, or d of lit ed to klio0 boss-to
read. a child became .111 adult a- fully part'
ailing adult ss hen he or she
learned how to speak Since all import
iu.d transit turns ills
ed faceto face oral_ C01111111Mic
cillOpetent C to !peak am! hear %s Inch-is
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usually achieve(1 Its age 7 ss as the di% iding line bets% een infants and ailulthood. There was_no inters ening stage, because mnie ss as need,
the

middle of the liith comas M that point an cstraortIntars es eat occurred that
not only changed the religions. ecinionlic. and political fate of Europe but
also created our modern idea of childhood. I am referring. ofcourse. to the invention ''of the printing press

ml because in'a fess nun totes ottw 111, )i:dups.

be thinking that I am claiming too much for the purl er of modern media.
especially "I A% it is %% lath say ing litter that no one had the slightest inkling to
0150 that the printing press ss mild has e siltli p(myritil effects till 11111NOtlet
as it did %%lien Gutenberg announced that he could manufacture book s.ashe
put -it. "without the help of reed.sts lus, or pen but by ss ondrous agreement.

proportion. am.I IA:unions of punches and types, Redid not imagine titat Ins
1.11VIL'Ilt1011 would untiermine the tilt wit) of the Catholic Church. Yet less
/than SOy ears later Martin Luther o as tit effect claiming that. ss it Ii the 11 old of-

God on everyone's kitchen table. Christians did nut require the l'apacs to
interpret it for them or did 'ClAtelliterg hat % e
Illkilltt that his no claim
warild create .1 nos class of people mink
children. Or more specifically
male children. l'ort hen:sts no doubt tli.tt hos N ss ere the first class of specialin.(' children.
!,.sy ss as this accomplished? Situp]) by the fact that. less than a hundred
years after Cutenberg's im cation.- European culture became a reading culture. i,e adulthood ss as redefined. One could not become an adult unless he
or she kness =boa to read In order to experience God. one had to be able.
obviously . to read the Bible, ss hick is ss Its Luther himself translated :he Bible
In=onier to experience literature. one had to be able to read
luwels and personal essay s. forms of literature that ss ere ss holly created

the printing -press Our earliest nos elists for example. Richardson and
Defoewere themsels eS printers. NIontaigne. ss ho ins ented the essay.
ss orked hand ;Oland ss ith a printer. as did Thomas More ss hen he produced
what 'Mat\ be called our first science fiction nos el his (,Tapia. Of ctiitrse, in

order to-learn-science one not only had to k mos inns to wail but. by the
beginning of-the 17th century . one could read science in the s ernacularthat
is. in one's own language. Sir Francis Bacons The AdLantenient ul Learning.
published in I fin %% as the first scientific tract an Englishman could read in

English. And of course one must not forget the great Dutch loon:mist.
1...rasinus. who. understanding the meaning of the printing press as ss ell as
anvone. wrote one of the first books of etiquette for the instruction of s oung
Inch, Ile said of his book. 1s Socrates brought philosophy from hem en to

.

earth; so I -have-led philosophy to games and banquets." (Ils the ways
Erasmus dedicated the book to his publiSher's son. and the book includes
advice and guidance on Imo to cons ert prostitutes to a_moral
The importance of books on etiquette should not be in erlooked. As
Nonnan Elias" shoo s in his book titled The Cializiug Prams. the sudden
emergence in the !Mb century of etiquette books signifies that one could no
longer aconite that children Loess es cry thing adsills knew m other m
the separation of childhood from adulthood was under way.
Alongside all of this, Europeans rediscovered ss hat Plato had known
about learning-to read. namely . that it is. hest done at in earls age. Since
reading is. among other things. an unconscious reflex as ss dl as an act of
recognition, the habit of reading lutist be formed in that period ss hen the
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brain k still engaged in the task of minlimig oral language. The adult a hu
learns to read after his or her oral ocbulars I.:completed rarely bet limes a
fluent reader.
What this came to mean in the 16th (enturs is that they oling had to be
separated from the rest of the Ca unit
to be taught him ru readthat is. to
be taught how-to function-as an adult. This inealit that they had to go to
school And going to school ss as the essential es ent in creatngclnhlhon rd. The

printing press, in other %%ord.., created the-idea of school, Imfact. school
classes originated to separate students at (billing to their tat Ines as readers, not to separate them according to age. That tame later. In an) es cut, once
all of this occurred it ss as inevitable that they oung ould be s less ed as a

sweil class of people ss hose minds and character a ere lioalitati% el)
different from _those of adult~, As ans semanticist can tell on, once you
categorize people fora particular purpose;) on ill woo discos er mans other
reasons why thes should be regarded as different. 11 e began, in NhOrt, to see
human ilevelopment as a series of stages, a ith Childhood as a bridge between
infancy and :adulthood Vor the past 350 s ears a e has e been des eloping and

refilling our concept of diildlimod, [his ss it particular m tensits in the IStIl,
19th. and 20th centuries We_ has e been des diming and refining institutions

for the nurturing of children, and- we has e conferred upon children a
-preferred status, reflected in the spec ial %sass 5% e expect them to think, talk,
dress. play, Mul learn.

All of this. I belies e, is nos% coining to an end. And it is coming to .m end
because our communication environment has been radically altered. once
againthis time b) electronic media, especially television, Telex ision has a

.

transforming pass er at least equal to that of the printing press and possibls as
great as that of the alphabet itself It is no contention that, a i.th the assistance
of other media such as radio, film, and records. tele% ision has the 'nser to
lead us to childhood's end.

.,

!fere is how the transPormution is happening. To begin a ith, television.
Presents in fOrmaticm mostly in visual images. Although human speech _is
heard on TV and sometimes assumes importance, people mostly !Latch television. What they ss atch are rapidly changing visual imagesas many as
-1.200 different shots es ers hour This requires en little conceptual thinking
or analytic_ decoding. 11.' a Inching is almost a bolls a matter of pattern recognition: The Aymbolir form of television does not require
special-instruction or learning. In America, TV viewing begins at about the age of IS
months: by 30 months, according to studies lo Daniel Anderson of the University of Massachusetts, children begin to understand and respond to TV
imagery ThilsAtiere is no need for any preparation or prerequisite training
for ,watching TV Television needs no analogue to the McCulley Header.
And, as you-must lama there is no such thing, in reality, as children programming on TV. Everything is for everybody. So far as symbolic form is
concernill "Charlie's Angels'. is as sophisticated or as siinple to grasp as"Ses-

ame Street.- Unlike books, which vary greatly in syntactical and lexical
complexity and which may be sealed according to the ability of the reader,
TV presents information in a form that is undifferentiated ;n its accessibility.
And that is whs adults and children tend to watch the Same programs. I might
add, in ease you are thinking that children and adults at least swatch -at

different times. that according to Frank Mankiewiez's ilentote Control.
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approsimately"000,0(XI t Wicket' 5% at I. h lA bet 5% een midnight and tw o in the

morning.
To suniniari/e. TV erases the dit iding Inc hew. een childhood and adulthood for ttt 0 reasons first. Iwcause it regnirc,s110instructi011 grasp its f411111.
scond, 1)4.01Se it does not segregate its anthems. It communicate:. thcsante
informatiirn WC\ ere one
. regardless of age.,sex. rate. Or level
of ediwation.
But it erases the dit (ding line in other tt ay s as tt ell. One might say that the

main-difkrence
het \\ yen an adult and a child w that the adult know s about
.
Certain meets of life it mysteries. its contradictiis, its 5 iolence. its
tragedies that are not Considered suitable ror children to 1.110W. AN children
snort: tos$ard adultImod 55 e re cal these sec lets to them in CS hat 55 e belie e to
assintilablc ss ay Butstelexaston makes this arrangemvnt

Budelimp4,ysible. Because tele isusn operates irtually around the clock it
AsMoutntkr-oc economically -feasible for it to do ()them use it retillIreN .1 COII

I

-

,

.^Antiply 01 1105 ei .111(1 Interesting information. 'Phis inetins that all adult
Pj---d:it social. sexual. ph) slut!, and the like must he ret (*ailed. Tdes ision
forces the entire tultur -to come out of-the closet.
wet. In its quest for new and
sensational information to hold its audience. TV must tap ex en existing
(4:(i.) in the culture. homosexuality , incest. di5 (tree. promiscuity corruption.
.adultery. sad ism.-Kac h is now -merely a theme for one or another tries ision
show_ In the process each loses its role as an exchWively adult secret.
Spine time ago. tt WIC ss atticing a TV program called "The Vidal Sassoon
Show . I came across the quintessential example of tt hat I ant talking about.
Vidal Sassoon is a famous hairdresser CC hose TV show is a mixture of beauty

hints, diet information. health suggestions, and popular psseholog). As he
came to the (VI of One segment (lithe show in w hick
attractive 55 oilcan
had demonstrated -how to u;01, segetahles, the theme music came isp Ina&
Sassoon just had time enough to say "Don't go assay .
he back w ith a
marvelous lams diet and, then, a )nick-look'at incest. NOW , this is 1110re
inuch more than drinstilkation. It is es en more than the re% elation of
secrets. It is the ultimate trit ialiiation of tulture. Television is relentless in,
botli re\ ealing and trixializing all thugs pm ate and shameful. and therefore,
it undermines the moral basis of culture.J1w subject matter of the cpnfessional box

.

,

,

psy clna",rises office is now in the public domain. I has e it

on word anthoritl, that, shortly, tt e and our children Will hate the opportwat), Jo Nee (Nunn): rcial TVs first experiments 55 ith presenting nudity
which tt ill probably not be shocking to any m.u, sinceilT commercials have .
been offering a form of soft-core pornography for y ears. And on the subject
of commercials tht.700.((X) of them that American y meths will see in the first
IS years of their lit es they too contribute toward opening to y °nth all the

secrets that once w ere the pros rose of minkseverything from vaginal
sprays to life insurance to the.causes of nigital cmiflict. Xml tt e must not omit

the contributions of news sht.tt S. those curious entertainments that daily
provide the young xt ith it, id images .)f adult failure and et en madness.
As.a consequence of all of this, childhood innocence and specialness are
impossible to sustain. At !deb is wh) children have disappeared from telex ision. I his e y ou noticed that all the children on telex ision show s a reilepieted

Its merely-small adults. in the manner of 13th - Or 14th - century paintings?
1Vatch "-The Lot e Boat" or an of the soap operas or family show s or sit nation
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comedies. You s% ill See children ss hose language. dress, sexuality, and
interests are not different (tuna those of the adults on the same shows. Like the

paintings of Breughel, the children do es ery thing the adults do and-are
shielded from nothing.
And y et. as TV begins to render ins bible the traditional concept Of child-

hood, it could not be quite accurate to say that it immerses us in an adults% orld. Rather, it uses the material of the adult s% orld as the basis for
projecting a new kind of person altogether. Nt e might call this person the
adult-child. For reasons that lam e partly to do ss ith TV's capacity to !Wad)
es cry one, partly to do ss ith the accessibility of its sy mbolic form, and partly

to ;do s% ith its commercial base, TV promotes as desirable many of the
attitudes that ss c associate ss ith childishness. for example...an obsessis e need

for immediate gratification. a lack of concern for consequences. an almost
promiscuous preoccupation ss ith consumption. TV seems to fay or a
population thatcimsists of three age groups. on the one end. infancy , on the
other. senility , and in bets% Jen. a group of indeterminate age ss here es cry one
is sumessliere bets% een 20 and 30 and remains that ss ay until dotage descends.
In A Di,tant Mirror, T1, hman Asks the question. Why ss as childishness so
noticeable in medics al helms lin% ss ith its marked inability to restrain any k,nd
of impulse? 1 ler answ er is that so large a propation of society was in fact s Jry
oung in y ears I lal f the population was under 21, a third under 14. If we ask
the same question about our ow as so( iety . ss e must gis e a different answer.
for about 65t of our population is in er 21. We, are a nation of chronological
gross n up' But TV ss ill has e none of it. It is biased toss and the helm for of the

In this connection. 1 scant to remind sou of a 'l' \' commercial that sells
hand lotion In it ss e arc show n a mother and,daughter and challenged to tell
ss hiCil is V !all I find this to
resealing piece of sociological es iJence, for
it tells us that in our culture it is considered desirable that a mother should not
look oldei than her daughter, or that a daughter should not look y ounger than
her mother Whether this means that childhood is gone or adulthood is gone
amounts to the same thing, for if there is no clear concept of what it means to

be an'adult, there can be no concept of what it means to be a child.
.ans case, how es er you wish to phrase the transformation that is taking
place, it is clear that the hehasior, attitudes, desires. and es en physical appearance of adults and children are becoming increasingly indistinguishable.
Therc is now s irtually4io difference. for example, bets% een.adult crimes and
childien's crimes, in many states the punishments are becoming the same.
There-is also % cry little difference in dress. The children's clothing industry
has undergone a sirtual resolution ss ithin the past 10 years, so that there no
longer exists ss hat ss c once unambiguously recognized as children's clothing.
Ejes en year, Olds ss ear three-piece suits to birthday parties, 61- ear-old men=
wear jeans to birthday parties. Tss else-s ear-old girls wear high heels, 42ear-old men ss ear sneakers. On the streets of Ness York and Chicago you
can see gross n ss omen ss caring little ss late socks and imitation Mary Janes.
Indeed, among the highest-paid models in America are 12- and 13y earold
girls ss ho are pre;ented as adults. To-take another case. Children's games.
once so imaginatis ely rich
s cried and so emphatically inappropriate for
adults, are rapidly disappearing Little League baseball and Pees\ cc football,
for eNainple. arc not only supers ised by adults but are modeled in their or-
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ganization and emotional st} le on big league ,ports.

Language of_ chil

dren and adults has also been transformed SA) that. for example. the idea that

there ma} be words that adults ought not to use m the presence of cluldre
no seems faint)} ridiculous %% ith TVN relentless re% elation of all adult
secrets. language secrets are difficult to guard. and it is not income's able to
me that in the near future sse shall return to the 13th- and 1 4th- century situation in which no words were unfit for a } (Haiti! ear. Of course, s% ith the
assistance of_ modern contraceptis es. the sexual appetite of both 4dults and
children can be satisfied ss ItihnIt Nenotss restraint and ss thuut mature under
standing of its -Inca mng. I fore TV has pla} NI an enormous s nale. since it nut
oll ). keeps the entire population m a conditnni Of high sexual 6m itement lmt
stresses a kind of egalitarianism of sexual fulfillment. Sex is transformed from
a dark and r.rofound i nsten to a product that is a% ailable to es er} one like

mouthwash or underarm deodorant.
In the? No ember 1980 Nem York Times Magazinc. Tuchman offered
still another example of the homogenization of childhood and adulthood. She

spoke of the declining concept of qualit} -in literature. in art. in food, in
work. Her point was that, sstth the emergence of egalitarianism as a political
and social philocoph}. there has followed a diminution of the idea of excellence in all hmnan tasks and modes of expression. The point is that adults are
supposed to has e different tastes and standards from those of children, but
through the agent} of tele% 'mon and other modern media the differences
base largel} disappeared. Junk food, once suited oil} to the undiscriminating palates and iron stomachs of the } oung, is now common fare for adults.
Junk literature. junk 11111%11,11111k cons ersation are shared equall} 1)1 children

and adults. so that it is now difficult to find adults who can clarify and articulate for youth the difference between quality and schlock.
It remains for me to mention that there has been a grossing mos ement to
recast the legal rights of children so that they are more or less the same as
those of adults. The heart of this mos mien! which, for example, is opposed
to compulsor} schooling resides in the claim that what has been thought to
be a preferred status for children is instead onl} an oppression that keeps

them from fully participating in the society.
All of this means. I think, that our culture is proidingfewer reasons and
opportunities for childhood. t am not 50 single-minded as to think'that TV
alone is responsible for this transformation. The decline of the 6'1114. the loss
of a sense of roots 00 million Americans change residence ever} }ear), and

the elimination:through ' din**, of an significance in adult world are
other factors. But I beim e that tele% ision creates a communication context
ss bleb encourages the idea that childhood is neither desirable nor necessar}

indeed, that we do not need children. I said earlier, in talking about -hildhood's end, that I did not mean the ph} sical disappearance of the children.
But in fact that. too. is happening. The birthrate in America is declining and
has been for a decade, shish is ssh} schools are being closed all over the
country.
This brings me to the final characteristic of TV that needs mentioning.

'fie idea of children implies a vision of the future. The} are the living
messages we send to a tune ss e will not see But tele% ision cannot communicate a ,sense of the future or. for that matter, a sense of the past. It is a presentcentered medium, a speed of light medium. Ever} thing ss e see on telex ision
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is experienced as happening nom, which is wh) «e must be told, in language.
that a videotape we are seeing was made months before. The grammar of
television has no analogue to the past and future tenses in language. Thus it
amplifies the present out of all proportion and transforms the childish need

for immediate gratification into a way of life. And we end up with what
Christopher Lasch calls "the culture of narcissism"no future, no children.
everyorie fixed at an age somewhere between 20 and 30.
Of course I cannot know what all of this means to you, but in) own
position, I'm sure, is clear I believe that what I have been describing is

disastrouspartly because I alue the charm, curiosity, malleability. and innocence-of chiliihood, which is what first drew me to a career in education.
and partly because I believe that adults need, first, to he children before they
can he grown-ups., For otherwise they remain like TV's adult,Tchikl all their
lives, with no sense of belonging, no capacity for lasting relationships, no respect for limiliNnd no grasp,' of the future. But mainly I think it is disastrous
because it inaas problematic the future of school, which is one of the few
institutions stilitased on the assumption that there are significant differences

between children and adults and that adults therefore have something of
value- to teach children.
So my had news essay comes down to these questions. In a world in which
children are adults and adults children, what need is there for people like ourselves' Are the issue% we are devoting our careers to solving being rendered

irrelevant by the transforming power of our television culture? I devoutly
hope your answers to these questions are more satisfactory than mine.

Epilogue
I indicated in the introduction, my inclination was to include another
I00 orsoartieles in this volume. If this one proves popular, perhaps I will try
another book next year. In the meantime, here are the names of some authors
whose work-l-desperately wanted to include but couldn't for space reasons.
Louis E. Alley, Benjamin Bloom, David W. Brison, Jere E. Brophy (with
Thomas L. Good), William C. Budd (with Charles Harwood), Meyer Cahn,
Roald Campbell, Walter W. Cook, Diane Divoky, Robert w. Cole, Henry

SteeleCornmager, Lee Conway, Walter R. Coppedge, Audrey C. Cohen,

,

-James B. Conant, Lee Cronbach, Joe Cronin, Patricia Cross, Justice William,

0. Douglas, Daniel L. Duke (with Adrienne M. Meckel), Don Emblen,
Arthur Schlesinger, Jim Enochs, Thorwald Esbensen, Chester E. Finn, Jr.,
James D. Finn, John II. Fischer, Michael Fischler, Paul Fleisher, N. L. Gage,'
David K. Gad, Nancy Gayer, George Gerbner, J. W. Getzels (with-P. W.

Jackson), Bentley Class, Ira Glasser, Allan Glatthorn (with Joseph E.
Ferderbar), Egon G. Cuba, James W. Guthrie (with Thomas C. Thomas),

Don Hackle, Paul Hanna (interviewing Arnold Toynbee), William D.
Hedges, Theodore Ilesburgh, Banesh Hoffman, Florence Howe, Frank
Hunnes, IL Thomas James, James Jarrett, F. Washington !aryls, Joseph
-I unellioseph Katz (with Nevitt Sanford), John F. Kennedy, James K. Kent,
Herbert J. Klausmeier, Ivor Kraft, Ruth Love, Alvin- D. Loving, Stan
Luxenberg, Michael Marien, Kenneth McIntyre, James A. Mecklenburger,

Patricia Michaels, Stanley Milgram, Bartley B. Nourse, Jr Ellis Page,
Franklin Parker, Raymond P. Perkins, Laurence I. Peter, Philip II.Thenix,
Jan_Phillips,_Gerald Read, George Reavis, Donald R. Reich, Jerry Robbins
(with Thomas A. Teeter), Vincent R. Rogers, Robert N. Rowe, Kevin Ryan
( with David Purpel), David Selden, Robert Sidwell, B. F. Skinner, Robert H.
Snow, deorge-Stoddard, GordoneSwan.son, Harold Taylor, Ruskin Teeter,
Ms Donald Thomas (with Margaret Richards), Sidney Trubowitz, William

Clark Troia, Charles Tyson, Mimi Warshaw, Thayer S. Warshaw,
Wayson, Edgar Bruce Wesley, Burton White (with John Brademas, Wilson
Riles, and ttaymond Moore), Beverly Wood, and Richard Wynn.
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